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THE

FLORIST AND POMOLOGIST.

ADDRESS.

Itf our last Number we bade farewell to our readers on completing our
Fourteenth Volume, and now we meet them in a somewhat new form, with
higher aspirations and greater obligations to fulfil. For fourteen years our
best efforts have been directed to the progress and development of Gardening,
and throughout that period have we assiduously collected and disseminated
through our pages the facts, opinions, and suggestions of all of the best prac-
tical writers of the day ; nor while elucidating the art of Cultivation have we
been insensible to the equally important improvement effected in the races of
Plants. Indeed, we may go further, and say that ever since the introduction of
our work to the Garden Literature of the times we can lay claim to bavin
occupied the very first position in this respect ; as a proof of which the suc^
cessful results which have been obtained though the skill of modern hybridists,
have first been made known to the public either through the pencils of our
artists or the pens of our contributors ; and it is with pride that we are able
to refer to the names of Beck, Hoyle, Foster, Fellowes, Sainsbury, Turner,
Maclean, Puxley, Ingram, Keynes, Dodds, Rawlings, Strong, Henderson, Banks!
Storey. Standish, and others, whose respective productions have, from time to
time, been first figured or described in our pages. Sad are we to relate that
of the above great ones in the Floral world two have ceased from then-
labours amongst us, and now rest in peace ; but their names will long survive,
the brief span of existence being perpetuated in many a lovely flower, at once
reminding us of their skill, and affording us a grateful souvenir of happy hours
spent in their society. The rest are with us, and we anticipate to be furnished
with numerous new and fine productions, the result of their labours in this
branch of Experimental Gardening.

With the already great advantages which belong to our position as the
organ of the Floricultural world, we have now decided in admitting to an equal
share of our favours the claims of Pomology as an associate with the sister art
of Floriculture. We need scarcely add that it is our wish and resolve to
maintain the Flokist and Pomologist at the head of its class, in this de-
partment of Garden Literature ; to effect this our object, the promises of
support we have received, as explained by our list of contributors given else-
where, will afford to our readers the most unqualified guarantee of the means
for success which are at our disposal.

VOL. I. x>
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SUNSET VARIEGATED PELARGONIUM.
WITH AN ILLUSTRATION.

Those who have watched the gradual improvement which has taken place

in the varieties of the Variegated Pelargonium, both in respect to their flowers

arid their foliage, and have noticed in what the improvements brought about

in respect to the latter have consisted, will not be surprised to find that at length

there has been obtained a well-marked Golden Tricolor-leaved section—

a

group which we think those who glance at the accompanying figure will at

once admit already affords us an acquisition of extreme beauty ; such, indeed,

as may be expected to win a high position in popular favour. Such a position

we doubt not will at once be accorded to the new variety called Sunset, which

Mr. Pitch has so admirably pourtrayed, and which we have the pleasure of

presenting to our readers, as an earnest of the efforts we are prepared to make

to win for ourselves a similar position. Por some time past there has been

known in cultivation a group of varieties, of which Countess of Warwick and

Fontainbleau were some of the earlier types, in which combined with a white

or creamy marginal variegation, the leaves are marked by a zone of rose-

crimson or flame-red, more or less intense. The varieties of this group, which

we may call the Silver Tricolor-leaved, have been now very much improved,

and at the present time we have in such kinds as the Queen's Favourite, the

Rainboiv and Picturatum, plants of very great beauty, possessing well-marked

features of excellence both in their leaves and blossoms.

The Golden Tricolor-leaved group now illustrated has also made a decided

and very rapid advance in quality. Some of the earlier forms themselves are

yet by no means common, such as Golden Tom Thumb, Golden Cerise Unique,

and Golden Vase, though they have the red zone sufficiently well marked on

their younger leaves to render them attractive objects in the garden, and yet

greatly inferior to the more recent Mrs. Pollock, as that is again surpassed in

brilliancy by the present novelty. These two latter, however, Sunset and Mrs.

Pollock, are of nearly equal merit, the markings being similar in character in

both, but the zone being rather lighter and brighter coloured in the one we
now figure. We owe the opportunity of introducing it to our readers to the

Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, of the Wellington Road Nursery, St. John's

Wood, and we believe it is entirely in their hands. We saw it growing with

them in the autumn of 1861, both in the open air and in cold airy frames, and can

testify that the rich colouring of our figure by no means exaggerates the beauty

of the plant which is of course prized mainly for its brilliant leaves. Though
this tricoloured race of Pelargoniums has been spoken against as not suited for

out-door cultivation, and as losing the brilliancy of the markings as the leaves

get matured in size—objections which may apply to some few of the more

delicate silver-edged sorts—we can state from our own observation respecting

Sunset and Mrs. Pollock, which was growing beside it, that in both the situations

referred to above, where of course the plants were exposed to free light and

air, the bright colouring of the leaves was not evanescent. Indeed, from the

healthy and comparatively free growth of the plants, and their branching-

habit, a constant development of foliage is going on, so that they have always

an ample garnature of the highly-coloured leaves—ample to justify us in

strongly recommending them for all decorative uses, either in the flower garden

or in the greenhouse. These golden-edged sorts have a much more healthy-

looking appearance and habit than most of the silver-edged varieties.

Reverting to the immediate subject before us, our memorandum made last

September ran thus :—Habit free, vigorous, dwarfish. Leaves nearly three

inches across, rather undulated, but not cupped, smooth and rather glossy,
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more deeply lobed than Mrs. Pollock; the lobes irregularly crenate-toothed

;

the centre light greyish-green breaking out towards the edge, but generally
.eaving a margin of clear pale chrome yellow half an inch broad, the inner edge
of the zone about corresponding with the broader yellow, parts ; the zone itself

of a bright rosy salmon, the parts overlying the yellow appearing therefore as
a light bright red, deepened here and there where crossing the extended points
of green. Flowers light rosy or cerise scarlet, in moderate-sized trusses, and
of fair form.

_
We may just mention, that as a rule, Variegated Pelargoniums do not re-

quire pots of so large a size as the green-leaved varieties, and they generally
prefer a lighter soil : hence it is that some of them do not succeed well when
planted out in ordinary garden soil, especially when rich and at all close in
texture. A light porous earth containing peat seems most congenial to them.
The following varieties of the Tricolor group may be especially recommended:

Golden Tricolor-leaved : Sunset, Mrs. Pollock. Silver Tricolor- leaved : the
Rainbow, the Queen's Favourite, Picturatum, Hotel de Cluny, Glowworm, and
Burning Bush.

THE TREBBIANO GRAPE.
^
As this Grape has

^
been successfully shown this season at some of the

principal fruit exhibitions in London, perhaps a few hints respecting its
culture and history may be of interest to the readers of the Flokist °and
Pomologist. When I first came to Welbeck the late Mr. Mearns had introduced
it there frorn some garden in Wales

; and, from his having grown it at Shobden
Court, he pointed it out to me as a desirable variety of White Grape for keep-
ing late. At first I thought it only the Syrian, but after having grown it now
for a great many years, I find it perfectly distinct, and one of the most valuable
White^ Grapes grown for keeping late. It is a Grape that does best with stove
heat, like the Muscat of Alexandria, and if grown with it in the same house it
will keep the succession of White Grapes up till the last. The Trebbiano
forms a noble and_ well-shouldered bunch, the berries being large and setting
well, and is constitutionally a strong grower, making a famous stock for graft-
ing others on. The Muscat of Alexandria can seldom be kept in good condition
after the end of January

; but the Trebbiano, under the same circumstances,
will keep quite plump till the end of March. Like the Muscat, it keeps all the
better for being well ripened in August or September ; and shows a beautiful
amber tint in the berries when ripened early. With the Black Barbarossa,
Trebbiano, West's St. Peter's, and Lady Downes' Seedling, there is now no
difficulty in having good late Grapes till the early Grapes are ripe, and so
having a succession all the year round. The unnatural system of forcing early
Grapes, so as to have them ripe in the winter months—say in January and
February—can only be carried out for a year or two in the same house through
the Vines getting so weak from the want of a proper winter rest, In March
April, and May the case is different ; for good early Grapes can be ripened in
pots or tubs, or in vineries where the roots are protected, and the wood will
not suffer from too early forcing.

I find that the old White Muscadine is an excellent Grape for keeping late •

for though it gets shrivelled a little in February and March, it is quite fit for
the dessert, and has a delicious flavour peculiar to itself.

I have crossed the Trebbiano with several of our high-flavoured White
Grapes, such as the Chasselas Musque and White Frontignan, and have some
promising seedlings which I expect to fruit next year.. Seedling-Grapes must
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now be very good indeed to beat the fine varieties already in cultivation ; but
my object in crossing with the Trebbiano is to try and get good flavour of Grapes
combined with good keeping qualities.

Welbech Gardens. William. Tillery.

THE CHRYSANTHEMUM.
That the Chrysanthemum is rapidly making headway among the floricul-

tural public there cannot be any doubt ; and deservedly so, for I know of

no flower at this time of the year that can urge more powerful claims upon

our attention, or more amply repay us for that attention, than this gay

autumnal beauty. The great variety of form and colour, the long period

ifc remains in bloom, its adaptability either for the flower garden, conservatory,

greenhouse, or cottage window, make it alike desirable to every class of the

floricultural community.
<

The Royal Horticultural Society will have no reason to regret having

taken this flower under its fostering wing. The recent Exhibition must be

considered without doubt a decided success ; and not the least gratifying is

the fact that we have, among the exhibitions this year, some fresh blooms, from

which I think we may fairly look forward to some very decided advance.

Takin°- a retrospective view of the Chrysanthemum for the past ten years,

I am decidedly of opinion there has been very little, if any, improvement

either in the cut flowers or specimen plants. Thisjear, however, the collection

that took the first prize in the amateurs' class of six plants gave unmistakeable

evidence of a step in the right direction, which all other exhibitors will do

well to follow. "Defiance," in this collection, was the nearest approach to

perfection that I have yet seen.

The exhibitors of Pompon varieties are in my opinion altogether abroad in

their mode of training. I contend that the spiral or pyramidal plants, as well as

those immense table-top specimens, are alike objectionable ; and I have no hesi-

tation in stating that any exhibitor coming into the field with a half dozen nice

compact plants^ grown in the style, say, of Turner's Fancy Pelargoniums, (I

know of no better model for a Pompon), will assuredly take precedence, to

the perhaps no small surprise of our present exhibitors.

The exhibition of standards, whether Pompons or large-flowering varieties,

might I think be dispensed with
;
they were by no means a desirable feature.

The cut flowers were very effective, as they always are when staged in long

rows of three flowers deep, and certainly are in no way inferior to the Dahlia.

Dark flowers of good quality were scarce, and in this particular the Exhibition

at the Garden was by no means an exception. Incurved flowers are evidently

the favourites, and I think very properly so ; for although, in some instances,

we lose brightness of colour by having the under instead of the upper part of

the petal exposed to view, yet upon the other hand their form is more beauti-

ful, and, without doubt, last in perfection as long again as reflexed flowers, and

when grown for decorative purposes this is of some importance.

Although reflexed flowers and incurved flowers are apparently so distinct, I

quite think it possible to produce nearly all the varieties incurved, excepting

only those short or shell-petalled kinds. Take, for instance, Annie Salter, the

most perfect type of a reflexed flower. This can be made to incurve as perfectly

as a Plutus, and this is not unfrequently attributed to dressing ;
but I am of

opinion that no amount of dressing could produce those large incurved flowers

we now see exhibited, although the disappointed exhibitor too frequently
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attributes to dressing what only and entirely belongs to superior cultivation.

In the cultivation of plants for the production of fine blooms, the most import-

ant element is to select the right bud at the right time ; herein consists the

whole secret of producing the fine blooms we now see exhibited.

The following are the best of the new ones as far as I have seen, for the

coming year;

—

Duchess of- Wellington (Salter).—Finely incurved
;

equally desirable as

Lady Harding.
Carissima (Salter).—Incurved white ; will I think prove one of the best.

General Slade (Salter).'—Very distinct; a decided improvement upon, and

same colour as Two-coloured Incurved.

Cherub (Salter).—Broad petal, well incurved, colour golden fawn.

Dido (Salter).—Colour pure white, very double shell petal, apparently first-

rate for specimens.

Sparkler (Salter).—A very pretty flower of the Auguste Mie class.

Lord Ranelagh (Salter).—Colour reddish-fawn, broad petal well incurved,

and very good habit.

Le Trouvere (Barthese).—Delicate peach, fine broad incurved petal; a de-

cided improvement upon Miss Kate.

Louis Barthese (Barthese).—Beautiful crimson red, broad petal, and very
finely incurved.

Lady St. Clair (Downie, Laird & Laing).—Clear white, a very fine and
distinct sport of Queen of England.

Striped Queen (Downie, Laird & Laing).—Another of the many sports of

Queen of England ; colour white, prettily striped pink.

Madame Heyne (Bull).—A very desirable white Pompon in the way of

Mrs. Turner.

Frampton Park Nursery, Hackney. W. Holmes.

SMALL POTS versus LARGE POTS
IN THE CULTIVATION OE THE PINE APPLE.

It is now a pretty well established fact in horticulture that Pine Apples
can be produced with greater ease and certainty, and equal in size, when cul-

tivated in moderately-sized pots, than when the largest are adopted. However
difficult or otherwise it may be to account for this, it is, nevertheless, being
proved in daily practice. So far as my own experience goes I find larger

Pines produced in 10 and 11-inch pots than in others of a larger size. At
present there are in one of the fruiting Pine-pits here a quantity of fruit ; and
I find on examination that, without exception, the finest fruit are in 10 and
11-inch pots. Some of the Pines in these sizes range from 7 lbs. to nearly
9 lbs. weight ; while others in pots of larger dimensions are not yielding such
fine fruit. Similar results have occurred under my own notice several times,
and the practice and testimony of other growers are corroborative of the same.

The plants to which reference is made at present are precisely the same
in age ; and their treatment, with the exception of their being in pots of
various sizes, has been the same also.

Granting the correctness of the foregoing premises, if it may be termed
so, there are other important points besides superior fruit gained by the
adoption of small pots. Many of the operations connected with the culti-

vation of Pines in pots are rendered much less laborious, and the expenditure
for pots, soil, and plunging material is considerably reduced. The return
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of fruit is not only equal, if not more in bulk, but is at the same time more
speedily realised

; and these are important matters in these days when great
demands are not unfrequently pressed upon gardeners with limited means.

^

Take, for instance, a sucker from a Pine plant in September or October.
It is potted into a 6 or 7-inch pot ; in February or March it is transferred
into a 10 or 11-inch size to fruit in

; by the middle of August it has filled its,

pot with roots, and matured its growth under all the light and natural heat of
summer. Next January, fifteen months after it was detached from the parent
stool, it is started into fruit, and is king of the dessert in May. Eapid work
this. What would our grandfathers, or even fathers, say to it ?

Given the same sucker, and let it be transferred into pots of a much larger
size, would its state of fruiting maturity be arrived at so easily and so naturally ?

Not, certainly, without checks and counter-checks—expedients which invari-
ably result in inferior fruit to those presented by plants which have crowded
their pots with roots, and the growing course of which has ended in a natural
maturity. Nor is this any more singular than that a Strawberry plant grown
in a 5-inch pot should yield larger individual fruit than when the same plant
is shifted on into a pot twice the dimensions. It is the general experience
that with most things there is nothing so thoroughly essential to a bold and
certain development of fruit than a pot well filled with roots

;
and, as a conse-

quence, a well-ripened growth. This, after a proper season of rest, seldom
comes short of successful results ; and is more likely to be attained, especially

when to be done in a few months
;
by the use of small pots, besides being

particularly applicable to the Pine Apple. The theory of the matter may form
the subject of another short paper.

Archerfield Gardens. David Thompson".

RELATIVE TO ROSES.
At the commencement of a new year and new series, I must ask for a place

for the following observations. Before I begin, let me say, that with grateful
recollections of Mr. Turner as co-Editor with Mr. Spencer, I hope the new
series Mali flourish. If ability in the resident Editor be a guarantee, and if

contributors will write plain common sense and their experience on subjects^
with which they are acquainted, I see no reason to doubt, that the new Fiobist
with its two beautiful plates, will be one of the best publications in the world.
Of the courtesy of the two present, as well as of the two former Editors, I have
every reason to speak in the highest terms. I am sure that articles which,
though they may be controversial, are yet free from personalities and the
imputation of improper motives, will be received with gratitude by the Editors;
and that, if they are of an instructive character, they will find a place in the
new series. Long may it flourish, wide may it spread, and may its Editors,
contributors, and purchasers, ever maintain a Christian spirit and friendly
feeling towards other similar productions.

An invariable article in every Flokist may be an injury, as it must tend
to shut out other contributors, who, in due time, finding that their labours are
not appreciated, will cease to be among the staff of writers. If the present
article be inserted I will endeavour to be silent, that others may communicate
their ideas

;
but, having been kindly asked by both the present Editors to

support the new series, I should be sorry to omit the first opportunity of
sending a few friendly inaugural words, and, also, a few useful observations on
a theme that to me is inexhaustible* .
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A loord in reference to some Roses.

(1) Isabella Gray.—I have had this Rose, three years in the crux of a wall
facing south-east, and have never yet had a flower. It was removed to a south
wall in September, and I shall not cut it at all ; it will only add to its blindness,

and produce more unripe wood. It will be merely cut "to a good eye on the
tips where the wood is ripe. If it again fails, I think to put it on a limb of
Madlle. Aristide ; it is probable that it would succeed on the Banksia. Sol-

faterre, Gloire de Dijon, Triomphe de Rennes, and Celestine Forestier are so

good, that I do not care much about it ; it will always have one of the faults

of the Cloth of Gold, whose daughter it evidently is—viz., extreme succulence
and tenderness at its tips. I have had two beautiful blooms of l'Enfant Trouve,
sent to me by Mr. Cant, which will, if hardy, quite supply the place of the
Cloth of Gold. I have ordered six plants of it.

(2) La Boule oV Or.—This one should have been called the " Golden Peak"
as the buds are long, perhaps too long. " D." rightly says it is worthy of
further trial ; its proper colour is light yolk of egg colour. I have one plant of
it, which is the only pot Rose that I shall dare to leave out this winter ; the
wood is as hard as that of Gloire de Dijon. It came a little plant with three
buds on like eyelashes grafted on a darning needle; those buds withered
away, it then cast quickly 7 buds, and in a few days after three more. I took
off, when half grown, nine buds, and bloomed the other bud, which opened
well, and a beautiful Rose it was. After this it formed ten more buds, bloomed
two of them tolerably, and the cold weather spoiled the others. I shall buy
five more plants of it, which, added to six l'Enfant Trouves, one Solfaterre,
one Viscomtesse de Gazes, one Elise Sauvage, and seventy trees of Gloire de
Dijon and Triomphe de Rennes, will complete my yellow staff: whatever may
be said to the contrary, the two last are the two best yellows as yet. The last

is the best of all for substance of petal, smoothness of edge, and invariability of
good formation. Against a south wall I have grown it hard upon four inches
when expanded, and of a rich golden yellow. The Cloth of Gold is either
magnificent, or it is nothing : in country places it has bamboozled the country
judges more than any other Rose in Christendom, and caused more wrong
adjudication of prizes than any other.

(3) Triomphe d'Amiens.—" D " says, " the French pronounce this Rose to
be a veritable Jacqueminot !" Then, I say, " a pump is an elephant." The
bloom is deep lake mottled like a coach dog. I had two plants of Mr. W. Paul,
and eight more most excellent ones are come; but neither the wood nor the
bloom is like Jacqueminot. There is only one point of resemblance : the blooms
of it when expanded would not this summer have been quite full. Let us
take the raisers' description, which I find to be true (minus fulness), " large,
full, velvety carmine lake strie et panache "

! ! ! Furtado aud Washington are,
without doubt, Al ; the last is a large clear red of good formation with fine
habit and foliage. Two briars budded this season with Furtado have now
(November 4) blooms upon them. I pronounce Amiens to be a most distinct
and choice Rose. As to fulness you cannot expect " weaklings" to fill up the
centre

; neither Senateur Vaisse, Madame C. Crapelet, nor M. Melaine were
quite full here to the centre.

(4) Due de Cazes " is good for nothing ! "—I am sorry to differ again. It
was in Mr. Fraser's pan at the National, and it was the best dark Rose in the
show : his Princesse Mathilde was also beautiful. Three plants of this last
Rose, and also one plant of Abdel Kader, just come, are excellent. For the
general public, and also for amateurs, I have little doubt, bearing in mind
the above bloom, and looking at the plants here, that the Princesse will turn
out to be the Al of last year's dark Roses. Mr. Wood, in a letter to me some
time since, spoke of the Due de Cazes as a gem : it is difficult to account for
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the opinions of the French as to these two Roses. The habit of the Due I do

not know, as I cut up mine as soon as I returned from the National for propa-

gation together with others that I have recommended ; and I may mention as

an instance of sincerity, that I have budded and bought to a great extent all

the Roses that I have recommended. I have thirty-two briars budded with

Maroc and Santenay, besides six more purchased plants of the last, six more
of Belle cle Bourg-la-Reine (petals as stout as those of P. Leon), and six more
of Senateur Vaisse. These three are Al.

Bushton Rectory. W. F. Radclyfee.

NORTHERN SPY APPLE.
WITH AN ILLUSTRATION.

This is not at all a new variety of Apple nor one which is to be estimated

on account of its rarity, for it is one that already exists in several nurseries of this

country, and in not a few private collections. It is entirely for its intrinsic

worth that we have been iuduced to select it as one of the subjects wherewith

to grace the first Number of the Florist and Pomologist. Its size and hand-

some appearance would alone recommend it to be grown in any collection

;

but when it is known that it is a dessert Apple of the finest texture and excel-

lent flavour, it commands an interest.which attaches to but a few even of our

best varieties.

Although a native of North America, it is one of those varieties which

attain their greatest perfection in this country. Even as a standard, an open

dwarf, or a pyramid, it ripens perfectly and grows to a large size ; but when
grown against a wall or in an orchard-house it acquires a size and beauty and

a delicacy of flavour which it does not when grown in the open ground. Our
figure was taken from a fruit grown in an orchard-house by George F. Wilson,

Esq,, at Gishurst Cottage, Weybridge Heath. The tree was planted in a

pot, and the fruit was set in the house ; but during the summer months it

was turned out in the open air, and there the fruit was ripened.

The fruit is fragrant when ripe, large, ovate, inclining sometimes to conical.

The skin is thin, at first of a greenish-yellow on the shaded side, and on the

side next the sun covered entirely with a thin, pale, crimson cheek, which is

covered withbroken streaks of a darker crimson ; but as the fruit acquires maturity

after being kept, the shaded side changes to a rich golden yellow, and the crimson

becomes brilliant. The whole is covered with a thin bloom like a Grape. Eye
small and closed, set in a very deep, narrow, and furrowed cavity. Stalk three-

quarters of an inch long, slender, deeply inserted in a wide hollow. Flesh

white, very tender, fine-grained, crisp, and very juicy. Juice sprightly, sweet,

and with a fine delicate aroma.

A valuable dessert Apple, in use from December till May.

The tree is a fast and vigorous grower, and has an upright habit. When
it acquires a little age it is an abundant bearer ; but it is apt to become bushy-

headed, and therefore requires frequent attention to keep the head open and

free of spray.

This excellent Apple originated, about twenty years ago, in the State of

New York, on the farm of Oliver Chapin, of Bloomfleld near Rochester, It

belongs to the Spitzenburgh race, and bears some resemblance to the Esopus

Spitzenburgh. Gradually it became a favourite among American orchardists,

and in 1843 we find it one of the sorts which were recommended "for trial
"

at one of the Pomological conventions. In 1847 the fruit was sold in New
York at twelve and a half cents each. H.
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THE PRINCE CONSORT.
The Death of the Prince Consort is an event we cannot allow to pass away without

recording our sympathy for the deep affliction which has befallen our beloved Queen,
and our sense of the great loss which this his adopted country has sustained, through
his rmich-to-be-lamented decease, in mid-life and in the full tide of public usefulness and
philantrophy. To the profession ofHorticulture the late Prince Consort was at once the

truest and most invaluable of patrons, and to him we as a body owe a lasting debt of

gratitude for the deep interest he took in all that belongs to the science and art of Gar-
dening. We need only refer to the Horticultivral Society, and compare the difficulties,

financial and otherwise, which surrounded it when he accepted the President's chair

with its present flourishing condition, to show how much the Society (and Horticulture

in general) are indebted to the warm interest he took in resuscitation and progression,

and the support which was afforded in consequence by Her Most Gracious Majesty and
her family. The example thus set by the late Prince cannot, we hope, fail to have due
weight with the Prince of Wales, and we sincerely hope he will enjoy the same amount
of pleasure and gratification in encouraging and promoting the arts and embellish-

ments of life which were so largely shared in by his august Father, whom Britain will

long moum and revere as the most esteemed and virtuous of Princes.

IN-DOOR GARDENING.
I am attempting some in-door gardening in one of the thickest and most crowded parts of

"London's rich and famous town." With Drury Lane on the east and St. Giles's on the

west, I am by no means in a spot adapted for vegetative development, None of the " spicy

breezes," the "fragrant odours," the "pleasing prospects," of the poets here; though there

is an abundance of "native perfumes," something more than whispering
" Whence they stole those balmy spoils."

My greenhouse is my window-sill and a small yard—so small that four strides in one
direction will give you its length, and three in another its breadth—and this frowned upon
by houses and workshops four storeys high—a kind of burlesque on the " dark valley " scene

in the " Savourneen Deelish" at the Lyceum Theatre. My conservatory is my chamber window
with two light shelves, one at its base, the other at the division of the sashes

;
my mantle-

piece, and a small table originally intended for the purposes of dressing, but pressed into the

service of horticultural operations. Atmospheric conditions, position, and locality are all

against me ; but in the face of difficulties things apparently hopeless, if not impossible, have
been attempted and accomplished; I attempt, and if failure comes I can but join issue

with Lady Macbeth, and say, " We fail." I am essaying nothing novel, nothing claiming
originality, but my process is full of interest for me, and is a source of no ordinary gratifi-

cation. My plan, too, is easy, it requires but little labour, and can be accomplished at a
moderate cost ; but whether the result will balance the outlay remains to be seen. I began
early in September. I procured some Saffron (autumn-flowering) Crocus. I merely stood

them on some soil that filled three-fourths of some flower-pots and covered the top with
moss. I employed shallow basins and dinner-plates for the same purpose, using moss only

;

but I got the best bloom where I had used the soil. They are out of bloom now, and thrown
away. The pots were on the window-sill, the others on my table. I kept them moderately
damp—just enough to encourage vigorous growth. The flowers of the Saffron Crocus do not
possess the points of quality professional florists somewhat too arbitrarily contend for, to the
entire discomfiture occasionally of uninitiated amateurs ; but they awakened the liveliest

interest in me, their shortcomings notwithstanding ; and the diurnal observation of their

shoots, gradually rising through the moss, and then developing their flowers, contrasted so

markedly, even on so small a scale, with the gloom, and dirt, and sterility out of doors, that
spring seemed to have parenthetically inserted itself between the decaying and death-like
stillness of autumn and Avinter.

Their place is now occupied by another generation of tenants. I rise a step higr er in
my cultivable process. 1 now operate on bulbs of increased value. In two or three pots
I have placed a Polyanthus Narcissus, and surrounded it with Crocus of mixed colours. At
the time I write they are both starting rapidly into growth, and I have coveied the moss
with pots as before. The plates (soxq>plates are the best) have either three small Hyacinths
of three distinct colours in the centre, with Single Van Thol Tulips and Crocus intermingled,
or else have a central group of the same Tulip with an outer circle of Crocus. These are
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rapidly rooting in silver sand. I have profited by my experience of the Saffron Crocus, and
it is both pleasing and amusing to watch their seeming struggles for a free development.

One group with Hyacinths in the centre (in a soup-plate fortunately), presents the appearance

of a violent eruption having taken place
;
they appear to be rooting so vigorously, that I am

getting quite alarmed as to how they will dispose of them, for tbe bulk in the plate increases

day by day. I am fearful that the aspiring propensities of the Hyacinths will upset altogether

the symmetry and the harmony of my mimic winter garden. The Tulips seem to be much
more modest in their requirements, though as yet they are not evidencing any signs of growth.

Meanwhile, I have commenced the cultivation of some Hyacinths in glasses, I procure

common glasses, of Tye's registered pattern, with supports—they answer my purpose while

they square with my means. I grow a few double, but generally single Hyacinths in

glasses, the latter give the best spike in water and the finest-formed bells. I have some
eighteen varieties in cultivation, all of which are rooted well down to the bottoms of the

glasses. I allow the water quite to touch the base of the bulb, not nearly to touch it as

some write and say, and I have kept them almost entirely exposed to the light from the

commencement. If I find the water at any time emits a bad odour, I change it ; if not', I

Bimply keep the glass filled up as evaporation takes place. They thrive admirably on the

shelves in the window and on the mantlepiece
;
and, should frost threaten, I remove them

from the window to a safe distance. They grow slowly but strongly, for occupying the

room but little, I seldom have a fire. The following are the kinds I have in cultivation.

Double Blue.—Othello. Single Blue.—Prince Albert, Grande Yidette, General Lauriston,

Argus, Couronne de Oelle, and Uncle Tom. Double Red.—Sir J. Paxton, Lord Wellington,

Single Med.—L'Etincellante, La Beine des Beauties, Cosmos, Norma, and Bobert Steiger.

Double White.—Blanchard. Single White.—Mont Blanc, Alba Maxima, Pavillion Blanc,

Grande Vainqueur, and Grande Yidette. I have also a few in pots that are not so forward

as those in glasses, they are newer varieties to me, and I am testing their merits. Some of

the kinds are in glasses, are intended for the same state of probation. I am cultivating in pots,

in a small one-light box. I use 32-pots, and the soil is a mixture of loam and rotted

manure, with some road or silver sand in it. This compost can be procured at any nursery.

I also place some well-rotted manure at the bottom of the pots, my knowledge of Hyacinths

leading me to infer that they love to feed on something of this kind. I almost cover the

whole of the root, and I pot them lightly for the same reason—that in rooting the bulb

should not be forced upwards, as is sometimes the case when they are potted hard, or the

bulb is nearly wholly exposed. I simply stand them in a cellar to encourage them to root.

I have now introduced them to the frame. I have potted a few Tulips as well, three bulbs

in a pot, using the same size as for the Hyacinths, and the same compost. I have of double

varieties : Extremite d'Or, Prince de Galitzin, Tournesol, Imperator Bubrorum, and Marriage

de ma Fille ; of single varieties : Feu Bouge, White Pottebakker, Golden Prince, Yermilion

Brilliant, and Couleur Ponceau. As I potted these much later than the Hyacinths, I antici-

pate that they will succeed them. I intend when they are in flower, and as soon as the blooms

are fully expanded, to tie a piece of fine cotton round them, by this means they can be pro^

longed in flower for a considerable period. I fear that should I be successful in flowering

both my Hyacinths and Tulips in pots, that their beauty will become sadly marred by the

showers of blacks that constitute a considerable portion of the atmosphere ; but then it

is one of the inevitable disadvantages of large towns and cities. I pot but a very few

Crocus, they scarcely repay the trouble of growing in pots, their bloom has such a brief

existence. I place six bulbs in a pot, and have used for that purpose Mrs. B. Stowe, Liliaceus

superbus, Sir Walter Scott, and Golden Yellow.

Such is the nature of my attempt, and the process by which I endeavour to achieve the

results contemplated. I am persuaded that more can be donein London in the way of in-door

gardening than is generally conceived. There is pleasure not unmixed with some profit in

the attempt, even if the results are abortive or altogether disappointing. Cultivating under

such manifest disadvantages I cannot hope to contend for the prizes offered by Mr. Cutbush

to amateur growers of Hyacinths in the ensuing spring ; but I have the satisfaction of know-

ing that I am co-operating with him, though in a very small degree, in the widening of the

area of its cultivation; and I hope to see the collections that will be staged in competition

for his prizes, to observe how wide is the "line of demarcation" between the successful

groups and my humble and less-favoured productions. In one sense I shall gain a prize

notwithstanding, in the high gratification I reap daily at ever so cursory an inspection of my
bulbs, and rising to higher levels as the season for blooming approaches. Here is a source

of real pleasure from within. The best and most satisfying sources of happiness spring from

within us, and I seem both to see and feel something of the truth contained in the couplet

of the poet

—

" Ingenuous arts, where they an entrance find,

Soften the manners and subduo the mind."
Quo.
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BOUVARDIA LONGIFLORA.
There are several very pretty varieties of Bouvai-dias, but I wish, to draw attention to

this on account of its white wax-like flowers, and fragrance—good qualities, which make it

a very desirable plant for small vases for the drawing-room, and equally useful for cutting
and the making up of bouquets.

The plant is rather difficult to propagate, as indeed are all the genus ; but having an old
plant or two, with well-ripened wood, a stock may be obtained in the spring, by taking off

the young shoots when about an inch in length, which will strike well enough in sand under
a bell-glass, and plunged in a briskish heat. When sufficiently rooted and hardened off, they
should go into " thumbs," potting them in turfy peat and sand, with good drainage, and
when these pots become full of roots transfer them to 4 and o-ineh pots, for blooming. The
young plants will require a warmish pit when the temperature averages about 60°, and to he
kept pretty near the glass to prevent drawing. When they commence growing, pinch out the
point of the shoot to encourage their breaking laterally, and as the season advances plenty
of air and light should be given, taking care that the atmosphere is rather damp than other-
wise. If not kept near the glass the plants are sure to become straggling weakly things ; and
as their beauty will entirely depend on being kept dwarf and bushy this must be attended
to, for they will not bear stopping oftcner than onco, the flowers being what are called ter-
minal, or produced at the top of each shoot, and require these to be tolerably strong and well
ripened to produce blooms ; but with good management you may frequently obtain from
three to five heads of bloom on spring-struck plants ; still they must be well grown to do
this. Towards the middle of August the plants may be more fully exposed by taking off tho
sashes entirely during the early part of the day; this treatment will apparently stop their

growth, and induce the formation of the clusters of buds, which during the autumn months
will be produced freely in proportion as the shoots are strong and have been duly exposed
for ripening. We have never very successfully managed the plant as a specimen, its ten-
dency to grow in a loose straggling way cannot be overcome without much trouble, and
therefore I never keep them beyond the second year.

There are several beautiful varieties of Bouvardia longiflora, some of them having a
much better habit than the species. L. carnea, a delicate flesh colour, and very sweet, and
Brilliant and Hogarth are scarlet and of good habit ; while L. Laura, Oriana, and delicata,
have rose-coloured flowers,—these are all worthy of cultivation as distinct varieties. The
treatment they require is precisely that given above for longiflora, but these latter make
nicer specimens than that variety. F, A. Iv.

THE WARDEN'S GARDEN AND THE WARDEN'S GARDENER.
During a long enforced sojourn in the city of Winchester, which lasted through much

of the last summer and autumn, I renewed my acquaintance with the dear old College at
which I spent seven years of my boyhood, and where I acquired no mean portion of
whatever learning I have since possessed. The facilities for improvement, however, were
not " in my time" what they are now ; and few, if any, of the older educational establish-
ments have so wisely and so manfully grappled with the' prejudices of centuries, nor profited
so largely by the experience of modern energy as Winchester College. The system, the
meals, the playground, the dormitories, the buildings themselves, are changed and still
changing, and all for the better. The portion, however, within its precincts with which
alone I have now to do is the Warden's garden.

It is of considerable size, consisting of about three acres ; and though the College
grounds are in the lowest part of the city, and consequently are flat, it has great capabilities.
It is walled in on all sides with substantial walls of stone, brick, and flint rubble, having the
Warden's house and part of the College on the north-east angle, and, though of no exact
regular figure, is nearly as broad as it is long. Through it from east to west, close to the
house and College, runs an arm of the Itchen, cool and rapid as the Itchen in all its branches
is, and full of large trout. Crossing this from the back door of the Warden's house by a
rural bridge, you come upon a handsome well-kept lawn, much broken up by beds on the
north side, or that nearest the house, and by superb Plane and other trees surrounded by
seats over its whole extent. This part is especially the pleasure garden, though there are
more beds of flowers besides several clumps and borders in the other compartment an
improvement introduced by the present gardener ; for the garden is divided into two unequal
portions by a serpentine hedge interspersed with magnificent trees, the eastern or smaller
portion being the lawn, which the late Warden, who died last year universally regretted
permitted to be used for the horticultural shows, in which he took much interest.

A gravel walk belts the entire garden, and, by disappearing behind the trees at the end
of the lawn and not returning down the hedge that divides it from the fruit garden, adds to
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the appearance of size. A border 'bet-ween the gravel walk and the wall is, in the lawn half,

appropriated to flowers ; and the wall is covered with ornamental creepers, among which a
magnificent specimen of Glycine shines conspicuous.

The Wellingtonia is small, but the Pinus excelsa is one ofthe finest in the kingdom. Being
well sheltered among the lofty trees around, it did not suffer at all during the last severe winter.

The collection of herbaceous plants, all well labelled and occupying portions of both
divisions of the garden, is said to be unequalled in the neighbourhood

;
which, however, ia

hardly giving it its due, as highly cultivated gardens are at a discount here. And when we
find that all the alterations and innovations have emanated from one head, and that one
having no hands under him but his own, with the exception of occasional help in a busy
time, it must be admitted he has fairly won the estimation in which he is held.

Late in the year and in wet weather in so low a situation, the amount of foliage from so

many trees of such ample dimensions produces a drip and a dampness underneath that is

better suited to some ornamental Fems, and other similar plants that flourish underneath,

than to their human admirers.

The fruit garden has its walls well covered with useful fruit trees, more with Plums and
Pears than with Peaches and Nectarines. There are also several Gooseberry and Currant

trees among them for the convenience of matting up the fruit. The Apple trees are all of

fine sorts, and mostly had a good crop on them, which in such a year as this speaks well for

the management. The Vegetables were equal to those of any market garden near London

:

the Onions in particular looked like a cargo of Portugal Onions set out by hand to look as if

they had grown on the spot. The gardener prides himself on his Onions ; and this is the

only year, he told me, in which his Potatoes had suffered from, the disease for many years

—

as, owing to the change of Wardens and the absence of the present one, he did not like to

carry out his system without consulting his master, and thus he was ten days too late. His
system being to lift them very early, before any rain can wash down the spores of the disease

from the haulm to the tubers. He watches the weather, and considers ripeness not so

important as the avoidance of heavy rain after they are useable.

At the north-west angle of the premises are the houses ; and of these there is nothing to

be said in praise. There were some well-coloured Hamburgh Grapes, and some handsome
Ferns under them. But all this department was below the mark. On inquiry in other

quarters I understood it had been of purpose neglected to avoid expense
;
and I was reminded

of an anecdote I once heard of a man whose son bitterly reproached his father's memory for

having "muddled away his money paying his bills." The late Warden seems so far to

have resembled him as to have let' his "fine garden fall behind its capabilities, owing to a
habit which seemed inveterate with him to spend his money not on himself, but in relieving

the necessities of his felloAv creatures.

The gardener, Mr. Weaver, is a personage as well worth making the acquaintance of as

the garden under his care. His skill is attested by the health and productiveness of all

Tinder his charge ; and the Gardener's Chronicle and The Cottage Gardener, to both of which
he is an occasional contributor, keep up his theoretical knowledge of what is going on

in the gardening world. To these, henceforth, I hope, the Fxohist will be added. He has

been a successful exhibitor both of flowers and fruit when the shows in the neighbourhood

were kept up with spirit, and in Apples took usually the first prize. Since the late Mr.
Wickham's death they have gradually declined in interest (indeed, one held at South-

ampton, at which I could not be present, was said to be a poor thing), and Mr. Weaver has

contented himself with acting as judge. He is a humourist withal, which is no bad foil to

his sterling good sense.

The last was a prolific wasp year, for instance, and still worse for the pest that devours

the leaves of Gooseberries and Currants. When he was pointing out a wall Green Gage
tree covered with ripe fruit unprotected, I remarked that I supposed the wasps troubled him.

"No, sir," was the quiet but decided reply.

Thinking he had misunderstood me, I repeated the words.
" No, sir, they don't. Nothing troubles me."
" Ah, well, that is right. It should not trouble any of us. But I mean, you find they

take more than their share."

"No, sir. They are easily kept under. All the destroyers of a garden are. My
remedy is Catch 'em and Mil 'em. I do not search for their nests. Wasps will not attack

you, do what you will, if you do not go near their nest. They have never come much to

these housi s. They did to my own, for I have two vineries of my own ; and when I found

that, I cut out a piece of wood like a small racket with a handle and a broad circular blade,

and took my stand in the open doorway, or wherever else they entered, and knocked down every

wasp that came in. After a few days they left off the attempt, and came but little more."
" So, again, when I am asked, for 1 often am asked, about the Gooseberry caterpillar,

I tell them the same. I have read all the methods that have been proposed—lime, hellebore,

and others. But lime disfigures the garden, and hellebore is a serious thing to use with
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eatable fruits. I say, Catch, 'era and kill 'em. It will not take much time if you do it

properly. Look over tho trees regularly and carefully, and kill them while they are small
and before they have dispersed. The finger and thumb is the best trap."

" Ants, again, do much damage to some people, and various means of getting rid of
them are prescribed in books. I say again, Catch 'em and kill 'em. That is the best way.
They came in great numbers to my house ; so I found their runs, and took a hammer, and
placed a mat to kneel on where they crossed the hard path, and when I went home to dinner
at twelve o'clock I spent some time daily killing every ant that crossed the path at that time,
and kept account of all I killed. One day I killed 70, another 80, another 90, and so on.
They could not breed so fast as that—they must diminish ; and when they changed their
runs, as they often did, I changed my -place of lolling them. But I found they were as
clever as I was : and that is not enough—they were cleverer than I was. I found that no
more ants came, and I supposed they were destroyed. But I was mistaken. They had
discovered that it was unsafe to travel at noon, and so they kept at home from twelve to one.
The wall is an old one and full of holes, where I suppose they breed ; but it is not mine, or
I would soon have them dislodged. But I was obliged to shift my time of watching for
them, and so managed to get them under at last."

" Did you ever try guano f" I asked.
" No, I never did. I have heard of its effects." And then he made me describe

minutely what I had done with it and what it had done with them. And then he resumed,
" But it does not kill except a very few. It only drives them from one place to another
that perhaps may be worse. My plan is best after all. It takes much less of time and
trouble than people imagine, if they set about it in earnest. And it is certain and effectual."

The above is the substance of his remarks, and in many instances given in his own
words. The dry humour with which they were interspersed I cannot convey. Perhaps an
anecdote may help. At my instance he had admitted a little girl, the daughter of my
landlady, with my servant to see the gardens. This child, doubtless instructed by her
mother, on leaving thanked Mr. Weaver for his kindness, and. presented him gravely with
a sixpence. Mr. Weaver, much amused, said, "No, thank you, my dear, I don't want this. I
am a very rich man. I have as many sixpences inmy pocket as Queen Victoria has in hers.'

And the puzzled and deferential look of the child told how great a man he was in her eyes.
Whether his plan would generally answer with wasps I cannot say. I should doubt it,

for the wasp is not an intelligent insect. But with the others I have not the same doubts,
and his garden was an instance of its efficacy. The Gooseberry caterpillar has been peculiarly
destructive this year. And though a space of not more than twenty yards divides the War-
den's from a market garden not half the size, in the latter I had noticed the Gooseberry and
Currant bushes with their fruit still hanging and not a leaf on any of them ; while on those
under Mr. Weaver's treatment not a leaf was missing. And though I believe the system
would be more perfect by being carried back to the origin of the evil, in wasps and ants bv
searching for and destroying the nests, and in the Gooseberry
caterpillar by paring and binning the earth under the bushes
in January, yet I confess I went away much impressed with
the sound practical wisdom of the motto, Catch 'em and kill 'em.

Alford Rectory. Geokge Jeans.

The Patent Hydrostatic Floweu-Pot.—Messrs. Brown
and May, of the North Wilts Foundry, Devizes, have sent us
a drawing and description of their new patent garden pot,

which is of the ordinary form as to shape, but manufactured
with one or more hollow rims or reservoirs running round
the outside, which, being filled with water when required,

keeps the material of the pot constantly moist, and conse-
quently prevents those extremes of dryness to which, by
exposure to a dry air or the sun, the old form of pot was
liable, and through which hundreds of tender plants have
either died annually or have become injured. Growers of

valuable, and particularly of those fine hair-rooted plants,

which suffer most by the abstraction of the moisture from
their balls of earth by evaporation through the sides of the
pots, will be glad to give this pot a trial which we think its

merits deserve ; as will also growers of other classes of plants

and fruit trees. To amateurs, having greenhouse or orchard-

house, the invention will be valuable, as relieving them from
that close attention to the requirements of their plants which
was necessary with the old form of pot.
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CONTEMPORARY NOTICES.
Botanical Magazine.—This old familiar Magazine, which we must all remember from

our boyhood, has just completed its eighty-seventh volume, which is the seventeenth of its

third series. In the Number last issued the following plants are figured:

—

MTwdanthe
Manglesii sanguinea, which is a distinct and pretty annual, worthy of bearing Drummond's
name of JR. astro-sangainea ; its foliage, habit, and flowers are all different, though bearing a
certain resemblance to those of the older kind. One conspicuous difference is the blood-red

disk of the present plant, which has been received by Mr. W. Thompson along with another

equally desirable called It. inaculata, from Western Australia. Begonia KtmtMana, a
fruticose species from Venezuela, with lanceolate-oblong, saw-toothed leaves, green above, red
beneath, and producing two or three-flowered axillary peduncles bearing large white flowers.

Dendrobium triadenium, a white-flowered Malayan Orchid, introduced many years ago.

Verticordia nitens, a glorious greenhouse shrub from Swan River, belonging to a group of

rnyrtaceous plants, the Chamaslauciaceoe, which has hitherto been almost unknown in gardens.

This species, which is also called Ghrysorrhoe nitens, has been introduced and flowered by
the Messrs. Veitch & Son. The plant, which branches everywhere, forms itself into a
condensed corymbose mass, the whole circumference of which is covered, with brilliant golden

star?, of which the calyx forms the more conspicuous part. This organ is five-lobed, the lobes

cut into several linear segments, each of which is plumosely fringed. Vriesia xyphostachys, a

bromeliaceous stove plant, with long, narrow, smooth-edged leaves, dilated at the base, and
a spicate infloresence of compressed distichous bracts, from which issue the purplish-blue

flowers ; it is supposed to be Brazilian. BolbopJiyllum barbigerum, an old-fashioned stove

epiphyte, of which it is remarked—" Glorious as are the flowers of many of the larger kinds

of orchideous plants, yet many of the smaller kinds are more wonderful and more curious in

their structure and organisation, and this is assuredly one of that kind." In truth, there is

at the end of the lip or labellum, if any reader should prefer the technical word, a brush of

long purple threads, so delicate as to be set in motion by the slightest disturbance of the air

about the plant.—M.

NOTES ON NURSERIES.
Messrs. Veitch & Son, Chelsea.—The fine collection of plants in this establishment

always yields something interesting, even at the most flowerless season of the year, and that

without any special attempt being made to provide a supply of winter flowers. One of the

first things to catch the eye on entering from the King's Road, is Lapageria rosea, coveting

the roof of one of the wings of the vestibule conservatory. The plants are growing in a

border prepared for them beneath the stages, and after furnishing the pilasters, are trained

horizontally beneath the roof, which is gay with their charming pendant, bell-like, rose crimson

flowers. This is undoubtedly one of the finest of greenhouse evergreen climbers. Other

examples in pots trained on an umbrella-shaped trellis, which is the form best suited to display

the beauties of the plants when pot- grown, were flowering in other greenhouses. Lycasle

Skinneri, a plant of which an abundant bloom is furnished throughout autumn and winter,

Mr. Veitch grows in large quantities, and we believe the growth of these plants is made in a

greenhouse climate ; but what is most remarkable about them is, that no two of them are

alike in the colouring and marking of their flowers, though a general similarity runs through

them all. Some very beautiful varieties have been already selected out of this fine batch, as

the pages of the Florist, and earlier portion of the Floral Magazine will testify. This is

just the plant for drawing-room decoration, for it blooms well in small pots, has permanent

healthy foliage of bold exotic character, and large showy flowers, and, above all, flowers that

last long in ^perfection. We believe the individual flowers will continue fresh in such a

situation as that indicated for as long a period as two months, if not more. Another flower

of the winter solstice here largely grown is the white-blossomed Calanthe vestita, of which

the varieties with a deep crimson eye, with an orange yellow eye, and with the flowers pure

white without spot, are severally well marked, and each of them in their way charming.

The fault of the plant is its flowering when unfurnished with leaves
;
but, as it may be grown

in small pots and set amongst other subjects having compensating foliage, this need not

prevent its very lovely blossoms being turned to good account in furnishing warm conserva-

tories and flower-stands in rooms. Calanthe Veitchii is a plant raised by Mr. Veitch from the

foregoing, crossed with Limatodis rosea. This has the flowers of a brilliant rosy pink ; it flowers,

moreover, at this season, and while equally desirable, is very distinct on account of its colour.

We- must just mention two other Orchids, Bpidmdrum mteUimm majus, which had a spike
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of flowers of the most vivid fiery orange scarlet, one good example of which is enough to
heighten up a whole collection. Angracum sesquipedale, the great Madagascar wonder, with
flowers among the largest of the order, white and ivory-like in texture and appearance, and
having a slender terete spur lengthened out to a foot or more, and looking like a slender tail

hanging from the flower. The hahit of tins latter is that of the Vandas. Mr. Veitch has
some very pretty variegated Anaactochiliis-like Japanese plants, probably Ooodycras, of
which, and other fine things in this way, we hope to have a word to say hereafter. For the
present we can only observe that the prettiest of these appear to be one with green-veined
leaves edged with deep golden yellow, and another with the centro of the leaf of a paler yellow
than in the former. Amongst Ferns new to our gardens, we observed Zoniaria gibba, a
greenhouse species from the islands of the Pacific, recently brought to England by Sir I).

Cooper, and promising to be one of the finest, for ornamental purposes, of this very beautiful
genus of Ferns. It is very rare, if not unique. A small ridge-and-furrow-house—a capital

plant-house by-the-by—was devoted to the establishment of a splendid lot of Australian Tree
Ferns, recently imported and consisting of (1) a very graceful, slender, tall-stemmed species,

which we understand Sir W. Hooker names Alsophila Macarthuri ; (2) noble plants of Ako-
phtfa australis, some of which with stems about seven feet high and eight inches in diameter,
and perfectly symmetrical, are amongst the handsomest, though not the largest, examples we
remember to have seen in our gardens; and (3) some fine stems of Bicksonia antarclica.

Here are also in course of ''formation" some grand globular specimens of the various
(xleichenias now in cultivation, which look as if they were entered for some of the cups to bo
won next year. We ought to mention, as useful plants for this season, Solatium pseudo-
capsicum, and S. capsicastrum, little bushes laden with bright orange fruits, the former of
more vigorous habit than the latter, and here grown with a short tree-like stem ; its fruits

too, rather deeper colour—both of them suited either for greenhouse or table decoration.
Nor should we forget Ipomcea Horsfallice, an old-fashioned gorgeous creeper for the roof or
rafters of a stove, which no one could well regret having planted in such a situation.—M.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS.
Conservatory.

With a good forcing-pit, and -with some little expe-
rience and foresight there can be no difficulty in keep-
ing rip a gay appearance here. Chrysanthemums
have continuedlonger than usual in flower, owing to the
mildness of the season. They ought all, however, to be
removed ere this, and the house thoroughly cleaned.
Pay great attention to the arrangement of the plants

;

a few nice things effectively arranged will be more
pleasing than a great quantity crowded and jumbled
together. All climbing plants, if not already done,
should be pruned and neatly tied, this will give the
house a more lightsome appearance. Attend well to
the watering of all plants in borders ; never Jet any-
thing get over-dry at roots; if you do, the spongelets
will suffer and the plants will receive a check which
they will not recover for months. Plants in flower-
bud, if allowed to get over-dry at roots, will cast them
off without expanding. For this reason Camellias,
Acacias, and other plants in flower-bud should on no
account suffer in the least for want of water. Heaths,
Epacrises and other hardwooded greenhouse plants
should only be introduced sparingly, as the tempera-
ture of this house should be kept higher than is
necessary for the well-doing of these plants. Without
them there are ample materials for furnishing ; we
have Azaleas, Roses, Cinerarias, Chinese Primroses,
Violets, Mignonette, Amaryllises, Hyacinths, Tulips,
Narcissus, and other bulbous plants, not to mention
Ferns, and variegated and omamental-foliaged
plants. Though the weather so far has been very fine
and open, we must expect more or less frost during
the month. Maintain a temperature of from 15° to 50°
by night and 55" to 60° by day, allowing it to rise by
sun heat a few degrees. Water carefully and sparingly,
but when anything wants it do it effectively. If any
plants get green fly they should be removed to another
houne to be fumigated. If only for a short time give
a little air daily, hut guard against cold cutting winds.

Greenhouse.
The fine weather has been most favourable to these,

as little fire heat has been required, and the weather
has been such as to allow an abundance of air to bo
given. It is rather too early to encourage active growth.
Maintain a temperature of 40° at night in frosty
weather ; if it fell 2° or 3° lower it will do no harm,
but it is not advisable to let it get below 38s . In mild
weather give plenty of air. In frosty weather be care-
ful in giving air, always guard against cold draughts.
Anything that requires cleaning, tying, or training,
should now be attended to. Get pots, crocks, soils,

sticks, <fcc, in readiness for potting next month.—M. S.

Florists' Flowers.
The Cineraria.—Owing to the mildness of the sea-

son this plant has made rapid growth : consequently
will require every attention to remove all decaying,
old, and small spindling foliage to admit of the air
freely to their centres ; tie out as wide as possible, and
stop some for late flowering. It will be impossible for
you to pay too much attention to cleanliness in this
plant. Fumigate occasionally but cautiously, or you
may injure the foliage. Give air freely every favour-
able opportunity, and avoid as much as possible all

cold and frosty currents of air. Be careful in watering,
and give only to such as really require it. Pelargo-
niums.—tidi care be taken to prevent the plants
drawing up, or becoming too delicate. To effect this
object give air in abundance on every favourable
opportunity. Continue to tie out the shoots carefully
and regularly, and give the plant as much room as
possible, everything like crowding should be carefully
avoided. Select from the plants which are well
established in the pots in which they are in-
tended to flower those you intend to exhibit early, and
let them have a little fire heat every evening, the
temperature ranging about 50°. Those intended for
the late shows should be kept at a moderately low but
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safe temperature. If you have plants which require
repotting do not delay the operation longer. Young
plants intended to grow into specimens especially, use
rich soil, assist them with a little fire heat, and train

the shoots as they advance in growth with taste and
judgment.—Charles Turner, Slough.

Stove.
In severe cold weather, when hands can be spared

from out-door work, every plant should be well looked
over, and such as require it should be effectively

washed and cleansed; if this work be properly done
now much after-labour will be saved. Prune such
plants as require it. Towards the end of the month
commence potting ; reduce carefully the balls of
Allamandas, Dipladenia, Clerodendron, Begonias, &a.

;

when potted plunge into a bottom heat of about 75°.

Much water will not be required until they begin to

fill the pots with tresh roots. Syringe daily witli water
the temperature of the air of the house. Maintain
a temperature at night of about 60°, and 70° by day,
allowing it to rise 10° by sun heat. Give air care-
fully according to the state of the weather.—M. S.

Flower Garden.
In mild weather push forward alterations, so as to

get completed before planting time. Protect bulbs
in frosty weather, and whilst covered examine them
daily, as mice and rats often make sad work among
them whilst covered. Plant Roses in open weather

;

plant Anemones, if not already done. Prepare beds
for Ranunculuses, giving them plenty of old rotten
cowdung and leaf soil. Pleasure Grounds.—The
weather so far has been most favourable for evergreen
trees and shnibs, particularly so to such as were inj nred
by the severe frost of last winter. The young wood
has got tolerably well ripened, and if no very severe
weather sets in they may get safely over this winter,

and next season thoroughly recover the injuries

sustained last winter. If appearances indicate a
coming storm see that everything is properlyprotected
that requires it. In open weather plant trees and
shrubs, and mulch them well. Lay Turf. Turn and
roll gravel walks, and give them a covering of fresh

gravel. Make new walks ; prune the more hardy
kinds of trees and shrubs, and dig or fork the borders
nicely over.—M. S.

Forcing.
Fruit.—Pine Apples.—Do not let the fruiting

plants want for water ; see they have a regular bottom
heat of about 85°, and keep the temperature at night
from 65

n
to 70°, and during the day about 75°, allowing

it to rise 8° or 10° by sun heat. A lower temperature
will do better for succession plants, about 60°- at night
and 70° in the day, and a bottom heat which should
not vary much either above or below 80°. Water
sparingly, and give a little air when the weather
permits. Vines.—Stop and tie down shoots in the
early-house. When they begin to flower seep the
temperature about 65? at night, and 70" during the
day, with an increase of 10u or 12Q by sun heat. Keep
rather a dry atmosphere. Muscats require a higher
temperature for setting. Maintain a moist atmosphere
in succession-house, and keep the temperature from
55° to 60° by night and 65° to 70° by day. Give as

much air as the stateof the weather will allow, always
give it early in the forenoon, and close up soon in the
afternoon. Late-houses should be got ready for start-

ing. Peaches and Nectarines.—-When those in the
early-house are in flower the temperature by night
may range from 50° to 55° and 65" by day, with an
increase of 10° by sun heat. They should have plenty
of air, if the weather will allow, but guard against
cold currents. When the inside borders require
water they should have suiflcient given to moisten
them quite through, and it should be of thesame tem-
perature as the air of the house. Disbud cautiously,
thinning only a few of the strongest at the ends of the
branches. When you see any green fly, fumigate im-
mediately. Start succession-houses, begin with a
temperature of 45s at night and 55° by day, with a
rise of 10° or 15° by sun heat. If the inside borders
were allowed to get at all dry whilst the trees were
at rest, they should be well soaked with water. Figs.

—Begin these with 50° at night and 60° by day, and
gradually increase it. Keep a moist atmosphere, and
water freely after they come into leaf. Cherries.—
Of all stone fruits these arc, perhaps, the worst to force
very early. A steady bottom heat of about 70° is of
the utmost importance, as it causes an early root-
action, from want of which failures often occur. Give
air freely, and attend carefully to watering. Straw-
berries.—At this season these ought to have a bottom
heat of about 65°. This will cause the formation of
roots, which will cause them to truss and flower mora
boldly. Begin with a temperature of 45° to 50° at
night, and 60" by day. They will not need much
water until they begin to grow ; whilst in flower they
can scarcely have too much air if the weather will

allow it. After the fruit is set the temperature should
be raised to 65° to 60° by night, and 70° by day. When
sufficient fruit is set for a crop pinch off the remainder.
Look out for green fly, and fumigate on its first appear-
ance.—M. S.

Vegetables.—./is^ara^.—ThoseinbearingshouId
have a bottom heat of from 65° to 70°. Give plenty
of air, and in fine weather pull the lights off in order
to give as much colour as possible to the ihoots.
Make fresh beds for succession. Rhubarb and Sea-
kale.—Keep up a succession. Take up plants, and
place them n a gentle bottom heat iu any dark
place. This is the best plan in severe weather j but
later in the season the old plan of covering with pota
and boxes in the open ground and covering them
with fermenting material answers well. Kidney
Beans.—Sow for succession. Keep them near the
glass, and water carefully. Mustard and Cress.—
Sow once a-fortnight in heat. Potatoes.—Plant Ash-
leaved Kidneys. Tarragon and Mint.—Introduce a
few roots into heat. Cucumbers and Melons.—Sow,
and plunge in a good bottom heat. When up pot off

carefully and replunge, keeping them as near the
light as possible.—M. S.

Roses in Pots.—Where Roses are required all the
year round we must suppose the collection of plants
in pots to be cast in several groups. The first lot are
probably already budding forth in the forcing-house,
and others should be introduced at intervals of about
a month. Those placed in the forcing-house early in
January will flower from the beginning to the end of
March, according to the degree of heat employed. At
this season of the year ten weeks are required to pro-
duce really good flowers such as would please the con-
noisseur, although if qualityof flowers isnot a pointof
primary importance, they may be brought forth in
six weeks. As I should prefer a good Rose in March
to an indifferent one in February I believe there are
many of the same opinion, I shall take the former
period as my guide, and in accordance with this

view would not for the first fortnight employ a tem-
perature of more than 55° by day and 40° or 45° by
night, increasing the temperature gradually till the
end of the month. Syringe once daily, more especially

on sunny than on cloudy days ; and as the leaves

form, water occasionally as required with weak
manure water. Fumigate with tobacco the day the
first green fly is seen, for nothing is more important
than to keep the plants free from this pest.—William
Paul, Waltham Cross.

Hardy Fruit.
Plant fruit trees of all kinds in open weather.

Prune all kinds of fruit trees when the branches are
not frozen. Get nails and shreds ready for use in
bad weather. There is every prospect of an abun-
dant crop of fruit this year if the weather be favour-
able in spring.—M. S.

Kitchen Garden.
The weather ha3 been so favourable for out-door

operations that the work here should be in a forward
state. Take the opportunity of frosty weather to
wheel manure on to ground where it will be required.
Proceed with ridging, trenching, and digging, and
have the ground in good order to receive the crops
by-and-by. Attend to Lettuces, Cauliflowers, and
other things in frames. Sow some early PeUs and
Broad Beans on warm borders. Get Pea-rods and
stakes ready in bad weather. Look over the netting,

and repair.—M. S,
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BOUGAINVILLAEA GLABRA.
WITH AN" ILLUSTRATION.

Those who were fortunate enough to see the magnificent specimens of
BougainviUcea speciosa grown by Mr. Daniels, gardener to Rev. C. E. Ruck
Keene, at Swyncombe House, Henley-on-Thames, will be prepared to assign

to the plant one of the very foremost places among the flowers we cultivate for

their beauty's sake. A fragment of that fine species was represented in the

old series of the Florist ; and we have now the pleasure of introducing a very
faithful representation—on a small scale indeed, such as the size of our page
will permit—of another species of the same genus, which, though less gorgeous
in character, has some qualities which, we think, place it on an equality with
its more specious congener.

For the opportunity of figuring Bougainvillaea glabra, which is the plant

to which we here allude, we owe our thanks to Mr. Daniels, by whom it was
flowered in October last, and by whom it was also exhibited at one of the Floral

Meetings at South Kensington, when it obtained the award of a first-class

certificate of merit. Though a very handsome plant, it was on this occasion
admitted to be inferior in beauty to B. speciosa ; and yet, notwithstanding, a
very high opinion was formed of its merits : this being in great measure attri-

butable to a statement made by Mr. Daniels that it would be found to do well
in a warm conservatory, in consequence of its being much hardier in character
than B. speciosa, and also in some degree to what appeared to be a fair pre-
sumption—that it would prove an autumn or winter-flowering plant. Further
experience and more extended information, derived from various sources, have
proved to be entirely confirmatory on these points ; and it is, therefore, with
no little satisfaction that we figure this winter-blooming BougainviUcea as a
thoroughly manageable species, (which can hardly be said of the more showy
plant,) and as one which indeed, according to the experience of different culti-

vators, may be so treated as to be had in bloom at any season.

Compared with B. speciosa, our present subject is considerably more slender,
is nearly smooth in every part, and has smaller, thin, elliptical acuminate
leaves, the branches being provided with short curved supra-axillary spines.
The inflorescence is panicled, smaller than in the allied plant, and with its

branches somewhat bare towards their base, so that it is less densely furnished,
but they are trichotomous at their apices, and each branchlet bears a triplet
of cordate-ovate acute pale rosy bracts, not much exceeding the flowers, which
latter open of a delicate primrose, and change to buff.

We learn that the Swyncombe plant commenced blooming at the end of
August, and continued till the beginning of December, when it was stripped of
its flower-panicles, which were required for decorative purposes. This plant it

appears, although confined in a pot, continued to throw up strong shoots through
the autumn, all of which became in turn covered with flowers. Mr. Daniels
states that generally the shoots were developed and produced flowers within
the space of about a month. " If my opinion were asked," he writes, " I
should have no hesitation in saying that, considering the facility with which it
flowers, its perfectly distinct habit, and its distinct season of bloom, it is quite
worthy to be placed side by side with B. speciosa."

We are happy to be able to append some cultural observations with which
Mr. Daniels has favoured us : —

" Bougainvillaa glaira will, I have no doubt, soon become a general favourite in con-
sequence of its very easy cultivation. The plant from which the specimens were cut that
were exhibited before the Eoyal Horticultural Society on the 8th of October last was not inmy possession till the November previous. It was then in a 60-sized pot, m which it

VOL. I. n
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remained till March, when it was potted on and placed in a cucumber-pit, where it soon
made rapid growth. It was duly stopped and potted on till it finally filled an 11 -inch pot
with roots. The soil used was a mixture of peat and loam in about equal parts, with a little

silver sand. This had all taken place by the end of June, when the plant was placed in a
cool greenhouse, which was left open night and day. It continued there till about the middle
of September, when it showed bloom at the points of all the principal shoots. It was then
removed to the stove, where it soon began to develope its beautiful bracts, and in a fortnight
it had twelve sprays of bloom on it, from a foot to half a yard in length.

"The plant has a fine compact habit of growth, and bright green smooth leaves, and
differs in all respects (except the thorns at the base ol the leaves), from B. speciosa. There
can be no doubt but that it will bloom in a much lower temperature than the latter, and
being an autumn bloomer it will be a great acquisition. In my opinion it would do well
and bloom freely in a warm conservatory. The colour is not so rich as in £. speciosa, being
of a bright pink shaded with lilac.

"A third Bougainvillcea in my possession bids fair to bloom in the spring, having all the
requisites of roots and branches well matured in an 11 -inch pot.

(c Swyncombe Gardens." " J. Daniels."

WINTER-RIPENED GRAPES.
I observe that my friend Mr. Tillery gives winter-ripened Grapes a

back-handed slap in his article in your last Number ; first, because he considers

it unnecessary to have them when old Grapes can easily be had ; and in the
second place, because forcing Vines so early as to have the fruit ripe in January
weakens them, in consequence of their not getting a proper winter's rest. He
thinks that to have Grapes ripe in March, so as to shake hands with the old
ones before they are over, is early enough.

My own experience in this matter runs completely counter to the substance
of the above paragraph. To the first objection I reply that, where there are

plenty of vineries, it is desirable to force one, so as not only to have ripe Grapes
on New Year's-day, for the mere sake of having them on that day, but also to

be able to garnish both the old and the new Grapes with Vine leaves. These
new Vine leaves give old plump Grapes all the appearance of new ones, and the
dessert-table a fresh-looking and summer appearance that nothing besides can

;

and 1 would strongly recommend that where a vinery cannot be spared for early

forcing, it is worth while for the leaves alone to have a Vine brought into some
hot corner in early autumn.

To the objection that forcing Grapes so as to have them ripe in January
exhausts the Vines more than having them ripe in March I demur, as being
opposed to all my experience. I consider Vines cannot be rested in August and
September any better, if so well, as in June and July ; for be it remarked, if

Grapes are to be ripe in March, forcing must begin on the 1st of October.
I will now detail what I have found in practice to be the case. In the year

1855 1 cleared out and replanted all the vineries here, except one that I thought
would give some fruit till the young Vines came into bearing. Of this one I raised

the roots, and laid them in new soil, and they bore fair crops of Grapes, which
ripened in April andMay. I determined to get rid of the Vines in 1860 on account
of their being unsightly, and pruned on the old long-spur system. This being
my intention I filled the house in August with a lining of leaves and dung, so

as to throw heat into the outside border, where their roots were then exclu-

sively. They broke freely in September, and we cut the first dish off them on
January 1st, 1860. As it was still my intention to do away with them as soon

as their crop was cut, I made free with their leaves for garnishing the dessert.

In the meantime my employers and others at their table thought the flavour

of the Grapes so much superior to Lady Downes' and West's St. Peter's, and
admired them so much that I resolved to haye another year's crop out of them.
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I pruned them early in July
;
they broke naturally on the 1 5th of August, and

we cut again on the first day of this year ; the three bunches weighing 3 lbs.,

and the crop double what it was in 1861, the wood much stronger, and it is

now thoroughly hard and ripe, and they are likely to get a respite for another

year.

It will be necessary to bear in mind that Vines started in August have three

months of comparatively fine weather before them in which to expand their

foliage, and do a deal of their work
;
whereas, "those started in October, to be

ripe in March, have the dreary part of the year alone to grow in. The house
we force here to come in in March and April was not so good in 1861 as in

1860, and will, judging from its present appearance, not be so good this year as

last, and it has received more care and attention than the one that was ripe on
the first day of the year.

There is something that appears to me very remarkable about the Grapes
we have ripened here in January. In the first place, they colour as black as

sloes ; their skins are thinner than the same sort of Grapes in August (they are

Black Hamburghs) ; but what surprises me most is that a berry which is green

to-day and black three days afterwards has no trace of acid in it, is perfectly

sweet and well-flavoured. I send you a small bunch from the cool end of the

house, where some of the berries are still green, and you will find that those

berries that are only changing colour are, nevertheless, sweet. Now, it is well

known that in summer a Grape has to hang a fortnight after it is black before

its acid is got rid of, and its flavour is up. Perhaps some of your other corre-

spondents may be able to account for these facts, or state if their own expe-
rience confirms mine. I may remark that a current of air, previously heated,

has been allowed to pass into the house night and day since forcing begun

;

but this takes place in the case of Grapes ripened in August, though, as a
matter of course, it does not require to be heated artificially in summer.

The rapidity with which they get their flavour seems very puzzling to us
who have considered sun absolutely necessary to produce flavour, and when it

is considered that since the Grapes in question were thinned they have not had
fifty hours' sun if it were all put together, so dark, damp, and foggy has been
the winter here up to this date.

Dalkeith Park Gardens, January \3th. W. Thomson.
[The "small" tamcli alluded to by Mr. Thomson was received on the 15th of January-

It weighed 1 lb., and measured 9 inches in length. The berries were well grown, well set>

and splendidly coloured, with the exception of those at the end, three of which were green,
and three more in various shades between green and black. The berries that were perfectly
coloured were delicious in flavour, and the skin very tender ; those that were of an inter-

mediate colour were sweet, but not melting in the flesh, and those that were green were
acid. This is the most masterly example of Vine forcing that has yet come under our notice.

The bunch is as good both in size and flavour as could be desired in August.

—

Eds. F. and P.]

FANCY PANSIES.
The old familiar stereotyped forms of Pansies, consisting of white-ground,

yellow-ground, and self varieties, with which we have been familiar for about
twenty years, run a great risk of finding a powerful rival in popular opinion
in the new and pleasing forms recently introduced under the designation of

Fancy or Belgian Pansies. These are now fast approaching the circular form,

combined with texture and substance, which the stern laws of the florist demand
before the Pansy can be admitted into their circle. Whether florists will

ever recognise the Fancy Pansies remains to be seen, so completely do they
set at defiance all recognised rules with regard to colouring ; but as all do not
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view flowers with a florist's eye, and look more to a diversity of pleasing

colours, combined with form, in this popular flower, we venture to predict for

Fancy Pansies a large amount of popularity, and their recognition as a florists'

flower at the exhibition table. As yet they have not been seen in perfection,

the varieties already in cultivation being somewhat limited and in the hands of

a few, and as yet this flower is in its infancy. That a great improvement

will speedily be effected we do not for a moment doubt, for we know that one

extensive cultivator bloomed nearly two thousand seedlings last summer, from

which a selection of about sixty very fine kinds have been selected for trial this

year, many of them of beautiful shades of colour and with eccentric markings,

quite novel in the Pansy. To the French florists belong the merit of effect-

ing a marked improvement in this class of Pansies ; for four years since their

best kinds were Eva, Bobo, Floribunda, Cerberus, Coerulea alba, Eckard, and

others which are now worthless. These were followed by Prince Imperial,

Ali Bey, Parpaillott, Miracle, Agnes Sorrel, Napoleon III., and Masaniello^ all

of which are still good ; and other kinds not worth growing. These kinds

showed plainly that considerable headway was being made, and were followed

in 1860 by Belle Esquermoise, Louis Mieilez, Distinction, Leviathan, Princesse

Mathilde, Michael Ange, Dandie Dinmont, and Belle Lilloise, all raised in

France, and decided acquisitions. Here, however, the mantle of the French

growers seemed to fall ; for with the exception of Octavie Dernay, and Nsemi

Demay, none others were introduced from France or Belgium in 1861, and

these two varieties were more remarkable for novel colours than an advance in

form. This probably arose from the death of Mr. Mieilez, the well-known

florist of Lille, who died about two years since. In the meantime the English

florists have taken this flower in hand, and one well-known grower in the

midland districts has devoted great attention to it, he being the first to bring

it into popularity, and who for three years has been saving seed from the finest

kinds, and has already introduced Princess Alice, Donald Beaton, Etoile du

Nord, Tiger, and other fine kinds. A well-known firm in Scotland is also de-

voting much attention to them.

The Fancy kinds differ from the English strains, in the absence generally of

borders, and are mostly blotched or otherwise fantastically marked; they

possess enormous central blotches, and almost endless shades of colour.
^

Although the fancy Pansy will become very popular, it will never displace

the old favourite English forms which still hold a strong position with florists,

and in which great improvements have been effected within our recollection.

We were Pansy-growers nearly thirty years since. At that time Ajax and

Duchess of Kent were very popular ; and Cyclops, John Bull, Louis Philippe,

Maid of Athens, Miss Schultz, Monarque, Midas, Pan, Princess Victoria,

Queen Adelaide, Reform, Regina, Requiem, and Selim were our best. Are any

of these still in existence ? These were soon followed by improved varieties,

amongst which was Silverlock's Black Knight, sent out by Mr. Silverlock, a

nurseryman at Chichester. About . this time Mr. Thomson, of Iver, near

Uxbridge, became the great Pansy leader, and introduced many first-class kinds

in their day. At the same time a near neighbour of his, Mr. Hale, devoted

considerable attention to the flower, and introduced Monarch, and other kinds

which attained great popularity. A brighter luminary in the neighbourhood

of Uxbridge, however, soon eclipsed both growers—Mr. Charles Turner, first

at Chalvey, and afterwards at Slough, having been the greatest grower of the

day, until lour or five years since, and to whom we have been indebted for

many first-class kinds. The home where the Pansy, however, luxuriates is in

the cool soil and more humid temperature of the midland and northern dis-

tricts, and that the Scottish florists soon found out ; for not many years since our
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old Mend, Mr. Downie, of Edinburgh, took the Pansy in hand, and has done
more for it than any man living, except Charles Turner. The firm of Downie
and Laird stands as honourable sponsors to a great many of the finest flowers
in cultivation ; and we need only mention the names of Dickson & Co. (the
honour of raising their flowers belongs to Mr. Alexander Tait, their foreman,
and a worthy florist), Handasyde, Grieve, White & Sinclair, Paton and
Small, Middlemas, Paul & Co., Jamieson, and other well-known growers.
The midland districts of England have also turned out some good flowers, and
judging from the great number df cultivators of this popular flower throughout
the manufacturing districts, many more will issue from it.

If any person should imagine that the Pansy is declining in popularity, they
have only to take a tour northwards of London during the blooming season, and
at the period of the autumn shows to see to the contrary ; and if further proof
is wanting, let them mix with the dealers, and ascertain the demands, and witness
the stock for a supply. The increasing number of new kinds also shows that

the glories of the Pansy are not on the wane, for last year nearly one hundred
new kinds were sent out by various growers.

Shipley Nursery, Yorkshire. W. Dean.

ON THE INFLUENCE OF SOIL AND CLIMATE ON PEARS.
Aee our hardy fruits are more or less influenced by soil and climate

;
and,

as these circumstances vary to a very considerable extent in this country, we
find, as naturally may be expected, that the character and quality of fruit

produced in different districts present marked and peculiar features. Pears
are more affected by the circumstances of soil and climate of the locality in
which they are cultivated than any other fruit. The importance of gaining
additional information on this interesting subject is, I believe, fully appreciated
by the Horticultural Society, as it was by the defunct Pomological Societv. I

think I may venture to say that the information we at present possess is not of
that precise and definite character that would justify us in assigning to parti-

cular districts their appropriate and determined varieties of fruit ; and it is to

enable us to do this with some degree of accuracy that I venture to open the
subject in the pages of a work devoted to pomology, and to solicit the co-oper-

ation of my fellow-labourers in forming a pomological map of the country, so

that persons desiring to plant fruit trees, may readily obtain information to

guide them in the selection of appropriate varieties for the part of the country
they may happen to reside in.

I am more inclined to assert the importance of extending our information

in this branch of horticultural knowledge, by often hearing complaints of the
inferior quality of Pears of the present day ; and it has happened in one or two
cases that those who have expressed this unfavourable opinion have incurred
the expense of purchasing new Pears from Guernsey and Prance, and, expecting

a great deal, have been, as might be imagined, wofully disappointed. They
were unaware of the fact, which cannot be too generally known, that a parti-

cular kind of Pear may be excellent cultivated in France or Guernsey ; but
when grown in many parts of this country is often insipid and worthless.

This matter commends itself to the consideration of nurserymen whose
interest it is to supply their customers with fruit trees suited to the various
localities for which they may be required. Many eminent men in the trade
have felt the necessity of adding to their descriptive account of the varieties of
Pears advertised in their catalogues, particulars, as far as their information
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extends of the aspect, soil, and locality, most suited to the different sorts

;

while others in their lists merely relate the marvellous excellencies of the

kind for sale, so that an amateur suffers a pleased sort of perplexity in

selecting only a dozen varieties from a mass of sweet, juicy, melting, aromatic,

delicious kinds with tempting names, which figure in modern catalogues.

It will be perhaps sufficient on this occasion to present two practical illus-

trations of the influence of soil as well as the allied influences exerted by
distinct geological circumstances, and local peculiarities of climate on the

quality of Pears ; for this purpose I will cite* Belvoir and ChilwelL

At Belvoir, which is in the north-midland division of the country, the

natural soil is clay, and belongs geologically to the upper lias ; the surface has

been modified by cultivation, and presents the appearance of a strong dark

loam. The garden is about 237 feet above the sea, and distant from it about

fifty miles. The average rainfall of the district is about 24 inches. Of the

more common sorts of Pears which can be successfully cultivated at Belvoir,

either trained to walls on S.W. or E. aspects, I may enumerate Jargonelle,

Poir Peche, Marie Louise, Bonchretien, Orpheline d'Enghein, and Louise

Bonne of Jersey, Knight's Monarch, Winter Nelis, Beurre Ranee, and Easter

Beurre, on either of the aspects named, and as standards.

The trained Pears occasionally good, but in some seasons very inferior, are

Glou Morceau, Sabine, Fortunee Beige, Napoleon, Beurre d' Amanlis. Of those

sorts which have never proved good I may mention Passe Colmar, Duchesse

d'Angouleme, Chaumoutel, Langelier's Beurre, Grosse Calebasse, Beurre Diel,

and Ne Plus Meuris. I might extend this list by including Pears of recent

introduction ; but those I have cited will serve to illustrate my argument.

At Chilwell, in Notts, in the nurseries of Mr. Pearson, the soil is a sandy

loam, river drift, derived from and resting on the New Red Sandstone forma-

tion. There is a greater annual fall of rain, owing, perhaps, to the neighbour-

hood of the Trent ; but the excess is hardly more than an inch. The distance

between the two places is about twenty-five miles.

The characteristic Pears which ripen on standard trees at Chilwell, and
are good, are Aston Town, Autumn Bergamot, Welbeck Bergamot, Beurre

d'Amanlis, Williams' Bonchretien, Comte de Lamy, Louise Bonne of Jersey.

Pears which ripen in fine seasons only are Marie Louise and Napoleon. Pears

which are never good at Chilwell are Knight's Monarch, Beurre Diel, Beurre

Ranee, Glou Morceau, Easter Beurre, Ne Plus Meuris, Beurre de Capiaumont.

Contrasting the two places, it will be seen that sorts which in one place are

excellent are in the other- worthless, and yet a distance of a little more than a

score of miles separates the two ! I think that nothing more conclusive need

be cited to prove the great advisibility of pursuing inquiries into the really

interesting question of what is the best soil and climate, or in what way can

these be modified to suit that best of all hardy winter dessert fruit, the Pear.

Belvoir. William Ingham.

[This is a subject we cannot press too earnestly on our readers. It is one on which
depends the success of all our poniological experience ; and until we arrive at conclusions

affecting the whole country, based upon the example here so ably laid down by our talented

correspondent, it is in vain to attempt planting fruit trees to any extent with the sure

expectation of reaping the full benefit of our labours.

—

Eds. F. and P.]

WINTER-FLOWERING PLANTS.
When visiting some of our finest gardens at this season of the year I have

frequently had an apology proffered for the comparative absence of flowering
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plants, especially in the stove department, by quietly saying, ** This is a dull

time of the year, and thei'e are so few plants that will bloom now. I wish you
had been here two or three months ago." Granting all this, still much can
be done with the plants at command. Unfortunately, the useful plants are not
cultivated in sufficient quantities to produce effect. We do not require a Kew
collection for this purpose, but, on the contrary, a few plants well selected. I am
thoroughly convinced that the plant-houses here are more effective in Decem-
ber and January than any other two months in the whole year. I will here
describe a few of the most important that are grown by the hundreds.

Poinsettia pulcherrima and alba, with their crimson and white bracts. Linum
trigynum, rich golden yellow ; a profuse bloomer, and most effective. Serico-

graphis Ghiesbreghtii, fine crimson flower, very graceful. Justicia speciosa,

an old and valuable subject, with its colour peculiar to itself. Goldfussia

isophylla, light lavender colour. Thyrsacanthus rutilaus, from 1 to 7 feet high,

with its pendant racemes of scarlet flowers hanging to the surface of the pots.

Begonia nitida, Sandersii, and hydrocotylifolia. iEschynanthus grandiflorus

and Lobbianum. Rogiera cordata, compact bush ;
large trusses of pink flowers

6 inches in diameter, and as fragrant as the old well-known Luculia gratissima.

Torenia pulcherrima, most beautiful plant for suspension-baskets, alternately

with the iEschynanthus above. Euphorbia jacquiniasflora. Eranthemum pul-

chellum. Heterocentrum roseum. Calla fethiopica. Gesneras oblongata,

cinnabarina, and zebrina. Impatiens Hookeri. Meyenia erecta, one of the
finest winter plants we have, blooms profusely ; few gardeners, I am sorry to say,

will indorse this remark. Gardenia citriodora, flowers small, fragrant, and thickly

set on the branches. Cannas Warczewiczii and nudiflora, their foliage being a

great acquisition. Eucharis amazonica, a charming bulbous-rooted plant, in-

creased by suckers, and should never have a pot exceeding 4 or 5 inches, as

much of its success depends upon being thoroughly pot-bound, and by a little

care it may be had in bloom eight months in the year. The texture of the
flowers is of such firm substance, they are of long duration. It is a perfect

gem, and purity itself. Thanks to M. Linden.

We have also a good miscellaneous collection, and many of them in bloom.
Creepers for the roof on rafters.—Thunbergia laurifolia and Hexacentris

mysorensis, nothing can excel when well done trained alternately. It is only
under such circumstances that they can display their magnificence.

Epiphyllum truncatum Ruckerianum, E. truncatum Bridgesii, E. truncatum
spectabile, E. truncatum violaceum, E. truncatum Salmonii, are all beautiful
in the extreme, especially as standards and half-standards.

The bush plants are one mass of flower thoroughly enveloping the pot, but
do not show themselves to advantage.

The fine-foliaged plants are grown extensively in pits by themselves, and
amongst the most useful for decorative purposes in this interesting class of
plants are the Crotons and Dracaenas.

Trentham, Staffordshire. A. Hendersok.

THE FIG.

The Fig, when protected with a glass covering, is, perhaps, next to the Vine,
one of our most luscious and prolific fruits. There are many fine Fig trees

against walls, old buildings, and warm corners in this country, and some other-
wise protected by covering or thatching in various ways, that, owing to our
variable and very uncertain seasons, particularly the last two, get so punished
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that their production of a crop of well-ripened fruit is so uncertain they do not

make a satisfactory return scarcely once in seven years. If the fine old Fig
trees we see about Avere covered over with glass, the result would prove most
satisfactory. If their heads are high, the glass covering need nat be so. Kun a

few posts and rails, either of wood or iron, towards the midd] e or front of the

structure, and draw their heads to it. Underneath would form a shady avenue,

the pleasure and beauty of which can only be appreciated when walking under
them when covered with beautiful luxuriant foliage and loaded with fme fruit

;

which can be produced from May to November in regular succession by attend-

ing to the following simple practice.

If the Fig tree is too luxuriant, cut a trench round it a few feet off to the

depth the roots run in the soil, cutting them off as you proceed ; fill the trench

with stones, brickbats, or any kind of cometable rubble, concreting it together

as you proceed with lime and sand ; and by pinching out the points of every

shoot as soon as four or five joints are made throughout the summer season, a

succession of fruit in every progressive size will be the result. Thus a sure

succession of fruit may be obtained throughout the summer.
Bicton. James Barnes.

EARLY YORK PEACH.

WITH AN ILLUSTRATION.

For very many years the Red Nutmeg and the Early Anne were the only

two Peaches which were cultivated for their earliness in this country. The

former is a small magnificent little thing, not larger than a moderate-sized

walnut ; and, though well-enough flavoured, has little more than its earliness

to recommend it. The Early Anne, though certainly larger, is not much more

worth growing, as it rarely acquires that richness of flavour that is requisite in

a good Peach ; and is very apt, in some circumstances, to become mealy.

The Early York, though not earlier than either of these, is at least as early

as Early Anne, and infinitely superior to it in every respect. It was introduced

a few years ago from America ; and, after being grown for some time in this

country, has proved itself to be a variety admirably adapted for our climate.

The' fruit is of medium size, roundish, inclining a little to ovate, and

marked on one side with a shallow suture. Skin almost smooth, being covered

with a very delicate down. On the shaded side it is of a yellowish-white

colour, strewed with a few minute dots of red ; and on the side next the sun

entirely covered with a dark red cheek, which extends considerably towards

the shaded side. The flesh is of a dull pearly white, very tender, melting, and

juicy
;
juice abundant, very rich, and with a brisk, lively flavour. It ripens

in the beginning and middle of August.

The tree is a good grower, very hardy, and an abundant bearer. It

possesses a very vigorous and healthy constitution ; and as an instance of this,

we may state that during that very cold, wet, and ungenial season of 1860, we

saw a tree in the Sawbridgeworth Nursery, growing as an open standard and

bearing fruit, which, even under such unfavourable circumstances, ripened very

respectably. The flowers are large and rose-coloured, and the leaves are

serrated and without glands.

There is a variety called Large Early York, which must not be confounded

with this.
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A VISIT TO THE ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS, KEW.
When the heavy fog is hanging ahout our city streets and our gas-hill is getting enor-

mously long (for one cannot see to read or write without artificial light), and when our Mends
from the country tell us of bright sunshine and fresh air existing within an hour or two's ride
of us, it is difficult to sit still and not try a few miles run by rail. We were getting quite
low-spirited the other day, and this induced us to increase the finances of the South-Western
Eailway by the addition of a unit to the middle money column of their great account-book. In
return for this we were ushered into a second-class railway-carriage, and hurried off to Kew.

Soon the beautiful wrought-iron gates were in front of us. Wo entered the first house—

a

square one—and found the four angles filled with gigantic tree Ferns—Cyathea medullaris.
I)icksonia antarctica, and Alsophila australis. These are waiting for the better accommoda-
tion they will receive as soon as the great winter garden is finished. Gunnera scabra lias

been found such an effective plant for out-of-door decoration on account of its gigantic rhu-
barb-like leaves, that young specimens have been planted in several conspicuous places. We
found them covered with a hand- glass, over which, on frosty nights, a mat is thrown.

The great tropical fernery has this season been painted and repaired. The plants are looking
as well as ever, but they are terribly crowded ; this is a very good fault, and one which will
soon be amended. In front of the old fernery, and between the show-house and that devoted
to Heaths, a new house is in course of erection ; in this the larger tree Ferns and some other
large-growing kinds will be arranged. The house will not be much more than 30 feet
square, the walls about 15 or 18 feet in height, having four upright lights on each side,
and the intervals filled up vrith ornamental brick piers. It is span-roofed, and in the
middle will give sufficient head-room for the tree Ferns for some time to come. To return to
the old fernery. We noticed that thebeautiful set of filmy Ferns has recentlybeen increased by
the additions of some very beautiful and interesting species of Trichomanes from Trinidad.
The most showy, perhaps, are Trichomanes anceps, making broad flat fronds 18 inches or
more in length, the little cups bearing the sporangia hang from the under side like minia-
ture bells. T. floribunda has long pinnatifid fronds which are almost transparent

;

T. trichoidea, growing on an old stem, has fronds divided into haii-like divisions. Hymeno-
stachys elegans is very like a Trichomanes, but it is put into another genus because the fertile
fronds are unlike the sterile ones. They are narrow, and bear a line of cups on either side ; the
veins in the sterile fronds are reticulated, while in Trichomanes they are always free. In a
little glass case near the centre of the house we noticed some new importations from Ceylon

;

they were Hclminthostachys dulcis, a Botrychium-like Fcm, common in the East Indian ricc-
fields, and a very pretty little tree Fern called Cyathea sinuata, the stem of which is not thicker
than a man's finger. We give also the names of a few others, all of which are very distinct
from anything already common, and all well worth growing—Cyrtomium caryotideum, and
another species from China, not yet named

;
Gymnogranrma trifoliata, Cibotium princeps and

C. Cummingii, Polystichum squarrosuni, Microlepia hirsuta angusta, Litobrochia podophylla,
and many others.

In one corner of the Heath-house wo noticed a collection of plants recently imported
from Japan; most of them have not yet flowered, and therefore then specific names have not
yet been attached to them. Serissa fcetida, a very pretty variety of this well-known old
plant, having a narrow margin of white, and a white line along the centre of the leaf; it is
called marginata. Spilanthes oleracea, a yellow-flowered composite, used in Japan as a pot-
herb. A new species of Ehyncospermum, having smaller narrower leaves, than the old
R. jasminoides. Several kinds of Oak, which may prove to be new. A very dwarf kind of
Canna, which has its flower within a foot of the surface of the soil ; will be very useful for
many purposes. A new kind of Ardisia, the fruit of which is of a brighter colour than that
of the specks usually cultivated. Some young plants of Rhus succedaneum, the Japanese
Wax tree. Ihujopsis dolobrata, whichis nowbecoming a general favourite ; and the variegated
variety, which, from the distinctness of its marking, will stand even higher in public estima-
tion. In one of the other houses we noticed a very prettv variegated Podocarpus, and a
JJammara, the oval leaves of which were striped with pure white : the latter is a particularly
beautiful plant, and will be invalable for the decoration of a cool conservatory. Ectinospora
obtusa, is a lovely little Thuja-like Conifer ; and there were some other members of the family,
which are at present too young for us to £>rm an opinion of them.

The show-house we found quite as gay as could be expected at this time of the year,
there were Chrysanthemums, both of the large-flowered and Pompon varieties, Salvia
splendens, Primulas, Amaranthus, Lantanas of several kinds (very useful at this time of the
year), Bauvardias (the same may be said of these, they are seldom properly grown ; the best
way is to plant them out in spring, keep them pinched during summer, and" lift and pot in
autumn)

; Solanum pseudo-capsicum, very gay with its bright red fruit ; Veronica Andersonii,
V. violacea, and some other kinds

;
Ageratums ; Tritonia aurea, very striking

; and a few
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specimens of a very curious plant called Canarina campanula,, with large orange-coloured,

bell-shaped flowers.

The plants in the Cactus-house looked as grotesque and curious as ever. One of the

Aloes (Agave glaucescens) was just coming into flower. This is a very distinct kind, it has

a stem 3 or 4 feet high, and its flower-stem is a simple spike, which while young grows very

rapidly—as much as 6 or 8 inches a-day sometimes. Some of the climbers in this house

were very gay. Passiflora kermesina was flowering well ; this is one of the best sorts for

a warm conservatory, while a kind called P. coerulea racemosa is the best for a cold house

—

it is always in flower. Some of the Abutilons are capital plants for training up a rafter,

their large, drooping, bell-shaped, orange flowers having a very graceful appearance.

We were too late to see the Victoria in flower, though it had been blooming well in both

of the aquariums. The old aquarium is filled with foliage plants, which look well at any

season of the year, and at both ends of the house was a fine group of Pitcher-plants. In the

little stove adjoining we found some nice things in flower. Gresnera cinnabarina is, both for

flower and foliage, invaluable at this dull season ; it is one of the best things that have been

imported for many a year. Gesnera Cliftonii is in the way of the old G. zebrina, but not

superior to it. In the centre of the house stood a magnificent specimen of Cyanophyllum

magnificum, and near it the two other species (0. speeiosum and 0. assamicum), but neither of

them are equal to that first named. There were several nice Orchids in flower. We give a

list of the most showy of them, as it may be useful to some of our readers who need flowers

at this time of year. Odontoglossum grande, Miltonia spectabilis, M. MoreUiana, Epidendrum

vitellinum, Cattleya labiata, Sophronitis grandiflora, and Lycaste Skinneri.

The magnificent collection of Aroids have been moved into the house formerly devoted

to Ehododendrons. In a few years we shall, no doubt, find this family almost as great favour-

ites with our countrymen as they are already on the continent. In the cool Fern-house,

trained to wires between the rafters was a fine plant of Lapageria rosea, having nearly four

dozen flowers fully expanded on the day of our visit.

In the new house put up last year for the growth of the quinine-producing plants, we
saw many hundreds of young seedlings of Cinchona succirubra ;

these, which are about a

twelvemonth old, are from 9 to 18 inches in b eight. This is the species which produces

tbe " Bed Bark," the most useful medicine in all cases of fever. There is almost an equal

number of plants of Cinchona micrantha. This is an inhabitant of the mountains, and is

therefore more difficult to grow than the other kind. The bark is scarcely inferior to that of

the other kind. It is intended to forward these plants to India and Ceylon as soon as they are

strong enough to stand the journey. Ground has already been prepared for them in several

places, where it is probable they will soon form extensive plantations. Largo numbers of

plants have also been raised from seed on the spot.

There was as usual a number of plants of interest in the Palm-stove. The large Palms

which were planted out about two years ago are thriving well, several of them were m
flower ;

among these were Cocos plumosa, Caryota urens, Sabal umbraculifera, Areca Biucrn,

Seaforthia elegans. Most of these ripen their seed weU. The stems of some of them are

now clothed with climbing Aroids and similar plants, and the surface of the soil covered with

a turf of Lycopodium. All this gives the plants a less artificial appearance, and this magnifi-

cent house now gives a better idea of a tropical forest than ever. The large plants of Dam-

mara orientalis have produced several fine female cones. This is probably the first time this

beautiful but tender Conifer ever produced seed in Europe. A fine plant of Plumbago rosea,

about 3 feet in diameter, was flowering freely. There must be some hundreds of flower-

spikes upon it, and in all probability it will continue in bloom for the next three months at

least The useful qualities of this plant have already been pointed out m our pages, the

fine crimson flowers of Stepbanophysum Baikiei, and the delicate pink ones of Dipteracanthus

Herbstii, are always valuable at this season, andmany specimens of each were m flower. Both

of these plants are somewhat new ; but we noticed another, which is quite as good m its way,

and very distinct from everything else. It was Barberia cristata, it was introduced from

India about a hundred years ago, but had long been lost in the country and was re-introduced

from the Botanic Garden at Calcutta last year. The flowers are large and showy, being of a

bright rose colour, and they are produced very freely. Heterocentron mexicana is a plant

that should not be lost sight of by those who have to provide a few choice flowers during the

winter Among the climbers in this house we noticed several good thingsm flower. Ifie old

Tecoma venusta, flowers orange, shaped like those of an ^schynanthus ;
old plants flower

much more freely than young ones. Ipomsea rubra-co3rulea (called also Calonyction speciosunij,

a beautiful, large, blue-flowered kind from the East Indies. I. coccinea, flowers small, but

of a bright scarlet. The old crimson I. Quamoclit is not grown half so much as it deserves

to be ; it makes a capital pot-climber, for the leaves are as pretty as the flowers. Clitorea

Ternatea, pea-shaped flowers, of a dark blue colour, and having a white blotch on the standard.

Great progress has been made in the construction of the new winter garden
;
the pillars

are raised and the walls of the centre are completed. The two octagonal buildings, one on
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either side of the centre compartment, are finished, and the plants already placed in them.
Some of the ironwork not "being ready for use, it has been thought advisable to stop the work
upon the building for a month or two during the winter, but in spring it will proceed rapidly.

During the winter the terraces will be thrown up, and the walks in the neighbourhood of the
house completed ! As the gravel for this purpose will be taken from tho bed of the new
lake, a double purpose will be served by this means.

Delta.

GOOD SUGGESTIONS.
"What subscriber to the Florist and Pomologist has not with'pleasure read the amusing

and instructive articles relative to Roses contributed from time to time by that veteran
florist, the Vicar of Rushton ? "What Rose-grower has not read them without gaining some
practical information upon the culture of the queen of flowers ? Who, as an amateur, has
not been guided in his purchases of Roses by his accurate description of tho qualities of
old and new varieties ? I should say none. His ideas have been most valuable to those who
have but a certain sum annually to spare in the purchase of novelties, and who, of course,

cannot afford to be disappointed. It is not mere theory he gives, for all who saw the splendid
boxes of blooms exhibited by him at the various shows during the past season, I am sure
must have been gratified at the good practice he has made. I recollect the box shown at
Kensington on September 11th. I believe I never saw a better twenty-four ; it was before
the Censors had been round, and I placed them where I ultimately found them (as the
Vicar's man "Will says), a first prize. Long may the Vicar and his man be spared to gain
many more first prizes, and to contribute his interesting and valuable papers to tho pages of
the Florist and Pomologist.

We are not all Rose-growers, however, and I have no doubt there are many subscribers
to the Florist and Pomologist, who as he receives his monthly part, turns over its pages (I

generally do myself), in the hope of finding something said about his favourite flower, what-
ever that flower may be, as we each have our particular fancy. Now, this is what we want—to make its pages more interesting to the many ; and so it would if growers of different
flowers would give their ideas and experiences as the Vicar of Rushton does to Rose- growers.

Take the Dahlia for instance. Whatever spiteful names some people may choose to call

it, it happens to be my favourite flower ; and in my opinion, for exhibition and a flower for
the people, stands second to the Rose, and will be a very long time before any other can be
brought forward to displace it in public favour. Its cultivation is certainly not so easy as
the Rose ; the trouble, time, and attention required to produce blooms fit for exhibition are
much greater, and the many new varieties being continually sent out make the labour
very much more to an amateur (especially to many who have to depend upon their own
treatment and observations)

.

Such are the claims by which I hope to engage the attention of some of your numerous
correspondents, and I observe in the long list of eminent professional and anmteur florists

as subscribers, there are many who are competent (if they would oblige) to give good and
valuable suggestions upon the culture of the different varieties of this popular flower

;
and, I

hope contributors will be more liberal to the new series, not only with papers upon the Rose
and Dahlia, but every other florists' flower.

Lower Easton, Bristol. Thomas Hobbs.

P.S.—It would be a great guide if raisers of good varieties wonld state at the time they
are sent out the treatment they had used to produce fine and good blooms we frequently see
exhibited as seedlings, for I have no doubt there have been many excellent sorts condemned
through the particular treatment they required not being known.

*

Transplanting Large Trees.—When large trees are transplanted from a warm or
sheltered situation to one more exposed, they frequently suffer by the change of climate, and
become what is called hidebound and stunted, remaining for years without making much
growth. In our own practice, we invariably wrap the stems and larger branches with hay-
bands or moss; and in some cases have also tied the spray of the spruce or fern amongst the
branches, to break the force of the wind and afford the trees shelter for a season. By keeping
the moss or hay damped the ensuing spring, our trees have generally started away freely^
whereas, neglect them the first year and they will stand still for years.—Gh F.
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AWARDS OF THE FLORAL COMMITTEE OF THE ROYAL
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The awards made by this Committee during the former part of the past season were
recorded in the concluding pages of onr former series. We here resume the subject, and in
the following memorandum record the whole of the awards which have been made by the
Floral Committee since last July—a period, therefore, including the whole of the Hollyhock,
Dahlia, and Chrysanthemum seasons:

—

Agave Americana elegantissima.—November 12, Mr. Bull, Chelsea.—A very finely

marked variety of American Aloe, in which the leaves are green in the centre, with a broadly
variegated margin of creamy white, streaked with greyish- green.

Alocasia macrorhiza variegata.— October 8, Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter and
Chelsea.—A large, bold-looking, and finely variegated stove perennial, subarboreous in habit

;

the leaves marked out with bold blotches and segments of creamy white, and mottled with
greyish-green.

Alsophila clauca.— November 12, Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter and Chelsea.—An
elegant tree Fern from the Philippine Islands. Its large compound fronds glaucous beneath,

and the stem whitish with the scales that clothe the bases of the stipes. It is the same as

A, eontaminens.

Antectochilus Bullenii.—August 27, Messrs. Low & Co., Clapton.—A fine Bomean
variegated stove Orchid, with the leaves ovate-lanceolate, dark bronzy green, marked with
three longitudinal bold distinct stripes of coppery red.

ANiECTOCHii/us sp.—October 8, Messrs. Osborn & Son.—A very pretty dwarf variegated

stove Orchid, with ovate leaves of a deep bottle green, marked with numerous bright silvery-

lined angular spots.

AngrjEGUM sesquipedale.—December 10, Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter and Chelsea,.

—

A noble stove epiphyte, of Vanda-like habit, the distichous leaves glaucous, and the large,

white, fleshy, ivory-like flowers, having a slender, tail-like spur a foot or more in length. It

is from Madagascar, and was introduced by the Rev. W. Ellis.

Athyrium filix-fcemina Erizellle.—Atigust 13, Mr. Bull, Chelsea.—A very remark-

able and beautiful variety of Lady Eern, the fronds of which are reduced to less than an
inch in breadth, and consist of small symmetrical fan-shaped pinme. It was found in

Ireland.

Begonia sp.—November 12, Mr. Salter, Hammersmith.—A remarkable herbaceous

species from Santa Martha, with green, obscurely angular-lobed leaves, 24 inches in length

and 19 inches in breadth.

Bougainvillaea glabra.—October 8, Mr. Daniels, gardener to the Rev. C. E. Ruck
Keene.—A very handsome autumn-blooming cool stove climber, more slender than B. speeiosa,

with smoother branches, smaller leaves, and rather open panicles of rosy coloured bracts.

It is hardier and more easily flowered than B. speciosa, which are its recommendations.

Calamus australis.—October 8, Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter and Chelsea.—A pretty,

slender, erect, prickly-stemmed stove Palm with pinnated leaves, which are prickly along

the ribs and margins.

Calceolaria suavis.—August 13, Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter and Chelsea.—A pretty

dwarf, herbaceous, Chilian Slipperwort, with light purple-spotted flowers, which are very

sweet-scented.
Chrysanthemum Bessie.—November 6, Mr. Ingram, Erogmore.—A neat, full-flowered,

Indian red Pompon, shaded towards the outside of the head with rose, and near the centre

with yellow.
Chrysanthemum Carissima.—November 6, Mr. Salter, Hammersmith.—A sulphury

white, with fine, broad, incurved florets, full and well incurved. It was hardly enough

developed.
Chrysanthemum Carissima.—November 12, Mr. Salter.—A very excellent incurved

variety with broad florets sulphury white, with a faint streaky tint of rose.

Chrysanthemum Duchess of Wellington.—November 12, Mr. Salter.—A fine light

rose, full, and evenly incurving. A very first-class flower.

Chrysanthemum General Slade.—November 6, Mr. Salter, Hammersmith.—A full

incurved flower of a bright Indian red, with golden backs and yellow tips to the florets. The

best variety in its class.
,

Chrysanthemum Lady H. St. Clair.—November 6, Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Lamg,

Sydenham and Edinburgh.—A very finely formed and incurved variety of a creamy white

—

the best white yet obtained. It is a sport from Queen of England.

Chrysanthemum Madame Heine.—November 12, Mr. Bull, Chelsea.—A large-flowered

Pompon of free habit. The flower-heads full, pure white, and of a showy character.

Chrysanthemum Sparkler.—November 12, Mr. Salter.—A small-flowered variety,
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but very pretty. The flower-heads arc very full and well-incurved, deep Indian red, with
golden backs. It is a very lively sort.

Chrysanthemum Striped Queen.—November 6, Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing,
Sydenham and Edinburgh.—A blush white sport of Queen of England, the florets pencilled
with purple streaks.

Convolvulus mauritanicus—August 13, Messrs. E. Q-. Henderson & Son, St. John's
Wood.—A pretty dwarf trailing herb, with small oblong-oval hairy leaves, and moderate-
sized pale greyish-blue flowers. It forms a good border or bedding plant in summer, and
is well suited for suspended baskets.

Cyperus alternifolius variegatus.—October 8, Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter and
Chelsea

;
and Mr. Bull, Chelsea.—A very graceful, dwarf, reedy stove plant, with both stems

and tbeir terminal drooping whorls of grassy leaves elegantly striped with white.
Cyrtomium caryotideum.—September 24, from the garden of the Society.—A fine

hardy Indian and Chinese Fern, of bold appearance, having pinnate fronds with broad
serrated pinnae, the terminal one unequally lobed at the base, as in tho Caryota leaflet.

Dahlia Black Prince.—September 11, Mr. Keynes.—A useful dark-shaded maroon,
of average size.

Dahlia Bob Ridley.—August 13, Mr. C. Turner.—A full maroon crimson, of fair

outline, but rough.
Dahlia Charlotte Dorling.—August 27, Mr. C. Turner.—White, heavily tipped and

shaded with bright light purple.

Dahlia Countess of Portsmouth.—September 11, Mr. Bawlings.—A creamy white
tipped with bright rosy purple. A very pleasing variety.

Dahlia Cygnet.—August 13, Mr. C. Turner, Slough.—A rather small, but well-formed
and regular

; deep blush, paler towards tho centre.
Dahlia_ Delicata.—September 11, Mr. C. J. Perry, Birmingham.—A neat and compact

pleasing variety, of a rosy fawn colour.

Dahlia l'Etoile.—August 13, Mr. Keynes, Salisbury.—A coarse, flat-formed, white
striped with purple, which could only have been rewarded as a border flower.

Dahlia G-oldfinder.—September 11, Mr. Keynes.—A large chrome yellow, faintly
tipped at the back with salmony rose.

Dahlia Handforth Hero.—September 11, Mr. J. Henshaw, Handforth, Manchester.
—A neatly formed orange red.

Dahlia Miss Henshaw.—October 8, Mr. Henshaw.—A full and tolerably well-formed
creamy white.

Dahlia Imperial.—August 27, Mr. Keynes.—A large and well-formed amaranthine
purple. A yery useful colour.

Dahlia Lord Derby.—September 11, Mr. Pope, Chelsea.—The finest variety produced
this season. It is a bright crimson purple, of full size, and very finely formed, and has
been so frequently exhibited that it must be a constant flower.

Dahlia Maid of Bath.—August 27, Mr. Keynes.—A symmetrical and chaste-looking
white, faintly tipped with purple.

Dahlia Maria Carter.—August 27, Mr. Keynes.—A white variety, heavily and gaily
tipped with light rosy purple or lake. It was rewarded for its bright colouring.

Dahlia Minnie Dodds.—August 13, Mr. Dodds, Salisbury.—A pretty shaded rosy
lilac, paler at the base of the florets, of medium size and depth ; the centre rather low.

Dahlia Mrs. Bush.—September 11, Mr. C. Turner.—A very pleasing bright rose.

Dahlia Mrs. Bush.—September 24, Mr. C. Turner, Slough.—A first-class variety,

commended on a previous occasion. Colour, a bright light rose, very beautiful.

Dahlia Model.—September 11, Mr. C. J. Perry, Birmingham.—A medium-sized
orange buff, of very fine form.

Dahlia Reliance.—September 11, Mr. Bawlings, Bethnal Green.—A useful fancy
flower, blush with purple stripes.

Dahlia Una.—August 13, Mr. C. Turner.—A blush white tipped with rosy purple

;

the general outline good, but the eye rather low.

Dendrobium Lowi.—November 12, Messrs. Low & Co., Clapton.—A very handsome
stove epiphyte, the flowers of which are bu(F yellow, marked on the lip with bold crimson
lines, on which occur long, red, hairy fringes.

Echeveria sp.—September 24, Mr. Wicks, gardener to W. Wilson Saunders, Esq.

—

A handsome-looking succulent, not in flower, but having broad, obovate, apiculate, glaucous,
purpurescent leaves.

Fuchsia Hugh Mollon.—August 13, Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter and Chelsea.—

A

dwarf, vigorous, free-blooming, and showy decorative variety, with very large, pale pink,
long-tubed flowers, having a large reddish-purple corolla. A variety of distinct character.

(To he continued.)
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NOTES ON NURSERIES.
Mr. W. Paul, Waltham Cross.—Our readers are doubtless aware that the old firm

of Paul & Son is broken up, and that one of the late partners, Mr. W. Paul, so well and
so favourably known as a writer on the Kose no less than as a cultivator of the queen of
flowers, has formed a new establishment at Waitham Cross, his brother retaining the home-
stead. This new nursery is in close contiguity with the Waitham Station, on the Cambridge
branch of the Eastern Counties Eailway, from which there is an entrance for the use of
visitors. Although but a short time has elapsed since operations were commenced, nearly
the whole of a very extensive area is filled with thriving nursery stock, amongst which
Poses and fruit trees, which succeed admirably, seem to be regarded as specialities. The
nursery extends from the railway to the Waitham turnpike-road, where the main entrance
to the nursery, together with a commodious seed-shop and warehouses, are situated. From
this entrance, extending across the nursery in a straight line to the railway, a distance of
about one-third of a mile, extends a broad turf glade, flanked on either side by evergreens,
exterior to which are two gravel paths for use in damp weather. Another glade skirts the
railway at the extreme end of this glade, and at a right angle with it; and traversing the
ground in the same direction as the latter, but some distance from it, is a broad gravel road
passing between an avenue planted with specimen fruit trees trained to the pyramidal form.
The soil and situation appear to be admirably fitted for nursery purposes, as the well-stocked
quarters bear ample testimony. At this season of the year the more interesting objects
are, of course, to be found in the houses ; and here we were particularly struck with the
preparations made for two subjects—the Eose and the Hyacinth, with both of which Mr.
Paul appears to be bent on achieving some victories during the forthcoming struggles.
The Hyacinths at the time of our visit, early in January, were all potted in 6-inch pots,
according to the recommendations in Mr. Paul's bulb catalogue, and were pushing up with
extraordinary vigour, the pots being plunged in coal ashes in the open air, under shelter of
one of the houses. Of pot Poses, which were in-doors, and just undergoing their winter
pruning, there was a formidable array of remarkably well-furnished and well-ripened
plants, which can hardly fail to produce good blossoms in the course of the spring, and to
take a prominent position at the exhibitions. Mr. Paul is a strong advocate for summer
pruning in the case of these specimen Eoses, which have, of course, to be nourished upon
a limited supply of material; his object being thereby to husband the vigour which the
amount of available food is capable of producing, and to direct it towards the strengthening
of useful shoots, instead of allowing it to waste itself in forming such as are useless. This is,

no doubt, sound practice so long as a plentiful amount of healthy foliage is retained. In
one house, quite cold, designed for Tea Eoses, in which the plants were put out last July,
in prepared raised beds, the plants were doing admirably, some having made shoots 5 feet
long in the course of last season. They were now at reat, and nearly dry. 2STo doubt this
house will furnish a sight worth seeing about next May or June. Eoses were being
grafted in very large quantities in the propagating-houses ; the stocks were planted in
large 60-pots. Mr: Paul is providing for this purpose seedling Dog Eoses, to be used in
preference to the stocks in common use. Of the young Eoses thus in process of formation,
there was a large supply of Mr. Paul's fine new H.P. Eose, Eeauty of Waitham, which is
figured in the "Eose Annual," and gained a first-class certificate last summer. We observed
a fine batch in pots, under shelter, of the better kinds of Eoses, provided for the spring
demand. Of the new Eoses raised on the continent, and as yet unknown, or but little

known here, there was a fine collection ; the better sorts, those, at least, which in Mr. Paul's
judgment were likely to prove such, being grown, not singly or in pairs, but by half-dozens

;

so that we may look forward to see them favourably submitted to public notice at the
exhibitions and meetings to be held in the course of the ensuing spring and summer.

Messes. Low & Co., Claptox.—We were particularly gratified, on calling a week or
two since at this well-known nursery, to find that a beautiful Indian Orchid, Limatodes rosea,
which it has been the fashion to condemn as unmanageable, is really a lovely winter-blooming
species, and one of the most useful plants of its class for decorative uses. We also
found considerable variety amongst the imported plants which were then blooming, some
being paler and others deeper coloured ; some dense and some loose-spiked ; some taller
and some comparatively dwarf; the plants also presenting considerable variation in the
shape of the lip. The most usual form had the flower-scape (which grows from the base of
the pseudo-bulbs after the leaves have ripened off) about a foot high, terminating in a close
spike of flowers, of a delicate pink, deepening into a ring of deep red at the mouth of the
tubulose portion of the lip, which is pure white within. The lip is of a singular squarish-
oblong form. A variety, called stiperba, was much deeper and richer in colour, a bright deep
pink ; but the spike was looser, and the flowers smaller, with a narrower Hp. These flowers
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last six or eight weeks at this season of the year
;

this, together with, their lively and pleasing
colour, and the facility with which the plants may he grown in small-sized pots, renders the
Limatodes rosea one of the most desirahle of plants for winter decorative uses, as we have
already intimated. It appears tha/t the plants have not generally been found very facile in
the development of their flowers, but this is owing to an error of treatment ; so that the
Limatodes must be regarded as having been condemned for faults not its own. It is the
habit of the plant, when the leaves ripen off, to push out its flower-scapes soon thereafter,

and the proper course is to keep watering on till the flowering is over. Instead of this, it

appears to have bi en the practice to withhold water, as is so commonly done when the
leaves have died off, and in this way the flower-scapes have been literally starved to death.
Messrs. Low have a flue lot of the rare Film Ferns, recently brought from Borneo by Mr.
H. Low, jun., which are, for the most parts, additions to our garden collections, and comprise
several new species

;
among the more striking of which are the following :

—

Trichomanes
superbum, a fine, robust-growing species, with triangular, ovate, plain, broad-pinnated fronds,

having a broad and well-marked wing down to the very base of the stipes ; T. setigerum and
T. tricophyllum, two pretty Little species allied to T. Fluma, the former having the bristle-

like segments of the linear- lanceolate fronds connected by a membranaceous web, and the
latter having them distinct as in Pluma, but formed on a regularly pinnated plan, and lying in

one plane, not dichotomously parted with the segments imbricated ; T. saccatile, a triangular-ovate

species, with prettily undulated fronds, and apparently a free-growing plant; together with
some other species of this beautiful genus, several Zindsceas, and some other choice Ferns.—M.

French Chasselas Grapes.—The first week in January I inspected a box of French
Chasselas Grapes, packed in one of those shallow boxes which we so frequently sec in Paris,

and even in Covent Garden Market. What surprised me was the perfectly fresh state of
the Grapes in question, which I should suppose must have been cut from the Vines for

at least six weeks, perhaps longer. Can any of your readers inform me how they are kept ?

as they were much fresher than my own Muscadines retarded under glass, though inferior

in flavour.—E.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS.
Conservatory.

As the forcing-pit -will now furnish abundant
means for decoration, no specimens should remain
here after their flowers begin to die away. Fresh
flowers, healthy foliage, and tasteful arrangement are
points which must be always kept in mind. Indian
Azaleas should be introduced as soon as they come
into flower ; also Rhododendvons, Kalmias, and other
American plants ; also Hyacinths, Narcissus, Tulips,
&c. ; also plenty of tree Violets, Mignonette, and
Lily of the Valley. When there are proper houses
for stove plants," they should be only sparingly in-
troduced here at this season, as it is difficult to do
justice to them. Indeed, there is little necessity for
it, as there are plenty of other plants suitable for the
purpose. Look carefully over the plants daily and
water only when necessary, but then give them suffi-

cient to go through the soil. The mildness of the
weather permitting a good deal of air to be given,
and but little fire heat being required, the permanent
plants will, in consequence, not yet be showing much
signs of active growth. Do not excite them by any
means, as the later they are in starting the stronger
and better will their growth be, See they do not
want for water. Give air when the weather permits.
Maintain a temperature of 45° to 50° by night, and
60° by day, with an increase of 129 or 14? by sun
heat. See that everything in and about the house is

scrupulously neat and clean.

Greenhouses.
These plants ought to be in good condition now ;

the mild weather allowing plenty of air to be given,
and but little fire heat being required. Do not exceed
a night temperature of 40° in frosty weather. Attend
carefully to the watering daily. Give plenty of air
When the state of the weather permits; but guard
against cold draughts. Towards the end of the
month plants beginning to grow should be carefully
potted and tied out as wanted. They should then,
he kept rather close for a few days until they begin

to start into the fresh soil. If not already done, get
plenty of loam, leaf soil, peat, sand, &c, ready for
potting.

Stove.
All plants starting into growth should be potted at

once. Remove part of the old soil from the balls, and
use a compost of turfy loam, peat, leaf soil, and silver

sand. See the pots are welL drained, give them a
steady bottom heat of about 759 , it is of more im-
portance than top heat to start them into vigorous
growth. Syringe daily, but do not give much water
until they begin to root and grow freely. Keep the
house rather close. Maintain a temperature of about
60° at night, and 75° in the day. allowing it to rise
10° by sun heat. Ventilate carefully. Pot a few
Achimenes for flowering early; also, a few Gesiieras.

Start some Gloxinias.

Flower Garden.
Plant Roses ; but if we have a continuance of mild

weather, do not be in too great a hurry to prune
unless it be some of the hardier sorts. In open
weather proceed with alterations as fast as possible
in order to have everything complete before "bed-
ding-out" time. Look carefully over the stock of
bedding plants, and if you see you are likely to fall

short of anything, put them at once into a little

heat to get cuttings from them. Cuttings of Calceo-
larias, Verbenas, Lobelias, Petunias, Salvias, Agera-
tums, &c, put in any time this and next month will

make good plants before "bedding-out" time.
Pleasure Grounds.—Plant trees and shrubs in open
weather. Do not prune too soon, but wait until next
month. If severe frost should set in, see that choice
tender specimens are properly protected. Push
forward alterations and all work that can be pro-
ceeded with.

Forcing.
Fruit.—Pine Apples.—With the increase of ligh

and heat plants in fruit will require a rather moist
atmosphere and more water. Plants starting into
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fruit must have a rather dry atmosphere and a steady
bottom heat of at least 80", with a temperature of
from 65° to 70° by night, and 70" to 75° by day, with
an increase of 10 J to 12° by sun heat. Give'a little

air when the weather permits. Plants intended for
fruiting next autumn and winter should be kept
steadily growing. If the young stock have a bottom
heat of 80°'and arc growing satisfactorily, do not be
in too great a hurry to pot them. Fines.—Never
neglect to thin the bunches as soon as they are fairly
set, cutting off all that are not wanted ; the crops will
in consequence be finer and the Vines will not be un-
necessarily exhausted. Maintain a moist atmosphere
during the time the fruit is swelling until it begins to
show signs of colouring, when a drier atmosphere
will be required. The outside borders of the early-
houses should be kept at a uniform temperature of
about 709 . The inside borders should be well watered
when they require it. Stop and tie down shoots in
succession-houses. Keep a dry atmosphere while
in flower, and a night temperature of about G5- for
Hamburghs, and a few degrees higher for Muscats.
Keep a moist atmosphere ia houses that are break-
ing, and give plenty of air if the weather permits,
always early in the forenoon, and close up early in
the afternoon. Start late-houses, beginning with a
night temperature of 45°. Keep a moist atmosphere.
Tenches and Nectarines.— Do not exceed a night
temperature of 55° until after the fruit is set, then
raise it to 00" which will be sufficient until the stoning
of the fruit, when it should be raised to from 65° to
70° by night, and to 75° during the day, with a rise
of 10a or more by sun heat. After the fruit is set,

syringe the trees" twice daily with water the tem-
perature of the air of the house, and keep a moist
atmosp'here the whole time the fruit is swelling,
otherwise the red spider will be troublesome. Give
plenty of air -when the weather permits. Attend
carefully to disbudding and tying down the shoots.
See directions in last Calendar for late-houses. Figs.
—As these advance in growth they will require large
supplies of water. Syringe two or three times daily,
and keep a moist atmosphere. When the shoots are
five or six join.s long, pinch out the terminal bud.
Keep the temperature 60° at night, and 65° to 70°
in the day. Cherties.— See these have a steady
bottoar heat and as much air as the weather will
permit. Be careful in watering, and do not keep the
temperature at night above 50° until the fruit are
stoned. Strawitrries.—Plants swelling off fruit
should have a moist atmosphere and a warm tem-
perature with good supplies of water. Introduce a
fresh lot of plants once a-fortnigLt. For treatment
wh°n first brought in, see last month's Calendar.
Vegetables.—Asparagus.—With the increase of

light this will now come strong and tine, provided
the bottom heat does not exceed 70Q , and plenty of
air be given. M ake fresh beds to keep up a ; uccession
until it comes into use out cf doors. Rhubarb and
Sea-kale.—Keep up a succession as directed last
month. Sidney Beans.— Sow twice during the
month; pinch the tops of the shoots off to make
them branch out; keep them near the glass, and
attend to watering. Syringe to keep down red
spider. Carrots and Radishes.—Sow on slight hot-
bed. Mustard and Cress.—Sow once a-fortnight.
Potatoes.—Plant Ash-leaved Kidneys on a gentle
heat in frames and pits. Capsicums and Tomatoes.
—Sow a few in pots. Cauliflowers, Lettuce, Celery,
and Onions.—Sow in pots or boxes, and put into a
little heat ; when up remove to a cool frame. Tarra-
gon and Mint. Put in a few more roots for succession.
Cucumbers and Melons.— Shift young plants into
larger pots, and when fit plant out on well-prepared
hotbeds. Sow for succession.

Hardy Frvit.
Take advantage of fine weather to push forward

the nailing of wall trees ; see there are no overtight
shreds; prune all descriptions of trees, thinning well
the branches in trees that are crowded. As there is
a great promise of blossom this season, the spurs
should be well thinned out. Plant any time during
the month when the weather is favourable, but the

earlier the better. Before planting see the borders
are properly drained, and the soil is in a fit state:

the roots striking into cold, wet soil, is the great
evil with fruit trees in this climate.

Kitchen Garden.
All operations, such as manuring, digging, trench-

ing, &c", ought now to be in a forward state in
consequence of the very long continuance of favour-
able weather. Take advantage of the present time
to prepare Pea-rods, and all other stakes that may
be required during the season. Do everything you
can this month, as the succeeding ones bring plenty
of work. When the land is in condition make
plantations of Horseradish, Jerusalem Artichokes,
and .Rhubarb. Plant Chives, Garlic, and Eschallots.
Make fresh plantations of Balm, Mint, Tarragon,
and herbs of Ul kinds. Plant autumn-sown Cab-
bages. Teas.— Sow, the beginning of the month,
Dillistone's Early Prolific, Daniel O'Rourke, and
Early Warwick. Towards the end of the month
sow the Auvergne, Dickson's Favourite, and Cham-
pion of England. Beans.—Sow Johnson'sWonderful
and Early Mazngan at the beginning, and again
towards the end of the month. Carrots,—Sow a few
Early Horn on warm borders. Radishes.—Sow
Wood's Early Frame, Long Scarlet, and White
Turnip, on warm borders. Spinach.—Sow some
Round. Parsley.—Soy? towards the end of the
month.—M.S.

Florists' Flowers.
The Cineraria.—Little can be said of these other

than that recommended last month. Still continue
to tie out as wide as possible, and let them stand
thin and as close to the glass as convenient. Top-
dressing will now greatly assist them ; fumigate
frequently, which will prevent the green fly attacking
them. Be careful and remove every decaying leaf,

as these are very apt to affect the main stem. Give
all the air possible every favourable opportunity.
Syringe now and then on bright mornings, and
sulphur immediately on the appearance of mildew.
Some may now be removed to an intermediate-house
for early flowers. Telargoniums.—As the season ad-
vances increase the heat a little, and attend with
regularity to the tying out and training tho shoots
as they progress. It will be occasionally necessary
to water more freely, a matter which requires careful
attention. Avail yourself of every favourable oppor-
tunity to give aii- freely, and close sufficiently early
in the afternoon to retain a little of the sun heat
whenever that is possible. Plants which have yet
to be finally shifted should have the operation
performed without delay, and this is a favourable
time for stopping those" plants which you wish to
flower late. Carefully avoid everything like crowd-
ing, and examine your plants otten so that they
may be kept free from insects and in all re-
spects quite clean. Apply the same rules to the
management of the fancy varieties with scrupulous
care—Charles Turner, Slough.
Roses in Pots.—Continue to introduce to the forcing-

house at intervals of about a month a portion of the
reserve stock of Roses in pots, hitherto kept out of
doors. Those introduced in December will be flower-
ing now; those introduced in January will flower in
March ; those brought in now will flower from the
end of March to the middle of April. It is a good
plan with all forced Roses to remove the plants to a
cooler house when the buds show colour, with the
view of increasing the size and quality of the flowers.
As the days lengthen a higher day temperature may
be employed; if fir any reason it is desirable to
accelerate the period of blooming without injury to
the plants or flowers ; but a temoerature of 40° or 45°
by night is sufficiently high at this season. Syringe
more copiously as the sun acquires more power.
Fumigate as often as a live aphis is seen. Water
with weak liquid manure so long as the plants cen'inue
growing. If mildew appear, dust the leaves with
sulphur on both under and upper surfaces, and for
this purpose the " sulphurator " b invaluable—no
lover of Roses should be without one,—William Patjl,
Waltham Cross,
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NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
"WITH ILLUSTRATIONS.

The past season has added several new Chrysanthemums of considerable
merit to the varieties already in cultivation. Those we have the pleasure of
representing in the accompanying plate are, in our judgment, the very best as
well as the most distinct and desirable among them. We are indebted to Mr.
Salter, of the Versailles Nursery, Hammersmith, and to Messrs. Downie, Laird,
and Laing, of Stanstead Park, Forest Hill, and Edinburgh, for the opportunity of
figuring them. They have severally been submitted to the Floral Committee
of the Royal Horticultural Society, and have gained first-class certificates ; and
Lady St. Clair, the only one of them exhibited at Sydenham, received also
there a certificate of merit.

The fine white variety named Lady II. St. Clair {fig, 1), is perhaps
the noblest Chrysanthemum yet obtained. This variety is stated to be a
sport from Queen of England. Some remarkably perfect specimens of it

were exhibited at Kensington by Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing, on the
occasion of the Chrysanthemum Show held last autumn in the Horticultural
Gardens— a show which we regret to find is not to be followed up by a similar
one during the present season, but which Ave, nevertheless, hope to see revived
in less pre-occupied years. The blooms produced on the occasion referred to
were extra-sized, fully 4 inches in diameter, and upwards of 3 inches in depth, full
to the very centre, creamywhite and made up ofbroad florets,which were incurved
so as to form a high globular mass. It was pronounced to be the best white
variety yet obtained, and was certainly very chaste and beautiful in character.

Scarcely less meritorious were the blooms of General Slade (fig. 2),
shown by Mr. Salter, which is undoubtedly the best variety we yet possess in
its peculiar colour—one of those indescribable intermixtures of red and yellow
not uncommon in this family. The flower-heads, or flowers as they are com-
monly called, are of the largest size, made up of incurved florets, which close
in to form a full convex crown. The colour is a fine coppery or Indian red,
the florets golden-tinted at the back, and besides very brightly golden-tipped!
Out of doors the plants are freely branched, growing about a yard high. This
variety may be taken to represent the old Two-coloured Incurved, carried very
far towards perfection.

The other variety we have selected for illustration is called Duchess oe
Wellington (fig. 3). This also was shown bv Mr. Salter, and is a remarkably
handsome and pleasing flower. The heads are of full average size, and of fine
properties, the florets bold, evenly compactly and completely incurved, so as
to form a full high centre

; and the colour is a lovely rosy lilac, lighter and
silvery at the back of the florets. It is something in the style of Lady
Hardmge one of Mr. Salter's fine varieties of last year, but is somewhat
deeper coloured, and rather more compactly built. This novelty belongs to a
class of colours which is particularly pleasing and effective, amongst the many
dingy reds and purples which occur in the present race of Chrysanthemums

It may be useful to record here some of the more remarkable novelties,
which, m addition to the subjects of our illustration, made their appearance
last autumn at the principal metropolitan shows. The following more par-
ticularly came under our notice :

—

—Zffii, a
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Bessie (Ingram). Pompon. Chestnut red mottled with yellow towards the centre, and
shaded with rose towards the circumference, so as to look particoloured. Pleasing. Com-
mended at Kensington ; certificate at Sydenham.

Carissima (Salter)- Sulphury white, faintly tinged and dashed with rosy lilac streaks.

Broad, well-incurved florets. lull size, very fine, dwarf and free. First-class certificate at

Kensington.
Citronella (Salter). Intermediate. Light yellow, with broad slightly incurving florets j

pleasing, but rather flat.

Dido (Salter). Intermediate. White, with sulphury tips, filling out well. Very dwarf

and free, and an excellent pot plant.

Dr. Broclc (Salter). Dull pale purplish-red, yellowish at the back. Large and in-

curved, but heavy-looking.

Draco (Salter). Coppery red. Free, busby, and ornamental.

Ion (Salter). Intermediate. Pure white, with neatly ineurved florets. Hardly full enough.

Lady Russell (Bird). White, the back of the florets of a rosy tint. Full, incurved, broad

florets. Distinct, bright-looking, and very promising. Certificate at Sydenhmi.
Little Pet (Bird). Intermediate. White, tinted at the circumference with rose. Like a

diminished form of Vesta. Compact, even, and very pleasing. Certificate at Sydenham.
Lord Eanelagh (Salter). B eddish-fawn or pale copper colour, with a golden tint at the

back. Large, well incurved, and tolerably full. Very dwarf and free.

Madame Heine (Bull). Large-flowered Pompon. Pure white, of good form, free.

Commended at Kensington.

Medora (Salter). Anemone Pompon. Light reddish lilac-rose, more or less quilled,

and buff-coloured in the centre. A pleasing colour. Freely and openly branched, and

effective for decoration.

Model (Bird). Dull light purplish-tinted coppery red. Florets incurved, but not

even. Certificate at Sydenham.
Ml Desperandum (Bird). Dull light purplish-red, with coppery back and tips. In-

curved, not over-full, and dull-looking. Certificate at Sydenham.
Queen of Anemones (Bird). Anemone. Pose colotu', with brownish-golden centre.

Queen of Lilacs (Bird). Bosy lilac. Large, full, and incurved. A good flower.

Certificate at Sydenham.
Bising Sun (Bird). Intermediate. Deep Indian red, with golden back. Full, Btiff

incurved florets. Besembles Sparkler.

Sparkler (Salter). Bright deep Indian red, with golden back. Bather small, but full,

with stiff incurved florets. A pleasing variety, bright-looking in its class. In the way of

Madame Comerson, but deeper coloured. Commended at Kensington.

Striped Queen (Downie and Co.) . Blush white, pencilled with nai-row but decided purple

stripes. A sport from Queen of England, two stages removed. Commended at Kensington.

Those who grow Chrysanthemums as decorative plants, find it of some

importance to know what varieties are best suited for pot culture. The
specimen plants produced at the exhibitions may be taken as furnishing a

tolerably safe criterion on this point. The best of the large-flowered varieties

at the Kensington and Sydenham exhibitions last November, on the score of

habit and bloom, were these :

—

Prince Albert, plum.
Beaute du Nord, rose purple.

Alma, rose purple.

Julie Lagravere, deep crimson.

Madame Comerson, crimson red.

Mont JEtna, deep coppery red.

Christine, light rose.

Golden Christine, fawn.

Yellow Perfection, golden yellow.

Chevalier Domage,bvight deep yellow.

Annie Salter, light yellow.

Queen of England, blush white.

Defiance, white.

Vesta, rose-tinted white.

Trilby, white, with rosy edge and sul-

phury centre.

Of the Pompon varieties, the best-habited and most effective sorts were these :

—

Salamon, rose purple.

Duruflet, rose.

Bob, crimson-red.

President Decaisne, white, shaded with

dark red.

Mrs. Dix, white rosy tipped.

Cedo Nulli, white, with brown tips.

Surprise, deep blush.

Madame Bousselon, rosy blush.

Golden Cedo Nulli, yellow, with brown
tips.

General Canrobert, light bright yellow.

Cote d'Or, larger, bright pale yellow.

Andromeda, cream, with brown tips.

Madame Heine, larger, pure white.

Ninon) pure white.
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The magnificent cut blooms of Chrysanthemums which excite so much
admiration are, it is well known, produced by high feeding-, and, as Mr.

Holmes has remarked (p. 5), by selecting the "right bud" at the "right

time." Which, however, is to be considered the " right bud " may not

be so generally known : hence the few following remarks with which Mr.

Salter has favoured us, will be welcome. The " right time " for disbudding

can only be truly learned by experimental cultivation :

—

" To insure success in growing specimen blooms, the nature of the variety should be
well understood. Many Chrysanthemums produce the best flowers from the crown or centre

buds ; while others require that these should be removed. As a general ride, all the varieties

which have very double flowers made up of coarse or confused florets, should have the centre

bud taken away, and the second or side bud allowed to remain. On the contrary, those

which are of more delicate growth should have the buds from the side removed, and the

centre or crown buds alone should be allowed to develope. By this means it will be found
that many plants generally considered useless for exhibition, may be made to produce fine

well-formed blooms. The following lists will be some guide to inexperienced persons as to

the habit of some of the best varieties.

" The following varieties should have the centre bud retained :—Alfred Salter,

Anaxo, Alarm, Aimee Feriere, Cassandra, Formosum, Glory, Golden Queen of England,
General Hardinge, Jardin des Plantes, Lu'euin formosum, Madame Lebois, Marechal Duroc,
Mrs. W. Holbom, Nonpareil, Queen of the Isles, Q.uintus Curtius, Raymond, Queen of

England, Thraiis, and Yellow Perfection. Of newer sorts, so far as experience has been
had :—Carissima, Cherub, Dr. Brock, Duchess of Wellington, Golden Trilby, Lady Hardinge,
Little Harry, Lord Ratielagh, Pandora, Penelope, Rincnian, Seraph, and Sparkler.

" The following should have the centre bud removed :—Auguste Mid, Christophe
Colomb, Fabius, Hermine, Leon Leguay, Le Prophete, Lysias, Miss Kate, Novelty, Nell
Gwynne, Pio Nono, Trilby, and Vesta. Of the newer sorts :—Bacchus, Boadicea, Caractacus,

General Slade, Golden King, Golden Hermine, and Lord of the Isles."

SITUATIONS FOR EINE-FOLIAGED PLANTS.
Ornamental and large-leaved plants having of late years become favourites

for bedding purposes, a little notice of the most ornamental, and what we
have grown here, may be useful to parties anxious to try a few.

The most suitable places for them are undulating grounds or by water,
among miscellaneous beds of American plants, and various places, according to
the circumstances of different grounds. They are never likely to be useful for
the geometrical style of gardening ; but this interesting addition to our English
gardening is only beginning.

In the Champs Elysees, at Paris, where most of these are grown, they are
planted in large oval clumps raised high in the centre, and become a thicket,
only the outside plants being able properly to develope the leaves, at the same
time, answering, as intended there, the purpose of a thick screen.

Beginning with Cannas, as the largest in the class, these are the only varie-
ties we consider worth cultivating for this purpose—viz., C. Annai, gigantea, and
zebrina

; the first and last we had in large beds this season, quite as fine as any
we saw in France, Annai, or as the French spell it, Annei, is much the best,
and we found last spring a month's decoration for the hall out of these before
turning them out. Gigantea is the next, and zebrina very little behind, some
might prefer it ; but in the other endless varieties there is nothing novel or good.

Caladium is next, and of these esculentum is by far the best. We had large
beds of this equally as fine as any we saw in Paris, and left out as late as Geraniums.

Next is Wigandia caracassana. This should be planted singly on the
grass, and the tcp pinched off: the leaves become, as our neighbours say,
" rnagnifique." This plant will not bear a lower temperature than 40° in
winter. Ricinus major, when two years old, and planted singly, is very
effective. These we found, like the others, to answer equally here as in Paris.
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Musas and Ferns, Begonias, &c, looking very much starved, and some even
ridiculous, with their leaves flapping like the torn sails of a windmill—they are

out of the question for England. Not so with the Australian Palms and the
tree Ferns your correspondent notices, at page 150, as having seen at Mr.
Veitch's. I predict a bright future for these as ornaments on all grass lawns.

Cannas and Caladiums are easy to manage ; ours are now laid in odd
corners, forcing them on a little in spring. They are clean, and may be put in

any house with a little heat.

{To ie continued.)

Cleveden. J. Fleming.

THE GREAT EXHIBITION AND HORTICULTURE.
We hope the forthcoming Exhibition will produce us some useful kind of

covering materials for garden structures ; the present high price of Russian
mats and their limited supply rendering the manufacturing of some substitute

imperative. We should suppose that there exists plenty of raw material in

the shape of coarse vegetable fibre, which only awaits the process of con-

version to fit it for the purpose, and for which if sufficiently low in price there

would be an unlimited demand. Mats have certainly the advantage of long

usage, and are garden-looking things when employed as a protective, but are at

this time the most expensive item in garden management. Frigi clomo is too

expensive, and does not resist wet, which the substitute should ; and also be

a good nonconductor, and sufficiently pliable to roll up when not wanted.

It would be within the objects of the Royal Horticultural Society to offer a

prize for the most useful and economical material for this purpose, by way of

directing the attention of manufacturers to the subject.

BOTTOM HEAT.

The interest attaching to this subject is still increasing, and its adoption

as a leading principle in the cultivation of forced and exotic plants will doubt-

less soon become universal, it may therefore interest some of your readers to

know more about its effects on growing plants.

The application of bottom heat to the culture of such plants as the Pine,

Melon, and Cucumber, is as old as their cultivation in this country^ More

recently, early vinery-borders have been supplied with bottom heat, either by

means of hot water or dung linings ; and numerous instances in the pot culti-

vation of exotic plants might be adduced to show the advantages which delicate

or sickly plants derive from having their roots placed in a uniform medium

heated to a point between 70° and 90°.

It was the errors committed by rash cultivators in exposing the roots of

their plants to an unnatural amount of heat, which of course injured if it did not

destroy them, which led many good gardeners and physiologists to question its

utility, and led them to suppose that in trying to go beyond what Nature has

ordained for living plants we are acting in opposition to her laws. If we

confined our cultivation to plants only of our own climate, this reasoning would

hold food, but even then so far only as our culture did not extend beyond the

natural seasons when each respective plant attained maturity ; for directly Ave

commence either forcing or retarding we enter into an artificial state of culture

requiring artificial means to insure success. And thus it is that the judicious

application of bottom heat comes in to assist Nature, in opposition (so far as

regards the growth of plants out of their natural season) to her general economy.
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The application of bottom heat to out-door cultivation, or geothermal culture
as it is now termed, is beginning to claim attention as a powerful auxiliary for

growing a variety of useful and ornamental plants in the open air, which would
fail without its assistance. For the present I will confine myself to the house
culture of fruits, where I believe its more general employment would confer
advantages scarcely yet appreciated. In walking round the houses at a cele-

brated nursery the other day, I remarked the great vigour of a Vine growing
in a 10-inch, pot, and which formed a rod equal to what is not frequently
grown in a rich border ; the pot rested on the hot-water pipe just where it

entered the house from the boiler, and, consequently, the roots of the Vine in

question were exposed to its influence. The strength of this plant, which
exceeded all the others, had not escaped the notice of the worthy proprietor,

and he attributed its superiority to the extra bottom heat the plant had enjoyed.
I have frequently noticed how much longer Cucumbers will continue produc-
tive when subjected to a steady bottom heat

;
whereas, when this has been

allowed to decline, the plant seems to stop further growth and give up further

bearing. In the spring of this present year, two lots of the same batch of

Strawberries were selected, one-half of which were plunged in a slight bottom
heat in a glass pit, the other half placed in the ordinary way on the shelves of
a forcing-house, the plants at the time were just showing the bloom.-trv.sses.

I gave those plunged nothing but clear water ; while the other had good
liquid manure each second watering

;
yet, although these latter had greater

advantages of light and air over the other, they ripened only three days earlier,

while those in bottom heat produced fully one-third more in bulk of fruit,

which was altogether finer, several of the fruits weighing 1% oz. each ; the
variety being the Oscar. One thing as regards this experiment struck me as
fully confirming the view I have long held on .this subject, which is the length
of time which the plunged plants would have continued in bearing, had I

wished them to do so, for strong trusses of bloom were showing themselves
before the last fruit was gathered ; and I consider that this varietv, and one
or two others, if plunged in bottom heat for the first crop, and allowed to

remain, a second might be obtained within a short time—a fact which may
have weight when plants are scarce. The rationale of the system appears to

be this : the more active the roots of any plant are kept the more food will

they take up, and the greater the number of leaves will they supply with the
elements for assimilation. Subjected to a uniform bottom heat, the roots are
maintained in a constantly excited state, and it is possible to imagine the
roots of a Vine confined to a 10-inch pot one mass of active spongioles
requiring to be fed, perhaps several times daily, with food. We can also
imagine that with this mass of roots so completely under control as to heat,
the plant only requires to be properly supplied with food to nourish and per-
fect as large a crop as the amount of foliage on the plant would enable it to
ripen perfectly

;
and, if I am correct in this, it is easy to calculate what

immense crops may be obtained through pot culture—through the application
of bottom heat. I do not wish to limit these observations to the Vine alone,
for I am clearly of opinion that the Peach, Nectarine, Apricot, and Fig, would
be influenced in an equally favourable manner by the same method of treat-

ment. Under all circumstances I give the preference to setting the pots over
a heated chamber or a series of pipes, to plunging them, owing to the difficulty

of confining the roots inside the pots when plunged
;
otherwise, where the heat

can be kept up without much inconvenience, or subjecting the plants to any
great change, it will answer equally.

The advantages of bottom heat to such forced fruits as we have named,
appear to be in promoting an earlier growth and maturity of the wood, and,
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consequently, greater fruitfulness ; and when in the fruiting stage, by enabling

the roots to take up an extra quantity of food, and to supply it uniformly

throughout the successive stages of fruiting, and thereby giving power to the

plant to mature, in the greatest possible perfection, its fruit. A. P. S.

THE FANCY PELARGONIUM.
This plant, although one of comparatively easy culture, is, perhaps, more

generally mismanaged than any other. Instead of short, sturdy specimens,

how frequently are they weak, drawn, and sickly, when with an ordinary

amount of care they might have been all that could be desired. As a decora-

tive plant its merit is very great, producing, as it does, large masses of

flower of the gayest and most varied colours—in fact, by slightly varying the

ordinary treatment it may be had in bloom nearly the whole of the year.

The mode of treatment which I have found most successful is as follows,

commencing with the propagation of the plant :—To insure success, the cuttings

should be moderately firm and well-ripened shoots ; the method of making

them is too well known to need description here. The soil in^ which^ they

thrive best is thoroughly decomposed loam and dung ;
this, with a liberal

admixture of sharp silver sand, with the addition of a little leaf mould for the

cuttings, is all that is necessary to grow them in perfection. Having a supply

of the foregoing, next procure some clean 48-sized pots, well drain them with

broken potsherds, make the soil fine, fill them, and press moderately firm; then

insert the cuttings, as many as the pot will hold without crowding ; make them

quite tight, and the operation is complete. Now set in alight airy place, pro-

tected from heavy rains. Do not shade, as they will bear any amount of light

;

give occasional supplies of water, and in three weeks or a month they will have

struck root. When rooted sufficiently, pot them off separately into small 60-

sized pots, taking care to preserve as much of the root as possible
;

after

potting, place them where they can be kept moderately close and warm. As

soon as established, give abundance of air; and should green fly make its

appearance, fumigate immediately. This is of the greatest importance. Their

next shift may be into 48-sized pots, in which, after growing a few joints, they

may be stopped, which will cause them to break, and make dwarf bushy plants.

If they have been well attended to, they will be ready for their final shift by

the middle of November into 32-sized pots, which will be large enough for the

first season. Well drain the pots and use the compost rather coarser than

before. After this keep them rather close for a few days, until they are esta-

blished, when, on all favourable opportunities, they should have abundance of

air. The night temperature need not exceed 42° : it is a common mistake to

keep Fancies too warm. Carefully remove all decayed foliage, and keep the

stage, glass, and all about them perfectly clean. In watering, great care must

be taken ; at this season it is better to keep them rather on the side of dryness

than otherwise. If possible, choose a fine bright morning for this operation.

Make a little fire, and open the sashes at the same time to dispel the damp, so

that the house may become perfectly dry before closing, which should be done

early to dispense with fire heat as much as possible. As soon as shoots are

sufficiently long they should be tied out ; fasten a piece of string beneath the

rim of the pot, and draw the shoots down gradually as they elongate When
the days lengthen, they will require rather more water, and occasionally a little

weak liquid manure may be given them—sheep or deer dung is the best. As

the plants progress, they will require all the space that can be given them.

Pay every attention to them now, as it is of the utmost importance that they
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should become as strong as possible the first season. In bright weather, when
the trusses of bloom make their appearance, a slight shade will be necessary

;

increase it as the season advances, and occasionally the syringe may be
drawn over them on fine days before closing the hoxise. Before the flowers

expand, fumigate two or three nights in succession, this will destroy all green

fly, and keep the plants clean for the rest of the season. The cultivator will

now have little to do but to admire their beauties as they come into bloom.

If you intend exhibiting, the treatment the second season must be slightly

vai'ied. As the plants go out of flower they should be watered sparingly, and
placed where they can have abundance of air and sun, so that they may
become ripe and hard before cutting down, which is generally performed about

the second or third week in July. Leave the shoots from 4 to 5 inches in

length, and cut them so that when completed the plants form half a globe.

They should now be watered and occasionally sprinkled, to induce them to

break freely. When the shoots are about half an inch in length they should

be shaken out, the roots shortened, and repotted into a size smaller pot. After

potting they may be placed in a pit
;
keep them close, and shade, gradually

reducing this as they become established. They should be housed by the first

week in September, and encouraged to grow as much as possible. Those for

the May shows should receive their final shift into 8-inch pots not later than

the first week in October. Those for June and July, in November, Use the

same compost as before recommended, break it fine, but do not sift, and use

abundance of drainage. They will require great care to prevent their becoming

drawn, and train the shoots so as to form handsome round bushes. In January,

those intended for early flowering should be selected, and receive a little fire

heat, with a temperature of 45 w at night to 50° by day. Increase the tempe-

rature as the season advances. Give occasional supplies of weak liquid manure,

and attend strictly to fumigation. Those for June should not be excited at

present, and those for late flowering should be stopped about the middle of the

month. As the plants advance, they require increased attention ; and when
coming into flower carefully exclude all bees, and invariably water them in the

morning, so that they may become dry before night. If the house is closed

when damp the flowers decay, and soon fall off. They should now be from

,2 to 3 feet through, and loaded with flowers of fine quality, and fit objects to

grace any of the metropolitan exhibitions.

The following are a few of the best varieties in cultivation ;—Acme, Ara-

bella Goddard, Beauty, Bridesmaid, Captivator, Clara Novello, Cloth of Silver,

Celestial, Emperor of Morocco, Formosum, Lady Craven, Madam Sainton Dolby,

Madame Rougiere, Modestum, Negro, Omega, Princess Royal, Queen of the

Valley, Rosabelle, Sarah Turner, and Undine.

Sharcleloes Gardens, Aniersham, Bucks. Henry Bailey, Juisr.

RENOVATING ESTABLISHED OLD VINES WITHOUT THE
LOSS OF A SEASON'S CHOP.

Ix is an old saying " Necessity is the Mother of Invention," and so it was
the case in this instance. I had five vineries at this place, and all were in need
of renewal on my entering upon charge of them ; but my employer would not
hear of any of them being renovated, although they were much run out, having
been in bearing for thirty years.

The system I am about to detail I do not mean to say is the most practicable
;

nevertheless, some who may be placed in similar circumstances, or others who
cannot command every essential to meet their desired ends, may be glad to try
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this method, to save time and expense, having proved the above system to be
quite satisfactory in every respect. The width of my vineries is on an average
13 or 14 feet inside, the front-wall bearers resting on a pillar under each rafter,

the space between being open to allow free egress for the roots running out.
The original Vines were planted inside of the houses, close to the front wall,
the roots at liberty to run either out or in.

The first thing I provided was a young shoot to start from the bottom of
every old Vine ; that is more easily attainable by cutting down a shoot at the
bottom of every old Vine, or by cutting the bark with a nick above a dormant
eye, when there is no second or extra shoot on the old rods. These young
shoots are to be encouraged, and trained up to the top of the house, even a
little down the back wall if thought desirable to meet the space where it will

eventually be placed the following season. The following autumn or spring,
then, I take out all the old soil 7 feet broad from front wall backwards, or
if thought desirable all may be taken out the first season. In clearing out the
old soil I found most of the roots had gone to the outside : therefore I took away
the old soil very close to the old Vines, and quite to the depth required, nearly

3^ feet, and I concreted the bottom, allowing a gentle incline outward, then a
drainage of broken stone or brickbats, allowing 2j feet for soil, then a rubble
drain from the bottom to the surface of the border was made to carry off all wet.
The drainage will be continued outwards when the outer border is renewed.
These houses are heated by the common smoke-flues. I have never had the ad-
vantage of bottom heat for vineries here, but I consider it most advantageous for

both early and late forcing if rightly constructed. However, were I now erecting
new vineries and not allowed the advantage of bottom heat, I would by all

means elevate my outside borders quite above the surface of the original ground,
and have a vacuum under the border, the said vacuum to communicate with
the heated air of the inside atmosphere, the rise of the border outside just
answering for that arrangement. The border outside would be many degrees
higher in the temperature of the soil than if it were resting on the original

cold bottom, where it would be influenced by the rise of damp and cold below.
I top-dress all the inside of my Vine-border with 2 or 3 inches deep of round
clean gravel, not less than a large Bean or small marble, the surface is

always clean, and the moisture is retained, the stones checking the evaporation,

light being excluded.

I am a great advocate for a porous soil for making the borders, and therefore

I would use the following mixture :—To six loads of good strong loam, mix four

loads of old mortar rubbish, three loads of charred earth and charcoal, one load

and a half half-inch crushed bones, two loads fresh horse-droppings if thought
proper. This mixture prepared in due time, the half or whole of the border

may be renewed at once, as thought convenient. In spring or before be-

gining to force take down the young Vine-rods, bend them over in a circular

form, bringing the tops forward to the bottom of the old Vine-stool. The portion

of young rod brought down must be laid down in the soil of the new border

as far back as it comes in contact with the ground. Before laying down the rod

make several splits through its centre, which will cause them to throw off

roots. The portion of stem above ground to remain till the second season's

growth is over, when they will be well established and the old rods can be striped

half-way up the house. The new rod to be tied to the bare portion of the old

Vine, or if preferred the old rods done away with entirely. If the former plan is

adopted, the young Vines could be cut shorter down the first season of their

bearing. The outside border can be renewed at two intervals or all at once,

after the old Vines are turned out.

Dalmemj Park, N.B. William Melville.
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MEMOIR OF THE LATE MR. H. BURN, OF TOTTENHAM PARK.
Tub late Mr. Bum was, we have heard him say, a native of the banks of the Tweed

;

hut on which bank of that border stream we bavc no information. On visiting London, he
was for some time under the ]ate Mr. John Henderson and Mr. Malcolm, and at an early
age was appointed gardener to the late Marquis, at that time Earl, of Aylesbury, at East
Sheen, when, after a short residence, he was removed to Tottenham Park, the principal
residence of the family in Wiltshire. This was in 1811 or 1812, and this situation lie

filled up to within six months of his decease, when he retired to a most comfortable residence,

given him by the present Marqius at Chisbury, within a short distance of the place where
he had spent so many years of his life. Mr. Burn was well known as a successful raiser of
many valuable kinds of hardy Bhododendrons and Azaleas. The first scarlet Bhododen-
dron (arboreum) which bloomed in England was at the Grange, in Hampshire ; and pollen
from the first head of flowers which opened, was given by Lord Ashburton to Mr. Burn and
the late Mr. Gowen, F.H.S., then Secretary to Lord Carnarvon, and from that individual
head of bloom we may, in a great measure, date the commencement of our present race of
hardy scarlet Ehododendrons, as the best hybrids of the Tottenham Park and Highclere
collections have been successively crossed with hardy kinds, until the lich colour of the
original Nepaul arboreum has been obtained on plants as hardy as catawbiense or maxima.
The Ehododendrons, both at Tottenham and Highclere, have long been noted, and many
of them are now immense specimens. One great object of his labours in this line was to
get a scarlet Rhododendron which would not bloom before July—a result, we believe, yet
undecided. Mr. Burn raised a batch of very valuable hardy Azaleas, between the deep
orange A. chinensis and the older varieties with fragrant flowers. The largo size of the
blooms of these hybrids, and more vigorous habit, combined with the fragrance of the Old
Pink Nosegay, constitute them great acquisitions, as are also some exceedingly fine crosses
between A. coccinea and calendulacea hydrids and chinensis. We have only space to notice
the above portion of our late esteemed friend's labours, and must pass over, therefore, what
we had otherwise intended to say of his general practice. Our friendship extended over
the last twenty-five years, and we write feelingly of the warm-hearted generosity which
characterised his life, and gained for him troops of friends ; for no man in his sphere of life

was more respected either by employers or friends. Our latest visit to him was on the
last day of October. It was a bright sunny day, balmy and mild as May ; and on driving our
friend through the fine plantations of Tottenham, many of which he had planted, lighted
up as they were by an autumn sun, which even in their decay constituted them a glorious
landscape, we could scarcely repress the forebodings, which were so soon to become
realised, that our friend would shortly rest beneath the shadow of those trees whose growth
he had witnessed for half a century. And so it was, that on December 20th, "was interred
in the beautiful churchyard of St. Katherine's, Tottenham Park, the remains of our long-
esteemed friend, Henry Burn."

AWARDS OF THE FLORAL COMMITTEE OF THE ROYAL
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

(Continuedfrom page 29.)

Fuchsia Hugh Miliar.—August 13, Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter and Chelsea.'—

A

dwarf, vigorous, free-blooming, and showy decorative variety, with very large, pale pink,
long-tubed flowers, having a large reddish-purple corolla. A variety of distinct character.

_
Euchsia Universal.—September 24, Mr. G. Smith, Hornsey Road.—A fine double

variety of the Gdobosa character, free-blooming and bold ; the flowers large, with coral sepals,

and dark violet full corolla.

Gesnera Refulgens.—September 11, Mr. W. Bull.—A fine stove perennial, with the
broad leaves mottled with green and rich brown, and clothed with purplish-red hairs, as in
67. cinnabarina.

Gladiolus striatus pormosissimus.—August 13, Mr. Standish, Bagshot.—A blush
white variety, striped abundantly and irregularly with bright crimson purple.

Graptophyllum hortense.—November 12, Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter and Chelsea.
—A curious and pretty stove soft shrub ; a variety of the well-known caricature plant, in
which the leaves are suffused with red, and the grotesque blotches are of a pinkish-cream
colour.

Hollyhock. Countess Russell.—August 27, Mr. AV. Chater, Saffron Walden.—

A

large, well-proportioned flower, of a deep peach blossom, or bright light pink, both showy
and fine in properties.
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Hollyhock George Keith.—August 13, Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing.—A large
and full light-crimson-flowered variety, of fine properties.

Hollyhock Invincible.—August 27, Mr. W. Chater.—A showy variety of full even
form ; the colour is salmon rose.

Hollyhock Invincible.—September 11, Mr. "W. Chater.—A salmon-coloured sort, of
good form and substance, and a very desirable flower. It had been previously commended.

Hollyhock Joshua Clark.—August 13, Mr. W. Chater.—A fine light crimson variety
of excellent properties.

Hollyhock Lady Dacres.—August 27, Mepsrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing.—A very
fine pale salmon or flesh colour, having large flowers of good form.

Hollyhock Lady King.—August 27, Mr. W. Chater, Saffron Walden.—A full and
well-formed large deep crimson.

Hollyhock Lady King.—September 11, Mr. W. Chater.—A fine crimson scarlet

variety of good properties. It has been previously commended.
Hollyhock Lady H. St. Clair.—August 13, Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing, Syden-

ham and Edinburgh.—A fine blush variety.

Hollyhock Ne Plus Ultra.—August 27, Mr. W. Chater.—A variety of good form,
and desirable in colour, which is a rosy purple lilac.

Hollyhock Prince Imperial.—September 11, Mr. Bircham, Hendenham.—A very
deep claret, of average form, but the ground petals a little rough ; fine dense colour.

Hollyhock Stanstead Rival. — August 13, Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing,
Sydenham and Edinburgh.—A finely formed salmon rose, full, and of large size, and
entirely without pockets.

Lepanthes calodictyon.—October 8, Messrs. Osborn & Son.—A minute, but lovely

little stove Orchid, 2-3 inches high, with the ovate leaves beautifully veined with rich

olive brown on a pale green ground.

Lomaria elongata.—November 12, Mr. Standish, Bagshot.—A very fine evergreen

New Zealand Fern, with bold, dark green pinnatifid leaves, and contracted fertile fronds,

the segments in both forms remarkably decurrent behind.

Mutisia decurrens.—August 13, Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeterand Chelsea.—A splendid

hardy evergreen Chilian climber, with simple narrowish-tendrilled leaves, decurrent behind,

so as to form a winged stem, and bearing large, intense orange Gazania-like flower-heads.

Pelargonium (variegated) Delicata.—August 27, Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son,

St. John's Wood.—A pretty silver- edged variety, having the leaves faintly pink-zoned ; the

flowers light rosy pink.

Pelargonium (variegated) Mrs. Pollock.—August 27, Messrs. E. G. Henderson

and Son.—A very handsome variety, similar to the foregoing in general character, equally

bold in the marking, but rather deeper and less brilliant.

Pelargonium (zonale) Portobello.—August 27, Mr. Richardson, gardener to Lady
Gerard, East Sheen.—A showy compact-habited variety, with a broad dark green zone-like

edge to the leaves, which are paler in the centre ; the flowers light orange scarlet, in bold,

well-elevated trusses.

Pelargonium (variegated) Sunset.—August 27, Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son,

St. John's Wood.—A beautiful tricolor variety, with flat leaves, green in the centre,

yellowish at the edge, and with a prominent and bright red zone, light red on the creamy

parts, and chocolate where overlying the green. The finest of this character yet seen.

Pentstemon Lobbianus.—August 27, Messrs. Low & Co.—A very distinct hardy

perenniakof sub-shrubby Myrtle-like appearance, with twiggy stems, small, elliptic, shining

leaves, and very short-tubed gaping yellow flowers, quite dissimilar from those of the

species commonly grown.
Pollia purpurea.—August 27, Messrs. Low & Co., Clapton ; and Mr. Bull, Chelsea.—

A neat dwarf stove herb, with broadly oblong-lanceolate, shining, bronzy purple foliage

;

red purple beneath, and having stems about a foot in height.

Polybotrya Lowi.—August 27, Messrs. Low & Co., Clapton.—A fine scandent Fern,

shown as Arthrobotnja articulata. It has pinnate fronds of two forms ; some with small

pinnse obliquely ovate and crenated, developed only on one side of the winged rachis

;

others larger and equally pinnate with oblong-elongated pinnse. The fertile fronds are

not yet known.
Retinospora pisieera.—September 11, Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter and Chelsea.—

,

A fine evergreen Japanese Conifer, remarkably elegant, and a most desirable acquisition.

With it was shown R. obtusa, which had already obtained the highest award, as a fine new
evergreen tree, at the Society's grand exhibition.

Sedum carneum variegatum.—September 11, Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, St.

John's Wood.—A dwarf herbaceous perennial, with short, trailing, succulent stems, and

glaucous green linear leaves edged with white; the flowers yellow. A good plant for

suspended baskets, of remarkably neat appearance.
. ..
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Stenogastra concestna.—November 12, Messrs. Veitch & Son, Chelsea.—A pretty-
little miniature stove herb, forming a tuft of small ovate leaves, and numorous light
purplish-lilac flowers.

Vaccinium vitis-idjea foI/. variegatis.—September 2-4, Mr. Salter, Hammersmith.

—

A neat, dwarf, hardy shrub of evergreen character, with small roundish leaves edged and
mottled with white ; well suited for the outsides of clumps of American plants.

Woodwardia orientaxis.—November 12, Mr. Standish, Bagshot.—A very beautiful,
hardy, Japanese Fern, with bi-pimiatifid coriaceous fronds, and elegantly acuminated
segments, the fronds producing very freely on the upper surface little proliferous buds or
bulbils.

CAYENNE PINES.
So much has been said and written in commendation of these Pines, from their intro-

duction into this country until the present time, that they have been eagerly sought after" by
most Pine growers, under the impression that they are the best sorts in cidtivation.

In the answers to correspondents in one of the Numbers of the Florist, you say, " The
Smooth Cayenne Pine is as good as a Queen in summer, and much better than that variety in
winter ; it is a- free grower, very handsome in appearance, and has been grown ten pounds and
upwards in weight. There is no Pine possessing so many good qualities as this variety. The
Prickly-leaved, when well-grown, will equal the above in weight, but is more acid in flavour,
and apt to decay in the lower part before the top is thoroughly ripened." Do these varieties
of Pine deserve all that has been said of them ? Have they, then, no bad properties ?

Our own experience of these varieties is very considerable, being a large grower of them
for many years

;
indeed, the greater part of our stock consisted of them at one time.

The result of our experience is, that we consider them scarcely worth cidtivating, more
especially the Prickly-leaved variety. Methinks I hear some exclaim, What ! Cayenne Pines
scarcely worth growing !" Yes, wc are serious, when we repeat that they are not worth
growing. That they have many qualities which may recommend them to some people we readily
admit ; but they have also some properties, which in our opinion, to some extent counter-
balance these. Both varieties are very free growers; the Prickly-leaved particularly so.
Indeed, we believe they are the, freest growing kinds in cidtivation ; this quality makes them
favourites with many. "With good management, when they show fruit at a good season, they
will bear very fine, handsome fruit. We have grown most beautiful fruit of both kinds for
years, and have obtained many prizes with them. Still, our candid opinion is against them
for the following reasons :—First. When they show fruit during the autumn or winter
months, even when the greatest care has been taken with them whilst in bloom, there will
oftentimes be some defective pips

;
and, when this occurs, the fruit will begin to decay in

those parts before they are ripe. With fruit that has started during the winter, it will often
happen that the lower part will begin to decay before the top is ripe. The Prickly-leaved
sort is, however, the worst in this respect. Secondly. When the fruit are ripe, they only
keep for a very short time

;
they very soon begin to decay. This, we think, is a very bad

quality ; for it will sometimes happen the fruit may not be wanted just when ripe, and if
wanted a short time after, they will not be fit for use. Any variety of Pine that will not keep
a few weeks after it is ripe, however good its other qualities may be, is not worth cultivating,
either for private supplies or the market.

For summer use, there are none better than the Eipley Queen ; and for winter, none
better than the Black Jamaica, Both kinds will keep in good condition any time in the year
for a considerable time after they are ripe. The Black Jamaica is only a delicately rooting
Pine, and that is one reason why many neglect it and run after free-growing and strong-
rooting kinds, like the Cayennes. A few Cayennes, Providences, Envilles, Otaheites,
Trinadads, &c, may, in very large collections, be grown for the sake of the size and variety.
Being a successful Pine grower for many years, and having grown most of the leading sorts
in cultivation, the result of our long experience is that for summer use the Eipley Queen,
and for winter the Black Jamaica, when well-grown, are the best, most useful, and pro-
fitable sorts in cultivation. M. S.

POTS yeesus BORDERS.
The question of fruit trees in pots versus open borders having been discussed lately

in the columns of a contemporary, less with regard to the principles involved than a desire
by the discussionists, to attack each other, I offer you a few observations on the subject.'
The fact as to which plan will produce the most certain crops of the best quality is one
.much more dependant on treatment, than whether the roots are inside a pot or in the open

i
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border. It is an ascertained truth, that the roots of all plants are active in proportion to the
number of mouths they possess ; and that this power of multiplying these small fibrous roots
is increased when the roots are somewhat confined; as is the case with potted plants. To
multiply these short feeding roots, and to supply them throughout the year with food, is the
one great object to attain in fruit culture ; and I see no reason why it cannot be accomplished
with greater facility when the trees are in pots than when they are planted out, which very
frequently induces the trees to form long, rambling roots. These check the formation of the
smaller roots in numbers, and when they are cut away by root-pruning the trees receive a
check in consequence. When the roots are confined, the trees, I know, may be kept in
vigorous health by replacing the worn-out soil about the roots annually with new compost

—

an equivalent to the roots in open borders finding themselves a fresh pasture by the exten-
sion of their points. In pot culture I shorten a portion of the roots back each autumn, so as
to keep all the roots young and healthy ; and when the trees are growing, I feed besides
with liquid manure. Then, again, as to top treatment, not a shoot, or leaf even, should be
allowed to grow to waste, or to rob those immediately required for perfecting fruit or
producing the wood for the following season. By careful thinning and constant stopping,

the leaves allowed to remain become larger, and so much more powerful assimilators of wood
and fruit-producing materials, which again induce larger and more highly developed fruit-

buds, followed by larger flowers and fruit. It is also a great assistance towards obtaining
the highest results in fruit culture to thin out tho blooms when too thickly furnished, and
the fruit immediately it is formed, instead of waiting until half swelled before doing so.

The entire powers of the tree should be solely directed to the nourishment of the fruit,

and, excepting so far as future wood may be wanted, everything else should be closely

stopped-in. The Apple, Pear, Peach, Apricot, and Plum, are all susceptible of a great
improvement both in size and quality by a closer attention to the above details—too small
in themselves, perhaps, to engage general notice. But great successes in horticulture, like

successes in other walks of business, are composed so largely of small details, that they too
frequently get overlooked. Let growers of fruits in pots compare their hitherto best
efforts with what is done with the Pose in a 12-inch pot, and it may assist them in arriving at

the conclusion I have drawn for myself—that pot culture for the above, has not reached its

best yet. The French gardeners greatly excel us in their attention to details, and hence see

the Apples and Pears they produce, as well as Poaches, for which their climate alone is not
sufficient to account, and which, with our orchard-house, we ought to excel,—0. P,

RASPBERRIES.
The master, seeing his men very busy in doing "nothing," asks the following question,

and gets the following answer, " John, what are you doing r " " Nothing, Sir." " William,
what are you doing ? " " Please, Sir, I was just looking after John." " Very good, here is

March come upon us, I will see if I can't find better employment for both of you. Get
Parke's fork, and go into the Raspberry-bed ; take up the runners, and fork the bed all over:

mind, there is nothing like deep cultivation ! " This is tolerably well obeyed by John and
Wrilliam. Now, I ask any man how he can expect to have a crop of Raspberries after this

fashion ? Not only are the old roots broken, but the new spongioles are broken also
;
and the

roots being turned up to sun and wind, like the ends of skates, of course the crop dwindles

away. Hence a man comes to the absurd conclusion that the garden will not bear Straw-

berries and Raspberries. Look at the gardens of England generally, and you will find that,

except in wet, dripping summers, there are neither of these fruits. Never disturb the ground
at all

;
handweed, and cover the whole soil with stable litter from the horse, with a little

black manure round the stools, and you will have more Raspberries than you will know what
to do with. If the summer is very sultry, give each stool one bucket of water twice a-weck.

A Raspberry, like a woodcock, lives by suction. Prom three to five canes are enough, and
these should be cut down to 3 feet. You will get as much fruit by this height as if you
left them 8 feet high. In a word, the dormant eyes at the base will break, protect the young-

canes, and keep off the sun. Mine are strong, and are cut to an average of 2 feet 9 inches.

I have only one sort, the Beepot (red), which with this treatment never fails. The crop last

year was enormous
;

but, for want of sun, lacking in flavour. Under proper treatment it

cannot be too hot for Raspberries and Strawberries. Wreak liquid manure, and Peruvian

guano one small handfull to a stable bucket of water, will greatly assist. WT
ith regard to

forking the ground, I must observe that I have not moved mine for the last three or four

years. If you do move your ground, instead of yoiu- new canes coming up close to the stools,

you will have them all over the bed. The candle will burn at both ends, and in the middle

too. Keep all runners clown except those close to the stools. The closer the ground is kept

down the greater will be your ciop. High manuring upon an undisturbed surface are two
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main features in growing Easpberries and Strawberries. No man tears out the stomach and
entrails of his horse and pig in order to fatten them ; but this is what a man does when ho
despoils the roots and rootlets of his plants. I am encouraged to make the above remarks by
the numerous letters of thanks which I have recoived from yonr readers, in different

counties, for my Strawberry article. The preparation for Raspberries is precisely the same
as for Strawberries. I think the best distance is a yard from plant to plant, and from row
to row. The following Raspberries are well spoken of by Mr, Rivers, in his noble catalogue
of fruits :—Red Antwerp, Yellow Antwerp, Fillbasket, Fastolff (red), vulgarly called Falstaff,

Cuthill's Prince of Wales (red), Carter's Prolific (red). I have tried the Red Antwerp and
Pasfcolff ; but they bear no comparison for canes and crop to the Beepot, wbich, I suppose, is

the same as Knevett's Giant; moreover, it never blights. FinaUy, what a pity it is that
John and "William should work so hard—first, in doing nothing : secondly, in doing worse
than nothing ; and that men generally who possess so acutely " five senses," should be so
lacking in the sixth and best of all, " common sense."

Rushton Rectory. W. F. Radclyfee.

DESTROYING ANTS.
Some time since your pages contained an account of a particularly clever gardener who

hit upon the very ingenious plan of destroying ants by waiting, hammer in hand, and
killing all that appeared. I wish he were in my employment at sufficiently low wages. We
are pestered with ants in our hothouses

;
and, though we kill large numbers, they abound

in many places where hot water cannot be applied, and this is the only remedy we find of

any use. I have often seen it stated that ants do no harm to plants, being merely in search

of insects or honeydew, excepting where they attack ripe fruit or injure the plants by throwing
up the soil.

Knowing that many species of foreign ants live on vegetables, and observing many plants

infested by them looked ill and recovered when removed to another place, I have long had
my doubts about the harmless nature of these insects. Within the last few days I have had
positive proof they can do mischief. At the end of a large house full of forced Poses a
Grosse Mignonne Peach is trained on a wall ; it is now in full bloom, and the ants are eating-

out the anthers, pistils, and embryo fruit, leaving nothing but the petals surrounding a
hollow, empty cup. I presume they are in search of honey ; but if they adopt such a means
of obtaining it, may they not wound the foliage of a plant when its juices are in a saccharine
condition for the same purpose and thus cause honeydew P Trained, trees in a Peach-house
are no favourites of mine. If this were in a pot it might be removed ; as it is, the ants when
prevented climbing the stem mount by the wall, the nest cannot be destroyed without injuring

the roots of the Peach tree, and if the bloom is to be preserved the plan of the hammer is

the only one that occurs to me. You, Mr. Editor, are supposed to know everything
;
pray

come to my assistance.—J. R. Pearson, Ghilwell.

[In such circumstances there is nothing for it but to take Mr, Weaver's remedy of
il Catch 'em and kill 'em."]

NOTES ON NURSERIES.
Mb. Williams, Hoxxoway.—A recent call at this nursery rewarded us with a first sight

of Phalcenopsis Schilleriana—an Orchid which had largely excited the hopes and fears of

cultivators, but which has now proved itself to be a gem of the first water. The leaves of

this plant, which are elongately oblong and blunt, are freely mottled with white, so that
when out of flower the plant is interesting as a variegated Orchid. The flowers, moreover,
are really handsome, and produced in well-furnished spikes—the best we have yet seen, being
branched, and bearing sixteen expanded flowers as shown by R. Warner, Esq., at Kensington.
They measure about 3 inches across the expanse of the petals, and except in colour, which
is a delicate and lovely lilac-tinted rose, remind one strongly of P. amabilis. The side lobes

of the lip are yellow at the base, spotted with red ; otherwise the lip is rosy, widened
about the middle, then contracted, and again widening at the extremity, when it is truncately

rounded, with the two corners extended into longish. The plants are reported to bear a
large number of flowers when in a vigorous condition. There are varieties already observed,

some differences being apparent in the marking of the leaves, and some in the tint of the
flowers and breadth of the petals. The plant has been recently imported from Manilla.

Messrs. Backhouse & Son, Yomc.—The Nursery of Messrs. Backhouse has only
become famous for its collection of Film Ferns, to the formation of which it has been well
known that Mr. J. Backhouse, jun., has devoted untiring attention. This has been rewarded
by the gradual accumulation of what is probably the finest collection of Hying plants of this
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group of Ferns which has yet "been seen in a state of cultivation
;
though, after a long voyage

which they have to undergo before reaching our shores, many of the species of this group
are found difficult to establish

;
yet, once this difficulty is overcome, they grow freely ,enough

in a favourable atmosphere. A catalogue of these Film Ferns has just been issued by
Messrs. Backhouse, and in it they describe the conditions they find favourable to cultivation

in these terms :
—"In a low span-roo.fed house, heated by warm water, circulating in open

brick tanks and slightly shaded, the tropical species thrive well without any glass shades,

bell-glasses, or other means of protection. Even when just received from abroad and not at

all established, they answer perfectly with this treatment, the only care being to moisten the
fronds twice a-day from a fine rose with tepid water, and to keep the whole atmosphere of

the house as humid as possible ; if sufficiently humid the fronds ought to be covered with
minute dew-like drops every morning, from the slight condensation during the night. All

the New Zealand, Chilian, and Tasmanian species succeed well in our ordinary (cool) fernery
without any glass and shades, the glass roof being externally covered with a thin coating of

white paint, and the atmosphere kept constantly humid. The idea largely prevails that unless
kept under close glass shades these Ferns cannot be grown : this is only true when the
atmosphere of the house is dry or only occasionally humid, and when the plants are not esta-

blished." In support of this experience of Messrs. Backhouse we may mention as an illus-

tration a mass of the Killarney Fern, Trichomanes radicans, nearly or quite a yard across, in Mr.
Yeitch's cool greenhouse, where it is growing freely, its rhizomes raining over the end of the
earthenware basket in which it is planted, and young fronds coming up in abundance, but
which has not had any special covering for several months. It is truly observed of these Film
Ferns, that ''very few species are, as yet, developed to the point of full vigour, as nearly the
whole have been introduced within the last three years ; but where they are seen in character

no one can fail to recognise their surpassing elegance and delicate beauty. Both in form and
texture they are the gems of the Fern tribe." The catalogue of Messrs. Backhouse's collec-

tion, in which these remarks occur, describes in a popular manner twenty-seven species of
Hymenophyllum, and forty -three of Trichomanes, all of which they state are in their possession
" as living plants." Among the former are H. fuciforme, a magnificent species from South
Chili, with broad erect tri-pinnatifid bluish-green smooih fronds, 1-| to 1\ feet high, on rigid

winged stalks ; H. caudiculatum, another handsome Chilian species, with erect, smooth, tri-

pinnatifid translucent fronds, 9 to 18 inches high, on a broadly-winged stem ; II. omentum,
also from Chili, with broad undivided seaweed-like curving-pendant fronds, 6 to 12 inches long,

of a brownish-rose colour when young ; H. sericeum, a fine Av'est Indian species, which clothes

the face of the rocks with sheets of bi-pinnate, tawny, silky, pendant fronds, 1 to 2 feet long
and 2 to 3 inches wide ; and H. pulcherrimum, an erect handsome New Zealand species with
three or four-times-pinnatifid smooth fronds, 10 to 15 inches high, of a pale green colour. Of
the latter genus the collection contains T. achdttecefolium, a tufted species from the Phillippine

Islands, with very finely fonr-times-divided smooth fronds 1 to 1| foot high; T. elegans, a
truly elegant West Indian plant with pinnatifid sterile fronds, and very narrow, undivided,
erect, central fertile ones ; T. p 7uma, a very charming Bornean plant, having, erect, rigid,

narrow, three-or-four-times-drvided fronds, 9 to 15 inches high, with all the divisions hair-

like ; as well as T. fimbriatum from the West Indies, and T. setigerum and T. superbum from
Borneo, which are regarded as altogether new.—M.

REVIEW.
The Hose Annualfor 1861-62. By William Paul, F.R.H.S., Cheshunt Nurseries, Waltham

Cross. London : Sent Sf Co.

Mr. William Paul's Bose Annual is looked for each year with increasing interest ; for

since he commenced these useful and very elegant annual series his fame both as a Bose-
grower and very agreeable author has steadily progressed, and we congratulate him on the
position he has so deservedly won for himself. That Mr. Wm. Paul is not merely a commercial
Bose-grower is evident on perusing his writings, which carry the conviction with them that

they are undertaken con amore, and hence the value of his opinions on the merits and demerits
of new flowers is greatly enhanced. The present work contains admirable plates of Beauty
of Waltham, a seedling (H.P.) of the author's oavu raising, a rich rosy crimson, of fine

properties, and decidedly a first-class Bose. Marquis de Foucault (Tea), a delicate-looking

Tea Bose, very distinct in colour, which is creamy white with fawn centre, and very sweet.
Souvenir de Comte Cavour, of the General Jacqueminot class, of a rich velvet crimson,
shaded with a deeper maroon, and to all appearance a great acquisition to this already rich
section. Next is a hybrid Bourbon (we thank the author for making this class), Catherine
Guillot, a lovely flower of the well-known Louis Odier class. There are a page or two of
very useful notes on the current year, and an admirable resume cf the favourites of 1861
which should be read by every Bose-grower.—S.
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L'Enfant Trotjye Eose.—"My object in sending you the two blooms was tbat you

might judge for yourself, and I am extremely gratified to find tbat you were so much pleased

with them. It stood the severity of last winter on a south wall without being protected.; and

from this same tree from which I sent you the flowers last Saturday, I shovdd say from five

to six dozen fine flowers were cut last June and July, so that it is a free bloomer. Its habit

is not very vigorous unless budded on a Banksia ; it then grows beautifully. I cut stems off

it as thick as a man's thumb, from a plant on an old Banksia."—B. "W. Cant.

"L' Enfant Trcuve Rose arrived here (two blooms, one expanded and the other about to

expand) on the 3rd of November. The blooms had been snowed upon, but still they were

very fine. It appears to be a seedling from the Cloth of Gold, and is a very fine yellow

Rose ; as far as I could judge, the growth appeared to be vigorous. I had ordered four plants

before Mr. Cant sent me the blooms, but I have now requested him to send six. I hope it

may be of good constitution, which is the first point to look to. For so late a season of the

year, and considering that the blooms had been snowed upon, I consider it a Rose of great

substance and likely to hold a high place among our yellow Roses. I showed it to several

persons, who thought it splendid. I am incautious as regards myself, but I am very cautious

as regards the public, and therefore, till I have grown the Rose myself, I decline to advise

any one to buy. It is a rule with me to speak from personal experience."—W. F. Radclyite.

The Chandelier oh Montagnon System oe Vine Training.—Specimens of "Vines

from France, trained on this system, were exhibited at South Kensington on the day of the

Autumn Exhibition. The Vines were many years old, and having been taken up with a

portion of their roots, presented a good example of the system. The Vines trained to a

single stem, were headed back at about 3 feet from the ground, and the three or four upper-

most eyes only allowed to break to form the head. The shoots from these eyes are trained

horizontally and cut back hard from year to year, forming a kind of flat-headed bush with a

single stem. The advantages of this system, which has been recommended for orchard-house

culture, consists of the Vines requiring no stakes, which is an important item in Vine

countries ; some of the heads were upwards of 3 feet in diameter. This, no doubt, is a

useful plan for open air culture. The pruning however, had not been very well managed

;

the middle of the head being deficient in fruit-spurs, which were principally round the

outside, and consequently the centre was naked—a defect which those who attempt the system

in orchard-house may remedy. On the whole, though an interesting mode of training, we
question its utility as the most economical.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS.
Conservatory.

This house should now be exceedingly gay and in-

viting. In addition to the plants mentioned last

month, there will now be Roses, Lilacs, Deutzias,

"Weigelas. &c, which will help to increase the dis-

play. The sun heat will now be considerable in clear

weather ; abundance of air should therefore be given,

always, however, guarding against cold currents,

and always shutting up early in the afternoon.

Attend well to the watering, not merely wetting the

surface of the soil, but doing it effectually when it is

required. We cannot too often insist on this point.

Large Acacias and Camellias will be benefited by an
occasional watering with weak, clear, liquid manure.
Most of the permanent plants will now be starting

into fresh growth, they must be well attended to in

watering, and should be syringed on fine days. If the

weather continue mild there will not be any necessity

for fire heat. In case of frost, however, the tempe-
rature at night should not be allowed to get below
45°. Remove all plants as soon as the flowers begin

to die away, and when you introduce fresh ones

change the whole arrangement. Indeed, it is ad-

visable to vary the arrangement often. Keep every-

thing neat and orderly.

Greenhouses.
These plants will now be fairly starting into fresh

growth, and should be encouraged by proper attention

t> all their wants. All plants rtquiring shifting

should at once be carefully potted. Top-dress those

that do not require shifting. Arrange and regulate

the shoots by tying-out, pruning or otherwise, so as

to form handsome specimens. After all the plants

are potted, top-dressed, and fresh arranged, the

houses must be kept rather close for two or three

weeks, and m very fine weather the plants may be
occasionally syringed. They will not require much
water for ten or twelve days, it should then be done
effectually. Ventilate carefully.

Stove.

With the increase of light the temperature here
should be increased. Most of the plants will now be
on the move, and should be encouraged to make
healthy, vigorous growth. Such as were not. potted

last month, and that require shifting, should be im-
mediately attended to. Maintain a moist growing
atmosphere by sprinkling the paths, walls and pipes

with water, and by syringing on fine days. Be careful

inwatering until the plants begin torootfreely into the

fresh soil. After active growth has commenced, and
healthy vigorous foliage is produced, liberal supplies

of water will become almost daily necessary. Start

a fresh lot of Gloxinias, Achimenes, Gesneras, &c.

Flower Garden.

Finish the pruning of Roses, and then stir up the

ground about the plants with a fork. Divide and
plant herbaceous plants. Plant Carnations, Pansies,

and Hollyhocks. If the ground be dry towards the

end of the month, sow hardy annuals, biennials, and
perennials. Pot off the cuttings of bedding plants

put in last month. Cuttings of Verbenas and other
soft-wooded plants put in any time this month will

make good plants before "bedding-out time."

Pleasure Grounds.—The planting of deciduous trees
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and shrubs should be finished as soon as possib'.e.

Finish pruning evergreens. Lay turf, plant Box,
sweep and roll grass, edge walks, and turn and roll

gravel.

Forcing.
Fruit.—Pine Apples.— The directions given last

month for fruiting-plants are also applicable this.

Take the first favourable opportunity to pot the
young stock. When potted, plunge in a bottom heat
of about 85°, and let the temperature be 65° to 70°

by night, and 75° to 80° in the day, with an increase
of about 15 Q by sun heat. Maintain a moist growing
atmosphere, and keep them rather close until they
begin to root into the fresh soil

;
they will then

require a little water, but be careful not to overdo it.

Syringe occasionally on fine days. Vines.—Keep a
moist atmosphere whilst the fruit is swelling. When
they begin to colour, a drier atmosphere must be
maintained. Keep the night temperature about 65%
and during the day do not be afraid of a little fire

heat, but mind to give plenty of air with it. Cold,
wet borders and want of ventilation are two of the
principal causes of the many mishaps we hear of
with early Grap?s. The succession-house will now
require daily attention. Stop and tie-in shoots ; thin
the bunches and tie up the shoulders. Tines in late-
houses should be syringed daily until the buds
break. Peaches and Nectarines. — In general, a
greater quantity of fruit will set than is lequired for

a crop ; it should be thinned very freely before they
get any larger than Peas, otherwise they will uselessly
exhaust the trees. Continue to syringe daily in flue

weather. Figs.—Attend well to the syringing, other-
wise red spider will become troublesome. Watering
must also be well attended to. Plants in pots or
boxes should not be allowed to suffer from want of
water; a little weak liquid manure occasionally will

be beneficial to them. Cherries.—When the fruit is

all set, the temperature may be increased to 55° at
night, and 65° in the day, with a rise of 10° by sun
heat, but plenty of air must be given. Attend care-
fully to the watering; they are impatient of too
much moisture at the roots. Strawberries.—Introduce
a fresh lot of plants once a-fortnight. Plants in
bloom must have plenty of air ; when sufficient fruit

for a crop is set, pinch off all the other flowers.
Plants in fruit should have liberal supplies of liquid

manure. Give them a temperature of about 65° at
night, and 75° duringthe day, with a rise of 10° or 15°

by sun heat. Keep them near the glass and rather
close until they begin to colour, when they should
have plenty of air and no more water than is

sufficient to keep the plants from flagging.
Vegetables.—Aspiaragus.—The beds made up last

month will keep up a supply until it is ready for use
in the open ground. Rhubarb and Seakale.—Keep
up a succession by covering a few more roots.

Kidney Beans.—Continue to sow once a-fortnight.
Keep young plants stopped, and earth-up when
wanted. Withhold syringing after they come into

flower, but give plenty of water at the roots. Mustard
and Cress.—Keep up a succession. Potatoes.—Give
these plenty of water until they approach maturity,
when it should be stinted. Give plenty of air in fine

weather. Radishes, Carrots, and other crops sown
in heat must have plenty of air. Capsicums and
Tomatoes.—Pot off and return into heat. Cucumbers
and Melons.—Maintain a regular steady bottom heat
of about 80°, and keep the temperature about 70° at

night, and 80° in the day, with an increase by sun
heat. Thin and regulate the shoots, so as to keep
the foliage from being crowded. Water when re-

quired with tepid water. Sow for succession.

Hardy Fruit.
The protection of wall trees must now be attended

to. There is every promise of a good crop of fruit

;

1he trees are literally one mass of flower-buds, and
they will be early in bloom this season owing to the
mildness of the winter. Whatever kind of protection
is used, it should be so contrived as to put up or
take down at pleasure with little labour. The great
point is to keep the blossoms dry until the fruit is

set. All nailing should be brought to a close as early

as possible. Strawberry-runners planted in beds
last autumn may now be planted out.

Kitchen Garden.
The fine open weather of the past winter has been

so favourable for carrying on all kinds of work
here, that everything should now be in readiness to
proceed with the cropping, as soon as the ground is

fit for the seed. Potatoes.—Plant on all favourable
opportunities. Plant autumn-sown Cabbages, Cauli-
flowers, and Onions, Plant Garlic and Shallots.
Make plantations of Asparagus, Sea-kale, Rhubarb,
Artichokes, &c. ; also of all kinds of herbs, if not
already done as recommended last month. Peas.—
Plant out those raised in pots or boxes. Sow good
breadths twice during the month. Beans.— Plant those
raised in boxes. Sow twice during the month. Onions.
—Sow the general crop the first week, if the ground
is fit. Carrots and Parsnips.—Sow the general crop.
Spinach,—Sow a little Round. Cabbages, Cauli-
Jiowers, Borecole, Brussels Sprouts and Savoys.—
Sow early in the month on a warm border. Lettuces.
—Sow on dry, warm situations. Radishes.— Sow.
Asparagus.—Sow in drills. Turnips.—Sow some
Early White Dutch about the middle of the month.
Parsley.—Sow in drills. Beet.— Sow a little towards
the end of the month for autumn use. As the ground
is cropped, finish everything off in a neat and work-
manlike manner. Cut Box-edging, and turn and
roll walks' if not already done. Give every place a
tidy, neat appearance.—M. S.

Florists' Flowers.
Cinerarias.—Continue the course recommended

last month. Avail yourself of every favourable
opportunity to give air. Give all the room possible
to specimen and other free-growing plants. Attend
regularly to the tying and training of the shoots as
they progress in growth. Water may be applied
freely now; for large plants a little weak liquid
manure is indispensable. Syringe occasionally in
very bright weather to keep them clean and prevent
their flagging too much. As we may yet expect
cold, nipping winds, avoid as much as possible any
strong currents. Pelargoniums.—-These favourites
will now commence to make more rapid progress

;

they will require water frequently, and the utmost
care must be taken to prevent their suffering from
the want of it. Liquid manure—than which there
can be none better than guano water (half a thumb-
pot of the real Peruvian suffices for four gallons),
should be applied freely. As the days lengthen the
more forward plants will require a proportionately
increased temperature, avoiding, however, everything
approximating to forcing. Give air freely on a
bright morning, and close the house early in the
afternoon, that less fire heat may be needed. Abun-
dance of air, light, and space, is essential to the
production of first-class plants. Those intended for
the later exhibitions should be kept at a lower but
safe temperature ; all should be carefully tied out,
keeping clearly in view the ultimate form you desire
each plant to take. Fumigate whenever necessary,
and keep houses and plants in all respects perfectly
clean. You will find that the care you take in these
matters will be amply repaid.— C. Turner, Slough.
Boses in Pot-9.—The instructions given last month

still hold good. Further, more water must be given
as the leaves increase in size, and more air as the
leaves and shoots harden with age. Attend to the
tying-up of small plants, and the tying-out of the
branches of large plants, that the sun "may fall among
the branches and the air circulate freely there. The
plants that have done flowering should be kept dry
and cool, that they may be rested till the new growth
pushes ; when this commences, moisture and warmth
are desirable to establish a vigorous and healthy
development and good second flowering, which
should take place in May. Reserve stock may still

be introduced to the forcing-house to flower in April
and May. When syringing the plants in bloom, re-
member that while the leaves are copiously drenched,
no water should be thrown on the flowers.

—

William
Paul, Waltham Cross, N.
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PETUNIA ELIZA MATHIBU.

WITH AN ILLUSTRATION.

The Petunia inimitabilis flare pletio, which first appeared at the exhibitions

and floral meetings of 1861, was unquestionably the sensation flower of the
season. And well it deserved the admiration which met it on every side, for

it had all the requisites to secure popularity. Indeed, we question if a more
thoroughly useful plant of its class, whether for exhibition or for home
decorative purposes, has ever been obtained. This beautiful novelty found its

way to our gardens from those of the continental cultivators, whence so many
of the really novel-featured subjects we have obtained of late years have
emanated.

Appearing so recently, almost as suddenly as an apparition, and that, too,

in a form which seemed to have alighted at one bound on the pinnacle of

excellence, we seem hardly prepared to find that this Double-flowered
Inimitable Petunia has been already surpassed, in some of its qualities at least,

by still newer varieties
;
yet such is the case. The most sterling of these

improved sorts is that which, through the courtesy of Mr. G. Smith, of the
Tollington Nursery, Hornsey Road, we are enabled to present to our readers

in the accompanying plate. It is named Eliza. Mathieu, and combines^niost
of the good qualities of P. inimitabilis flare pleno, especially its stocky vigorous
habit of growth, with flowers of larger size and much more perfect form. The
colour and markings of the flowers are similar in both varieties—that is to say,

both of them have a ground colour of purplish-rose, though of different shades,

and both are variously marked with large irregular blotches of pure white,
producing handsomely mottled flowers. It will, no doubt, be remembered
that the outline of the original variety is very wavy and irregular, the five

points representing the segments of the normal monopetalous corolla of these
plants, forming curving angular projections ; but in Eliza Mathieu the circum-
ference is much more evenly filled out, so that the outline represents a tolerably
complete circle. Some flowers which we measured had a diameter of fully

4 .inches, the centre being high and completely filled out with a crowd of
petaloid segments variously blotched or margined with white, the ground
colour, according to our memorandum, being a violet rose, with rather less of
the lilac or mauve tint than our figure indicates. It is, doubtless, the finest of
this group we as yet possess.

Another very beautiful variety of the same group is that named Marie
Rendatler ; but this is paler coloured, having more white, and the purple
markings being of a lighter violet rose. This appeared to be the best of the
double-blotched sorts for the open border, as grown last summer at Chiswick.
All three of the varieties which have been mentioned are desirable for general
cultivation as ornamental plants, and are distinct enough to admit of being
grown in company.

It is as greenhouse and conservatory pot plants that these charming
Petunias wall be most valued ; and for such decorative purposes they are un-
rivalled, not less on account of their excellent habit, which is dwarf, bushy,
and well furnished with leaves and flowers, than for the very attractive
character of these latter when well grown. To have good flowering plants
for spring, they should be propagated about August, and grown on without
check in a light, well-aired house or frame. Another set of plants for suc-
cessional bloom should be propagated in spring, and these nicely grown will
form admirable specimens for flowering during the later summer months.

vol. i. E
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ALL ABOUT GRAPES.
Having lately cut (3rd of March), some Trebbiano Grapes in good con-

dition, perhaps some account of the vinery in which they were grown may be
of interest to the readers of the Florist and Pomologist who are anxious to

preserve late Grapes. The vinery is 100 feet long by 18 feet in breadth, and is

intended wholly for growing Muscats, Trebbianos and other late White Grapes.

It is heated by hot-water pipes, one-half of them being on the trough principle ;

and I find by keeping some sulphur in the water, in the spring and summer
months, that the fumes from it effectually check the ravages of the red spider,

and, no doubt, will help to prevent the mildew from appearing. The borders

are likewise heated with pipes, both inside and out, and heat enough generated

to secure a good root-action in the winter months to preserve the Grapes
from shrivelling. The Grapes in this house were well ripened by the middle
of August, and it is of the greatest importance to the keeping qualities of

late Grapes to have them quite ripened by the end of September at the

latest.

Where heated borders cannot be had, it is a good plan to have wooden
shutters or some other waterproof material to cover the outside border with.

This covering ought to be put on early in the autumn before the ground gets

cooled and soddened by the heavy autumnal rains, and with a good slope so

as to carry off the melting snow or rain quickly. A range of vineries has lately

been erected here, 154 feet in length, and they are intended for growing Bar-
barossas, West's St. Peter's, Lady Downe's Seedling, Kempsey Alicante, and
other late black Grapes ; and the outside borders will be protected in this way
—first, by putting on some dry litter or fern, and then the wooden shutters

above it.

I am glad to hear my Mend Mr. Thomson, of Dalkeith, has succeeded
so well in forcing early Grapes in the autumn months, and as the greatest

authority on the theory and practice of horticulture has commended his system,

we may now consider it a "great fact." I am old enough to remember some
other great horticultural triumphs which have been ushered in quite as san-

guinely—Polmaise heating to wit, and yet have proved of doubtful utility in

the generality of cases. Where early Grapes are required in January, the

Vines must be rested in June and July, the warmest months in the year, and
forcing commenced in September, and they begin to ripen in December, the

most sunless month ; but it seems sun heat is not required for that process

for early Grapes. To have Grapes ripe in March, forcing must be commenced
in October, and the roots of the Vines, if in outside borders and not artificially

heated, would be in a worse condition than the September-forced ones, although

they would have more sun heat for the Grapes ripening. I believe I distinctly

stated in my communication on Grapes, in the Florist and Pomologist,

page 3, that the surest and safest way to have early Grapes ripe in March and

April, would be to grow them in tubs or pots with bottom heat. Where there

are plenty of hothouses, a pit or house could easily be devoted for that purpose,

and no difficulty can be found in raising from 200 to 300 fresh plants every

year, from early eyes or cuttings, to keep up the sticcession. To begin forcing

established Vines in October with the roots in the outside borders, requires

great attention in protecting them, and the Vines do not last long in bearing.

The late Mr. Forbes, of Woburn, had, perhaps, more experience in forcing

early Grapes than any gardener in England, and he told me he had great

trouble and anxiety to keep up the supply in the winter months with Vines

in the open borders. Every third or fourth year after forcing, his Vines got so
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weak and unproductive that he had to get another house ready to take then-

place, so that at best the system can only be carried out where there are plenty
of hothouses at command. When Mr. Dowding was gardener at Oakhill, near
Barnet, I remember there was a vinery in use for forcing winter Grapes, but
the wood gradually dwindled smaller and got unproductive after a few years'

forcing. Mr. Dowding was one of the best cultivators of Grapes in a general

way, and everything was done that could be in protecting the borders so as to

insure success. Great stress is laid upon having fresh green Vine leaves in

the winter months for garnishing the dishes of late and early Grapes for the
dessert, and this, no doubt, is desirable ; but I am afraid that many cultivators

of early Grapes in unheated borders will have plenty of green leaves and but
few Grapes to garnish.

I see at the last Meeting of the Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society, that there were no early Grapes produced, although a prize was
offered for them, and March and April are just the months when they would
be useful for the dessert when the late Grapes were getting over. No Grapes
ripened in January and February that I have tasted yet, could be compared
in flavour with well-kept Muscats, West's St. Peter's, Black Tripoli, and
Lady Downe's Seedling.

Respecting the different varieties of Muscats and Black Hamburgh Grapes,

I believe they are fewer in number than is generally supposed ; and that they

are so much altered by cultivation, that names have been given them when not

really distinct. At the great fruit show at South Kensington in November
last, I exhibited three bunches of Muscats of quite a different character from
what the Vine that bore them had formerly produced. This Vine was lifted

with other Muscats in the spring of 1859, from a vinery in the old kitchen

garden here, and planted in the new large Muscat-house with heated borders

;

when lifted, they were about fourteen years old, and all of the common Muscat
variety. In 1861 they bore a good crop, showing immense long bunches, with
long, oval berries, and might easily have been taken for a new variety. I have no
doubt but they will show this year their true form of rounder and larger berries

and shouldered bunches, from the Vines being now thoroughly established with
fresh roots. The only really distinct varieties of Muscats that I know of, and
that no cultivation will alter, are the Canon Hall, and Bowoocl for its free

setting ; the Troveren I have not fruited yet, so do not know its charac-

teristics.

The different varieties of Black Hamburghs are likewise numerous
;
and,

like the Muscats, are so much altered by good cultivation in the size of bunches
and berries, that old sorts often are named after the places they are grown at.

The distinct varieties are the Frankenthal, or Old. Dutch Hamburgh, the

Champion, and, perhaps, the Mill Hill, all well known by their firm flesh and
peculiar hammered appearance when grown large. The Black Tripoli, Pope's,

and the Old Black Hamburgh are types of the other class, and have their flesh

juicier and more vinous : they have a hammered appearance on the berries

when grown large.

Where Vine leaves are much wanted in the summer for garnishing desserts

and for other purposes, it is an excellent plan to have two or three plants of
hardy Grapes on the walls to furnish a supply. We have here a very hardy
variety for the purpose, under the name of Vitis odoratissima, which is, I

suppose, the Vitis riparia of botanists, a North American sort, with deliciously

scented blossoms when in flower.

Welbeck Gardens. William Tilleey.
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THE CULTIVATION OF THE PANSY.
I hate received several letters asking for information as to the best method

of growing Pansies, and as I prefer making one answer do for all, I beg to

trouble you with the following remarks.

Here, we winter all in cold brick pits with sliding, sashes, and fill the inside

with coarse ashes, of which we can procure an unlimited supply from the

numerous manufactories. On this we place about 4 inches of soil, and in the

autumn plant out in rows all the young plants from the cutting-beds, and those

taken from the old plants ; the plants are kept near the glass, as dry as possible,

and perfectly hardy. We never mat or protect the frames, as I never knew
frost injure a Pansy whilst in a dry state ; in fact, no plant can be hardier

than the Pansy, but it will not stand damp. It is, therefore, safest in wintering

all florists' flowers in frames, to elevate the plants as far as possible above the

ground level ; let them rest on a raised bed of coarse ashes, gravel, or any

other drainage. Here, where the climate is so very different to the south of

England, we'find it absolutely necessary to winter our stock in pits, not on

account of frost, but because we suffer so fearfully from violent winds and

damp. We adopt raised beds for summer growth—that is, beds raised above

the surface by means of brickwork, so that in very hot weather we have no

difficulty in getting rid of superfluous moisture. I have seen the most destructive

results arise to the Pansy from heavy rain followed immediately by very hot

weather. In my opinion it is most essential to the Pansy that it should be pro-

tected from an excess of moisture ; and when the weather is very dry, of course

watering can be resorted to. We plant out in April, and use a soil consisting of

decomposed sods, a large proportion of matured leaf soil, with a small amount

of rotten manure, all of which has been burned during the winter's frost. Some

kinds of Pansies require to be grown poorer than others, in order to get them

in first-class condition for the exhibition table ; but this is the exception, and

not the rule in Pansy growing. I object to the use of much manure ; in fact,

when good leaf soil can be had, manure is not wanted at planting time ; and I

think manure should be most carefully applied, especially in the form of guano.

I have seen Pansies severely injured by the application of guano in a dry

state, causing total destruction of many of the shoots, and in some cases plants.

The safest plan is to use guano in a liquid form—say about an ounce to three

gallons of water, and then to water round the plants and not on them.

Protection from strong sunshine should be afforded the plants, not only to

benefit the flowers, but the plants as well : they dislike excessive heat, and

strong, healthy-looking plants will succumb to its influence in a few hours.

The protection from both hot and rainy weather which we use is a span-roofed

framework of wood, permanently fixed over the beds, on which canvass is

strained ; the sides about 18 inches above the beds. This allows a free circu-

lation of air underneath, and admits plenty of light. It will not do to shade

too heavily, or drawing will be the result. Here, the plants remain until

November, when we take them up, pull them to pieces, and place them in

their winter quarters ; the beds are surfaced occasionally during the summer

to encourage the rooting of the side shoots.

A few words to young exhibitors. The Pansy is in perfection in May and

June, and often later ; but when hot weather really sets in, you will find your

Pansy blooms come small and imperfectly belted. It is, therefore, not easy to

show fine Pansies in the dog days ; but with the cooler weather of September

and October fine blooms may be had. To get these, however, cuttings should

be taken off in April or May, or young pieces slipped off with roots and placed
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under a hand-glass, or in a close cold frame with a north aspect ; these will soon

be well-rooted plants, and if planted out in June and July will throw some fine

blooms for the autumn shows.

One correspondent asks me to give, through your pages, a list of twenty-

four kinds best adapted for exhibition. The following are some of the best

yet sent out, exclusive of the new kinds just introduced :

—

SELF-COLOURED VARIETIES.

Apollo (H. H.), a rich-coloured shaded purple self, slightly tinged with blue in the centre,
bright yellow eye. Very stout, smooth, and of first-class form.

Cherub (J. H.), yellow, with fine solid blotch. Large, stout, and smooth.
Eclipse (J. H.), gold, blotch large. Solid, and well defined in each petal.

Great Eastern (Jamieson), white, with small dark blotch. Very large and showy, often

caught fine, a very telling flower in a stand.

Jeannie's Masterpiece (H. H.), almost black, with a deep purplish-blue centre. Smooth and
fine form, colour very rich.

Miss Carnegie (D. L. & L.), a very lich dark self, the centre tinged with blue. Fine form and
very smooth.

Prince Imperial (J. H.), a rich pnrple self, large, smooth. Shoulders well, and very fine form.

Prince of Prussia (D. & Co.), a splendid flower. Very large, fine form, stout and smooth, very
rich maroon purple, with shaded blue centre.

Peine Blanche (R. P. & Co.), the finest white, solid blotch. Fine.

Pev. S. Dombrain (D. L. & L.), shaded purple, a decided self, large, smooth, and stout. Very
fine form.

WHITE-GROUND VARIETIES.

Annie (Milner), heavy, rich, dark purple belting, large solid blotch, smooth and very stout.

Extra fine and very constant.

Annie Wood (R. P. & Co.), very rich belting, medium blotch. Smooth and fine form.

Caroline (D. & Co.), heavy purple belting, smooth, stout, and fine form, blotch large and
solid in each petal.

Duchess of Kent (D. & L.), rich purple belting, very large shield, solid blotch. A large and
very fine flower.

Emblem (H. H.), very rich-coloured heavy belting, blotch solid and -well defined in each
petal. Good form, smooth and very constant.

Isa Craig (D. L. & L.), a beautiful clean flower, medium belting. Good form and solid blotch.

LadyLucy Dundas (D. L. & L.), heavy belting, medium blotch, smooth. Very large and fine.

Lav'inia (D. & Co.), medium light purple belting, large shield, small blotch. Smooth and large.

May (R. P. & Co.), medium belting, fine solid blotch in each petal.

May Queen, rich maroon purple belting, solid blotch. Good form.

Narcissa (D. & Co.), good blotch and shield, narrow belting.

Nymph (D. L. & L.), medium rich purple belting, large shield, fine solid blotch which is

well defined in each petal. Large and smooth.

Seraph (D. & Co.), medium rich velvety purple belting, blotch solid and well defined in

each petal.

YELLOW-GROUND VARIETIES.

Chancellor (D. & Co.), gold with crimson maroon belting, blotch a little rayed.

Dr. Stewart (D. L. & L.), narrow rich dark belting, large shield, large solid blotch.

Frances Low (D. L. & L.), gold, with crimson maroon belting, large solid blotch in each
petal. Stout and smooth.

General Young (Pollock), medium belting, large shield, large solid blotch. Rather long, but
fine.

General Turr (H. H.), rich yellow, with heavy rich dark belting, blotch very large, solid,

and well defined in each petal. Stout and smooth.

John Griffiths (Oswald), rich deep purple belting, large blotch, large shield,

Lord Clyde (W. & S.), light yelloAv, medium belting, very large shield, large dense blotch.

Mary Alice (Taylor), medium rich maroon belting, medium blotch. A good and very useful

flower.

Miss Dill (Stenhouse), heavy maroon belting, medium solid blotch. Very large and smooth,
Mrs. Downie (D. L. & L.), medium maroon belting, large shield, fine solid blotch.

Pandolph (D. & Co.), an improved Mrs. Dope.

Wallace (D. & Co.), deep yellow, medium dark belting, solid blotch. Very smooth and fine

form.
William Bragg (H. H.), rich gold, with medium rich-coloured belting, solid blotch.

Bradford Nurseries, Shipley, Yorkshire, William Dean.
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SITUATIONS FOR FINE-FOLIAGED PLANTS.
{Continued from page 36.)

The beds for these should be rounds, ovals, or irregular patches on the
grass

; the latter is best near water. Make the beds as rich as possible. For
the sake of showing the leaves we raised the bed in flat terraces .; also to
retain the manure water, of which they cannot have too much. With all due
deference to the taste of our Paris friends, by no means edge them with
flowers, it takes from the outline of the leaves where the grass shows them off
to advantage.

Considering the great extent this sort of plants is now used for decorative
purposes in and around Paris, it is surprising the limited variety : I therefore
hope parties will strike out fresh courses for themselves among the many
beautiful large-leaved plants neglected at home. For example, a group of
the Spanish Cardoons among these named was the most admired by parties
who did not know its culinary properties. Why this should be a drawback
I do not know, unless the same ruld applies to this as to the Parsley in the
ladies' nosegays.

Among the variegated foliaged shrubs Negundo variegata is most used

;

next, the Red Virginian Maple, variegated Syringa, and variegated Elder.
The latter is rather a strong grower, but very pretty from its occasionally
throwing white shoots. The Red Elder is not red in England at any time.
The Negundo wants something to show it off. Like most people in England
who grow the better sorts of Rhododendrons, we like to give them plenty of
breathing room. It occurred to us that by introducing a few of the Negundo
and Maple into the spaces, the green of the Rhododendron would take the
sickly objection to this away. This we did two years ago with complete
success. They are not strong growers, and only budding when the Rhododen-
drons are in bloom, adding interest for the remainder of the season, more
particularly if the surface of the beds is covered with the beautiful Vinca
variegata.

Cleveden. J. Fleming.

THE NEW FUCHSIAS.
It may very well be asked, What has become of all the seedling Fuchsias

which have been sent out during the last four or five years ? How is it that
we so rarely meet with a new variety at any of the horticultural meetings,

either in London or in the provinces ? This is a subject that has completely
puzzled me ; and I cannot understand why, among all the novelties included
in what are termed florists' flowers, we so rarely see a new Fuchsia. It cannot
be that novelties are not yearly produced ; the spring catalogues of the prin-

cipal growers of this elegant flower prove this. How, then, is it that we do
not see them at our exhibitions ? It is somewhat remarkable that since the

year 1858 we have seen nothing exhibited superior to Souvenir de Chiswick,

Little Bo-Peep, and flowers of that stamp among the red varieties ; nor since

then have we seen any advance upon Fair Oriana, Fairest of the Fair, and
Silver Swan among the white varieties.

Mr. Banks, the king of Fuchsias, has not abated his zeal and love for

this flower we well know, from the splendid varieties advertised as raised by
him. Mr. G. Smitb, of the Hornsey Road, another successful raiser of

Fuchsias, still continues to send out every year noble varieties of his peculiar

style. But who ever sees them in public ? It would occupy too much space,
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but it would not be uninteresting, to make out a list of the seedling Fuchsias
advertised during the last five years which have never made their appearance
on the public boards.

That new and beautiful varieties exist, which are improvements on the older
kinds, I allow. What, then, can be done to induce these most exquisite of floral

beauties to present themselves for public admiration ? I can only suggest one
reason why gardeners do not take as much interest in the cultivation of the
Fuchsia for exhibition as they do in that of almost every other flower. It is

this : The specimens sent to our horticultural meetings for competition are
usually (I do not say always) tall, gaunt, woody plants, three, four, or even
five years old, and resembling Poplar trees, with diminutive foliage and in-

significant flowers
;
indeed, with nothing to recommend them beyond (if such

be a recommendation) the huge pots in which they are grown. I do not
intend to say that a fine well-grown Fuchsia tree is not very ornamental in a
conservatory ; but no one in his senses would expect to find the same excellence

of flower or foliage in a plant of this age as in one of more recent growth, nor
is it fair to put it in competition with the same.

The remedy I propose is this : Let prizes be offered for Fuchsias to be
exhibited in 8 or 10-inch pots, the plants of not more than twelve months'
growth, and we shall then soon be gratified with the sight of many new
Fuchsias. That gardener who cannot make an elegant and fit specimen for

exhibition in six or eight months has something yet to learn. Let the prize

be offered, and I have no doubt that many Fuchsia-growers will compete.
May we not hope, this eventful season, to see some enterprising amateurs

coming to the rescue of this neglected flower, and proving to the world at

large that the beauty and elegance of a Fuchsia consist not in its old age, but
in the prime and vigour of its youth ? We shall hope to be able to form an
opinion on the merits of the numerous double varieties sent out, some of which,
if we may judge from their coloured representations, are marvellous indeed.
We not unfrequently meet with persons who object to the present form of the
flower of the Fuchsia ; the wide expanding corolla and reflexed sepals are
offensive in their sight. It would be interesting to have specimens of the
older kinds, F. gracilis, virgata, or Groomii, exhibited against the modern form.
I feel quite certain of the result. The two forms of flower not inaptly repre-

sent two styles of well-dressed ladies, the one with, the other minus, a crinoline.

Chacun a son gout, X.

ON PEARS CRACKING.
It is well known that some kinds of Pears are more liable to crack during

their growth than others ; in general, the rough or brown sorts are more sub-
ject to this than the smootb green ones. Some of these, however, are diseased

in cold wet seasons ; for instance, the Glou Morceau. But this excellent Pear
is sometimes of a russet colour, spotted by mildew ; while the smooth green
Napoleon seldom cracks, even in seasons when the Gansel's Bergamot and com-
mon Crasanne are rent open to the core. This happened in the cold wet season
of 1860, while the few fruits on the same trees in the succeeding fine autumn
were sound. From this it may be inferred that the brown kinds of Pears hold
more moisture upon their rough skins to encourage the growth of mildew than
the smooth ones which produce the cracks on them. As these swell or grow
larger, the diseased or mildewed spots burst into small fissures, which gradually

increase in size as the fruit comes to maturity. Sometimes the cracks are star-

shaped, and at others in rings half round the fruit, especially on the sides
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exposed to the sun.
^
The same, however, happened, though in a less degree to

the parts of the fruit which touch the wall, or when they hang in clusters with
leaves between them, which tends to hold the moisture.

In confirmation of what I have said I may mention that, gome years back, I
observed a Crasanne Pear tree, on the south and west side of a cottage. The
fruit was sound under its eaves, while those exposed to drip were cracked, and,
in fact, worthless.

Therefore, if I am wrong respe.cting mildew being the cause of Pears crack-
ing, I may safely state that shelter is the only remedy, which is not practicable
with trees on open walls as with those in orchard-houses. The fruit from these
is seldom equal in flavour to that ripened in good seasons in the open air.

Cossey Park. J. Wighton.

May's Patent Flower-pot.—There is a newly-invented pot advertised
lately, with two rims on the outside for holding water, its appearance reminding
one of the flounces on a lady's dress. The object of this invention is stated to

be the prevention of injury to the roots in hot weather. If the advertiser of this

article will stand a few hours in the sun and wind dressed only in a wet sheet,

he will, from personal experience, have some idea perhaps of the advantages of
his new pot. I do not intend trying the experiment myself, for fear of death
or rheumatism.—J. R. Pearson, Chilwell.

TRANSPARENT GAGE PLUM.
WITH AN ILLUSTRATION.

Synonyme.—Heine Claude Diaphane.

The Green Gage is one of those Plums that reproduces itself from the

seed and furnishes varieties but slightly removed in characters from itself ; and
hence we have several forms and degrees of earlier Green Gage and later Green
Gage, but all retaining more or less the main features and excellent qualities of

their parent. Among the many new forms of this popular fruit that have
been introduced there is none that is more deserving of notice than that which
forms the subject of our present illustration.

The fruit is larger than that of the old Green Gage, being 1£ inch high

and 1£ inch broad, round and very much flattened, being in fact distinctly

oblate and having a depression on the apex, from which issues a shallow

but distinct suture. Skin very thin and quite transparent, green or yellowish-

green, becoming of a clear amber when fully ripened, dotted and speckled with

bright dark crimson. Stalk thin, about half an inch long, smooth, and inserted

in a small, rather deep cavity. Flesh greenish-yellow, tender, and very juicy,

with a rich, aromatic, honied juice. The stone is roundish.

A dessert Plum of the greatest beauty and most exquisite flavour
; ripe in

the beginning and middle of September. Its gi-eat peculiarity is the trans-

parency of the skin, which is so great as to show the texture of the flesh

distinctly through it.

The tree, like that of the old Green Gage, is of medium size, hardy, and

healthy. The shoots are long, stout, and smooth ; buds conical, set on promi-

nent bases. Leaves obovate, smooth above, somewhat downy beneath, and

not deeply toothed. The flowers are similar to those of the old Green Gage.

Our figure was taken from specimens obtained from Mr. Rivers, of Saw-
bridgeworth.
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CHERRIES UNDER GLASS.
I am a great lover of birds and also of Cherries

;
but, in the last-mentioned, live item,

the birds beat rue hollow, for I seldom or never see one ripe on my standard trees in the open
air, and if I protect my dwarf bushes with nets, the blackbirds and missel thrushes tear them
open with their strong claws, and chatter defiance when I approach them. I began quite to

yearn for ripe Cherries and to cast about how I should procure them, when tho orchard-
house culture of them occurred to me. I therefore consulted our oracle, and built a small
span-roofed house, 25 feet by 14, 9 feet high to the ridge, and 5 feet high at sides. As it is

not in an ornamental part of my garden, I had the sides and ends made of three-quarter-inch
boards, with a shutter on hinges a foot wide on each side. I made a path 3 feet wide along
the centre, and planted on each side of it a row of nice pyramids of tho compact-growing
varieties, such as the May Duke, Archduke, Duchesse dePalluau, Empress Eugenie, Heine
Hortense, Nouvelle Eoyale, Eoyal Duke, and Coe's Carnation, all budded on the Mahaleb stock
and planted about 2 feet 3 inches apart. Behind them, next to the sides, 1 placed some low
pyramids and bushes of the Bigarreau and Heart Cherries budded on the common Cherry-
stock

;
and, as these Cherries are all vigorous growers when planted out, I had them potted

in 13-inch pots in some light sandy loam and manure from an old hotbed, two-thirds of the
former to one of the latter, wrell rammed dowm, so thaj the surface of the earth was quite
hard. On this hard surface I placed in March some manure 2 inches thick. My success last
summer (1861) was quite refreshing, for the very few Cherries on my trees in the open air
were quickly despatched by my singing friends, the blackbirds and thrushes ; but my house
full of fine ripe fruit was effectually " tabooed " in this way. As soon as my Cherries began
to colour

—

I e., when boys gobble them down, declaring they are ripe—I had the shutters
opened and some iron wire netting, with meshes about an inch in diameter, placed over the
apertures occupied by the shutters when closed. This was nailed firmly inside to the sides of
the house, so as effectually to resist the fingers of boys and the claws of birds. By placing
it inside, it does not hinder the shutters being closed when the house requires fumigation,
which with Cherries, so liable as they are to be infested with black aphis, is frequently
necessary. This is one.of the reasons why I recommend Cherries to be cultivated in small
houses appropriated to them only, rather than in large houses with other orchard-house trees.
Another reason is, that they require less syringing than Peaches and Nectarines, for a tho-
rough syringing once a-week before 8 A.M. during the growing season will keep the leaves
and fruit free from dust, and as soon as the latter commences to colour this may be dis-
continued, or the large and fine sorts, such as the Elton, Bigarreau, and others, are apt to
crack. Cherries while ripening delight in a dry warm atmosphere, such as they rarely havem England in the open air, but which in an orchard-house exists in perfection.

In the commencement of this article, I have named such compact-growing sorts as may
be cultivated as pyramids and planted out on each side of the central path. I will now
point out some varieties which succeed best when grafted on the common Cherry-stock and
which are of too vigorous habits to be planted out in a small house, but which may be cul-
tivated with great success in 13 -inch pots.

Jjrx ,,

Tne m»st select of this class are the Elton, Downton, Bigarreau, Black Tartarian, Belle
d Orleans Early Purple Guigne, Florence, Knight's Early Black, Bigarreau Napoleon,
Governor Wood, an American sort, and some of the French Guigne Cherries which do not
succeed well m the open air in England, such as the Guigne Grosse Noire, Guiane Grosse
Rouge, Guigne Eouge Tardive Guigne Marbree Precoce, Guigne Marguerite, and some
others.

_
The Late Duke and Morello should not be omitted, for if kept from wasps by the

trees being enclosed m bags of tiffany, they may be had in perfection till late in October.
All Cherries under glass, whether planted out or in pots, must be under one system ofpruning or rather pinching, for as soon as a young shoot has made five or six leaves its tonshould be pinched or cut off to three full-sized leaves, not counting two or three at the base,which are generally small and without buds in their axils. This pinching process must becontinued all through the summer till the trees cease to make young shoots. My Cherries

SKS^ATf^r (1
i

61) srethinS lowing order :-The
7
EmpressEugenie was the first to show colour, followed closely by May Duke ; but the first thatripened were the Early Purple Guigne and Belle d'Orleans, and this was the first week inJune, or thereabouts. The latter kind is remarkable for its sweetness; but it is not sopiquant as the former. _ Empress Eugenie is much like the May Duke-not quite so rich-
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£* t^^f* ^ is valuable, and it bears abundantly!Among early kinds Knight's Early Black takes a high rank, and that very old and ratheracid small Cherry the Early May, is really worthy of a pot, for it ripens very early and in -

a sunny season m May, thus lomg justice to its name. The Elton is remarkable for its
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and tte Florence, wTi svery firm flesh, when fully ripe in August, is excellent. I need not, however, particularise
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any further, for, as far as my experience has gone, all Cherries, when well ripened, are most
agreeahle. The great satisfaction a Cherry-house gives is the certainty of your fruit being
safe from boys and birds ; and I felt pleasure last year when, towards the last week in May,
I saw my trees full of fruit, just showing their Cherry summer-reminding tints—put a pad-
lock on the door and put the key in my pocket, only to be delivered occasionally to a trusty
man, who gave the trees water when they required it. My Cherry-eating visits to my house
continued till September, and it was really a pleasure—although a small one—to watch the
progress of my trees, to taste the different varieties, and to take notes as to their periods of
ripening and their qualities. As small pleasures help to brighten the path of life, allow me
to advise some of your readers to build a Cherry-house, and try and find one most agreeable
source of satisfaction. Cerasus.

IN-DOOR GARDENING.
The papers that have appeared under this heading in the Gardeners' Chronicle, have ao

completely put in the shade my poor attempts in the same direction, that it is with some
hesitation I resume my pen and the subject. And yet the smallest attempt in this way,
even if the results be meagre, is worthy of record ; and though the fruits of my attempt may
not equalise the large hopes excited at the outset, they are results notwithstanding, and, in
spite of my adverse " surroundings," as a whole, better than I anticipated. The coldest

blasts ofthe wintry wind seemed to have assailedmy window—to me conservatory, greenhouse,
and all. They appeared to concentrate their energies there, as if it was some important position

that should be carried by storm at all hazards. When the sky was clear, and the atmosphere
under its best conditions, no gleam of sunshine glanced in upon my mimic show-house to

neutralise the chilling influence of "bold Boreas," and I seldom had a fire even when the

weather was the coldest and most severe. Did I open my window ever so little to get some
fresh air (too often fresh only in the article of acquaintance), then would a shoal of blacks

put in appearance, and, perching on the foliage and flowers of my pets, superadd to Nature's

artistic excellence a shading not her own. Morning and night had I to puff away these

unwelcome lodgers, sooty trespassers on one of Flora's preserves.

The majority of my Hyacinths in glasses are in flower. Those in pots are some distance

in the rear. Florence Nightingale, Single Fed, led the way, as did her great original in the

work of mercy that has made her name a "household word" throughout the land. I had
this variety for l'Etincillante, a magnificent deep carmine, but it was not true. It had a
fine spike of flower ; colour a delicate pink, with midrib of carmine to each division of the

bell. It is a variety admirably adapted for glasses, and has very short stiff foliage. Quite

a group contended for the second place. They were Staaten General, Alba Maxima, and
Grande Vidette, Single "Whites ; General Lauriston, Single Blue, a fine dark with light

centre, good for glass ; Norma and Fobert Steigeiy Single Feds ; and OtheUo, Double Blue.

Excepting the last-named they have fine spikes of flower. A later group nearly expanded
contains Favilion Blanc and Mont Blanc, Single Whites ; two very good varieties, La Feine

des Beauties, Single Fed, a very delicate blush with close small spike
;
Blanchard, Double

White ; and Vulcan and Uncle Tom, Single Blues ; the latter a fine dark purple variety.

The remainder have scarcely commenced to show colour. I made a trial with a little guano
placed in the water, but shall not use it again ; it had an injurious effect on the roots. As soon as

colour presented itself I filled the glasses with water up to the brim, nearly submerging the bulb

;

and it is reaUy amazing what a quantity of water a bulb will absorb in a short time. On a

soup-plate, and planted in silver sand, I have a group of six Hyacinths of various colours

in flower, having an edging of Crocus, mixed varieties, just coming into bloom. I have fine

heads of bloom from two Folyanthus Narcissus—namely, Florence Nightingale and General

Windham, said to be two distinct varieties, but identical in every respect. They are in pots

and surrounded with Crocus in flower. From the centre of a circle of Single Van Thol Tulips,

all in flower, rises a large truss of Bazelman Major Narcissus. This group pleases me vastly.

I like the contrast of the Fed Tulips with the light-coloured flowers of their loftier colleague.

I have a pot of Sir Walter Scott Crocus, a large violet-striped, that is literally a mass of

flower. A pot of Lilaceus Superbus has its glory fast departing. Near it is a pot of a white

kind rapidly breaking into flower. I cannot get them to expand. Could Sol but look in

upon me to give a finishing touch to what has already been done, the Crocus would gladly

unfold themselves that his beams might kiss the delicate stamens they now so carefully hide

from my view. Tulips in pots are yet in abeyance. I have kept them back, so that they

may succeed the present generation to which I have also acted in one aspect of the character

of SDonsor.

"But I am also operating with a view to provide some flower for summer. I have a

Tropasolum Jarrattii making vigorous headway, but will be late in flowering if I can only

succeed in doing so. I have potted some dwarf Iris as an experiment, and a bulb or two of
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Japan Lilies, some Ranunculus and Tigridia pavonia. I intend also to make an attempt
with some Q-ladiolus in pots, in the hope that I shall not altogether fail. If failure comes,
the very attempt to secure its converse will yield some degree of the gratification sought to

be acquired in the larger result, and I can at least deserve the success it is not in mortals to

command. Quo.

THE SPRING EXHIBITION OF THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The opening Exhibition of the Royal Horticultural Society took place on March 19th,

the primary features being that of Hyacinths and Camellias. The former were finely

shown, and must have afforded a rich treat to the lovera of this favourite spring flower.

Mr. James Cutbush, of Highgate, was first, with a magnificent collection of eighteen

varieties, all single flowers. Of Beep Beds,^ there were Lina, very bright and fine ; Lord
Macaulay, deep carmine, very handsome ; Princesse Clotilde, very fine

;
Howard, rich fiery

carmine ; Von Schiller. Light Bed and Slush.—Aurora, a yellowish light pink
;
Gigantea,

delicate Mush, very large spike ; Grandeur a Merveille
;
Koh-i-noor, fine pink. Whites.—

Orondates, Mont Blanc, Mandoline. Beep Blue.—Prince Albert, a wondrous spike, rich

glossy black purple ; General Havelock, another fine dark blue ;
Argus. Light

_
Blue.—

Grand Lilas
;
Haydn, mauve, or violet magenta, a fine variety, very novel and striking

;
and

Ida, a fine bright canary yellow. Mr. W. Paul, of YValtham Cross, was second, with Beep
Blue, Prince Albert, General Havelock, Argus. Light Blue.—Charles Dickens, Baron von
Tuyll, Orondates, Grand Lilas. Beep Bed.—-Lord Macaulay. Light Bed and Blush.— Lord
Wellington, Tubiflora, Grandeur a Merveille, Lord Wellington (double, a very fine spike),

and Madame Van der Hoop, Mont Blanc, and Alba Maxima, Whites. But one double

variety was exhibited in the two collections. For the prizes offered by Mr. Cutbush, Mr.
Young, gardener to R. Barclay, Esq., Highgate, was placed first with twelve fine varieties.

They ^comprised, of Beep Beds, Lina and Von Schiller. Light Bed.—Lord Wellington
(double) ; Susannah Maria, Grandeur a Merveille, Madame Hodson, and Gigantea. Beep
Blue.-—-Argus (a very fine spike, but not sufficiently developed), Prince Albert, and General
Havelock. Light Blue.—Grand Lilas

;
and, White, Mont Blanc. With six varieties Mr.

Young was again first with Prince Albert, Charles Dickens, and Mrs. B. Stowe (a bright single

red), La Dame du Lac (a light red), and Madame Van der Hoop
;
second, Mr. Carr, gardener

to B. Noakes, Esq., Highgate, with Princesse Olotilde, Aurora, Lina, and Sultan's Favourite
(single red) ; Queen Victoria (single white) ; and Argus (blue). WT

ith six new varieties Mr.
Cutbush was again first with Pelissier, a brilliant fiery single red, very striking ; Peine des

Hyacinths, single red, deep carmine, and fine spike ; Due de Malakoff, single red, nankeen,
striped with reddish-orange ; Sir Bulwer Lytton, a large double blush, but coarse : Paix de

l'Europe, a single pure white ; and Lord Macaulay. Second, Mr. Young, with Milton (a

fine light single red), Aurora, Haydn, Paix de l'Europe, Miss B. Coutts (a large coarse single

white), and Princesse Clotilde. Third, Mr. W. Paul, with Lord Macaulay, General Havelock,
Honneur d'Overeen (single crimson lilac), Von Schiller, Alba Maxima, and Cosmos (a light

carmine-striped single variety).

A good quantity of Tulips were staged ; but they were far below the Hyacinths in point

of merit. Mr. Cutbush was first with 24 pots, six distinct kinds. They were, Royal Standard
and Braid van Haarlem, two pretty white-ground kinds feathered with scarlet ; Vermilion
Brilliant and Scarlet van Thol, both very showy and similar, except in point of size

;
Canary

Bird, and White Pottebakker. Mr. Young was first both with 18 and 12 pots. Exclusive
of those just named, he had Tournesol, a showy double variety ; Yellow Tournesol, and
Imperator Eubrorum, both doubles ; and Gold Prince, a small single yellow.

It was somewhat surprising that so few Camellias were present, none being staged for

the prizes offered for two groups of these. A very handsome bright pink variety, from Mr.
John Standish, of Bagshot, named Sarah Frost, was placed first in the class for a single plant.

Mr. Salter, of Hammersmith, was second; and Messrs. Henderson, Edgware Eoad, third.

Mrs. Conway, of Brompton, had some Lilies of the Valley in pots, and a large quantity
of the same came from the gardens of the Society.

Two groups of Amaryllis were staged. The best was from Mr. Parker, of Tooting ; the
other from Mr. Lakeman, of Hendon. They were very handsome, but wanted distinctness

and brilliancy of colour.

Some very pretty Chinese Primroses enlivened the Exhibition with their gay flowers.

E. Hudson, Esq., of Clapham, was first with three plants, each of white and purple
;
they

formed perfect bouquets, while the quality was first-rate. Messrs. Dobson & Son and Mr.
Cutbush also showed, and Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son exhibited a group called Primula
sinensis filicifolia alba, with long, serrated leaves, very like a Lomaria. Some double white
and purple varieties also came from the same.
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Some pretty collections of spring plants in flower (not forced) came from Messrs. Yeitch
and Son, Messrs. J. & J. Fraser, and Messrs. A. Henderson & Co. The prizes were awarded
in the order of the names. They comprised Rhododendrons, Epacrises, Acacias, Eriostemons,
Camellias, &c.

In the class for forced plants, Messrs. Fraser were first with Azaleas, Rhododendrons,
Gueldres Roses, Persian Lilacs, Dielytras, Geraniums, &c. The plants in these two classes

formed very effective backgrounds to the Hyacinths, Tulips, and other smaller collections.

A goodly number of miscellaneous plants were produced. Foremost were two large
collections of Hyacinths from Messrs. Cutbush and "W. Paul, the best of which were dupli-

cates of those already mentioned ; some cut Roses from Messrs. "W. Paid and Paul & Son

;

a collection of stove plants from Messrs. F. & A. Smith, of Dulwich ; and also a batch of

pretty seedling Cinerarias. Among them was Mrs. Moore, a heavy crimson-edged variety
;

Cadet, a brilliant crimson self ; Prince of Hesse, a very large purplish-blue-edged variety
;

Prince Alfred, a bright crimson self; and True Blue, a blue- edged kind. Mr. R. Parker
had Rhododendron Countess of Haddington, a handsome light-flowered species ; and a hand-
some Cypripedium. From Messrs. Veitch & Son came a collection of rare plants. The
most noticeable wero Rhododendron Princess Alice, a hybrid between Edgworthi and
Ciliatum— colour, very delicate blush ; R. Sesteiranum, a fine hybrid between Edgworthi
and Globosa ; Acacia eriocarpa, covered with large golden ball-like flowers ; Camellia
Comtesse Lavinia Maggi, a very striking rose-flaked kind, &c. Some choice ornamental
plants were sent by Mr. "W. Bull, of Chelsea. Foremost was a well-grown specimen of

Cyperus alternifolius variegatus, a beautiful ornamental-:! oliaged plant
;
Cordyline indivisa,

Coleus Verschaffeltii, some pretty variegated plants from Japan, &c. Mr. C. Turner, of Slough,

sent two pretty seedling Cinerarias—viz., George Eyles, a bright lilac purple self ; and Mrs.
Harvey, a heavily-tipped bright purple, very much the style of Scottish Chieftain, but greatly

in advance of it. A perennial Cyclamen, from Mr. Holland, gardener to R. W. Peake, Esq.,

Hounslow, attracted some considerable attention—it was said to have been in continuous

bloom for two years past.

Messrs. Carter & Co., of Holborn, exhibited some plants of a double-flowered Fuchsia,

Meteor, for its peculiar foliage—a bright green, shaded with dark bronze. It will certainly

be very novel if growth and a colder atmosphere do not change its character. Mr. John
Salter,' of Hammersmith ; Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing, of Edinburgh ; and others also

furnished miscellaneous plants.

There was one great drawback : The Council-chamber in which the Exhibition was
held was far too small to afford the company opportunity to inspect the plants. "Were it

not that the conservatory was arranged with admirable nicety and effect, and formed in

itself no inconsiderable exhibition of spring-flowering plants, it would have afforded much
more scope both for the productions and the company, for both were inconveniently crowded
together ; but we would rather that the conservatory were left as it was, and some other

provision were made for these "little goes" in the arcades or any other convenient place.

Quo.

CELERY BLIGHT, THE CAUSE AND PREVENTION.
Having seen this excellent and most valuable vegetable so dreadfully blighted the past

summer, and in some places completely destroyed, and to prevent such another recurrence, it

induced me to offer a few remarks on the cause and prevention. First, I will state the cause,

which may not be known to some of your readers. It is caused by a little black fly, similar

to a house fly ; the name of which is Tephritis onopordinis. It lays its eggs in the leaves

and the larvse feed upon the tissue, causing large blisters. The larvse feed in those blisters,

which keep getting larger, and by the time the larvas are about a month old the blisters

decay and the larvas fall to the ground and change to chrysalis, and remain till the spring,

when again they take to their wings. They commence laying their eggs in June, and

continue till the autumn. Now for the prevention. It is to keep the fly off your Celery

by making it unpleasant for them, and this may be done by the following mixture :—

A

pailful of soapsuds
;
put in it one handful of lime, the same of flowers of sulphur, and one

of soot. Nathan Cole, Gardener to Mrs. Silver, St. John's FFbod.

Standard Ftgs.—We hear that at Hickleton, in Yorkshire, the seat of Sir Charles

"Wood, Figs are grown largely in pots, and with great success under peculiar treatment.

The trees are low standards, with stems from 2 to 3 feet in height, and are treated as

pollards, the heads at pruning time being cut close in, leaving the crop to be furnished by
the annual shoots thrown cut from the stump. Ve hear the crop (which ripens in

September, the trees not being forced), is both abundant and very fine in quality.^ Can any

of our readers state anything in addition to the above very interesting feature in Figcrilture?
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EFFECT OF CLIMATE UPON FRUIT.
The reviewer of Decaisne's beautiful -work, " Le Jardin Fruitiers du Museum," in

Gardeners' Chronicle, page 1049, of last year, makes the following remarks on Napoleon
Pear :—" This Pear has been for many years so well known in this country, that we need
not give the description, which is very correct in the work before us, except as regards
quality. This Professor Decaisne does not speak so highly of as we should of fruit grown
in this country, especially on a standard in a good soason. ' The fruit,' he says, ' as variable
in flavour as in form, is rarely of first-rate quality.' The writer further says, ' But, perhaps,
the tree producing the specimens had been grown in a soil too highly enriched. The Napoleon
Pear is one of those sorts that will not bear to be grown to a large size in very rich soil without
great deterioration of flavour, or, perhaps, a dry continental summer may "not suit it.' The
latter I should say was the true cause, as Ave find this Pear in America quite as variable and
as uncertain as Professor Decaisne has described it. There are many other varieties of the
highest repute, in France and England, equally as unreliable. Passe Colmar may be named
as one; so also of Beurre Fiance, and others of your best fruits. On the other hand, many
varieties are improved by our warm dry summers, whilst we possess many native seedlings
of first-rate quality that fill their places."

Strawberries.—A writer in the Gardeners' Chronicle not long since, expressed surprise
why British Queen Strawberries were not grown in the United States. The reason why
they are not cultivated, is the very best of reasons. They will not succeed. I have had
beds of British Queen in my nursery the past ten years, and have never had a dozen good
berries in that time. This variety and many of the same race, burn sadly in our hot dry
summers. Not only will the foliage burn off the plants, but when we get a drought of any
length at midsummer, plants will burn in the ground, so that I have occasionally nearly lost
my stock. Keens' Seedling, Carolina Superba, and many others are equally uncertain.
They are also bad setters in spring, the flowers proving abortive, the latter caused by the
sudden change of temperature in spring from cold to an English summer's heat when they
are in bloom, giving no time for the formation of the fructifying organs. Some English
varieties succeed as well here as in their native home. Among these are—Alice Maud,
Trollope's Victoria, Kivers' Seedling Eliza, the latter the most successful large Strawberry
we have as yet had from Britain. Many French and Belgian sorts also do well—such as
Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury, Triomphe de Gand, Comte de Flandre, Jucunda, the foliage
of these latter is as thick as leather, never burns under our hottest sun, or is injured by our
most intense cold. They are also exceedingly productive, setting their crop of blooms well.

Washington City, B.C., U.S.A. John Saul, Nurseryman and Seedsman.

NOTES ON NURSERIES.
Mr. Standish, Bagshot.—The many interesting new plants recently introduced from

Japan by Mr. Fortune are now undergoing, at the hands of Mr. Standish, the necessary
processes of multiplication, previous to their distribution to the public. Among these may
be specially mentioned a variegated variety of Thujopsis dolabrata, a hardy Conifer of ex-
tremely elegant character, and in this new variety having the flattened branchlets freely and
elegantly blotched with white. Other strikingly handsome plants were Osmanthus aquifolius
variegatus and 0. aquifolius variegatus nanus, two beautifully variegated shrubs related to
Olea, having very fragrant white flowers ; and Eurya japonica latifolia variegata, a hand-
some shrub like a small-leaved Camellia, in which the foliage is bordered with creamy white,
and while young flushed wita a fiery orange tint ; a charmingly variegated Saxifra°-a near
sarmentosa has the leaves marked with broad sections of delicate pink. Mr. Fortune's
collections include several Japanese varieties of Chrysanthemum, among which are some
with flower-heads wholly unlike those cultivated in Europe, the florets being tubular, with a
dragon-like_ gaping mouth, or in other cases long, narrow, and almost thread-like; a finely
striped one is also reported to be in the collection. All these we may expect to see flowering
next autumn. Mr. Fortune has also brought over several Liliums. One of these, L. Fortunef
has already flowered, though weakly; it has bright yellow flowers, spotted over with deep
red brown and will doubtless prove a distinct and pretty plant when better established.
Another, allied to L. speciosum, is said to have immense flowers, very boldly blotched with
red. Among Conifers there are large quantities of seedling plants of Sciadopitys verticillata,
the grandest of all the Japanese Firs. Of Ferns Mr. Standish has some extraordinary fine
plants, with tree-like stems, of Todea hymenophylloides, and of Lomaria discolor, both
remarkably handsome, hardy, New Zealand species ; also Cyathea Smithii, the most elegant
oi all the introduced species of that genus. Most of the New Zealand Hymenophyllums are
also cultivated very successfully ; and we saw here the very rare Gleichenia alpina, which
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may be considered as a miniature form of G. dicarpa, to which it is most nearly allied.
Among hardy evergreen shrubs, standing in the open air, or at least barely sheltered by an
incomplete tiffany covering, Berberis japonica and B. Bealii are specially worthy of note,
the latter, perhaps, rather the faster grower of the two. They form tall evergreen shrubs,
with large pinnate leaves, having broad leaflets like Holly leaves, and at this season produce
plentifully, at the ends of their branches, numerous stiff erect racemes of yellow flowers,
which are deliciously rose-scented.

>

Mr. Standish is now engaged in forming a very extensi-ye nursery at Ascot, in a situation
which seems to be exceedingly well adapted for the purpose, having considerable variation
in respect to elevation and aspect, and both loamy and peaty soils of fine quality. Here it

is intended to carry on extensively the culture of the superior kinds, of fruits—such as Pines,
Grapes, Peaches, &c, and the first of a series of houses to be devoted to this purpose is

already nearly completed.
_
This group of forcing-houses it is intended to heat by means of

hot water, and Mr. Standish has designed and erected a very powerful boiler of large
capacity formed entirely of 2-inch iron pipes, with the siphon bends necessary to connect
them. These pipes represent a huge box or trunk, which forms the furnace, and in which it

is intended to burn the common turf fuel of the district. Mr. Standish attaches, and we
think justly, great importance to having a thorough command of bottom heat ; and in the
construction of these houses this is not to be lost sight of. In this new nursery it is designed
to grow extensively the fine new varieties of Gladiolus, for which the Bagshot nursery had
already become famous, and the popularity of which seems to be on the increase.—M.

THE WAY TO BLOOM ISABELLA GRAY AND OTHER
YELLOW ROSES.

Some time back I received a letter from Mr. Kingsbury, of Bevois Valley Nurseries,
near Southampton, on the above subject. I regret that I cannot find his letter, so as to give
your readers his experience in his own words. I must, therefore, trust to my memory, and
I believe that the following is correct :—He says that he uses a little salt in dry summers
over the ground, and that it causes Isabella Gray to give her flowers, and also causes other
yellow Poses to give better flowers. He says, that he took some beautiful blooms of Isabella
Gray to Mr. Eollisson, Nurseryman, of Tooting, and that neither he nor they had ever seen
better blooms of Isabella Gray. Such is his testimony. I believe that Isabella Gray is not
suited to out-of-doors culture generally. Mr. May, of Blandford, bloomed it under glass,

and told me that it was better than the Cloth of Gold. I doubt not pot culture, with new
maiden earth without any dung or strong stimulant, under glass, will be the surest way to
obtain its flowers. It is a very tender though free-growing Kose. La Boule d'Or is very
hardy, and has wintered perfectly intact out-of-doors with three tiles over its roots and a
little straw tied round the base of the plant. The exposed tops also suffered no damage. Its

wood is as hardy as that of Gloire de Dijon, which is one of the best and noblest productions
of France.

llectory, SusMon. "W. F. Radclyefe.

DESTROYING ANTS.
Reading in the Florist and Pomologist of last month the article " Destroying Ants "

induced me to write the following methods of destroying or driving them. If Mr. Pearson
will get a few toads and put into his houses they will very soon " catch 'em and kill 'em" for

him without the hammer. If they climb up the stem of any tree, place three boards (or

two if against a wall), about 2 feet long, so as to form a triangle round the stem where they
run up, place a toad there, and soon he will eat them all as they come down or come to go
up. If they have holes on the level ground or floor, get some dry sand, sifted fine, and place

over the holes so as to fill them. Keep the holes covered as they carry it away, and they
will very soon leave the place ; or if their holes are in a wall, or where you cannot put sand
on, plaster the hole up with " Gishurst." They will not face this

;
or, if their holes are not

near the roots of any trees, pour a strong mixture of " Gishurst" into them, and you will see

very few ants there after.

It would increase the value of your excellent periodical if your contributors were to be a

little more definite in their dates and figures. For instance, in the Number for last month
on the " Fancy Pelargonium," a very plain and well-written article, Mr. Bailey says, " The
cuttings should be moderately firm and well-ripened shoots." At what time may we expect

to get "moderately firm cuttings?" Perhaps in May, but we must wait until the end of

June or July for " well-ripened shoots." Will Mr. Bailey be so kind as to say what week
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in what month he would advise the cuttings to he taken, supposing the plants to he at their

hest the first week in June ?

Again in Mr. Barnes' article on the much-neglected Fig, he says, " Cut a trench round
it afew feet off." How many feet does he meanP three or ten. Your contributors take it

for granted that your readers know many more details than they really do.

D. Walker, Gardener, Kingston Park, Tunbridge Wells.

Destroying Ants.—If J. R. Pearson puts a little treacle in a gallipot, and plunges the
pot in some mould so as they can get to the top, they will go down after the treacle never to

return ; or he may try Grishurst Compound, four ounces to one gallon of water, which kills

them instantly.

—

Nathan Cole, Gardener to Mrs. Silver, St. John's Wood, N. W.

OBITUARY.
It is with deep regret we record the death of Edmund Foster, Esq., of Clewer Manor,

near "Windsor, the eminent cultivator of the Pelargonium, which occurred on the second ult.

For many years he has been a most successful grower of his favourite flower, as the splendid
collections of specimen plants he has annually exhibited at the metropolitan shows, where
he has almost always taken the first prize in the amateurs' class, have abundantly testified.

He was also a raiser of seedlings on a large scale, and his successes in this way entitle him
to a first, if not to the first, place in the list of those who have laboured for the improvement
of the Pelargonium.* The kindness with which he was ever ready to show his flowers to

all who desired to see them will long be remembered by those who have enjoyed that pleasure.

He was also a liberal and discriminating patron of the fine arts, and possessed many first-

rate pictures.

* Twenty years or more since Sylph was the admiration of all that took an interest, in this class of plants.
Some years after Orion was equally popular. Lord Clyde at the present time is universal, to say nothing of
the numerous other fine flowers that have had their day.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS.
Conservatory.

The permanent plants here will now be in active
growth ; their wants must, therefore, be well attended
to. Regulate and tie-up climbers as they advance in

growth. Water effectually plants in borders when
they require it. Syringe on line days with clean
water. Early-flowering plants, such as Acacias,
should be pruned when out of flower. Give abun-
dance of air when the state of the weather permits.
On bright, sunny days shading will be necessary for a
few hours to prolong the beauty of the plants in
flower ; it should, however, be removed early in the
afternoon, in order that the perennial plants may
make good, strong, healthy growths. Watering must
now be attended to daily ; but it must not be done in
a careless, indiscriminate manner. Plants that are
in a vigorous state of growth, will require much
greater supplies than plants that are making little,

or only weak growth. Indian Azaleas and Cinerarias
will now be a leading feature here. Remove all

plants as soon as they are past their best. Attend to
cleanliness and order.

Greenhouses.
Any potting left undone last month should be at-

tended to at once. Plants that were shifted last
month will now be beginning to root into the fresh
soil and to make young growth; rather more air
should, therefore, be given on fine days, but in cold,
windy, or frosty weather be cautious in giving it.

Attend carefully to the watering, and syringe occa-
sionally on fine days

;
shading will also be necessary

for a few hours in very bright, hot weather. Stop,
thin, and tie-out the shoots as they require it.

Plants in flower (of which there will now be a num-
ber), and which have not been recently shifted, will
require to be well attended in watering.

Stove.
Most of these plants will now be growing fre°ly.

To do them justice, they should have a regular bottom
heat of about 80°, a moist, growing atmosphere, and

a temperature of about 70° at night, and 85° to 90° in
the day. Give air freely in fine weather, but guard
against cold draughts. Syringe occasionally, and
water freely when necessary. Shade a little in
bright weather, and give the plants plenty of room,
so that they may get the sun and air allaround them.
Shift into larger pots the stronger-growing kinds as
soon as they require it. Stop, train, and tie-out the
shoots as they grow. Keep down insects.

Flower Garden.
Prepare now the beds for the reception of the

plants next month, by frequently turning over, and
by mixing with the soil a portion of leaf mould or
decomposed cowdung. Roll grass frequently, and
mow once a-week or ten days. This will give it a
close, firm bottom for the season. If there be still

any turf to be laid, the sooner it is done the better.
Plant Box, and push forward alterations. Plant
herbaceous plants and dress borders. Sow hardy
annuals, biennials, and perennials. Attend well to
the stock of " bedding stuff," and harden-off gradually
spring-struck cuttings. Pleasure Grounds.— All
planting and alterations should be completed as
early as possible. Attend well to the rolling and
mowing of the grass. Turn and roll gravel walks.

Forcing.
Fruit.—Pine Apples.—Withhold water from plants

that are ripening-off fruit; let them have a drier
atmosphere, and a temperature of from 85° to 90°
during the day. Most of the summer fruit will now
have " shown." See they have a regular bottom
heat of about 85°. When they are out of bloom,
maintain a moist atmosphere, and let them have a
temperature of 10° at night, and 85° to 90° during
the day. Give air freely on fine days, but close up
early in the afternoon. Give them liberal supplies
of water. Plants to fruit next winter must be kept
growing a little longer. The young stock must be
kept growing ; give them a moist atmosphere, and a
bottom heat of about 85°. They must have liberal
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supplies of water when they begin to root and grow
freelv. Shift into larger pots before the roots get

matted. Ventilate freely. Fines.—When the Grapes
begin to colour keep the atmosphere dry

;
give abun-

dance of air, and a moderate amount of fire heat.

Grapes that are swelling must have a moist atmo-
sphere, and a night temperature of 65°. Attend to

the thinning of the berries in the succession-houses

soon after they are formed, and thin, stop, and tie-

in shoots in late-houses. Peaches and Nectarines.—
Water effectually inside borders when they require

it Tie-in shoots as they advance in growth. Keep
a moist atmosphere by syringing daily, and sprink-

ling the paths, &c. Do not exceed a night temper-
ature of 60° until the stoning; is completed; you may
then gradually raise it to 65°. Give air early in the

mornings, and shut up early in the afternoons. For
directions for late-houses see previous Calendars.

Figs.— Persevere in syringing daily. Attend well to

the watering, and keep a moist atmosphere until

the fruit begins to ripen. Gradually raise the tem-
perature as the season advances. Cherries.—When
the fruit begins to colour the atmosphere should be
kept drier. Raise the temperature to about 60° at

night, and 80° to 85° in the day; give abundance of

• air, and water when necessary until they begin to

ripen. Strawberries.—See directions in last month.
Vegetables.—Kidney Beans.—Sow for succession.

These will now do well with the increase of light and
heat, by keeping the.n near the glass, and by keep-

ing them well stopped, and well watered, and clear

of insects. Mustard and Cress.—Sow for succession.

Potatoes.—As the early crop approaches maturity,

withhold water altogether. Successional crops in

active growth should have plenty of water and air,

with a steady bottom heat. Capsicums and Toma-
toes,— Shift into larger pots. Celery.—Prick off.

Gourds.—Sow and pot-off as soon as they are up.

Cucumbers and Melons.—Attend well to the stopping,

thinning, and regulating of the shoots. Be careful

not to give too much air in cold weather. Keep up
the bottom heat and the temperature as recom-
mended last month. Water with tepid water. When
the plants are strong enough to bear, fertilise the

female blossoms. Sow for succession crops. Sow
some Prickly for planting on ridges.

Hardy Fruit.
Should we be favoured with a continuance of fine

weather, protection will not be much required ;
but,

as in our changeable climate at this season of the

year we never know what the next forty-eight hours

may bring forth, it is the wisest course to be always
prepared for sudden changes of weather. Give a

look-out every night before going to bed, and if

there are any signs of frost, up with the coverings.

Don't mind a little trouble now, when there is eo good
a prospect of a grand crop of fruit.

Kitchen Garden.
Proceed with the cropping when the soil is in a

favourable condition. Potatoes.— Finish planting as

soon as possible. Cauliflowers and Lettuces.—Plants

that have been raised in heat, after being gradually

hardened-off, should be planted out in favourable

situations. Sow in open ground for succession.

Peas.—now twice during the month good breadths of

Marrows on well-prepared ground. Give the tall

sorts plenty of room between the rows. Beans.—
Sow for succession the Broad Windsor. Broccoli.—

Sow for the main crop early in the month, Salsafy

and Scorzonera. -- Sow in rows a foot apart the

main crop. Heet.—Sow the principal crop on good
ground. Kidney Beans.— Sow towards the end of

the month in a warm sheltered situation. Carrots.—

Sow the main crop as early as you can. Turnips.—
Sow for succession. Spinach,—Sow for succession.

Parsley.—Sow in drills. JRadishes.—Sow in beds for

succession^ Herbs of sorts. — Sow. In showery
weather look well to young plants, or slugs will

make sad havoc among them. Strew lime or soot.

Destroy weeds as soon as they appear, and keep the

soil well stirred among crops.—M.S.

Florists' Flowers.
The Cineraria.—If last month's instructions have

been carried out, the plants will now have attained
the shape required for exhibition ; but as the lateral

shoots will still be growing, they should be tied out
as wide as possible that they may thoroughly develope
themselves. Weak liquid manure is now indispens-
able to give strength to the wood and brilliancy to

the flowers! Give all the air possible, and shade for

an hour or two in very bright weather. Keep an
eye on seedlings, and select the brightest and most
distinct for next season. Pelargoniums will now be
making considerable progress, and should have care-
ful attention. Let air be freely given when the >

weather is sufficiently mild ; but close the house
sufficiently early, so that fire heat may be as much
as possible dispensed with. Be careful that the
plants are properly watered; and with a view to

this, should the weather be dry, examine them twice
a-day. Shading at mid-day will be frequently
necessary. Now is the time for t.ying-out the late-

flowering plants carefully, especially avoiding crowd-
ing, and arranging each shoot in its proper place. If

your soil for autumn potting is not already prepared,
let it be so at once, by laying up some good turfy

loam, with a moderate quantity of deer, or sheep
manure, the which, if kept sheltered from rain, and
thoroughly turned over during the summer months,
will make an excellent compost.—C. Turner, Slough.
Roses in Pots.—As the bulk of forced Roses are

now in flower, or coming into flower, a light shading'

should be prepared ; and for this purpose nothing is

more suitable than No. 1 " tiffany " fastened under
the glass inside the house ; if bead room, let it hang
in shallow ba«s or folds. The sun, hitherto our kind-
est and best friend, must now be guarded against, lest

the expanding flowers pass away too rapidly beneath
his influence. The effect of constant sunshine or

sudden bursts of sunshine must be neutralised not

only by shading, but by regulating the temperature

by the admission of air. Syringe all daily the sides

and floor of the house, as well as the plants, in sunny
weather. Water copiously while the flowers are ex-

panding, gradually decreasing the supply when they
arrive at maturity. Look over the plants that bloomed
in February and are now pushing shoots for a second

bloom, and remove with the finger and thumb buds
that are inaptly placed or crowded. The same process

may be gone through with plants pushing their first

growth for the May bloom. Continue to tie out as

the shoots advance in growth. Fumigate whenever
an aphis is seen

;
apply sulphur in case of mildew.

It is not unlikely that the Rose maggot may be un-
usually plentiful this year, owing to the dry, warm
summer of 1861. Look closely and frequently over

the bursting shoots, and wherever minute grains of a

black mould-like substance, a white web, or leaves

sticking together, are seen, carefully squeeze the

leaves or ends of the shoots between the thumb and
finger, avoiding the heart of the shoot, and the tender

insect may be crushed without hurting the plant.

Forced Roses should now be in full beauty and con-

tinue so throughout the month. The Roses of .January

and February may be sweet, fresh, and beautiful as

flowers ; but the sun of March and April is needed to

impart to them that last touch of beauty, in default of

which the connoisseur can hardly look at them as

Poses. The recent cold, cloudy weather has kept the

opening flowers longer in the half-expanded state

than is usual ; and, as a consequence of this gradual

expansion, the flowers are of increased si/.e and beauty.

The more backward buds, however, will not improve

in colour by the absence of sunlight. Of some hun-

dreds of varieties now before me in bloom, the best

cream and white are Devoniensis, Niphetos, Madame
Willerrooz, and Mrs. Bosanqtiet; the best yellow,

America, Enfant de Lyon, Viscomtesse de Cases,

Madame Falcot, and Celine Forestier ; the best rose-

coloured, Modele de Perfection, L' Avenir, President,

Parmentier, Marquise de Moira; the best crimson,

Beauty of Waltbam, Prince L£on, Madame Melame,

Frangais Premier, Senateur Vaisse, and Due deCazes,

the best purple, Princesse Mathilde, George Peabody;

Prairie de Terre Noir, and Dr. Leprestre. These are

twenty-four first-rate forcing Roses, well varied in

colour. Of the newer kinds I shall have something to

say next month.—William Paul, Waltham Cross, N

.
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POMPON DAHLIAS.

WITH AN ILLUSTRATION".

Within the last year or two there has appeared in our gardens a race of

Dahlias which have heen variously designated Bouquet Dahlias, Liliputians,

and Pompons, They are quite distinct both in character and in adaptation
from the show varieties as well as the bedding varieties seen at the present
day. They approach, indeed, most nearly to the best show varieties in respect
to symmetry of form, but they differ obviously in their more siender habit, and
the smaller size of the flower-heads, which average only 2, and scarcely
ever exceed 2^- inches across. Liliputians they are not. properly speaking,
for, though some are dwarfs in stature, others are giants ; and as for bouquets,
though they may be very well used in this cut form in vases and larger
flower-stands, yet Dahlias are but unsavoury subjects after all, not quite
falling in with one's notions of what is desirable for an in-door flower. So
we come to prefer the name of Pompons for the group which is very fairly

represented by the two figures in our plate. One of the varieties we have
selected for illustration {fig. 1), with bright orange yellow flowers tipped with
vermilion red, is called Stau ; and the other {fig. 2), with the flowers of a
deep purplish-rose, is called Little Dorrit. Both of them fall amongst the
free-blooming and moderate-growing section of Pompons, reaching the height
of some 3^- to 4 feet, and having the capitules or flower-heads, commonly
called "flowers" or " blooms," a trifle over 2 inches in diameter.

This Pompon group of Dahlias is, we imagine, to be valued chiefly as
furnishing a series of useful and elegant garden flowers—useful, that is, in a
decorative point of view, and not interfering in the least with any of the objects
for which other classes of Dahlias are grown, and elegant in every sense of the
word in respect to habit and inflorescence. The principal fault to be found is,

that too many of the varieties are tall growers, reaching to 5 or 6 feet in
height ; but a considerable number of them average about 4 feet, and a few
are dwarfer still. They have already symmetry of form, and varied and
brilliant colours. To these qualities more perfect dwarfness has to be added,
and there can be no doubt it will one day be secured. Let but such flowers
as we now possess, produced in the same profusion and of the same rich and
varied hues, be borne on plants of from 2 to 2£ feet in height, and we shall
have in the Pompon Dahlia a charming plant for the decoration of the flower
garden through the autumnal months, and for pot culture as exhibition plants.

The most desirable of the varieties we as yet possess are undoubtedly those
which form a fine spreading head of long-stalked <f blooms," and some of the
dwarfer of them are beautiful pictures when in perfection. Those which are
of stiffer habit, with short-stalked flowers, should be rejected. The group
already embraces considerable variety besides that of colour, for in some of
the sorts the florets are regularly cupped and " shell-like," as in those of the
best show flowers, while in others the florets are openly quilled and arranged
in close concentric circles, and in others again they are involutely pointed.
The taller plants are suitable for shrubberies, or for placing as single plants in
the centre of flower-beds, while from their freely-branching growth they are
capable of furnishing an abundant supply of cut flowers or even of cut branches
for large groups of flowers in entrance-halls and other places where large
bouquets are admissible. As pot plants, to give variety to our autumn exhibi-
tions, we imagine the dwarf sorts we already possess will be extremely useful.We are indebted to the Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, of St. John's
Wood, for the varieties represented in our plate, and to both these gentlemen and

vol. i. v
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to Mr. W. Paul, of Waltham Cross, for the opportunity of making the selection
of what appear to us to be the better sorts, as follows :

—

TALLER GROWING- VARIETIES 5 TO 6 EEET HIGH.

Little Darling. Free bloomer
;
symmetrically-quilled florets, bright rosy crimson ; 2£ inches

across ; full.

Little Jewess. Free and very gay
;
symmetrically cupped

;
bright pinkish-rose.

Little Kate. Small, quilled, almost globular, purple.
Tom Thumb. One of the smallest, and very free

;
shell-petalled

; pale buff white, heavily
tipped with bright rosy purple ; about 2 inches across.

Little Robin. Very small
;
symmetrically quilled, full

;
deep pucy purple ; about 2 inches

across.

Little Mary. Free bloomer and very rich colour, a crimson maroon
; shell-petalled and

very even ; 2£ inches across.

Little Rosa. Free bloomer ; symmetrically quilled and globular ; rather large, but very
full and high-centred

; blush, slightly tipped at the back with purple
; 2| inches across.

Little Gem. Free bloomer
;
symmetrically quilled and globular ; fawn or pale buff ; 2 inches

across.

Hebe. Free
; shell-petalled, of good outline

;
rosy purple.

Bijou. Free-blooming and showy
;
blush, heavily tipped with maroon crimson.

DWAREER VARIETIES, 3£ TO 4 EEET HIGH.

Star. Free bloomer
; shell-petalled, full

;
bright orange yellow, tipped with vermilion red

;

2i inches across.

Little Dorrit. Tolerably free
;
symmetrically quilled and full of florets ; the eye a little

sunk
; deep purplish-rose

; 2f inches across.

Crimson Beauty. Free
;
symmetrically quilled, fine form

; deep maroon crimson ; 2 inches

across.

Child of Faith. Blush white, full and compact ; 2 inches across.

Gold Pheasant. Shell-petalled and very compact
;
pale yellow, tipped with cherry rose

;

about 2 inches across.

Fairy Nymph. Free bloomer ; shell-petalled and full
; pale rosy lilac ; 2i inches across.

Annie. An elegant, free-blooming sort of good form, the smallest of all ; blush white, tipped

with rosy purple
;

scarcely 2 inches across ; 3 feet high.

Little Selene. Profuse bloomer, compact, and of good form
;
symmetrically shell-petalled ;

blush white, tipped with light purple ; 2 inches across ; 3 feet high.

Tom Tit. Very free
;
symmetrically quilled and deep

;
white, heavily tipped with deep

purplish-lilac
;
scarcely 2 inches across.

Canary Bird. Free, symmetrically quilled
;
sulphur yellow.

There are many more varieties already in collections, and the number may
be expected to increase rapidly now that attention has been directed to their

merits. The foregoing varieties, however, may be safely taken as a guide by
those who are about to make a selection ; and as a smaller set we should for

ourselves prefer of the latter sorts Little Darling, Little Jewess, Little Mary,

Little Robin, and Tom Thumb ; and of the dwarfer ones Crimson Beauty,

Star, Little Dorrit, Annie, and Child of Faith.

We perceive the Pompon Dahlias are to be grown for trial at Chiswick

during the present summer.

ON BOTTOM HEAT, OR HEAT AT THE ROOT.

So much has been said and written about growing tropical fruits, that it

would appear there is scarcely any room to say or write more ;
yet I believe a

great many people are far from thoroughly understanding the true principles

of forcing. Some imagine that to make a border and cram a great quantity of

dung into it, is all that is required. Others, again, fancy if they keep the

house at a certain temperature, they are sure of success, being at the same

time quite regardless of fresh air for the plants or of heat for the roots. Now,
I maintain that in our cold and almost sunless climate all tropical fruits require
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bottom heat, and the hotter the climate of which the plants are natives, the

greater the bottom heat they require. Again, we have all read and heard
what has been said about Polmaise, both for and against ; and I have always
held that it is the true and best principle, but that it has never been properly

carried out. I have always had a wish to do so, but only lately had the oppor-

tunity. Now I intend working it out on a somewhat extensive scale, having
taken upwards of eighty acres of land at Ascot, where the situation, soil, and
other requisites are all that could be desired. Further, I shall be most happy
to show my plans and what I am there doing to any one interested in the

growth of these fruits, or I shall be glad to learn from others any improve-
ments on my plans, for, whatever perfection we may fancy we have arrived at,

there is generally room left for some improvement.
I am for Polmaise heating, both for the roots and the branches. I intend

growing Peaches, Nectarines, Grapes, and Pine Apples
;

and, as I take

much interest in hybridising and proving the seedlings, I have arranged the

houses on the following system :—At Ascot we have plenty of peat for fuel

;

I have, therefore, made a large boiler in which we can burn it. The boiler is

put together in the following manner—six-feet lengths of two-inch pipes are

put into siphon bends and made in the shape of a box, 7 feet long 3 feet

10 inches wide and 3 feet high, with two rows of pipes on the top. The whole
is arched over and the fire is made in the middle of the box, which has a large

furnace-door at one end, the smoke going out at the other. A large boiler is

preferable in many ways to a number of small ones, as it saves both labour and
fuel. This boiler will heat seven span-roofed houses, each house 65 feet long

and 18 feet wide inside measurement, arranged as follows :—There is a centre

house with three others on each side at right angles to it, the whole built on
arches. The centre house contains the flows and returns of the other six, with
stop-valves to let in or shut off from all or any of them at pleasure : therefore,

when any of these six houses are heated, the centre one must be likewise

;

therefore it will be used for growing Pine Apples. In the others there will be
two for late and two for early Vines, and two for Peaches and Nectarines,

which will be grown as pyramids, but planted out in the inside borders of the
house. The six houses will have two nine-feet arches running the whole length

of them, and every arch has a passage under it, so that a man can walk up
under the arches, which are built in brick and filled up with concrete to their

crowns to form the floors for the Vine-borders, leaving the centre 3 inches

lower than the sides, where a three-inch drain is placed. There are also six

shafts, formed of six-inch earthen socket-pipes, carried up through the crowns
of the arches in each house, three taken up about a foot higher than the level of

the soil of the border in the house, and three nearly level with the soil. Now,
as there will be two doors at the end of each house to enter the passages under
the arches, and as these doors will have small ventilators in each, and as the
vaults will be heated with hot-water pipes in bad weather when no air can be
admitted above in the house, it is intended to let in a little fresh air, which
will be thus warmed and passed up into the house ; and as three of the shafts

are higher than the other three, all the warm air will pass up these and the

cold air down the lower three. Thus a constant stream of pure warm air will

be passing round the house : this I call Polmaise improved. Again, as it is

desirable to get a root-action first, especially for the Vines (as I maintain that

the reason, in many instances, of bad setting of Grapes is that the branches are

forced before there is a root-action, and consequently not sufficient vigour to

set the fruit— this is especially the case with the Muscat and Frontignan
kinds), and as the arches and concrete are thick and would take a considerable

time to let the heat pass up through them, I propose, after the flooring is
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complete and enough brick-rubbish laid over the floor to cover the draining-
tiles, to lay some earthen drain-pipes parallel and close to the inside walls with
other tiles laid across and communicating with the mains at only 2 feet

npart, having four six-inch socket-pipes going up through the arches into the
mains on each side, so that when heat is wanted at the roots it can be passed
up the shafts, and when not wanted they can be closed, as can those for giving
heat and air for the houses. After this is done, the next thing is to cover the
whole with 8 inches of brick rubbish, burnt clay, or gravel. The borders
I shall make with plenty of old mortar, sand, and bone-dust mixed with the
loam, so that water can pass readily through and form a thorough drainage.

I hold that Vines, when growing, want a good quantitv of water and liquid

manure ; but, as soon as their fruit is ripe, the borders should be gradually

dried off and left to rest, to ripen their roots as well as their branches in a
wholesome soil, instead of the roots pushing as long as they can and then left

to perish in sour wet garbage, as is too frequently the case, drought being their

natural season of rest. This will be found to imitate their native climate, in

which there is wet for six months and very little rain for the other six, so we
can have as well one month in the year as in any other. It is only to start the
Vines at the proper time and dry them off when the crop is cut. If this plan
is carried out I am convinced there will be nothing more heard about bad
setting, shanking, bad colour, or mildew. All these things are brought about
by bad ventilation, cold, undrained borders, &c, &c. The growing of Peaches
and Nectarines, both forcing and in the open air, is only in its infancy

;
yet I

believe that in twenty years' time there will be but few people foolish enough
to plant out in cold, ixndrained borders either Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots,

or Pears. What with the late frosts in spring and the early ones in autumn,
it is a most precarious chance that of a crop of any of these fruits. True,
sometimes fine crops are obtained, but in many parts of Great Britain this is

the exception.

To build a wall 14 feet above ground with copings costs about £3 per yard
lineal, so that a kitchen garden 100 yards square, to build a wall round it.

would cost £1200, and this at 6 per cent, interest will be £72; then, with
coverings, nails, shreds, and labour to keep all in order will run away with
over £100 per annum. Now, on the average of years, where are the walls

that will repay this outlay ? In many gardens it is from five years with
Peaches to ten years with Pears before the trees are in a bearing state at all,

and I have known some sorts of Pears planted in cold soils twenty or thirty

years and never have borne a fruit. I therefore propose, after the walls are

built, to concrete about 3 or 4 inches thick with a mixture of lime and
gravel, sloping the border to the outer edge, then laying two main drains, one
close to the wall and the other parallel to it, on the edge of the border, with
cross-drains from back to front 2 feet apart, and with socket-pipes as shafts

down into the main drains, both back and front, at about 6 feet apart. Thus
it will be seen that a thorough ventilation will take place under the border.

The drains should be covered with 6 to 8 inches of brick rubbish, stones,

or gravel, to form, as in the houses, a thorough drainage. In the cold nights

and winter I would stop-up these shafts ; but when spring had fairly set in

and the trees in bloom, I should every morning, when the temperature of the

air was above that of the soil, open the shafts and shut them up at night when
it was cold. If this were watched all through the spring and summer, the

temperature of the earth might be raised many degrees, and we must bear in

mind that in our climate we never get the earth too hot for these fruits. I

should plant all my trees on Du Breuil's system, about 20 to 24 inches apart,

and trained to an angle of 50°. By this method the walls would be covered
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in four years, and all these trees would be in a full bearing state. As glass is

now so cheap, I would cover all the walls with it ; and thus guarantee on an
average of twenty years as much fruit off 50 yards of wall as is now obtained,

in the ordinary way from 500 yards, and the crops would be certain every year.

Royal Nurseries, Bagshot and Ascot. John Standish.

'"ALL ABOUT GRAPES."
Under the above heading, in last month's Florist and Pomologist,

my friend Mr. Tillery has described the very complete arrangements he has
made in the new gardens at Welbeck, for having Grapes ripe at all seasons

;

and having had the pleasure of seeing the splendid houses he describes, I con-
sider that nothing can be more complete than they are. Thus far we agree

;

but I differ from him still as to its being more difficult to get Vines to rest in

June and July, as compared with August and September. He seems to overlook
the fact, that though the atmosphere may be hotter in the two former months,
the roots are in the earth, and it during the two latter is much hotter than
during the former months. I am quite aware that Mr. Tillery recommended
Vines in pots or tubs for supplying Grapes in March. Against this I have
nothing to say, but I submit that Grapes cannot be cut from Vines in pots
on the first day of the year, these young Vines having been struck the
previous season ; and that they can be from permanent Vines with much less
injury to their constitution than if Grapes were ripened on them in March.

Mr. Tillery quotes the practice and experience of the late Mr. Forbes, of
Woburn Abbey, a name well entitled to the respect of every gardener ; but I
fear his experience is dead against Mr. Forbes' theory. Many of your readers
may recollect, that in January, 1855, Mr. Forbes exhibited at the Pomological
or Horticultural Society a dish of new Grapes, a feat which excited much in-
terest

; and as I had the pleasure of being acquainted with Mr. Forbes, I wrote
asking him how he managed to have Grapes so early. With that candour
which was one of his characteristics he replied :— " The Vines began to break
of their own accord in August, and I shut up the house, and in this way we had
the Grapes so early." This was the first time he ever produced them'so early.

On the 4th of May of the same year Mr. Forbes, having heard that I was
leaving his neighbourhood, wrote a letter, now before me, asking me to pay
him a visit before leaving, and from this letter I give the foliowino- extract :—
" I begun last October to try and get a vinery to follow my early one, but
could not possibly get them to break until after Christmas : consequently, I
will have none fit to cut this month, which I much regret."

With regard to Mr. Dowding's experience at Oakhill, I cannot speak from
personal knowledge, as he had just left his situation when I went to that
neighbourhood ; but I was for seventeen years subsequently in the constant
habit of visiting the place while it was managed by Mr. Dowding's immediate
successor, Mr. Davis, who, certainly, was well entitled to stand in the first
rank as a Grape-grower and general forcing-gardener. He never ripened
Grapes in January—not because he was unable to do so, but because it suited
his arrangements better to have them ripe early in March. Nor do 1 believe
his predecessor ever had them ripe in January. If my memory does not
deceive me, Mr. Davis forced the same house of Vines for many 'years con-
secutively, so as to have the Grapes ripe in March, and noble 'crops they
produced, without exhausting the Vines seriously

; showing that, even forced
as they were in what I consider the most difficult months of the year with
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skilful management all difficulties can be overcome. What I contend for is,

that these same Vines would have produced ripe Grapes in January with
greater ease to themselves and all concerned than in March.

In another paragraph of his article Mr. Tillery says, " No Grapes ripened
in January and February, that I have tasted yet, could be compared in flavour

to well-kept Muscats, "West's St. Peter's, Black Tripoli, and Lady Downe's
Seedling." Now, if Mr. Tillery has no objection, and we are spared till the
time, I will send newly-ripened Black Hamburghs to any of the January or
February Meetings of the Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society,

and he can send his best Black Grapes, for Hamburghs and Muscats could
not well be compared in point of flavour, and let the Committee decide which
are the best Grapes in point of flavour.

Dalkeith Park. William Thomson.

HARDINESS OF CALIFORNIAN AND JAPANESE TREES.
Adverting to an article in the December Number of the Florist

" T. S." says, " Be cautious in cutting down trees which were apparently

killed by last winter's frost." Sound advice, which, given twelve months
earlier, might have been the means of saving hundreds of valuable things

long since consigned to the fire. It is now about a year since long

lists of killed and wounded appeared in the columns of different gardening

periodicals. If any of the writers of those lists took the course followed by
" T. S.," and allowed their shrubs and conifers to stand, it might be interesting

to hear how many of their trees, at one time given up for lost, are now living

to repay them for their patience. Had I written last spring, I should have

given a long list of shrubs and conifers as dead that are now in the finest

health. By this it must not be inferred that our losses have been light,

extending as this collection does over upwards of 50 acres of uneven ground,

from 300 to 600 feet above the level of the sea. The injury done to particular

varieties has been partial. Pinus insignis, Cupressus macrocarpa, Chinese

Juniper, Arbutus, and Holly of sorts were planted in great quantities, and

formed the main features of the place. Below a line of 420 feet every Pinus

insignis, upwards of a hundred, and varying from 6 to 30 feet in height, was
killed. Above that line of elevation, with one or two exceptions, all are safe.

A clump of twenty trees, averaging 20 feet in height, on a west slope three-

quarters of a mile from the castle, backed by Oak and Larch, the warm tints

of the latter in the spring and autumn contrasting with the dense foliage of

the insignis, now form a picture that, if seen, would tempt many a dis-

heartened lover of this beautiful Fir to find a high and dry situation whereon

to plant it. Cupressus macrocarpa was planted almost entirely below the fatal

line. Of this fine Cypress upwards of 120, from 10 to 25 feet in height, were

killed. Several large specimens up to midsummer showed no signs of life

—

every leaf was as dry and brown as if it had been scorched ; when to our

agreeable surprise they began to show unmistakeable signs of returning vitality,

and they are now, with the exception of a few inches at the top, quite green

and healthy. Eight handsome trees, including our largest specimen, wTere

uninjured. Arbutus andrachne, A. unedo, Phillyrea, Alaternus, Evergreen

Oak, Laurus nobilis and regalis, Cupressus Lindleyana, Magnolia grandiflora,

and three young plants of Quercus glabra commenced growing in July. The

stem of an old plant of Q,. glabra was split from the ground 9 inches upwards

by the intensity of the frost. It did not lose a leaf
;
and, by keeping a bandage
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of turfy loam round it, the young bark began to grow, and another season will

complete the union. My noble employer has often suggested the working of

this graceful shrub standard high, as a substitute for the more tender Orange

and Lemon, for terrace decoration in summer, than which, mixed with New
Zealand and Australian conifers, Chamaerops excelsa, Aloes, and Yucca
gloriosa, nothing could look more beautiful ; and, plunged in ashes, any

sheltered corner would suffice for its safe keeping through the winter months.

I believe it has been generally proved that the Japanese shrubs and conifers

passed the icy ordeal almost unscathed. Out of more than thirty varieties we
nave but one loss to record—Ligustrum japonicum, planted below the level of

the lake, was killed. This fact, at a time wben the Messrs. Veitch, with their

usual perseverance, regardless of expense, are introducing so many gems from

that country, which promise to surpass all that we have yet seen in the way of

conifers, must be highly interesting to lovers of hardy trees ; and I believe the

day is not far distant when our Sciadopitys, and Retinosporas, will be as

essential to the completeness of every collection, however small, as the

Wellingtonia introduced by that enterprising firm is at the present time.

Eastnor Castle, Ledbury. W. Coleman.

HINTS ON THE CULTIVATION OF THE GRAPE VINE.

No plant suffers more than the Vine from excess of moisture at the root

:

hence the necessity for perfect drainage.

It invariably happens where the Vine is found in a bad state of cultivation,

that "the evil lies at the root:" therefore, I repeat again, the very great

importance of perfect drainage, and also the necessity of selecting materials

the most likely to keep up a healthy sustaining action of decomposition in

the border.

The Formation and Composition of a Vine-border.— Select a southern aspect

for the vinery, which may be of any convenient size—say (if a lean-to) from
30 to 50 feet long, and 19 to 23 feet wide, constructing it so that the Vines
may be transplanted inside the house, also to have the opportunity of rooting

in the outside border. This may be done by having the front wall of the
vinery on arches, or plinths fixed on piers ; the border should be nearly
altogether above the level of the surrounding walks in the garden. Begin by
making a border 6 feet wide, and adding this width every three years until

the allotted space is filled up. Where neatness is strictly necessary, the
whole of the inside border may be filled in at once, which may be sufficient

for six or seven years ; the condition of the Vine must be the cultivator's

guide in this respect. Previous to putting the compost together for the Vine,
concrete the bottom upon which the. Vine-border is intended to be made, and
which must be on an incline extending from the back wall of the vinery to
the front of the outside border, which may be from 20 to 30 feet wide (the
outside border). The concrete can be made with hot lime and gravel, or, if

more convenient, broken brickbats or cinders : the latter must be quite free
from acids. Lay on this concrete 6 inches thick, and when it is set quite hard
it is ready for the compost. Some cultivators of the Grape Vine are under
the impression where the substratum is formed of gravel, sand, or any other
porous materials, that concreting is not necessary. I have always found that,
let the substratum be what it may, it is best to have the roots near together, and
kept under perfect control, and obliging the Vines to fill the pieces of border
with roots before adding fresh to them. It will be found that a mass of healthy
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roots will assist very materially in keeping open the border, and being so
much under control can be fed with weak solutions of liquid manure to great
advantage. I particularly recommend watering with clear liquid manure when
it is found necessary, having myself committed a great error through watering
with solutions too strong.

It often occurs that Vines do well for a few years, and ultimately the
border becomes a close, sour mass, brought about principally through watering
with thick, strong, liquid manure, and too often accompanied with bad drainage

;

also the mixing-in with the soil horse, cow, or pig manure, and often an excess
of raw bones, carrion, and such like souring materials, which are quite sufficient

to poison the roots of the hardiest plants we have. It should be borne in
mind that once a Vine-border is made and the Vines established, it cannot be
turned over 2 or 3 feet deep to sweeten like a piece of ground required for
vegetables : hence, as I have above stated, the importance of thoroughly
draining, and putting together such materials as are most likely to keep up a
healthy sustaining action of decomposition, and in which Nature's battery can
perform its important work. Assuming the concrete to have set sufficiently,

place upon this a foot of drainage, consisting of old brickbats and mortar
rubble, putting the largest at the bottom, and finishing at the top with the
smallest sizes. A few bones broken to the size of hens' eggs, and mixed with
the drainage, will be found to be very beneficial after a few years to the Vine.
The following composition is as nearly as possible what constitutes my own
Vine-borders, which have so far done all that I could wish :—Three parts
strong turfy loam 2 inches thick, if one hundred years old I would not grumble

;

one part good road-scrapings, get the latter off a flinty road if possible ; one
part old brickbats and mortar, if two hundred years old so much the better

;

one wheelbarrowful of boiled bones (ground to the size of half an inch) to
fifteen of the compost; mix all well together, taking care not to chop the turf-

sods too small, every square foot may be cut with the spade into six pieces.

Now, previous to wheeling the border to its destination, place three layers of
the turfy sods (just as they have been taken, up), grass side downwards, this

will be found to make a good filter ; then wheel together the necessary quantity
for the first piece of border.

Vine Cottage, Garstun, near Liverpool. Joseph Meredith.

{To he continued.)

NOUVELLE ROYALE CHERRY.

WITH AN ILLUSTRATION.

The Nouvelle Royale belongs to the "Duke" race of Cherries, and may
be regarded as an improved form of the Late Duke (Anglaise tardive),

than which it is somewhat later, and continues in use after that excellent

variety is over. Its distinguishing merit is its great size and beauty, and in
possessing the melting flesh and sweet-acid flavour of the May Duke.

The fruit is large, very much larger than May Duke, round, and flattened

at the stalk. The skin is of a brilliant light glossy red, somewhat mottled
with large dark red dots. Stalk 1^ to 1£ inch long. Flesh tender, melting,

and very juicy, with a fine sprightly and refreshing May Duke flavour..

A first-rate Cherry, ripening in the end of July and continuing in use till

the middle and end of August.
;

Our figure was taken from a specimen furnished by Mr. Rivers.



Noiivelle Koyale Cherry.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
FLORAL COMMITTEE AWARDS, <&c.

Beh.beb.is Darwinii, var.—J. Anderson Henry, Esq., Edinburgh, March 4.—This is an
alpine form of B, Darwinii, foundiby Dr. Jameson on the western side of Pichineha at an
elevation of 12,000 feet. The general appearance was the same as that of the form usually

cultivated, hut the yellow flowers, which grew in short, nodding racemes, were smaller, lesd

expanded, and less richly coloured. It seemed to he an inferior variety.

Camellias.—Mr. W. Paul, Walthani Cross : Special Certificate, March 4.—A collection

of cut blooms of twenty-seven varieties, the principal of which were :—Eximia, Imbricata,

Elatior, Princesse Bacchiochi, all imbricated-flowered crimsons or reds
;
Conspicua, a very

showy semi-double ; Donkelaari, Elegans, Triumphant, Double Striped, all open-flowered

crimsons or reds; Eimbriata, Double White, whites; Ochroleuca, creamy white; Lady
Hume's Blush, blush

;
Feastii, imbricated rose; Aidica, deep flesh colour; Tricolor, deep

flesh colour with crimson stripes
;
Eclipse, Colvillii striata, General Lafayette, Marguerite

Guillon, white with red stripes.

Cattleya ametiiystoglossa.—B. "Warner, Esq., Chelmsford: First-class Certificate,

March 4.—A beautiful Orchid with tall, somewhat clavate stems, bearing a pair of leaves at

the top. From between these leaves issues a short spike of charmingly-coloured moderate-

sized, fleshy-looking flowers, of which the broad blunt sepals and petals are suffused with

rose and decorated with numerous conspicuous spots of violet rose, and the lip is corrugated,

papillose on the ridges, with the broad rounded middle lobe entirely deep violet rose, and the

spreading tips of the lateral lobes of the same rich and effective colour.

Cattleya Warscewiczii, var. delicata.—E. McMorland, Esq., Hampstead Eoad,

February 18.—A very fine variety of Cattleya, imported from Brazil by Messrs. Backhouse,

under the name of C. Triana}i=C. Warscewiczii. It is one of the monophyllous forms, with

the habit and character of C. labiata. The flowers are large, well formed ; the sepals and
petals white, the former lance-shaped, the latter very broad with a frilled margin ; the lip

large, entirely suffused with a delicate lilac rose, and having a large orange-coloured blotch

towards the point. C. Warscewiczii has the apex of the lip entirely of a rich deep violet

rose, varying in intensity in different plants. It is, therefore, more showy than this variety,

which has nevertheless a sweet delicacy of tint.

Cibotium princefs.—Mr. Bull, Chelsea: First-class Cei-tificate, February 18.—Avery
fine new Fern, introduced to our gardens by Mr. Linden. The fronds are large, tri-pinnate,

rather more herbaceous-looking than other Cibotiums, glaucous on the under surface. The
stipes and rachides are clothed with spreading golden brown hair-scales, which are very
conspicuous.

Cypripedittm barbattjm, var. latisepalum.—Mr. B. S. Williams, Holloway: Com-
mendation, March 4.—A fine variety of a handsome stove perennial. The leaves are more
distinctly variegated with whitish blotches than in the ordinary forms. The flowers have a
remarkably broad upper sepal, the upper half of which is white, while the lower portion is

elegantly streaked with green, on a ground colour of piuple, which runs out into veins.

The flowers are bold and effective.

Lilium Fortune—Mr. Standish, Bagshot, February 18.—A new Japanese species

introduced by Mr. Fortune. The example now produced was weakly, having been but
recently imported, and no correct opinion could be formed on its merits as a garden plant.

As shown it had a slender, erect stem nearly a couple of feet high, fm-nished plentifully with
longish linear-lanceolate leaves, and terminating in a large solitary flower, which was yellow,

spotted over with deep brown red dots, and having the perianth segments reflexed.

Probably, when better established, it will prove a desirable and ornamental species.

Lycaste Skinneri.—Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter and Chelsea: Special Certificate,

February 18.—A collection of twelve distinct varieties, varying principally in the colours

and markings of the lip. This proves to be one of the best of Orchids in its season for

decorative purposes, and one of the most enduring in the atmosphere of a living-room.

Oreopanax dactylipolium.—Mr. Bull, Chelsea: Commendation, February 18.—A fine,

erect-growing Mexican shrub suited for conservatories. It has large, rather long-stalked

palmately-divided leaves, the lobes of which are sometimes again lobed
;
they are, especially

while young, clothed with rusty down, which is easily removable. It is an'eflective foliage

plant.

PHALiExopsis Schilleriana.—B. Warner, Esq., Chelmsford; E. McMorland, Esq.,

Hampstead Eoad; Mr. W. Bull, Chelsea : First-class Certificate, February 18.—A beautiful

Manilla Orchid introduced last year, but only now bloomed for the first time in England.
The plant has elongated, oblong, blunt leaves, prettily blotched with patches of greyish-
white, almost as in some of the tropical species of Lady's Slipper. The flowers, which
approach those of P. amabilis in form, measure about 3 inches across the expanse of the
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petals
;
they are of a pleasing delicate rose tint, the hasal lobes of the lip marked with

yellow, spotted over with deep red, and the truncated apex of the lip extended at the corners
into two curved horns. These beautiful flowers grow in panicled spikes, and are stated to be
very numerous on well-established plants ; on that exhibited by Mr. "Warner on this occasion
there were sixteen fully expanded. Several varieties showing differences in the leaves and
flowers have been already observed.

Primula sinensis nivea plena.—Mr. Bull, Chelsea, February 18.—These were
seedlings from some semi-double plants shown last season, and then commended. The
flowers were now of average size, with fringed margins, and having a small petaloid central
tuft. The duplicated forms are thus evidently reproducible from seeds, and may be regarded
as valuable for decorative purposes, being more easily reared than the choice double sorts,
Which, however, retain their intrinsic pre-eminence over these semi-double forms.

Salpigophora chiloensis. — Messrs. Yeitch & Son, Exeter and Chelsea: First-class
Certificate, March 4.—A dwarf evergreen shrub introduced from Chili, and probably nearly
hardy. The plant was of free branching habit, and seemed to show a disposition to flower
freely, so that it was regarded as an acquisition. The leaves are impari-pinnate— that is, they
have, besides the terminal one, from two to four pairs of oblong, obtuse leaflets, and these are
attached to a slightly winged rachis. The flowers grow several together in short pendent
racemes, and are of a deep cerise crimson, tubular, contracted at the base, an inch and a half
long, very firm, with a somewhat spreading nearly equal limb of five rounded segments. It
promises to be a very pretty greenhouse or half-hardy dwarf shrub.

A GROUP OF HYACINTHS.
Not from the rigid professional point of view do I contemplate these. I cannot ascend

to their altitude without feeling uncomfortably out of place there, where " qualified censors "

discourse their " high philosophy," at such an elevation ; and I make haste to get down
again into a more congenial atmosphere, where doubts may be entertained and dissent be
avowed without your pretensions to judge being roughly handled. From the valley of doubt
I look forth now on to the mountain side, where the great crowd can gaze, and. learn to

admire and applaud, without fear of interruption from the august conclave in convocation
above. I attempt to write now of what strikes the eye, and elicits the rapture of the
beholder who loves flowers, and for the love he bears them frequents the spot where
periodical exhibitions of them are held. The profound ones may perhaps join issue with me
in some matters. I write for those who often perceive much beauty in a flower a professional
" censor " thinks unworthy of his attention. They shall speak to the " initiated ;" I to those
who admire beauty while they do not understand "points" of "quality," and "properties"
of " excellence," that the former hold to be indispensable.

I begin with that class of Hyacinths denominated "Eeds," and I place them in two
divisions of colour. Dark Reds shall be considered first, and I commence with Lina, a very
fine bright crimson, that immediately strikes the eye ; Lord Macaulay, a grand deep carmine

;

Princesse Clotilde, a bright red
;
Howard, rich fiery carmine ; Von Schiller, dark lilac pink

;

Circe, one of the handsomest bright red Hyacinths I have seen
;
Pelissier, a striking brilliant-

coloured red variety; Solfaterre, a magnificent fiery orange carmine, with light centre;

Mons. Faesch, with deep carmine streaks ; and Lady Sale, a light purplish-rose, with light

centre. Of the lighter shades of Fed and Pink I begin with Milton, blush, suffused and
streaked with fiery carmine ; La Dame du Lac, an exquisite variety, ldac blush, with carmine
streaks ; Grandeur h Merveille and Seraphine, miscalled Whites, two very pretty delicate

blush kinds ; Princess Charlotte, a superb blush and carmine, with green tips
;
Cavaignac, pale

salmon striped with deep rose ; Sultan' s Favourite, pale pink, with bright red stripes
;
Gigantea,

a delicate blush; Aurora, a yellowish light pink ; Noble par Merite (double), flesh colour with
lilac and carmine stripes, a novel and showy flower ; and Due de Malakoft, having reddish-

orange stripes on a nankeen ground. Of Black and Deep Blue varieties foremost stands

Prince Albert, General Haveloek, La Nuit, Blackbird, Uncle Tom, and Humboldt, all

shades more or less dense of rich, glossy black ptu-ple, the two first possessing magnificent
spikes of flowers. Then come Argus, bright blue, with light centre ; Laurens Coster, a
bright indigo ; and Louis Philippe, a deep lilac, suffused with azure blue (two very fine

double varieties) ; and Baron von Tuyll, an old variety, but yet in the van. Of shades of

Light Blue and Lilac we get Couronne de Celle, Grande Lilas, Charles Dickens, another old

favourite that is to be met with in every collection ; Van Speyk, a fine double ; Grande
Vidette, with large pale lilac bells, somewhat loose, but, when well reflexed, forming a fine

spike; Orondates; JN'imrod
;
Voltaire, an exquisite lilac with azure blue tints ; and Blondin,

a pale lilac with fine close spike. Coming to White varieties I select first Lord Wellington
(double) miscalled Bed, for it is a delicate blush, and certainly one of the finest Hyacinths
in cidtivation. I had a fine specimen in a glass, and was much surprised and pleased that it
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was so. Next comes Miss Burdott Coutts, a pure white with very large bells ; Mont Blanc,

one of the best, identical in every respect, save in size of bulb, with Q.ueen Victoria ; Paix

de 1'Europe, anew variety; Grande Vainqueur, Snowball, a very pure and fine variety,

Orondates, said to be a sport from the blue flower of that name ; Alba Maxima, Mirandoline,

Straten Generale, and others that might be enumerated were it not that it would be chroni-

cling distinctions of name only, without any perceptible difference scarcely in the flowers.

The Mauve-coloured varieties have received a grand accession in Haydn, a very fine violet

magenta that will become a favourite ; and Honnour d'Overeen, a crimson lilac : these, with

Paix d'Amiens, make up the best of this circumscribed class. Respecting Yellows, tho list of

these is extending yearly ; but the additions do not seem to be meritorious acquisitions. There

is a plethora of dirty yellows that look as if they had been imperfectly dyed. They can by no
means lay claim to " fast" oolours. A few good ones redeem in some degree the character

of the tribe, such as Heroine (the single variety), a pale canary yellow
;
Ida, a brighter

coloured variety of the same hue ; and Victor Hugo, another pale yellow. These, with one

or two others, comprise the " cream" of the whole.

I leave it to others to prescribe modes of cultivation, I have seen prescriptions that

clash the one with the other in a most amusing manner. The doctors of floriculture differ,

and perhaps as widely, as do the doctors of medicine. The horticultural pharmacopeia

seems to have its allopathic and homoeopathic disciples, in common with the pharmaceutics

of the medical profession. Experience will best prescribe the mode of culture ; but success-

ful growers and exhibitors do not all walk in the same beaten track.

I find it to hold good as an invariable rule that the Blue Hyacinths of all shades have

the most vigorous foliage, in many cases reaching high up among the circlet of bells that

compose the spike. This is to be regretted, but hardly to be avoided. It seems to be
inherent in their constitution ; even among the best-grown specimens of Messrs. Cutbush and
Paul this was evident. In this respect the Whites stand next, with some few exceptions not

so robust as the Blues, and thereby seen to better advantage. A large majority of the Reds
have dwarf foliage, scarcely reaching to the base of the spike. They appear to be weaker,
constitutionally, than the Whites and Blues ; and I think as a rule most failures occur among
varieties of this colour. It would seem that as we proceed higher in the direction of intenser

colours, in the same ratio does the constitution of the variety become weaker. This may be
but a theory that will not bear the test of scrutiny ; but I have been struck with the apparent

manifestation of it on several occasions.

Will some vendor of this flower, when preparing his catalogue next autumn, give us a

more explicit division of the colours ? To class Robert Steiger and Lord Wellington as Reds,

Prince Albert and Grande Lilas as Blues, and Grandeur h, Merveille and Snowball as Whites
is absurd, and as contradictory as it is misleading. One difficulty must be confessed : Our
dealers are dependant in a great measure on the Dutch growers for the descriptions they

give; and in Holland, owing to peculiarities of soil and climate, the colours are intenser

than when developed in England. Si ill, the general cultivation of the Hyacinth in this

country gives the opportunity for a more definite classification of colours, and I commend
the consideration of the matter to those who possess the facilities for accomplishing it.

Quo.

THE METROPOLITAN EXHIBITIONS.
The Royae Botanic Societt, March 26. — The first of the spring exhibitions, in

connection with the Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, was held on this date
;
and,

though small in extent, was yet very interesting, the prizes being confined exclusively to

coniferous plants, Camellias, and Prinralas, notwithstanding a large quantity of other plants

were staged.. Groups of coniferous plants came from Messrs. Standish, Laing, Cutbush and
Son, and Jackson & Sons. The prizes were awarded in the same order. They comprised

varieties of Thujopsis, Retinosporas, Pinuses, Thujas, Cedruses, &c. From the first-named

came a very interesting group of new plants from China and Japan, and included Retinospora

obtusa variegata, Aucuba japonica var., four varieties of variegated Euonymus, a golden-

foliaged Thuja, &c. Mr. Standish was also first with six Camellias in pots—viz., Sarah

Frost, Valteverado, Comte Cruvalli, and Comtesse Mastiani, reds ; Duchesse de Berri and

Montironi, whites. Second, Messrs. A. Henderson & Son. In the Amateurs' Class for six

plants, Mr. Cross, gardener to Sir F. H. Goldsmid, Bart., had a walk over with fine plants of

Storeyi, Donkelaari, Due de Bretagne, Tricolor, Baron de Prony, and Variegata. Twelve
stands of Camellias were produced in the class for twelve cut blooms, some remarkably fine

flowers being distributed among them Mr. Burn, gardener to Sir C. Isham, Bart., was
first; Messrs. Yeitch & Son, second ; and Mr. William Paul, third. The most striking were
Mathotiana, a brilliant crimson

;
Elatior, bright red

;
Lemichezii, Fra Arnolda de Brescia,

and Imbricata, reds ; and among the light kinds were Comtesse d' Orkney, Halfida de la

Reine, Targioni, blush with carmine streaks ; and Alba fimbriata. With twelve Chinese
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Primulas, Mr. Todinan, gardener to E. Hudson, Esq., was first with some remarkably fine
plants ; and Mr. Cutbush, of Highgate, second. By far the larger portion of the Exhibition
was made up of miscellaneous plants. Foremost were two fine groups of Hyacinths from
Messrs. Cutbush and W. Paul, including all the fine varieties exhibited at Kensington ; and
a large group of Tulips from the latter ; also three boxes of beautiful cut Eoses, while a like
quantity came from Messrs. A. Paul & Son. Mr. W. Paul also had six plants of H.P.
Beauty of Waltham, a deep rosy scarlet, fine flower, and vigorous habit. To this a First-
class Certificate was awarded. A like commendation was given to two seedling Cinerarias
from Messrs. F. & A. Smith—namely, Cadet, a rich deep crimson self; and Emily, narrow
fiery carmine edging, with pure white ground and dark disc ; and Certificates of Merit to
Defiance, a purple crimson self; and Emperor, having a margin of deep red round a fiery
scarlet ring, and a light disc. Some other pretty seedlings also came from the same raisers.
Messrs. Veitch & Son received First-class Certificates for Camellia Keine des Beautes a
very delicate flesh-coloured variety

; Rhododendron Sesterianum
;
Asplenium flabellulatu'm,

a very elegant dwarf Fern ; and & . rachirhizon, a larger kind, but equally handsome ; and
Phyllagathis rotundifolia, a dark metallic green ornamental-foliaged plant. Mr. B. S.
Williams, of Holloway, received a like award for Cyperus alternifolius fol. var. ; Cibotium
princeps, a large handsome Fern ; and Cyprinedium barbatum var., very large and striking.
Mr. Hutt, gardener to Miss B. Courts, received the same award for a specimen of the
variegated Cyperus. A very handsome variety of the double Primula was exhibited by
Messrs. F. & A. Smith, raised from seed. The flowers were fimbriated, were larger than the
double white, opening a pure white and changing with age to a deep flesh colour. Some
pretty specimens of Cyclamen persicum were staged by Messrs. E. 6. Henderson & Son

;

also two fine specimens of Imatophylhm miniatum. Some groups of ornamental and hand-
some-foliaged plants, and other collections of plants, made up the Exhibition.

BovAL Botanic Society, April 2.— Cinerarias were the principal feature at this Exhibi-
tion, some very nice plants being staged. In the Amateurs' Class for six plants, Mr. Lamb,
gardener to Miss Thackerwaite, of Southall, was first ; and Mr. "Wiggins, gardener, Worton
Cottage, Isleworth, second. In the Nurseryman's Class the only collection was staged by
Messrs. Dobson & Sons, who were awarded the first prize. Among selfs, Duke of Cambridge
and Smith's Brilliant wore very conspicuous, both being bright crimson flowers. The others
embraced the well-known leading kinds. Several seedling flowers were shown, the best were
Victoria, from Mr. Earley, gardener to F. Pryor, Esq., Welwyn, a well-formed clear white,
with purple disc ;

and Carminata variegata, from Messrs. F. & A. Smith, of Dulwich, a dull
carrnine-skaded kind edged with creamy white. To these a Second-class Certificate was
awarded. Mr. James, of Isleworth, also had Lord Elgin, a pleasing, soft, magenta rose.

From Messrs. Dobson & Son came two selfs, shades of magenta rose, named Sunbeam and
Sowerby. From Mr. "Wiggins, Beautiful Star, Little Gem, and Decorator, crimson tipped
flowers; and Defiance and Dark Beauty, two dark selfs. From Messis. F. & A. Smith came
Cadet, True Blue, a large and somewhat coarse violet purple self; Mrs. Boucieault, a voxy
scarlet tipped flower

;
Gauntlet, a fiery scarlet self with light disc ; and Rose of England,

a large and coarse rose-edged variety. A group of very handsome Amaryllis came from
Mr. R. Parker, of Tooting, to which a small silver medal was awarded; and two groups of
double Alpine Primroses came from Messrs. Cutbush & Son, Highgate ; and Messrs. Ivery
and Son, Dorking. The first place, with six pots of Cyclamens, was gained by Mr. Cross,
gardener to Sir F. H. Goldsmid, Bart. ; the second prize by Mr. C. Hutt, «ardener to Miss
B. Coutts, Highgate. First-class Certificates were awarded to Messrs. Veitch & Son for

Ehododendron Princess Alice, a hybrid between E. ciliatum and E. Edgworthii, having
sweet-scented white flowers ; and for some other rare plants. To Mr. E. Parker, of Tooting,
for Ehododendron Countess of Haddington, producing large white flowers deeply stained
with pick. Mr. Bull, of Chelsea, received two Certificates of the first class for a distinct

kind of North Indian Fern and a handsome variety of American Aloe. A like award was
made to Mr. Williams, of Holloway, for a handsome large-growing South American Fein
adapted for conservatory decoration. Mr. W. Paul and Messrs. A. Paul & Son again exhibited

some excellent cut Eoses, and some cut Camellias were produced by the former. A group
of Hyacinths was staged by Mr. Cutbush ; a stand of cut Pansies by Mr. James ; and Mr.
Todinan had some of his finely-grown Chinese Primroses.

Eotal Horticultural Society, April 9.—This Exhibition was held in the Council-
chamber and a portion of the arcade reaching round to the conservatory. Azaleas formed a

most conspicuous feature, good plants and remarkably Avell flowered. In the Nurseryman's
Class for twelve kinds, Mr. C. Turner, Slough, was first ; Messrs. Ivery & Son, Dorking,
second; and Messrs. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road, third. The most prominent were The Bride,

Duchess of Nassau, Eulalie, Gem, Grand Monarque, Flower of the Day, Glory of Sunninghill,

Bouquet de Flore, Rosy Circle, Aurora, and Constantia rosea. In the class for Amateurs, Mr.
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Thomas Todman, gardener to R. Hudson, Esq., Clapham, -was first ; Mr. Blogg, gardener to
S. Gassiot, Esq., CLapkam, second ; and Mr. Higgs, gardener to Mrs. Barohard, Putney,
third. Differing from those in the previous class were Optima, Iveryana, Dr. Livingstone,
Coronata, Magnificent, Admiration, Broughtoni, Flora, &c. In the Amateurs' Class for six

vars., Mr. Todman was again first, and Mr. Tegg, gardener to Baron Hambro', second ; and
in the Open Class for the same number of plants (new varieties) Mr. Turner was first, and
Mes-rs. Ivery & Son second. Mr. Turner had Duchesse de Nassau, with showy salmon
flowers, tinged in the upper petals with violet

;
Gem, rosy salmon

;
Virgin Queen, white

;

Model, rosy pink ; Roi Leopold, salmon, with crimson spots on the upper segment ; and Due
de Nassau, a large and showy crimson. In the Amateurs' Class for three new kinds, Mr.
Todman was first with Distinction, pale salmon edged with white ; Princesse Mathilde, a
pleasing purple ; and Dr. Livingstone, a rosy pink of good quality. Messrs. Veitch & Son
had a group of small standard Azaleas that were much admired. With a single specimen,
Mr. Turner was first with a fine plant of Rosy Circle ; Messrs. Ivery & Son second with
Gem

;
and, third, Mr. Todman with Princess Royal. Some very handsome Rhododendrons

came from Messrs. Veitch & Son and others. Among them were some hybrid kinds of great
promise. Messrs. Dobson & Son, Isle worth, were first with nine plants of Cinerarias, well
grown and flowered. They were Captain Schreiber, Brilliant, Master Watson, Louisa Pyne,
Perfection, Hyperion, Mrs. Hoyle, Lady Seymour, and Mr. Marnock

;
second, Mr. C.

Turner, with Queen Victoria, Adam Bede, Mr. Hoyle, Eton Boy, Miss Franklin, Brilliant,

Perfection, Reynolds Hole, and Regulator. In the Amateurs' Class for six plants, Mr. P.
Lamb, gardener to Miss Thackwaite, Norwood Green, Southall, was first with good plants of
Master Watson, Perfection, Prince of Wales, Mrs. Hoyle, Beauty, and Modesta

;
second,

Mr. Wiggins, Islewoith. Several collections of forced spring flowers were staged, com-
prising Deutzias, Dielytras, Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Lilacs, &c, and they made an excellent
display. Groups of twelve greenhouse plants came from Messrs. Veitch & Son, Frasers, and
J. & G. Lee, such as Acacias, Boronias, Eriostemons, Ericas, a plant or two of Genetyllis
tulipifeia, Camellias, Pimeleas, &c. The prizes were awarded in the order of the names
given. Groups of twelve hardy herbaceous plants were produced by Mr. B. S. Williams,
of Holloway, and Mr. Young, gardener to R. Barclay, Esq., Highgate. With nine pots of
Auriculas, Mr. C. Turner was first with some splendidly-bloomed plants of the following :—

>

Page's Champion, Ann (Smith's), Mrs. Smith, Fletcher's Mary Ann, Taylor's Giory,
Netherwood's Othello, Dickson's Duke of Wellington, Spalding's Mary Gray, and Ensign
(Turner)

;
second, Messrs. Dobson & Son. With six plants, the Rev. H. H. Domhrain, of

Deal, was first with Maclean's Unique, Othello, Ne Plus Ultra, Page's Champion, Oliver's
Lovely Ann, and Hudson's Apollo

;
second, Mr. James, gardener to W. F. Watson, Esq.,

Isleworth
;
third, Mr. Holland, gardener to R. W. Peake, Esq., Hounslow. Groups of new

and rare plants came from Messrs. Bull, B. S. Williams, F. & A. Smith, and Veitch & Son.
Mr. Cutbush had some of his fine Hyacinths ; Messrs. A. Paul & Son Roses in pots, as well
as boxes of cut blooms, Mr. W. Paul also exhibiting the latter, as well as specimens of his
new Rose, Beauty of Waltham. Several seedling Cinerarias were staged. Among the best
were James Andrews, a bright purplish self; Vicar of Caunton, broad edging of crimson,
white ring, and dark disc ; Prairie Bird, blue, with white ring and dark disc ; Mrs. Harvey,
medium edge of crimson, white ground, and dark disc ; Great Western, a showy crimson
self; Artist, crimson with light centre

;
Queen of May, another crimson-tipped variety; and

Eton Boy, a crimson self, from Mr. Turner, of Slough. Mr. Wiggins had a lai'ge crimson
self named Dark Beauty ; and Mr. James, a fine crimson purple self of good quality, named
Lord Elgin. Mr. Ivery sent Distinction, a purplish crimson-tipped flower with narrow ring
of white round a dark disc.

Regent's Park (Royal Botanic), April 9.— Collections of twelve Hyacinths were
produced by Mr. Young, gardener to R. Barclay, Esq., in the Amateur's Class, and by
Messrs. Cutbush and Turner in the Open Class. The varieties were identical with those
shown before. Collections of Begonias came from Mr, .Lakeman, gardener to J. Campbell,
Esq., Hendon ; Mr. Cross, gardener to Sir F. II. Goldsmid, Bart. ; Mr. Young, and Mr.
Cutbush, but contained nothing calling for remark. A group of nicely-bloomed but well-
known Epacrises came from Mr. Cross, and were awarded the first prize in that class. Mr.
Williams, of Holloway, and Mr. Bull, of Chelsea, had groups of rare plants ; and collections
of Tulips were staged by Messrs. Cutbush and Dobson & Son, as well as some Cinerarias by
the latter. Some Auriculas, Pansies in pots, and cut Tansies, came from Mr. James, of
Isleworth; and some specimens of large-flowering Mignonette, grown like shrubs, from
Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Road Nursery ; Messrs. F. & A. Smith sent
some pretty seedling Cinerarias, and specimens of their double-flowered Primula sinensis

;

and Messrs. Carter & Co. plants of their singular-foliaged double-flowered Fuchsia Meteor.
Certificates were awarded to R. Warner, Esq., Messrs. Standish, Parker, and Bull, for
specimens of new and rare plants,

i
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Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, April 16.—Another very pretty spring exhibi-

tion that must have delighted all who saw it. Groups of six Azaleas were shown in good
condition. Mr. Cross was first in the Amateur's Class and Mr. Turner in the Open Class :

the varieties similar to those shown at Kensington. The Rev. H. H. Dombrain and Mr. Turner
were first in the two classes for twelve Auriculas, some admirable plants being staged by
them. Mr. "Williams, of Holloway, and Mr. Lakeman, gardener to J. Campbell, Esq., Hendon,
divided the honours with the variegated plants ; Mr. Bull and Mr. Cross taking the second

awards. First-class Certificates were awarded to Messrs. Low & Co. for three handsome
varieties of Dendrobiums : D. Lowii, from Borneo, a yellow-flowered variety, very bright in

colour, seemed to be the favourite. The same award to Mr. Bull for Dracaena ferrea varie-

gata, a very handsome variety, superior to D. terminahs, which it somewhat resembles. To
Mr. Williams for an Alsophila species—a handsome frilled Fern. To Messrs. F. & A. Smith
for another fine double red Primula, and, like ' Delicata," of first-class properties. To Mr.
Turner, Slough, for a bright rosy pink H.P. Rose, Catherine Guillot, with remarkably fine

flower, and for Cineraria the Artist, noticed in previous reports. Some seedling Cinerarias

from Messrs. F. & A. Smith and Mr. Turner made a pretty display, supported by Hyacinths
and Tulips ; and a group of miscellaneous plants from Mr. Cutbush ; cut Roses from Messrs.

Paul & Son ; named Cinerarias from Messrs. Dobson & Son and Mr. Wiggins
;

Begonias
from Mr. Bull; Rhododendrons from Mr. Noble, which seemed to have been injured by
travel or some other cause ; Pansies from Mr. Bragg and Mr. James ; and variegated herba-

ceous plants from Mr. Williams, of Holloway. Quo.

CULTURE OF FIG TREES IN POTS.

At page 60, "An Inquirer" wants to know about standard Figs in pots. As far as

the training is concerned, they may be any shape the party likes, or that most suitable to

house and circumstances ; " but they must have one stem where they leave the soil." There
is no fruit grown in pots so remunerative as Figs. Last season we had fifteen in 13-inch

pots. The fruit began to come in on the 9th of April, and between that time and October we
find the average number of fruit to be forty-five and a half to each plant. These plants are

from fifteen to twenty years old, and have their outside roots chopped off in November with

a hatchet, and put in the same pots when washed. We give a little bottom heat, and find

for an early crop it is necessary to watch when the crown of the fruit opens a little, and
give as much care as possible to regular temperature and careful watering. At other times

they can scarcely have too much manure water at the roots, and fresh water overhead.

The success in this method of growing Figs is simply from the pot counteracting its gross-

feeding propensities, instead of, as most people assert, that to grow Figs they must have
chalk. The fruit is becoming much more popular than formerly, and more sought after from

its excellent preserving qualities as a whole fruit for winter dessert. J. F.

Perpetual Carnations.—Cannot you persuade some of your London readers (for

instance, the author of the valuable paper on in-door gardening in page 9) to try the

perpetual blooming Carnations in pots as a balcony plant ? In Italy, Rome especially, they

are seen on every window-sill, where they appear to thrive without the least attention,

producing blooms deliciously sweet all the year round, in the filthy atmosphere of Roman
courts ; and I was told that they lived for many years in the same pot without adding fresh

soil. Some of them had the creeping habit of our mountain Pinks, and hung in longtresses

of foliage from the upper storey windows, but always producing bloom. Surely, if they

thrive in Rome under such treatment they wotdd do well in London, and the fragrance and

constant presence of their bloom would afford a pleasing contrast during the autumn and

winter months. They have also in Rome an indigenous kind of Stock much used -as a

balcony plant, which appears always in bloom, and would be worth procuring.

—

Viator.

The Propagation oe the Genus Statice.—All this genus can be quickly and easily

propagated by making incisions lengthwise in the stems close under the foliage, and taking

a thin paring of the wood from the under surface of the incision. Afterwards tie damp moss

tightly round the parts operated on. If the moss be constantly kept damp, the plant will

soon throw out an abundance of roots into the moss. As soon as this is found to be the case,

cut off the stems a little below the roots and pot them. It will then be seen that they will

make far better plants in less time, and also flower a great deal quicker, than plants raised

from cuttings.—C. J. W. T.
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A Hint.—Leptodactylon calipornicum and Agathjea ccelestis fol. variegatis.—
I think no garden (particularly where the bedding system is carried out) should be without
these two lovely plants. The former is, I presume, generally grown as a pot plant, and
when so treated it is apt to lose the lower foliage and assume rather a shabby appearance.
As a bedder, however, it is at once novel and beautiful, its delicate Heath-like foliage and
lovely white-centred lilac-rose Phlox-like flowers producing an effect which cannot fail to
charm. The latter is a plant of recent introduction, and will doubtless find its way into
every collection of bedding plants, the beauty of its neat Box-like white variegated leaves
and compact short-jointed habit rondering it valuable as an edging or ribbon plant for its

foliage alone. It has, however, another recommendation of no ordinary character, for it

produces beautiful sky-blue flowers which are thrown well above the foliage, and we all

know the value of blue flowers.

—

(xuxielmus.

Cultivation op Mushrooms.—At a recent sitting of the French Academy, M. Chevral
produced a magnificent bunch of esculent Mushrooms from the grounds of M. Labordette.
His method of cultivation is thus described :—He first developes the Mushrooms by sowing
spores on a pane of glass covered with wet sand. Then he selects the most vigorous
individuals from among them, and sows (or plants) their mycelium in a cellar in a damp soil,

consisting of gardener's mould, covered with a layer of sand or gravel 2 inches thick, and
another layer about an inch deep with rubbish from demolitions. The bed thus prepared
is watered with a diluted solution of two grammes (one gramme equal to 15-44 grains troy)
of nitrate of potash per square metre (equal to 1-1960 sq. yard), and in about six days the
Mushrooms grow to an enormous size.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS.

Conservatory.
The beauty of plants in flower will soon pass away

if exposed to the influence of bright sunshine

;

shading must, therefore, be properly attended to,

and air should be given freely, especially in fine

weather; and towards the middle of the month,
if the weather be fine, a little may be left on at

nights. Guard against a dry arid atmosphere by
syringing daily plants not in flower, and sprink-
ling well with water the borders. All plants in pots
will now require liberal supplies of water. Strong-
growing kinds should have a little weak liquid
manure occasionally. Attend regularly to the train-

ing of plants, tying-up of climbers, &c. "Forced
Eoses, if well done, will now be beautiful objects;
display some taste in arranging them to the best
advantage. Pelargoniums will now take the place
of Cinerarias. Keep down insects of all kinds.

Gkef.nhocses.
This house will now be very interesting and gay,

as many of the finer kinds of plants will now be in

flower. Shading must be well attended to, other-
wise their beauty will soon fade if exposed to bright
sunshine. Give abundance of air and attend well
to the watering. Plants that were shifted in MarcJi
or the beginning of lrist month will now be rooting
and growing freely, and should be properly attended
to in stopping, thinning, and tying-out of shoots.
Syringe them in hot dry weather once daily, and
see they have plenty of water.

Stove.
The plants in flower may now be moved either to

the conservatory or some intermediate-house where
they can be kept cooler; they will last longer in

flower, and the growing plants can by this means
have more space and receive the treatment they
i-equire. Shift any plants that may require morepot-
room. Stop alllong rambling shoots, and thin and tie

out as they require it. Shade a little in very bright
weather. Syringe daily. Water freely, especially

all strong-growing kinds, to which a little weak
liquid manure may be occasionally given. Venti

late freely. Insects, if not kept down, will now be
troublesome.

Flower Garden.
This is a busy month here. The arrangement of

colours and similar matters decided on, if the weather
be favourable about the middle of the month com-
mence planting; put all the hardier things out first,

leaving the more tender until towards the end of the
month. Peg-down all shoots that are long enough,
otherwise the plants may be much damaged by winds.
If dry weather should set in after planting watering
must be well attended to. Prick-out annuals in beds
of good rich soil, so as to get them good plants before
they are finally planted. Pleasure Grounds.—There
is no better season than the present for transplanting
Conifers, provided they are carefully removed ; the
most of them like a good loamy soil. They should
be well watered when planted now ; if of any size
they should be neatly and securely staked to prevent
them from being b'own about by the winds. Attend
regularly to the rolling and mowing of lawns, the
sweeping and rolling of walks, so that everything
may now have a neat and beautiful appearance.

Forcing.
Fruit.—Pine Apples.—Look well to the bottom heat,

if tan or leaves are used for this purpose ; as under a
daily increasing temperature it will sometimes get
nmch higher than is essential to the well-doing of

the plants. The summer fruit will now be swelling-

fast, give the plants plenty of water, and occasionally

a dose of liquid manure. Give air freely in the early
part of the day. Close early in the afternoons, and
syringe overhead. Keep as moist an atmosphere as

you can at present, you can hardly overdo it now for

fruit that is swelling. Shift into their fruiting-pots

plants intended for -'starting" next autumn. Shift

all growing plants into larger pots as soon as they
require it. Keep a steady bottom heat of at least 85",

give air freely in fine weather, and maintain a moist
growing atmosphere. Vines.—Keep up a moderate
fire heat to Grapes that are ripening. By this means
you can give them more air than you otherwise
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could safely do, and you can leave a little on at night.
Maintain a moist atmosphere in houses where the
fiuil is swelling. Water well all inside borders when
they require it. Do not neglect to thin the berries
ns soon as they are fit. In late-houses the thinning,
stopping, and tying-in of the shoots will require daily
attention. Give abundance of air in the early part
of the day if the weather be fine, and always close
s"-on in the afternoon, at the same ti.ne well wetting
the borders and paths of all the houses when Grapes
av? not in flower. Peaches and Nectarines.—Per-
severe in syringing the trees well mornings and
afternoons until the fruU begins to approach ma-
turity, and well wet the borders after closing the
iiouses in the afternoon, otherwise it will be difficult

to keep the trees clear of red spider, which will now
be troublesome if anything like a dry hot atmosphere
be kept. Give inside' borders a good soaking of liquid
manure occasionally. Give air abundantly in fine

days. Towards the end of the month alitUe air may be
left on at night when the fruit is beginning to ripen,

and keep a little fire heat at the same time. This will
i-i move the flavour of the fruit, and also mature the
wood. In the later houses keep the shoots stopped
and tied down, and be careful not to retain too many.
Thin the fruit as it is needed, regulating the crop to
the strength of the tree. A light crop on email or
weak-growing trees, an.i a heavy crop on large,

strong, robust-growing trees. You can hardly keep
the atmosphere too moist at this season, Pigs.—
When the first crop of fruit approaches maturity,
water should only be used sparingly, it cimnot. how-
ever, be safely dispensed with tor any length of time,
particularly with trees in tubs or pots, or otherwise
confined, as the second crop, which will now be
showing, will surfer. Ventilate finely in fine weather,
and keep the atmosphere as moist as you safely can
without injuring the ripening fruit. Cherries.—As
soon as any of the trees are cleared of their fruit they
may be taken out of the house and placed in some
situation where they can be property attended to.

Trees in fruit, if in small pots, will now require
liberal supplies of water. Give them abundance of
air and keep the foliage clear of insects. Straw-
berries.—These can hardly have too much air now
un .il the crop is set, when they should be kept closer

and warmer, and be daily syringed, and well watered,
and if weak liquid manure so much the better. By
this means and only leaving a few fruit, Queen and
other large kinds can be grown to 2 ozs. in weight.
Cucvmbers and Melons.—Never let the b .ttomheat
get much below 80°, neither should it get much
above that. Give them liberal supplies of water,

and keep the shoots well thinned, never let them get
entangled. Plant out for late crops.

Hardy Fruit.
The weather the greater part of the past month

has been very unfavourable for fruit trees in blossom.
Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots have been very
full of bloom, and when protected they will he a
heavy crop; but we fear they will have suffered to

Forne extent where unprotected. Plums, Cherries,

Pears, and Apples will, owing to the dull cold

weather we have lately had, be rather later in

blossom than we at one time anticipated from the
mildness of the past winter. If favoured with fine

weather whilst in bloom we may anticipate a heavy
crop. Give Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots a good
washing with a barrow engine three or four times
a-week. Attend in time to disbudding, and spare no
pains to keep the trees clean and in good nealth.

All protection may be removed towards the end of

the month.
Kitchen Garden.

We do not remember for many years a more
unfavourable time for getting in seeds than the pre-

sent spring has been. We have had a deal of rain

during the month of March and little sun or drymg
winds ; the ground has, in consequence, worked
very badly. A little extra attention will, therefore,

be now' necessary when the young crops are above
ground in thinning and in stirring the soil between
the rows. Earth-up Potatoes as they require it.

Plant out Cauliflowers, Cabbages, and Lettuces.
The present is a good time to make plantations of

herbs if not already done, Plantations of Rhubarb,
Sea-kale, Asparagus, Horseradish, and Artichokes
may still be made. Towards the end of the month
plant out Tomatoes against south wall. Early Celery
transplanted last month should he planted out in
well-prepared trenches. Marrow Peas and Broad
Beans should be sown twice during the month.
Kidney Beans.—Sow for succession. Priek-out
Cauliflowers, Lettuces, Broccoli, Savoy, Brussels
Sprouts, &e. Sow Radishes, Mustard and Cress.
Sow Beet on well-prepared land. Sow Turnips and
Spinach. Sow Parsley in rows. Towards the end
of the month pljnt out Basil and Sweet Marjoram
raised in heat. M. S.

Florists' Flowers.
Cinerarias.—We will suppose specimen plants of

these to be now in full bloom : consequently, great
care must be taken to see they do not want for water.
Weak liquid manure may still be given with advan-
tage. Shade through the middle of the day, and
give all the air you can, avoiding, as mtich as possible,
any strong currents through them, as they are apt
to curl the foliage and deteriorate the quality of the
flowers. Still tie-down any lateral shoots to furnish
the bottom of the plants. Sow seeds for autumn-
flowering. Pelargoniums.—The plants intended for
the early exhibitions will now, under the treatment
we have previously suggested, be approximating to-
wards flowering

; great care should, therefore, be
taken of them. As the flowers progress towards ex-
pansion, they should be protected by shade trom tho
mid-day sun, and that industrious little insect yclept
the bee must be rigorously excluded even from the
precincts of tfee house. Some three or four times each
week you may still advantageously apply a little w<>ak
manure water, and be especially careful that at the
ordinary waterings you give a liberal supply ; at this
stage of their progress the plants peculiarly need it.

Of the green fly take good care to prevent even the
most distant approach. Of the plants to flower late
have a care. It will tend to retard them if they are
removed to a somewhat northern aspect ; let there be
room between each for a free circulation of air, and
keep their shoots tied out with regularity.—C. Turner,
Slough.
Hoses in Pots.—The forced Roses bloomed in winter

and cut back in March, will now have made a second
growth, the shoots of the Perpetuals beingterminated
with flower-buds. As the weather becomes warmer,
less fire heat should be employed, and more air

should be given. Syringe and shade as before re-
commended, using sulphur and tobacco liberally when
needed, as correctives of mildew and green fly. My
second, or succession-house of forced Roses is now
in full bloom, and among some 600 plants there is

not an aphis to be seen. Many of the flowers are
4 inches in diameter, quite, equal in size and beauty
to flowers produced out of doors. In addition to
the list of superior kinds for forcing recommended
in last month's Florist and Pomologist may be
noted— Fortune's yellow Noisette, copper colour,
desirable chiefly for its distinctness

;
Abd-el-Karier,

H.P., purple, shai.ed with scarlet ; Alexandre Fon-
taine, H.P., cerise; Amiral Gravina, H.P., blackish-
purple; Henderson. II.P., purplish-rose, very large;
Jean Bart, H.P., red and violet shaded; Madame
Furtado, II.P., rosy crimson, large, full, and very
sweet.

;
Palestro, H.P., rosy lilac, large globular

flowers; Catherine Guillot, IT.P., pink, perfect in
form, growth vigorous and handsome, excellent for

forcing and pot culture generally ; Victor Emmanuel,
Bourbon, purple, and purplish-maroon, shaded

;

Cornelia Koch, Noisette, straw colour, a most beau-
tiful forcing Hose

;
Marquise de Foueault, T., white,

lawn, and yellow, beautiful form and very distinct.

Continue to tie-out the young shoots of plants recently
introduced to the forcing-house, setting them further

apart than formerly, as the growth will, or ought to
be more vigorous, and the leaves and flowers larger
than those introduced earlier in the year. As the
day* become longer and warmer more water must
also he given. The general routine of culture is the

same for these as that already advance d for the earlier

Koses.—William Paul, Waltham Cross, Herts, N.
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MUTISIA DECURRENS.
WITH IEEUSTKAT10N.

We are indebted to Messrs. Veitch &, Son, of Exeter and. Chelsea, for the

opportunity of figuring this very remarkable plant which had been sent to them
from the Andes of Chili by their collector Mr. Pcarcc, and which bloomed in

splendid style last summer in their Exeter Nursery—so finely, indeed, that

when exhibited at South Kensington it gained a first-class certificate.

The Mutisias form a very curious set of sub-shrubby plants inhabiting

South America, and belonging to the Composite family. They are mostly

climbers with ten drilled leaves, which are sometimes simple and sometimes
pinnated, and many of them have large showy " flowers." Among these latter

may be ranked the subject of our plate, which has the capitules or flower-heads

as large, if not larger, and quite as specious as those of the finest Gazanias,

with which they may very well be compared.
Mutisia clecurrens is one of the climber species, and is of moderate size,

reaching 6 or 8 feet in height, having slightly-branched stems, and bearing its

large flower-heads at the ends of the branches. Its leaves are oblong-lanceo-

late, entire, produced at the apex into a forked tendril, and at the base into a
leafy wing, which is continued some distance down the stem. The flower-

heads are large and solitary, with a subcylindrical involucre of imbricated
scales, and a spreading ray of broad strap-shaped florets of an intense orange
colour, surrounding a central tuft of disk florets, which have long prominent
styles and anthers. The ray spreads out to a diameter of between 4 and 5
inches, and is quite uniform in colour.

As a hardy climbing evergreen this plant is a welcome addition to our
gardens, irrespective of the interest attaching to its curious structure. Its

hardiness seems to be well established, inasmuch as it had withstood without
the least injury the severe winter of 1860-61 at Exeter, where it had been
subjected to 26° of frost ; and at Messrs. Veitch & Son's, Combe Wood Nursery,
Surrey, it has since stood unharmed through the last winter. It is stated to
be a plant of easy cultivation. The specimen from which the flowers were
obtained having been merely planted out in good soil against a north-west
wall, where it had made vigorous growth, and had perfected many of its brilliant

flowers.

HOW TO GET A SPEEDY RETURN FROM YOUNG VINES.
As a sort of sequel to Mr. Melville's method, as detailed in your March issue,

of renewing Vine-borders without losing a crop of Grapes, permit me to offer
a few remarks on the most speedy way of obtaining a crop in cases where the
retaining of old Vines is not considered advisable. But, before proceeding,
I would, however, avow that I am not an advocate for getting rid of old Vines
simply on account of their age, and when all that is required to restore them
to fruitfulness and vigour is a more congenial root medium. Under such
circumstances, it is most undesirable to discard them to make way for young
Vines.

_
Much better is it to lift their roots and replace a cold retentive or

otherwise disordered or exhausted border with one more suitable to the con-
stitution of the Vine.

At the same time, instances are not tinfreqnently met with where Vines

—

both aged and young—have been so far mismanaged in many ways, that the
surest and shortest way to accomplish the end in view is to root them up,
make new borders, and plant young Vines.

TOE. I. a
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. The latter operation is very often dreaded and staved off from year to year

from the apprehension that several years must elapse before young Vines can

be got to yield even a moderate return of fruit. But,- if there exists no more
valid reason for hobbling along with a set of worthless Vines than the one just

referred to, it is now being exploded by the practice of many gardeners who
have hastened up from the old slow march into double quick time. To some
extent, the practice of cutting down young Vines for several years after they

have been planted, with the erroneous idea of strengthening them, has been

the cause of the apprehension which it is my object to show is entirely un-

necessary. It would not be difficult to raise unanswerable objections to the

practice of cutting back to the front sash young Vines which the first season

have made well-ripened growths as thick as a man's finger. Surely, to allow a

Vine to run the length of a long rafter, and, it may be, down a back wall,

developing itself into lateral growths and laying hold of the border with a net-

work of roots, and then to cut it'down near to the surface of the border and

bring it away the second year with one shoot, is a questionable way of

strengthening any Vine. The more likely way of increasing the diameter of

the main stem and its hold of the border, is to leave the first season's growth

at least a third the length of the rafter, and let it malce lateral growths besides

the leading one. By adopting the latter practice a few bunches of Grapes may
be allowed with impunity, and the ultimate object—namely, a strong Vine the

whole length of the rafter established with fruit spurs, is more speedily attained.

My own practice i3 to leave them 6 to 7 feet upwards from the front

light and take half a dozen bunches from each Vine, and thus a Vine is estab-

lished the whole length of the roof in two or three years, instead of, as in

many instances, six or seven.

But to enter more directly into the primary object of these remarks and
show to the inexperienced (who may fear the sacrifice consequent on replacing

old Vines with young ones to be more formidable than it really is) how to

secure a very considerable crop the following season, a simple narrative of my
own practice may serve to make the matter obvious and plain :—On entering

on the charge of the gardens here in the summer of 1858, the state of the

Vines made it advisable beyond a doubt to get rid of them and renew the

borders with as little delay as possible consistent with a supply of Grapes

which was at the same time desirable. With these ends in view, a quantity of

young Vines that were struck from eyes in the spring of the same year were

procured in June, and grown on into very fair fruiting Vines the same season.

In November a new border was made to one of the houses, and by the end of

May, 1859, the pot Vines above referred to had yielded 160 bunches of

Grapes, and in June the permanent Vines were planted and made good canes

by the end of the season. Instead of planting the ordinary number of two
Vines to a light, three were planted, and when the Vines were pruned the

strongest Vine in each light was left the full length of the rafter, and the

others intended for the permanent Vines were cut down to within a few feet of

the bottom sash, and were allowed to bear a few bunches each. These latter

were cut further back than I deem necessary, so that the former might have

more scope. The supernumeraries, ten in number, bore from eight to twelve

bunches each in 1860 and finished them well both in berry and colour. In

fact, this house furnished the table with more good Grapes than two of the

old ones, with their almost 50 per cent, of shanking and shrivelling. When
the crop was cut the stop-gaps were cut out, leaving the permanent rods, which
in 1861 bore on an average ten bunches each. Another house, 65 ft. long,

was planted cotemporaneous with the above, and managed and cropped pre-

cisely in the same manner and with fully better results, inasmuch as the Vines
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were planted earlier in the season and made finer growths than those in the
house referred to above.

It will thus be seen how the possessor of only one vinery may improve his
supply of Grapes the first year by the aid of pot Vines, so that the loss of a
year's Grapes need not stand in the way of renewing the border and Vines.
At the same time, the thick planting of Vines is very objectionable, and should
only be resorted to for the sake of accomplishing the end at present under
consideration, when such is specially desired. I think there is scarcely any-
thing that can make up for the want of a full play of light and air about the
stems and leaves of the Vine ; and on the same principle I have a strong objection
to low and small structures for Vines, having invariably observed that Vines
attain to a greater degree of robustness and fruitfulness in large light structures
enclosing a larger volume of air and admitting a greater diffusion of light.

Nor is it to be wondered at that a plant that luxuriates the most on the breezy
slopes and under the clear skies of' continental and eastern countries should,

thrive better and be more fruitful in large, airy, and light houses than in
smaller volumes of muggy, stagnant air enclosed, as is recommended by some,
with rough plate-glass.

Archerjield Gardens, N.B. D. Thomson.

THE PLEA OF THE SCARLET PELARGONIUM.
"We are sometimes called Geraniums. Do not be alarmed, kind reader, or

take this statement as a complaint. We are not about to confound you with
distinctive characters. It matters not to us whether we take our name from
Cranesbills or Storksbills, since we know that both belong to the same happy
family of Geraniacea?. We have only too much reason to be proud of this

connection ; for cannot both branches of our family equally boast of including
in their ranks the names of Royal Personages, of Dignitaries, and of Beauties ?

Do not each inscribe on their muster-roll the titles of kings, queens, and
princes ? and do not the names of heroes, of battles, of rivers, and even of
volcanoes, define our characters and qualities ? So far we are upon a level.

It is true every one of us cannot appropriate the title of Zonule, although many
of us do bear the badge of this (almost) order of the -garter ; and the title,

but recently granted to us in common life, sounds grander than the more
ancient one of Horseshoe. Really we feel our consequence and importance in
society, and do not like to be ill-used or neglected. To the point, then, at
once ; and then we will leave our case and our cause of complaint in the hands
of the public, feeling assured that justice will be done to us.

Our plaint is this : At the great exhibitions no awards are offered for what
are called Scarlet Geraniums (more properly Pelargoniums), whilst all honour
is bestowed, and justly so, upon the show Pelargoniums, which sometimes with
their " Fancies " borrow our popular name. This neglect is much to be
regretted ; for whether the colour and abundance of our flowers, or the bril-

liancy of the foliage among our variegated varieties be considered, few plants
are (we think), more truly ornamental in a conservatory, or greenhouse than
ourselves.

It is, however, decidedly a mistake to suppose that every variety of our
race will make a good out-of-door plant, and be fitted for « bedding," or prove
capable of enduring the changes of sun and rain ; and it is to be desired (for
it is but fair), that the same treatment should be bestowed on the Scarlet
Pelargonium which the other kinds of Pelargonium enjoy. There are many
varieties of our Scarlet family only fitted for pot culture, and which require the
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protection of glass to bring them to perfection. A glance at the selection

made for all purposes by our very trusty Privy Council, the Floral Committee
of the Royal Horticultural Society, and so ably reported on by their Secretary

Mr. Moore, will enable any amateur to make a safe choice for pot culture.

There can be no doubt, that if prizes were offered for Scarlet Geraniums
(the name will come out), in their several classes, a most interesting feature

in the autumnal exhibitions will be developed. The usual dearth of flowers in

a conservatory in the autumn is universally regretted ; but we are sure this

defect is not without remedy. Those who would take the pains and trouble to

tend us with careful and kind cultivation, would be amply remunerated. The
varied and delicate tints now to be found amongst us are most exquisite, though
we say it ; but they cannot be appreciated or perfected unless proper treatment
is given to us. May we not, then, hope to see awards offered this season for

the various branches of our family, the plants to be grown in the same sized

pots as those allotted for the show Pelargoniums, and our limbs to be as care-

fully trained? Many a despised though beautiful flower, depend upon it,

which cannot endure out-door culture, would thus be found to commend itself

to public notice
;

competition would be excited among those who devote

themselves to raise up new and useful as well as ornamental members of our
race ; but, beyond all, justice would be done to a much injured party. Pray,

Mr. Editor, help us. S. G.

SOMETHING ABOUT GRAPES.
Gkapes early and late. The former has been ably advocated by Mr.

Thomson, of Dalkeith ; the latter by Mr. Tillery, of Welbeck—both great

authorities : consequently, I will not presume to follow their views on the

subject, but simply give my own.
In the first place, I will take the first week in March for my early Grapes

;

and am thoroughly convinced that the same house of Vines may be forced for

a number of years with perfect success, when that attention is paid to the

roots which Science and Practice combined should dictate to the operator.

I will endeavour to impress upon the minds of your readers the importance

of artificial warmth at the roots. My first step is ; after the Vinec are pruned,

and all the house,
1 &c, thoroughly clean, a week before closing the house the

outside border is covered with fermenting material about 18 inches thick.

This is done early in October. The heat of the soil 1 foot from the surface of

the border will range about 70° ; the fermenting material will range from
80° to 90°. To maintain this steady heat, labour, material, and attention are

all requisite. This course is pursued until the Grapes are ripe, all being kept

comfortable under wooden shutters at an elevation to run off the wet. Having
pursued this course for three successive years my reward is simply this :

—

Fruit of considerable merit ; bunches averaging 1^- lb., with that beautiful

touch of finish so much admired, which for convenience I will call a bluish-

black. Although my Grapes are all I could wish, notwithstanding I have

often wished for more sunshine, yet I quite believe that in the months of June,

July, and August, very hot summers, generally produce inferior-coloured

Grapes. What we require is a happy medium between the present dull season

and a scorching sun. This vinery, let me be understood, has improved under

this treatment ; and I need scarcely say that several others in succession are

treated in the same manner.

For early forcing, let me recommend artificial warmth at the roots to keep

them both healthy and happy. From this source alone much of the colour,

flavour, and bloom is obtained independently of sun and air, and must be
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looked upon by all practical and theoretical men the only sound sustaining-

principle. Without doubt we attribute too much to the interior atmospherical
treatment of our houses.

From March till October our supply is chiefly Hamburghs ; November and
December, Hamburghs and Muscats

;
January and February, Muscats, Bar-

barossa, Lady Downe's, and White Tokay. The two latter I believe are the

best for February and early in March. I cut this year on the 8th of March
beautiful Grapes of the latter two varieties. The White Tokay when well
coloured is capable of producing a Muscat flavour. They were such that I

had the credit of their being new Grapes. I do think that old Grapes should
all be cut by the end of February, as their demands on the Vine are at the

expense of the following crop. • If in good condition when cut I cannot see

any reason, in a cool shady fruit-room, why they should not remain so for ten

days or a fortnight, Hanging Grapes 'on the Vine in March is only a secondary
evil to extreme early forcing ; but of the two evils I choose the least.

It is taking us by surpx*ise when we read, u June and July are better

wintering months for Vines than August and September." Mr. Thomson will,

no doubt, confer a favour on myself and many others with humble capacities,

who cannot sink to such depths of reasoning.

I can quite understand Grapes ripened under the influence of a moderate
December sun being thinner-skinned than under the influence of an autumn sun.

Nothing can seem more reasonable than that result. Neither am I surprised

at Grapes colouring well with comparatively little sun when there is abun-
dance of light. But I must confess I am astonished to hear of their colouring

so extraordinarily when, during the process of colouring, they must have been
something like two-thirds of their time in total darkness in December of the
past year. I hope no one will try the further experiment of growing Grapes
in a dark cellar, to prove also that light is unnecessary as well as sun to produce
Grapes in perfection. Such an event may occur and cause some sensation.

But for my own part I will be satisfied with turning autumn into winter for

my early Grapes, and delight in having as much sun and light as the winter
months will afford; I have on several occasions seen great gardeners allow a
vinery now and again to turn summer into winter and other extraordinary
things, such as two crops of Grapes in nine months, and ultimately lose all

control over the Vines, until they have the satisfaction of seeing both Vines and
border on their way to the rubbish-heap.

I hope to give in some future Number, a few remarks on the thinning of
Grapes which in my opinion stands second only to colour and bloom.

Trentham Gardens. A. Henderson".

POINSETTIA PULCHERRIMA.
As I intend giving your readers a few practical remarks on winter-flowering

plants suitable for decorating rooms and dinner-tables, as well as general show-
house and conservatory display, in the dark months of winter, I think the above
plant worthy of a first place ; for neither among stove nor greenhouse plants is

there any other that can compare with this in brilliancy of colour ; and flowering,

as it does, at the most dreary time of the year, and also lasting, if kept in a mode-
rately warm temperature, for at least two months, it is quite worth all the atten-
tion required, which is not much. Although an old and very common plant,
there is no plant we see so many wretched specimens of, either in a small or a
large state. Although within these few years the growers of plants for sale in
Covent Garden Market have done them well in a small state, and probably
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would grow large plants equally well if there was a demand for them, the

same cannot be said for private growers generally. Of course there are excep-

tions ; but the good grower will not be displeased at a few hints for the mass,

as we generally see them grown with from one to six stems, with perhaps a

dozen leaves on the top of each, and from 5 to 8 feet high, with the bracts

about 6 inches across. Such plants may be of service to stand among large

conservatory plants, for the colour, as the stems are not then seen, but what use

are they for specimen decoration ?

There are few gardens of any pretensions that there are not some old plants

of the above, and it makes little difference to the well-doing of these next year,

however bad they may have been grown this, which cannot be said of many
pot-plants, or, in fact, of vegetation generally; and for myself, I would rather

commence with some old neglected plants than have to buy young ones. But
supposing we commence with a few bought plants. Get them in February,
they will be then just out of bloom, and may be placed in a dry stove, with
little water given to them for a fortnight, then cut down to about three eyes

above the soil, and continue the dry treatment until they have made shoots

half an inch long ; then have some nice warm soil ready, and shake the old soil

entirely away from the roots ; and as almost all the old roots at the sides of the

pots will be dead, clear these all away, but do not injure the living roots, as they
are liable to bleed profusely; pot them in the smallest-sized pots the roots will go
into, in a mixture of one part peat, one loam, and one thoroughly dried hotbed
manure, with sufficient sand to keep it open. I keep all my potting soil in a
dry shed, and have the turf cut when dry in summer, so that it requires water
as soon as plants are potted ; but if the soil was moist when used, they would
not want watering for several clays ; and after, until growing freely, little water
is required. As soon as potted, I place the plants in a moist growing heat of

from 65° to 70°, in a vinery or a pit where they can be close to the glass. I

never use bottom heat, and never shade the plants in any stage of growth. As
soon as the shoots are about 2 inches long, I pinch out the points, when they
generally make two shoots from each ; and as soon as they have rooted well to

the sides of the pot, give a shift into a size or two larger, keeping the plant as

deep as possible in the pot. I generally give another shift about the end of

July, stopping the plants as they make shoots until that time ; but not after, as

I find, even if stopped until the middle of September, they flower about the

same time as those not pinched after July, and the foliage and bracts are much
smaller. I use the same mixture of soil as at first potting, except adding more
loam, and using less peat. They have the final shift about the third week of

September, and require large quantities of water : during the summer I use

strong manure water every alternate watering. To keep them dwarf, as soon

as the shoots are about 18 inches high I commence tying down gradually, as it

will not do to attempt bringing them to the horizontal at once, being very
liable to split and break. I continue tying until the plants are in flower, by
doing which I get plants about 4 feet through, and seldom more than 2 feet

above the pot, with ten to twelve heads of bloom, each from 12 to 17 inches

across the bracts, and the plants a mass of foliage ; and the pots are about

12-inch, as large pots will not answer for drawing-room decoration.

When the flowers are past, T place them on the hot flue of a Pine-pit, and
only give enough water to keep them from shrivelling ; but allow the leaves

to drop, and then cut down as mentioned before. The shoots may be cut into

lengths of two or three eyes, or into single eyes as Vines ; but either leave

them for a day to dry the sap before putting in soil, or dip them in slacklime,

which dries it at once. Put the cuttings in well-drained pots of sandy soil,

water well, and plunge under a hand-glass in a strong bottom heat. They
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require keeping rather dry until rooted, then pot off, and give them a close

strong heat for a few days, when the same treatment as for the older plants

will suit them
;
they will make specimens the following year.

I grow the most of mine, near the glass, in a very light Muscat vinery ; but
some of the best were kept in a vinery where the fruit was cut in July, and the

front as well as top lights left open, day and night, until the middle of Sep-
tember, and then placed in the light part of a span-roofed stove with the others.

To obtain small plants for furnishing vases, dinner-table decoration, &c, I

strike the tops of shoots, from the end of July until September, and pot in

3-inch pots. The July plants arc shifted into 5 and 6-inch pots, and the late

ones flower in 3-inch pots, when they make useful plants for turning out of

pots to peep up above Lycopod-covered Orange-tree tubs, or to fill vases, with
soil between and mossed over, as they will be from 3 to 12 inches high with
foliage to the pot. These plants are kept close to the glass in a shallow pit,

heated with pipes.

All the plants have two top-dressings during the autumn, not of fine soil,

as sometimes used, but dried hotbed manure and strong loam, chopped together,

with the fine sifted, from it with a half-inch sieve, and a little silver sand mixed
with the rough ; it is soon filled with roots when put on the surface of pots,

and also acts as a mulching. Of course it requires a little extra examination
for watering ; for, although the Poinsettia is a very thirsty plant, if the soil

gets sodden the feeding-roots perish, and it loses all its leaves.

I need not mention that they require keeping clean and free from insects,

as it is well known no plant can be grown satisfactorily without that attention

:

but as it is also well known that the Poinsettia is particularly liable to be
infested with bug and scale, we must spare no pains to keep those pests at a
distance. Here, we have no bug; but after cutting the plants down, I have the
stumps painted with soft soap, tobacco water, sulphur, &c.—the same mixture,
in fact, that we use for the Vines, and find it does the plants no harm, and sets
vermin at defiance.

Teddesley Gardens, Stafford. James Taplin.

BLOOMING- ISABELLA GRAY ROSE.
In page 7 of the Fxoeist and Pomologist, the Rev. W. F. Radclyffe

describes the difficulty experienced by many, as well as by himself, of getting
Isabella Gray and Cloth of Gold Roses to bloom. Will you kindly permit me,
through you, to inform him of the probable cause, but at any rate of a certain
remedy ?

As to the first, both these Roses are early bloomers and require an early
stock for working on: this is met by my remedy, which is the second and
most important part of this communication.

Having two old trees of the common old-fashioned White (centre lightly
blush) garden Rose covering a large space on a south wall, I tried buds of
Cloth of Gold, Saffrano, and Isabella Gray on young wood, and the former has
bloomed freely and splendidly for five years past

;
an/i the two latter kinds for

the last two years equally well. I tried Banksian and other stocks ; and although
Saffrano did well almost anywhere, I never succeeded in getting one bloom of
the other varieties until I worked them on the White Rose, which is a very early
bloomer. The Cloth of Gold is very capricious, both as to soil, climate, aspect,
and treatment, so I will just add that soil is rather a poor one—worn-out
gravelly loam ; climate too^ moist for pleasure, but otherwise genial ; the aspect
due south

; treatment, liquid manure two or three times a-year, and no pruning
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save of dead or broken wood. Every spray is trained-in, and the three Roses
have nearly occupied the large space which the old White held possession of

for many years. I believe it to be the best of all parents for all spring and
summer Roses, but have not yet tried Perpetuals upon it. I will only add that

several fine buds are now formed on the Cloth of Gold branches ; Isabella

Gray is vigorous and covered with blooming shoots, but the buds are always
rather later and not yet developed. Amicus.

P.S.—I may observe that the outer petals of the Cloth of Gold flowers are

very pale ; but for beauty and size they are all that can be desired.

DIANTHUS HYBRIDUS MULTIFLORUS.
WITH AN ILLUSTRATION.

Tins is a mule Pink, but it is quite unlike any other mule Pink with which

we are acquainted, and is one which we think deserving of being introduced to

general cultivation on account of its free-flowering and free-growing habit, and

the pleasing colour of its abundant fragrant blossoms. We are indebted to the

Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, of St, John's Wood, for the specimens from

which our figure and memoranda are derived.

The foliage of this plant is that of the Carnation, minus the glaucous

coating which covers it—that is to say, the leaves are tufted, narrow, and

grass-like, but they are of a deep full green instead of being covered with a

glaucous bloom. The flowers, which are freely produced and produced in

succession, are of a lovely rosy colour and very sweet
;

they are small but

double, and sufficiently numerous to be effective. The plant is of continental

origin. One of its parents has evidently, we think, been the Carnation or

Clove, the fragrance of which it retains ; and from its successional flowering

habit, we may probably conclude that it is one of the Perpetual-flowered race

of Carnations from which it has been produced. When planted out in the

open borders, for which purpose it is well adapted on account of its vigorous

sturdy habit, it forms a dense compact tuft of dark green herbage, attaining

some 6 or 8 inches in height from the surface of the ground. From amongst

this herbage there are produced, to the height of a foot or more, numerous

flower-stems, sturdy and freely branched, bearing a profusion of gay, rosy

crimson, sweet-scented flowers, which are of varying shades according to their

ao-e. These flowering-stems are sent up almost continuously in succession ; the

free, vigorous constitution of the plant insuring a supply of young successional

growth throughout the season. For all decorative purposes, except that of

strictly formal geometrical gardening, we consider this mule Pink to be a very

-appropriate and welcome subject.

As a pot plant for spring-flowering it is, we know, very useful and efficient,

growing freely in an ordinary frame or greenhouse, and coming into flower in

the latter situation without any artificial aid by the end of April. It forces

well, and with established plants there is no lack of flowers. It is, moreover,

an excellent subject for bouquets, for which its sweetness is, of course, an

additional recommendation.

The Pink is more decidedly perennial in habit than other mule Pinks which

have appeared in cultivation, and it produces an abundance of " grass," or

young leafy shoots, by means of which it may be propagated to any extent

with great facility. These two characteristics, combined with its successional

flowering character, its sweetness, its lively colour and its profusion of bloom,

fully justify us in recommending it for general cultivation as a decorative plant

of the useful order.
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PAGES FROM MY NOTE-BOOK.

—

Pitcher-plants.

I often think of old Stephen Jones, 1113' first schoolmaster. Peace to his memory, ho

was a good old man ! Under him were my first lessons in googTaphy learnt
;
every Tuesday

and Friday morning we had a certain task to learn about the boundaries, the number of

the population, and the religion of the people of some particular country, all of which, as

is the case with most boys, we managed to forget before the close of the week. Put the

geographical lessons by which I really benefited, and which I have turned to profitable

account since, were learnt beside my father's hearth when the silent mantle of snow lay

uuon the fields around, or in the summer-house at the bottom of the garden when the glow

of sunset was on the summer evening sky; for old Stephen had been a steward ou board a

man-of-war, and many a long yarn ho used to spin as my father and ho sat smoking their

pipes, and we boys, full of admiration, stood listening around. Stephen had spent many
years at sea—he "had seen God's wonders in the great deep—there was scarcely a remarkable

place in the world which he had not visited. He had boon an observant man, too
;
and,

being better educated than most men in his sphere of life, could graphically describe the

physical characteristics, the productions, and the climate of many lands. All his stories

were treasured in our memories ; there was no fear of these being forgotten, and in my
particular case these stories developed that intense love of travel which has, to a certain

extent, been satisfied by my wanderings in many a foreign land, but which will never bo

quenched. I have always thought that every man who travels should set himself to observe

and examine a certain class of facts, and he should choose those kinds of facts for which he

had a natural predilection. I had a love of plants and flowers from my childhood, and

consequently, having chosen horticulture for my profession, I have always paid more attention

to these than anything else. I think I may, without boasting, say that I have had the

opportunity of observing myself a good many interesting facts with regard to plants, and my
note-books contain many jottings concerning them. More than this : I have, whenever 1 have

found men with a similar love of observation, made friends of them, and I have thus become
acquainted with people in many parts of the globe ; I value their letters very highly, and keep

them carefully arranged. With the same object in view I have read all the books of travels,

new or old, which I could obtain, and gleaned from them as much as I could concerning the

vegetable products of the countries treated upon—little enough this is usually. Few books

of travels have been written by men fully qualified to do justice to their subjects. Many
authors consider that a few months spent in a foreign land, a hurried run through a few of

the more noted places, and a glimpse at some of the leading features of the country, are quite

enough to justify them in producing a two or three guinea book npon the subject ; on the

other hand, the mere length of time which a person has lived in a foreign land is not in

itself a sufficient preparation for such a work. Of this I might mention some notable

instances, but this is no place wherein to give a criticism upon, travellers and travelling ; it

is sufficient for my purpose to say that the men who have diligently prepared themselves by
previous study are few indeed. The world has not produced many travellers like Humboldt
or Hooker, Avho have been able to observe and record those kinds of facts which are, at the

same time, valuable and interesting to the plant-grower and to him who loves the plants for

their own sake. The facts with regard to the temperature and moisture of the air, the

particular circumstances under Avhich such and such a plant grows in a state of nature, and
the mode of cultivating the fruit trees, the officinal and the ornamental plants of foreign

lands, must be sought for through many volumes.

So much by way of preamble, and as an answer to the very natural question which the

reader may be expected to ask, What do these note-books contain ? They are filled, then,

with practical observations upon plants, descriptions of new or rare ones, notes upon their

peculiarities, observations upon the exhibitions and other passing events of horticultural

interest, quotations from rare books of travel which describe the climate or the vegetable
productions of foreign lands, or which may throw light upon the successful manner of treating

them under cultivation, and extracts from private letters having the same objects in view.

Let us copy a page from these note-books by way of example :—
It would be a difficult matter to find in the whole vegetable world a more interesting

group than that of the Pitcher-plants. The curious appendages to the leaves, which present

a more or less perfect resemblance to the form of a pitcher with its lid, have given rise to

strange traditions among the natives of the countries where these plants grow wild ; and
among the civilised and educated people who have seen them under cultivation, they have
been the subject of stories which contain scarcely more of truth than those wild Malayan
traditions. It is a generally received idea among many, that in the Pitcher-plant Nature
has provided a supply of water by means of which the traveller in the desert may slake his

thirst ; the lids open, they -say, at night, in order to catch the dew, and close again during the

day to prevent evaporation. Nothing could be much wider from the truth than these state-

ments ; in the first place, the plants will only grow where there is a plentiful supply of
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water, and where the atmosphere is more than usually moist ; and in the second place, the
lid never closes again either by day or night after it has once opened. And again, the water
which usually half fills the pitchers is not rain or dew which has been collected, but is

secreted by the plant itself from the inner glandular surface of the pitcher. It is said
to be eighty years since the first species, Nepenthes distillatoria, was introduced from the
southern part of China—it was followed by one or two other nearly allied kinds ; but about
fifteen years ago IS". Hookeriana, and the still more remarkable N. Raffiesiana, with its large
pitchers mottled with brown, were introduced. Then came another Indian species having
a white rim to its pitchers, which was consequently called N. albo-niarginata : this is still

very rare in our gardens. Within the last year or two Mr. Veitch has imported several

still finer and more remarkable forms, the best of which are !N\ lanata and 1ST. sanguinea.
But, curious and extraordinary as these plants are, they will not bear a comparison with
those which still blush unseen in their native localities. All Pitcher-plants are inhabitants

of the East, and they seem to be more plentiful in the island of Borneo than elsewhere.

We may not hope soon to see them in our hothouses, for there are great difficulties preventing
the traveller from wandering far from certain ports. A great part of the island is covered
with a dense impenetrable jungle, and, of course, there are no roads worth the name; but
the greatest difficulty is, that the natives in the more remote part of the island have an
unpleasant habit of massacring any strangers whom they may happen to meet with. Still

we know from dried specimens what magnificent kinds are growing there. Mr. Low, the

son of the celebrated nurseryman of that name, and Mr. Henshaw, botanical collector

for Mr. Eollisson, have both of them sent home dried pitchers of ten or a dozen species,

some of which are capable of holding two quarts of water. Mr. Low has recently

returned to England and has, we understand, brought with him some of the most striking

plants of the island.

So recently as 1829, Juoudon admitted that N. distillatoria was a rare plant and extremely

difficidt to grow, and that it was as great a puzzle to botanists as to cultivators ; but horti-

culture has mado rapid strides since 1829, and the difficulties which surrounded, the culti-

vation of the Nepenthes, as well as many other plants, have vanished. The soil which they
like best is light fibrous peat, broken into rough pieces, with handfuls of broken pieces of

charcoal thrown in here and there, so as to keep the soil perfectly open. These bits of

charcoal should not be mixed indiscriminately through the soil but be placed in little clusters,

for the black wiry roots like to get clear of the soil sometimes, and revel in such a position.

Good drainage is an indispensable requisite, for the plants require plenty of water ; but it

must by no means be allowed to stagnate in the soil, or it will soon become sour. But the

best soil will be useless unless other points are carefully attended to ; and one of these points

upon which experience teaches me to lay more stress than any other is, that the plant never

succeeds if the pot in which it is grown be exposed to the air. If you have several plants

and are obliged to grow them on a shelf, put a few pieces of board round them and fill in

between the pots with clinkers, broken pots, or any similar substance ; cover over with a

little rough soil, and plant the surface with one of the common Lycopods ; this will give

them a neat appearance and be very beneficial to the plants. They should be grown in a

house where the temperature is never allowed to fall below 60°, and may, with sun heat in

summer, rise to 95°
;
they will require to be shaded from bright sunshine, and may be

syringed as frequently as convenient during the day—it should never be less than twice

a-day in summer. There are few plants more difficidt to propagate from cuttings than the

Pitcher-plants, still it can be done. Each cutting should be placed in a small pot and

fastened so that it cannot shake about ; a brisk bottom heat in a close frame or under a

hand-glass is the most favourable position in which to try them. Delta.

THE METROP0LITAN FLORAL MEETINGS.

Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Pake:, April 23rd—Mr. Cross, gardener to Sir

E. H. Goldsmid, Bart., and Mr. C. Turner, Slough, were first in the two classes for six

Pelargoniums, some very nice plants of the older sorts being staged by them. With six

British Fems, from amateurs and nurserymen, the first prizes were taken by Miss Clarkson,

St. John's Wood, and Mr. B. S. Williams, Plolloway. Mr. James, gardener to W. P.

AVatson, Esq., Isleworth, was first with a stand of twenty-four Pansies ; and Mr. Bragg, of

Slough, second. The latter also had some blooms of the Belgian or Eancy kinds, but some-

what out of character. Certificates were awarded to Mr. Everest, of Beading, for Genista

Everestiana, a rich orange-yellow-flowered variety, very well adapted for conservatory

decoration. To Mr. Standish, of Bag3hot, for a new striped-leaved Japanese Convallaria,

with red stems and handsome striped leaves, and producing white flowers with green tips.
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To Mr. Bull, of Chelsea, for Woodwardia orientalis, a very handsome Fern from Japan, and
said to be hardy. To Mr. Standish, for a hardy greenhouse Japanese Dendrobium, and for a
curious species of Fern froin China, with bright green fronds. To Mr. Bull, for Lomatia
elegantissima, and Agave fdifera, two handsomc-foliaged plants ; and also for a vigorous-
growing species of Avaucaria. And to Messrs. Carter & Co., of Holborn, for their handsomc-
foliaged Fuchsia, Meteor. Groups of miscellaneous plants were furnished by Messrs. E. G.
Henderson & Son, Cutbush, Williams, and Fraser ; Mr. Cross also had a collection of Indian
Azaleas ; Mr. Turner, a group of very fine Auriculas ; Messrs. Dobson & Son, a collection of
showy Cinerarias ; Messrs. Cutbush '& Son, Hyacinths and Tulips ; and Messrs. Paul & Son,
Cheshunt, a collection of Koses, and pots and boxes of cut blooms of the same.

Royal Botanic, April 50th.—The best two groups of six Roses in pots camo from
Mr. Cross, gardener to Sir F. H. Goldsmid, Bart., and Messrs. A. Paid & Son. Mr.
William Paul also exhibited. Messrs. Paul & Son wore first with a collection of cut Roses

;

arid in the two classes for six exotic Ferns, the first prizes were awarded to Mr. Hutt,
gardener to Miss B. Coutts, Highgate, and Mr. Williams, of Holloway. Mr. Young, gardener
to R. Barclay, of Highgate, and Mr. Cross had groups of the same. AVith six Lycopods,
Messrs. Cutbush & Son were first, and Mr. Young second. Certificates wero awarded to
Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter and Chelsea, for Adiantum chilcnse, a Chili Fern with hand-

leptophylla, an elegant stove shrub. To Mr. Standish, Bagshot, for Lomaria elongata, a
hardy New Zealand Fern of noble habit ; for Asplenium dissimile, a very distinct Fern from
Chatham Island. To Mr. Turner, Slough, for a horseshoe-foliaged Geranium, Nesfield, of
dwarf habit, and producing long trusses of bright scarlet flowers. To Messrs. Ivery & Son,
Dorking, for Azalea Rifleman, a semi-double variety, with well formed white flowers striped
with carmine. To Mr. Barnes, Camberwell, for Azalea Colossus, a large and showy rosy
salmon, with deep red spots on the upper division of the flower. To Mr. Williams, Holloway,
for a distinct hardy species of Yucca. To Mr. Bull, Chelsea, for a handsome Dracama'
called fragrans latifolia. And to Mr. Turner, for a dwarf forcing Pink named Rubens,
having blush flowers laced and blotched with crimson. It was said to be produced by-
crossing the old White with Anne Boleyn, and will no doubt prove valuable for market
purposes as well as for the flower garden. Several other varieties of new plants were also
produced by those who received certificates. A promising seedling Pelargonium, St. Clair
came from Mr. Turner; colour rich crimson, with diirk spots on each petal, and light centre •

"tlli

lisc

;

magenta, with light disc. The large number of seedling Cinerarias produced this season
has no doubt created a dearth of names : hence the euphonious nomen bestowed here. Small
prizes were awarded for groups of miscellaneous plants and cut flowers.

Royal Botanic, May 1th.—Groups of herbaceous Calceolarias came from Mr James
gardener to W. F. Watson, Esq., Isleworth, and Messrs. Dobson & Son, of the same place'
The second best from Mr. Shepherd, of Highgate, and Mr. Cross, St. John's Wood Lodge
Mr. B. S. Williams, and Mr. Hutt, gardener to Miss B. Coutts, were first in the two classes
for six variegated Caladiums ; and Mr. Cutbush also exhibited a collection. Certificates wero
awarded to Mr. Noble, Bagshot, for Rhododendron Boothii, of dwarf habit, and havino-
yellow bell-shaped flowers. To Mr. Standish, Bagshot, for Retinospora pisifera aurea, a
new Conifer from Japan, the young shoots having a yellowish tint; for Osmanthus fol
vanegatis, a dwarf and hardy Holly-like shrub from Japan ; for Euryla angustifolia, another
variegated Japanese shrub

; and for Weigela Stelzneri, from Belgium, and having deep rose-
coloured flowers. To Mr. Williams, Holloway, for Scrophularia nodosa variegata, a hardy
herbaceous bedding plant, the leaves margined with white ; and for Pteris serrulata angusta
a very elegant dwarf Fern. Also to Mr. Standish, for Aucuba japonica variegata, havino- a
yellow blotch m the centre of its green leaves. From Mr. Noble also came a collection of
Rhododendrons, and from Messrs. Williams, Cross, and E. G. Henderson & Son, groups of
miscellaneous plants. Mr. James, of Isleworth, had Pansies in pots, and cut blooms of the
same

;
and Mr. Bragg, Slough, a box of Belgian kinds. Cinerarias, cut Tulips, cut Verbenas

and dwarf herbaceous Calceolarias came from Messrs. Dobson & Son, and Tulips in pots
from Messrs. Cutbush & Son. Mr. Young, gardener to R. Barclay, Esq., Higho-ate had a
group of handsome-foliaged plants. This was the last of a very interesting series of sprin°-
meetings. They deserve to be supported by all who have the power to " lend a helping hand

°
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

—

May 21st.

This magnificent Exhibition was held in that part of the grounds immediately con-
tiguous to the Great Exhibition, under a monster tent constructed for that purpose. In
approaching the grounds from the main entrance, visitors passed through a large tent of
Rhododendrons from Messrs. "Waterer & Godfrey, of Knaphill, that in a few days will be a
mass of brilliant colours, intermingled with flowers of lighter hue. Next was a smaller
group from Mr. Standish, of Bagshot, and further on was the larger tent in which the plants

were arranged. The groups of plants for showing effective arrangement in the decoration

of a small conservatory were arranged in the western terrace ; and the vases of cut flowers
for drawing-room- table decoration, for which Lady Dorothy Nevill had announced prizes,

found a lodgment in the conservatory. Some very pleasing and even unique designs were
contributed here ; but the arrangement was not completed until tbe day was somewhat
advanced. The groups in the terrace were furnished by Messrs. Turner, Slough

;
Bull,

Chelsea
;
Yideon, Edgware Eoad ; E. & A, Smith, Dulwich ; and Mr. Young, gardener to

B. Barclay, Esq., Highgate. Of these, Messrs. Turner's and Vid eon's were on raised stands,

and formed very pretty displays, especially the former, which had a margin of variegated
Geraniums, with, an outer edging of the hardy Lycopodium. Mr. Bull seemed to have
approached nearest to the idea of conservatory arrangement, as they were arranged on tho
ground, with walks among the plants ; but the sober green of his collection was eclipsed

by the gay colours of tho florists' flowers, that entered so largely into the composition of

his neighbours' designs.

The gardens are commencing to look gay ; the process of " bedding-out " is fast approach-
ing completion, and the two large bronze fountains were enlivening the scene with spasmodic
attempts to emulate an April shower ; and a group of talkative foreigners formed a foreground
to the picture, puffing away at cigarettes, despite a polyglot notice conspicuously posted about
the grounds, announcing the indulgence to be strictly interdicted.

On entering the tent the effect was very beautiful, the plan of the exhibition resembling
that of the Eoyal Botanic Society both in regard to the ground plan and in the arrangement of

the subjects; but the visitor here seems to get a better grasp of the whole exhibition than at

the Eegent's Pailr. The outer circle was formed of gigantic Azaleas, collections of greenhouse
plants, and Eoses in pots. The centre was devoted to florists' flowers and Orchids ; the
intermediate spaces being filled with groups of new plants, small Azaleas, &c. A supple-
mentary tent also had collections of miscellaneous plants, the contributions of seedling
florists' flowers for the supervision of the Eloral Committee, cut Eoses, new plants, &c. A
goodly number of Judges were engaged : this insured duo deliberation, while it also promoted
expedition. Nearly 20,000 tickets had been disposed of up to the eve of the 20th ; it was,
therefore, highly necessary on this occasion, as on all occasions, that the judgment be
accomplished ere the company is admitted.

Stove and greenhouse plants were in abundance ; the same exhibitors that are chronicled

every year, with about the same plants, and occupying about the same positions in the order

of merit. Here and there a gay Allamanda, a brilliant Ixora, or a showy Pimclea seemed
to struggle hard to impart a little cheerfulness to the inevitable dulness that characterises

the sombre and unwieldy subjects that make up one of these collections—a gloom that was
the more apparent from the close proximity of the groups of brilliant Azaleas.

Mr. May, gardener to J. Spode, Esq., Eugeley, Staffordshire, was first with fifteen

varieties, comprising Azaleas, Eriostemons, Pimeleas, an immense Hedaroma tulipiferum,

well flowered, Boronias, Ixora coccinea superba, Allamanda sepamoides, and a fine plant of

Gompholobium polymorphum grandiflorum. Second, Mr. B. Peed, gardener to T. Tread-
well, Esq., Streatham, with the inevitable duplicates of the first group. Third, Mr. Thomas
Whitbread, gardener to H. Colyer, Esq., Dartford. With twelve plants, Messrs. J. & J.

Fraser, Lea Bridge Eoad, was first with two varieties of Epaeris, Azaleas Minerva and
Eieldneri, three Ericas, two Polygalas, Boronia serrulata, Ixora javanica, and Pimelea
spectabilis rosea. Second, Messrs. T. Jackson & Son, Kingston. Third, Mr. O. Rhodes,
Sydenham. AVith nine plants, Mr. John Green, gardener to Sir E. Antrobus, Cheam, was
first. Second, Mr. S. M. Carson, gardener to J. C. Sim, Esq., Nonsuch Park. "With six

plants, Mr. Ingram, gardener to J. J. Blandy, Esq., Reading, was first with Tetratheca

ericif'olia, Aphelexis macrantha rosea, Erica Cavendishii, Ebyncospermum jasminoides,

Lcschenaultia formosa, and Chorozema varium nanum. Second, Mr. T. Page, gardener to

W. Leaf, Esq., Streatham. Third, Mr. C. Penny, gardener to W. H. Gibbs, Esq., Eegent's

Park.
Orchids were well represented, and generally had good bloom. Mr. George Baker,

gardener to A. Bassett, Esq., Stamford Hill, was first with a fine collection, among which
the foUowing were most conspicuous :—Cattleya Mossiaa, C. citrina, Laslia purpurata,

L. cinnabarina, Angulosa Clowesiana, Yanda tricolor, Y. suavis, Phalamopsis grandifiora,

Dendrobhun Devonianum, D. macrophyllmn, and Cypripedium barbatum. Second, Mr. Mil-
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ford, gardener to E. McMorland, Esq., Havcrstock Hill, with four varieties of Cattleya

Mossite, four Cypripedivmis, two •varieties of Yandas, La?lia purpura! a, L. Brysiana, three

varieties of JErides, an Odontoglossum, Dcndrobium, and Phala-nopsis grandiflora. Third,

Wr. B. Peed. With twelve varieties, Messrs. Ycitch & Son were first, having Cattleya

Skinneri, C. intermedia, Van da suavis, -Elides Vixens, A. Fieldingi, Dendrobiivm Forincri,

Cypripcdirun barbatum superbum, C. villosum, Saccolabiiirn guttatum, S. rctusum, Phalamopsis
grandiflora, and a beautiful Loelia purpnrata. Second, Mr. B. S. Williams, Holloway. Third,

Mr. S. Woolley, Cheshunt.
The competition for the Bishop of Winchester's two prizes for a fdngle specimen of

Exotic Orchid brought but two subjects ; the best being Dcndrobium Paxtoni, from Mr.
Woolley, and Brassia verrucosa, from Mr. Young, gardener to R. Barclay, Esrp, Highgate,

Coming now to the Azaleas, it seems impossible to do justice to their grandeur. Of
immense size, and literally clothed with flowers " as with a garment," thejr were altogether

beyond the reach of rivalry from any other class whatever. Mr. Green and Mr. Carson were
equal first with nine varieties. The former had Sir C. Napier, rcrryana, Coronata, Broughtoni,
Symmetry, Pra^stantissima, Sinensis, Ivcryana, and Varicgata ; the latter Carnea, Triumphans,
Murrayana, Sir C. Napier, Rubra plcno, Broirghtoni, Spcciosissima, Exquisite, and Sinensis.

Second, Mr. T. Page. Third, Mr. W. Kaile, gardener to Earl Lovelace, Pvipley. In the
Nurseryman's class with the same number, Mr. C. Turner, Slough, was first with marvellous
plants of Chclsoni, Extrani, Glory of Sunrfing Iliil, Juliana, Praistantissima, Murrayana,
Iveryana, Criterion, and Alba Magna. Second, Messrs. Veitch & Son, withTcutoni, Brough-
toni (Knight's var.), Mrs. Ery, Trotteriana, Empress Eugenie, Triumphans, Magnificent,
Eosea Superba, and Juliana. Third, Messrs. Eraser. With six varieties, Mr. C. Penny was
first ; Mr. A. Ingram second ; and Mr. Chillman, Epsom, third.

The best group of six Rhododendrons came from Mr. Noble, Bagshot; and but one
collection of six Poses was staged in the class for Amateurs by Mr. Terry, gardener to

AY. G. Puller, Esq., Ware—viz., Baronno Prevost (H.P.), Souvenir d'un Ami (Tea), La-
marque (Noisette), Sylphe (Tea), Jules Margottin (H.P.), and Paul Pcrras (H.B.). With
twelve kinds, Messrs. II. Lane & Son, Berkhampstead, were first with H.P. Triomphc do
Paris, Louis Peronny, Jules Margottin, Duchess of Sutherland, Baronne Prevost ; TLB. Charles
Lawson, Paul Perras, Ckehedole, Comtesse Mole, Coupe d'Hebe

;
Noisette, Lamarque

;
Tea,

Souvenir d'un Ami. Second, Mr. W. Paul, Waltham Cross, with H.P. Baronno Prevost,
Louise Odier, Jules Margottin, Lord Raglan, Duchess of Sutherland; H.B. Paul Ricaut

;

PLC. Chenedole, Charles Duval, Charles Lawson, Paul Perras ; and Tea, Souvenir d'un Ami.
Third, Mr. E. P. Francis, Hertford.

Several collections of Cape Heaths were staged. The best tlx were from Mr. B. Peed;
second, Mr. May.

The Pelargoniums were well-grown plants, but almost too early for the perfection of the
flowers. With nine plants, Mr. T. Bailey, gardener to E. T. Drake, Esq., Shardeloes, was
first with Mr. Marnock, Eugene Duval, Sir C. Campbell, Desdcmona, Elisc, Monarch, Ariel,
Lady Canning, and Osiris. Second, Mr. Nye, Clewer . Manor, with Prince of Wales, Flora,
Etna, Saracen, Sanspareil, Pose Celestial, Conspicuum, Fairest of the Fair, and Ariel.
Third, Mr. Shrimpton, gardener to A. Doxat, Esq., Putney. With twelve varieties, Mr.
Turner was first with Sunset, Symmetry, Prince of Wales, Roseum, Sir Colin Campbell,
Rose Celestial, Beadsman, Madame Fuxtado, Dcsdemona, Fairest of the Fair, Yestal, and
Yiola. Second, Messrs. Dobson & Son, Isleworth, with Admirable, Yestal, Rose Celestial,
Bride, Leviathan, Fairest of the Fair, &c. Third, Messrs. Frascr. Mr. T. Bailey was also
first with six Fancy kinds—viz., Lady of the Lake, Celestial, Acme, Madame Sontag, Clara
Novello, and Negro. Second, Mr. C. Turner, with Queen of Lilacs, Modestum, Acme,
Madame Rougiere, Zoe, and Lady Canning. Third, Messrs. Frascr.

One collection of six Cinerarias came from Mr. Turner
;
they were Perfection, Lady

Seymour, Queen Victoria, Miss Smith, and Masterpiece.
In the class for New and Rare Tender Plants in Flower, Messrs. Yeitch & Son had a

Calceolaria species from the Andes of Chili, having stout, vigorous foliage, and yellow flowers;
Sarmenta repens, a dwarf plant with scarlet flowers, also from Chili ; and Lafl'ia Schilleriana,
with two very handsome flowers. Mr. May, gardener to J. Spode, Esq., Rugeley, had Erica
Victoria Regina, a very handsome and showy variety from the Cape of Good Hope. Messrs.
T. Jackson & Son, Kingston, had Clerodendron Thomsona?, from Old Calabar, having pure
white and bright scarlet flowers. From Messrs. Low & Co., Clapton, came Denchobium
solacense and Angulosa species nova, two fine additions to this interesting class.

In class XXIII. for the same not in flower, Messrs. Yeitch & Son had Adiantum sulphureum,
Cheilanthes mysuriensis, Adiantum scabrum, A. chilense, and Sphterogyne latifolia. Messrs.
Low & Co. had Musa vittata, a handsome crimson-tinted Ancectochilus from Borneo, and
Pteris species nova. Messrs. T. Jackson & Son had Musa vittata, very handsomely varie-
gated, and Cistus villosus. Mr. B. S._ Williams, Holloway, had Cyperus alternifolius varie-
gatus, Pteris serrulata angusta, Polystichum ordinatum, and a variegated Franciscea.
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Of Rare Hardy Ornamental Plants, a large collection was furnished by Messrs. Veitch
and Son, from Chili and Japan ; a like group from Mr. Standish, collected by Mr. Fortune

;

and the same from Mr. Bull.

In the Miscellaneous class a large number of plants, &c, were staged. Mr. J. Salter, of
Hammersmith, had variegated hardy herbaceous plants ; Mr. B. S. Williams, the same, also

Ancectochilus and ornamental plants ; the last-named from Mr. Hutt, gardener to Miss B.
Coutts

;
variegated plants from Messrs. Veitch & Son, foremost among which were huge

vases of Caladium Veitchi, Alocasia mctallica, and A. macrorhiza variegata from Ceylon, and
a new Amaranthus named melancholicus ruber, from Japan, for bedding purposes, and said
to be hardy; the same from Mr. Bull, of Chelsea, and also from Messrs. Carter & Co.,
Holborn, who had their Fuchsia Meteor, and a handsome specimen of Coleus VerschafFelti.

From Mr. Daniels, Syncombe House, Henley-on-Thames, came a large bunch of Bougain-
villasa spcciosa, in fine flower ; cut Roses from Messrs. Paul & Son, W. Paul, and H. Lane
and Son ; cut Pyrethrums from Mr. Salter

;
English and Belgian Pansies from Mr. Bragg

;

and stands of twenty-four Tulips from Messrs. Norman, Woolwich, and Turner. A large
number of seedling florists' flowers were staged for the inspection of the Floral Committee.
Mr. Turner had seedling Pelargoniums—Royal Albert (Hoyle), a very large flower of fine

form, rosy salmon with dark top petals and white centre, being marked by the strongest in-
dividuality. Mr. G. Smith, Islington, had Petunia Eliza Mathieu, which fully deserves all the
encomiums passed on it. A well-formed and free-flowering white Azalea, with an occasional
stripe of carmine, came from Mr. B. S. Williams ; a white-foliaged bedding Geranium named
Snowball, from Mr. Bull, evidently a sport from Flower of the Bay; and from Messrs.
Downie, Laird, & Laing, of Edinburgh, came a singular seedling Pansy, named Aurea
marginata, a yellow ground variety, with a deep belt of crimson purple, and margined round
the flower with yellow. While it will be an addition to the Fancy kinds, it will be rivalled

by others in that unique class, by tho eccentricity of its marking, while it will be surpassed
by then- showy and striking colours.

It is to be regretted that the weather proved so " unpropitious. The announcement
already made respecting the sale of tickets, proves that the Horticultural Society were already
placed beyond the reach of pecuniary loss owing to the state of the weather. Quo.

REVIEW.
The Amateur's Rosarium; a Manual of Directions regarding the Culture, Propagation, and

Varieties of the Rose. By the Rev. R. Wodhow Thomson. Edinburgh: Paton & Ritchie.

The author of the "Amateur's Rosarium" is evidently not an arm-chair gardener. He
is one who not only knows what he his writing about, but has practised with his own hands
all that he has written. Like the Rector of Rushton he is an amateur indeed, for he loves his

Roses, he has experienced the pleasures they impart, and, like a true philanthropist, his desire

is that others shall enjoy the same advantages as he has done. In his j)reface he says :

—

" He would conclude by recording the intense pleasure which Rose culture has afforded to

him. It has tended to relaxation, in the midst of important professional duties. It has aided

in the maintenance and restoration of health, and it has wiled away many a weary hour, in
a Way exempted from any risk of that censorious gossip, which other relaxations in the case

of a clergyman are apt' to engender. He will therefore be well pleased if he should be
instrumental in adding to the number of Manse Rosariums."
In this admirably written work the author details, in clear and simple language, the

complete management of the Rose garden ; and we commend it most heartily to the perusal

of our readers.

Dye Apples.—The west-country papers contain accounts of the advance in the price

of Apples in Somersetshire and Devonshire, owing, as they state, to a demand which has
sprung up in Lancashire for this fruit; the acid obtained from which having been found
valuable as a mordaunt to fix the colours of their manufactured articles. Will any of oux
Lancashire correspondents kindly inform ns as to the facts of the above ? We presume
tho acid named is malic acid, and as this principle is found in larger quantities in some
varieties than others, we might j)robably assist them in determining which are the most valu-
able varieties for their purpose. The question is an interesting one to pomologists, as open-
ing up a new field tor enterprise; for if the demand is likely to be a permanent one, those
varieties found to be specially adapted for this use should be the object of an increased
propagation.
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Abies Peloponnesus.—Some months back the Gardeners' Chronicle gave a description

of a Pine (or Abies rather) under the above name, taken from the work of some German
botanist. The description was accompanied by a woodcut, showing a peculiarity this Piue,

the author stated, possessed, of throwing up a number of new leaders should tbo original ono
be destroyed, or the tree oven be cut down—a rare feature with coniferous plants. During
a visit to the Sawbridgcworth Nurseries last autumn, this new Abies was pointed out to me,
and at once I thought it very similar to Abies ccphalonica, or apollinis, a tree now common,
and introduced from Cephalonia many years ago by Governor Napier. On a closer com-
parison I felt convinced of their identity, supposing Mr. Rivers had the true variety. If I

remember rightly, A. peloponnesus was stated to form isolated forests on Mount Olympus
and the neighbouring ranges. On referring to Gordon, he states that ccphalonica is also

found there. May not, therefore, the German botanist have mistaken for a new species one
long known to us under the name of A. ccphalonica ? I may add that the latter will

invariably form now leaders, but whether to the extent given in the woodcut I cannot say ;

but it is not unlikely, hoAvever, it might do so under particular circumstances.—S.

How to Do It.—D. "Walker, gardener, Kingston Park, Tiinbridge "Wells, very properly

remarks in your April Number, " It would increase the value of your excellent periodical

if your contributors Avere a little more definite in their dates and figures." It Avoidd also

be none the worse if, when a person gives a remedy, he told how it ought to be applied.

For instance, in the same Number " Nathan Cole " has a few terse remarks on Celery blight,

the cause and preA'ention ; and as a remedy he gives the folloAving, " It is to keep the fly off

your Celery by making it rmpleasant for them ; and this may be done by the following

mixture :—A pailful of soapsuds
;
put in it one handful of lime, the same of fioAvcrs of

sulphur, and one of soot." And thus he leaves us in a beAvildered curiosity as to how and
Avhen it ought to be applied !—X.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS.

Conservatory.

When the flowers of the Azaleas begin to die away,
remove the plants to another house to complete their

growth; pinch-off all the decaying flowers and seed-
vessels. Look well over the plants for thrips; as

soon as you perceive any, fumigate repeatedly until

they are" destroyed. Camellias in pots or tubs that
have finished their growths and have formed their

buds, may now be removed to a shaded situation out
of doors ;"so also may Acacias and other large plants.

This will make more room for the plants in flower,

of which there is now no scarcity, and which should
be frequently re-arranged, always removing every
plant as soon as the flowers begin to die-off, and
introducing fresh ones coming into bloom ; this will

give the house a fresh and more interesting appear-
ance. Climbers will now need daily attention to keep
them in order. Attend well to the watering of all

Xilants in pots; if the soil is allowed to get so far
dried that the fibres of the roots cannot absorb mois-
ture from it, the plants will soon suffer. Give an
abundance of air both by day and night. Shade in
very bright hot weather, and keep everything scru-
pulously neat.

Greenhouses.

Many of the large specimens of the har.Iier and
stronger-growing kinds may now be removed to a
sheltered place in the open air ; the other plants can
then be set wider apart, and will get more air about
them, which will much improve them. Any plants
requiring a shift should at once be potted. Look
daily carefully over all growing plants

; stop all

rambling growths, and attend well to the training
and tying-out of the young shoots. On no account let

the plants suffer for want of water ; it is best given
in the afternoons, and in hot weather a slight syring-
ing will be beneficial to them. Shade in very bright
weather, and ventilate freely both by day and night.

Stove.

The plants in this house should now be growing
vigorously. Shift at once any that require potting.
Avoid crowding the plants. Give liberal supplies of
water, and syringe freely. Attend to the stopping
and tying-out of the shoots. Examine daily for
insects; always try to keep them down. If allowed
to increase they will not only soon disfigure the
plants, but they are also much more difficult to
extirpate.

Flower Garden.

The weather the past month has been so favour-
able for newly-planted things, that with a little

attention and care the plants will soon fill the beds
this season. Stir and rake the surface of the beds.
Peg-down shoots as they advance in growth. Trans-
plant hardy and tender annuals to their appointed
places. Plant Dahlias, and keep them neatly tied to

the stakes. Water well in dry weather such as
require it. Look often over Rose trees, and keep
them clear of caterpillars and aphis. Keep borders
neatly dressed, and fill-up all A'acancies . Clip Box-
edgings. Roll walks frequently. Pleasure Grounds.—
All newly-planted trees are the principal things
demanding attention here at present. If the weather
be dry, give them occasionally a good soaking of
water. Attend regularly to the rolling and mowing
of the grass.

Forcing.

Fruit.—Pine Apples.—When the fruit begins to
colour, water should be altogether withheld from
the plants. Give thein plenty of air whilst they are
ripening. Plants that are swelling their fruit should
be well attended to in watering, and the atmosphere
should be kept as moist as possible. See the bottom
heat is regular. The plaits for " showing" fruit in
the autumn wnich were potted last month will now
be rooting into the fresh soil, and growing fast. See
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they have a peed steady bottom heat of about 85°;

give them plenty of air and -watei -when necessary.

Shift all the young plants that may requiic larger
pots, and keep" them steadily growing. Tines.— The.

Vir.es in the early-houses must r.ot he rcglrettcl

after Hie Grapes are all gathered. Try lo keep the

foliage in a healthy state as leng as possible, to that

the -\vocd and the" buds nay get properly matured.
Pay every necessary attention to crops in the suc-

ccssional-houses. See our directions in previous

Calendars. Keep fire heat to late-houses -whilst the
Vines are in flower. Water the inside herders well

when they require it. Peaches and Nectarines.—
As the fruit in the early-hcuses will now be ripening
ihe atmosphere must he kept diier, and plenty of

air should be given both by day and night. Remove
or bend town any leaves that shade the fruit, that it

may have the benefit of sun and air. In the suc-

ccss-ional-heuses keep the atmosphere as moist as
you possibly can by well wetting the borders and
paths, and by syringing the frees twice daily, other-
wise it will he difficult to keep the trees clear of red
spider. Attend to the stopping and tying-in the
shoo's. Give plenty of air. Figs.—As water has
Only been sparingly given whilst the first ciop of

fruit was ripening, as soon as they are all gathered
the borders should have a thorough good soaking.
Give trees in pots and tubs plenty of liquid manure.
Syringe the trees two or three times daily to keep
down red spider. J'aintain as moist an atmospkerc-
as possible. Give plenty of air, especially in the
early part of the day. Alter closing in the after-

noons, well wet the borders, paths, &c. Thin the
young fruit well if you wish those to ripen to be
fine. Cherries.—As soon as the fruit is all gathered,

the trees should all be removed to some place in the
open air v^here they can he properly attended to.

Give them some weak liquid manure occasionally.

Keep the leaves free of insects, and pinch hack all

long shoots. Straicbcrties.—By planting some of the
best plants that are free of red spider on a south
border, and well watering them, a good crop of
autumn fruit can be obtained. Lay in small pots the
first runners that can be had for early forcing next
season. Cucumhers and Melons.—Pay strict attention

to regulating the plants ;
keep the shoots from get-

ting crowded. Keep up the bottom heat ; give
plenty of air and water, and maintain a moist atmo-
sphere, except whilst the Melons are in flower.

Haedt Feuit.
The crop of fruit this year is heavy, and, we hear,

very general, The thinning of the fruit should be
well attended to iu time. Go frequently over the
wall trees and well thin the fruit. Peaches, Necta-
rines, and Apricots should be attended to without
delay. Pinch and disbud all shoots not wanted.
Nail or tie-in young shoots as soon as they are suffi-

ciently long. Pear trees are oftentimes plagued
with caterpillars. Look often over them, and early

in the month pinch-off the foreright shoots to within
5 or 6 inches of the base. This is better than remov-
ing them close off, which causes the other buds to

break; when all danger of this is over next month,
they can then bo cut clean away. Apricots should
be treated in a similar manner, also Apple trees on
walls or espaliers. On the attention and manage-
ment now given to the trees will, in no small degree,
depend the next year's crop. By well thinning the
fruit, by pinching-off and disbudding all shoots not
wanted, and by keeping the tree perfectly clear of

insects, we, with a favourable summer." will get
fruit of superior quality, and the trees will he in a
condition which will not lead to disappointment next
year. Water Strawberries iu dry weather.

Kitch kn Gakden.
In consequence of the unfavourable weather the

past spring, every attention must now be given to

the young crops by timely thinning, weeding, and
hoeing, and by well watering in dry weather. Get
the first crop of Celery out at once in well manured
trenches. Beet, Carrots, Parsnips, Onions, Sa/safy,
and Scorzonera should all he finally thinned. Con-
tinue to hoe and earth-up Potatoes. Plant Lettuces

and Caulifloweis. Brvfscis Sprouts, Borecole, and
Savoys.—Plant early in the month on rich land.

Sow "Lettuces and Paeashes. Sow Turnips. Sow
Endive and Spinach. Sow Kidney Peans on a south
border. Sow Broad Beans about the middle of the
mown for an autumn crop. Sow Peas the first w eek,
and again the third, after which they do little good
in general sown out of doors; but an excellent plan
to get a late crop, is to sow some early variety in

pots or boxes about the 2Cth of the month, and
plant-out early in July on a south border. Barslcy.—
Thin well out. Dust well with lime on dewy morn-
ingf ; it will save your seedlings from the attacks of
slugs. Keep the hoe continually going, and give no
quarter to weeds.—M.S.

Flotusts' Flowees.
The Cineraria.—W e will suppope this to he now

nearly out of flower, and eonseenrently requires great
attention to prepare it for the ensuing season. It
should now be placed in a cool situation under a
north wall or hecge, and as soon as the wood is

properly matured cut down to within 8 inches of the
surface of the soil. Stir the surface of the soil

slightly, so as not to injure the suckers, then surface
with any light compost. Sprinkle frequently, and
protect in very wet weather by lights or other cover-
ing to carry the water off. As soon as ready, take
off cuttings and place them in pots in a shady situa-

tion under a hedge or north wall, under lights or
hand-glasses, to protect them from the air. As soon
as rooted, pot-off and encourage by frequent shift-

in gs into larger pots. Sow seeds for early bloom.
Pelargoniums.—Ihe plants will require to be care-
fully shaded, and air should be freely given day and
night, guarding the openings with fine net so as to
exclude the bees, or the blooms will he of short
duration. Water the plants in the morning and
keep the house dry, so tha; hut little moisture may
arise at night and during dull weather.. Attend to
keeping the plants clean, and use every means to

keep the green fly in check. Stake and tie the latc-

blooming plants as they advance in growth, and as
soon as the early plants have done flowering tkev
may be removed to a sheltered situation out of
doors. Be sparing with the water, to enable the
wood to become nicely matured before cutting-
down.— C. Toii>'ER, Slough.
Roses in Pots.—Surely no one who saw the Poses

in po'.s at the exhibitions last month could withhold
the wish to cultivate the Pose as a pot plant. And
nothing is easier. Begin now with young plants',

w:hieh, as they are often purchased from a distance,
travel cheapest and safest in small pots. Repot the
plants on their arrival, and place them in a warm
greenhouse, or on bottom heat out of doors till Sep-
tember ; then ripen the wood by the gradual with-
drawal of moisture and heat. I am now writing
surrounded by plants, many of them 6 feet high,
which have been brought to their present state by
the treatment above recommended ; they are studded
with blossom—all that could be wished for in form,
size, and colour, and it would be difficult to say
whether their beauty or fragrance is most bewitch-
ing. Plants which have done blooming should now
have the seed-vessels picked-off ; harden gradually
and plunge them out of doors (not too close together)';

cover the surface of the ground with half-decayed
manure ; attend to watering and the destruction of
green fly till they are taken up and housed in Sep-
tember. But there are, or should be, many plants
still covered with unexpanded flower-buds, for we
cannot dispense with Poses in pots till the middle or
end of June ; the garden may already yield a few
straggling flowers, hut we can scarcely ever find
sufficient variety in the open air till that period.
Henceforth, no artificial heat is required for Roses
under glaes. A thicker shade than heretofore, and
more water are necessary. It is scarcely possible to

give too b uch air in warm weather, although in this

changeable climate great watchfulness is required in

order to regulate the admission of air according to
the state of the weather out of doors. The general
routine of culture is the same now as in April and
May.—Wieham Paue, Waltham Cross, Herts, N.
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AZALEA MARS.
WITH AN" ILLUSTRATION.

We are indebted to Mr. Kinghorn, of Sheen Nursery, Richmond, for the

present opportunity of figuring the fine variety of Azalea called Mars, which
we believe we may correctly describe as the brightest of all those with red
flowers approaching to scarlet. It is indeed a remarkably brilliant and attractive

flower.

Mr. Kinghorn has been remarkably fortunate in having raised and sent

forth during the last year or two some varieties of very high merit. One of

these, named Kinghornii, has rosy flowers, well formed, remarkably smooth,
and beautifully spotted

;
another, called President, has finely-formed and well-

marked blossoms of a deep salmon red ; and another again is this Mars, which
we now figure. The latter, when shown not long since at a meeting of the

Royal Horticultural Society, was commended both on account of the form of

its flowers and their brilliant colouring, so that we may regard its merits as

being well attested. Technically it may be described as having the flowers

large, smooth in texture, and firm in substance ; the segments broad, rounded,
and even ; the upper ones conspicuously spotted with purplish-crimson on a

ground of bright orange red approaching scarlet, which is common to the rest

of the corolla. The variety has something of the character of that called

Perfecta elegans, but the colour is decidedly brighter, and the other properties

of the flower are fully equal if not superior to those of that variety.

During the present season we have had some remarkable additions to this

already brilliant and popular family. The most meritorious is one called Due
cVAremberg, a salmon pink variety, deeply bordered with white, occasionally

striped with carmine, and spotted below the sinuses of the upper segments with
deep rose red. This, which is of Belgian origin, is in every way a first-class

Azalea, the form and technical properties of the flowers being all that can be
desired, and the colour remarkably pleasing and effective. Still more striking

as to colour is another new Belgian variety called Souvenir du Prince Albert,

which has flowers of a bright and deep salmon rose, very rich, with a broad
pure white margin and semi double. In its deep ground colour and the strong
contrast of the margin, this is as yet unrivalled, but it is hardly sufficiently

filled-out in its outline. We are glad to be able to conclude our notice of this

fine Azalea by some cultural directions with which we have been favoured by
Mr. Barnes, of Camberwell, himself the raiser of some extremely ornamental
varieties, one of which, called Magnet, ranks among the most useful of its

race :

—

" The additions which have been made within the last few years, some of
which have been obtained for us by English growers, and many others by our
French and German friends, have wrought a considerable change for the better
in the aspect of the varieties of Indian Azaleas most generally cultivated. A
few years back any new variety with striking colours was considered a great
acquisition, without regard either to the shape of its flowers or to its habit of
growth. That time, however, is past; and now, unless a variety combines
along with beauty of shape and stoutness of texture in the flowers a vigorous
habit of growth, it is not considered of first-rate quality.

" There are few plants more easily cultivated than the Azalea. It can be
propagated by cuttings or by grafting. The latter plan is generally resorted
to when the variety is considered weak in constitution ; as by selecting fine,

strong, free-growing, robust kinds for stocks, and grafting them while the
stocks are vigorous and full of sap, fine plants will soon be had, if proper care
is given to them.

vol. i. h
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" The best compost I have found for them is fibrous peat mixed with a
liberal allowance of silver sand. The pots must be well drained when plants
are shifted from a small pot to a larger one. The soil should always be made
quite solid by ramming it down with a hand-rammer, and a little sand should
be shaken over the top of the mould to prevent it from cracking. After
potting, the plants should be placed in a moist temperature with a moderate
bottom heat, and when placed under such conditions they will soon make rapid
growth.

" While the plants are young they must be trained into the shape they are
intended to bear when they have become mature. This may very easily be
done by putting a stick to each plant while quite small, even when in a thumb-
pot ; and then, after selecting the longest shoot for the centre, tying it upright
to the stick. When the shoot has made about 6 inches of growth the top is

to be pinched-off, which will cause it to throw out young shoots all up the
stem, and thus the plant will become furnished. As it advances in growth,
and as soon as the side shoots have reached about 4 inches in length, their
tops must be pinched-out also. In this way each plant will be made to form
a small pyramid ; and by following up this practice throughout its growth it

will always retain this shape. Loose straggling shoots, or those having any
tendency to become so, must be pinched back. Should there be any shoots
that do not seem disposed to break as freely as the others, they are to be tied
down to the stick with thread or small twine, and this will give them a check
and cause them to break freely. It will also bring them into a pendent position,
and when once the wood is set it will never rise again ; but as the plant goes
on growing each shoot will droop over that beneath it, and a very elegant and
graceful form will be secured. Only one central stick is to be used, and this is

to be introduced when the plant is very young. As the plant grows larger
and a longer stick becomes necessary, or when the stick itself decays at the
bottom, it can easily be replaced by another of appropriate size. The plants
should be frequently and thoroughly fumigated to keep down the thrips and
other insects."

A CAUSE FOR GRAPES SHANKING AND NOT COLOURING.
The general opinion with regard to Grapes shanking and not colouring

appears to be that the fault must be laid to the roots and border. And I do
not question it in many cases ; for if the Vines are planted in a cold, deep,
undrained border, it is useless to expect a crop of well-coloured fruit. I
also think it quite possible, even in an average good border, if a soaking of
cold rain falls on the border just as the Grapes are changing colour it will

cause shanking, and a continuation of wet will prevent the fruit colouring.
But how often do we see and hear of Grapes shanking and refusing to colour
on Vines growing in a border made on the most approved plan, and in some
cases planted inside the house ; in the latter instance it was surely not caused
by the wet cold border. In such cases I could invariably trace it to what in

my humble opinion was the cause—namely, want of sufficient healthy foliage

to bring the crop to perfection, and ripen the wood for the future season

;

without which the crop gets less each succeeding year, until, just as young
Vines ought to be in full bearing, they have to be rooted-out, and all the
additional labour and expense of making new borders gone over again, to say
nothing of the annoyance and inconvenience of losing the crop for several years.

We often see the wires that Vines are trained to not more than 8 or 9 inches
from the glass. The foliage soon gets cramped by the glass, water lodges on
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it, and the sun soon burns it in blotches ; the laterals are dried and scorched
at the points from the same cause, and the fruit suffers from the want of the
support it would get from plenty of healthy foliage. I have seen houses of
Vines planted inside, the roots confined for space, and, from the appearance of

surface soil, the border was well supplied with water; but, on examining
below the surface, have found it as dry as dust, although a very little discern-

ment would tell from the colour of the foliage what was going on below. Still

we hear of surprise at Grapes not colouring and shanking ; but I should be
more surprised if they did finish off well if the foliage was not good, as I never
yet saw an instance of Grapes ripening well if not plenty of healthy foliage on
the Vines. If the roots of Vines are in a well-prepared border and trained not
less than 15 inches from glass, there is then space for air to circulate between
glass and foliage

;
or, in short, the foliage not high and the roots not low.

I do not advocate leaving the laterals to grow wild ; but after Grapes are
thinned until ripe I do not keep the laterals stopped so close as is generally
done, as I find they rather assist than rob the fruit. I have seen part of the
shoot as well as lateral cut away to admit light and assist colouring, when
evidently it was the want of sufficient healthy foliage prevented colouring.

I hope before many years to see the system of heating borders to both early

and late vineries become general. Where it is done it is little trouble to keep
Grapes in good condition till March ; and Muscats may be grown, with as little

trouble, and as perfect in bunch as Black Hamburghs. C. C.

LATE vbkstjs EARLY GRAPES.
Not having received the May Number of the Florist and Pomologist, I

did not see friend Thomson's challenge to show his winter-ripened Grapes
against late ones in January and February, until noticed lately in the
Gardeners' Chronicle. I shall be quite prepared to do battle with him during
these months at the several meetings of the Fruit Committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society. I am glad the question of late and early Grapes has led
into the discussion such excellent cultivators as Mr. Henderson, of Trentham,
and Mr. Thomson, of Archerfield. Their articles on Grape-growing in the
last Part of the Florist and Pomologist are interesting communications on
the subject, and cannot fail of being useful to the uninitiated in Grape-
growing.

William Tillery.

BLIND DAHLIA ROOTS.
I have lately heard complaints from several persons who purchased Dahlias

last spring, that although these plants flowered and the roots are perfectly

sound, and even make fresh roots when put into a gentle heat, yet they show
no signs of pushing. The only two that I purchased are in a similar state. I

attribute it to propagators being too anxious to make stock, and propagating
from improper cuttings. The true cutting should, in my opinion, be taken off

as soon as the leaves expand close to the roots. In this state it is solid, and
round the base of it you can plainly see small buds, which, I suppose, remain
dormant until the following spring, and from them you must expect to furnish
a fresh stock of plants. What I designate improper cuttings are the tops of
cuttings and cuttings taken off above the dormant buds which cause them to

push, and from which you get a quantity of stock, but being without the
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dormant buds at the base they only last for a season, and instead of the roots

pushing the following spring you find them blind, and, consequently, you have
lost the variety altogether. If I am wrong in these remarks I shall be glad
if either you or some of your numerous correspondents will correct me.

There is no doubt that many plants are propagated to excess ; for instance,

the Hollyhock. A new variety, which commands a high price, is not often

sent out until March, and then so small that it requires considerable nursing to

make it into a respectable plant. The other day I noticed in a catalogue, under
the head of Hollyhocks, that they did not practise the system of grafting ; the
reason assigned was, that plants so raised were short-lived. This is the first

time that I ever heard of grafting the Hollyhock
;
but, at any rate, I take it

for granted, that there is a mode of propagating them that might for a time
suit the propagator, but which is almost valueless to the purchaser.

Birkby, near Huddersfield. J. Riley.

WINTERING GRAPES IN SUMMER.
As an interesting spectator of the elegant and instructive sparring match

between Messrs. Thomson and Tillery, I beg your correspondent's pardon for

laying my hand on his shoulder and saying, " Hush J" Please, Mr. Henderson,

not to draw off the attention of the combatants till they have finished, and
kindly accept an answer to your question, at present, from one outside the

ropes. By the expression " wintering in summer " is meant, as of course you
understand as well as myself, doing the work of winter in the summer ; his

object being to do the work of summer in the winter without injury, as it has

been found by experience that both are necessary to the health of the Grape
Vine. The winter's work being to give rest to the plant, and to ripen its

new wood, his assertion is, that these results are more easily secured in the

hotter months of June and July than in the comparatively cooler ones of

August and September ; and I think he is right, and that on reflection you
will see that at least this is possible. A striking instance that occurred

a few years ago will make this plainer than any reasoning. I regret that, being

from home, and unable to refer to authorities, I must give it from memory, and
therefore may be wrong in the name and place, but the account in its im-

portant part is substantially correct. I think I met with it in the " History of

Ceylon," that Sir Emerson Tennant introduced the Vine into the Government
gardens in that colony, and it was found that, being there an evergreen, owing
to the climate being a perpetual summer, it produced no fruit. The gardener

then devised a plan for wintering it, and for the two hottest and driest months
in the year he laid bare its principal roots. The effect was a shedding of the

leaves, and the plant going to rest, and the following season it produced fruit

as in Europe. Thus in popular but intelligible language, which may very

legitimately be borrowed from Ireland, the Vine was successfully wintered, and
wintered in the hottest months of the year.

Alford Rectory. Geokge Jeajsts.

THE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY AND FLORISTS' ELOWERS.
I head that on June 11th, 1862, the following prize was given to Mr. H.

Norman, Plumstead, for twenty-four varieties of Pinks—10s. ! and that on

May 21st, the same gentleman was lucky enough to get £2 for twenty-four

Tulip blooms, and Mr. C, Turner 30s. for the like number ! ! Can you inform
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me, or your readers generally, whether this is all that is to be done for florists'

flowers by the Royal Horticultural Society, after all the fine promises of

patronage made to us a year or two back ?—A Florist of the Old School.

Yours is a florists' periodical, and it has always been appreciated for the

soundness and independence of its views
;

I, therefore, ask you the question,

Whether or not you consider what the Royal Horticultural Society is doing for

florists' flowers is anything like a fulfilment of the promises made to the floral

world when it started on its new course ? It was said both the Pomological
and Floricultural Societies would be superseded by the full recognition of
meritorious garden flowers, fruits, and vegetables by the Committees of fruits

and flowers formed under the auspices of the Society. I have no fault to find

with these Committees, which I hear on all sides are well managed ; but I think
the now great and powerful Society might acknowledge, in a more suitable

manner, florists' flowers at their exhibitions, than by merely throwing them
the crumbs left after the great aristocratic classes have been satiated to re-

pletion. I confess I do not know why, but somehow or other florists' flowers
never seemed to me to like Chiswick, and, for aught I know, they may feel the
same sort of thing at Kensington. I have a suspicion that their owners share
in this feeling. When I used to attend Chiswick regularly as an exhibitor in
this class, myself and others had a kind of fidgetty feel about us ; Ave kept an
involuntary look over our shoulders, as if we felt the chances strong for our
being handed over to the police for an unwarrantable innovation where we had
no business; like an unlucky wight whom we once saw caught trying to get
into the gardens with a bundle of Sweet Williams under his arm ! and no great
sin either, for there has been much worse rubbish admitted since then and
staged, aye, and prized too, than our humble friends Sweet Williams.

I remember when the now great Society were nigh about bankrupt, and
casting about for help most piteously, some one taunted them with having,
among their other shortcomings, given the cold shoulder to florists ; to which
one of their officers replied in a repentant strain, " True, we did it ; but lend
us a hand now, and you will find us wiser than of yore, and will see how
liberally you will be treated." But this promise only reminds us of the old
distich

—

" The devil was sick ; the devil a saint would be.

The devil got well ; the devil a saint was he !"

And so with the Society. " They say we are all right now, so don't bother us
with your Pinks or Picotees ; for if we do for appearance sake give you a
few prizes by way of a sop, don't deceive yourselves, we don't want you ; if
you like to take what we offer, well and good, let that pass ; but if you begin,
as of old, to grumble, you must go elsewhere;" and so, as the Scotch reviewer
said of Byron's poem, "We must take what we can get and be thankful,
considering from whence it comes."

But I am not thankful, and out with it, and wish you to tell the world
that I and many others are not satisfied with present proceedings. I wish to
respect every florist, and every kind of florists' flowers, supposing always there
is fair play between us

;
but, if not, why, then, you may as well know that I

don t care a fig for Orchids, or Mosses, or Cordylines, or Anoectochiluses (how
can one like a plant always poked under a glass, and which mustn't be
handled?) or such like things. Perhaps it is because I can't afford to get
them, or couldn't grow them if I did ; but anyhow I don't begrudge those
who have the means to purchase and grow them, if they will let us share with
them the honest rewards of skill, anxiety, and cultivation due to us as florists
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(I won't say of a humbler class—never, where all are alike the offspring of
one great Creator's skill), and as fellow labourers and improvers in the same
great field of practical horticulture.

Why, I am told that it is no uncommon thing for one great exhibitor to

obtain from £50 to £70 at a single exhibition ! Goodness me ! only let one
£50 be offered for collections and specimens of hardy border flowers, and a
reasonable time given to attend to their cultivation, and see what could be
produced in this way. And let the Society consider what an impulse this

would give to out-door gardening—to gardening which would embellish our
cottage homes and rural rides, and to encourage which would be one means
of conveying the most innocent recreation to the threshold of every poor man's
door. If all comes to all, I again repeat, Let us encourage more freely the
classes of hardy florists' flowers, of out-door flowers, of flowers which grow
equally well in the cottager's garden, or the weaver's allotment, as in the
gardens of the wealthy ; and, somehow or other, I must press upon you to

take up this subject strongly, as you have ever done what you have under-
taken ; and I doubt not we shall, in some quarter or other, get due recognition
for the classes now too much neglected by the great Society, or a popular
florists' flower society must be started.

—

Florist.

["We publish the above two letters, received from practical florists, and we are bound to
admit that there is much of truth in what, more especially, our last correspondent says on
the subject. We regret to say also, that the above are only a few of the complaints whieh
we have received on similar subjects. Altogether matters appear to be again assuming
the same unsatisfactory aspect which clung so long round the neck of the Chiswick dynasty,
until it finally collapsed under the weight, and was only resuscitated by circumstances and
means which will appear to have been very adventitious, unless they lead to the full develop-
ment of horticulture in every point of view. The Horticultural regime has never been a
popular one, nor yet ultimately fortunate. In the early stage of the Society there was nothing
Dut mismanagement, which brought on a great disruption and change ; but which, importu-
nately, improved nothing, and the Society fell through sheer incapacity to fulfil its duties.

There is a great chance for it now ; but not even the greatness of the opportunity, nor the
rank and number of its patrons will ultimately save it, if its proceedings are not characterised
by liberality in the right direction, and a wise economy in others. At the very outset the
Council, unfortunately, broke faith with the public in respect to the design for the formation
of the Gardens at Kensington, which was to have been submitted to a competitive trial

;

and there appeared throughout the earlier stages of the Society's connection with the Eoyal
Commissioners a something which, though it would probably be unfair to condemn as truckling
to that body, yet which did not exhibit that independence of action which would have been
more dignified in the Council to have assumed. We trust we shall see for the future more
gardening management in the operations of the Council, and less of that which we hear
frequently characterised by epithets which are far from complimentary.

—

Eds. F. & P.]

THE ADVANTAGES OF HAVING A PLANT-HOUSE ON A
NORTH ASPECT IN THE SUMMER MONTHS.

When the main range of new hothouses was erected here, a space on the

back wall was reserved for a plant-house, for retarding or keeping plants longer

in flower in warm weather. This house is roofed with glass, and is 76 feet in

length, 14 feet in breadth, and 18 feet in height, quite open to the north in

summer, and is not artificially heated. I find the Sikkim and Bhotan Rhodo-
dendrons are quite at home in it, and are beginning to flower plentifully this

year for the first time. In the beginning of April several of the Bhotan
seedlings showed their flower-buds, and I then introduced them into a warmer
house, where they flowered beautifully ; and one variety, Jenkinsii, is a great

acquisition, the flowers being as large as Edgeworthii, of a better shape, and
as sweet scented. The Sikkim Rhododendrons in this house flower well every

year, the list comprising Dalhousianum, Nuttalli, Edgeworthi, Maddeni,
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Virgatum. and Wightii. Not flowered yet : Fulgens, Campyllocarpum,
Hodgsoni, Campbelli, Thompsoni, Aucklandi, Falconeri, and Argenteum,
The Bhotan Rhododendrons are very straggling growers, and will never make
good specimens ; here they are grown as standards, and their long straggling

shoots tied down. The new Hybrids between them and ciliatum will be
everything that can be desired as to habit, and for fine showy trusses of sweet-
scented flowers.

I find great advantages from this house in hardening-ofF Camellias,
Epacrises, and Heaths, after making their young growths when done flowering.

These plants in the open, in wet summers, often get sodden at the roots, and
suffer in consequence ; but when kept sheltered in a house with a north aspect,

they get plenty of air and shade, and never suffer from too much wet unless
neglected.

Fuchsias, Liliums, and other greenhouse plants that want shading in the
summer months, thrive well in this structure ; likewise stove plants, to keep
them longer in bloom, or retard them, as the case may be.

All plants suffering from insects or mildew are brought into this back
house, as one end is used as a hospital to give room for dressing them,
or for fumigation.

William Tillery.

MR. JOHN EDWARDS.
" Friend after friend departs

:

Who hath not lost a friend ?

There is no union here of hearts
Which hath not here an end."

It has been well said by a wise preacher that " there is never a time when
we have not some death before our eyes, either of some public personage, some
private friend, neighbour, or acquaintance, to warn us of our own mortality;" and
this impressive truth has been of late especially applicable to the floral brother-
hood in general, and to us of the Florist and Pomologist in particular.

Hardly twelve years have passed since six of the principal supporters of this
periodical met together in the home of the Editor, soon after the first Number
was issued; and now two only (but.these, happily, the two who have probably
done more than any two men extant for the advancement of their art *) are
living. Mr. Fox (the artist), Mr. Groom, Mr. Beck, and Mr. Edwards have
fulfilled the inevitable destiny of " man that is born of woman," " he cometh
up, and is cut down like a floioeT.

,
'
>

Mr. John Edwards, who died on the 26th of May last, commenced his career
as a florist with the Pansy and the Pink, gradually extending his attentions—
for the love of one flower teaches us the love of all, and he is no more a florist

who cultivates but one than that man is an astronomer who can distinguish
but a single star—to the Tulip, the Carnation, the Auricula, the Dahlia, and the
Rose, all of which he grew with a most careful skill, and successfully exhibited
for many years at the South London Floricultural and other Societies.

He had entered upon a more extended field in the cultivation of Orchids,
stove and greenhouse plants, when that invader, who has laid waste so many
fair garden grounds—the architect, approached him, and the land on which he
lived was sold for building purposes.

The loss of his garden induced him, unfortunately for the gardening public,
to discontinue his " Garden Almanac," which he established in 1853—the first

* Mr. Eivers, of Sawbridgeworth, and Mr. Charles Turner, of Slough.
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trade directory in which, full credit could be placed, and which, was received

in all quarters, so long as it was published, as an excellent authority and
guide. Whatever he wrote upon floral subjects was clever, practical, and
trustworthy.

In establishing the National Floricultural Society he took a chief part and
interest, conducting for some time as Secretary the operations of an institu-

tion which was of great service to florists, and which laid down those rules and
laws of taste on which novelties and seedlings are still judged. Indeed, there

were few to compete with him in his quick and sure discernment as to the

relative merits or the individual excellence of flowers ; and his adjudications at

our principal exhibitions ever proved him to be as inflexible in asserting, as he
was wise in determining, his awards. He gave sentence strictly from the

evidence, whatever special pleading might say. For the arrangement and
management of a flower show he had a special aptitude, and that union of good
humour with firmness which so soon produces order and peace.

We shall see him no more in these happy gatherings, among the flowers he
loved so well, but we will not forget the services which he rendered, nor forego

the sufferer's hope.—S. It. H.

SUMMER DOYENNE PEAR.
WITH AN ILLUSTRATION.

Synonymes.—Doyenne d'ete; Doyenne de Juillet ; DucJiesse de Berri d'ete ; St.

Michel d'ete ; Boi Jolimont ; Jolimont; Jolivet ; Brilsseler Somer-Dechants-
birne ; Julius Dechantshirne.

This is the earliest Pear known. I have had it quite ripe by the 20th of

July, and if not gathered before the end of the month. I have found the crop

lying on the ground. Although so early, it is not one of those the flesh of

which is dry and mealy with a high musky flavour, but it is very juicy and
melting, with a flavour not unlike that of the Jargonelle.

The Summer Doyenne was raised by Dr. Van Mons, and the earliest notice

we have of it is the mere mention of the name in his catalogue of 1823, in

which it stands No. 1 in the second series. He there states by the words "par
nous" which follow the name, that it was a seedling of his own. Doyenne
d'ete is, however, an unfortunate name, and may lead to confusion ; for it is a

synonyme of Franc Real d'Ete of the French, and the Runde Mundnetzbirne of

the Germans. To avoid mistakes on the part of English growers I have here

made use of Summer Doyenne, which is the name I have adopted in my Fruit

Manual.
The fruit is small, and Doyenne-shaped, even and regularly formed. The

skin is quite smooth, and when ready for use is of a yellower green in the

shade, and dull red next the sun ; but when it becomes quite ripe, and is then

past its best, the green becomes of a deep yellow colour, and the red brilliant

crimson. Eye with short ovate segments, slightly open, placed in a very

shallow depression. Stalk an inch long, stout ; thick and fleshy at its union

with the fruit. Flesh tender, very juicy, sweet, and richly flavoured for a

summer Pear.

It ripens in the middle and end of July, and requires to be gathered before

it assumes its yellow colour. The condition in which it is best is when the

colour is just changing to a yellowish tinge.

The tree is a very excellent bearer, succeeds well on the quince, and forms

a handsome pyramid.—H.



Doyenne d'Ete Pear
C Chaboi.. ZiaccS'11

' Skinner St,



*
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THE METROPOLITAN EXHIBITIONS.
Crystal Palace, May 2ith.—This was to a very great extent a reproduction of the

Royal Horticultural Society's Show on the 21st, excepting that it was a different locality,

and the arrangements altogether diverse from that at Kensington. From Classes 1 to 18, it

was like an encore of the performance of three days previously, the same elements composed
the choir. Stove and greenhouse, fine-foliaged and variegated plants, Orchids, Azaleas, Cape
Heaths, Cacti, Roses, and Pelargoniums were but the same artistes, in exactly identical

positions, but on another orchestra. A slight gap was caused by the absence of the fine

Azaleas and Orchids of Messrs. Veitch & Son. The arrangement of the whole was extremely

good, especially in the centre transept, and Mr. Houghton deserves the highest praise for

the admirable manner in which ho had disposed his forces here. The corners formed by the

intersection of the nave with the centre transept, had, as occupants, huge piles of Azaleas, then
banks of ornamental plants reaching to the end of the transept, losing themselves in fr\yo

mighty semicircular mounds of stove and greenhouse plants, issuing from the summits of which
were appropriate groups of statuary. Between these towering horticultural Rameses, was a

small group of plants furnished by the Company, arranged with vases in a very pleasing

manner. Stretching along the nave were lines of Orchids, Roses, Azaleas, Calceolarias,

Cinerarias, Pelargoniums, and Cape Heaths, intersected by the more sober drapery of the

ornamental-foliaged plants that here and there formed an occasional link in the gilded chains

that lined the avenue. The fruit, together with a majority of the new plants, occupied stages

in the centre of the nave. Class XL, for eight new varieties of Greenhouse Azaleas, was
an object of considerable interest during the day. Mr. Turner, Slough, was first and third

with small but well-flowered plants of fine quality. Messrs. Ivery & Son, Dorking, being-

second and fourth with larger plants, but wanting that fulness and quality in the flowers

that distinguished Mr. Turner's best eight. They were Comte de Hainault, a very large

salmon rose, with crimson spots on the upper segment
;

Miltoni, pale rose, with scarlet

marking on the upper segment ; Sir H. Havelock, a bright pale scarlet; Perfection, pale rose,

spotted and suffused with carmine
;
Duc^de Brabant, salmon pink, with crimson marking on

the upper segment
;
Mars, bright fiery scarlet ; Etoile du Gand and Salmonacea alba carta,

two handsome variegated varieties. Messrs. Ivery & Son had Rubens, a large fiery scarlet
;

Rosea alba, rose edged with white, and marked into purple on the upper segment * Etoile

du Grand, Variegata superba, and Tricolor, variegated varieties ; Flower of the Day and
Gloire de Belgique, having white flowers striped with carmine ; and Leviathan, a large double
white. Mr. C. Turner, was once more in the van with twelve Pelargoniums ; and Messrs.

Dobson & Son, second, with the same varieties as at South Kensington. Mr. T. Bailey,

Amersham, was first in the Amateurs' Class ? and Mr. Shrimpton second. With six Fancies,

Mr. Turner regained his lost laurels at South Konsington ; Mr. Bailey, who was first there,

subsiding to second place. The former had Claudiana, Roi des Fantaisies, Madame Rougiere,

Acme, Lady Craven, and Modestum. An infusion of new blood had strengthened Mr.
Turner; while Mr. Bailey had to rely on the same plants. Messrs. F. & -A. Smith were
first with six Cinerarias—viz., David, Criterion, Geant des Batailles, Fairy Queen, Phcebe,
and Miss Smith. Second, Messrs. Dobson & Son, with Brilliant, Duchess of Sutherland, Lady
Seymour, Perfection, Queen Victoria, and Masterpiece. A few seedling Pelargoniums were
staged. The following from Mr. Turner were full ofpromise :—Royal Albert

;
Loveliness, blush

lower petals, with dark blotch on upper division, and white margin
;
Tycoon, a rich dark

variety with white throat. Fancies :—Bella, deep rose, top petals margined with white, blush
lower petals spotted and stained with rose

;
Godfrey Turner, crimson, margined with rose

;

and Butterfly, a very pleasing blush, spotted and stained with rose. Messrs. Dobson & Son,

had Startler, rich fiery scarlet, with very dark top petals margined with fiery ring. Mr.
"Wiggins, gardener to W. Beck, Esq., had Pelides, salmon rose, with deep blotch on top
petals, a finely formed and very free variety

;
Canopus, deep rose, dark blotch on upper

petals, white centre, a very pleasing flower of fine form . A legion of new plants appeared in

the class devoted to them. Mr. B. S. Williams bad, among others, his new variegated
bedding plant, Scrophularia nodosa variegata ; Azalea elegantissima, noticed at South
Kensington ; a fine Cibotium princeps

;
Phaltenopsis Schilleriana ; Pteris serrulata angusta, a

very handsome serrated Fern, and a light-coloured Angulosa species. Mr. W. Bull, of
Chelsea, had Yucca alba spica, a long narrow-leaved variety with white threads ; an
Araucaria species from Moreton Bay ; Yucca Stokesi, edged with white

;
Agave americana

;

Serissa foetida marginata, a veiy pretty ornamental greenhouse shrub
;

Cyanophyllum
speciosum ; some handsome Dracaenas, &c. Mr. Standish had a group of new Japan plants

;

and rare plants were also furnished by Messrs. J. & C. Lee, Hammersmith ; Jackson & Son,
Kingston ; G. H. Bunney, of Blackheath, &c. Cut Roses came from Messrs. Lane & Son,

and W. Paid. Pansies from Messrs. James, Shenton, and others ; and some cut Tulips were also

staged. Some fine Pines were produced. The best was a Queen, from Mr. J. Barnes, Budleigh
Salterton, Exeter. Second, Mr, T. Bailey, with a Providence ; and equal third, Mr. Barnes,
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with a Smooth Cayenne ; and Mr. Drewitt, Denbies, with, a Prickly Cayenne. With Black
Hamburghs, Mr. A. Henderson, Trentham Gardens, was first with a single dish of Black
Grapes

;
equal second, Messrs. "Wortley and M. Henderson, Coleorton Hall

;
equal third,

Messrs. T. Frost and J. Peacock, all with Black Hamburghs. Of White Grapes, Mr. D,
Clements, Chase Side, East Barnet, was first with a dish of Stilwell's Sweetwater. Second,

Mr. Frogley, wjth "White Muscadine. Third, Mr. Standish, with White Frontignac. Several

dishes staged were disqualified because unripe. With a basket of Grapes, 10 lbs. weight,

Mr. M. Henderson was first ; Mr. T. Frost second ; and equal third, Mr. Baker, gardener to

J. Harrison, Esq., Leicester; and Mr. J. Frogley, Hoddesdon, all with Black Hamburghs.
With single dish of Peaches, Mr. Baker was first ; and Mr. A. Henderson, second ; both with
Royal George. With dish of Nectarines, Mr. Peacock was first ; and Mr. A. Henderson, second

;

each with Violette Hative. Pn the Class for Green-fleshed Melons, Mr. A. Henderson was
first with Trentham Hybrid. Second, Mr. Pottle, gardener to B. D. Colvin, Esq., Wood-
bridge, with a Hybrid variety. Of Scarlet-flesh Melons, Mr. J. Barnes had Orion, which was
awarded a first prize. Mr. Cross, gardener to Lord Ashburton, was first with Brown Turkey
Figs. Second, Mr. Pottle, with Brown Ischia. With dishes of Cherries, Mr. A. Henderson
carried off the three prizes with Elton, and two lots of Black Circassian. Strawberries came
only from Mr. R. Smith, Twickenham. He had a single dish of British Queen ; and in the

class for three kinds, British Queen, Empress Eugenie, and Sir C. Napier. Three lots in pots

were produced, all Sir 0. Napier. Mr. Thomas Reed, of Sydenham, was first ; Mr. B. Smith,

second; and third, Mr. W. Kaile. Six dishes of Apples, from B. H. Bettridge, Esq., Abing-

don, had an extra prize awarded them. They were Sack, French Crab, Norfolk White
Pippin, Hanwell Souring, Wellington, and Stunner Pippin. Alike award was made. to Mr.
Young, gardener to W. H. Stone, Esq., Havant, for fruit of Citron paradisa, from Asia, and
also for a dish of Mangoes. A very attractive Exhibition added to the announcement that

the opening ceremonial music of the International Exhibition would be performed, attracted

a very large company, enjoyments that the fineness of the weather greatly enhanced.

BovAii Botanic Society, Regent's Park, May 28th.—There seemed to be a delightful

freshness about this Exhibition, though so many things that were at the other Exhibitions

were also here. Orchids appear to be in finest bloom. The Azaleas were just at then- best.

Cape Heaths were very full of flower, and though they found a lodgment in some of the

darker recesses of the tent, their presence was felt and acknowledged. Stove and greenhouse

plants looked as if the trip to Sydenham on the previous Saturday had increased their gaiety

and vivacity ; and the Pelargoniums were the finest show of this flower we have seen. Their

attractiveness seemed to culminate here. Messrs. May, Whitbread, and B. Peed, were,

relatively, first, second, and third, with sixteen stove and greenhouse plants. Messrs. Milford,

Baker, and Penny, with twenty Orchids. With twelve stove and greenhouse plants, Messrs.

Eraser, Jackson & Sons, and Cutbush, of Bamet. With ten plants, Messrs. Chilman, Green,

and Carson ; and with six, Messrs. Page and Tegg. With twelve Orchids, Messrs. Page,

B. Peed, and Chilman were the prizeholders. With ten varieties, Mr. B. S. "WiUiams, and
S. Woolley. Messrs. T. Jackson & Son were first with ten Cape Heaths ; Mr. 0. Rhodes
second. With eight plants, Mr. Peed was first; and Mr. T. Page, second. Messrs. Dobson
and Son had six nicely-flowered plants of Cinerarias.

.
Mr. Turner had twelve splendid

Pelargoniums—viz., Peacock, a dark-spotted kind, and on this occasion of splendid quality

;

Desdemona, Lord Clyde, Candidate, Nestor, Leviathan, Sunset, Etna, Rose Celestial, Empress
Eugenie, and Bride." Second, Messrs. Dobson & Son, who had two very showy spotted

kinds, William Bull and Macbeth. Mr. Nye, gardener to E. Foster, Esq., Clewer, had ten

plants characterised by size, quality and head of flower, and forming a group long to be

remembered. His varieties were—Flora, Fairest of the Fair, Sanspareil, literally a sheet of

flower
;
Desdemona, Prince of Wales, Sir C. CampbeU, Saracen, Ariel, and Glowworm, a

very bright high-coloured variety. Second, Mr. Shrimpton. Mr. Turner was also first with

the following six Fancies—Zoe, Arabella Goddard (a beautiful deep rose, white throat and

margin, a flower of the most exquisite form), Clemanthe, Lady Craven, Acme, and Celestial.

Second, Messrs. Fraser. The Fancies in the Amateurs' were unusually strong, and
_
gave the

Judges some work, so remarkably close were some of the groups. Two first prizes were

awarded—to Mr. Bousie, gardener to Lord Taunton, Stoke Park, with Evening Star, Carmi-

natum, Clemanthe, Celestial, Delicatum, and Crimson Pet; and' to Mr. Weir, gardener to

Mrs. Hodgson, Hampstead, with Lady H. Campbell, Madame Sontag, Attraction, Delicatum,

Celestial, and Acme. Second, Mr. Holland. Two groups of ten Roses in pots, came from

Messrs. Lane & Son, and Mr. W. Paul. The former was placed first after the most patient

inspection by the Judges. Mr. Paul had finer and fresher blooms, but wanted the head of

flower possessed by the plants of his antagonist. Mr. Terry, of Youngsbury, was first with

six varieties. A group of new Roses in pots came from Mr. W. Paul. Among these were

fine examples of HP. Senateur Vaisse, Madame Boll, Yictor Yerdier, Comtesse de Cha-

brillant, Laelia, Oriflamme de St. Louis, Triomphe des Beaux Arts, Comte de Nanteuil, Anna
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de Diesbach, Empereur de Maroc, Louis XIV. Noisette, Lamarquo. Tea, Madame Damazin,

President, Madame Willermoz, Souvenir d'un Ami ; and H.C., Charles Lawson. Pansies

and Tulips came from several exhibitors. The best of the former were from Messrs. Downie,

Laird, & Laing, Forest Hill. In the Classes for new and rare plants, &c, a large number
was staged. Foremost was an extremely interesting group of variegated herbaceous plants,

from Mr. B. S. Williams. Mr. Turner had a bright Zonale Geranium Nesfield, and a Horse-

shoe variety named Morning Star, a pleasing rosy salmon
;

also, the following seedling Pelar-

goniums Improvement, a bright rosy scarlet, with dark top petals
;
Koyal Albert ; Miss

Faithful, rose, veined with crimson, dark blotch ; A 1 ; Yivid Scarlet, dark top petals, margined

with fiery scarlet
;
Sportsman, a handsome, rich, dark-spotted land

;
Bouquet, Alice, Loveli-

ness, Lilly Franklin, all pleasing light-spotted varieties
;
Lady Towers, bright rose, white

throat and margin, a'flower of fine form ; and Bella, Butterfly, and Miss-in-her-Teens, Fancy
kinds, shades of rose and very pretty. Mr. "Wiggins, gardener to W. Beck, Esq., Isleworth,

had Oriana, delicate pink, stained with carmine, dark top petals margined with fiery scarlet,

fine form and very novel
;
Agamemnon, a large, deep, salmon rose, white throat, and dark top

petals
;
Splendens, blight rosy scarlet

;
Eurydice, an exquisite light flower, of fine form, dark

top petals margined with fiery scarlet and white
;
Ardens, rich deep scarlet, veined with

crimson, dark blotch, a fine flower of good form
;
Kegina formosa, a finely formed salmon

rose variety. Mr. JNye had Improvement (Foster), lilac i-ose, lightly veined with crimson,

dark top petals margined Math fiery scarlet
;
Eoyalty, deep salmon rose veined with crimson,

white throat, a large flower of fine form and substance ; and Conflagration, a deep glowing

scarlet, very showy. Mr. B. S. Williams had Petunia rosa belle forme, crimson magenta
with white throat ; and Horseshoe Geranium Conqueror of Europe, a light salmon rose.

Messrs. Dobson & Son had Pelargonium Startler, a showy fiery scarlet, veined with crimson

;

and Messrs. J. & J. Fraser had International, deep rose, with crimson spots and veins, dark

top petals, a large, pleasing flower. Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son had Aucuba himalaica,

with long, bright green serrated foliage, producing clusters " of deep orange fruit ; some
golden-foliaged Horseshoe Geraniums, and Queen's Favourite, Mrs. Pollock, and Sunset,

three handsome variegated kinds. Messrs. Veitch & Son, Standish, B. S. Williams, Bull,

T. Jackson & Sons, &c, had groups of new and ornamental-foliaged plants of great interest,

adequate descriptions of which would require the whole of the present Number.

Koyal Horticultural Society, June 11.—This Exhibition was held in the conserva-

tory and the arcades. A heavy gale of wind broke over here the previous evening but one,

and appeared to concentrate its fury on the large tent of the Society, and those covering the

Ehododendrons from Messrs. Waterer & Godfrey, Hnaphill. The former was rendered

untenable for the purposes of the Exhibition, and it was sad to witness the destruction

caused by the fall of the latter. About one-half of the plants were comparatively uninjured;

many of them were magnificent examples, and ranged in colours from the most delicate

blush to dark crimson. They were like immense bouquets, and were as thickly studded

with flowers as the Azaleas in the conservatory. The great centre of attraction in this

Exhibition, especially for the ladies, were the groups of fruit and flowers, for which Sir

W. C. Dilke had offered special prizes. Some 300 feet of tables were occupied, but so

crowded was the arcade, that but a peep could be obtained of them. There were a great

variety of designs, but the palm seemed to be awarded to the most elegant and charming-

simplicity ; but the ordinary rules of judging cannot apply to these. Some of the groiips

looked as if they had been intended for triumphal arches by the fair architects, so large

were their proportions in comparison with those contiguous to them. On the opposite side

of the grounds, displayed under a corresponding arcade, were garden implements, heating

apparatus, wirework, trellises, and baskets, garden pottery, labels, tiles for garden edging, &c,
in too great variety to be detailed. Some very tasteful flower-pot covers for drawing-room
decoration, from Messrs. Barr & Sugden, Covent Garden, were highly commended by the

Judges, as were many other articles exhibited. Some very nice fruit was staged, but the

quantity ^as limited. Of Pine Apples, Mr. Bailey, of Shardeloes, had a Prickly Cayenne.

Mr. Floud, gardener to E. Fothergill, Esq., Aberdare, had a fine Queen that weighed 5 lbs. 2 oz.

Mr. Barnes, of Bicton, was second. Fine Black Hamburgh Grapes were shown by Mr.
Henderson, Trentham Gardens; also by Mr. D. Clement, of Barnet; and Mr. Wortley, of

Norwood. The majority of the Muscat Grapes were unripe ; Mr. Horwood, gardener to

W. Turnbull, Esq., Bromley, was first with three bunches ;
second, Mr. Standish, Bagshot.

Some good fruit of Peaches, Nectarines, Cherries, and Figs were staged, of well-known

varieties. Mr. Smith, Twickenham, had three dishes of Sir C. Napier, British Queen, and

Empress Eugenie Strawberries—the latter a large and very high-coloured variety; Mr.
Widdowson, Chorleywood House, was second with Sir Harry, Sir C. Napier, and Crimson

Queen. Mr. Smith, of Sion House, had admirable Grapes in pots, so had Mr, Hutt, gardener to

Miss B. Coutts, Highgate ; and some considerable interest attached to some small bunches of

Black Grapes, from Dr. Trouncer, ripened in a glass structure on the top of a house, in
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Mount Street, Berkeley Square. On this occasion Mr, May had to succumb to Mr. Whitbread,
in the Class for fifteen Stove and Greenhouse Plants ; Mr. B. Peed being third. In the
Nurserymen's Class for twelve varieties, Messrs. J. & J. Fraser were first ; Mr. 0. Bhodes
second ; and Mr. Cutbush, of Barnet, third. With nine varieties, Mr. Chilman was first,

Mr. Green second, and Mr. Kaile, of Bipley, third. With six varieties the competition was
very close, Mr. A. Ingram, gardener to J. J. Blandy, Esq., Beading, and Mr. Page, gardener
to W. Leaf, Esq., Streatham, were equal first; and Mr. J. Tegg, Boehampton, second. It
was tbe old acquaintances of former occasions—Polygalas, Vincas, some gorgeous Allamandas,
two or three fine examples of Pleroma elegans, Stephanotis floribimda, Ixoras, Azaleas, Erica
Cavendishi, some fine Pimeleas, and, in one instance, a weU-grown and flowered plant of
Leptodactylon califomicum. Orchids were in good condition, and are noticed in the report
of the Begent's Park Exhibition of a later date. A very fine collection of handsome-foliage

d

plants came from Mr. Hamilton, Arle Court Gardens, Cheltenham ; Mr. -Smith, Sion House
;

Mr. Hutt, and Messrs. T. Jackson & Son also furnished the same. Mr. Whitbread, Dartford,
was first in the Amateurs' Class for nine Azaleas ; Mr. Turner, Slough, in that for Nursery-
men ;

Mr. May, and Messrs. Veitch & Son, were second. Composed of varieties that have
appeared before, but not near so Ml of flowers. In the class for six new varieties, Messrs.
Ivery & Son had Variegata superba and Etoile du Gand, variegated kinds

;
Harlequin and

Flower of the Day, whites, striped with carmine
;
Kinghorni, a superb salmon rose, spotted

with carmine on the upper segment ; and Leopold the First, a large semi-double rosy pink.
Mr. Turner, who was first, had Chameleon, producing pure wbite, striped, bright rosy scarlet,
and variegated flowers

;
Magnet, a glowing salmon rose

;
Hinghorni, Etoile du Gand, much

finer than Messrs. Ivery's ; President de Cloyes, a handsome variegated kind ) and Comte de
Hainault. Messrs. Lane & Son, and W. Paul, had Bosesinpots, but not so good as formerly.
Cape Heaths came from the same exhibitors as before. Mr. B. S. Williams had a collection
of Exotic Ferns ; and collections of Anoectochils came from Messrs. Harbott, Yeitch & Son,
B. S. Williams, and Ingram. Messrs. Turner, Dobson, and Fraser were respectively first,

second, and third, with, twelve Pelargoniums. Mr. T. Bailey, of Shardeloes, with nine
varieties; the second and third prizes being withheld. With six Fancy kinds, Mr. Turner-
was first, Messrs. Dobson & Son second, and Mr. T. Bailey thud. With nine Spotted or
French kinds, Mr. Turner was first with Osiris, Mr. Marnock, Conspicuum, Guillaume
Severyns, Bertie, Bracelet, Beadsman, and Bembrandt. Messrs. Dobson & Son were second,
with Mr. Hoyle, Peacock, Wm. Bull, Macbeth, Sanspariel, Madame Furtado, Scaramouch,
Distinction, and Conspicuum. A very largo number of seedling florists' flowers and new
plants were produced. Of seedling Pelargoniums, Mr. Wiggins had Canopus, Ardens,
Agamemnon

;
Mallbrook, a very novel, salmon, rose flower

;
Bosicrucian, a bright showy

crimson
;
Eurydice, Begina Formosa

;
Bellatrix, deep salmon rose, a very strong exhibition

flower ; and Caliban, a very fine crimson-spotted variety. Mr. Turner had Conflagration, a
very showy vivid scarlet ; Lord Palmerston, a leviathan flower, but not so deep coloured

;

Pericles, a carmine streaked blush ; and Beacon, deep rose suffused with purple, dark top
petals, and broad fiery margin. Mr. Macintosh, of Hammersmith, had a vigorous-growing
yet dwarf and compact Scarlet Geranium, Adeleine Patti, with vivid orange scarlet flowers,
good truss and fine form, and to all appearance well adapted for pot-culture. Mr. Bousie, of
Stoke Park, and Mr. Burley, Limpsfield, had groups of showy Calceolarias; Mr. Tyso,
Wallingford, a collection of Banunculuses ; and there were also some beautiful seedling Bho-
dodendrons from Mr. Noble, of Bagshot. Messrs. Veitch & Son, Bull, Standish, &c, furnished
groups of new plants ; from the former was a very attractive Nolana, called laneeolata,
having large deep blue flowers, with white throat ; and three pans of Miniums cupreus,
bright orange scarlet, very dwarf and hardy, from Chili. The conservatory contained a very
great novelty—a basket of blossoms of Cheirostemon platanoides, the Mexican "Hand-plant,"
so called because its great green cup-shaped flowers produced from their centre what seems
to be a gory arm and hand, out of the palm of which protrudes a crimson stiletto. It is to

be feared that the arcades wiU never satisfactorily answer for the purpose of exhibition, unless
the weather is very warm and the atmosphere serene ; or else unless the arches can be closed

when required with some light-admitting agent that will exclude the cold blasts that worked
sad havoc among some of the stove plants on this occasion, while the older flowers of the
Pelargoniums were freely scattered about. Even in the conservatory, faultless as it appeared
in regard to the arrangement, and extremely beautiful in its effect—even here the height of

the temperature seemed to be telling on many of the subjects. At any rate it was a fine

show, and drew together a large assembly.

Boyatj Botanic Society, June 18.—This was another of those fine exhibitions that are
inalienable from the Regent's Park. The weather was good excepting a shower towards the
close of the day, and the company very large. Stove and greenhouse plants were identical

with those at South Kensington. Mr. Whitbread maintained his ascendancy over Mr. May
with sixteen varieties ; and Messrs. Fraser, and Cutbush, of Barnet, were first and second
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with twelve varieties. Mr. J. Green, gardener to Sir E. Aufrotsus, had the best ten varieties

;

and Mr. T. Page, of Streatham, the best six varieties. Mr. Chilman was second to Mr.
Green ; and Mr. Philpott, Stamford Hill, to Mr. Pago. Capo Heaths were still showy, though
not so gay as at the previous meeting here. Mr. 0. Rhodes, Sydenham, and Mr. B. Peed
were severally first Avith ten and eight varieties ; Messrs. T. Jackson & Son and Mr. Page
coming next in order of merit. Mr. Chilman was first with six varieties; and Mr. Wheeler,
gardener to J. Philpot, Esq., second. Mr. Turner, Slough, again took the load with six

Azaleas ; Mr. May being second. Orchids were in admirable condition, and contributed

most effectually to the attractiveness of the Show. Mr. George Baker, gardener to A. Bassett,

Esq., Stamford Hill, had a grand collection of twenty varieties, including Cattleya Mossise,

with a splendid head of flower
;
Cypripedium barbatuni nigrum, with nineteen fino blooms

;

Pendrobium formosum, Cattleya speciosissima, &c. Mr. Milford, gardener to E. McMoiiand,
Esq., Havcrstock Hill, was second, and had fine examples of iErides odorata superba, Lobbii
and crispa ; Cattleya superba, very handsome ; and C. species, from Brazil ; and Brassavola
Digbyana, from Honduras, said by Mr. Milford to have flowered but twice in the past ten
years. Third, Mr. B. Peed. With twelve varieties, Mr. C. Penny, gardener toH. II. Gibbs,
Esq., was first ; and Mr. Page second. In the Nurseryman's Class for ten varieties, Mr. B. S.

Williams was first with a magnificent specimen of Orchis foliosa, having a profusion of spikes

of lilac purple flowers ; a finely flowered Cattleya Mossia?, iErides odorata purpurascens, &c.
Second, Messrs. T. Jackson & Son, who had very fine Laflia purpurata, Cattleya Wagneri,
and Phaius Wallichi. Third, Mr. S. Woolley, * Chcshunt, who had a beautifully marked
Cypripedium barbatum Veitchi, from India, With six varieties, Mr. Wiggins, gardener to

W. Beck, Esq., Isleworth, was first ; and Mr. Smith, Sion House Gardens, second. Mr.
Hutt, gardener to Miss B. Coutts, Highgate, and Mr. B. S. Williams had collections of

Exotic and British Ferns, which, together with the fine-foliaged plants, occupied the shady
recesses of the tent. Mr. Burley, of Limpsfield, and Mr. James of Isleworth, were equal
with groups of six Calceolarias—the former having very showy half-shrubby kinds. Mr. H.
Cannell, gardener to G-. Jennings, Esq., Clapham, was fiist with six Fuchsias extremely well
flowered ; the varieties were Little Bopeep, Catherine Hayes, and Sir C. Campbell double
dark ; Bose of Castille and Pearl of England, light ; and Madame Cornelissen, a free-flowering
white corollaed variety. Second, Mr. Cross, St. John's Lodge, with British Sailor and
Souvenir de Chiswick, dark; Queen of Hanover, Eose of Castille, and Fair Oriana, light;

and Princess of Prussia, with white corolla. These were larger plants, but not sufficiently

advanced in bloom. Mr. Turner was in the van with twelve fine Pelargoniums, as usual. They
were Glowworm, Candidate, Sir C. Campbell, Lucifer, Lady Canning, Prince of Wales,
Lord Clyde, Fairest of the Fair, Desdemona, Viola, Prince of Prussia (Story's), and Bracelet,

a showy spotted kind. Second, Messrs. Pobson, who had, differing from those exhibited by
them before, Bacchus, Eoseleaf (a very showy bright rose), and Eclipse. Mr. T. Bailey,
Amersham, had a walk over with ten plants—viz,, Yiola, Glowworm, Carlos, Kosa Bonhcur,
Sanspareil, Biauca, Lord Clyde, Duke of Cambridge, Ariel, and another. Mr. Turner was
first in the Nurserymen's Class ; and Messrs. Bailey, and Lamb, gardener to Miss Thacker-
waite, Southwell, in the Amateurs' Class with six Fancy Pelargoniums. The best were
Claudiana, Evening Star, Delicatum, Lady Craven, Modestum, Acme, Celestial, and Brides-
maid, a silvery light-coloured variety. Messrs. Fraser stood next to Mr. Turner, and Mr.
J. Emson, Streatham, in the other class. Messrs. Standish, Veitck & Son, Bull, B. S.

Williams, and E. G. Henderson & Son had their usual quota of new and rare plants ; the
latter had a very interesting collection of Ivies, including some variegated kinds ; some very
dwarf and showy herbaceous Calceolarias, from 18 inches to 2 feet in height, and a few
seedling double Petunias ; also cut flowers of the handsome Clianthus Dampicri. Messrs.
A. Henderson & Co., had a collection of Variegated Geraniums, and some free-fruiting
Gooseberries in pots for orchard-houses, named Khyber Pass ; a large batch of seedling
florists' flowers were produced. Messrs. Dobson & Son had Geranium Queen of the Whites,
a light hybrid forcing kind, very free and showy. Mr. Turner had the following Fancy
kinds :—Mrs. Mamock, deep rose, white throat, a finely formed flower of great promise";
Miss-in-her-Teens

;
Godfrey Turner ; Mrs. Eeynolds Hole, a delicate blush with carmine

spots, very free, but wanting form ; and Helen Bock, a large deep rose with white centre,

very free. Of large-flowering kinds, Mr. Turner had Landseer, a rich, bright, spotted kind;
Monitor,_ glowing bright rose, dark spots; Merrimac

;
Eoyal Albert

;
Conflagration; Eoyalty;

International
; Novelty, lilac, with crimson veins, and dark top petals

; Censor, a bright
rosy scarlet, of fine form

;
Colossus, a large and extremely showy flower, style of Eoyal

Albert; Illuminator, intense glowing scarlet, remarkably striking; and Clio, bright rose,

with crimson stains, pure white centre, very showy. From Mr. Wiggins, gardener to
W. Beck, Esq., came Fervens, bright orange rose, a very showy flower, of fine form

;

Agamemnon
;
Cynosure, soft salmon rose, with large white centre, dark blotch on top

petal
;
Eegina Formosa ; Oriana

;
Bellatrix, light carmine with violet shading, very free,

showy, and novel ; and Fiducia, a very free light kind, of good form. Mr. George Smith, of
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Tollington Nursery, Islington, had a fine double Fuchsia, Universal, a decided improvement
in point of habit. Mr. J. Watson, St. Albans, had a very dwarf yellow Calceolaria Tom
Thumb 6 to 8 inches in height, and very free. Evidently a good bedding kind. Messrs.
Lane & Son had a collection of ten Koses in pots, Mr. W. Paul, "Waltham Cross, was equal
first with Mr. Mitchell, of Maresfield, with boxes of fifty cut Eoses, Mr. E. P. Francis being
second. With twenty-five varieties, Miss Crawshay, Beading, was first, and J. Hollingworth,
Esq., Maidstone, second. With twenty-four varieties, Mr. Turner was first, and Mr. E. P.
Francis second. The newer kinds were Catherine G-uillot, Boule d'Or, Victor Yerdier,
Triomphe d'Alencon, President, Beauty of Waltham, Madame Boll, Due de Magenta, Senateur
Vaisse, Madame F\irtado, Gloire de Santenay, Madame Van Geert, Due de Cases, Souvenir
d'Elise, Louis XIV., and Baronne de Wassana, a fine Moss. Mr. Turner had a splendid
collection of Pinks, including some fine seedlings. Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing, Edin-
burgh, had stands of English and Belgian Pansies. Mr. Shenton, of Hendon, also had fine
blooms of the former. Mr. C. J. Perry, of Birmingham, was first with a stand of twenty-four
Verbenas, chiefly his own raising, and of first-class merit. They were Lord Elgin, Countess
of Bradford, Emperor, Blue Beauty, Loveliness, Venus, Mrs. Moore, Spark (a bright orange
scarlet), Peine des Amazons, a few other new kinds, and seedlings of promise. Messrs.
Downie, Laird, & Laing had spikes of Delphinium bicolor grandiflora, deep blue, with con-
spicuous white and lemon centre. The contributions of fruit were small, but generally good.
Fine Providence Pine Apples came from Messrs. Young, of Aberdare

;
Bailey, of Shardeloes

;

and Speed, of Maresfield. The fruit of the first-named weighed 10 lbs. 13 ozs. Fine Queens
from Messrs. Barnes, Bicton, 5 lbs. 2f ozs., and 4 lbs. 6 ozs.

;
Bwye, Merthyr Tydvil,

3 lbs. 13 ozs. A large number of Melons were staged. Peaches and Nectarines were very
fine ; the former consisted of Boyal George, Bellegarde, Barring-ton, or Galande ; the latter
of Violette Hative, Scarlet Elruge, and Bornan. Mr. Henderson, Coleorton Hall, was first

with Black Hamburgh Grapes, finely ripened; Mr. Hill with West's St. Peter's and White
Muscadine ; and Mr. Standish with Frontignan. Mr. Hill also had Buckland Sweetwater
and Black Prince; and Mr. Standish Ingram's Hardy Muscat, a small but very high-
coloured fruit. Mr. D. Thomson, ^rcherfield, had examples of his Early Muscat, said to be
much quicker in ripening than the ordinary Muscat ; for while a house of the latter was shut
up on the 1st of October, from which Grapes were only being cut now ; from a house of the
Early Muscat, closed on December 14th, eatable > Grapes were 'cut in May. Mr. Turner,
Slough, had a box of a new Strawberry, President, gathered from the open ground, a fine high-
coloured variety ; and Mr. Lydiard, of Bath, also had a dish of his seedling variety Glory of
Bath. Some Cherries and Figs were also shown. Quo.

The Fruit Manual : containing the Descriptions and Synonymes of the Fruits and
Fruit Trees commonly met with in the Gardens and Orchards of Great Britain, with
Selected Lists of those most worthy of Cultivation. By Eobert Hogg, LL.D., F.L.S. Second
Edition. London: Journal of Horticulture and Cottage Gardener Office.

We see this, the only standard work on the subject of fruits, has reached a second
edition, which includes all the new varieties of fruits raised since the first edition was
published, two years back. If every nurseryman and fruit-grower would take the trouble
to have their fruit trees corrected to the nomenclature of the " Fruit Manual," much of the
confusion which now exists would be avoided ; under any circumstances, buyers of fruit

trees should insist on what they purchase being the same as are described in the Manual
under the respective names, and buy no other.

The Orchard-house. By T. Bivers. Tenth edition, enlarged, Sfc. London : Longmans.
It must be near to twenty-five years since Mr. Eivers, of Sawbridgeworth, delighted

lovers of gardening by the first, we believe, of his horticultural brochures—the "Eose
Amateurs' Guide," which has been followed at intervals by the " Orchard-house," "Miniature
Fruit Garden," and some excellent descriptive catalogues. "The Eose Amateur's Guide"
has reached a seventh edition ; and the subject of our present notice forms the tenth—a pretty
conclusive evidence that the author and his subjects are favourites with the public.

It will be almost superfluous on our part to inform our readers that it is to Mr. Eivers
we owe the introduction and name of orchard-houses. What though his first attempts were
merely glass roofs resting on a framework of rough timber, beech hedges being substituted
for brick walls, two great ideas were embodied in their construction—cheapness and adapta-
bility ; and however more recent authors may sneer at the Sawbridgeworth hedge-houses,

improved upon, and no one has made greater improvements in their construction than our

REVIEWS.

they were however much they may have been
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author himself. To Mr. Rivers, therefore, belongs the credit of all that pertains to their
introduction and history, quite as much as the railway system owes its beginning- to George
Stephenson, iron and glass architecture to Sir Joseph Paxton, and good farming to
Mr. Mechi.

This last edition contains many improvements, and is suggestive, and is written in the
same kindly genial spirit which characterises Mr. Rivers' writings. The suggestions as to
culture, including the rationale of the treatment of orchard-house plants practised at
Sawhridgeworth, show very much of philosophical reasoning and an intimate knowledge
of the habits of fruit trees, and, for these reasons alone, should be read by every young
gardener, who would do well to digest thoroughly all the author advances on the subject.

We do not see why Currants and Raspberries are not worthy a house of this description.
Both fruits in March and April would be invaluable for tarts and other culinary purposes, to
say nothing about their making a nice addition to the dessert.

The Potato.—A question
,
was

_
asked us the other day whether we did not consider

that the Potato had regained its original flavour, which, for many years, was deteriorated
through the disease. Our opinion coincides with the one given by our friend, that
although the haulm is attacked as usual, and, apparently with the same destructive effects,

the quality of
_
the tubers has been gradually improving for the last two or three years (at

least in this district), and is now as mealy and high-flavoured as we remember them prior to
1845; indeed, with such kinds as the Dalmahoy, Fluke, and Regent, if care is taken to
plant early on dry soils and to avoid rank manure, fair crops and good-quality tubers may
be obtained ; and the Potato remain with us a tolerably certain and paying crop.—Gr. F.

"When to Bud.—It is an error to suppose budding can only be performed durino'
about three months in the summer season. With fruit trees, for instance, it may be success-
fully practised even in November. "When wall or espalier trees of the Apple, Pear, or Plum,
have long, naked branches (and we have seen scores of such trees grubbed up in con-
sequence), they may quickly be clothed with bearing wood by inserting buds rather thickly
on them. We have seen one and two-year-old buds of the Pear worked on naked branches,
which have borne fruit the following season, which were budded quite late in the autumn.
A little warm grafting-wax is brushed over the incision after budding, as I seldom bind
the buds.

Oxydisation of Iron.—Is it generally known that coal ashes or cinders injure hot-
water pipes and iron in general ? Having a pipe underneath the ground near a hothouse,
my man covered it with coal ashes. As a good nonconductor, in a few months the pipe was
almost rusted through. I am told this effect is produced by the sulphur (remaining in the
ashes) acting on the iron—it appeared like a case of simple oxydation. The ashes were
removed, the pipe buried in clay, and it looks in no worse condition, though several years
have elapsed since the change was effected.—J. R. Peabson, ChihveU.

CALENDAR OF

Conservatory.
In general, it is not necessary to keep this house

very full of plants at this season of the year ; a few-
good specimens, -well-arranged, will make sufficient
display. By this means the permanent plants will
getmore air, and the young growths will get properly
matured. Keep the plants well supplied with water,
and syringe daily. Give abundance of air day and
night. The destruction of insects requires unceasing
attention. Keep every place as clean and neat as
possible.

Greenhouses.
Plants out of doors will now require much atten-

tion. All, except those in large pots, do best when
plunged in coal ashes. In showery weather examine
them daily, and see they do not suffer either from
too much or from want of water at the roots. In
dry, hot weather syringe every afternoon. Plants

OPERATIONS.

under glass can scarcely have too much air now.
Shade in very hot weather. Turn the plants round
frequently, and keep them properly tied-out and
trained. Pick-off all flowers as soon as they begin
to die away, and shorten back or prune such plants
as need it. Shift at once all plants that want a
larger pot.

Stove.

All the stronger-growing plants, such as Clero-
dendrons, should now be watered with weak, clear,
liquid manure. Keep the atmosphere moist by sy-
ringing daily, and throwing down plenty of water
on the paths, stages, &c. Shade for a few hours in
the middle of the day in very hot, bright weather.
Give abundance of air during the day, and a little at
night. Plants for flowering during the winter
should now be attended to. The following are use-
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fal for this purpose :—Begonias, Justicias, Poin-
setlias, Euphorbias, Gesneras, &c. Shift them into
larger pots as they require them, and keep them in a
nice growing atmosphere. Keep down insects.

Floaver Garden.
If proper care and attention have been given to

this, it will now be very gay and beautiful. Keep
the shoots well pegged down, and let everything be
in the most perfect order. Mow the grass frequently,
and keep the walks well rolled. Roses will now be
beautiful ; all decaying flowers must be cut away,
This is a eood time* to bud Roses. Attend regularly
to the tying-up of Dahlias and Hollyhocks ; also to
all tall " herbaceous plants, such as Delphiniums,
Phloxes, Pentstemons, &c. Pleasure Grounds.—
This has been a fine season for all newly-trans-
planted trees. The frequent showers we have had
have obviated the necessity of much watering.
Trees and shrubs of all kinds ai-e fast recovering
from the ill effects of 1860. The principal work here,
at present, is to keep everything in proper order.

Forcing.
Fruit.—Pine Apples.—For fruiting plants, the

directions given last month must be attended to.

Succession plants should now be grown on as rapidly
as possible. Ventilate freely during the day. Water
liberally all plants that have plenty of roots. Shift
such as require it into larger pots. See the bottom
heat is steady and regular. Syringe dail}', and shut
up early in the afternoons. Vines.—See directions
last month for Vines in early-houses. Grapes that
are colouring should now have all the air possible,

both by day and night ; and should the wet, dull
weather of the past month continue, a little fire heat
will be necessary. Cold, wet borders, and defective
ventilation are the principal causes of mildew,
shanking, &c. Keep a moist, growing atmosphere
in late-houses, by throwing water frequently on the
paths and borders. Water thoroughly the inside
borders when they require it. Give abundance of
air during the day

;
always opening the lights early

in the morning, and closing them early in the after-

noon. Pendies and Nectarines.—"When the fruit is

all gathered in the early-houses, give the trees a
good syringing twice daily for a few days to cleanse
them of filth and insects. Give abundance of air

night and day
;
spare no care to keep the foliage in

a healthy state as long as possible, so that buds may
get properly formed and the wood well ripened for

another season. Where fruit is ripening and there are
late-houses, attend to the.directions in last month's
Calendar. Tigs.—Trees that are swelling-off the
second crop of fruit must be well watered, and fre-

quently with liquid manure. The syringe should
be used freely, and a moist atmosphere kept up by
well sprinkling with water, almost constantly, the
borders and paihways. When the fruit begins to

ripen syringing must cease, a drier atmosphere kept
up, and plenty of air must be given. Cherries.—
Pinch back all shoots not wanted. Keep the leaves
clear of insects, and attend well to the watering.
Strawberries.— Lay at once, in small pots, a sufficient

quantity of runners for forcing next season. Those
laid last month should be put into the fruiting-pots

at once. Use a compost of good strong loam, well
enriched with good rotten dung ; drain the pots
well, and, after they are potted, place them in beds
in some situation where they will have full exposure
to sun and air, and where they can be properly
attended to. They will not require much water
until they begin to fill their pot with roots ; but they
should always, in dry weather, be either syringed

or watered with a fine-rose water-pot every evening.
Strawberry-forcing is a very simple affair, if the
plants are properly prepared. Cucumbers and
Melons.—Keep Cucumber plants thin of wood and
foliage, and free of insects. Keep up a good heat
and a moist atmosphere ;

give abundance of air and
water freely. Sow towards the end of the month for

a winter crop. Melons that are ripening should
have plenty of air, and the atmosphere of the pit

should be kept dry. Keep up a good heat to plants
that arc swelling their fruit; w.iter well when
necessary. Do not leave too many fruit to a plant.

Attend to the stopping and regulating of the shoots
on the young plants.

Hardy Fruit.
Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots. — Pinch-off

every shoot not wanted for next season. Tie-in or
nail all shoots as they advance. See there are not
too many fruit ou any of the trees ; if there be, take
them off at once. If the weather be dry, the trees
should have a good syringing two or three times
a-week with a barrow engine. Remove all foreright
shoots off Pears, Plum--, and Cherries, and nail-in
leading shoots. See they are free of insects. Cover
Cherry trees with nets to protect them from birds.
Gooseberry and Currant bushes should be gone over,
and the greater part of the young wood cut away ;

this not only lets more air and sun to the fruit, but
also benefits the wood and buds for next year. Rasp-
berry canes should be well thinned-out.

Kitchen Garden.
The constant wet weather of the past month has

made it difficult to keep down weeds. Take advan-
tage of fine weather to destroy them. See all crops
are well thinned. Hoe frequently between all grow-
ing crops. Take advantage of showery weather
to plant out on well-prepared ground good breadths
of Broceolis, Savoys, Brussels Sprouts," Cauliflowers,
&c. Continue to plant-out Celery in well-manured
trenches. Endive and Lettuces.—Plant out regu-
larly. Dwarf Kidney Beans.— Sow for late crop.
Cabbages.—Sow lor winter greens. Turnips.—Sow
a good breadth for succession. Spinach.—Sow for
succession crop. Endive, Lettuces, and Radishes.—
Sow. Rod late crops of Peas. Stake Scarlet Runners,

j

If the weather be dry, all newlv-planted crops must
bp well watered. Ash-leaved Kidney and other early
sorts of Potatoes should be taken up early in the
month, and greened for sets next season, and then
stored away. Herbs of all kinds should be cut as
soon as they come into flower. They should be
spread out thinly in a shed until dry, and then be
tied into small bunches and hung up in a dry, airy
shed.-M.S.

Florists' Flowers.
Roses in Pots.—Well, the labour of the year is

nearly over, for all the Hybrid Perpetual and other
Hybrid Roses, are or should be withdrawn from
under glass and plunged in the open air by the end
of June. Henceforth Roses of equal beauty should
abound out of doors. It were a pity then to distress
our pot plants which are required for early blooming
in future years. They are then plunged and niu)ched,
and our aim is to obtain by the end of the growing
season. a full supply of healthy and well-ripened
shoots. To this end where the shoots superaboimd
so as to form a dense bush, a few of the principal
shoots should be staked wide apart that the leaves
may have the advantage of abundance of light and
air. Watering must be strictly attended to, for
during the coming months the water passes rapidly
from the soil. A thorough soaking of water that
shall reach to the bottom of the pot given occasion-
ally, according to the state of the weather, is better
than frequent driblets, which penetrate only a few
inches downwards, and may deceive the cultivator
by the appearance of moisture when the lower part of
the ball of earth is really dry. Remember, however,
that Roses do not like a 'wet soil, a moist soil is what
we are contending for. Keep all bloom-buds, seed-
pods, and wild shoots from worked plants removed.
Dust freely with sulphur if mildew appear. Check
aphis by syringing with tobacco water, or by brush-
ing the shoots in the palm of the hand. It is most
important that the plants be kept clean, and these
are means to that end. Further if the cultivator
resides near a road or town where deposits of dust or
soot are frequent, occasional and copious eyringings
with pure wrater to remove these matters are desir-
able. The Tea-scented Roses may still be grown
under glass, where, if a cold rainy summer and
autumn ensue, they will likely do better than out of
doors, although this being a matter of the future, in
respect to which we caunot calculate with certainty,
is not t.f vital importance.

—

William Paul, Waltham
Cross, Herts, N.
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NEW DOUBLE CHINESE PRIMROSES.

WITH AN ILLUSTRATION.

The double-flowered varieties of the Chinese Primrose {Primula prami-

tens), which we have now the pleasure of introducing to our readers, have
been obtained by the Messrs. F. & A, Smith, of Dulvvich, to whom we are

indebted for our drawings of them. Chinese Primroses are exceedingly valu-

able garden plants ; and these forms are peculiarly meritorious as Chinese
Primroses, their merit consisting chiefly in two qualities, which are these :—
(1), They bear flowers which are amongst the finest and most perfectly double
of any which have yet been produced ; and (2), they may be perpetuated by
seeds, which as far as we know is not the case with any other of the full-

double sorts previously obtained.

Double-flowered forms of this very useful decorative plant arc not now
rare, and all the better ones, at least, are highly ornamental. The old double
red and double white, it will be remembered,' belong to the typical race in

which the margins of the flowers are quite smooth and even, with a notch at

the end of each segment. Even these have been and are still highly prized as

ornamental plants, from the crowded masses of flowers they produce, and their

long endurance as compared with the ordinary kinds ; but they have never
become common in consequence of their being only propagated by cuttings or

division. A very few years since a much larger and finer double red variety,

called atrorosea, was brought into notice by Mr. Turner, of Slough, to whom a
certificate was awarded for it by the Horticultural Society. This, which
belonged to the modern race with fringed margins to the flowers, proved to

be a very decided acquisition from its size and fulness, as Avell as from the
rich deep rose colour of its flowers.

Still more recently some continental varieties, named nivea plena and rubella
plena, which were said to have the property of being reproduced in the dupli-
cated state from the seeds, were introduced by Mr. Bull, of Chelsea. They
were only semidouble, but young plants raised from them proved to be semi-
double too, so that in them a step seemed to have been gained towards the
acquisition of a double-flowered race reproduceable from seeds. Hardly, how-
ever, had the existence of this seed-bearing semidouble form become known,
when the varieties we now figure, having this very property of reproducing
themselves from seeds, yet being at the same time fully equal in merit to the
very best double forms yet known, made their appearance. Bearing in mind
the decorative adaptability of the Chinese Primrose, we cannot but hail them
as ranking among the most valuable of recent acquisitions ; and this judgment
will,_we think, be supported by the very admirable representations we now
publish.

Both the varieties, it will be seen, belong to the double fringed-flowered
group, and both of them are of vigorous free-blooming habit. That called
delicata {fig. 2), has the flowers at first white, afterwards changing to a deli-

cate blush. The blossoms are individually bold, full-double, and measuring
nearly a couple of inches across. In addition to the duplication of the corolla
segments, the central organs frequently, if not constantly, become converted
into small flowers, two or three of which could be traced in most of the
blossoms Ave examined. The variety is in every way equal in merit to the fine
sort named atrorosea, to which must be added its property of self-reproduction.
The Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society has marked its

opinion of the merit of this flower by the award of a Pirst-class Certificate, and
a similar award has been made by the Royal Botanic Society. Among the

VOL. I. !
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seedling plants of this, Messrs. Smith have found a peculiarly dwarf-habited
sport, with the flowers equally double, and of the same colour : this they have
named The Fairy. The other variety, rubra, gkandiflora {fig. 1), corre-
sponds in a great measure with the foregoing description of delicata—that
is to say, it has large full-double fringed blossoms, and it reproduces itself

from seeds. Its chief difference consists in its colour, which is one of those
showy rosy tints which are not uncommon among good strains of Chinese
Primroses.

Can any of our philosophical readers explain the singular fact, that, whereas
in almost every flower which has been improved by cultivation the process of
improvement has been mainly directed towards securing smoothness of surface
and margiu, in this Primrose the old smoother-edged sorts are at a discount,
and the modern improved ones all have fringed edges ? It seems as if floral

law, which is generally inflexible, has here given way before some other
code. M.

SOMETHING ABOUT GRAPES.
Under this heading Mr. Henderson, of Trentham, has an article in the

June Number of the Florist and Pomologist, which refers to me in such
a way as to make some reply necessary to prevent the appearance on my
part of discourtesy towards Mr. H., if for no other purpose. I feel that an
apology is due to those who may very justly consider that the subject of
" Early versus Late Grapes " might be allowed to stand over till the matter is

brought to the practical test that awaits it in January and February next

;

and but for the reason I have assigned, they should have had six months' rest

from me.
It will be observed that Mr. Henderson, in his opening paragraph, disclaims

all intention of following Mr. Tillery and myself in our views as to the merits

of early as compared with late Grapes, and adds that he will simply give his

own. The temptation, however, seems too powerful for him, and he walks

into the subject right and left, giving me the hot end of the poker, where he
says, " Hanging Grapes on the Vine in March is only a secondary evil to

extreme early forcing."

The following paragraph, however, is that to which I specially refer as

requiring a reply from me :
—" It is taking us by surprise when we read ' June

and July are better wintering months for Vines than August and September.'

Mr. Thomson will no doubt confer a favour on myself and many others with
humble capacities who cannot sink to such depths of reasoning." From what
Mr. PI. says here it is difficult to say what the favour is he wishes me to confer

on him. I infer he wants me to assign a reason why I consider Vines go to

rest more readily in June and July than in August and September. If I am
correct in this inference, I can only repeat my reply to Mr. Tillery in the May
Number of the Florist and Pomologist. The roots of the Vines are in the

earth, and its temperature is higher during the two latter than during the two
former months. This is my theory on the subject, and all the facts that have
come under my observation fully bear it out. This year the Vines from which,

we began to cut early Grapes in January went to rest in May ; and by the

12th of this month (July); when I pruned them, they had not the slightest

sign of making young after-shoots. Most of their leaves had fallen off, and
those that had not were quite ripe : this I accept as clear proof of the sound-

ness of the theory I have advanced.

Mr. Henderson and all who have had experience in such matters must
have observed what a constant

.
tendency Vines in good health have to
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throw out young after-growths in August and September, and with what
difficulty they can be induced to take a period of rest so essential to all deci-

duous plants like Vines before they are started into growth, to produce early

Grapes in March.

I am very glad to observe that Mr. Henderson understands why Grapes
ripened under the influence of a moderate December sun are thinner skinned
than those ripened under an autumn sun ; and that he can account for their

colouring well " with comparatively little sun where there is abundance of

light." I am quite sure he will oblige many of your readers besides myself
if he wiil explain these matters ; for he may remember that in a previous
communication I expressed the hope that some one would.

With regard to what Mr. Henderson says about the inarch of certain Vines
to the rubbish-heap, brought about by their being forced as those here have
been, all I can say is that I never heard of any such cases, though my know-
ledge of such matters is not very limited either as to time or space. Certain

it is that the facility with which ours started into growth in August as com-
pared with October saved them from the rubbish-heap, and that, though very
unsightly old Vines, they are far more vigorous than when they used to be
started in October.

In conclusion, let me say that I hope Mr. Henderson will not forget his

promise to give us his remarks on the thinning of Grapes, for his great success
as a Grape-grower gives importance to any communication he may make on
the subject.

Dalkeith Pari:. W. Thomson.

ROSES FOR BUDDING.
Constitution is the basis of Rose success. It is useless in our climate to

buy or propagate Roses that are bad growers or bad in constitution. In order
to find out this previous to propagation, I planted out February the 1st, 165 pot
plants (May is the best time for their welfare), but nothing could be learnt of
their constitutions and powers of endurance. The only protection these infants
had was a hurdle to keep off the furious W. and S.W. wind. In such a wet,
cold, windy spring and summer the severity of the test will be admitted by all.

Some of these I am about to speak of were here last year and wintered well . I
have formed my judgment, not by one plant of a sort but by many.

The first five are the nearest perfection of any Roses that have been out for
years—Comtesse Cecile de Chabrillant, Senateur Vaisse, Madame Furtado, and
Empereur de Maroc. These are the types of shape, and are good in every
respect. The next three are also eclectic and grand Roses, of the highest order
of merit—viz., Victor Verdier, Madame Boll, and General Washington. These
are also strong-constitutioned Roses of free growth.

I Mall now speak of dark Roses. Maroc is the best of all, except perhaps a
first-rate bloom of La Quintinie. To it may now be added Prairie de Terre
Noire, the fullest and good upon both stocks ; Due de Gazes, strong grower
upon both stocks

; Princesse Mathilde, and Madame Melanie. These have all

good constitutions ; the two last have not been full, nor in such a season could
we expect it of them on weak stocks. The colour of Mathilde is like Patrizzi,
and very fine, The next lot are good Roses and hardy—Triomphe d'Amiens]
Madame Charles Crapelet, l'Elegante, (not Nouvelie), nearly white and of fine
foliage and growth. I have fourteen plants of the first Rose", and several are in
bloom

; its oftenest colour is rich red lustrous crimson, with a beautiful super-
induction of velvety lake in broad stripes and splotches. Last year at the fall
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the bloom was chiefly lake, with mottling of some kind under the rim of the
petal; it is well worth a place. Louis XIV. and Mademoiselle Bonnaire are
both extra beautiful, but reparians must be responsible if they adopt them.
They do not grow strong enough for use

;
yet I shall try to retain them. I

have bloomed Louis XIV. from a briar budded last year ; the wood is moderate,
but the bloom (one Rose), was extra fine for rich coloxiring—viz., crimson
purple within; the reverse of the petals, which is the most visible part, being
rich dark shaded blood. Triomphe d'Alencon and Belle cle Bourg-la-Reine
are both worthy of a place. As a hardy strong-growing efflorescent garden
Rose, with thick petals, I can recommend Mademoiselle Louise Carique ; it

shows an eye (sometimes a coarse one), or it would be from one cause or other

in the first rank. Its health is conspicuous at this time above all its

neighbours.

I have two new Tea Roses in beautiful bloom—Rubens and l'Enfant Trouve
(six plants). The first is a good grower and fine when expanded, as well as

when opening— an attribute not peculiar to Tea Roses. The " Infant" is very
beautiful, a good grower, and constant bloomer; its colour is creamy with-
out, and slightly chromed within. The shape is good, It is in the way of

Elise Sauvage.

The following Bourbons are well worthy of adoption :—Catherine Guillot,

George Peabody, and Comtesse Barbantanne
;

they are good in constitution

and foliage, as well as flower. The last looks by its foliage and flower like a
seedling from Malmaison, it is smooth-petalled and good. The two next Roses,

Madame Guinnoiseau and Madame Vigneron have given very beautiful Roses.

The first is a perfect cylinder and as handsome as Madam Rivers ; and the

second is a large, distinct, handsome, pale silvery rose. I have had no expe-

rience of these in the winter. They did not arrive till December, and were
planted out six weeks after. They (six of each) have bloomed beautifully and
abundantly.

The Roses of 1862 are mostly growing well and beautiful for foliage
; they

are forming buds fast, and by September I shall be able to give an account of

them. One thing is pretty certain—they will not beat the first Roses which I

have named.
The following may interest :—The best new Roses exhibited in London on

June 11, were Madame Furtado, Beauty of Waltham, and Robusta, a rich-

coloured seedling from Paxton. The above Furtado, exhibited by Mr. G. Paul,

was the finest new Rose that I saw at either of the Kensington Exhibitions.

On June the 26th, the best novelties were Due de Rohan and Maurice Bernar-

din, exhibited by Mr. W. Paul. Charles Lefevre was the largest, but its

colours were confused ; no doubt in dry weather or under glass it would be
very fine. John Waterer in Mr. Keynes', and Homere in Mr. W. Paul's

ninety-six trebles, were, though small, very beautiful Roses. Furtado, Chabril-

lant, and Vaisse, were the best-shaped Roses that I saw on the 11th and 26th
of June at Kensington.

In conclusion, as I find people are rabid upon the subject of Roses on their

own roots, it is but friendly to warn them against that error. If they get two
such winters and two such summers as we have lately had, Roses on their roots

" lately " struck, with rare exceptions, would be annihilated. Roses, old on
their own roots, of course subject to exceptions, would probably do well.

Assuredly, Roses on their own roots must not be put out as pot plants before

May. I put out six Raglans and six Patrizzis with the Manetti pot plants on
February the 1st, and all the twelve died; they are not safe till they are four

or five years old. Experience alone can make a man a rosarian. Locality,

soil, and seasons will oftentimes upset precise theories. Experientia docet means
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that you have paid for your education. I have paid for mine, and I have a

deal to learn and unlearn.

I regret to say that notwithstanding a nohle first bloom here on own roots,

and on the Cinnamon, Manetti, and Briar Stocks, the plants generally, from
high winds, long- continued rains, and sunless skies, do not look healthy. A
squeezing winter will settle the fate of a good many, especially if the transition

from summer (Heugh !) to winter be " sudden." One hundred well-rooted

Briars (for budding) died last winter, and many have died this summer.
Nothing can effectually save our roseries from fresh demolition but a gracious

and speedy importation of the rays of that glorious luminary which is the
re-agent of Nature and the quickener of the world.

Rushion. W. F. Radclyffe.

WHAT IS TO BECOME OF OUR FRUIT TREES?
A ticklish question, considering that many had not overcome the visi-

tation of I860 ; and as 1862 appears so far to partake of the general character

of that memorable year, the gravest fears may be entertained as to the results,

and it almost appears hopeless contesting the case against such odds. That
the climate of late years has been unfavourable to fruits is beyond doubt ; and
were it not for the great aid afforded by glass coverings, the growth of fruit

trees would have been seriously checked. But my principal object in address-

ing you is to ascertain from your readers what difference they find in regard to

aspect. The Peaches on my south walls suffered very much, but those on the

direct east walls less so. The same by Apricots. How is this ? Some years

ago, thinking my Peach trees on one south wall were exposed too much to the
sweeping winds, I removed them to one more fully protected, and here they
are no better ; and in fact, in a much worse state than those on the east

wall, where the sun leaves them by eleven in the forenoon. Perhaps some of
your readers may have similar facts to record, and by comparison something-
might be known of the reasons, as south walls are and have been considered
as the only aspects on which the Peach and Nectarine would grow. At any
rate, the assistance of yourself and readers is requested for our guidance in

future planting. Peach.

EARLY SUMMER FLOWERS, AND WILD PLANTING.
I BELIEVE it is due to Mr. Fleming, at Cleveden, for having organised the

best spring garden in the country—that is to say, from March to May ; for

I hear (not having seen the place myself), that in May the spring-flowering
plants are removed to make way for the usual class of summer plants. Bail-

roads are now effecting great changes in the management of country residences

;

and places, which in the old posting times were never visited until the London
season had closed, are now regularly kept open for a run down every Saturday.
This change will necessitate a supply of spring fiowei*s regularly kept up, and a
good deal of alteration in the arrangement of those places which hitherto

had been content with an autumn display alone. I am rather pleased that
'such will be the case, for it will help to improve the features of country resi-

dences during the finest part of the year, and contribute greatly to bring into

notice a number of plants one hardly ever sees planted in sufficiently large

quantities. I may particularise a few byway of directing the attention of your
readers to the subject. First, for I will begin with shrubs. I would plant bushes
(not standard trees) of every variety of Crataegus. Of these all the scarlet
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varieties are especially adapted, as well as such varieties as aronia, azarolus,

coccinea, corallina, flava, punctata, and a few others. These are charming
things planted in bushes as underwood, to cover banks and gravelly slopes. To
heighten the effect trailing Roses of the sempervirens, Ayrshire, and Austrian
Briar classes should be mixed with them, as well as the double Rose, sweet-
scented and showy Brambles. These should have no manner of pruning or train-

ing, but be allowed to grow wild and naturalise themselves at pleasure. Another
combination which I have tried is of different varieties of the Ribes, of which
there are eight or ten really worthy of growing largely. Nothing can be
prettier for a piece of rather hilly ground or bank than the appearance pre-

sented by the graceful white Broom overhanging Ribes sanguineum. Later in

the season the cream-coloured Broom is quite a gem in its way, and comes
into bloom about the same time as Robinia hispida and its allies, which are

mixed with them. Double Cherries, the new double Plum, and Chinese
Peaches I am only just beginning with on a south bank, and if they succeed in

blooming freely, as I expect they will, they will form quite a new feature. I

am rather disposed to try a few of the new hardy Bamboo amongst them to

give variety after the Primuses are over. What a charming thing for an old

dead tree, or even a live one, is the common Wood Honeysuckle (Lonicera

periclymenum) ; and how deliciously sweet and graceful when mixed with the

Eglantine Rose, and such others as the Dundee Rambler, Ruga, and Ayrshire.

I must not omit to mention two or three varieties of Honeysuckle of the

Belgian class, which make admirable bushes, with here and there a Syringa

with them : the latter, however, should be kept rather out of sight, as the

bush soon grows too large for a foreground.

I once tried, wanting to make a great blaze, a bank of common and Moutan
Paeonies, but was obliged to remove them. They were too heavy, though
strikingly beautiful, and require very rich soil to induce them to flower freely,

as I want a mass of colour at a particular season. At this point I have now
substituted Papaver orientalis ; and a grand thing it is for the purpose, growing

amid a group of Yucca aloifolia. I am not fond of Cytisus standards of any
sort (in which form we generally see them)—that is, Cytisus or other plants,

including Roses even, worked on a four-feet stem like an inverted mop, are to

me an abomination ; and so I content myself with planting dwarfs of this tribe

on a roughich piece of ground, something between a tumbled-down bank and
a modern rockery. Here they are as good as they can ever become ; but I do

not like them.
I am going to try this autumn a plan on a large scale which I have tried

on a small. Here it is : Dwarf Apples, regular antique old fellows, which I

have been picking up for some years, with fine deep pink and rosy-coloured

blooms, and of which I advise your readers fond of this line of planting to

procure some also. These, with, a few striking varieties of Pear, which I have

also selected, I am going to dot about a long sloping piece of ground, and

plant Clematis of all sorts amongst them, allowing the latter considerable

liberty by way of creeping up and around the Pears and Apples. .1 expect to

have something, a picture in April and May, with the Pears and Apples ; and

also something good in August and September when the Clematis fall into

bloom, and cover up all the old stems of the Apples and Pears. Probably I

shall also introduce a few Mountain Ash amongst them, the coral berries of

which, like some of the cyder-fruiting Apples, will look rich overhanging the

deep blue and white of the Clematis.

Perhaps these remarks will be too homely and discursive for you ; but if

you choose to insert them I will resume the subject in your next.

Old Gossip.
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SUMMER FLOWERS AND THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

Some time back the Times, which rarely says a word about gardening, was
grumbling that there were no flowers in the Royal Horticultural Garden, at

which I am not surprised ; for under the modern system of flower gardening,
and especially with an 1862 season, to get the beds into bloom by June would
simply be an impossibility ; and if the London public expect to see a flower
garden in perfection in June, some other description of plants must be used
than Verbenas and Scarlet Geraniums, which, though really grand in August,
are nearly negative in June.

It strikes me, however, that the great feature necessary to constitute

Kensington a grand flower garden in May, June, and the early part of July
(before the London aristocracy have left town for the country), is entirely

wanting. The design is so purely geometrical that it scarcely admits of the
adoption of great masses of colour interspersed with evergreens without
interfering with the design.

A writer in your periodical, during the time the gardens were in course of

formation, deplored the absence of evergreen hedges and architectural trees,

and anticipated the baldness and meagreness which he found would be apparent
even when the garden was finished. This is evident enough now ; and I and
numbers of others besides regret it, for the place loses immensely by com-
parison even with the Crystal Palace, and the evidence not indicates that it

should have been adapted to the London season even more completely than
Sydenham. However unsatisfactory it would be now to interfere with the
general design, something might be done towards furnishing a portion of the
garden with early summer flowers, and no doubt Mr. Eyles' practical judg-
ment would soon obviate the difficulty if left to himself; for instance, there is

no reason why the space between the conservatory and Exhibition memorial,
and more particularly the lower divisions of the garden, might not be appro-
priated to this class of plants, leaving the central compartments as now for a
geometrical garden. I throw out these suggestions without the remotest idea
that they may be carried out ; but they will serve to show that the public are
not generally blind to defects, which in fact are but too obvious to all

visitors.

The want of architectural trees is another point evident to those who have •

paid attention to the subject. These should have been introduced much more
freely and in much greater variety than they are, which, so far as I cotdd
judge, are principally Limes and Lombardy Poplars. It is a question whether
the rarer Conifers, or even Cypresses and Junipers, would thrive so completely
within the field of London smoke ; but there are many other good things
which would, and which should have been tried. If Deodars have been
introduced with the idea of their ever becoming trees, why not a number of
others which may be supposed as fastidious as to atmosphere as the Deodar ?

But besides arboreal decoration, there are a number of smaller shrubs, bushes,
herbaceous plants, bulbs, &c, which would have contributed to give a brilliant

effect between May and July, room for which, as it appears to me, has been
lost sight of by the designer. I presume the Society are hopeful about
making the charges for admission pay them something handsome towards
defraying the expenses of maintenance, and therefore, in addition to the
wishes and objects of the Society, per se, the public appetite for this descrip-
tion of enjoyable recreation should have been studied. Your London public
always want variety, and vastly prefer masses of colour glowing with life and
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vigour to what the Times calls "beds of broken glass and coloured gravel,"
just in the same way as they prefer neatly-clipped Yew or Arbor Vite hedges
to a brick wall, or a verdant piece of turf to a large breadth of gravel. The
introduction of masonry however embellished—of the substitution of retaining

walls for grassy slopes, and polychrome beds for real flowers, artistic as they
undoubtedly are—are not so telling in the way of contrast as a more natural

arrangement would have been ; at least an arrangement which might have
been in the same style, but which would have left room for more colour in the
way of flowers, less of masonry, and far greater space for planting than can
now be afforded.

I have been induced to send you my ideas on this subject, which are

strengthened every time I visit the garden, by noticing some remarks of

yours in your last Number in reference to the Society's alleged treatment of

florists.

A Country F.R.H.S.*

IRISH PEACH APPLE.
WITH A. N ILLUSTRATION.

Synonyhe.—Early Crofton.

Generally speaking very early fruits are much inferior in quality to those
that ripen at a more advanced period of the season. Very early Pears,

Apples, and Peaches have mostly been held to signify very indifferent examples
of those varieties of fruits, and were it not for their property of earliness. they
would not be admitted into cultivation at all. There are, however, exceptions
to this, as there is to most other rules, and the subject we have chosen for

our present illustration is one of these. Though perhaps not quite so early

as the Joanneting, the Irish Peach is so far superior to it, and to every
other early Apple, as to render the few days difference in their period of

ripening of no consideration to the private grower who requires quality as

the primary object. To market gardeners and others, who grow fruits for

commercial purposes, the difference of a few days earlier or later is of great

moment.
The fruit of the Irish Peach has a fine fragrant scent, and is about the middle

size, being about 2f inches wide, and 2^ inches high. The shape is roundish,

somewhat flattened and angular, the angles running into the basin of the eye,

and forming, in some instances, prominent ridges on the crown. The skin is

smooth, and very highly coloured on the side which is exposed to the sun, and
the colour extending even to the shaded side, though in a paler degree. The
colour is a fine deep crimson, covered with broken streaks of deeper crimson,

and this is strewed all over with yellow dots. The eye is small and closed, set

in a rather deep and angular basin, which is lined with thick down. The
stalk is short, thick, and fleshy, and inserted in a pretty deep cavity. The
flesh is greenish-white, tender, and crisp, abounding in a rich, brisk, vinous,

and aromatic juice, which, at the season when it ripens, is very refreshing and
agreeable. The fruit is ripe during the first week in August, and lasts all

through that month.
This is a most beautiful, and certainly one of the most excellent summer

Apples, possessing all the rich flavour of some of the winter varieties, with
the abundant and refreshing juice of the summer fruits. Like most of the
summer Apples, it is in greatest perfection when eaten from the tree, which
is hardy, vigorous, and an abundant bearer.
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LOUTH FLOWER SHOW.
The Louth Flower Show was held on Thursday, July 10th, in the grounds of Elkin«ton

Hall, near Louth, in Lincolnshire, the seat of the Rev. W. Smyth, whose well-cultivated
gardens supplied some of the chief attractions to the Show. This gentleman's son, Captain
Smyth, is an energetic supporter of the Volunteer movement, and a combination was' made of
a review of the first battalion of Lincolnshire Volunteers by Major Amcotts, with the annual
summer Exhibition of Flower and Fruits, and both were held together, the proprietor having
liberally thrown open ample portions of his park for the purpose. The early mornin°- couT-
menced with rain and threatened a foul day ; but before the time of assembling the"clouds
broke, and a fine but not sunny day succeeded ; and special trains brought Together five
hundred volunteers, and some three thousand holiday-seekers. The general arrangements
were excellent, and accommodations were provided for all. The tent in which the Mayor of
Louth and a Committee of gentlemen gave a dinner to the Volunteers was calculated for
eight hundred. The review took place in an adjoining section of the park, commanding
which a "grand stand" was erected; and, on the sounding of the bugles, was speedily
filled with flowers more attractive than were staged in the tents they had left behind. The
undulating ground, which added much to the picturesque character of the scene, was calcu-
lated to try the men's perfectness in drill ; and the " marching past " was not accomplished
without exhibiting some unevenness between the several corps. But the evolutions as a
whole were creditable to all, and elicited the commendations of the commanding officer.
The bands of the several corps played in succession during the remainder of the afternoon in
the neighbourhood of the flower-tent.

The arrangement of the Exhibition was a long centre tent, flanked by a circular one at
each end mto which it opened. The former was appropriated to the plants and cut flowers,
the two latter to the fruits and vegetables. The plants occupied the centre of all ; the Roses a
table stretching from one end of the plants, with a passage between them ; and tho other cut
flowers, a similar table from the other end, with a passage also between the plants and cut
flowers: thus the long centre tent had its exhibited objects ranged along its centre, and the
visitors before and behind them. This plan may have its advantages ; but for large plants
one effect must inevitably be to hide one half while the other is seen, and thus to detract
irom the effectiveness of the coup cVceil. Thus the Gloxinias were on one side of the bank, the
Achimcnes on the other; and the effect of the gorgeous blossoms of the Balsams could not be
contrasted with that ot the foliage of the Marantas and the Orotons ; and the general impression
to our eye was that of heaviness. We do not say this in the spirit of criticism, for nothine-
could be more evident than that every care had been taken to give due effect to all but to ex-
press an opinion that families of plants look better in groups where they can be seen to°-ether
and that large plants should be not too many together when they hide their smaller brethren

Occupying the highest place, and appearing to be the tallest plants in the Exhibition
(and we are not sure they were not so), were the Fuchsias, a great mistake but a verycommon one

;
moreover, it was too early for them, and only one or two were well in flower.A few were well trained for old woody plants ; but not a few showed how great a mistake it

is to use old plants at all. The Ferns were very handsome, and a group of six by Mr. Chat-
terton of lathwell, had the first prize. His sorts were—Dicksonia antarctica (very fine),
Adiantum trapezifornie, Nephrodium exaltatum, Platycerium alcicorue, Polypodium aureum
and Gymnogramma chrysophylla. All these were large and healthy plants. The hand-
some-loiiaged plants came next in this department, and were very ornamental, only
needing the contrast of some stands of flowering plants near them. The best among them
was a Croton, well set off by Cissus discolor, Maranta zebrina, and others. The Achimenes
were not m good condition, and the lot that had the first prize were far too tall for the size of
pots, ihe Gloxinias were better, but not first-rate. Pelargoniums were past their best, and
did not show to advantage, for there are some well-grown collections in the neighbourhood.The scarlets looked best, and helped to setoff the room; but the art of growing these for
exhibition has nowhere been cultivated as yet. A few stove plants of brilliant colours, such
as an Allamanda or two, and a very good Clerodendron infortunatum, relieved the density
of foliage m the centre stand. There were a few good Cockscombs, and one really fine lot
of Balsams from the Rev. James Pretyman, of Carlton.
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fl0Wers consisted, the one of miscellaneous articles,

the other aU but exclusively of Roses. Of the former there was nothing very remarkable
except some pans of Sweet Williams, of which the first and second prize collections, twelve'each distinct, certainly exceeded anything we expected from the flower. The Roses were in
several classes

;
none however, more than twelve in a pan, of which there were two classes.1STO
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re some S°od collections, but all more or lessout of character. Of the collections of twelve the chief prize of the first was a handsome

silver cup, and this was carried off by Mr. Reynolds Hole, as was meet. There could
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be no doubt about the correctness of the decision, any more than about the propriety of
the cup falling to Mr. Hole in a contest of Eoses. But the Rev. James Garvey, who had
divided his forces and came in second, might be pardoned a shade of disappointment when
one of the Judgcs re-arranged his pan for him before a circle of spectators, and by exchanging
three of the least effective for a Charles Lawson, a Madame Vidot, and a Louise Peronny,
taken from his other collection, showed that he had been outgeneralled. His Senateur Yaisse
and Madame Furtado were both good. Mr. Hole's flowers were Lord Raglan, Madame Yidot,
Cardinal Patrizzi, Jules Margottin, Madame Boll, Paul Ricaut, Yille de St. Denis, Eugene
Appert, Reynolds Hole (very fine), Triomphe de Rennes, Grloire de Santenay, Madame
Knorr. But where was the redoubtable Rose-champion of Rushton ? Oh, Mr. Radclyffe !

How could you, and how could Will let you, leave Rushton unrepresented at Louth ?

The fruit-tents presented a creditable appearance for a provincial exhibition, but nothing
more. There were neither Peaches nor Nectarines ; one pot Fig tree tolerably well furnished
with fruit, apparently a White Ischia, but the fruit was not ripe and there was no name to it.

There were two well-grown Pines of about 3 lbs, each, one Melon, a few dishes of Grapes.
Strawberries in abundance—one dish deservedly marked first prize was as fine as we ever
saw them

; it came from W. G, Allison, Esq., and was called British Queen. But this we
are persuaded was a misnomer, and that they were the Carolina superba, a closely-allied sort.
By whatever name called, they would have been distinguished at any exhibition. Cherries were
not in force. Apricots there were none. Gtooseberries were in plenty, and large but unripe.
The tables of vegetables were well filled, and showed that the operations of the kitchen gar-
den are not neglected in the neighbourhood ; but there was nothing specially to particularise.

Altogether the Exhibition was one that Lincolnshire need not be ashamed of; and the
liberality of the owner of Elkington Hall gave a day of innocent recreation and unmixed
enjoyment to thousands. George Jeans.

THE METROPOLITAN EXHIBITIONS.
Rose Show, Royal Horticultural Society, June 26th.—For a month previous to this

date, fears had been expressed lest there should be a "falling off" at this and the kindred
Exhibition at the Crystal Palace. The apprehension took this shape. There had been cold
inclement days, devoid alike of sunshine and geniality, and characterised by hard pelting rain
that had committed sad havoc among this favourite flower. This "falling off" was to appear
not so much in a scanty gathering of flowers, but because they would be small, mutilated, and
imperfect. Not without some already-ascertained ground was this misgiving entertained

;

for at the June Show of the Royal Botanic Society many of the cut Roses, if not small, were
blotched and soiled, as if the sombre elements had vented their spleen on the gayer drapery
of Nature they did not possess. But the reality rose superior to the apprehension, and,
despite the predictions to the opposite, the Show was a brilliant one—no ragged or slovenly
contingent marred the symmetry of the whole, and the "gay vivacious crowd" revelled
amid the "pageant" that "became a veritable feast of Roses."

With 96 varieties, three trusses of each, Mr. E. P. Francis, of Hertford, was first; Mr.
Mitchell, of Maresfield, second ; Mr. Wm. Paul, of Waltham Cross, third ; and Mr. J. Keynes,
of Salisbury, fourth. Three extra prizes were also awarded—to Messrs. Paul & Son, Ches-
hunt ; Mr. E. Hollamby, Tunbridge Wells ; and Mr. J. Cranston, Hereford. And here a
word of praise, a richly-deserved tribute to Mr. Mitchell, for the admirable manner in which
he had named his flowers. The distinctive class or grouping of the flower—such as Tea,
Bourbon, &c—was written at length, and beneath it the name of the variety without any
abbreviation whatever, transcribed so neatly and so legibly that it was grasped at first sight.

How bard a task it was to decipher the wretched caligraphy of some of the other slovenly
exhibitors. Their writing was abroad most unquestionably, probably in search of the school-
master. The class for 48 varieties brought one group from Mr. Cranston, awarded a second
prize. With 24 kinds, Mr. B. R. Cant, of Colchester, was first; Mr. E. P. Francis second;
Mr. Keynes third ; and Mr. C. Turner, Slough, fourth. With 24 kinds, one truss of each,
Mr. Keynes was first, Mr. Turner second, Mr. B. R. Cant third, and extra Mr. Laing,
Twickenham. In the Classes for Amateurs, all of which were restricted to one truss of each
variety, Mr. J. T. Hedge, Reed Hall, Colchester, was first ; Mr. W. Corp, Salisbury, second

;

and equal third Mr. Thomas Laxton, Stamford, and C. M. Woithington, Esq., Reading;
fourth, Dr. Cooper, Slough. With 24 kinds Mr. Hedge was also first; the Rev. Canon
Fisher, Salisbury, second

;
equal third, Mr. Ingle, gardener to E. G. Round., Esq., Colchester,

and Mr. A . Moffat, Dunmow. With 1 8 kinds Mr. Hedge was again first
;
second, Mr.

Stratton, Pewsey, Marlborough; third, Mr. W. Ingle. With 12 kinds Mr. Hedge still

maintained the lead, and so close was the competition for the second place that three stands
were placed of equal merit—those of Messrs. W. Corp, Ingle, and Rev. Hi Helyar, Yeovil

;
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third, _Mr. J. Morris, gardener to Miss Crawshay, Reading. Mr. Hedge's resources seemed
to he inexhaustible, and his flowers -wore commendable in the highest degree. An enthusiast
among Roses as well as a large and skilful cultivator, his pre-eminence was deservedly
attained and universally ratified. Both Mr. Keynes and Mr. Corp struggled hard for the
Salisbury ascendancy of former seasons

; the former maintained it successfully in Class IV.
with a stand of 24 exquisite flowers. Mr. Turner did not take a leading position, though
"well up" in the same class. His flowers do not appear to possess that stoutness and
substance of past seasons. But the varieties—what were they ? It was an assembly pro-
duced by the widest possible basis of representation. It was a "world's convention" of
Roses—the remotest tribe—the smallest section—had its representative flower. Of Hybrid
Perpetuals there were fine examples of Senateur Yaisse, Anna Alexioff, Comtesse de Chabril-
lant (one of those beautifully-formed Roses which inspire love at first sight), Eugene
Appert, Madame Boll, Victor Verdier, Mathuvin Rcgnier, Oriflamme de St. Louis, Geunt dos
Batailles, Tnomphe de 1' Exposition, Caroline de Sansal, Lord Raglan, Louis Buonaparte,
Madam Rivers, Anna de Diesbach, Louise Odier, La Ville de St. Denis, Gustavo Coroux,
Comte

_

Cuvour, Triomphe de Paris, Evoque de Nirnes, Jules Margottin, Madame Vidot,'
Catherine Guillot, Madame Furtado, General Jacqueminot, Louis XIV., Ornament dos
Jardms, Gloire de Santenay, Triomphe de Rennes, Model of Perfection, Beauty of Waltham
Alphonse Karr, Cardinal Patrizzi, Baronne Prevost, John Waterer, Madlle. Appert, General
Kleber, Lord J. Russell. Tea Roses were represented by Gloire do Dijon, Adam,' Madame
Joseph Halphin, Reine Victoria, Josephine Malton, i_,a Boule d'Or, Clara Sylvain, Madame
Domage, Aurora, Smith's Yellow, Enfant de Lyon, Madame Willermoz, Comte de Paris
Souvenir d'un Ami, Sombrueil, Devonicnsis, Nina, Rubens, Triomphe de Rennes, Safranot'
President, Olympe Lecuyer, Madame William, Eveque de Nimes, Madame Blacket, &o.
Then there were Bourbons, and China, and the always popular Moss Roses, and Gallicas'
and Noisettes of all colours and shapes and unpronounceable names. In the class for Rosesm large pots no collection was staged. For groups in 8-inch pots Messrs. Paul & Son were
first, and Mr. C. Turner second. With 12 new kinds of 1861-62 Messrs. Paid & Son were
first, Mr. B. R, Cant second, Mr. J. Cranston third, and Messrs. Fraser fourth. The follow-
ing were very striking :—Gloire de Chatillon, large, pale violet ; John Hopper, rosy purple,
with bright crimson centre ; Leonie Moise, a fine dark velvety crimson

; Rubens^ a white
Tea-scented variety; Maurice Bernardin, a finely-shaped brilliant deep scarlet; Model of
Perfection, a pmk-coloured flower of good form

;
Washington, rich crimson, of exquisite

term; Due de Rohan, a bright shaded crimson; Catherine Guillot, fine blush; Madame
Furtado, a finely formed, rich, deep rose

; Marquise de Foucault, salmon, of fine outline but
wanting substance

;
Madam Standish, rosy peach ; Alexandre Fontaine, rich crimson : Louise

Darzms, a small pure white flower, but finely formed ; Charles Lefevre, a large showy purple •

Reme des Violettes, Etieime Lecroisner, and Eugene Bourcier, three dull violet-coloured
kinds, novel to some extent in respect to colour, but with a tendencv to flatness. Boxfuls of
one kind of Rose came from Messrs. Turner, Hedge, Fraser, Francis, Keynes, and others the
last-named exhibitor having a splendid box of Senateur Vaisse which was specially attractive •

while Comtesse de ChabriRant, Madame Boll, Oriflamme deSt. Louis, General Jacqueminot
and Charles Lawson were m fine condition. With 18 varieties of Tea-scented Roses Mr
Cant was first, and Mr. Hedge second. A decorative vase or basket of Roses produced but
one device, from Mr. Turner, awarded a second prize ; and with 6 bouquets of different lands
Mr. Iveynes was first, Mr. Francis second, and Mr. Cranston third. A little more taste and
care expended on these would have greatly enhanced their appearance.

Groups of new plants from Mr. Bull and others assisted to complete the Show : and
some fine seedling Pinks from Mr. Turner, seedling Pelargoniums, &c, were also staged

Royal Horticultural Society, July %id.—ln the conservatory, the arcades, and in two
tents, one at each end of the conservatory for fruit and new plants, was this Show arrangedand again was_ the too manifest unfitness of the arcades for this purpose fully demonstratedWithout the aid of some agent to prevent the rushing-in of cold currents of air, the plantsmust suffer as they did on this occasion. The day was cold and damp-one of the many thathave mingled with the summer days, as if spring would thrust itself forward to grasp theon-conimg autumn-a day too inclement for tender plants to be in close contact with
the cold c nUmg atmosphere-and in the tents, through the openings that gave ingress and
egress to the visitors

;
and under the sides, would the same disturbing element rush in sudden

gusts, and scooping up the dust and light sand, would scatter it over fruit, flowers, and plants
like a malignant sprite revelling in mischief. The Grapes had an artificial bloom that bvno means enhanced their appearance. Peaches and Nectarines looked as if they had been
Se
>£ ll

Show packed in sand. The Melons as if they were too indigestible to be eatenwithout the aid of small particles of gravel. The cut Roses were in a pitiable plight. GeneralJacqueminot looked as if he had surreptitiously embraced Madame Vidot, and contracted
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some of her colour in the act. Senateur Vaisse and Louis XIV. had evidently just returned
from Ascot, so dusty were their habiliments ; and Madame Boll, Comtesse de Chabrillant,

and Mrs. Dombrain must have accompanied them; they were "guys" indeed, and the

Pinks and Yerbenas next to them had fared as badly. Somehow, however, or the other,

despite the magniloquent rhetoric of the Gardener's Chronicle, the exhibitions of the Horti-
cultural Society do become but imperfect parodies on those at the Eegent's Park.

Collections of Stove and Greenhouse Plants formed a conspicuous feature, and were very
gay. With 15 varieties Mr. Whitbread, gardener to H. Colyer, Esq., of Dartford, was first

;

Mr. May, gardener to J. Spode, Esq., Rugeley, second; and Mr. B. Peed, gardener to Mrs.

Tredwell, Lower Norwood, third. With 12 varieties Messrs. Fraserwas first; Mr. 0. Ehodes,
Sydenham, second ; and Mr. Cutbush, of Barnet, third. With 9 varieties Mr. Green, gar-

dener to Sir E. Antrobus, Cheam, was first ; Mr. Chillman, gardener to Mrs. Smith,
Epsom, second; and Mr. Baxendine, gardener to W. H. Smallpiece, Esq., Guildford, third.

With 6 varieties Mr. T. Page, gardener toW. Leaf, Esq., Streatham, was first ; Mr. Wheeler,
gardener to Mrs.'Philpott, Stamford Hill, second ; and Mr. Tegg, gardener to Baron Hambro,
third. Allamandas and Ixoras were very attractive, while Stephanotis and Pleroma elegans,

Dipladenias, Aphelexes, Ericas, &c, were intermingled in the various groups. Giant
specimens of fine-foliaged plants came from Messrs. Veitch & Son, and Smith, Syon House
Gardens, Brentford, who were first in their respective classes; Messrs. B. S. Williams,
of Holloway, and T. Jackson & Son, Kingston, being second and third with the former;
while Mr. Wheeler, and Mr. C. Ross, gardener to C. Eyre, Esq., Newbury, occupied the

same positions after Mr. Smith. There were Palms and Cycads of great size, the former
stretching out their immense leaves like giants' hands, and forming a canopy for the smaller

things at their feet
;

Crotons, Caladiums, good specimens of Alocasia metallica ; and in

Messrs. Veitch & Son's collection, a fine example of their singular-looking Caladium Yeitchii,

Cordyline indivisa, Coleus Yerschaffelti, Pavetta borbonica, &c. Orchids wex*e represented

by collections from Messrs. Yeitch & Son, who were first with 12 varieties ; from Mr. B. S.

Williams, who was second ; and from Mr. S. Woolley, Cheshunt, who was third. Mr. Baker,
gardener to A. Bassett, Esq., Stamford Hill, was first with 10 varieties

;
second, Mr. Milford,

gardener to E. McMorland, Esq., Haverstock Hill; third, Mr. C. Penny, gardener to

W. H. Gibbs, Esq., Eegent's Park.' With 6 varieties Mr. T. Page, gardener to W. Leaf, Esq.,

Streatham, was first ; Mr. Smith, Syon House, second ; and Mr. J. Green, of Cheam, third. In
Messrs. Yeitch's collection were a splendid Yanda Lowii, with a fine spike of rich reddish-brown
and 'buff blossoms, two of which at the base of the spike were yellow; Yanda Batemani; a

magnificent Phaltenopsis grandiflora ; Saccolabium Blumei, with several spikes of fine blooms
;

^Erides Lindleyi, Lobbii, and Fieldingi, equally fine; a large bush of iErides odoratummajus,
a well-flowered Cattleya Mossiae, and some fine Cypripediums. Mr. Baker had Dendrobium
formosum, 3 varieties of brides, Saccolabium guttatum and S. Holfordi, Lajlia puipurata,

Cattleya Leopoldi, and Yanda suavis. Mr. Milford' s plants, as usual, were in admirable
condition, but inferior in head of bloom to Mr. Baker's. The classes for 9 greenhouse Azaleas,

and for 9 Pelargoniums (Amateurs), found no competitors. Mr. Turner, Slough, Avas first

with 12 varieties of Pelargoniums—viz., Eosa Bonheur, Modesty (a very showy and well-

formed light), Beauty of Reading, Douglas (a very large salmon rose), Lord Clyde, Bacchus,

Fairest of the Fair, Yiola, Perdita, Lucifer, Prince of Prussia, and Celeste
;
second, Messrs.

Dobson & Son
;
third, Messrs. J. & J. Fraser. With 6 fancy kinds Messrs. Eraser were first,

with Sarah Turner, Delicatum, Multiflora, Eosabella, Acme, and Princess Eoyal; equal

second, Mr. Turner, and Mr. Shrimpton, Putney Heath. The former had Beadsman, Princess

Royal, Musjid, Delicatum, Cloth of Silver and Clemanthe ; the latter had Acme, Madame
Sontag, Electra, Delicatum, Negro, and Cassandra. With 6 spotted kinds Messrs. Dobson
and Son were first with Macbeth, Fancy, Madame Furtado, Commandant, (a rich dark),

Mazeppa, and Sanspareil
;

second, Mr. Turner, with Bracelet, Eembrandt, Cyrac, King of

Spots (a fine dark), Guillaume S.everyns, and Beadsman. The same exhibitor also had a

plant of Diophantus, a very bright spotted variety, shown as a seedling last year. Fuchsias
were a great advance on what has been seen before ; the plants were younger, more symme-
trical in growth, well-bloomed and comparatively new varieties. Mr. Cannell, gardener to

J. Jennings, Esq., Clapham, was first with Catherine Hayes, and Isa Craig (dark kinds),

Madame Cornelissen (a white-corollaed variety), and Eose of Castille, Prince Alfred, and
Wiltshire Lass (light kinds)

;
second, Mr. Webb, gardener to H. Walinesley, Esq., Clapham,

with Daniel Lambeil, Souvenir de Chiswick, British Sailor, and Marquis of Bristol (dark),

Venus de Medici, and another light
;

third, Mr. E. Gardener, Clapham, with three standard

Fuchsias. Mr, M. Higgs, gardener to Mrs. Barchard, Putney, was first wi h Prince of

Orange (dark), and Rose of Castille, and Venus de Medici (light). The plants averaged S feet

in height, and had splendid heads of bloom. No second prize was awarded ; but two other

collections were placed equal third, but they were much inferior to the first. Messrs.

Veitch & Son were first in each class with 12 Begonias and 9 Caladiums. Of the latter the

most striking were Veitchi, Chantini, Bellemeyi, Argyrites, and Wighti. The whole of one
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tent Avas devoted to new and rare plants. Foremost was a large collection of new Japan
plants, from Messrs. Veitch & Son, in ornamental pots, imported direct from Yeddo ; and
from the same firm came a splendid Lilium sp. auratum, from Japan, very odoriferous,
having a large white flower, with pale golden hands, and small dark spots; it is dwarf in
hahit, and attracted a large amount of attention. Also Lapageria alba, closely resembling
rosea in habit, with flowers of the same size; and Lycnoches fp. Skinneri, with a huge
raceme of greenish-yellow flowers. R. Warner, Esq., of Broomficld, had Epidondrum species

;

and a Dendrobium species from Moulmein came from Messrs. Low & Co., Clapton. A dwarf
plant, with strange-looking scarlet flowers, from tbe gardens of the Eing of Hanover, named
Anthurium Scberzerianum, was shown by Mr. "Wendland. C. Leach, Esq., of Clapham, bad
specimens of Lisa grandiflora in flower. Mr. W. Bull bad some pretty seedling single
Petunias; and Messrs. Low and Co. some promising double varieties. Messrs. Downie,
Laird, & Laing, Edinburgh, had seedling Verbena Lord Craven, a very large bright purple
shaded with crimson, a fine exhibition variety. From Mr. Yv

r

. Thompson, Ipswich, came two
beautiful varieties of Rhodantbe maeulata, a wild variety of Manglcsi, from Champion Bay,
West Australia, colour deep pink, and having a dark ring round a yellow eye ; and R, atro-
sanguinea from the same place, a small-flowered variety, deep rosy pink with dark centre.

Of Fruit there was a very nice sbow indeed. There were fine Pine Apples from Messrs.
Tillyard, Allen, Bwye, and Ruffet. Miscellaneous collections of fruit from the former and
from Sir. A. Henderson, who also had a fine collection of Grapes, but inferior to one from Mr.
Standish, ofBagshot. There were grand examples of Grapes, both Black and AVhite ; the
most successful exhibitors of tbe former being Messrs. A. Henderson and W. Hill ; and of the
latter, Messrs. Beck, Standish, and \1 ould. Peaches were very fine. Mr. Eawbone had grand
fruit of Royal George, Violette Hative, and Grosse Mignonne ; and Mr. Snow a fine dish of
Violette Hative. Mr. Rutland had splendid Blruge Nectarines, and Mr. Horwood fine fruit
of Downton; while superb Strawberries in four kinds were shown by Messrs. Turner, Lydiard

,

and Eaile. Mr. Turner had Frogmore Late Pine, Sir C. Napier, Empress Eugenie, and
Oscar, and also a collection of 36 varieties. Then there were Melons, and Figs, and Cherries,
and some admirable Vines in pots. Mr. Standish had eleven splendid fruit of Dr. Living-
stone Cucumber, grown in a stove-house heated by peat sods, and planted in soil of a similar
character at Ascot Heath, where he is forming a new nursery. From Mr. Ingram, the
Royal Gardens, Frogmpre, came two seedling Strawberries, Cockscomb, a large dark fruit,

and J. Powell, both being well spoken of.

Crystal Palace Rose Show, July btli.—Not less successful than its predecessor was this
annual Rose-gathering at Sydenham. The leading Eose-growers were present, they had
excellent flowers, a large company was present, and the weather at Sydenham all that could
be desired. Tbe Show was held in that part of the nave reaching from the centre transept to
the tropical department. Early in the day nought was visible but double rows of uncouth-
looking boxes ranged on the staging place, with anxious exhibitors peering underneath the
lids, ascertaining their strength, and calculating the chances of the contest. It was amusing
to watch the apparent unwillingness of each to make the first display of his treasures, and
when the time arrived for clearing the huilding for the Judges, scarcely a tithe of the
staging "had been accomplished. But now Mr. Houghton was seen at the head of a force of
police, entreating exhibitors to decamp, and in a short time two magnificent parallel divisions
of Roses were ranged ready for review. Mr. Mitchell's stand of 96 vars. was the first
expo-ed to view, soon followed by those of Mr. W. Paul, Messrs. Paul & Son, and Mr. Cant.
The flowers of the former were young and fresh, and were staged with that great regard for
neatness that seems to distinguish the stand of Mr. Mitchell from those of his rivals. As yet,
this exhibitor seemed " going in to win," but the aspect of Mr. Cant's stand, by this time
exposed to view, looked too formidable for his Sussex colleague. There were both a breadth
and depth about the flowers, that made them manifestly superior in point of size, while their
freshness and admirable colouring helped to constitute them the leading stand. Here, with
the exception of one class for 34 varieties, one truss of each variety only was exhibited, and
it did seem to strike one that it is best to exhibit them thus, rather than in bunches of three
trusses. In the latter case, the individuality of the one variety seems lost in the co-partner-
ship of competition, the one touches the other and the effect of both is thereby spoilt. With
48 varieties, Mr. Cant was again first ; and Mr. Turner of Slough, second. But with 24
varieties, the positions were changed, Mr. Turner being first, and Mr. Cant second. And
now Essex succumbs to Herts, for with 20 varieties Mr. E. P. Francis is first, and Mr. Cant
second.

_
The next class is for 34 varieties, three trusses of each, and here Mr. Francis dis-

putes his position against all comers, and maintains it successfully, though but just beating
a fine stand from Mr. Eeynes, of Salisbury, who, with all his prestige, has been unfortunate
as an exhibitor this season. Mr. Eeynes said his Roses had not done well, at the same time
he had individual flowers in his stand that were veiy fine. During the process of staging,
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and on the side opposite to that occupied by the growers' collections, was seen the patient
face of Mr, J. T. Hedge, of Colchester, scanning his flowers with the look of an accomplished
connoisseur, while an enthusiasm lit up his countenance as each of his magnificent flowers was
disposed on the stand before him. He had success within his grasp again, for he was
declared first with 36, 24, and 18 varieties. He has certainly on his side some agencies either
undervalued hy, or else unknown to other growers, that enable him so decisively to lead
the way. His flowers were a study, as is the masterpiece of some greater painter or sculptor.
With 36 varieties, Mr. Hollingworth, of Maidstone, was second. With 18 varieties, Mr. A.
Moffatt, Dunmow ; and with 24 varieties, Mr. H. Grant, Midford, Bath. With 12 varieties,

Mr. S. Dobree, Wellington, Somerset, was first; and second, Mr. W. Corp, of Salisbury.
Perhaps the greatest interest was concentrated on the Class for the Best Collection of

New Roses for 1860—61. Here again did Mr. Cant gain first honours, and next to him came
Messrs. A. Paul & Son. Mr. Cant had Madame Boll and Belle de Bourg-la-Reine (both
shades of brilliant rose), Vainqueur de Solferino,Montebello, Marquise de Foucault, Triomphe
de Lyon (rich dark crimson), Rubens, Victor Verdier, Senateur Vaisse, Princesse Clothilde
(delicate rose), Madam Pierson, La Boule d'Or (golden yellow, Tea-scented), Reine des
Violettes (pale purplish-violet), John Waterer, America, Admiral Nelson (bright carmine),
Louis XIV., Madame Pintado (a splendid bright rose), Due cle Cazes, Madame Charles
Crapelet, Robert de Brie (another dull-looking purple), Catherine Guillot (blush, very fine),

Clement Marot, Comtesse de Kergolay, Jean Bart (deep purplish-crimson), Abd-el-Kader
(deep crimson), Madam Standish (delicate pink, but wanting substance. [Oh! how unlike
J". S.]), Olympe Freanay, Adelaide Fontaine, and Triomphe d'Amiens. In the other stands
were Eugene Appert, President, Gloire de Santenay, Lord Clyde, Souvenir de Comte
Cavoivr (a promising dark Rose), Buffon, Victoire de Magenta, Macule. Bonnaire (pure white,
with pink centre), Louise Darzins (a small white), Leonie Moise, Madlle. Eugenie Verdier
(a brilliant rose), J. F. Lombard (a large crimson), Andre Leroy (a fine deep crimson), John
Standish (violet crimson), Vulcain (a very dark but somewhat dull flower), Mrs. Dombrain
(an exquisite deep blush of excellent form), Reynolds Hole (brilliant pink), Andre Desportes
(a large rose-coloured variety), Comte de Falloux (bright cherry), Olivier Delhomme (rich

dark crimson), Alphonse Damazin, Wilhelm Pfitzer (both dark flowers), Souvenir de Lady
Cardley (a bright General Jacqueminot), Marechal Vaillant, Due de Rohan (both crimson),

Model of Perfection, Duchesse d'Alencon, La Brillante, and Agaterre (all shades of blush).

Given, one of the Yeddo flower-pots imported by Messrs. Veitch & Son, and the requisite

number of Roses, and the success wiR be commensurate with the taste displayed in the
arrangement. Taste was not made bankrupt for the run on it made by the exhibitors in this

class
;
perhaps the best taste Avould have been displayed by the removal of one or two of the

designs from public gaze. Fancy £6 being given in three prizes for a collection of new
Roses of 1860-61, and the same amount in throe awards for the 30 Roses exhibited as just

stated ! Compared with the latter, the former is niggardly estimation indeed
;
compared

with the former, the latter award is both ridiculous and. wasteful.

EEV1EW.
Cranston's Patent Building for Horticulture; or, an Account, loitli Illustrative Sketches,

of Cranston's Patent Building as applied to Horticulture. By James Cranston, ArcJiitect.

Birmingham.
This last eighteenpenny pamphlet, on Cranston's principles of erecting horticultural

buildings, should be read by every one at all interested in' the subject
; by those about to

build garden-houses, and those who have built, for both classes may learn much by its

perusal. Not that we mean to assert by this, that the system laid down by Mr. Cranston is

perfection. Far from that ; but the work enunciates principles which, the more they are

ventilated and thought upon, will tend to point out the real cause of many a failure in

growing house fruits and flowers, as well as to show us that bricks and mortar, paint and
putty, can be, in the main, dispensed with, and that the ever-recurring expense attending the

maintenance of garden structures in repair need not be. Once let us establish a right under-

standing on these heads, and we shall have done horticulture a real service.

Sorry should we be to detract anything which fairly belongs to Mr. Cranston, as the

author of the system his work introduces to the public ; and yet Ave are bound to tell him
that his principles are not new to us, or to very many horticulturists besides. The question

of open laps to the glazing, so as to admit a uniform admission of air over the surface of the

roof's of forcing-houses, was advocated so far back as 1831 by one of our then best practical

gardeners, and the advantages to be derived from the practice were laid down much in the

same language as is now employed. In fact, this subject of ventilation has been constantly

on the card for thirty years ; and it must be no small consolation to gardeners, who have

been strenuously fighting for a better appreciation of the principle against horticultural
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architects, to know that one of their class lias taken the lead on a question hitherto either
misunderstood or undervalued hy them.

The author alludes to the great pioneer, Sir Joseph Paxton, as the first to show the
adaptability of glass to the works of architecture, either large or small

;
though, hy the

way, his patent fruit-houses are behind the mark in constructive skill, and in economising
space, and to the author of " Orchard-houses," who may truly be termed the father of popular
glass erections. Nor can we hold with the author, when he calls Mr. Rivers' introduction of
orchard-houses, or hedge-houses if you will, a small step ; for certainly nothing bas tended
to promote the cultivation of fruits so much as these houses have done, or brought the means
of cultivation to the door of so numerous a class ; and gardeners, amateurs, and invalids,
might well consider the propriety of presenting Mr. Rivers with some public acknowledgment
for his services, in promoting a most delightful and useful branch of gardening. We were
the first to advocate the usefulness of orcbard-houses in these pages, when some great
lights in horticultural literature had nothing to say in their favour, or "damned with faint
praise " their introduction, and have only found out that they are really useful adjuncts to
gardening when everybody else had adopted them.

The manner in which Mr. Cranston constructs his buildings is simply a system of short
planes or slopes, as opposed to the long slope generally adopted, and by these means a form
more nearly approaching the curvilinear in shape is produced. These planes may be 42 inches,
or less, in depth, the former being the largest size in which sheet-glass is cut. Each of these glass
slopes rests at the top and foot on what Mr. Cranston calls "radial ribs," a series of horizontal
bars or rafters, running the length of the building, and placed as far apart as the slopes arem depth, these ribs again resting on a framework, or principal, of timber, forming the
section of a polygon, each angle being represented by the glass slope it has to carry. A
good idea of these erections may be formed by imagining long 3-feet sashes glazed with
single squares, and placed horizontally one above another, at angles varying with the Avidth
and height of the house . But the office of these radial ribs is not confined solely to forming
supports to the tops and bottoms of these slopes. Formed of deal timber, placed edgeways
(so we take it by the appearance of the engravings), they are perforated throughout their
entire length, and form the mode whereby ventilation is given to the houses. This glass is
fitted at the top into a groove formed below the ventilating openings, and also in the bars,
whereby the use of puttying them in is dispensed with ; and the glass is prevented from
falling out by a button between each two squares, which keeps them in their places ; and you
have only to turn this button to remove the whole of the glass, without interfering with the
framework of the building.

It will be obvious, from this short outline of Mr. Cranston's plan, that, as the depths or
widths of the slopes admit of being made of any depth less than 42 inches, a great variety
of outline can be obtained ; in fact, one closely approaching (as we have previously observed),
the curvilinear, and this, too, with straight glazing, and ventilation between each 42 inches
(or less), of roof. We need scarcely eay that, by this step towards cheap glazing and uniform,
ventilation is obtained. .In a letter before us Mr. Cranston states, that he has considerably
increased the areas for ventilation ; and we can assure him, that if he can give ample
ventilation through these radial bars without materially increasing their depth (for tbat
would be a defect architecturally), we see no reason why' his principle of construction might
not be earned out to any extent, supposing always another contingency is provided for—viz.,
safety from storms, which, appears to us rather questionable, looking at the projecting
slopes

;
for as the author observes at page 29, when speaking of the advantages his plan

possesses, " the unevenness of the roofs externally tends to conduct the air towards the
ventilators ;

" and Mr. Cranston may find, in stormy weather, that the projecting eaves of
his glass slopes may interfere disagreeably, in intercepting what, under the old system, would

• roll over the house." We think, however, Mr. Cranston has too practical a mind not to
have foreseen this. We omitted mentioning that, by a very simple contrivance, the
ventilating ribs are closed or opened at pleasure from the inside.

That Mr. Cranston has reduced the art of building large glass erections to the simplest
form ot construction hitherto invented, we are pleased to admit ; and should the objections
we nave, m all friendship, brought prominently forward in this notice be overcome, he will
have done much towards simplifying in-door gardening, by providing houses at once simple,
and thoroughly efficient for all the purposes of cultivation.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS.
Conservatory.

A few handsome specimen plants tastefully ar-
ranged will make this house sufficiently gay for
the present season. Climbers, and the permanent
plants in the borders, should now have every atten-

tion to secure well-ripened wood and well-formed
buds. Keep climbing plants well thinned. Water
well when required. Plants for autumn and winter
decoration must now be well attended to. Shift and
tie-up such as require it. See they are in a suitable
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temperature. Water freely and syringe in the after-
noon.

Greenhouse.
The large plants lhat are out of doors should now

be removed to a sunny place ; other-wise, if left in
the shade, the young growth will not get ripened,
and unless it gets thoroughly matured it is hopelese
to expect abundant bloom "next year. Plants to
flower next spring shouldnothavetheirsboots stopped
after the beginning of the month. Attend to the
plants in the houses. Give abundance of air night
and clay. Shade only for a few hours in the heat of
the day, and towards the end of the month dispense
with it altogether if possible. Turn the plants round
often, and water well when they want it. Look to
the young stock in pits, and if "any7 plants require a
shift give it immediately, that the pots may get
pretty well filled with roots before winter. Stop 1he
shoots and tie-out as they want it. Give plenty of
air; water well when necessary, and syringe every
fine afternoon. Shade in very bright weather, but
dispense with it as soon as you can.

Stove.
Many of the specimen plants will now be in flower,

and should, if possible, have a house to themselves.
Give them plenty of water

;
give them plenty of air

;

and shade daily. Young plants and others not in
flower should have a moist, growing atmosphere

;

they must be well watered and syringed daily. Pot
and tie-up such as may require it. Keep down
insects.

Flower Garden.
The weather on the whole has been unfavourable

for flower gardens. The thermometer was several
nights during June as low as 40°: this, with cold,
strong winds, and frequent heavy rains, has caused
the plants to make slow progress. Every attention
must now be given to pegging-down, tying, and
arranging the young growth, in order to get the beds
filled-up as soon as possible. Keep everything in
the most perfect order. Cuttines of the' different
kinds of Geraniums should bo put in as soon as they
can be obtained without detriment to the masses.
Tt is also advisable to get cuttings of all "bedding
stuff" put in as soon as convenient; as whether
potted-off, or put into boxes to store away for the
winter, they always do much better when well
rooted. The young shoots of Roses, if put into a
light sandy soil and placed on a gentle heat under
glass will root freely, and wiU, with attention, soon
make nice plants.

* Sweet Williams, Wallflowers,
Antirrhinums, &c, should now be planted in borders
where they are intended to flower. Pleasure Grounds.
—The principal woikhere at present will be rolling
walks, mowing lawns, and cleaning. Look over
trees and shrubs, and pinch-off any straggling loose
shoots. There is no better season tlian the latter part
of the month for transplanting large evergreens.

Forcing.
Fruit.—Pine Apples.— Plants that are swelling-off

their fruit must have liberal supplies of water and
occasionally of liquid manure. See they have a nice
bottom heat and give them plenty of air. The autumn
fruit will now be in flower, and those for winter will

have " shown" Keep a dry atmosphere until all

are out of flower. A steady bottom heat must be
regularly maintained. Give air plentifully especially
in the foreroon, and close up early in the afternoon.

The young stock should now have iheir final shift for

the season. Keep them well up to the glass, and be
careful not to crowd them. Give them air freely,

water when necessary, and, above all things, seethe
bottom heat is steady and uniform, not one day down
to 60°, and another day up to 120 . Many Pine plants
are killed by a ruinous high bottom heat, heavy
waterings and a high temperature, under the mis-
taken notion that Pine plants require such treatment.
Vines— Gentle fires are absolutely necessary in all

the houses, unless in very hot weather, for the pur-
pose of ripening the. wood, as well as the late oops,
There has been so little sunshine during June and
July, that without fire heat the wood will not get
properly matured. If this be neglected now, it will

be in vain to expect satisfactory results next season.

The early-house will now be at rest, and this is a good
time to get all the lights painted and put into proper
order. Pipe Grapes must have plenty of air, ami
the house kept cool and dry. Keep a little Are heat
in all the late-houses. Keep as dry an atmospbere as
you can consistently with the health of the Tines,
and give an abundance of air, by these means if the
borders are all right, you will get well-cclouied and
well-flavoured Grapes, and the wood will be properly
matured. Shanking and mildew are principally caused
by cold wet bordprs, want of air and a stagnant atmo-
sphere. Peaches and Nectarines. — If our former
direct ions have been carried out the wood in the early-
house will now be quite ripe, so that the lights may
be taken off, which will benefit the trees, 'and they
can undergo any repairs or paintirg that may be
required. When the fruit is all gathered in the late-
houses, give the trees a good syringing and pay every
attention to ripening the wood. Figs.— As the second
crop of fruit will now be ripening, syringing must
be dispensed with, and water given only when neces-
sary. Give plenty of air. Cherries.— Shift any trees
that may require, and carefully replunge the plants.
They will not now need much watering, but on no
account should the soil be allowed to get too diy.
Strawberries.—There should be put into their frnit-
ing-potsat once. When potted place them tolerably
wide apart in beds in open situations where they can
receive the full benefit of the sun during the day, and
of the dews at night. They will not need much water-
ing for some time unless the weather be very hot and
droughty. Those potted last month will now be
filling: the pots with roots and will need attention in
watering. Keep all runners pinched off. Cucumbers
and Melons.— Attend well to the watering. Keep
the bearing pUnts thin of shoots and the foliage clean
of insects. See the young plants have plenty of heat.
Thin and regulate tire shoots and water when neces-
sary.

Hartjy Fruits.
Keep ail the shoots of Peaches, Nectarines, and

Apricots well nailed-in. When the fruit begins to
ripen expose it as much as possible to the sun, by re-
moving any leaves that may shade it. Go over Pears,
Apples, and Plums on wall, and stop close back all

shoots, as there is now no danger of the buds at the
base of the shoots breaking. Mat Gooseberries and
Currants. Cut away all the Raspberry canes that have
done bearing. Make frefh plantations of St; awbtrnes,
but plant no new kind that you have not seen grown

#

Kitchen Garden.
Persevere in the destruction of weeds in dry

weather. The long continuance of heavy rain has
made it a difficult matter to keep them down. Keep
the ground well stirred between all the young grow-
ing crops. As soon as any ground becomes vacant it

should be dug and planted afresh. Earth-up Celery
when fit in dry weather. Winter Spinach.—Sow a
large breadth early in the month. Whiter Onions.—
Sow also early in the month. Lettuces to stand over
the winter, sow early in the month

; also, Cabbage for
planting in spring. Cauliflowers.—Sow twice during
the month, about the 10th, and again about the 22nd,
a day or two sooner or later will make but little

difference ; but see the ground is in good order and
the weather favourable when it is done. Plant out
Lettuces and Endive on warm borders. Towards the
end of the month, plant out Cabbages. Look over
Tomatoes, Gourds, 4c., and remove any leaves or
shoots that shade the fruit. Herbs—Cut and dry.

—

M. S.

Florists' Flowers.
Poses in Pots.—The instructions given last month

still hold good. Such plants as have grown so
vigorously as to fill the pots with roots may be
shitted into larger pots, disturbing the roots as little

as possible in the operation. No soil is better than
decayed turf and stable manure, of which a good
stock should always be on band in every well-ordered
garden. It is still a good time to add to the stock
of pot Roses, as ihereis along growing season still

before us, and plants added now should bloom well
next spring and summer.—William Paul, Waltham
Cross, Herts, iV.
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LILIUM AURATUM.
WITH AN ILLUSTRATION.

We are indebted to Messrs. Veitch & Son, of the Chelsea and Exeter
Nurseries, for the opportunity of placing in the hands of our friends and
patrons the accompanying figure, by Fitch, of the most remarkable novelty
amongst plants which has been seen in our gardens during the present year.
Liliom atjrattjm, which is the name borne by the plant we are alluding to,
is decidedly pre-eminent amongst the introductions of 1862; and to Messrs.
Veitch & Son belong the honour of having been the first to flower it, and to
introduce it to the notice of plant-lovers. Our figure was taken in the Chelsea
Nursery in the month of July last, shortly after the plant had won at South
Kensington the highest reward offered for novelties, and had created a sensa-
tion amongst the gay crowd which assembled there on the occasion of the
July horticultural fete.

This Gold-banded Lily was introduced to England by Mr. John Gould
Veitch from Japan. It was found growing wild on the hill sides in the midland
provinces of that country ; and Mr. Veitch states that there can be little, if

any, doubt as to its hardiness in this country, as he has known from 14° to
16° of frost to occur in the localities in which it is found. There the flowering
season is July and August, or, according to Mr. Fortune, the hottest months
of the year, from the end of June to the beginning of August. Here Mr.
Veitch's plants have continued to bloom in succession from the commencement of
July ; and we believe that in others, in the hands of Mr. Standish, the blossoms
are only just now appearing.

Of the plant itself we hardly know how to write in terms sufficiently
laudatory. Even in what, according to some accounts of it, we must regard as
a puny condition of growth, a couple of feet high with a single flower—even in
this condition it is grand

;
nay, more, it is glorious. What, then, will it be

when it reaches what Mr. Fortune tells us is its usual stature—4 feet, and
produces " three, four, and five of its large blossoms on the top of its stem ?"
It will then be grandly glorious, and L. speciosum, the finest Lily we had
previously known, must hide its face eclipsed.

What the blossom is our plate will show,
oas well as its area will permit.

The plant itself is a comparatively slender grower, with a smooth stem clothed
with narrow lance-shaped leaves, which are acute at the base. At the top of
the stem comes the flower, or flowers—one in the plants we have seen in bloom
with Mr. Veitch, two in others of what is reputedly the same species growing
with Mr. Standish, and from three to five in a state of nature according to Mr.
Fortune's evidence.^

_

In the plant shown at Kensington the flower stood erect,
but the natural position seems to be nearly horizontal, or sub-declinate as it is
technically termed. The broad somewhat wavy segments of the perianth recurve
so as to give the outline of a broad shallow vase ; and with their parts thus
recurved the blossoms measure between 8 and 10 inches across. The colour is
white, with a broad stripe or band of light golden yellow down the centre of
each segment, the surface being also studded over with wart-like reddish-
purple spots, and recurved truncated spine-like projections, and the base being
villose within. To all these features of beauty this new Japan Lily adds a
charming sweetness, the flowers having a deliciously aromatic odour, something
like the perfume of Orange blossoms.

This Lily needs no recommendation of ours to win its way into every garden.
Its blossoms, of which Mr. Fitch has made a truthful copy, are in their silent
beauty more eloquent than words.

vol. i. Tf
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SMOOTH CAYENNE PINE.
I was very much, surprised at the sweeping condemnation of this Pine,

which appeared in your March Number by your correspondent " M. S. ;" and
the only impression which it made on my mind was, that it might be possible
that " M. S." had not got the true variety. From my own experience I can
most heartily endorse the opinion which had previously been given through
your columns in answer to a correspondent—namely, "that the Smooth
Cayenne is as good as a Queen in summer, and much better than that variety
in winter, &c," and was certainly very much astonished to see "M. S."
affirming that " he did not consider the Pine worth growing, and that it is apt
to come with defective pips, that the bottom part decays before the top is

ripe, and that when the fruit is ripe it only keeps for a very short time before
it begins to decay." Now, my experience is just the very opposite of this,

having cut a great many Pines of this variety lately from 10 and 11-inch pots,

at different seasons of the year, weighing from 6 lbs. to nearly 9 lbs. each,

never having observed fewer defective pips in any other variety, and the fruit

have invariably been pronounced as excellent with regard to flavour and
juiciness, while I have frequently kept fruit for three weeks in a perfectly

sound condition, after they have been cut, in a dry room. It was only last

week that I mentioned these matters to a gardener who has had very extensive

experience in the growth of this and other varieties of Pines, and he pro-
nounced the Smooth Cayenne, taken as a whole, to be unequalled by all others

that he knew. And on stating to him my experience of it as above, he said,

that in point of keeping after being ripe, he had frequently kept it more than
three weeks in a good condition. He stated also, what I strongly suspected,

that there were two other smooth-leaved sorts in circulation for this fine

variety, which true and fine variety, he said, had sprung exclusively from the

crowns taken from some fruit sent as a present to our beloved Queen by the

late King, Louis Phillippe, of France, and said that this was the reason why
the Smooth Cayenne had been pronounced defective by some growers. Should
"M. S." have the least suspicion that he is growing a spurious variety of this

Pine, I will be happy to place in his hands a plant or two of what has proved
so very superior here, as well as at other places.

Archerfield. D. Thomson.

APRICOTS NOT FRUITING.

We often see large Apricot trees that never bear a good crop of fruit. In

some cases the trees flower freely, but the blossom drops off instead of setting

fruit. In other eases scarcely any bloom appears, and the little there is has

not strength to produce fruit. Some trees wrill set a good crop of fruit every

yeai', and yet almost all will drop either before or at the time of stoning, so

that very few will come to maturity.

The fault is generally laid to the soil being too wet or too cold, but very
seldom to being too dry, which, from close observation, I believe is more often

the cause of failure than anything besides.

Within the last few years I have taken up and replanted a large number
of fruit trees of all sorts and sizes, including Apricots planted from twelve to

twenty years, which had never been known to bear a full crop of fruit. I do
not ever remember taking up an Apricot tree of any size but I have found the

soil under and about the roots very much too dry, especially large trees that

had not been moved for many years—I have found the soil about the roots as
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dry as dust, with the roots a complete mat of suckers. Even in the autumn of

1860, after such an extraordinarily wet cold summer, in removing Pears, Plums,
Peaches, and Apricots on a south-west border, all of which trees had occupied
the same ground for several years without removal, the Apricots had scarcely

ever borne any fruit. I found the soil moist about the roots of all except the
Apricots, where it was so dry that the five-pronged steel fork which I use for

fruit-tree-lifting was of no use at all—the soil ran through them like dry sand.

We generally see the Apricot throw tip more suckers than any other fruit

tree
; but, I think, we should not for that reason suppose the branches and

foliage cannot take all the sap.

I have seen trees taken up and replanted and well supplied with water for

two or three years after, and bear excellent crops of fine fruit without any
sucker appearing, although they had never had a full crop before ; and the
border for several feet round the trees had been a complete mat of suckers.

It might be asked, Why should Apricots suffer under the same conditions

that other trees do not ? I think that may be accounted for by its having so

much more foliage to support than any other fruit tree in the same space,

which causes a greater demand on the roots than they can supply, especially on
light dry soil, so that the foliage consumes all the moisture it can obtain, and
the fruit, if any, drops for the want of it.

The remedy appears simple enough. Keep the trees well supplied with
water while in a growing state ; at any rate it is quite worth the trial.

I would not plant in a natural cold wet soil, as there the wood would not
ripen, and the trees would suffer when not growing ; but if planted in a well-
made border and well supplied with water at the proper season, I think we
should hear less of the spring frost cutting off the blossom. C. C.

THE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY AND FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
I have with some difficulty restrained my pen from joining "A Florist of

the Old School" and "Florist," contributors to the July Number of your periodi-
cal, in commenting upon the liberality of the Council of the Royal Horticultura
Society in making their awards, and excluding certain flowers from the great
Exhibition ; but as the writer of an article in the Gardener's Chronicle,
August 2nd, page 716, remarks, "a little ventilation of this subject may do no
harm," I shall trespass on your kind indulgence and make some observations
on this subject, sincerely hoping the ventilation may extinguish the " smoulder-
ing dissatisfaction " rather than kindle a flame. That there is a just cause for
dissatisfaction no one can deny ; at the same time a little courtesv and
disposition to consider real or imaginary grievances would put all to rights.
" An Old Florist " in your July Number complains of the small awards made to
certain flowers in comparison with others. Had he turned to page 398 of the
" Transactions of the Royal Horticultural Society " for July, he would find
four examples of extreme liberality ; he would there see that extra prizes of
the value of Jive shillings each were awarded to four exhibitors for their very
interesting collections. What the world will think of this liberality I cannot
say ; and how far it may stimulate other exhibitors to bring their collections of
plants or cut flowers, I presume not to foretell, but surely it was little short of
an insult to those gentlemen who are such staunch supporters of the Societv.
But whence this unheard-of spirit of economy ? Are the funds of the Society
at so low an ebb ? Or has the expenditure on those two canvass tents, which
have so completely failed in their purpose, so crippled the Society's resources
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that it cannot afford to be liberal ? There must be some one to blame for such
mismanagement.

But now for a word about florists' flowers. I heartily wish this distinction
was entirely abandoned. Many persons well remember the hard words and
unkind feelings which arose from the use of this term in the former days of the
Society's existence. There were then individuals connected with Chiswick
Gardens, and there are still individuals whose prejudices against a certain class
of flowers cannot be overcome. I maintain that all flowers are florists' flowers
in the true sense of the word. The man who cultivates Orchids is as much a
florist as he who grows a Pansy or a Pink. Do away with the term " florists'
flowers " and let liberal schedules be prepared by competent persons for the
exhibitions, and we shall have no more " smouldering dissatisfaction." The
writer in the Gardener's Chronicle remarks, " that, in the first place, exhibitions
must be made to pay." To this I give my cordial assent. There would be no
need of further expenditure if the prizes were readjusted. The distinction is

at present much too great in the sums of award, and some plants are brought
too prominently forward. It is evident at present the flowers which contribute
most to the brilliancy and beauty of the exhibitions are the worst rewarded.
It is easy to make out a list of the so-called florists' flowers, and other flowers,
to arrive at the value of the prizes awarded respectively to each class ; but this
proves nothing. The spring exhibitions could not exist without the former

;

and the latter without the former in the summer exhibitions would prove a
failure. Put aside the offensive term " florists' flowers," let each favourite flower
in its proper season be represented at our exhibitions, and there will be no
more dissatisfaction. I most sincerely hope that a little consideration on this
subject will induce the Council to receive suggestions for framing the schedules
of future exhibitions. There are persons both competent and willing to give
their time for this purpose without any desire of dictating to the higher powers,
and who would suggest such alterations and additions in the present schedules
w'hich would satisfy all parties ; and thus the Royal Horticultural Society
would be enabled faithfully to discharge its bounden duty—the encouragement
of floriciilture as well as horticulture. F.R.H.S.

NOTES ON STRAWBERRIES.
How persons can and do contrive to grow a hundred different sorts of Straw-

berry for years together, and keep them distinct, without fretting themselves
into a lunatic asylum I do not understand. I have tried some twenty-two
sorts and have had enough of it

;
however, I have now tried them, and the

experience is worth something now it is gained, though I am by no means
certain that what is experimentally true here will be a safe guide elsewhere.
In by far the greater number, however, I find it is so ; and the character of
them in Yorkshire, in Buckinghamshire, or in Dorsetshire, describes them well
here when climate is allowed for. To this there are a few exceptions on both
sides. Sir Harry is here excellent in every way except to eat ; the best of all

for the preserving-pan, but worthless for the table. On the other hand, the
best of all the numerous British Queen family is Omar Pacha, a very second-
rate variety in the south ; it is not large for the present race of Strawberries,
but is hardy, healthy, a superabundant bearer, and higher in flavour than any,
except that very rare dainty a British Queen in perfection. It is my staple

for the dessert. The British Queen itself I am compelled most reluctantly to

part with. It grows the largest with me of all the large Strawberries, and
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when in perfection is quite unequalled ; but it is too tender for this climate,
and what is a worse fault, too uncertain. The latter fault also belongs to the
Carolina superba, of which, hoAvever, I shall keep a small bed for a dish of
very large Strawberries on occasion.

The object of this communication, however, is to say two of the new ones
of last year have supplied me with the means of reducing my stock of sorts
within reasonable limits, and these are Frogmore Late Pine and Rifleman.
Both are large and fine, though not so large as the two preceding

;
both, and

especially the former, are among the highest-flavoured of the season, the flesh
more red and juicy than those of the Queen family, red enough indeed for
preserving. They arc also very hardy, and great croppers. The Late Pine
ripened with me, as I see it also did with Mr. Turner, among the first

; yet it

well deserves its name, for there are signs that it will be in bearing when all

the rest are done. I consider this likely to be the most useful variety intro-
duced since the old and not yet obsolete Keens' Seedling.

Alford Vicarage. George Jeans.

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S GARDEN IN
SOUTH KENSINGTON.

That this Garden as at present laid out and planted is a partial failure
is generally admitted ; and I think with your correspondent, « A Country
F.R.H.S.," that a different style of planting must be followed to make it popular
with the public. As the world's fair has taken more country gardeners up to
London than usual, the Society's Garden has been visited and criticised ; and
I may say that nine out of ten return disappointed with the arrangements and
general effect. In the present Superintendent the Society has got the right
man m the right place

;
and, if left to himself to manage all the details, I have

no doubt but there would be spring flowers in abundance, and plenty of the
usual bedding display in July, August, and September, with a different arrange-
ment of the shrubs and trees. The gingerbread style of flower-gardening nowm vogue—namely, the " polychrome beds of broken glass and coloured gravels,"
may be very artistic and pleasing to some, and in small geometrical flower
gardens may be tolerated as adding some variety and effect in the winter
months

; but it has often struck me that a great deal of trouble and expense in.

this style might be saved by having the patterns printed on oilcloth, and
pegged down on the lawn or parterres where wanted.

The trees, as at present planted in the Garden, are not in my opinion well
fitted for the purpose ; for Lombardy Poplars and Limes are two of the most
rubbishy sorts which could be employed, as they generally shed their leaves by
the middle of August in. hot, dry summers in town gardens. A few of the
Maples and Sycamores might be used for shade, as they stand the smoke of
London well

;
but the great want in such a garden is trees of an architectural

character. To commence with the Deodar Cedars planted, there is little chance
of the trees of the size used ever making handsome specimens ; and it would
have been far better to have selected a few young, close-growing trees from
12 to 16 feet high. One of the finest Conifers for such a garden would be
Ihujopsis boreale

;
for when pinched-in a little in the side branches when

young it grows compact, and keeps its beautiful green colour in the winter
I have specimens so managed 10 feet high, and no fastigiate tree I have yet
seen equals it m beauty. Lawson's Cypress is another fine, graceful tree but
wants no training, as the branches naturally droop, and forms a close, compact
tree when of the height of 10 or 12 feet. The Thuja gigantea with me is
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growing very compactly, and about the height of 8 feet ; and would, I think,
be worth trying in such a garden, as well as some of the other tall, close-growing
Arbor Vitses and Junipers. Of other Coniferous trees which ought to be tried,

the best would be Pinus cembra, Picea pinsapo, Abies Nordrnanniana, and
Araucaria excelsa.

I think no public or private garden of any pretensions can be complete
without plenty of spring flowers massed for effect, commencing with the bulbs
in March, and keeping up a good display till the more glowing beds of Gera-
niums, Calceolarias, Tropseolums, Verbenas, and Lobelias take their place in
the summer months. Mixed borders, containing some of the finest of our
showy herbaceous plants, are likewise another great feature where display is

wanted early, and these seem to be wanted in the new garden.

Another Country F.R.H.S.

THE DOUGLAS FIR.

The great value of this tree for commercial purposes is now fully estab-
lished, and we may pronounce it the most valuable timber tree, as a Conifer,
and probably in a general sense, we have. We wish to draw the attention of
planters to this fact, and also to our large seedsmen, for we cannot but suppose
that the forests of Vancouver's Island and British Columbia will soon be ran-
sacked for seed of the most valuable tree in the world, and we shall soon hope
to see young plants advertised by the thousand. We have abundant evidence
before us of the rate of growth in Britain, which fully exceeds by one-third
either the Spruce Fir or Larch. There are trees now growing 70 feet high, and
only thirty years planted, with a proportionate bulk of stem. Those who have
seen with what immense vigour the tree grows among the debris of the slate

rocks of North Wales, even up to their very summits, will at once perceive
how adapted it is to all elevated situations, where even the Spruce would not
grow, as there are thousands upon thousands of acres in Wales, the north of

England, and Scotland, which would suit the growth of this tree admirably,
and giving large profit in return for planting, besides clothing the now naked
rocks with plantations of the richest verdure.

R. I. F.

GOLDEN HAMBURGH GRAPE.
A short time ago there was some correspondence in the Gardeners'

Chronicle on new Grapes. Among others was an article signed, I believe, by
a Mr. Cramb, in which the Golden Hamburgh was recommended as the
best white Grape in cultivation, an assertion which, I should think, would
require to be well supported to be believed ; for generally those who planted
that Vine find th^y are obliged to replace it with other varieties, after losing

several seasons in proving a sort that is not worth planting.

I have had an opportunity of seeing it every season since it came out, and
in every instance it has proved worthless.

As a pot Vine I have grown it and treated it in every way the same as

Black Hamburgh. The latter produced a splendid crop, while the Golden
showed scarcely a bunch ; and the few that were on the Vines shanked, and
dropped before ripe.

In a house of Black Hamburghs, which ripened this season the first week
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in May, there were two Vines of Golden Hamburgh, on which there was
not a bunch fit for table if they had ripened, and the few Grapes they bore
dropped before ripe ; while the Black Hamburgh was fine in both bunch and
berry.

In a house of mixed Vines, ripe the 1st of June, two Golden Hamburgh?,
failed exactly as in the last case ; and in a house of Muscats, ripe the middle
of July, and very fine, the Golden Hamburgh dropped its berries the same as

in the other houses. The Vines in all the houses are planted iuside and
confined to inside borders, and from tbeir appearance have been well managed.
A lai-ge house of Hamburghs just ripe, is in all respects as fine a house of fruit

as I have seen for several years, with the exception of two Vines of the Golden
Hamburgh, which are to be cleared out. This is only one of many cases that

have come under my own observation, and I do not know a single case in which
they did satisfactorily.

Another peculiarity of this Vine is, that it is generally smothered with red
spider, while the other Vines in the same house are free from it. This, of
itself, makes it rather an undesirable companion, even if it were not otherwise
worthless.

Perhaps some of your numerous correspondents will favour us with then-

experience with it, which, if more favourable, I shall conclude there is some
secret required in the growth of it, which many are ignorant of, myself among
the number. S. T.

THE NEW GRAPES.

Duking the last few months there have been two seedling Grapes intro-

duced to the notice of the Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society,

which promise to take a position among the permanent cultivated varieties.

Both of these are natives, and owe their origin to two of our first professional

gardeners. Strangely enough, they are both from the north side of the Tweed,
and if we are to judge of them as we do of the other natives of that region,

we may expect them to be of a hardy and enduring constitution. The first we
have to notice is that raised by Mr. Melville, gardener to the Earl of Rose-
berry, Dalmeny Park, Edinburgh. It is a splendid black Grape, resembling
in all its parts the Mill Hill Hamburgh, which is the best of all the round or
Frankenthal race of Hamburghs, but it has a fine Frontignan flavour. Imagine
a great, round, hammered berry of a Mill Hill Hamburgh with a Frontignan
flavour, and you have the Champion Hamburgh of Mr. Melville.

Then there is the seedling of Mr. William Thomson, gardener to the Duke
of Buccleuch, at Dalkeith. This is another gem in its way. It produces a
bunch a foot long, and weighing 1 lb. 2 ozs. The berries are round and as yet
about medium size, but by cultivation they are sure to come larger. They
have a most delicious flavour, richer than that of any Muscat, being of a
mixed honied and sugary character, and with the high Muscat aroma. This is

a most valuable early Grape ; but Mr. Thomson has not yet been able to pro-
duce it in its best condition, as it is only a seedling, and has been left as yet
to take its chance in the seed-bed. When properly grown, not only will the
berries, but also the bunches be very much larger than ;hey now are. Such is

Mr. Thomson's own opinion of it, and he is no mean authority in Grape-growing,
that he has planted the half of one of his vineries with this variety alone. It

is to be named " The Duchess of Buccleuch's."
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LONICERA ( ? sp.) AUREO-RETICULATA.
WITH A1ST ILLUSTRATION.

Under the name of Lonicera reticulata the very beautiful-leaved Honey-
suckle we now figure found its way to the metropolitan exhibitions, and there,

both at the Regent's Park and South Kensington, it was marked by the highest
award that could be given to it—a certificate of merit of the first class. The
botanical Lonicera reticulata is, however, a Hong Kong plant, with the branches
and under-surface of the leaves thickly tomentose ; whilst the present plant is

of Japanese origin, and the leaves are all but perfectly smooth. Mr. Stanclish,

of the Royal Nurseries, Bagshot, by whom it has been grown, and to whom we
are indebted for our figure, refers it to L, brachypoda, the L. flexuosa of Thun-
berg

;
but, in the absence of more perfect materials, we think it most advisable

merely to adopt a name which indicates the golden network of its leaf-surface,

which, moreover, while distinguishing it from L. reticulata itself, differs very
little from that under which it has already appeared, and which may be retained
as that of the variety when the species shall ha^e been accurately determined.
We learn from Mr. Fortune that the plant was found by him cultivated in

the gardens of Yedo. " It is," he observes, " a very beautiful creeper, and is

much valued by Japanese gardeners. It produces two kinds of leaves, one
single and one like the Oak. A wall covered with the plant has a very pretty

appearance, and looks like a large mass of Ancectochilus. In this country it

will probably prove as hardy as the other Honeysuckles from Japan."
The plant is one of the many fine things sent over from Japan by Mr. For-

tune, on the occasion of his recent visit. As cultivated and exhibited by
Mr. Standish, it forms an elegant slender climbing shrub, whose stems are,

when mature, of a deep red colour, and slightly pubescent. The leaves are

commonly ovate, but occasionally become cinuately lobed, and in the samples
before us are about 2§- inches long, and nearly 2 inches broad; they have
somewhat pubescent stalks, and a ciliolate margin, and are smooth on both
surfaces, of a bright green colour, with the veins everywhere marked out with
golden yellow. Such foliage produced freely on a plant of elegantly climbing
habit must be, as it proves, singularly handsome. We learn, moreover, from
Mr. Stanclish that the midrib of the leaf becomes quite crimson when naturally

grown, which must add very much to its beauty.

This variegated Honeysuckle is a plant of free habit. The examples which
have been exhibited have been grown in heat in order to obtain quick develop-

ment, and under these conditions have not acquired the high colouring which
belongs to more naturally-grown plants ; but even in this state, in which only

we have seen it, the marking is singularly elegant. The plant is believed to be
as hardy as L. brachypoda itself ; and, being a free grower, is suitable for almost
any purpose to which a slender hardy climbing shrub can be applied. As an
ornamental pot-plant for exhibition purposes, it will, we have no doubt, be
extremely useful ; while for ornamental trellis-work in cold conservatories it

will be no less valuable. Indeed, it may be safely used in any situation, where
it can be planted to contrast with other choice climbers of slender growth.
Strongly, however, as it may be recommended with our present information

respecting it, its full merit must remain unknown until the extent of its growth
and the degree of its hardiness have been more exactly ascertained.

We believe it is intended to send out the young plants at an early date,

and we are much mistaken if they do not find their way into general cultivation.

It is seldom our good fortune to present two such sterling subjects as

Mr. Standish's golden-veined Honeysuckle, and Mr. Veitch's golden-banded
Lily in a single issue. M,
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A WEEK AMONG THE ROSES.
A week among the Eoses has a very delightful sound, and truly it is so ; but a journey

by mail train at midnight is certainly not preferable to a mid-day express. Such a continual
rumble accompanies our sleep, that the time is rather passed in a dreamy kind of doze, from
•which, at a very early horn-, we awake, feeling moro fatigued than refreshed. The cold grey
daybreak reveals to us foggy meadows, and the jaded look of the inmates of tho carriage.
We take a peep at our blooms in the box, the lid of which wc close with satisfaction, and
say within ourselves, " all right." The broad daylight at length shows the approach of the
great metropolis, where we soon arrive

;
and, notwithstanding our earnest appeal to the

porters cn the platform not to remove our boxes, as we prefer doing it ourselves, they seize
upon them with the greatest agility—a piece of attention we least calculated upon, but Avhich
proved a source of anxiety at every change we made. Had we required their assistance we
should, as a matter of course, been left to our own resources. A difficulty now arises we
should scarcely have anticipated at so early an hour—the cabs are all " engaged." It is
Exhibition time, and although that vast emporium does not open till ten o'clock, and it is now
only six o'clock, it serves as a pretext for cabmen to extort extra fare from any poor traveller
encumbered with luggage ; for under such circumstances there is no alternative, time will
not allow of a lengthy dispute, or an arrangement as to price. We ask in a respectful tone
to be taken to South Kensington, and "promise to pay on demand" anything required.
Away we go over the rattling pavement, and we tremble for our fan ones in the boxes ; but
it is useless feeling uneasy on that head, we must trust to fate for the next half horn-. We
drive through so many unknown streets, and turn so many corners, that we are at once in
amaze as to our whereabouts. We suspect we are not going right, and that there is some
misunderstanding with the cabman, but we are wrong in our surmises ; for we soon begin to
recognise familiar scenes, and at length we catch a glimpse of the eastern dome of the
Exhibition. A few moments more bring us to tho entrance of the Horticultural Gardens,
and we hastily exclaim, " We are here at last." But, alas ! Our difficulties are not so
easily disposed of. We have driven to the wrong entrance, and we are informed by a
passer-by, who appears to have a knowledge of things in general, but who, we suspect, was
fond of a joke before his breakfast, that we should drive to door E, western ann$x, to which
locality we immediately proceed. We are not surprised on our arrival to find this a portion
of the Exhibition building. We did not discover door H, nor did we trouble ourselves to look
for it. From thence we are directed further up the road which runs at the back of the garden
colonnade, until we turn the corner in Kensington Gore. Here we meet with a more dis-
heartening prospect still, for a large board with the word " Out" painted in large characters
gives us little hope of admittance there. We continue our travels with the intention of trying
the gardens round, when we soon arrive at something more encouraging—another board in
appearance like the last, but with the inviting little monosyllable "In." We have read in
the old fable-books of some one's ass laden with gold that could gain admittance everywhere,
but we believe had that wealthy quadruped tried the Horticidtural Gardens at seven A.m. on the
26th of June he would have experienced a difficulty he was unaccustomed to : this board
proved a greater mockery than the other ; for in spite of its inviting tendency the entrance
was locked, and not a soul within hearing. At this hopeless crisis the fates befriend us, for
an honest-looking face presents itself at the door of our cab and informs us, " that he had seen
several cabs with boxes like our own go down the narrow entry we had passed." This is
welcome news, and we hasten to the spot long sought. Proceeding down the entry we are
met by two empty vehicles coming up, and as we are nearer to the top than they are to the
bottom, we are requested to back out. The possibility of passing each other is ridiculous, for
the road is scarcely wide enough for one. Hitherto we have followed every direction, and
yielded to every request, and we think, perhaps, it would be only good policy to continue to act
in the same way. We hesitate for a moment, but thinking the nearest way to the gardens
would be to turn back, we reverse our engine without delay. We begin to bear things
philosophically, and regard everything that happens as a joke. Having surmounted all
obstacles as far as we can see, and a clear course presenting itself before us, our cabby makes
a frantic dash, and we actually do arrive at last at our destination. And now with anxious
steps we find our way to the conservatory, on the very threshold of which such a sight meets
our eyes that we almost stagger at its splendour. Our courage sinks within us when we
behold the formidable array against us ; the stages are being arranged with such gorgeous
blooms, and the floor is strewed with open boxes of such glowing colours, from which the
various exhibitors are culling their choicest specimens. Such an "otto " pervades the whole
place that we are reminded of some scene in Persia that Moore describes. Whole boxes of
Senateur Yaisse, Anna Diesbach, and many others, glow in massive patches here and there,
and we think the most prudent course would be to keep our own box closed. We, however,
take courage, for we find we are amongst the nurserymen with their trebles of ninety-sixes,
so we at once move on to the quarter allotted to our class. We venture at last to open our
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boxes, and there, on the bright green moss, our blooms look as fresh and brilliant as our
neighbours'. We had last seen them in the cold grey light of morning, but they had a very
different appearance in the warm mellow light of the conservatory; they had travelled
beautifully, with the exception of one or two which were none the better for the handling of
the porters ; but as we had plenty of duplicates it was not of much consequence. Madame
Boll had received a slight scratch across her face, but Louis XIV. was evidently suffering
from concussion. We arrange our stand, but have little hope of success ; for just as we are
leaving we find our little band so completely Jlectyed-'m by a vast army from Colchester,
which cruelly

" Lays our rich country waste,
And rudely crops its ripened hopes
Of fair prosperity."

Such an army of noble fellows we never before beheld. Mr. Beaton says they are fed
on fish. Cod-liver oil we should think more probable from their size and strength. Not-
withstanding our defeat, we cannot help but rejoice, for we never saw so much to charm
before ; and we feast our eyes upon our enemies with such rapture that we forgive them
from our heart. It is no discredit to be vanquished by such a foe. What unborn beauties
are yet concealed in embryo we know not, but these we think can never be surpassed.

We squeeze through the crowd and continue our feast from box to box. We see all that
is possible to see, but the forlorn hope of seeing all is very apparent after two such
barricades of crinoline that defy all force, were we rude enough to use it. Another great
hindrance also to the company having fair play, is the monopoly of certain individuals who
persist in hanging over any particular box of interest, with book in hand, writing notes and
taking names, which, were they expeditious in their work, there could be no possible
objection; but one whom we had the misfortune to get behind, and whose room we were
patiently waiting for, seemed to have become a fixture for 1he day, without any intention of
moving; the only apology we can offer for him is that he may probably have become petrified

from the sight before him. There were not many striking novelties to be seen
;

perhaps we
have been so spoilt with the abundance of good flowers the last few years that we expect too
much. The sensation Bose of the Show was of course " John Hopper," which is doubtless
the finest seedling of its class yet raised in this country. There are, probably, good reasons
for giving it so homely a name, but we should have preferred one that would have proclaimed
its birthplace more decidedly. The "G-lory of England," or the Beauty of Suffolk would
have reminded our French friends that it was possible to raise a good Bose in England. But
why, let us ask, was it placed in the conservatory where no one could find it, and where no
one would be likely to look for a novelty ? Hundreds went away without having heard of
the existence of "John Hopper," and those who did were so continually hopping on ladies

dresses that they saw very little of it. The only new Tea Bose worthy of notice is Grloire de
Bordeaux, of the old Gloire de Dijon blood, from which, we believe, it was raised. Of the
Perpetuals Due de Rohan was fine and of good colour, Maurice Bernardin, Charles Lefevre,
Mdlle. Julie Daran, La Brillante, are all promising ; the last two exquisite in colour. But
the most remarkable Bose for colour was a bloom of Lord Eaglan among the trebles ; wo
forgot to whom it belonged, it certainly exceeded anything we ever saw for brilliancy, not
even Eveque de Mmes excepted ; and had it not been for its shape we should almost have
questioned his lordship's title. Another singular whim of Nature we witnessed in a bloom
of "The Comtesse" in Mr. Cant's box, which was prettily striped with a deeper shade of
pink ; it was a lovely flower though not legitimate. These sports, we think, are becoming-
more frequent. We lately had a bloom of the " Senateur " with such a mottled visage that
we should scarcely have recognised him as our Perpetual King. Our old friend Charles
Lawson was very conspicuous in many stands, he had certainly put on his court dress for

the occasion ; we never saw him finer. Anna Diesbach also made a great dash, and wore her
largest crinoline ; it is a pity there is so much outside show about her : nevertheless she is

very beautiful and her complexion lovely.

This great Rose festival at an end, the " Midland" next occupies our thoughts ; but we
can take this on our way home. In the meantime we turn our steps to Kew and Hampton
Court, at which latter place we revel in beds of Devonitnsis and Malmaison, and find much '

else to delight us. Kew boasts more in its houses of choice exotics, and its " bedding-out"
is far superior to anything we have seen elsewhere. The arrangement of colour is perfection,

and it must be a very fastidious critic indeed who has a fault to find at Kew.
The eve of the "Midland " finds us on our way to Birmingham ; and as we loiter on the

morrow through its streets of smoke and dinning manufactories, we have little to remind us
of anything so fair and pure as our queen of flowers. But however few the associations of

so beloved a lady, we are verily and in truth close to her royal court ; and such a grand
reception is there being held which was never before known out of the great metropolis.

We enter this floral palace, for it is worthy to be called so
;

again we recognise our dear old
favourites fresh, glowing, sweet, and beautiful.
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A first and great success is this " Midland Show," there cannot be two opinions in tho
matter. Such a display in a provincial town was never seen before ; for not only were all tho
finest blooms of the midland counties brought together at this great fete, but everything that
could delight a floral mind and taste, from the classic vase to tho rustic garden-seat, wero
there assembled. One thing, and one thing only, we thought a little overdone. The strains
of that mighty organ wero at times rather more powerful than we coidd wish. It is a great
addition to have something of the kind, and when played a little less forte is most agreeable,
and we might then be able to converse with our friends without doing violence to our lnngs

;

but when the full power of so magnificent an instrument is at play, we can only compare it

to sudden bursts of thunder in the room, and we should not be surprised to find some of the
looser-petalled Eoses shaken to the centre by the vibration, and their eyes becoming visible
to the great discomfort of the exhibitor.

There were so many stands of lovely blooms that we constantly found ourselves repeating
our visits to them. Mr. Cant's were truly splendid, and so also were Mr. Reynolds Hole's.
Mr. Cant's Colonel de Rougeniont was most remarkable for size, shape, and colour, and looked
like a full moon in the midst of a constellation ; for truly his flowers were stars of the first
magnitude. Mr. Hole's Madame Furtado and Louis XIV. were also glorious specimens

;

indeed his forty-eight-stand was a show in itself, and we could scarcely make up our mind
to take a last fond look. We lingered late over them till the crowd came in the evening,
and we felt it selfish to remain longer. There were blooms of tho new Rose, " Reynolds
Hole; " a lovely cherry pink is as near to the colour as we can describe it, but we thought the
name rather out of place when we looked upon the original. Titania we may suggest as
being more appropriate

; and the worthy gentleman himself would be better represented in
such flowers as Charles Lawson or Anna Diesbach. The new Tea Rose 1'Enfant Trouve
was exhibited with portrait, but we think it would have been more judicious not to have
placed the portrait in such close proximity to the original—not that wo wish to spealc lightly
of the " Foundling," for we think it a great addition to our " Teas," but we have not seen it
so magnificent as represented. We have lately purchased one from under glass, from a local
nurseryman, that was most beautiful, and with finer blooms than any we have seen exhibited.
How it will rough it out of doors remains for us to see ; but we are much disposed to have a
good opinion of it. Of all the Roses of recent introduction the following we think have
proved to be the cream :—Louis XIV., Madame Charles Crapelet, Senateur Vaisse, Madame
Furtado (Mr. Cranston's were superb), Gloire de Santenay, Catherine Guillot, and Victor
Verdier. But we must hasten to our journey's end, for another little engagement awaits our
return which we have quite as great an interest in as these great "All England" meetings.We must rally our little band once more, and meet opponents less formidable than the
Philistines from Colchester. As our week draws to a close we find ourselves busy in our
own rosarium, and the Roses all we can desire. The day of exhibition brings us ao ain into
the field of action, and our tour which commenced so ingloriously now ends in triumph. And
now that all is over we collect our scattered thoughts, together with other untidy ' things
strewed about the Roses, for shading and retarding add little to the neatness of a garden
This done, and the place once more put straight, we again begin to faddle with our favourites'
think on all we have seen and heard, and endeavour to profit by " Our Week anions- the
Roses." R Ti E

s

THE METROPOLITAN EXHIBITIONS.
Royal Botanic Society, July 9M.—Here, in the large collection of Stove and Green-

house plants, Mr. May and Mr. Milford came to the front rank, and Mr. Whitbread and Mr
Baker retired to the second position. It is useless to particularise, as the varieties were those
at South Kensington. The other exhibitors of stove and greenhouse plants, Orchids, and
ime-lohaged plants were just about the same as at the Horticultural Society. Mr U Rhodes
had ten weU-flowerec

1
plants of Cape Heaths, and took first prize

; Messrs. J. Jackson & Son
being second. Mr. B. Peed, gardener to Mrs. Tredwell, Norwood, was first with eight
varieties; Mr Page, gardener to W. Leaf, Esq., being second. With six varieties Mr
Chillman, gardener to Mrs. Smith, Epsom, was first ; and Mr. Wheeler, gardener to J. Philnott
Esq., second. Mr. B. S. Williams was first with twelve exotic Ferns, and Mr II Lavev
gardener to E. A. De Grace, Esq., with twelve British species. Mr. Cannell was again first
with six luchsias, remarkably good plants—viz., Prince Alfred, Wiltshire Lass Madame
Cornehsseli, Little Bopeep, Sir C. Campbell, and Guiding Star. Second, Mr Garden o-ar-^ner to J. Stutter Esq., with Rose of Castille, Lord Clyde, Little Bopeep, Wiltshire Lass,
British Sailor, and Venus de Medici. '

Pelargoniums were still very good and showy, and as usual a great centre of attraction.With ten varieties, Mr Bailey, Shardeloes, was first, having Lord Clyde, GuiUaume SeverZMonarch, Glowworm, Sanspareil, Desdemona, Picnic, Etna, Lady Canning, and Fire Queen
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No other aspirant disputed his possession of the medal. Mr. Turner was first with the
following twelve varieties :—Lord Clyde, Desdemona, Argo, Princess Beatrice, Bacchus, Rem-
brandt, Leviathan, Lucifer, Beadsman, Guillaume Severyns, Ariel, aud Perdita. Second, Messrs.
Dobson & Son

;
third, Messrs. J. & J. Fraser. The latter were first with six Fancy kinds, having

Delicatum, Bridesmaid, Musjid, Multiflora, Rosabella, and Clara Novello. Second, Messrs.
Dobson and Son. In the Amateurs' class for the same number, Mr. Shrimpton was first with
Electra, Negro, Delicatum, Madame Sontag, Acme, and Rosabella. With six large Pelar-
goniums, Messrs. Dobson & Son were first, having fine plants of Governor General, Madame
Furtado, Monarch, SanspareiL Saracen, and Viola. Three or four groups of Scarlet Gera-
niums were staged. The greatest interest was concentrated on the class for six varieties

of 1860-61, Mr. Turner being first with Norma, light salmon rose, dark top petals and
white centre, a fine exhibition flower

;
Modesty, pure white, with crimson blotch ;

Celeste,

bright carmine, lower petals stained with crimson, white throat
;
King of Spots, a rich dark

spotted kind
;
Gaspard, deep lilac rose, a fine exhibition flower ; and Beauty of Beading, dark

crimson stained, dark top petals, and white centre. Messrs. Dobson & Son had Byron, pale

lilac, lower petals stained with crimson, and dark top petals ; Queen of England, pure white,

with carmine blotch, very free ; Mr. Sowerby, salmon rose streaked with carmine, dark top
petals : Perdita

;
Review, a dark spotted variety, but wanting form ; and Victory, bright

scarlet.

Splendid boxes of Cut Roses were shown on this occasion. With fifty varieties,

Mr. Cant and Mr. Francis were equal first, Mr. Mitchell second, and Messrs. Paul & Son
third. Mr. Morris, gardener to Miss Crawshay Caversham Park, was first with twenty-
five varieties. Second, Mr. J. Hollingworth, Maidstone. Third, Mr. Gr. F. Bush, Norwood.
In these two classes three trusses of each variety were shown. With twenty-four varieties,

single blooms, Mr. Cant was first, and Mr. Turner second. With twenty-four varieties of

Pinks, Mr. Hooper, of Bath, had the race to himself; and with thirty- six Pansies, Messrs.

Downie, Laird, & Laing were first with a fine stand; Mr. Hooper being second. With
twelve varieties of Pinks, Mr. August, Beddington, had no opposition. In the classes for

seedlings were some pretty Petunias from Mr. Bull, Chelsea ; Phlox Garibaldi from Messrs.

Eraser, a finely-formed pine white with crimson purple centre ; a new dwarf bedding Cal-

ceolaria from Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing, very dwarf, with short stiff foliage, and
throwing large trusses of yellow flowers, a fine and continuous bloomer.

Yearling seedling Pelargoniums came from Mr. Wiggins, gardener to Mrs. Beck, Isle-

worth, and included some promising flowers. The most striking were Scopus, a light salmon
rose

;
Peep o' Day, soft lilac rose with dark top petals; and Agathos, light salmon rose with

conspicuous white centre, a flower of great promise. Mr. Holland, of Hounslow, had seed-

ling Petunia Crimson Gem, a large glowing crimson of fine form. Mr. George Smith, of

Islington, had Fuchsia Dandy, a large purple double-corollaed variety of close vigorous

habit, and blooming freely ; and Sanspareil, a large white-corollaed variety, evidently a free-

flowering kind. Mr. Parker, of Tooting, had Euphorbia, atrosanguinea, with bronzy crimson
foliage, quite ornamental ; two large pots of Lobelia erinus speciosa major, with large dark

purple blue flowers, having a conspicuous white eye, and being very showy ; Centaurea
argentea ; a variegated Hibiscus ; Musa coccinea, in flower ; and a splendid Alocasia metallica.

Messrs. A. Henderson & Co. had some fine specimen Caladiums ; and Mr. Bull large specimen
new plants, among which were Cyathea dealbata, Alsophila australis, and Cibotinm princeps,

three fine ornamental Ferns for conservatory ; Pavetta borbonica, Musa vittata, Cordyline

indivisa, and the variegated Yucca Stokesi. Messrs. J. & C. Lee, of Hammersmith, had a

finely-grown plant of Sphferostema marmorata, the leaves of which had nearly lost the

handsome marbled variegation peculiar to it ; a fine Cordyline indivisa, and a huge Musa
vittata. Among Messrs. J. Jackson & Son's group was a fine Alocasia macrorhiza variegata,

named Calocasia by Mr. Bull. Messrs. Veitch & Son also had Caladium rubro-nerva, like

C. picturatum, but having pure white blotches ; Mutisia decurrens, a hardy climber

from the Chilian Andes, with orange-coloured blossoms (figured in the Florist and
Pomologist for June), and then- white-blossomed Lapageria. Mr. Thompson, of Ipswich,

had his new Rhodantnes, to which he added R. alba, a pleasing white variety of R. Manglesi.

Mrs. Carstairs, of Edinburgh, had Calceolaria Earl of Rosslyn, a dark, half-shrubby kind.

And Mr. Wyness, the Gardens, Buckingham Palace, had an ill-formed light Fuchsia named
Novelty, that has the peculiarity of throwing its flowers almost erect.

The show of Fruit was extremely good, and the tables were very much crowded during

the day. Mr. T. Dawson, of Penshanger was first with a miscellaneous collection, consisting

oftwo Queen Pines, Black Hamburgh and Sweetwater Grapes, Black and White Cherries,

Sir Harry and Oscar Strawberries, and some fine Galande Peaches. Mr. G. Tillyard,

Stanmore, was second. With a collection of four or more dishes, Mr. Ruffet, Brocket Hall,

was first with Peaches, Grapes, Cherries, Figs, Nectarines, and Strawberries. Second,

Mr. Young, Leigh Park, Havant. Splendid Pines came from Mr. Barnes, of Bicton, and
Mr. Young, of Havant; the former had Prickly Cayenne, copper-coloured Montserrat,
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Smooth Cayenne, and Brown Antigua. Mi-. Robinson, gardener to R. Benyon, Esq., Reading,
was first with a Providence Pine. Second, Mr. R. Smith, of Liverpool. With a fruit of
Queen Pine, Mr. Williams, of Whitehaven Castle, was first ; and Mr. Robinson and Mr.
Tillyard equal second. A good quantity of Melons were staged, both large and small

;
many

of them were unnamed. Prizes were offered for Green and Scarlet-fleshed varieties. Mr.
Bailey was first with a King's Green-flesh, and Mr. Tegg second with one of a similar
character. Mr. Bailey was also first with Scarlet Gem. Mr. Hill, gardener to R. Sneyd,
Esq., was first with three bunches of Grapes—viz., Black Prince, Buckland Sweetwater, and
Black Hamburgh. Second, Mr. J. Embery, gardener to A. Moss, Esq., with Muscat of
Alexandria, Cannon Hall, Muscat, and Black Hamburgh. With 12 lbs. weight, Mr. Hen-
derson, Coleorton Hall, was first with Black Hamburghs ; second. Mr. W. Mead with the
same—both very fine and well ripened. Single dishes of Black Hamburghs, Black Prince,
and West's St. Peter's, were also shown well, as well as White Muscats, there being splendid
examples of the latter. In the classes for new Grapes, Mr. Standish had " Gros Colmar,"
having very large black berries ; it will hang a long time after it is ripe. Mr. Constantino,
of Hiningden, had a white-berried variety named " Cavoush," stated, to be a free grower,
coming in a little later than Black Hamburgh, and succeeding in nearly the same tempera-
ture. The finest Peaches were Royal George and Galande ; and there were also fine fruit of
Elruge and Violette Hative Nectarines. Mr. J. Monroe was first with two dishes each of
Peaches and Nectarines, and Mr. S, Snow, Wrest Park, with one dish of each. Mr. Tillyard
had a dish of Plums, Mr. S. Snow a dish of Pigs ; and Cherries came from several exhibitors.

Mr. T. Bailey and Mr. Turner were both first with four dishes of Strawberries; Messrs.
Lydiard, of Bath, and Tillyard also showed in this class. There were fine fruit of Erogmore
Late Pine, Rifleman, Oscar, Sir C. Napier, Sir Harry, British Queen, Wonderful, and Eleanor.
Mr. Ingram, of Erogmore, also had a box of his seedling Strawberry John PoweU.

The report of the June Exhibition here should have contained a few words respecting the
fine exhibition of Rhododendrons contributed by Mr. John Waterer, of Bagshot. When
seen the first week in June they were at their best, and well repaid a visit. A tent filled

with Belgian Azaleas of all shades of gay colours, from snow white to crimson, was the
avenue of approach to the American tent, filled with the choicest specimens of this splendid
flower. There was the most delicate blush tinged with elaborate pencillings ; and then came
increasing depth of cokrar, till were seen vivid crimson flowers that glowed with a brilliancy
of colour, to which the subdued light of the monster tent seemed to impart a richness a
brighter glare would have neutralised. All is over now tiR next season—a farewell to the
exhibitions at the Regent's Park. Quo.

AN AMERICAN PEACH ORCHARD.
The 23rd August being a clear fine day, such as we consider in this countij reasonable,

thermometer about 90", I took the steamer early in the morning from this city to Alexandria,
seven miles farther down on the opposite (Vh-ginian) shore. The sail was delightful and
refreshing, the noble river being calm and placid, whilst the scenery on its b inks was ever
beautiful. Arrived at Alexandria, I again recrossed the river to the Maryland shore, when,
after a drive of about two miles, I reached the residence of my friend, Dr. John B. Kirby.
The house is on a moderate hill, the ground, from which gently undulates into the valleys on
either side; from it were enchanting views of the majestic Potomac meandering to the ocean,
the scenery on whose banks was most enchanting; but I must not digress too much. But to
return to the object of my visit—an inspection of his Peach orchard. The latter stood on the
sloping ground, west and north-west of his house, and must contain several thousand trees. On
entering this orchard I am free to say that I considered the view before me one of the most
beautiful my eyes ever rested upon in the way of fruit. Readers, you who have seen superb
Peaches grown on the garden walls of Old England, trained, pruned, or attended with care, or it

may be some Peaches grown in pots or in Peach-houses, stand with me for a moment in
imagination on the_ elevated ground in the orchard, and look down upon its thousand trees
fairly breaking, splitting under their weight of luscious fruit. Here are trees bending under
their weight of golden fruits ; these are Melacoton or yellow-fleshed Peaches. In front of us
are trees bearing fruit, with cheeks of brilliant crimson ; these are white-fleshed Peaches,
both freestone and cling, as G-eorge the Fourth, Old Mixon, clings. And on the other side
are varieties that have not attained maturity ; some are clings, as White Heath, Large White
Clings, with the late freestone Peaches, as Smock's Free, Reeve's Late, &c. The reader will
bear in mind that this region is eminently a land ofPeaches. True it is that Peaches are largely
grown in some of the Northern States. New Jersey has long been celebrated for its crops of
this fruit shipped to New York and Philadelphia ; but the fruit is not so fine as Avhat are
grown in the States south of it. Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, and North Carolina are
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celebrated for fine Peaches, as well as the Cotton States. The small State of Maryland is

probably as fine a Peach and other fruit-growing a State as any in the Union. If the young
gardener in England who reads this, turns to the East and notes the latitude from which
this fruit originally comes, he will not be surprised at its success in the same latitude in its
"Western home. Nature has profusely blessed us with this and other fruits ; but where
Nature is liberal, mau is apt to be neglectful : hence the inferior fruit often seen in this
country. A planter wishes to plant a Peach orchard. He purchases his trees, digs small holes
into which the roots, it may be, are crammed. M ost probably the first year ortwo he sows Wheat
or Oats between his trees. The second year the trees come into bearing ; the fruit is never
thinned, and as fruit will set on the branches, to use an English phrase, as thick as " traces of
Onions," need we wonder if the fruit is small or inferior, and that after three or four years
bearing they should sink into premature decay—more especially when they receive no pruning
whatever F

But to return to the orchard of our friend. It is apparent at a glance its treatment has
been different. The common practice in this country is to trim this and other fruit trees up
as standards—a practice we borrowed from England, without considering the difference
between their humid climate and our hot dry one. Dr. J. B. Kirby, like other good culti-
vators among us, has low-headed trees, His practice is, on purchasing trees, to take
yearlings (maiden trees). These were planted about 18 feet apart each way

;
they are then

headed down to about 2 feet or 2J feet; from this point the head of the tree is formed. The
branches at first are properly pruned or stopped, as the case may be, to give the head a
proper form. Each spring the trees are looked over to regulate, shorten, and thin out the
branches. The fruit, as soon as set, has been properly thinned : hence the fine fruit we
have been feasting upon. All these operations are easily performed. The trees are low-
headed, and nearly all the branches can be reached from the ground.

I have already spoken of the beauty of these Peaches : every tree was laden—the ground
strewed with the finest fruit. I have seen and eaten luscious Peaches in the south and west
of England, where this fruit is truly fine ; but never have I seen such large and luscious
Peaches as in this orchard. To give an idea of the quantity produced, the proprietor informed
me he sent his first waggonload to market on July 23rd, after which he would send three
weekly until from 1st to 10th October. Ereestone white-fleshed Peaches are largely grown,
among which the following were conspicuous :—Baltimore Beauty, Cammack's White,
Cooledge's Favourite, Druid Hill, Hain's Early Bed, Early Tillotson, Early York, George the
Fourth, Harker's Seedling, Eed Eareripe, Morris White, President, Walter's Early, Ward's
Late, Free, fee. Among the yellow-fleshed varieties the following were fine :—Bergen's
Yellow, Crawford's Early and Crawford's Late, Melacoton, Beeves' Late, Smock's, Scott's
Nonpareil, Susquehanna, &c. This class of Peaches is but little known in England, as it

requires our hot climate to bring them to perfection : they are most delicious. Clings
were equally fine, having among others the following;—Bronaugh, Heath, Large White
Cling, Lemon Cling, Magnum Bonum, Newington, Old Mixon Clingstone, Bodman's Cling,
Tippcanoe, fee. If the yellow-fleshed are but little known in England, these are still less,

as they require our burning summers to bring them to maturity. When well ripened they
are superior to either of the other classes, being more juicy with a honied lusciousness,:

indeed, I know no Peach more beautiful to the eye or grateful to the palate than a
well-ripened " Old Mixon Cling." I was about to put it at the head of all Peaches. What
a pity you cannot ripen these in England ! The ground on which this orchard stood, would
in general be considered poor, being of a sandy, gravelly nature, and would scarcely bring a
good crop of grain. When the trees were planted, it received no particular cultivation
other than a good ploughing : nothing was grown among the trees, the ground between
which received one or two light ploughings each season, and during summer the weeds were
kept down, and the soil loose and mellow by the use of the horse cultivator, all of which is

very necessary in this climate. When other crops arc grown among trees they never succeed.
Peach trees in this climate shordd not be planted in too rich or strong a soil. In such

as I have described they succeed best, and with the little attention I have remarked will

give the finest of Peaches. This fruit tree is short-lived here, to prolong which it has been
recommended to bud it on the Plum. My experience will not, however, permit me to endorse
this, as the soil on which the Peach succeeds best is too hot and roasting for the roots of
the Plum, which delight in a heavier soil and cooler bottom. There is no stock like its own
raised from hardy seedlings—none so conducive to its health and vigour. I can see no
objection to its short life, when it is considered how cheaply trees can be purchased at

present—about sixty dollars per thousand (£12), and the rapidity with which they come into

bearing. Young, vigorous trees give the finest fruit, much better than to crop them for five

or six years, and. when they show symptoms of decay destroy them, having another orchard
ready to succeed them. A diseaso called the yellows has been very fatal to this tree in many
portions of the country—such as New Jersey and other parts of the north, Unfavourable
soil, climate, and bad culture appear to be the cause. In this region, the district of
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Columbia, &c, it is unknown. The extent to which this fruit is grown in summer of our
States would appear almost incredible. A great many orchardists in Maryland and Delaware
contain from 30,000 to 40,000 trees, and the proprietors employ steamers during the season
to carry their produce to the markets of New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, &c. After a
day's feasting on Peaches with my friend, I returned by same route in the evening to
the federal city.

Washington City, B.C. , If. 8.A. John Saul, Nursery and Seedsman.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
FLORAL COMMITTEE AWARDS, &C.

{Continued from page 74.)

Acer polymorfhum var. rubro-variegatum.—Mr. Standish, Bagshot: Silver Knightian
Medal, July 2.—A very elegant Japanese tree. The leaves are palmate, with lance-shaped
serrated segments, green, prettily variegated with bronzy red.

Acer, sp.—Mr. Standish : Silver Banksian Medal, July 2.—A Japanese tree, apparently
a broad-leaved form of the foregoing, having the leaves purple variegated with rosy red.

Acer, sp.-—Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter and Chelsea : Bronze Medal, July 2.—

A

Japanese tree of elegant aspect with green dissected leaves, and evidently the green-leaved
form of the following variegated-leaved variety. It is probably Acer dissectum.

Acer, sp.—Mr. Standish: Silver Banksian Medal, July 2.—A very elegant Japanese tree,
with the leaves tripinnatifidly dissected into narrow segments, and variegated with several
shades of pink.

Adiantum chilense.—Messrs. Veitch & Son: First-class Certificate, May 6. A fine
hardy, bold-looking, greenhouse Chilian Fern, with tripinnate fronds of triangular outline,
and of a glaucous green colour ; the pinnules rather large roundish trapeziform. It seemed
to be of free habit.

Adiantum scabrum.—Messrs. Veitch tic Son : First-class Certificate, May 6.—A Silver
Maidenhair Fern, in which the fronds are bipinnate with roundish pinnules, dusted over
thinly- on both surfaces with white farinose powder. It is from Chili.

Adiantum sulphureum.—Messrs. Veitch & Son: First-class Certificate, May 6. A
Golden Maidenhair Fern from Chili, dwarfish, and remarkably neat and elegant in habit.
The fronds triangular, tripinnate, with small pinnules of a roundish form, conspicuously
scolloped out at the edge whore fructified, and clothed on the under surface with yellow
farinose powder.

Adiantum tinctum.—Messrs. Veitch & Son : Bronze Medal, July 2.—A slender elegant
bi-pinnate Fern, with broadish pinnules, introduced from Peru, the younger fronds of which
are strongly tinged with rosy red, which gives the plants a very pretty appearance.

Aerides hybridum.—Messrs Veitch & Son: First-class Certificate, June 11.—Across
between A. Fieldingii and A. affine ruh-iim, producing deep rosy-tinted flowers in the way of
roseum.

Alocasia zebrina.—Messrs. Veitch & Son: Silver Knightian Medal, June 11.—A very
fine stove Arad from the Philippine Islands, introduced by Mr. J. G-. Veitch. It is of stout
bold habit, and has broadly sagittate, green, erect leaves on stout erect stalks, which are
mottled and banded with dark green on a pale ground, so as to become snake-like in marking.
It is both curious and handsome.

Amaryllis Unique.—Mr. Williams, Holloway: First-class Certificate, March 19. A
seedling from A. AcJcermanni pideherrima, with handsome flowers of extra fine form, the
perianth segments being remarkably broad, deep brilliant scarlet, with a dark shaded centre
and white markings.

t

Anthurium Scherzerianum.—Mr. Wendland, Hanover : Bronze Medal, July 2.—

A

curious little pothoid stove plant of rather striking character, having stalked leaves with a
lanceolate-oblong blade, and a scape of 6 or 8 inches supporting the inflorescence, which
consists of a plane ovate scarlet spathe turned downwards against the scape, and a small curved
spadix of the same colour.

(To be continued.')

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS.

Conservatory.
Give an abundance of air night and day as long as

the weather permits ; and as the plants will now re-
quire all the sun they can get to mature their growth,

discontinue shading. Water when necessary. About
the middle of the month make preparations for hous-
ing the plants, but if the weather be line they are
best out of doors. Before the plants are taken in,
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the house should be thoroughly cleaned, and any
painting, glazing, or other work that may he necessary
should be completed.

Greenhouse;.
The principal work to be here attended to is to get

the plants into their winter quarters. The houses
should be thoroughly cleaned first. Begin with the
more tender and choicer kinds about the middle of
the month: the hardier sorts may remain out of
doors until the end of the month if the weather be
fine. See the pots are well washed, and the plants
neatly tied before they are housed. Avoid crowding
the plants ; each one should have sufficient space for

the air to pass freely around it. When the plants
are housed give all the air possible both by night and
by day, reducing it only when unfavourable weather
renders it necessary. Attend carefully to the water-
ings. Plants that are in small pots, and that have
plenty of roots, when housed and placed on stages
or shelves dry very rapidly, owing to the thorough
circulation of air to which they are exposed.

Stove.
The principal thing requiring attention here, is

the maturing the growth of all tender plants ; to

facilitate this, much less water should be given than
hitherto, and in fine weather all the air possible

should be given. The specimen plants that have
done flowering should be cut over, and carefully

examined for insects, which, are generally very
troublesome at this season. Give the young growing
plants plenty of room. Fire heat will not yet be
necessary, but it will be well to close-up the houses
early in the afternoons.

Flower Garden.
The greatest attention will now be required to

keep everything in the best possible order, so as to

keep up the present beauty and appearance of the

flower garden as long as possible. The turf, grave],

and edgings of all kinds will require almost constant
attention. Pick-off daily all faded flowers and dead
leaves ; remove all rambling and straggling growths,

and secure well all climbers and tall-growing plants,

as Hollyhocks, Dahlias, &c, to prevent them from
being injured by the winds. Continue to put in

cuttings of all kinds of "bedding plants," but the
sooner all kinds of Geraniums are in the better.

Verbenas, Calceolarias, and similar things will do
well later, though it should not be put off too late,

as a night's frost would be fatal to many. Hooted
cuttings of Phloxes and other herbaceous plants

should now be planted-out, also seedling Hollyhocks.
Pleasure Grounds.—All large evergreens may be
safely transplanted any time during the month.
Leaves will now begin to he troublesome. Keep the

grass and walks well swept and rolled. Cut the

grass with the machine in dry weather.

Forcing.
Fruit.—Tine Apples.—As soon as all the summer

fruit are cut, the house should he got ready for the

plants that are to bear fruit early next year. The
plants for this purpose ought to have had their final

shift in July, and should now have the pots well filled

with roots ; on this account the bottom heat should

not exceed 85°. Autumn fruit will now require liberal

supplies of water, a tolerably moist atmosphere, and
a temperature by night of at least 70°, and by day
80° to 85°, with an increase of 10° or 15° by sun heat.

Give air freely in the forenoons, but close-up soon in

the afternoons ; this will save fire heat, which will

not yet be necessary unless the nights be very cold.

The succession plants will now be making rapid,

vigorous growth, and should have a liberal supply of

water and an abundance of air, especially in the

forenoons. See the bottom heat is regular, and does

not vary much either above or below 85°. The night

temperature should not get below 65'. Vines.—The
early forced houses should still be at rest. Prune
that intended to be started next month. Pipe Grapes

keep cool and dry. Slight fires are indispensable for

all late crops ; abundance of air must be given.

Grapes ripened by the end of the month will be

everything in flavour and quality that the most 1

fastidious palate can require, and with proper care
and attention they will keep so until March. Late
Grapes ripened without fire heat and with little ven-
tilation will be deficient in flavour ; and in a sunless
season like the present, the wood and buds will be
soft and imperfect, and assuredly lead to disappoint-
ment another season. Teaches and Nectarines.—
The early-houses should now be in a state of perfect
rest ; remove the lights off the late-houses, so that
the trees may have full exposure to the weather.
FiffS.—When the fruit are all gathered, syringe the
trees well; give plenty of air, and no more water
than is absolutely necessary. Cherries.—As these
are all plunged they will not require any watering
after this ; they should now be left go into a state of
rest. Strawberries.—These should have the greatest
attention now. Give them liberal supplies of water,
and pinch-off all runners. If we now get good,
strong plants, with well -formed crowns, the forcing
will be a very easy matter. If you do not get good
plants now, better not to attempt forcing, for it will

only disappoint. Cucumbers and Melons.—Spare no
pains to keep all the bearing plants as healthy as
possible. See they have sufficient bottom heat; water
when necessary, and give plent3r of air in fine weather.
Late Melons do best on trellises. Late Cucumbers
must have plenty of heat and air, water when neces-
sary, and the shoots must be kept well thinned-out.

Hardy Fruit.
Peaches and Nectarines.—Go over the trees, and

stop and nail-in any shoots that require it. Remove
any leaves that shade the fruit. Attend to gathering
the fruit as it ripens. Apricots.—Pinch-back and
nail-in shoots. Plums and Cherries.—Protect from
wasps and birds. Pears and Apples.—Gather as ihey

arrive at maturity. The greatest care and attention

is required in gathering fruifc for keeping. Go daily

over the trees, and gather only as they ripen. All

fruit should be laid singly on shelves in the fruit-

room, which should be cool and dry. Strawberries.—
Young plantations may still be made. If not already

done, all the runners on the hearing plants should
be cut off and cleared away, and a good dressing of

rotten dung put around the plants will be of great

advantage to them. —M. S.

Kitchen Garden.
Encourage the gnrwth of all kinds of vegetables by

frequently hoeing and stirring the soil between them.
Attend regularly to the earthing-up of Celery in dry
weather. Take up Potatoes, and store away when
dry. The winter Spinach sown last month should be
well thinned-out. When Onions are fit they should
be pulled, dried, strapped, and hung up in a cool,

airy place, where they are safe from frost. Plant a
good* breadth of Cabbages for spring use. Cauli-
ftowers.—Prick-out into frames and in sheltered
places to stand over the winter. Lettxir.es.—Plant on
warm borders at the foot of south walls and other
sheltered places. i?»«ti>e.—Tic.-up to blanch. Peas,
Beans, and all other vegetables dene bearing clear
away, and either dig and fresh plant or ridge the
ground. Late Turnips.—Continue to thin and hoe.
Herbs.—Cut and dry if not already done. Autumn
weeds are difficult to get rid of, especially in wet
weather. Nothing but unceasing perseverance in
hoeing and cleaning will keep them down.—M.S.
Roses in Pots.—There is little to do at present

among Roses in pots. The plants forced early will

be all but at rest; from them water should be with-
held, or, even better, the pots should be lifted from
the ground and laid on their sides under a north
wall, or in some other shaded situation. Later plants
still growing should be looked over, and if any gross
shoots are discovered pushing from the base or any
part of the plant, destroy them, if the plant is already
sufficiently furnished with good shoots; but if the
plant is thin or ill-balanced, they may be let grow to

any given point that may appear desirable, and then he
stopped. These late plants mustsiill be watered oc-
casionally, and be kept free from aphis and mildew
by the usual appliances. If the flowers hey produce
are not wanted, pick them off in the buu state.

—

William Paul, Nurseries, WalHiam Cross.
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NEW RHODANTHES.
WITH AN ILIUSTKATION.

The two plants we now figure, rank, we think, among the finest of the
additions which have lately been made to the class of half-hardy annuals.
Compared with the old Rhodanthe Manglesii, it will be seen that the new ones
are, the one much larger and finer coloured, and the other quite distinct

in character. Hence, as both are highly ornamental, we doubt not both will

become popular flowers.

We are indebted to Mr. W. Thompson, of Ipswich, by whom they have
been introduced from Western Australia, for the specimens figured. Mr.
Thompson will, we believe, be in a position to let out one or both of them
next season.

Rhodanthe mactjxata {Jig. 1), is that which in general habit approaches
most nearly to R. Manglesii ; but it differs in being larger and stouter-growing,
in having the leaves more round than oblong, and wholly green with scarcely
any. perceptible glaucous tinge, in having the flower-heads about twice as large,

and in having the inner series of the ray-like involucral scales, which are of a
rosy pink for the greater part of their length, stained at the base near the disk
with a deep sanguineous blotch, to which the name maculata, given to it by
its discoverer Drummond, the veteran Swan River botanist, bears reference.
The plant is erect-habited, branching upwards, bearing broad, roundish-
oblong, amplexicaul green not glaucous leaves, each terminating in a small
recurved point. The bracts are leafy throughout the inflorescence. The
flower-heads are large, the dry involucral scales having an expansion of about
an inch and a half, and surrounding a yellow disk. The scales are toothed at
the tip ; the outer ones silvery and transparent ; the inner ones in several
series, striated, rose pink, marked at the base with a crimson blotch, which is

stained in the centre with a darker sanguineous hue. The yellow disk is,

consequently, surrounded by a two-coloured deep crimson ring, exterior to
which is the broad rose-coloured ray. The " buds " are pendent, while the
matured flower-heads take a horizontal position. These memoranda, aided by
a reference to the figure, will show what a beautiful thing this R. metadata is.

Whether, therefore, regarded as a major variety of R. Manglesii, or a distinct
species, it is a most charming introduction for our gardens.

Rhodanthe atkosanguinea {Jig. 2), differs more decidedly from the older
plant, in having its stems somewhat corymbosely branched from the very base,
in having long spathulate glaucous leaves, pitted on the upper surface, and in
haying the florets of the disk of a dark bronzy red. The same features distin-
guish it from R. maculata, than which the plant itself is dwarfer, and more
slender, branched quite at the base, thus producing several long stems, almost
or quite equalling the primary one, all of them being reddish towards the top,
where they bear a patently-branched inflorescence, subtended by minute bracts
which are scarcely apparent. The lower leaves are spathulately-oblong, blunt,
shortly amplexicaul, 3 inches long, and half an inch wide ; the upper ones
larger, ovate-oblong, perfoliately amplexicaul, with an incurved, somewhat
hooded point ; the whole of them being glaucous and pitted on the upper surface.
The flower-heads are numerous, with a dark bronzy red disk, and a self-coloured
striated ray of a deep rose colour, expanding to about an inch across ; the outer
scales being, as in the allied plants, of a transparent silvery hue. The " buds "

in this species are erect, and the mature flower-heads semi-horizontal. While
in bloom, the dark-coloured disk becomes speckled with yellow, as the florets
successively protrude their anthers. Altogether its aspect is very pleasing.

VOE. i. r,
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These plants require precisely the same treatment as the well-known
R. Manglesii. They are, all of them, very pretty pot annuals ; and they are

well adapted for growing out-of-doors in beds of good light soil, during the

summer months. Writing in June last, Mr. Thompson remarked :
" the beds

of R. maculata look very beautiful waving in the breeze ;" and " the dark-eyed
one looks like a Cineraria, the dark disk being most effective, especially when
the truss is composed of ten or twelve flower-heads, as some are : many plants

have from fifty to eighty flower-heads. Tastes will differ, but I am much mis-

taken if this species does not become fully as popular as the other." Again :

" When the sky is clear the scales surrounding the disk expand horizontally in

both species. The maculata is so large that even when half closed it is still

effective ; but the atrosanguinea depends more for its effect on being fully

expanded. In the early part of the day the flowers are quite erect, but
towards evening .they droop even if the pseudo-rays are expanded." According
to our own observation, both of them keep their ray-scales well-expanded in a

warm, sheltered situation—such as an open greenhouse, even without sun; the

expansion or otherwise of these dry membranous organs probably depending
mainly on the hygrometric condition of the surrounding atmosphere.

We understand Mr. Thompson has a white-rayed variety of R. maculata,

but not in sufficient quantity for distribution. M.

ROSES OF 1862.

According to my promise in the last Florist and Pomologist, I take

up my pen to write a few words on such of the novelties of 1862 as have

bloomed. There are three good-habited Roses with nice foliage and clean

buds not yet open—viz., Madame Charles Wood, Madame Clemence Joigneaux,

and Alphonse Damaisin. Of these and two or three others I shall be able to

give an account at a future time.

1. Alexandre Dumas.—This is not, I think, the darkest H.P. yet out, as

stated. The Bmpereur cle Maroc, Prince Noir, and Prince Camille de Rohan
are much darker. It is, however, a dark Rose, medium-sized, well formed, an

abundant bloomer, unique, and choice in its colour, velvety, dark purple,

becoming darker by atmospheric action. It is a good Rose.

2. Comtesse de Seguieur.—This is a clear velvety red or cherry crimson, a

lasting flower, thick-petalled, smooth, and velvety. It is well formed. I have

given precedence to these two, as they were respectively the winners of the

first and second prizes and medals as seedlings at Paris ; but they will find

the next three very awkward to meet.

3. Prince Camille de Rohan.—This is a very beautiful dark maroon, slightly

reddened, and as dark and velvety as Maroc. Its petals are very thick, and

the Rose is well folded. Its habit and growth are good.

4. Due de Rohan is very beautiful, globular, deep and thick in petal

;

colour very clear bright light vermilion. It is also very velvety—a superb

Rose. Had. Leveque shown this Rose as a seedling, I think he would have

taken first honours ; but at the same time I must observe Prince Camille de

Rohan, in its own line of colour, is quite as beautiful.

5. Beauty of Waltham is a very beautiful and clever Rose, rich clear sherry

crimson, well-formed, thick-petalled, velvety and smooth ; a show Rose all

over. It is like Gloire de Santenay. I sent a beautiful small specimen of it

yesterday to Shepton Mallet. Its foliage and habit are fine. It will be a great

favourite.
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G. Maurice Bernardin is a fine globular Rose; it came out in very bad
weather. I can only say of it at present that it is a promising Rose.

7. Oloire de Chatillon is a better-habited M. Massou. Its colour is clear

red, subject to purple stain in wet weather. In dry weather it is lighter and
brighter than M. Masson ; its blooms are 4 inches over.

8. M. Boutin is a very neat Rose, formed like Francis I., but it will be
better. The colour is rich fixed cherry red.

9. Adolphe Noblet is a well-formed red Rose, something like Prince Leon
;

its growth and habit are doubtful. Its one bloom was good.

10. Emile Dulac is a full-sized, bright, handsome, flat-cupped Rose, some-
thing in the way of Sir J. Franklin. It is not a dark Rose as stated ; it shows
no eye. It will not be a great or late bloomer, but what it will do it will do
well.

The first eight Roses do the raisers great credit, especially 1,3, 4, 5. No
one can hurt himself if he buys the first eight Roses. I cannot conclude this

account without saying that Leveque et fils deserve great praise for sending

out four such Roses as 2, 4, 6, 7 in one year. 4 will be a great favourite.

Amiral Gravina (not bloomed when I sent my last article), is a globular

clear dark crimson purple, and may well be added to the five dark Roses
recommended in my last article, which, with Alexandre Dumas and Prince

Gamille de Rohan, will make eight excellent dark Roses of free growth, hardi-

hood, good form, fine substance, and splendid colouring. I retract nothing of

what I said in my last article, as far as it relates to the Roses therein named.
Some of them deserve much higher praise than I gave them—viz., Princesse
Mathilde, Due de Gazes, Madame Charles Crapelet, and Belle de Bourg-la-
Reine. I must, however, own that 3, 4, 5, are equal to (and it may be superior)

to any in their own line of colour. I consider that up to this time Senateur
Vaisse for its clear colour, fine form, and excellent habits to be the great Rose
of the present day.

Madame C. Wood is a first-quality, first-class Rose, and very beautiful.

Several other Roses, not herein named, are beautiful for growth and foliage.

I have pinched off their points to induce them to bloom this year. The best
of this lot are Archevcque de Paris, Mademoiselle Julie Daran, Professor Kock,
Richard Smith, l'Eblouissante, and Pourpre d' Orleans. I think that, as far as
I have been able to prove the novelties, the French and English raisers have
given a fair account of their productions. I have ordered six plants of "John
Hopper," raised by Mr. Ward, of Ipswich ; it is a very fine English seedling,
and will long abide in the catalogue. Its growth, foliage, size, form, and
colour are sure to recommend it. Mr. Ward sent me five fine clusters of it,

one of which was finer than any of those exhibited by him at Kensington, and
to which a first-class certificate was awarded. By its side was a pair of
" Reynolds Hole," a nice fresh bright pink ; a novel and choice colour. This
was exhibited by Mr. Standish, of Bagshot.

August 19. W. F. Radclyffe.

THE BEST HYACINTHS.
Before another Number of the Florist and Pomoeogist will be in the

hands of your readers, the season will have arrived when the growers of
Hyacinths should at least have made up their minds what bulbs to order for
the ensuing winter and spring—if, indeed, the selection being actually deter-
mined on, the order be not then already given. I have, therefore, thought that
having last year devoted some time and attention to a close examination of the
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principal metropolitan collections, I might usefully occupy a portion of the

space at your disposal, by pointing out the varieties which are the most distinct

and desirable. These I have endeavoured to classify according to their colours.

The double-flowered varieties are entirely omitted, as they are so thoroughly

beaten in every point of view by the single-flowered sorts. My notes run as

follows :

—

§ I.—BRIOHT RED.

1. Howard: bright orange red; something of the colour of Solfaterre, but without the

light eye
;
showy.

2. Lady Sale : bright lake, with white eye; good.

3. Lina : lively crimson-lake ; very pretty and effective.

4. Maoaulay : bright and deep rose-pink, or perhaps rather pink-rose, moderately large

and smooth ; an improvement on Milton ; fine spike.

5. Milton : bright lively-looking pinkish-rose ; good.

6. Pelissier : deep rich crimson-lake ; a decided advance on Lina.

7. Heine des Jacintlies : very fine ; crimson-lake of a brighter and richer shade than Lina ;

one of the best.

8. Robert Steiger : good truss ;
bright red; a fine variety for general purposes.

9. Solfaterre: fiery orange red with light eye; the brightest of all, but very rare.

10. Victoria Alexandrina : deep lake-red with moderately large bells, and very smooth ; the

best of the bright reds, and fine every way.

§ II.—PINK OB, BLUSH.

11. Cavaignac : bright rosy-pink with stripes of darker rose
;
large and smooth.

12. Duchess of Richmond : pink with deep reel stripes
;

lively looking ; a useful sort.

13. Gigantea : fine massive spike, but small narrow-petaled flowers ;
blush.

14. Koh-i-noor : pink with striped segments, the spike dense but rather crowded and

confused, otherwise fine
;
pips smooth.

15. La Prophete : pink, with darker stripes
;
good.

16. Madame Hodgson : deep blush with pink stripes ; fair spike.

17. Mrs. Beecher Stowe : pink striped with darker red ; spikes crowded—too much so,

looking confused.

18. Princess Charlotte : in the way of La Lame du Lac, but with finer spike and pip

;

delicate soft pink ; new in colour and good.

19. Princesse Clotilde : bright pink striped ; crowded and confused spikes.

20. Queen Victoria : similar to Luchess of Richmond, but somewhat deeper in colour
;

lively

pink, with red stripes.

21. Sultan's Favourite : moderately large, blush with pink stripes inside, and dark base

outside ; fine ; smooth surface.

§ III.—BLACKISH-VIOLET.

22. Blackbird: very dark almost black-purple, darker than Prince Albert; good spike, but

not large bells.

23. General Haveloch : bold spike and moderately large bells ; blackish-violet ; more blue

than Prince Albert ; fine.

24. Prince Albert : fine dark black-purple.

§ iv.—BLUE.

25. Argus : fine indigo, with azure tube, and white eye ; a most attractive variety.

26. Baron Van Tuyll : a good useful blue, producing fine spikes.

27. Bleu Morant : dark violet-blue with deeper stripes ; fair spike ; smooth and rich-looking.

§ V.—AMARANTH.

28. Haydn : mauve with reddish-purple stripes ; new ;
very fine, smooth.

29. Honneur d'Overveen : deep pucy-mauve; rather heavy looking, but distinct.

30. I! Unique : a purplish red, very pretty, and useful for general purposes.

31. Prince of Wales : piicy-mauve with stripes of deeper colour ; new and effective.

32. Regina Victoria : dull pucy-red with darker stripe down the centre of the segments

;

distinct but dull and ineffective.

§ VI.—STRAW OR YELLOW.

33. Aurora : pale straw tube splashed with pink outside, the limb pinkish with deeper

stripes ;
very distinct, and pleasing.

31. Luc de Malakoff : straw colour striped with rosy-lake
;
very distinct and desirable ; a

fine bold telling variety.
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35. Ida : good clear yellow ; bold spike.

36. Victor Hugo : pale clear yellow ; neat arid pleasing.

37. William IV. .- straw colour, with deep red stripe, in the way of Due de Malakoff) but
not equal to it.

§ VII.—WHITE;
38. Bridal Bouquet : dwarfish

; pure white, with large flowers and broad reflexed segments.
39. Mont Blanc ; pure white, moderately large ; fine spike, smoother than Baix de VEurope.
40. Baix de VEurope : pure white, bold and good ; an effective flower.

§ VIII.—LAEGE-BLOWEBED WHITE.
41. Alba Maxima i pure white, good, broad segments

;
approaching Snowball in sbape.

42. Madame Van der Hoop : pure white ;
magnificent bells, and good spike ; one of

the finest.

43. Miss Burdett Coutts : nearly pure white with a pale blush streak
;
large smooth finely-

formed bells, and broad segments.
44. Queen of the Netherlands : pure white, large.

45. Snowball : creamy-white, broad nearly equal segments ; tbe finest of all Hyacinths for
shape and substance, and one of the largest.

§ IX.—1ABGE-BBOWEBED BET/SB.

46. Elfrida : large bells, blush-white
; good and effective.

47. Grandeur a Merveille : blush, large bells, fine.

48. Tubceflora : blush stained with red at base of tube outside
;
large bells ; fine.

§ X.—EABGE-FLOWEKED PINK.
49. Norma : pale waxy-pink, large bells ; beautiful but not so durable as some.

§ XI.—LABG-E-ELOWEBED BLUE.
50. Couronne de Celle : pale blue, very large bells ; rather lax foliage, but effective flower.
51. Grand Lilas : large bells, pale blue, very fine habit j effective every way,
52. Grand Vedette : pale blue, large bells.

These are all good Hyacinths, fine in colour, in habit, or in shape, and for
the most part ranking high in respect to all these qualities combined. Some
of them are doubtless expensive, if, indeed, they are procurable. I should fix

on the undermentioned as the very best among them :

—

§ 1. Howard, Macaulay, Peine des Jacintb.es, § 7. Mont Blanc.
Victoria Alexandrina. § 8. Madame Van der Hoop, Alba Maxima,

§ 2. Cavaignac, Koh-i-noor, Princess Char- Snowball.
lotte, Sultan's Favourite. § 9. Elfrida, Grandeur a Merveille, Tubfe-

§ 3. General Havelock, Prince Albert. flora.

§ 4. Argus, Baron Van Tuyll. § 10. Norma,
§ 5. Haydn, Prince of Wales. § 11. Grand Lilas.

§ 6. Due de Malakoff, Ida.

As good cheap showy sorts fit to grow in quantities for general decoration,
either in pots or glasses, I should strongly recommend Lady Sale, Robert
Steiger, Duchess of Richmond, Sultan's Favourite, Prince Albert, Baron Van
Tuyll, L' Unique, Queen of the Netherlands, Madame Van der Hoop, Grandeur
a Merveille, Norma, Grand Lilas.

London.
jyf_

SMOOTH CAYENNE PINE.
Your correspondent Mr. D. Thomson seems much surprised at my con-

demnation of this Pine, and thinks I cannot have got the true variety. In my
remarks (see page 43), I said, " With good management, when they show at a
good season, they will bear very fine handsome fruit. We have grown most
beautiful fruit of both kinds for years, and have obtained many prizes with
them : still our candid opinion is against them." Then follow the reasons
why I thought them not worthy of extensive cultivation. I never considered
it anything very extraordinary to cut from 11 -inch pots fruit weighing from
6 to 9 lbs. It is a very strong-rooting and free-growing variety, and is
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easily grown to a fine plant, so that there is little difficulty in getting large

fruit : this I had learned from considerable experience many years since. At
one time I entertained a high opinion of it, and increased my stock of it as

nrnch as I could ; but further experience of it has taught me that though the
fruit are in general large and handsome, that they are sometimes apt to decay
in the lower part before the top is thoroughly ripened, and that the very finest

fruit when ripe will only keep a short time. All the large kinds of Pines are

notoriously bad keepers, and the Cayenne Pines are as bad as any. I have
sometimes kept the fruit in a sound condition for three weeks, but not always.

If the weather be hot and close it will begin to get dark and black in ten days
or a fortnight, and at the end of three weeks they will not be fit for use. This
I have experienced over and over again, whilst the Ripley Queen under the

same circumstances has been perfectly sound and good at the end of six weeks.
In winter I have invariably found the Black Jamaica keep twice as long as the

Cayenne. This question of long keeping I consider one of great importance,

both to the private and commercial grower. To the private grower, because

even in the largest establishments it will sometimes happen that a number of

fruit may be ripe when not much wanted, and at other times when most wanted
there may be only a few ripe : therefore those sorts of first-rate quality which
will keep longest in good condition are in my very humble opinion best deserv-

ing of extensive cultivation. To the commercial grower the kinds that keep
longest are doublv as valuable as those perishable sorts which, because they

will not keep, he is oftentimes compelled to sell at a ruinous low price. Put a

half-dozen Cayenne Pines and half a dozen Ripley Queens into a fruiterer's shop at

midsummer, and see which will be most fit for table at the end of three weeks.

Again, in winter, put some Black Jamaicas and Cayennes and see which will

be in the soundest state at the end of four weeks : the Cayennes will most
probably be half rotten, whilst the Black Jamaica are in the soundest state.

Perhaps Mr. D. Thomson has not had much experience in this matter. I have
had some, and am, therefore, not writing from hearsay evidence. In very large

collections it may be desirable to grow a few Cayennes, Providences, Envilles,

Otaheites, Trinidad, &c, for size and variety : but for general use and quality

there are none better than the Ripley Queen in summer, and Black Jamaicr in

winter. The Queen will keep in summer from six to eight weeks, and the

Jamaica will keep equally long in winter, so that when a tolerable stock of

these sorts are grown there can be no scarcity of Pines at any time of the

year.

I feel pretty certain that the variety I had was the true, though it did not

come from the source whence Mr. D. Thomson says the true variety had sprung

exclusively. I believe other parties in this country had it as soon as they had

it at Frogmore. I know Mr. Spencer had it at Bowood more than twenty

years ago, and I believe he got it direct from France. I should think Mr.
Spencer must know the true variety. If his plants were true so were mine, for

I first got them from him.

I have also grown plants that came direct from France, but could perceive

no difference. I have also seen it grown in a number of places, and can hardly

be deceived as to the true variety. My experience of Cayenne Pines now
exceeds twenty years ; and as I was a considerable grower of them for many
years, and as I gave up growing them solely for the reasons I gave, I thought

the few remarks I made at page 43 would be a salutary check to some young
Pine-grower who may be very anxious to get a large stock of Cayennes. I am
Very much obliged to Mr. D. Thomson for his very kind offer to place one or

two plants of the sort he has in my hands for further trial, but I beg most
respectively to decline it. M. S.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL GARDENS.
The remarks which have recently appeared in your pages in reference to

the Royal Horticultural Society's gardens seem to have produced some effect
upon the official mind at South Kensington from what I hear ; and as you
condemned the plan and pointed out the defects in the design even before
the gardens were finished, it is so far satisfactory to myself and other of your
readers to know you were not misled by all the fuss published by your con-
temporaries, and the silly remarks which so constantly met our cars about this
chef d'ouvre of Mr. Nesneld. My object, however, is now to direct your attention
to Chiswick, which we are told is soon to be taken in hand by way of improve-
ment, and to hope, if it is attempted, the same faults will not be committed
there which unfortunately are so universally condemned at Kensington. Some
years ago a very pretty spot was made in oiie corner of Chiswick by their then
Superintendent (Mr. McEwen), which suggests what might be done on a larger
scale. I suppose there is not room for a complete arboretum, or even for a
pinetum ; but much instruction might be afforded visitors by planting all the
most characteristic species of hardy trees ; arid further by classing them some-
what in the way they are placed together in such catalogues as Lavvson's or
Knight's. As I remember how strenuously you advocated retaining Chiswick
years ago when it was wished to break it up, you, probably, will now keep
your eye upon it

; and, if it is to be altered, do pray try what you can do to get
introduced some bits of nature—tint, shade, and water, with instruction, so far
as it can be combined with the above.

Another Country F.R.H.-S.

[We know nothing of what is proposed to be done at Chiswick, and excepting seeing
what appeared in the columns of our contemporary a few weeks ago, have heard nothing on
the subject. We certainly advocated the retention of Chiswick, but that was for experi-
mental and practical purposes, for which it is well adapted, and which is noAV admirably
carried out there. So far as making Chiswick a place for recreation and instruction ^oes
there is a large spaceof ground which might be converted into ornamental gardens or pleasure
grounds, combined with a more extended arboretum than the Society now possess but notliinc-
very striking in landscape gardening could be produced without a large outlay, so we think.—
Eds. E. & P.J

DYE APPLES.
In your June Number is a short paragraph anent the reported use of

Apples or Apple juice in calico-printing, with the request that some one in
the manufacturing districts would kindly inform you if such was really the
case, as then you thought you could, out of your extensive pomological expe-
rience, give the information which varieties it would be best for growers to
cultivate, some being more distinguished for the production of malic acid than
others. As soon as I read this I " made a note of it," and prohlised it imme-
diate attention

;
but the pressure of other subjects and duties has compelled

me to neglect it as well as many of equal importance I hail from the neigh-
bourhood of Cottonopolis, and, though removed by time and distance, keep^up
a chain of communication with a long circle of friends. Sorry are we to know
that scarcity of work, bringing inevitable poverty in its train, is with them
not the exception but the rule. The Lancashire operative is no servile hypo-
critical beggar. No man on the face of the earth is so independent, none so
impatient of eleemosynary aid

; and we know from sources too genuine to be
doubted how bitter are the thoughts that men, willing and able to work are
compelled by all-convincing hunger to accept charity. Oh, ye with geneidus
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hearts (arrd their number is legion, as the responses to appeals so loudly

testify), help the honest, loyal, factory-workers ; mark how patiently are borne
evils that they have had no hand in raising

;
give them of your abundance,

and the blessing of him that was ready to perish, as well as of the widow and
orphan, will bring down Heaven's favour upon you and yours. Pardon these

few extraneous words, but the thoughts toould find utterance.

It was to one of these operatives (a plain, rough, but well-read and intelligent

man), that I applied for a solution to the question. I sent the paragraph witb

suitable explanations. He replies thus :
—" Besides my own knowledge [and

he is a colour-maker at a large print-works], I have made many inquiries

respecting ' Dye Apples.' There is not an atom of truth in the assertion that

the juice is used for the fixing of colours, or used in any way thereto. I have
asked one friend who, you know, served his apprenticeship with Professor

Calvert, of Manchester [a man of notoriety as a chemist], and he says that

both Calvert and O'Neil [another celebrated chemist in Manchester], affirm

that there is not the slightest truth in the statement ; it was simply a hoax
upon the public to make a rise in Apples. It was noticed in the local papers

at the time ; I have not them by me, or you should have them. You must know
that the new colours (mauve and magenta), are made from gas tar. If this note

is of any service I shall be glad*." And there is nothing left me but to echo

the same wish.

Radcliffe-on- Trent, near Nottingham. N. H. Pownall.

MITCHELSON'S PLUM.

WITH AN" ILLUSTRATION.

This valuable Plum was raised many years ago by Mr. Mitchelson, a
market-gardener and nurseryman at Kingston-on-Thames. Its origin is said

to have been from the seed of a Damson ; but whether that is correct or not

cannot now be ascertained. That it has all the appearance of being an ame-
liorated form of the Damson there cannot be a doubt, for both the habit of the

tree and the dense masses of fruit that are produced lead to that conclusion.

The tree is remarkably hardy and bears enormous crops almost every year in

sxiccession. Of late years this has become a great favourite among some of the

leading market-gardeners about London, who find in it one of the most profit-

able varieties for market purposes. For the last three seasons we have our-

selves seen it prodvicing such masses of fruit that the branches of the trees

have required support. Whether as a dessert Plum or for culinary purposes

it is equally useful, but more particularly so as a cooking variety. It makes
an excellent preserve, which has a fine deep purple colour, and very rich and
sprightly flavour.

Fruit above medium size, oval, not marked with a suture on the side. Skin

black when fully ripe, dotted with a few very minute fawn-coloured dots, and
covered with a very thin blue bloom. Stalk half an inch long, stout, and
inserted in a depression. Flesh yellow, tender, very juicy, sweet, and of good
flavour, separating from the stone. Shoots smooth.

An excellent preserving Plum. Ripe in the beginning of September. In

general appearance it is like the Diamond, but smaller, and does not possess

that very brisk acidity Avhich characterises that variety. It is a prodigious

bearer, the fruit being produced in clusters, and it is invaluable as a market
Plum.
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VALLOTA PURPUREA.
This is one of the most useful autumn-flowering plants wo have, either for greenhouse

or room decoration. As a vase or table plant it has few equals, and not many superiors ; but
it appears not so generally grown as it deserves, for many visitors have never seen it before.

Possibly the little trouble required to grow and flower it is turned to quite as good account
as growing the " standard plants " for dinner-table decoration ; for the list of plants exhi-
bited either tells a tale of very poor choice of plants flowering at this season, or a great
want of judgment and taste in what table plants should be. I will give a few remarks on
my system of growing the above-named plant, which although probably not the best, has
answered very well. I will commence with the plants after flowering. It being an ever-
green bulb, of course never requires to be kept quite dry ; so from the time of going out of
flower until the end of February I keep it in a cold vinery with greenhouse plants, not giving
fire heat unless the thermometer goes below 40°, with water enough to keep the foliage fresh
and green. Early in March I remove the plants into a shallow pit heated with hot water
and raise the temperature from 45° at the beginning to 60° at the end of the month at night,
with an increase of 10° by day. I give plenty of air, and the plants being close to the glass do
not get long in the leaves ; at the same time I keep the pots standing in pans of water. As
the days get hotter the lights are pulled nearly off in bright sun, and early in June tho
plants are removed into a cold frame, where they are kept close to the glass, and in pans as
before. Early in July I shake all the old soil from the roots, take all young bulbs away, and
repot in a mixture of one part good loam, one part peat, one thoroughly decayed and dried
hotbed manure, and one part sharp sand, the soil chopped, rough, and putting a'good drainage
of broken crocks at the bottom of the pots, with some rough lumps of soil and dung over it, as
it is obvious that without thorough drainage the soil would soon get sour and waterlogged
from the abundance of water given both above and by pans in the growing season.

Eor table decoration 6-inch pots are the most useful size, so I pot a quantity of the mode-
rate-sized bulbs in that size for the purpose, and the larger ones either singly into 7-inch or
three together in a 9-inch pot ; the largest bulbs of last year's young ones three or four into
a 6-inch size, and if I wish to save the young bulbs I sort them into sizes and put seven or
eight round the same-sized pot. I replace them into the frame and give moderate waterings
until the roots begin to grow, and keep the frame rather close. I shade during day, but pidl
the lights off at night, and I do not stand them in pans again, unless it is a few of the earliest
when showing bloom. When the plants are again established the lights are off day and
night, excepting in heavy rains ; and by the first week of August some will show flower, and
will be followed by others until the end of September, so that with a few dozen plants wc
can have some in flower for two months, for they last a long time in bloom as the days get
shorter.

The bulbs in the two first-mentioned sizes throw up from two to four flower-stems, with
from six to ten flowers on a stem : not the small flower we see where the bulbs are kept in
the same pots and soil for a term of years, but blooms of immense size and substance ; and
the best bulbs of last year will show one flower-stem with from four to six flowers generally
the last to flower.

The only care after flowering is not to put it away on a shelf without water, or it will be
years before it does much good again if it once gets dry enough to lose its leaves.

Teddesley Gardens, Stafford. J. Taplin.

THE METROPOLITAN EXHIBITIONS.
Crystal Palace, Sydenham, September Zrd.—This Exhibition had as one of its chief

features a superb display of Gladiolus, and which has now become such a distinguishing
feature of the autumnal exhibitions. They occupied the corners formed by the junction of
the nave of the building with the centre transept, and extended nearly to the front of the
building on each side. A centre table in front of the great orchestra was devoted to the
collections of Fruit. Dahlias, Hollyhocks, and Asters occupied the remainder of the tables
under the transept, and the rest of the fruit found a lodgment in that portion of the nave
stretching away to the tropical department.

With the best collection of Gladiolus, Messrs. Touell & Co., Great Yarmouth, were
first—a firm who cultivate this flower somewhat extensively, more especially Brenchleyensis,
a variety they grow on a very large scale. Hitherto, Messrs. Youell have been content with
sending up a collection of flowers " not for competition ;" but this season they have displaced
their Bagshot rival from the coveted position of first place. Mr. Standish was therefore
second; Mr. W. Paul, Waltham Cross, third; and Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, fourth:
while an extra prize was given to M. Loise, of Paris, who had a collection of some three
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hundred spikes that had travelled remarkably well, but provoked a smile by the altogether

unique arrangement that characterised them. Bass & Co. had lent their aid in the shape of

pint stout-bottles, that formed a grotesque pedestal for the flowers above it. Messrs. Carter

and Co., and Mr. Cattell, of "Westerham, also exhibited, thus widening the area of exhibitors,

which seems to be steadily increasing year by year. The group of Messrs. Youell & Co.

differed from the others in this respect—they exhibited bunches of three or four spikes ;
the

others stagins: single spikes only. At each end of their collection were large bunches of the

brilliant Brenchleyensis, that had a charming effect. Among the varieties were the follow-

ing of shades of crimson and scarlet :—Madame Eugenie Verdier, Couranti Fulgens, Ganda-

Ladia, Egerie, Isoline, Penelope, Galathee, Endymion, Comtesse de Bresson, Clemencc^

Empress Clementine, Bebecca, Velleda, Comtesse Amy, Ninon de l'Enclos, and Erato.
_

Of

delicate light shades there were, John Bull (a very beautiful lemon-shaded blush, pencilled

with purple in the lower segment, a fine spike), Madame Leseble, Madame Yatry, Junon,

Madame Binder, and Solfaterre and Ophir, two pale buff lands. Mr. Standish had a group

of his fine strain of seedlings, but the "gctting-up " of the collection was not so neat as we
have seen before. The quality of the individual spikes in this stand was superior to any

other ; but as the Judges seem to take the effect of the whole as the ground of their award—
a result towards which careful and painstaking arrangement must greatly contribute—qimlity

must give place to order and showy effect. Let us hope this end will be kept steadily in

view Avhon Gladioluses are exhibited. A striking and effective group is to be preferred to a

meagre collection that possesses the " points of quality" that would exclude many beautiful

and showy varieties, because the flowers are large and loose, or because they may not

present a "front" to the eye instead of forming a feather, as a few of them undoubtedly do.

The most striking from Bagshot were Eugene Domage
;
Guido, orange scarlet, with purple

and yellow throat ; General Cabrera, a shade darker, pencilled with carmine and canary

;

The Ensign, a very large loose flower, streaked with purple on the lower segment ;
Bev,

J. Dix
;
Bosenberg, crimson carmine, stained with orange and pencilled with deep crimson,

very novel and striking
;
Garibaldi, rich glowing scarlet, pencilled with purple and blush

;

The Cardinal, deep carmine, flaked with blush, and blotched with lemon on the lower

segment, a very large and fine spike
;
Bacchus, brilliant orange scarlet, flaked with blush

:

all high coloured-varieties. Of rose shades there were Edith Dombraiu, light salmon rose,

pencilled with cannine and gold ; Miss Howell, deep rose feathered with scarlet, and having

a white stripe up the centre of each petal, the lower segment stained with yellow, very fine

;

Mrs. Menzies, blush, streaked with carmine on the edges, throat penciUed with purple and

lemon, very novel and fine ;
Delicatissimus, blush, flaked with carmine, pencilled with

purple, a large flower ; Adam Bedc, blush, flaked with crimson, and having a large carmine

blotch on the lower segment, very fine ; Madame M. Dumortier, Ayhite, slightly feathered

with purple, and crimson marking, fine
;
Daphne, salmon rose, flaked with carmine, bright

crimson blotch on the lower segment, very showy ; Beine Victoria, large white, with crimson

penciUings on the lower segment, a fine exhibition flower ; Donald Beaton, pale rose, flaked

with carmine, and purple blotch ; Belle of Bagshot, large light flower, pencilled with purple

and lemon ; Alice Grey and MdUe. Patti, both very similar to the Belle
;

Elegantissimus,

pale salmon rose, flaked with carmine, and penciUed with purple ; Adele Souchet, a large

pale rose, flaked wdth lilac ; and Oliver Twist, pale salmon rose, with lemon blotches on the

lower segment. Mr. WiUiamPaul had fine examples of the following high-coloured kinds:

—

Dr. Andry, Brenchleyensis, Couranti Fulgens, Othello, Louis Yan Houtte, Madame Couder,

Baphael, Pluton (a beautiful Bamosus hybrid, brilliant scarlet, blotched with white and

purple), Due de Malakoff, Napoleon III, Eugene Verdier, Moliere, Madame Furtado, and

Comte de Morny. Of shades of rose there were Goliath, Achille, Hebe, Endymion, Einon

de l'Enclos, Bertha Babourdin, Fanny Bouget, Velleda, Oracle, Princesse Clotilde, and Daphne.

Light kinds were represented by Penelope, Madame Binder,. Marie, Madame Leseble,

Imperatrice, Madame Periere (delicate blush, with crimson blotch on the lower segment),

and Ophir
;

Sulphureus, and El Dorado, shades of yellow. The stands of Messrs. Paul & Co.

and Carter & Co. contained scarcely anything distinct from those already named. The same

remark will apply to M. Loise's group.

Dahlias were numerous and remarkably fine, and brought out the forces from blougn

and Safisbury in full array. Mr. Turner was first with forty-eight varieties as follows :—

Lord Palmerston, Lady Franklin, Lady Popkani, Goldfinder, John Keynes, Earl of Shaftes-

burv, Heroine, Commander, Hon. Mrs. Trotter, Madge Wildfire, Criterion, Sidney Herbert,

Model, Cygnet, Captain Harvey, Chieftain, Lady Elcho, Lord Cardigan, Joy, Hope, Volunteer,

Pioneer, Dinorah, Pluto, Lord Derby, Duchess of Wellington, Perfection, Sir G. Douglas,

Lord Everslev, Miss Pressley, Mr. Stocken, Mrs. Pigott, Mrs. BoshoU, Marquis of Bowmont,

Chairman, Jenny Austin, Mrs. H. Yyse, Cherub, Warrior, Juno, Lord Dundreary, Golden
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Drop, Admiral Dundas, Umpire, Bob Ridley, Norfolk Hero, Beauty of Hilperton, Delicata,
and George Brown. Second, Mr. J. Keynes, with. Norfolk Hero, Marquis of Bowmont, Sidney
Herbert, Golden Drop, Mrs. Boshcll, Handforth Hero, Miss Watts, Beauty of Hilpcrkui,
Pauline, Marian Carter, Lord Pahnerston, Jenny Austin, Model, Pioneer, Umpire, Empress
of India, Lilac Queen, Oscar, Magnificent, John Keynes, Lord Derby, General Jackson,
Chairman, Goldfindcr, Pandora, Sir G. Douglas, Donald Beaton, Juno, Earl of Shaftesbury!
Lady Elcho, Mrs. Yyse, King of Sweden, Zebra, Mrs. Church, Mr. C. "Waters, Queen, Alice
Dodds, Lady Popham, John Harrison, D' Israeli, Cherub, and seedlings. Third, Mr. H. L gee,
Edmonton. Extra, Mr. Cattell, Westerham • the stand of the latter being disqualified from
taking any prize by reason of containing two blooms of Madge Wildfire, a"circumstance that
the Judges must have overlooked. With twenty-four varieties, Mr. Turner was first and
Mr. Keynes second, with counterparts of the flowers named above

;
third, Mr. Cattell

;

fourth, Mr. Legge. With, twelve Fancies Mr. Keynos was first with splendid blooms—viz.'
Elegans, Harlequin, Miss Jones, Countess of Bectivo, Queen Mab, Mrs. Crisp, Pauline,
Confidence, Nora Creina, Starlight, Lady Paxton, and Madame Sherrington. Second, Mr.
Turner, with flowers only just inferior, having Harlequin, Mrs. C. Kean, Queen Mab, Gem,
Nora Creina, Fancy Queen, Countess of Shelbmne, Summertide, Pauline, and Lady Pnxton.
In the Classes for Amateurs, Mr. Wm. Corp, Salisbury, was first with twenty-four varieties
—viz., Jenny Austin, Lady Elcho, Sidney Herbert, Alice Dodds, Lady Popham, Lord Taun-
ton, Donald Beaton, Earl of Shaftesbury, Marian Carter, Mrs. C. Waters, King of Sweden,
Juno, Empress, Lord Palmerston, Marquis of Bowmont, Lady Franklin, Lilac Queen, Mrs.
Boshell, Sir J. Outram, Mrs. Critcbett, Pioneer, Chairman,' Golden Drop, and seedling.
Second, Mr. H. Thorneycroft, Wcedon

;
third, Mr. Davis, Peckham

; fourth, Mr. Wait,
gardener to J. J. Colman, Esq., Norwich. With twelve blooms, Mr. Thorneycroft was first,
having Chairman, Cherub, Earl of Shaftesbury, Lord Derby, Jenny Austin, Hon. Mrs, Ttbtter,
Golden Drop, George Elliott, Admiral Dundas, Lord Cardigan, Umpire, and Lord Palmerston'.
Second, Mr. W. Corp; third, J. Sladden, Esq,, Sandwich

;
fourth, Mr. Batten, Eton.

With twelve Fancies J. Sladden, Esq., was placed first, having fine blooms of Jessie, Lord
Stanley, Summertide, La Deesse, Madame Alboni, Confidence, Gem (Stafford's!

,
Lady Paxton

Elegans, W. Corp, Mrs. Crisp, and Queen Mab. Second, Mr. W. Corp, with Harlequin'
Garibaldi, Lady Paxton, Confidence, Splendid, Fairy Queen, W. Corp, Gem, Pluto, Mary
Lauder, Mrs. Crisp, and Jessie. Mr. J. Keynes received a First-class Certificate for seedlin'o-
Dahlia "Patent," orange buff, streaked with crimson, a flower of great substance and very
novel. The same award was made to Mr, Turner for "Lord Dundreary," lemon, tipped and
streaked with pale purple

; a well-formed flower, and very novel. A Second-class Certificate
to the same for "Countess of Shelburne," pale lilac blush, slightly tipped with purple - a
very pleasing flower of exquisite form. The same to Mr. Silver, Eeading Street, Margate
for an unnamed seedling, colour lemon buff, tipped with lake; a very distinct and promising-
exhibition flower. Mr. Turner also had the following seedlings :—Oaractacus, golden biift
ground colour, tipped with crimson, very novel ; Charlotte Dorling, blush, tipped and streaked
with purple, a flower of good form, but low in the centre

;
Volunteer, light maroon

; Lord
Taunton, rich glowing crimson, of fine form and substance ; and Picturata, golden' fawn
colour, striped and splashed with crimson, very promising. Mr. Pope, Chelsea, had Walter
Newman, a small compact flower, rosy salmon, tipped with gold. Mr. G. Rawlings, Bethnal
Green, had twelve blooms of Serenity, delicate blush, tippedwith. pmple in the centre, a very
pleasing flower; Mrs. Hogg, rosy lilac, pretty; The Beau (Fancy), crimson stripes on a
light

_

ground
;

Fascination, rosy lilac, streaked and suffused Avith crimson, very full and
promising, and possessing a novel shade of colour ; and Gem, pale lilac, tipped with purple.
Mr. Keynes had Orb, deep lilac, suffused and tipped with crimson ; Charles Turner, bright
golden ground, tipped with lake, a flower of great depth and substance, and very promisin> •

Princess Alice, bright rosy lilac, a pleasing colour ; Count Cavour, a small canary-coloured
flower

;
six blooms of a large bright scarlet unnamed ; and three of a bright rosy scarlet verv

promising. J
' J

_

Such a display of Asters was never before seen. Both " Quilled '

' and " Pasony-flowerecl

"

kinds seemed to be in perfection. With the former, Mr. E. H. Betteridge was first ;
* Mr Besley

of East Hendred, second; Mr. C. Sandford, Walthamstow. third; and Mr. Wyatt, of Epsom'
fourth. It will be seen that Mr. Sandford, who has hitherto confined himself to the " Flat-
petalled" class, is seeking honours in the Quilled kinds. But Mr. Betteridge is aggressive as
well

;
and though Mr. Sandford had two fine stands of French Asters, and is placed first and

third, yet Mr. Betteridge gains second, and it was said by some of the Berkshire growers that
Mr. Betteridge would be formidable in both classes at Kensington a week hence. Two extra
prizes were also given.

#

Ptoses were not in good form here, still there were some good flowers here and there
mingled with others that were thin, small, and almost colourless. Messrs. Paul & Son were
first with thirty-six varieties ; Mr. Turner, Slough, second ; and Mr. Laing, Twickenham
third. With stands of twenty-four kinds, Mr. Turner was first; Mr. Keynes, Salisbury'
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second ; and Messrs. Paul & Son, third. With eighteen kinds, Mr. Moffatt, Dunmow, was
first ; Dr. Cooper, Slough, second ; and Mr. Corp, Salisbury, and Mr, Dennis, Folkington,
third and fourth.

Hollyhocks in spikes were shown by Messrs. Paul & Son, who were first; and Messrs.
Downie, Laird, & Laing, Edinburgh, second. With twenty-four cut blooms, Messrs. Paul
and Son were first, and Mr. Turner second. In the Amateurs' Class some good blooms were
produced by Mr. H. Smails, gardener to W. J. Sharpe, Esq,, Norwood. Dr. Cooper, Slough,
was second ; and Mr. W. Hall, Stoke, Bucks, third.

Mr. Turner was first with twenty-four Verbenas, having a fine stand of the following :—

•

Kathleen, Springfield Rival, Ariosto Improved, Zampa, Lord Elgin, Lady Taunton, General
Simpson, Foxhrrnter, Firefly, La Gloire, Fireball, Geant des BataiHes, Rose" Imperial, Anglaise,
Madame de Stenger, Delicatissima, Snowflake, and Lady Middleton. Second, Mr. Gr. Smith,
Islington, with Nemesis ; La Belle Cordeaux ; Admiral Dundas ; Le Bon Nicholas ; Mrs.
Sheppard ; Souvenir de 1'Exposition, pale pink, with bright carmine centre, very showy, but
small truss ; Black Prince, rich dark crimson, with lai'ge white eye, very showy ; Reine des
Amazones; and Earl of Shaftesbury, a light flower, with carmine centre. Third, Mr. Grimbley,
Stoke Newington.

Mr. Turner was also first with eighteen spikes of Phloxes ; Mr. Standish being second
;

and Mr. Cattell, Westerham, third.

In the Miscellaneous Class, Mr. Standish had two plants of his new Japan Lily in flower,

and a good specimen of Lonicera reticulata, both of which were figured in the Florist and
Pomot.oglst for September. Messrs. J. Perkins & Son, of Coventry, received a First-class

Certificate for Verbena Lord Leigh, a large brilliant scarlet with lemon eye, very fine and
showy. Mr. Grimbley also received, a Certificate for a collection of cut flowers ; and Messrs.
Cutbush & Son, of Highgate, contributed a group of Tritoma uvaria.

With a collection of eight dishes of fruit, Mr. A. Henderson, Trentham, was first with
a Providence Pine, Black Hamburgh and Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, Trentham Hybrid
Melon, Barrington Peaches, Pitmaston Orange Nectarines, and Moorpark Apricots.
Second, Mr. T. Dawson, Panshanger, with Muscat and Black Hamburgh Grapes, Bon
Chretien Pears, a Queen Pine, Morello Cherries, Barrington and Noblesse Peaches, Violette

Hative Nectarines, and a Melon. Third, Mr. Turner, Slough. With a collection of six

dishos, Mr. Henderson was again first, having a Montserrat Pine, Mill Hill Hamburgh
and Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, Trentham Hybrid Melon, Violette Hative Peaches, and
Elruge Nectarines. Second, Mr. T. Bailey, Shardaloes, with Black Hamburgh and Muscat
of Alexandria Grapes, an Enville Pine, Elruge Nectarines, Red Magdalen Peaches, and
Moorpark Apricots. Third, Mr. T. Page, Streatham. Mr. W. Chapman, Streatham
Common, had the best Queen Pine ; the two next best came from Mr. J. Barnes, gardener to

Lady Rolle, Bicton, Devon. In the Class for " Any Pine excepting a ' Queen,' " Mr. A. Hender-
son, Trentham, was first with a Providence. Second, Mr. T. Young, gardener to 0. Bailey,

Esq., M.P., with the same. Third, Mr. G. Cameron, Goodwood, Chichester. Mr. Lewis
Solomon, Covent Garden, exhibited two splendid Queen Pines, one weighing 7 lbs., the
other 6£ lbs; they were "not for competition," Mr. Solomon being one of the Judges.
Mr. Meredith, Garston, Liverpool, was first with a box of 12 lbs. of Grapes, having splendid
Black Hamburghs ; Mr. Hill, gardener to R. Sneyd, Esq., was second with the same ; and
third, Mr. Roberts, gardener to the Hon, A. Bury, Tullamore, Ireland, with Muscats. The
competition was so good that three extra prizes were awarded in this class. Mr. Meredith
was also first with three bunches of beautiful Black Hamburghs ; Messrs. HiU, A. Henderson,
Ornant, gardener to J. Levick, Esq., Epsom, being placed second ; and third, Mr. Meredith.
With a dish of Any other Black variety, Mr. W. Hill was first with Black Prince. Second,

Mr. Meads, gardener to R. Currie, Esq., Farnborough, with the same. Third, Mr. W. Hill,

with Bidwell's Seedling. With a dish of White Muscats, Mr. T. Frost, Aylesford, was first.

Second, Mr. C. Penny, gardener to H. H. Gibbs, Esq., Regent's Park. Equal third,

Mr. T. Frost, and Mr. J. Roberts. With a dish of Any other white kind, Mr. J. Wills,

Oughton Park, Taporley, was first with Trebbiano. Second, Mr. J. B. Whiting, Deepdene,
Dorking, with Muscat Hamburgh. Third, Mr. C. Turner, Slough, with Buckland Sweet-

water. With the largest bunch of any kind, Mr. Pottle, gardener to B. D. Colvin, Esq.,

Woodbridge, was first with Trebbiano, weighing 4 lbs. 7 ozs., cut from a Vine planted

June 1st of the present year. Second, Mr. O. Goldsmith, Polesden, Dorking, with Black
Barbar03sa, weight not stated. Third, Mr. Meads, with Black Hamburghs, weighing
4 lbs. 14 ozs., but unripe.

Mr. A. Henderson was first with four dishes of Peaches and Nectarines, having of the

former Noblesse and Barrington ; and of the latter Pitmaston Orange and Violette Hative.

Second, Mr, J. Monro, Rabley Gardens, Barnet, with Galande and Noblesse Peaches, and
Red Roman and Newington Nectarines. Third, Mr. Hazell, gardener to Mrs. Tidswell,

Denmark Hill. With a single dish of Peaches, Mr. A. Henderson was first with Violette

Hative. Second, Mr. E. Broadway, gardener to Lady Bicardo, Exbury, Hants, with
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Noblesse ; and third, Mr. 0. Lawson, Walburton Admirable. Mr. J. Monro was first with a
dish of Nectarines, having Red Roman. Second, Mr. Broadway ; and third, Mr. Meads, both
with Yiolette Hative.

Sixty-two Melons were staged in the two classes appropriated to them. Mr. Webb, of
Reading, was first with an unnamed green-ileshed variety. Second, Mr. W. Reid, Syden-
ham Hill, with Egyptian. "With a scarlet-fleshed fruit, Mr. Westbrook, Abingdon, was" first

;

and Mr. Goldsmith, Dorking, second, both with Scarlet Gem. Mr. A. Eman, gardener to
Miss Troster, Epsom, was first with Brunswick and Brown Turkey. Second, Mr. Grover,
Western Cottage, Hampstead, with the samo. Mr. T. Dawson, Panshanger, was first with
two dishes of Morello Cherries ; and second with Morello and Florence.

With three dishes of Plums, Mr. Snow, Wrest Park, Beds., was first with Jefferson's,
Kirke's, and Green Gage. Second, Mr. T. Bailey, Shardaloes, with Washington, Danver's
Victoria, and Prince of Wales.

Mr. T. Frost, Aylesford, was first with six dishes of dessert Apples, having Cornish Gilli-
flower, Cox's Orange Pippin, Quarrenden, King Pippin, Duchess of Oldenburgh, and another.
Second, Mr. J. Harnington, Hammersmith, with Gravenstein, Cockle Pippin, Quarrenden,
Ribston Pippin, King Pippin, and Cellini. With six dishes of kitchen Apples, Mr. R. Heather,
Kingston, was first with Blenheim Orange, Dumelow's Seedling, Dr. Fcathergut, Emperor
Alexander, Shepherd's Fame, and Kentish Brading. Second, Mr. C. Frisby, Sleaford, with
Dumelow's Seedling, Yorkshire Greening, Emperor Alexander, Kentish Brading, Tower of
Glands, and Blenheim Orange.

With six dishes of Pears, Mr. C. F. Harrison, Weybridge, was first with Be'urre Diel,
Marie Louise, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Bon Chretien, Hacon's Incomparable, and Beurre de
Clairgeau. Second, Mr. A. Sanders, with Marie Louise, Gansel's Bergamot, Bon Chretien,
Ambrosia, Easter Beurre, and Beurre Ranee. With three dishes, Mr. Harrison was also first
with Gratioli, Marie Louise, and Duchesse d'Angoulenie. Second, Mr. W. Holder, Eton
College, with Williams' Bon Chretien, Marie Louise, and Beurre d'Amanlis. With a single
dish of Pears, for weight, Mr. T. Frost was first with Grosse Calabasse, weighing 7\ lbs.
Second, Mr. F. Barnard, no name or weight specified. Mr. Harrison was first with Jar-
gonelle as the best-flavoured Pear; and Mr. Goldsmith, with Bon Chretien, was second.

Messrs. H. Lane & Son, Berkhampstead, were awarded a first prize for Vines in pots

;

the same award was made to them also in the Miscellaneous Class for a like contribution. A
second prize to Mr. A. Henderson for a collection of Grapes ; and a third prize to Mr. Snow
for Apricots. qUOi

Royal Horticultural Society, September 10th,—The conservatory looked very gay
indeed on this day from the combined effect of Dahlias, Roses, Hollyhocks, Asters, Verbenas,
and Gladioluses. The various stands of cut flowers were ranged two deep, which made an
inspection of the back row perilous to the occupants of the front tier. One testy exhibitor,
who appears to be always in a bad humour, treated us to a bruin -like protest as we very
lightly touched one of his flowers when reaching over to ascertain the name of the exhibitor
of the stand beyond, as his flowers were already far in the rear, it did not prevent them from
getting first.

Dahlias were again wondrously fine, Asters the same ; Roses were remarkably good con-
sidering the season. Gladioluses, so plentiful at the Crystal Palace, were produced here but
sparingly; but Mr. Standish had reserved some of his best for this occasion. Hollyhocks
were very good, both as spikes and cut blooms.

Mr. Mitchell, Piltsdown Nurseries, Maresfield, was first with forty-eight varieties of
Roses, three trusses of each

; second, Messrs. Paul & Son
;
third, Mr. E. P. Francis, Hertford

With twenty-four varieties, three trusses of each, Mr. J. T. Hedge, Reed Hall, Colchester'
was first

;
Dr. Cooper, Slough, second; and Mr. J. T. Hollingworth, Maidstone, third. With

twenty-four varieties, single trusses, Mr. Turner, Slough, was first
;
second, Messrs. Paul and

Son
;
third, Mr. J

.
Wright, Ivy Lodge, Twickenham. Selecting a few of the finest and best

blooms, we met with Eveque de Nimes, La Reine, Gloire de Dijon, Madame Charles Crapelet
Triomphe de Rennes, Victor Verdier, General Jacqueminot, Leon des Combats, Madame Vidot
Madam Rivers, Duchesse d'Orleans, Louis XIV., Comtesse de Chabrillant, Eugene Appert
La Ville de St. Denis, Senateur Vaisse, General Washington, Lord Raglan, Madame Knorr'
William Griffiths, and Jules Margottin. Prizes were offered for Roses in pots, but none
appeared.

Mr. W. Chater, Saffron Walden, was first with twelve Hollyhocks in spikes havin«-
Countess Russell, a pale rose; Morning Star, bright salmon crimson, a finely-formed
flower

;
Governor General, bright crimson

; Princess, purple lake ; Ne Plus Ultra light
purple

;
Imperator, salmon buff ; Rose Celestial, deep carmine, all seedlings ; and Beauty of

Milford, Miss Lizzie King, Lady King, Beauty of Walden, and Excelsior. Second, Messrs
Dowme, Laird, & Lamg, with Lord Loughborough, Mrs. Blackwood, Golden Fleece, Purple
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Prince, Stanstead Rival, Prince of Hesse, Annie Elphinstonc, Excelsior, Invincible, Lady
Dacres, Miss Ednieads (a seedling, a great improvement on Mrs. Chater), and another seedling
unnamed. Third, Mr. H. May, Bedale, Yorkshire. "With twelve cut hlooms, Mr. Chater
was first, having Illuminator, Lady King, Monarch, Morning Star, Queen Victoria, Joshua
Clarke, La Lame Blanche, Lady Dacres, Countess Russell, Fearless Improved, Hesperis, and
a seedling. Second, Mr- H. May, with Lord Loughborough, Perfection, Illuminator, Invin-
cible, Prince Charlie, Princess of Prussia, Empress, Garibaldi, Mrs. B.. Cochrane, Miss Ashley,
Mrs. Wardrop, and another. Third, Mr. W. Bragg, Slough.

Asters, though not in such strong force as at the Crystal Palace, were very fine ; and
Mr. Bctteridge took the first prize in both classes. As usual, his "Quilled" kinds were
models; and his " Flat-petalled " and incurved flowers, otherwise French, were superb.
Mr. J. Betteridge, of Steventon, Berks, was second with Quilled kinds ; and Mr. Sandford,
gardener to T. Thomassett, Esq., third. Mr. Sandford was second with the French kinds,

Mr. Betteridge having on this occasion distanced him.' Mr. Wyatt, gardener to IT. Wills,

Esq., Epsom, was third.

With twenty-four spikes of Gladioluses, Messrs. Touell & Co., Great Yarmouth, were
first, with varieties similar to those exhibited by them at the Crystal Palace. Second, Mr. J.

Standish, Bagshot, who had some very fine seedlings of his own, including Coronation, blush,
flaked with carmine, and blotched with rosy salmon ; Mons. Blaire, pure white, pale lemon
blotch on the lower segment, pencilled with purple

;
Champion, bright orange scarlet, with

white and purple marking on the lower segment
;
Lurline, pale rose, flaked and feathered

with carmine, and lemon blotch
;
Rifleman, vivid scarlet, with lemon and purple pencillings

;

Sir James Clarice, bright salmon scarlet, white and purple pencillings ; Duke of Cambridge,
carmine buff, blotched with purple ; and Solferino, a small-flowering, but very showy variety,

vivid scarlet, with large yellow blotch on the lower segment. Third, Mr. William Paul,

Waltham Cross. With twelve spikes of Gladioluses, Brenchleyensis colour, Messrs. Youell
and Co. were first, with Neptune, Comte de Morny, Mars, Mr. Youell (a brilliant orange
scarlet, with white throat), Don Juan, Star of the East, Victor Verdier, Rembrandt, Achille,

Othello, Napoleon III., and Dr. Andry. Second, Mr. J. Standish, with Paul Bedford (very
fine scarlet spike), General Cabrera, Brenchleyensis, Samuel Weymouth, Murillo, Brandlct,

Etna, Wallace, Don Juan, Dr. Andry, Richard Hall, and Garibaldi. Third, Mr. S. Cattell,

Westerham. Extra, Messrs. A._Henderson & Co,, Pine Apple Place. Messrs. Cutbush and
Son were first with twelve Gladioluses in pots, one only in a pot, instead of three as stated in

the schedule. The varieties were Othello, Madame Binder, Gil Bias, Eveline Bryere, Goliath,

Hebe, Galathee, Janire, Vesta, Brenchleyensis, Empress, and Imperatrice, the two last

varieties being identical. Second, Mr. J. Cattell, Westerham.
Mr. Standish was first with twenty-four trusses of Phloxes

;
second, Mi\ 0- Turner

;

third, Mr. J. Salter, Versailles Nursery, Hammersmith. Mr. J. Cattell was the only exhi-

bitor of dwarf Phloxes, perennial upright kinds grown in pots, and with good heads of

flower ; but having a great sameness of colour. The prize offered by Dr. Lindley for a
specimen of the dwarfest and best perennial iipright-growing Phlox was taken by Mr.
Turner, who had Spenceri. Mr. Cattell, Westerham, had Mdlle. Marie Lacroix.

Messrs. Minchin & Son, Hook Norton, Oxon, were first with twenty-four Verbenas

;

second, Mr. George Smith, Tollington Nursery, Islington
;

third, Mr. C. 'Turner, Slough

;

extra, Mr. Treen, Victoria Nursery, Rugby. They were extremely good, and contained, the

following selected as the best varieties :—General Simpson, Snowfiake, 11 Trovatore, Mr.
Moore, Lady C. Shepherd, Lord Raglan, Earl of Shaftesbury, Warrior, Mrs. H. Stenger,

G£ant des Batailles, Mrs. Harrison, Great Eastern, Foxhunter, Beine des Amazones, Black

Prince, Nemesis, Ariosto Improved, Souvenir de l'Exposition, King of Verbenas, and Zampa.
Dahlias were very fine as at the Palace, and the competition between Messrs. Turner and

Keynes was very close indeed. One of the Judges contended strongly for the first prize to

be awarded to Mr. Turner, the other two taking the opposite view. Two more gentlemen
were called in, and Mr. Keynes carried the day. The easiest way would have been to

have placed the two stands on an equality, by giving them equal first prizes, a dis-

tinction each collection of blooms deserved. Mr. Keynes had Lord Derby, Golden Drop,

Imperial, Magnificent, Juno, John Harrison, Lilac Queen, Donald Beaton, General Jackson,

Pandora, Cherub, Bob Ridley, Mrs. Dodds, Leopard, Hugh Miller, Chairman, Duke of Wel-
lington, Pauline, Andrew Dodds, Lady D. Pennant, Baron Taunton, Mrs. Bush, Mrs.

Critchett, Peri, Lord Wiltshire, John Keynes, Earl of Shaftesbury, Oscar, King of Sweden,

Black Prince, Perfection, Jenny Austin, Beauty of Hilperton, Model, Sir George Doriglas,

Lord Palmerston, Charles Turner, Mrs. Trotter, Norfolk Hero, Pioneer, Goldfindey, Le Premiere,

Umpire, Souter Johnny, Lady Elcho, George Brown, Mrs. Walters, and Criterion. Second,

Mr. Turner; third, Mr. H. May, Bedale, Yorkshire. With twenty-four blooms, Mr.
Turner was first, having Mutabilis, George Brown, Mrs. Bush, Model, Delicata, Earl of

Shaftesbury, Umpire, Chairman, Mr3. Stocken, Beauty of Hilperton, Golden Drop, Lilac

Queen, Lord Derby, Cygnet, Norfolk Hero, Lady Popham, Madge Wildfire, Capt, Harvey,
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Hugh Miller, Peri, Sidney Herbert, Criterion, Chieftain, and Lord Palmerston. Second,
Mr. Keynes ; third, Mr. Oattell. With eighteen Fancies, Mr. Keynes again came to the
front, having fine flowers of Qneen Mab, Conqueror, Carnation, Triomphe de Roubaix, Lady
Paxton, Gem, Starlight, Mary Lauder, Pauiine, Souter Johnny, Garibaldi, Le Premiere,
Patent, Confidence, Nora Creina, Harlequin, Baron Alderson, and Reliance. Second, Mr.
Turner; third, Mr. Cattell. With twenty-four varieties, for amateur exhibitors, Mr. J. T.
Hedge, Peed Hall, Colchester, was first with Madame Ginte, Mrs. Crawford, Heroine,
Madge Wildfire, Cherub, Emperor, Juno, Commander, Alice Downie, Standard Bearer,
Inaccessible, Admiral Dundas, Pandora, Lady Popham, Criterion, Lord Palmerston, Neville
Keynes, Beauty of Hilperton, Norfolk Hero, John Keynes, and Chairman. Second, Rev.
C. Fellowes, Shottisham Rectory, near Norwich; third, Mr. C. J. Perry, Castle Bromwicb,
Birmingham

;
extra, Mr. W. Corp, Salisbury. With twelve blooms, Mr. W. P. Barnard,

Darlington, was first with Dinorah, Lilac Queen, Mrs. C. Waters, Marquis of Bowmont. Lady
Popham, Beauty of Hilperton, Jenny Austin, Chairman, Mrs. P. Bailhache, Lord Derby,
Lady Pennant, and George Elliot. Second, Mr. W. Corp, Salisbury

; third, Mr. T. Charlton,
Market Harborough ; and extra prizes to Mr. J. Harris, Chelmsford, and Mr. ft. Hopkins,
Brentford. With twelve Fancies, Mr. W. Corp, Salisbury, was first with Lady Paxton,
Mary Lauder, Gem, Confidence, Garibaldi, Pauline, William Corp, Queen Mab, Reliance,
Elegans, and Harlequin. Second, Rev. C. Fellowes

;
third, Mr. C. J. Perry.

The Class for twelve Bouquet Dahlias brought no competition. In the Miscellaneous
Class a large quantity of things were staged. Messrs. Veitch & Son, and Messrs. J. & C.
Lee, had collections of fine-foliaged plants; Mr. Bull, new and rare plants; Messrs. A.
Henderson & Co. had Caladiums; Messrs. Ivery & Son, Dorking, a collection of hardy
Ferns

;
Messrs. Cntbush & Son had some well-grown plants of Japan Lilies ; and Mr. CatteU,

spme Helichrysums.
The prize offered by a Fellow of the Society for a Group of Standard Plants for Table

Decoration, was awarded to Messrs. Veitch & Son. Most of them were in silver-plated
stands furnished by Elkington & Co., the eminent silversmiths of Regent Street, and
consisted of Fuchsias, Capsicums with fruit, Tropaeolum. Eclipse, Petunia'lnimitabilis, ,\e.

Messrs. Bull, Salter, and Macintosh, of Hammersmith, also exhibited.
A large number of contributions were sent for the inspection of the Floral Committee. The

most noticeable were Verbena Rugby Hero, from Mr. Treen, Rugby, to which a First-class
Certificate was awarded. It is a large rosy lilac, having a centre of vivid carmine surrounding
a white eye. The same award was made to Mr. Keynes for Dahlia Patent ; to Messrs.
Ivery, and to Mr. Parsons, Welwyn, for seedling Athyriums ; and to Messrs. E. G. Hender-
son & Son, for two beautifully marked Variegated Geraniums, Lucy Grieve and Italia Unita.
Mr. W. Chater had some seedling Hollyhocks, and several seedling Dahlias were produced,
the best being those mentioned in the report of the Crystal Palace Show." Quo.

REVIEW,
A Practical Treatise on the Cultivation of the Vine. By Wixliam Thomson, Gardener to

His Grace the Duke of Buccleuch, K.G., Dalkeith Park, Scotland.

It? all works on gardening like the present treatise had been written in the same plain
common sense manner, teaching by books would have been more profitable than we know to
be the case. Of the author of this sensible and practical work, we may briefly remark that
he holds, a foremost place in a profession containing some remarkable men, and that he is
as much esteemed for his high moral and intellectual worth as for his practical skill as an
horticulturist. The work now before us enters into all the conditions of Grape- culture,
giving in detail clear and concise instruction how to rear, grow, plant', and fruit the Vine,
with all other particulars as to form of house, heating, and aeration necessary to produce in
perfection the year round this valuable fruit. Want of space prevents us giving extracts,
and we must, therefore, conclude by saying that as the author is one of the very best Grape-
growers of the day, this book may be stated as being the key to his successful practice, and
as such we can with confidence recommend as indispensable to all who wish to excel in the
cultivation of the Vine.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS.

Conservatory.
No time should now be lost in getting«in all the

plants, if from any cause they have not been housed
already. See the pots are all well washed, the plants

neatly tied, and clear of insects. Be careful not to
crowd them

; and in arranging, the plants in flower
should be distributed oyer the house with taste. All
the air possible should be given in fine weather, hut
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strong winds must be carefully guarded against. As
the house will now be more frequented than it has
been for some months, a dry comfortable atmosphere
should be maintained. Fire heat will only be neces-
sary to dry-up moisture in the house, and to keep
out frost, should severe weather set in towards the
end of the month, as sometimes happens. Azaleas,
Camellias, and other plants swelling their buds will
require liberal supplies of water. All plants done
growing and at rest must be very carefully watered,
and only when necessary. If not already done, a
good stock of bulbs should at once be potted for winter
and spring flowering. Keep everything in the neatest
order.

Greenhouse.
Any plants not yet housed should be got in without

delay. Admit air freely during the day in fine

weather, and a little at night as long as the thermo-
meter out of doors stands at 45°. The great point to

be attended to during the ensuing months is to keep
the plants in as healthy a state as possible, neither
allowing them to be injured by very dull cold weather,
nor to be excited into unnatural growth by artificial

heat. Pay especial attention to the young stock.

Water when necessary, but be careful the soil gets
neither too dry nor too wet. Keep the atmosphere as
dry as you can by ventilation. Fire heat should only
be used to exclude frost.

Stove.
Clerodendrons, Allamandas, Dipladenias, and

similar plants should be placed at the warmest part
of the house, and have full exposure to sun and air to

ripen the wood ; they should be so arranged as not to
appear unsightly. Fine-foliaged plants should now
occupy prominent places. Pay attention to Gesneras,
Justiciai, Begonias, Euphorbias, Poinsettias, and
similar plants that flower through winter. By keep-
ing a good stock of these plants and a few nice orna-
mental-foliaged plants, the house can be kept to look
as gay in December as in July.

Flowed. Garden.
Continue to keep the garden as neat as possible by

removing all decayed flowers and leaves, and by
keeping the grass, beds, borders, edgings of all kinds,

walks, <fcc, in the best possible condition; by these
means a neat appearance can be maintained until all

is made desolate by a night's frost. No time should
now be lost in getting-in cuttings, if a sufficient

stock be not already struck. Attend well to all

rooted cuttings ; give' them an abundance of air when
the weather permits, Be careful in watering, espe-

cially those that are in pits or frames, as damp is the
greatest enemy they have to contend with for the
next four months. Take-up and pot any plants that

are intended to be kept up over the winter, before

they are injured by the frost. If placed on a little

bottom heat they will soon make fresh roots, and
will winter much better, Dahlia roots should be
lifted before there is much frost, and dried and put
away. Towards the end of the month the old roots

of choice Hollyhocks should be taken up and potted

or planted in a cold frame to winter. For spring-

flowering plant Pansies, Wallflowers, Cowslips, Prim-
roses, &c. ; and towards the end of the month plant

Aconites, Anemones, Snowdrops, Crocuses, Jonquils,

Hyacinths, &c. Should any improvements be in-

tended, it is better to com-nence them at once than to

defer them till spring, when they are sometimes hur-

ried in trying to get them completed by "bedding-
out" time. Pleasure Grounds.—Commence altera-

tions at once, and push them forward before bad
weather sets in. Plant trees and shrubs of all kinds

;

if properly removed now they will start into growth
in spring with nearly as much vigour as if they had
never been transplanted. Secure well to stakes all

large trees to prevent them being blown about by the

winds. Take advantage of fine weather towards the

end of the month to run the machine ever the grass

or the last time this season. Sweep and roll walks.

Attend above all things to neatness.

Forcing.
Fruit.—Pine Apples.—Plants that are swelling

fruit must have liberal supplies of water and a warm

moist atmosphere. Fire heat will now be necessary
to keep the temperature about 70° by night and from
80° to 85° by day. Air should be given in favourable
weather. Plants that are intended to be started in
January should now be allowed rest to store-up nutri-
ment for the future fruit; they should have little or
no water, plenty of air, a dry atmosphere, and the
temperature at night should not be less than 60°. Suc-
cession plants will now require more room. If the
material for bottom heat is not likely to give a Bufli-

cient bottom heat during rhe winter, it should now
be partially or entirely renewed. After the plants
are fresh plunged take great care the bottom heat is

always as near as possible about 85° . In fine weather
give plenty of air during the forenoons, but always
close up early. Vines.— Houses where Grapes are
ripe must be kept cool and dry ; in wet weather a
little fire heat will be necessary during the day to clry-

up damp. Good fires and plenty of air must be given
to houses when Grapes are not yet ripe. Take every
care of them as they should hang fresh till Mai'ch,
when the new ones should be ready to succeed them.
The early house should now be started. Give the
inside borders a good soaking of -water ; the outside
borders, if not heated by hot-water pipes or other
means, must have a good covering of fermenting ma-
terials. Very little fire heat will be required this
month, except in case of frost. Syringe the Vines
two or three times daily, and keep up a moist atmo-
sphere. Peaches and Nectarines.—Put the lights on
the early houses about the middle of the month, but
give all the air possible both by day and by night.
The lights may remain off the late houses a week or
two longer. Cherries.—If it be desirable to increase
the stock of plants the present is a favourable time.
Nice young plants should now be procured, and if not
already in pots they should at once be potted and
plunged in an open situation. Figs.—These will now
be at rest. It is best not to expose the wood to much
frost, but the trees should have plenty of air. Straw-
berries.—If our previous directions have been attended
to, these should now be first-rate plants ; they should
not have much water now, and all runners should
be pinched off. Cucumbers and Melons.—Give late

Cucumbers plenty of air during the early part of the
day. Keep a moist atmosphere, and a night tempe-
rature of at least 70°. Keep the shoots properly regu-
lated, and on no account let them get crowded.
Late Melons must have a good heat to ripen the fruit

properly.

Hardy Fruit.
Continue to gather Pears and Apples as they ripen,

and store carefully all the fruit. Look over those
previously stored, and pick out any bad ones there
may be among them. Fruit trees of all kinds may
now be planted if the ground is in a proper condition.
Look over Peach and Nectarine trees and remove all

superfluous shoots. A few weeks' hot dry weather is

much wanted to ripen the wood of all kinds of fruit

trees.

Kitchen Garden.
Continue to earth-up Celery when dry. Cauli-

flowers sown in August should now be either pricked-
out into frames, or under hand-glasses. Hammer-
smith Hardy Green and Black-seeded Bath Cos
Lettuces.—Plant on warm borders for spring use.
Cauliflowers that are hardy should be often looked
over for slugs; break a leaf or two over the hearts
to throw off snow and rain. Potatoes.—Take up and
store away. Beet, Salsafy, Scorzonera, Carrots,
Jerusalem Artichokes, and Parsnips.—Take up and
store away in dry sand. Remove all crops of what-
ever kind that are done bearing; and clean, and
manure, and dig, or ridge-up as wanted. Stir the
ground between winter crops in fine dry weather.
Autumn weeds will now be troublesome, especially if

the weather be soft and favourable to their growth.
Winter Spinach.—Thin and hoe in fine weather.
Keep the hoe constantly going in fine weather.
Broccoli.—Towards the end of the month lift and
lay, with the plant inclining to the north : this checks
luxuriant growth and enables it to stand the winter
better. Endive,—Tie-up when dry; if slugs arc

troublesome give them plenty of quicklime.—M.S.
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RHODODENDRON PRINCESS ALICE.
WITH AN ILLUSTRATION.

The acquisition in this country of the fine species of Rhododendron, which,
grown on the cool hills of India, was a great fact in garden botany, and we are

now beginning to reap some of the advantages which have sprung therefrom.

It had all along been felt, that as garden plants, they would be less important
in themselves than in respect to the progeny which it was expected Mould
spring from them

;
and, in consequence, many heads and hands were set to

work in hybridising them one with the other, in various ways, as desirable

crosses suggested themselves to the mind of the operator. Now the fruits are

beginning to fall in. During the past spring alone some half dozen or more
of fine white and for the most scented varieties have made their appearance in

public ; and on one day at Kensington three of these received First-class

Certificates. The certificated plants bore respectively the names of Countess of
Jladdinyton, Sesterianum, and Princess Alice.

The last-mentioned of these, Rhododendron Princess Alice, is the
subject of our present illustration. It is a hybrid raised between R. Edgicorthii

and R. ciliatum, and is in the hands of Messrs. Veitch & Son, of Exeter and
Chelsea

; by whom it was exhibited along with R. Sesterianum on the occasion
referred to, and to whom we are indebted for the specimen figured.

The principal features of this variety, which we anticipate will be a very
useful one in the hands of cultivators, are its dwarf bushy habit, its flat clean-

looking foliage, and its delicately-perfumed white flowers. The leaves are
rather small, oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, and very slightly rugose on the
surface. The flowers are moderate-sized, bell-shaped, white, with a flush of
pink outside, and scented like the parent Edgioorthii. The plant well deserved
the First-class award which was made to it

;
and, moreover, wrell deserves

general cultivation. M.

RELATING TO STRAWBERRIES.
1. The Fragarium.—This should be a dead flat, and lying open to the

morning, midday, and setting sun. It should be free from the shade of trees,
and from the intrusion of their roots. A pump should be near.

2. Soil.—The best soil for Strawberries is that which most abounds in
potash, which is the grand constituent of a Strawberry. Any soil can be
made to bear them. They, like Roses, have an affinity for alumina ; but I
would undertake to grow them in sandy or chalky soil. The best compound
is in equal thirds—clay, black dung from a decayed heap, and sand or ashes.
If the land is stiff clay, unfermented manure is better than decayed, and sand
or sifted cinders, or burnt field ashes are indispensable to keep the land open.
The land, of whatever kind, should be deeply trenched.

3. Planting.—The best time for planting is in the spring, or early in the
summer. The runners must be kept off. My new plantations, with the exception
of spring-planted trial plants, were put in by the 24th of July, and are now strong
plants that will fruit next year. August and even September may not be too
late for sorts of quick growth and establishment ; but they are too late for sorts
generally, and for such seasons as we have lately had. Such late-planted sorts
should be disfruited in the spring, and should have their runners kept off; and in
the year following they will come out in their true form, and will well repay for
the delay. The runners, unless wanted, should be at all times cut off. After
fruiting dress the plants and water them " thoroughly ;" they will then make
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fresh roots from the base and send up protective foliage, and look handsome in
winter. A layer of 2 inches of new maiden earth from the country placed over
the ground is a capital dressing.

4. Manures.—Cowdung is the best, as it contains more potash than any
other manure. Guano and wood ashes, which also contain potash, are good,
but they must be used prudently. I use chiefly black decayed dung, half-inch
bones, and nitro-phosphate ; the two last I use at planting time, the other is

used at all times. I also use liquid manure at the spring, which I put, not
into the ranks, but between the ranks (2 feet apart) ; and this, washed down
by the rain, affords food for the plants in fruiting time : this is the safest place
for guano. If guano is used as a liquid, one handful to a stable-bucket of
water is sufficient : this may be put into the ranks.

5. Treatises.—The best treatises for Strawberry-culture are McEwen's,
Underbill's, and Cuthill's. To these I must refer the reader.

6. Catalogues.—These are usually too " fat." The good, bad, and indifferent

are not sufficiently distinguished. Mr. Rivers' is a good selection, fifty-six sorts.

7. Alpines.—Every garden should have some Alpine or another for Sep-
tember and October. The old Red and. White are still good. The Red and
White Bush Alpine are the least trouble, having no runners. La Meudon-
naise (Parsley-leaved) is here, but it has not been so good as the above ; it

tastes like the wood Strawberry. The plant itself is very pretty. Mr. Rivers
in his letter speaks thus of Blanche d' Orleans :—»« This is now (September 12),
bearing large fruit, melting and delicious." Of Galande he says, " I had a
fine dish of this sort to-clay for dessert. It is the largest and best of all."

The former is white, and the latter deep red. My plants of Galande died last

winter. With regard to the size of the Alpines, I must observe that their size

in a great measure depends upon recent raising from seed. Perhaps this is

the reason why Blanche d' Orleans gives larger fruit than the old White. The
Red and White Bush Alpines require to be occasionally fresh raised. They
are all good with sugar and Alderney cream, or with sugar and sherry.

8. Hautbois.—The handsomest, as a plant, and the most robust and muskiest
is the Black Hautbois, but I threw it away as too small. The monstrous Hautbois
is good ; but it is not so good, nor is it larger than Belle Bordelaise,

which is a very good Hautbois. The best (on short acquaintance) has been,

this year, No. 1 seedling raised from Belle Bordelaise by Mr. Rivers. This is

large, an abundant bearer, and rich
;
and, so far as one strong plant goes, quite

a success. It will not be let out this year. I believe it will be called "The
Royal Hautbois."

9. The Queen and her race.—The Queen is still the great A 1 ; she is firm

without being hard, juicy, sweet, rich, and yet brisk. No other Strawberry

has got these combinations in such high perfection. The Queen and her race

are good where they can be grown—viz., Magnum Bonum (much like her),

Carolina superba, Filbert Pine, Myatt's Pine Apple (I fancy the Queen was
derived from this and the Chili Orange), Hendrie's Seedling, M. Eliza Vilmorin
(like the Queen, and raised from the Queen and Chili Orange), Rival Queen,
Nimrod, Admiral Dundas, and Scarlet Pine. I have retained only the Queen
and this last, which is very healthy, hardy, and of excellent flavour. I have put

the Queen in the eye of the north and west wind, and she is very healthy, strong,

and of a dense green. I put Eliza by her side and disfruited both this spring.

The place is so severe that I could not grow Roses there. The drainage is

free, and without that you will never grow the Queen ; she does not care,

where she likes the soil, one farthing for exposure.

10. Early Sorts and Late.—I do not much care for either of these, as they

both are usually lacking in flavour, unless protected with ridge-vineries glass.
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The May Queen, Black Prince, Alice Maude are three good early sorts
;

Eleanor, Frogmore Pines, and Salter's Jucunda are three gooct late sorts'

Elton Pine is hardy, handsome, useful, but here extra sour. I think the
Frogmore Pines will be great favourites. Eleanor is the noblest and hand-
somest of all large late Strawberries.

11. Large Sorts and Good.—Empress Eugenie, Wonderful, Due de Malakoff,
Trollope's Victoria, Lo Marguerite, very handsome and interesting, also very
hardy. Large Strawberries usually are not so good in quality and flavour as
more moderate-sized ones.

12. Good Family Sorts.—Where there are lots of children, good bearers
and tolerably large fruit are required. The following will be found useful:—
Empress Eugenie, Wonderful, Trollope's Victoria, Alice Maude, Ne Plus Ultra,
Rivers' Eliza, La Constante. The three first and two last are my mainstay
here, and worthy of general adoption. The Marquise de La Tour Maubourg
and Bonte St. Julien are both hardy, good croppers, and of tolerable flavour.

The Marquis is handsome. The plant is beautiful.

13. Pine Straioberries.—The Bicton White Pine is large, handsome, and of
peculiar flavour. It is a heavy cropper and the best. Its colour, when ripe, is

amber white.

The BrittanvW hite Pine, were it a good setter, would be the best. It is very
fine-flavoured. Under glass it is well known that Strawberries do not retain their
fine flavour. There is one, a very great cropper under glass, with all large
fruit, that is very highly pined under glass (worthless here out of doors as
regards flavour)—viz., Ananas Lecoq, vulgarly called Ananias. I sent it to
Critchill to be forced. I reviewed it with Mr. Sturt, and tasted it. The plants
were dry and the calices reflected, but the crop was great, and the flavour was
the best that I ever tasted under glass. The fruitstalks of this sort are as
thick as an Oxlip stalk.

14. Forcers.—Keens' Seedling is the best I ever saw. I do not practise
forcing myself; I saw, however, forced plants and fruits at Dorchester exhi-
b ition, last J"une twelvemonth, of the following, and they were extra beautiful and
well done :—British Queen, Carolina Superba, Sir C. Napier, also fine gathered
fruit of Oscar. They were the property of my friend Captain Foster, brother of
the late Mr. Foster, of Clewer : they were all winners. He told me, on that
occasion, that Strawberries for forcing could not be rammed into the pot too
severely. Like his lamented brother, whatever he does, he does well.

15. Likely Novelties here.—Eclipse, Sanspareil, both are most healthy
plants. They both portended flavour. Eclipse is well-formed and handsome-
Sanspareil is long and necked. I have not fruited the following foreigners but
I can speak of them as plants :—Le Choix Connoisseur is excellent, as is Bosselot
Seedling No. 1. Lucas, Emma, and La Grosse Sucree are nice plants. I have
saved a few runners of the first, as its leaves are so stout, and the plant is' so
handsome and so suitable to my country-—Itursea Trachonitis, or the rough
eountry.

16. A Good General Selection.—Localities, soil, circumstances are so
diverse, that no one can unerringly select Roses or Strawberries for another -

but probably the following would fulfil the greatest number of requirements!
The Alpines and Hautbois tribes before mentioned, maybe safely selected from.'
British Queen, Filbert Pine, Carolina Superba, Bicton Pine, La Constante'
Eliza (Rivers), Wonderful, Empress Eugenie, Trollope's Victoria, Prince of
Wales (Ingram's), Alice Maude, Black Prince, and Keens' Seedling; to
which may be added Eleanor and Frogmore Late Pines. I should think 'that a
man who had this lot in his garden, in good condition, need not fear to say
" Circumspice."
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17. The Great English Strawberry.—Were I asked, so far as my locality is

concerned, which is the most accomplished Strawberry, combining with
invariable good flavour all the talents, I should say at once, Rivers' Sliza. It

is not quite equal to the Queen and some of her race ; but it borders near the
Queen in flavour, and as to general attributes, it will beat her and her whole
race put together. Such fragarians as Dr. Roden, of Kidderminster, and
Messrs. May, Hector, and Ingram, of Blaudford, my three kind neighbours,
will grow the Queen with almost unerring success, their soils being very suitable

to her ; but they are the only persons that I know who can, year after year,

grow her majesty. Mr. May never fails. I have seen as many as fifty big
Queens on a plant. The soil is alluvial, by the river Stour, and it is deep,
rich, and good. He manages Strawberries better than, any one that I know.
He has no trees to interfere with their roots ; and the sun, concentrating its rays
between two narrow walls, gives him the benefit of a forcing-house out of doors.

I have seen there, however, the truth of what Mr. Saul has said in the Florist—
viz., her foliage burnt up, and her immense crop stewed. The best supplies for

the Queen and her race are Eliza, Wonderful, and La Constante, three great
croppers, and generally growable.

Rushton Rectory. W. F. Radcxypfe.

GLADIOLUS AS A POT PLANT.
Good gardeners have told me that you cannot succeed with blooming

Gladioli well in pots ; but having a good deal of decoration to carry out, I was
induced to try them, and really I am quite satisfied with the result. I potted
my bulbs in April last, using pots 7 inches deep and 6 inches wide, which shape
I use for bulbs generally. I employ a rich sandy loam, or good Hyacinth soil,

and the pots are buried in old tan until the leaves appear, when this material is

cleared away down to the surface of the pots. About June the pots are set

thinner and in the full sun, merely filling-up the space between them with
plunging material. They now require manure water twice a»week, and the

flower-scapes tying-up as they appear. About the beginning of August the
blooms are commencing to open, and they are made use of. One especial use

for them is to fill-up central beds in the flower garden, which have been
occupied with such things as Liliums, tall Lobelias, &c, mixed with Cineraria

maritima, and Ribbon-grass. Either of these, mixed with parti-coloured

Gladiolus, is magnificent. They also have a fine effect mixed with fine-foliaged

plants, as Cannas and Caladiums ; to the former, especially, they give colour

and contrast of leaf ;
and, as they continue to bloom until frost comes, are

invaluable. I also use them for decorating balconies, entrance halls (again

mixed with Cannas), and any places where colour is desired in contrast to

masonry I find so useful, that, against the commonly-received opinion, I ask my
brother gardeners to try them when frost sets in. The pots are easily removed
to any spare vinery, and any blooms remaining come in admirably as cut

flowers, for which nothing is better adapted ; but for this object they should be
grown in beds. R. S.

GOLDEN HAMBURGH GRAPE.
Having fruited Golden Hamburgh for four successive years, with some

six other varieties, in a vinery where the fruit usually ripens about the first week
in September, I am obliged to endorse the opinion expressed by your corre-
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spondent " S. T." in last month's issue, and to state that with us it has proved
a shy bearer, and many of the bunches being disposed to run off into claspers,
while in other cases the bunches have been long and loose, the berries swelling
well until the colouring process commences, when they have in every instance
shanked and dropped off, so much so that the bunches have frequently become
useless, or nearly so. Some of the berries in the bunches, however, may have
ripened. Where this has been the case, the berries were large and of a fine
amber tinge ; but then they, like the Stanwick Nectarine, require to be eaten
immediately they are ripe, and consequently cannot by any means be compared
with the Muscat or even the Royal Muscadine, either for flavour or keeping
properties. I have a Vine of the latter variety in the same house, which
annually produces splendid Grapes of a delicious flavour, which, I think, is

peculiar to itself. I have also grown and fruited the Golden Hamburgh in pots,
but with anything but success compared with other varieties where growing
under the same conditions.

From these facts I am led to infer that instead of this Grape proving the
best White Grape in cultivation, it must be classed among the inferior
varieties, to be eventually superseded by such varieties as Buckland Sweet-
water, Muscadine, and other good old sorts.

Whilst on the subject of Grapes, allow me to state we have in the same
house Trentham Black, producing splendid bunches of Grapes of a very rich,
vinous, full, juicy flavour, and always colouring well of an intense purplish-
black, profusely covered with bloom. This I have found in every way a very
desirable Grape, and one that would not disappoint if planted in any late and
mid-season vinery.

Dorset. jj ^

WINTER CUCUMBER-GROWING.
There is probably nothing new in my system ; but as I, in common with

others, still see and hear of failures and complaints that they will not grow,
refuse to bear fruit, that they canker, and that the mysterious Cucumber
disease (which some say proceeds from the same cause as the Potato disease,
on which point I will say nothing more than in gardens where, previous to
the appearance of the murrain, Cucumbers grew without any care they will
scarce grow at all), has attacked the plants, they of course are at a standstill,
if not getting " beautifully less." It is evident the successful management of
this useful addition to the salad is not so well understood and acted upon
as it ought to be.

I have seen a temperature of 80° by day and 70° night, top, and 85° bottom
heat kept up in November and. December, with steam enough for brewing at
the same season

; while another very clever authority on the same subject
gravely informs us he was extra successful with a day temperature of 65 Q

, and
night ditto from 50* to 55°, and often found it early of a cold morning below
50° with no bottom heat at all. I should not expect to cut many fruit by the
first-mentioned plan, as the plants would be forced into a weak unfruitful
growth, and would certainly be only fit for the rubbish-heap by March. By
the second method I should not expect any fruit from December until March,
for the plants would be only kept alive. If the plants had not been overcropped
previous to December they would possibly, with the increase of daylight, sun
heat, and an increase of artificial heat bear fruit again in March, earlier' and
more free than young plants would do, as the plants would be so hardy.

A few causes of failure from personal experience may not be out of place.
One is growing a long summer variety, which at the best is only fit for the
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cook, or for exhibition ; and as a dozen fruit of a small sort may be grown in

the same space as a brace of the large sort, I think where a daily supply is

wanted, if for no other reason, the small variety is preferable.

A second cause of failure is too much water at the root, and too frequent
syringing of the foliage. I never use the syringe over the plants from the
middle of October until the middle of February, and probably the plants are

not watered at the root more than once a-fortnight during the same time. Of
course, if it is a bright dry October or January the plants may require, a more
frequent watering. But any gardener can see when a plant requires water.

I will say nothing of varieties, for some growers prefer Kenyon's, Kenyon's
Improved ; others Sion House, or Sion House Improved ; or some of Cuthill's

really excellent varieties ; while many growers have a favourite hybrid or sup-

posed hybrid of their own, which, if a good cropper and answers their pui-pose,

is no doubt as good as any of the Stars, Victorys, Conquerors, or Champions
which come out annually at a large price for a very small packet of seeds ; and
will, perhaps, be an old acquaintance with a new name, or probably not so

good as sorts you have discarded, the seeds and purchaser being sold at the

same time.

1 prefer growing my plants from cuttings, which I select clean and healthy

early in August
;
put them singly in small pots under hand-glass in Melon-pit

;

they are rooted through in a few days. I then pot the plants into 6-inch pots,

in equal parts of good loam and decayed leaves, taking care always to use

leaves free from fungus spawn, as the smallest particle of that would run
through the bed in a short time after the plants were planted and poison the

whole mass of soil. I saw a case of that sort last spring, and the soil and
plants had to be cleared out just as they ought to be making a good start.

I give the plants another shift to a pot 2 or 8 inches larger as soon as the

roots reach the sides of first, and tie the plant to a stick, but do not stop the

leader at all until after planting, when it has almost reached the top of the

pit, but keep the side shoots stopped as fast as they make a joint.

I plant out as early in September as I can get the second crop of Melons
cleared from the pit, keep rather close for a few days, and then give abun-

dance of air; often the lights half off when very hot, and syringe every after-

noon when bright, aiid shut the pit up for an hour, and then give air again.

As the soil at that season is generally warm enough everywhere it seldom
requires warming in the pit previous to planting, so I generally clear out

Melons in the morning, fill-in for Cucumbers, wash lights, rafters, &c, and
give every part a good scalding with boiling water ; whitewash walls, get in

soil, and plant the Cucumbers in the evening. I have a flow and return 4-inch

pipe under the bed, with 4 inches of rough stones over them, over which I put

about IS inches of partly decayed manure which has been nicely sweetened in

a lining of a hotbed. If at all dry I give it a good watering with boiling water,

which kills woodlice, &c, as well as moistening the litter, which will heat of

itself for a short time
;

and, of course, the heat of the pipes assists and
makes it continuous, and the Cucumber roots go down into the dung and have

the benefit of a clung bottom heat without any of its disadvantages.

The soil I use is two parts good yellow loam, the top spit from an old

pasture carted and used fresh direct from the ground chopped very rough ; one

part couch grass as raked from the ground preparing for Turnips, and one part

decayed leaves, with the addition of a few barrowfuls cf small charcoal and
coarse sand. The body of soil is about 15 inches thick, and I had top-dressings

of the same compost ae the roots come to the surface and the bed sinks, which

it will do to some extent from the loose open nature of the soil, although I

tread it firm after planting.
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I train the plants to a trellis a foot from the glass, and as they grow they

show fruit at every joint ; but we have usually plenty of fruit in frames until

November, so I keep almost all pinched- off. At the same time the shoots are

stopped to give the plants extra strength. I give a bottom heat of 80 y to 85S

through October, with a day temperature of 70 p to 80° sun heat
;
night heat

65° to 70° with air—in fact I have, until the nights get very cold, each light

down quite 8 inches and often 6 inches, and as the soil is soon full of roots,

in the bright autumn days they often require a good soaking of water, and

the evaporating-pans kept full of water ; but in the dull short days I leave the

pans empty, nights especially, in sharp frosty weather, and only sprinkle the

Dec! and walk, excepting in dry days ; but then I have the pans empty by
night. I allow the bottom heat to gradually go down to 70°, and top heat to

about 60° night and 70° days, and never stop any shoots for about two months

in the dead of winter. I fumigate with tobacco paper once a-week, and
sprinkle a little flowers of sulphur on the pipes occasionally to keep down
thrips and red spider ; and as the days lengthen and light increases, gradually

raise the bottom heat to the early autumn range, and the top heat from 75° to 80°,

syringe and shut up early on bright days, and by the beginning of March the

plants will be in full vigour again.

By this method I have always plenty of Cucumbers through the winter

from a small number of plants—in fact, I have never been without Cucumbers
for four years at any time, and the plants bear better than young plants in the

spring, and would continue through the summer ; but the pit is required for

other purposes, and dung-frame Cucumbers require less attention than by any
other method in the summer.

I may add I grow a hybrid raised here, but which I have never been able

to seed, but kept it by cuttings— a plan which I prefer, as the plants do not

grow extra strong at first but will bear from the cutting-pot.

Teddesley Gardens, Stafford. James Taplin.

SMOOTH CAYENNE PINE APPLE.
As there appears a difference of opinion among your correspondents as to

the merits and faults of this Pine, I have taken the liberty of offering a few
remarks from my own experience of several years' trial.

I consider it one of the most useful Pines grown for autumn and winter
use, but as a summer fruit I will not say so much in its favour. It certainly

does not keep so long when cut as the Black Jamaica ; but I do not make a
rule to cut Pines as soon as ripe if I want to keep them for any length of time,

but cut off about half the length of leaves, and stand the fruit in a cold fruit-

room, and cut the fruit when required for use : by so doing J often keep them
for three or four weeks in perfection, which I think is long enough under
ordinary circumstances. I do not know any Pine so easily grown as the
above, as it grows and roots so free and strong, making large stocky plants in

a very short time, but making very few suckers. Where large showy Pines
are required through the winter, the 'Smooth Cayenne is the only variety to be
depended on.

I have seen the fruit, as "M. S." remarks, begin to decay at the bottom
before it was ripe at top ; but I think that is seldom the case when moderately
dry at the root and in the atmosphere at the time of colouring. I have also heard
complaints of the fruit cutting black at the centre when sent to table, which I

think is the case with all Pines if the blossom is wetted when in flower, or if

the atmosphere is too close and moist at the same stage, more especially when
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in bloom late in the autumn, and I do not think it more liable to the last fault

than the Black Jamaica.
Your correspondent " M. S.," in your last Number, referred to the Smooth

Cayenne grown at Bowood several years ago. I may mention it is still grown
there as a winter Pine, and I believe from the original stock ; so I think there

is no doubt of his having the true variety.

I think it would be a great mistake to grow and depend entirely on any
one variety of Pine, either for winter or summer use, when both size and
quality were required, and both r,re generally expected in large establishments.

The principal demand is generally May until August, and from October
until February. For the summer season, Bipley Queen for quality and
general use, and Providence for size, a few of which, to come in in succession

through the summer, well grown, have a noble appearance on the dining-table,

which is its only recommendation. For autumn use, the Black Jamaica as a
fine-flavoured fruit, and cannot be dispensed with at that season; and the
Smooth Cayenne as a fine handsome fruit at that season. It has no equal,

and in my humble opinion is worthy of the highest recommendation I can

LADY DOWNE'S GRAPE.
WITH AH ILLUSTRATION-.

For, several years there was to be found in various gardens in Yorkshire a

late Black Grape, known by the name of Lady Downe's Seedling ; it possessed
considerable local reputation, and ultimately it made its appearance in the

south. No great noise was made when it was ushered into the world ; its

advent was not announced by loud encomiums and Stirling paragraphs, but
nevertheless it forced itself on the attention of some of our best Grape-growers,

and it is to them that Lady Downe's Grape is indebted for the high reputation

it now enjoys.

Three or four years ago Mr. Hill, gardener to Balph Sneyd, Esq,, of Keele
Hall, Staffordshire, adopted this as one of the varieties on which to exhibit

his great skill in Grape-growing, and the specimens he exhibited at the metro-
politan exhibitions are well known to the frequenters of these annual festivals.

Mr. W. Thomson, gardener to his Grace the Duke of Buccleuch^ Dalkeith

Park, has also contributed to extend the reputation of this excellent Grape
by so managing it as to have it as plump and fresh in the months of March and
April as new Grapes. "

As a late-hanging variety it is, perhaps, unsurpassed by any other, taking

all its qualifications into consideration. The bunch we have illustrated is

necessarily a small one to enable us to get it on to the plate ; but as grown
by Mr. Hill, and exhibited by him this season at the Boyal Horticultural

Society's Fruit Exhibition, the bunches were as large as the largest Black
Hamburgh s.

The bunch is large, sometimes shouldered, and sometimes cylindrical. The
berries are also large, roundish, or roundish-oval

;
and, when well grown, an

inch in diameter. Skin rather thick, tough, and membranous, reddish-purple

at first, but becoming quite black when fully coloured, and covered with a

delicate bloom. Flesh dull opaline white, very firm, sweet, and richly

flavoured, with a faint trace of the Muscat aroma.

This is a very valuable Grape. The Vine is very healthy and vigorous,

and the fruit is greatly improved by the Vine being grafted on the Black
Hamburgh as Mr. Hill grows it.
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A SHORT VISIT TO KEW GARDENS.
After entering these lovely gardens, which, the liberality of the British Government has

called into existence, yon do not travel far after passing the beautiful entrance-gate, on Kew
Green, before you find an exemplification of the art which has converted our northern

climate into that of a tropical region ; for on entering the Grecian conservatory you might
imagine its inmates were revelling in all the conditions of their natural life. The principal speci-

mens are comprised of New Holland plants, of which there are magnificent examples of

Banksia Solandra, at least 30 feet high ; also B. Cunninghami, B. integrifolia, and B. compar
;

Melaleuca stypteloides, and Eucalyptus Piiessiana, whose pendulous, Willow-like branches

contrast agreeably with the more rigid forms of the Banksias &c. There is also a good speci-

men of Clethra arborea, finely in bloom on the 18th of August, the date of my visit ; it is a

native of Madeira, with fine dark foliage somewhat like the Alder, and flowers resembling

the Deutzia. Intermixed with these are some handsome tree and other Ferns, the most

noticeable of which are Cyathea medullaris, Dicksonia antarctica, Gleichenia flabellata,

G. microphylla, and Pteris tremula. The side shelves are occupied by some well-grown

Fuchsias and other plants, Datura cornigera flora pleno being very conspicuous on account of

its large, double, white, highly-odoriferous flowers.

Passing from house No. 1 along the main walk you soon reach what used, I believe, to

be the orangery, but which has lately been used as an exotic fernery. It is, probably, desti-

tute of many requirements necessary to a plant-structure, as it is now cleared of the Ferns,

among which, was the magnificent specimen of Angiopteris evecta, and which was, much to

the regret of all, robbed of some of its best fronds in order to remove it to tho Palm-stove.

The building is seemingly to be appropriated as a museum for specimens of timber and curious

examples of wood. Among those already placed here are some fine trunks of Palm, tree

Ferns, Dracaenas, &c. There is one singular example of the tenacity of some climbing plants

to the object supporting them : this is the trunk of a Palm encircled by a Fig; the latter has

twined, and united, and reunited its branches round the Palm in the most singular and
fantastic manner. A good idea of it may be formed by encircling your walking stick with
wire netting.

Turning from the main into one of the side walks you find house No. 3, which is an old

lean-to occupied by various greenhouse plants, among which are good specimens of Statice

Holfordi, S. brassicsefolia, and S. sinuata profusa. There are also good plants of Campanulas,
which, when well grown and flowered as these were, are invaluable for decorative purposes,

especially such pyramidal varieties as C. Vidali and others of both the blue and white
class.

No. 4 is a propagating-house, from which the public are excluded.

No. 5 in the immediate vicinity is a lean-to stove, occupied almost entirely by a remark-
ably fine collection of Begonias. Among the most striking are healthy specimens of Adolpha
Pollock, Decora, Edward Ortgus, Hypargeria Lowii, Little Dorrit, Kollisson's grandis, Tarn
o'Shanter, Sam Weller, and Splendida argentea, together with numerous hybrids of the greatest

excellence. Intermixed with these are good plants of Cyanophyllum magnificum, Bussellia

juncea; and trained under the roof is a fine specimen of Clerodendron splendcns. Placed
upon the front shelf are some good Orchids, Achimenes, Begonias, and a variety of other
plants.

No. 6 is known as the old aquarium, in which is grown in a slate tank a good specimen
of the Victoria regia, which is in good health, and this season has bloomed well. The tank
is built above the level of the floor, and the Lily has extended its leaves over the side, in

consequence of which their edges are somewhat disfigured by visitors constantly rubbing
them in their passage round the tank. The side shelves of the houses are occupied by a rich
and well-grown collection of Caladiums, of which Baraquini, Belleymei, Chantini, Perrietti
picturatum, and AVighti, figure most conspicuously. At the end opposite the entrance is an
extensive collection of Nepenthes or Pitcher-plants ; these are fine large plants, but do not
exhibit the very best health. There are also other plants remarkable for their fine foliage

distributed about the house, which include a good specimen of the handsome Calathea zebrina,
together with several fine Marantas, of which Fasciata flavescens and Porteana are
conspicuous.

Having discovered No. 7 you find it occupied by a class of plants widely at variance
with the usual forms of vegetation. There are persons now living who may remember the
time when our greenhouses could exhibit but few examples of the curious genus Cacteae,
except the creeping Cereus, the Melon and Torch Thistles, and Indian Fig ; but such have
been the enterprise and success of botanical collectors, and the facilities of impregnation and
multiplication (or rather propagation), that to furnish a catalogue of the representatives of
the family contained in this structure would be a downright absurdity. I may, however,
venture to mention some few of the most strikingly curious—for instance, what can be more
strikingly curious than the magnificent specimen of Pilocereus senilis ? A casual observer
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might take it to be a model of Eddistone lighthouse rather than a vegetable form. And
again, what need be more singular than the various specimens of Opuntia ? indeed there is a
singularity attaching to the whole family of these curious plants, and perhaps nowhere in the
world are these singularities brought together and tended as at Kew. The splendid speci-
mens of Agave, Cereus, Cacti, Euphorbias, Yuccas, and a host of others, bespeak but too
plainly that it is no ordinary care that produces them in the perfection in which they
here revel

; and it is not to the Cacti alone that the house owes its interest, for facing the
entrance is placed a fine specimen of Arundo conspicua, or Water Reed, which has a strange
contrast with its neighbours. Then such liliaceous plants as the Agapanthus are placed
among the Agaves, Yuccas, &c. ; while the arched rafters are decorated with such climbing
plants as Passiflora, Iponusa, Dolichos, &c. The best Passion-Flower here is Imperatrice
Eugenie. Another unnamed variety is remarkable for its large yellow fruit, which, inde-
pendent of the bloom, is highly ornamental. Altogether this house possesses a very large
share of interest.

No. 8 is a new brick structure, rendered highly ornamental by the use of coloured
bricks in the construction of its walls. It is occupied'by some magnificent specimens of tree
Ferns.

No 9 is private. It is seemingly a nursery for a very extensive collection of Ferns, among
which may be seen the various variegated forms.

No. 10 is a spacious greenhouse, which this year has undergone thorough repair ; and
is so far completed that one wing is filled with summer-blooming plants in the way of
Fuchsias, Celosias, Statice, &c.

Nos. 11 and 12 combine a spacious span-roofed stove, containing another extensive
collection of Ferns and other ornamental-foliaged plants, one that is especially remarkable
being a splendid example of Cyanophyllum magnificum. Then trained to the pillars sup-
porting the roof are plants of Cissus discolor, and other almost equally meritorious members
of the same family.

Nos. 13 and 14 combine a large greenhouse occupied by an extensive collection of
Fuchsias, ornamental-foliaged plants, some good specimens of Campanula pyramidalis, and a
remarkably showy Lobelia of the tall scarlet kind called Mars, together with numbers too
great to mention.

I here understood I had some dozen other houses, together with the Palm-house, the
new aquarium, the museums, and a host of other attractions to see, and also understood that
the hoiises closed at six o'clock : therefore, leaving little time and little choice but to miss
the majority in favour of the Palm-house and new aquarium.

Entering the Palm-house you are paralysed for awhile at the characteristic beauty of the
tropical forest before you. In the centre of the building the specimens of Caryota urens,
and Coco3 plumosa, have quite reached the top of the lofty structure ; a fine specimen of
Bambusa arundinacea also touches the glass ; and with these are a host of Dions, Livingstonias,
Musas, Seaforthias, and Sabals ; while the undergrowth consists of such plants as Ficuses,
Coffeas, some varieties of Anana, with Dracamas, tree Ferns, and numerous other flowering
and ornamental-foliaged plants. One of which, by-the-by, I had almost overlooked from its

being poked away by the circular stairs leading to the galleries—it is Colons Verschaffelti,
the specimens of which must surely exhibit the utmost capabilities of this truly handsome
plant.

And now entering the aquarium, which the queen of Water Lilies claims as her own,
you are gratified (if so fortunate as I was), to find her majesty decked in court robes this
season. The Lily occupies the centre of the tank (which is level with the floor), and is in a
remarkably good state of health, having bloomed abundantly ; while the interest is enhanced
by its being surrounded with Nymphea alba, N. rubra, N. ccerulea, &c. Then at regular
distances round the margin of the tank are placed specimens of the magnificent Cissus discolor.

The pots in which the plants grow are slightly immersed in the water ; while the plants
mount in columns to the roof. Then connecting each column is a festoon of the same hand-
some plant, which can never be sufficiently appreciated unless seen in the magnificent profu-
sion in which it is here displayed. In small tanks level with the floor, and occupying the
corners of the house, are specimens of the sacred Bean Nelumbium speciosum, Papyrus anti-

quorum, and other less notable aquatics. Pound the sides of the house are placed collec-

tions of fine-foliaged plants, including Alocasia macrorhiza variegata (a large and beautiful
plant, together with Caladiums, and Musas, of which violacea was finely in bloom, and the
plants of glauca, zebrina, and discolor exhibiting the finest health. This house appears to

be a general favourite and centre of attraction.

And now it is closing time. The aquarium, however, is kept open an hour later to give
visitors an additional opportunity to see the Victoria bloom.

The visitor may still find abundant attraction out of doors. Wandering along the fine

grass walk (or vista) leading to the pagoda, you fall upon the new conservatory or winter
garden, which is fast approaching a state of completion. The roof is on, and the heating
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apparatus on the ground, so that it may he expected to approach completion this autumn.
When this is done Kew will not lack room for New Holland plants, or any others that
require it.

The young Deodars on each side of the vista are looking remarkably well, and will, in a
few years, form a grand feature in this part of the grounds.

The bedding plants along the main walk were evidently past their best on the 18th of
August, yet the arrangements were superb. Of new plants used were Coleus Verschaifelti
and G-napkalium lanatum, this last being a useful addition to the dwarf class of edging
plants. The beds of Purple Zelinda Dahlia, edged with Calceolaria, were truly magnificent
from, their abundant bloom, dwarf compact habit, and rich colouring. The flower garden in
front of tbe Palm-stove was the beau ideal of beauty, the fine masses of Perilla nankinensis,
Calceolaria Aurea fioribunda, Tom Thumb Geranium, and Purple King Verbena, together
with the variegated Alyssum, contributing to form a most enchanting whole.

It would fill a folio volmne to particularise all the alluring attractions which Kew Gardens
now present ; but I may conclude by remarking that its value does not consist alone in its

ornamental and recreative grandeur, but also in its being the most extensive field in Europe
for the edification of the botanical student ; while everything is being done for those actually
employed in the establishment, including a fine library of botanical and horticultural works,
weekly lectures, and willing information from the officials to all inquirers.

Algarlcirli, Lincolnshire. J. MoP.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, Oct. 8.

GREAT INTERNATIONAL SHOW OE ERUIT, "VEGETABLES, CEREALS, AND GOURDS.
Prom " coast to coast in friendly chain " came representatives to this great Show.

Prom " western continent and isle " to " eastern climes." Prom the " inhospitable regions
of the north" to the " golden lands of the sunny south," in some proportion, came produc-
tions of tbe growing horticultural enterprise of the nations o'f the world. It was a marvellous
show of fruit—great, chiefest of all in the excellence of its many subjects ; but teaching this
most unmistakeably—the pre-eminence of English over continental growth. Englishmen
walked proudly along by the lines of fruit that covered the tables, and saw another indication
of then country's supremacy. The enthusiasm of some could not be suppressed, and found
vent in exclamations of gratification that the "old land" was so far in the van of fruit-
production.

The large conservatory was devoted entirely to fruit, and some more was found in the
eastern arcade, where also were staged much of the continental and antipodal contributions.
Agricultural roots and cereals were in western arcade contiguous to the conservatory. The
Gourds and vegetables found a lodgment in the arcade by the side of the machinery depart-
ment of the Great Exhibition. Pine samples of cereals were ranged in the place indicated

;

most striking of all were cases of Mr. Hallet's Pedigree Nursery Wheat. Agricultural roots
were staged in large quantities

;
Turnips, Mangolds, Carrots, Kohl Rabi, &c, were piled in

successive banks, and terminated in a splendid group of agricultural produce furnished by
Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading—a stand that of itself was an exhibition arranged with the
same skill and taste that seem always to characterise the stands of this well-known seed
establishment. Between this division and that of the vegetables were arranged the Gourds
in all sizes, and shapes, and colours ; but in the name of all that is useful, to what purpose
can they be turned—what will compensate for all this outlay of cultivation ? Is it only that
they can be manufactured into good jam P some pots of which were in the group exhibited by
Mr. Cattell, of Westerham, which possessed a most agreeable flavour, resembling that of the
Apricot.

A huge circular mound of fruit was raised in the centre of the conservatory; the
larger portion of it was from Mr. Lewis Solomon, Centre Eow, Covent Garden, the re-
mainder from Messrs. Webber & Co., of the same place. There were Pines, and Grapes, and
gigantic Pears and Apples so high coloured, and so large, as to look like artificial models, to
procure which the south of Europe had been explored. Of the former there were specimens
of Duchesse d'Angouleme, Glou Morceau, Bon Chretien d'Espagne, Easter Beurre, Calebasse,
St. Germains, and fruit of immense size of P/vedale's St. Germains, shown under tbe name
of Belle Angevine, by which it is known in France. Of Apples there were wonderfully-
sized examples of Eibston Pippin and White Calville ; also Reinette Blanche d'Espagne and
Reinette du Canada. There were also Pomegranates, Cardoons, Tomatoes, Brazil Nuts, and
Walnuts, all in keeping with their gigantic colleagues.

Pive collections of Miscellaneous Fruit were staged by private growers. Mr. G. Tillyard,
gardener to J . Kelk, Esq., Stanmore, was first, having beautiful bunches of Muscat and
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Black Hamburgh Grapes ; Brown Turkey and White Marseilles Pigs ; Golden Drop and
Imperatrice Plums; Currants, Raspberries, Morello Cherries; Moorpark Apricots ; Chaumontel
and Glou Morceau Pears

; Cox's Pomona Apples
;
Melons, and Walburton Admirable Peach.

Second, Mr. A. Henderson, Trentham Gardens, having Antigua and Montserrat Pine Apples,
Trenthani Hybrid Green-fleshed and White-fleshed Melons (very fine), White Tokay,
Black Hamburgh, and Black Prince Grapes ; Walburton Admirable Peaches, and Elruge Nec-
tarines

; Red and White Currants ; fruit of Eugenia Ugni, Golden Drop and Diamond Plums,
White Ischia and Brown Turkey Figs, Lord Suffield and' White Oalville Apples, and Louise
Bonne and Williams' Bon Chretien Pears. Third, Mr. W. Kaile, gardener to Earl Lovelace,
Ripley, Surrey.

With Queen Pine Apples Mr. W. Green, gardener to Mrs. Honeywood, Kelvedon, was
first, having a fine fruit weighing 6 lbs. 1 oz.

;
second, Mr. G. Young, gardener to W. H.

Stone, Esq., Havant ; and third, Mr. E. Robinson, gardener to R. Benyon, Esq., M.P.,
Reading. Mr. Thomas Ingram, Royal Gardens, Frogmore, was first with a smooth-leaved
Cayenne, weighing 6 lbs. 7 ozs. Second, Mons. Chantrier, head gardener to the Due de
Levis Vantadour, Noisiel, near Paris, with a smooth Cayenne, weighing 7 lbs. 12 ozs. Third,
Mr. H. Bwye, gardener to R. T. Crawshay, Esq., Merthyr Tydvil.

With six bunches of White Muscat Grapes, Mr. W. Hill, gardener to R. Sneyd, Esq.,
Keele Hall, who has the reputation of being the most successful Grape-grower in England,
was first with fruit weighing 17i lbs.

;
second, Mr. G. Tillyard

;
third, Mr. J. Meredith,

Garston, Liverpool. The three bunches of White Muscats, Mr. Drummond, gardener to
J. S. Smith, Esq., Tunbridge Wells, were marvellous fruit ; for while the colour was all that
could be desired, the size, form, and plumpness of the berries were faultless. Second, Mr.
G. Tillyard

;
third, Mr. J. H. Potts, gardener to M. Phillips, Esq., Stratford-on-Avon. Mr.

Sage, gardener to Earl Howe, Atherstone, had some splendid bunches of Trebbiano in the
Class for any other White Grape, one bunch alone weighing 7i lbs. Second, Mr. J. Ingram,
gardener to J. J. Blandy, Esq., Reading, with fine examples of the same variety. Third, Mr.
J. Meredith, Garston, Liverpool, with Nixon's Seedling. With six bunches of Black Ham-
burgh Grapes, Mr. A. Henderson was first with beautifully-coloured and fine fruit ; and
equal second were Messrs. Hill and Meredith with Mr. Ingram, of Reading, third. With
three bunches, Mr. Drummond bore off the palm, having a variety known as Wilmot's, and
distinguished for the size of its berries. Mr. A. Henderson was second, and Mr. J. Omant,
gardener to J. Lurck, Esq., Epsom, third. The Class for any other Black Grape excepting
Hamburgh was an extremely interesting one, from the variety and number of the subjects.

Mr. Drummond was first with Black Barbarossa, being very like Black Hamburghs
;
second,

Mr. J. Meredith, Garston, Liverpool, with Kempsey Alicante, a peculiar-looking Grape,
the berries being large, long, and oval, and beautifully covered

;
third, Mr. W. Hill, gardener

to R. Sneyd, Esq., with Lady Downe's Seedling. Kempsey Alicante was also shown
by Mr. Cox, gardener to C. H. Reyds, Esq., Worcester. Mr. Bwye had Black Prince, and
Mr. Tillyard West's St. Peter's.

A very large quantity of Pears were produced. With twelve dishes of dessert kinds,
Mr. Dwerrihouse, gardener to Viscount Eversley, Heckfield, was first with Brown Beurre,
Beurre Diel, Flemish Beauty, Louis d' Orleans, Beurre Ranee, Vicar of Winkfield, Easter
Beurre, Gansel's Bergamot, Winter Nelis, ISTe Plus Meuris, Beurre de Capiaumont, and
Marie Louise. Second, Mr. A. Ingram, Frogmore Gardens, with Knight's Monarch, King-
sessing, Duchesse d'Angouleme, Chancellor, Beurre Diel, Prince Albert, Beurre Ranee, Van
Mons Leon le Clerc, Chaumontel, Conseiller de la Cour, Beurre de Capiaumont, and a
Californian variety. Equal third, Mr. J. Morris, gardener to T. White, Esq., Wethersfield

;

and Mr. T. Frost, gardener to E. L. Betts, Esq., Aylesford. With six dishes of dessert

Pears, Mr. S. Snow, gardener to the Countess Cowper, Wrest Park, Beds., was first with
splendid fruit of Marie Louise, Beurre d'Anjou, Marechal de la Cour, Van Mons Leon le

Clerc, Glou Morceau, and Beurre Diel. Second, Mr. J. Ford, Watton, Herts, Avith Marie
Louise, Glou Morceau, Beurre Diel, Beurre Ranee, Easter Beurre, and Duchesse d'Angou-
leme. Third, Mr. G. Tranter, gardener to the Hon. G. D. Ryder, Hemel Hempstead ; and
extra prizes to Mr. A. Bousie, gardener to Lord Taunton, Stoke, near Slough ; and to Mr.
J. Stroud, gardener to the Hon. Mrs. Finch, Great Berkhampstead, With three dishes of

dessert Pears, Mr. A. Ingram, Frogmore Gardens, was first with Golden Russet and British

Queen, two very pleasing-looking Pears, both having a smooth golden yeUow skin; the
last-named being the largest fruit ; and it was stated by Mr. Powell that it possessed an
exquisite flavour. The remaining dish was Gansel's Bergamot. Mr. Bousie had three

dishes of fruit of a very high order of the following :—Marie Louise, Beurre Bosc, and
Triomphe de Jodoigne, that were deservedly second, but they were disqualified by the

Judges because of "incorrect nomenclature," the last-named being Hrbaniste : hence the

fatal objection. Mr. Bousie stated to us then, what he has since amplified in the Gardener's

Chronicle, that he received the grafts of the fruit from the Horticultural Society under the

name by which he exhibited it
;

and, further, seemed quite at a loss to discover why, if his
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fruit was disqualified because of being wrongly named, Mr. Lunisden's fruit, who was
placed second, was not also rendered ineligible to compete—two of bis disbes containing eight

fruits each, instead of six, as stated in tbe schedule. Tbe question naturally arises, would
the disqualification also have arisen if the fruit had been exhibited unnamed ? Perhaps, if

"incorrect" spelling was visited by disqualification, it would only be pushing to a legiti-

mate issue the position of the Judges. This does want reforming, for at every exhibition
of fruit orthographic errors are the rule instead of the exception. It will be seen that in
Mr. Solomon's group of fruit, Uvedale's St. Germains Pear was shown under a French name.
Perhaps Mr. Bousie's cause of disqualification might have arisen from some continental
frynonyme having been affixed to his fruit. Mr. D. Lnrnsden, gardener to Lady Hamilton,
Sleaford, was second with Marie Louise, Beurre Bosc, and Gansel's Bergamot; third, Mr.
T. Frost, gardener to E. L. Betts, Esq., Aylesford. With a single dish, Mr. Ingram, Frog-
more, was again first with British Queen

;
second, Mr. W. Bain, gardener to A. Perkins, Esq.,

Hounslow, with Seckel : and third, Mr. Culvcrwell, Thorp Perrow Gardens, Bedale, with
Hacon's Incomparable. With a single dish of Kitchen Pears, Mr. S. Snow, Wrest Park,
was first with Uvedale's St. Germains

;
second, Mr. Wilmot, gardener to Mrs. Crompton,

Boehampton, with Catillac
;
third, Mr. S. Ford, gardener to W. E. Hubbard, Esq., Horsham,

with Uvedale's St. Germains.
Apples were as fine as they were numerous. Mr. Bousio was first with twelve dishes of

dessert Apples, having splendid fruit of Clark's and Cockle Pippins, Beauty of Wilts,
Eosemary Eusset, lung and Eibston Pippins, Court-Pendu Plat, Formosa, Nonpareil,
Gravenstein, Benwell's Pearmain, Devonshire Quarrenden, and Cox's Orange Pippin. Second,
Mr. J. D. Whiting, gardener to H. T. Hope, Esq., Dorking, with Franklin's Golden Pippin,
Adams' Pearmain, King of the Pippins, Ashmead's Kernel, Sweeney Nonpareil, Blenheim
Pippin, Herefordshire Pearmain, Eibston and Eldon Pippins, Braddick's Nonpareil, Court-
Pendu Plat, and Mickleham Pearmain. Third, Mr. T. Frost. Extra, Mr. A. Ingram.
With six dishes, Mr. W. Hall, gardener to Captain Tyrrell, Ealing, was first, with Fearn
Pippin, Braddick's Nonpareil, King of Pippins, Eibston Pippin, Court-Pendu Plat, and
Blenheim Orange. Second, Mr. G. Lane, St. Mary's Cray, with Forge Seedling, Kerry
Pippin, Buck's Nonsuch, Bull's New Golden Eeinette, King of Pippins, and Cornish Gilli-

fiower. Third, Mr. A. Simpson, gardener to Lady Molyneux, Stoke Farm. Extra, Mr. J.
Wilmot. With three dishes of ripe fruit, Mr. J. Wright, gardener to Mrs. Eamsden,
Twickenham, was first, with beautiful fruit of Grolden Eusset, King of Pippins, and Duchess
of Clarence. Second, Mr. Newton, gardener to G. J. Graham, Esq., Enfield Chase, Avith
Margil, Eibston Pippin, and Scarlet Nonpareil. Third, Mr J. Widdowson, gardener to
C. A. Barnes, Esq., Bickmansworth, with Eibston, King of Pippins, and Golden Eeinette.
Extra, Mr. A. Simpson, with one dish of ripe fruit. Mr. G. G-rover, Hammersmith, was first

with splendid specimens of Kirke's Incomparable. Second, Mr. W. Salmon, West Ham
Abbey, with Cornish Gilliflower. Third, Mr. J. Barnett, gardener to B, Botfield, Esq.,
M.P., Shiffhal, with Golden Eeinette. Extra, Mr. J. Ford, having King of Pippins. With
six dishes of kitchen Apples, Mr. S. Snow was first, with remarkably fine examples of Bull's
Golden Eeinette, Wellington, Blenheim Pippin, Eeinette du Canada, Gloria Mundi, and
Alfriston. Second, Mr. A. Mcffatt, gardener to Viscount Maynard, Dunmow, withWellington,
Blenheim Orange, Old Hawthornden, Eeinette du Canada," Wilson's Defiance, and Magnum
Bonum. Third, Mr. D. Ayres, Eanelagh House, Fulham, with the larger collection of
twelve dishes, a class that contained remarkably fine fruit, " without spot or blemish." Mr.
J. Butterfield, Basingbourne, was first, having Cat's Head, Blenheim Orange, Normanton
Wonder, Nelson's Codlin, Emperor Alexander, Kentish Brading, King's Pippin, Norfolk
Beaufin, Waltham Abbey Seedling, Bedfordshire Foundling, Eoyal Eusset, and Golden
Noble. Second, Mr. Cox, gardener to W. Wells, Esq., Eedleaf, with Waltham Abbey Seedling,
Yorkshire Greening, Wellington, Celini, Dutch Codlin, Emperor Alexander, Poor Man's
Profit, Gloria Mundi, Eoyal Eusset, Claude, Norfolk Beaufin, and Blenheim Orange. Third,
Mr. A. Moffatt, Dunmow. With three dishes, Mr. Snow again led the way, having equally
fine fruit of Alfriston, Gloria Mundi, and Golden Noble. Second, Mr. G. Scrymger, gardener to
E. Palmer, Esq., Eeading, with Yorkshire Greening, Emperor Alexander, and Blenheim
Orange. Third, Mr. D. Ayres, Fulham. With a single dish, Mr. Snow was first, having
Alfriston ; and with the heaviest five kitchen Apples, the same good fortune attended him,
having a dish of Alfriston weighing 5J lbs. With a single dish, Mr. Culverwell, Bedale, was
second to Mr. Snow, having fine specimens of King. Mr. W. Green, Kelvedon, had the
second best dish of heavy Apples, the variety being American Pippin.

A dish of Oranges came from Mr. H. Baker, gardener to J. Harrison, Esq., Leicester.
Melons were shown by several growers, of the usual kinds seen on the exhibition tables.

Mr. Tillyard, of Stanmore, was first, and Mr. Bousie was second, with a single dish of Plums
the variety in each case being Coe's Golden Drop. Some fine Eaby Castle Currants came
from Mr. G. Terry, gardener to L. Ames, Esq., St. Albans ; and some Strawberries were also
produced

;
but, as might have been expected, they were very small. Mr. Parsons, of
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Danesbury, Welwyn, had a few Raspberries ; and several extra prizes wero awarded to
Grapes, Pine Apples, Vanilla fruit, Nuts, &c.

A continuation of the Report shall be given in the December Number, that shall embrace
the vegetables, and seedling flowers, and new plants that were brought before the Floral-
Committee. Quo.

EFFECT OF CLIMATE UPON TREES.
It may be interesting, and perhaps useful, to the young gardener, to learn the effect of

climate upon trees, especially such species or varieties which, though perfectly hardy in
England, yet for want of a hot, dry climat^ like ours, fail to ripen their wood or flower
freely. The using over-too-rich a soil, or any cause that will give over-luxuriant or late

growth should, in a climate such as England, be avoided, as the great object of the gardener
should be to obtain an early moderate growth, having the wood well matured during the
latter part of the summer and fall. It will be observed, from the few examples I give, that
Chinese and Japanese trees succeed well with us, much, better than in England, from the
similarity of our climates, both having hot burning summers and intense cold winters.

Acacia julibrissin.—My first acquaintance with this plant was trained against wall3 in
the gardens of England, where its beautiful foliage had at all times made it a favourite.

It was there a slow, delicate grower. Shortly after my arrival in this city some years since,

on a hot July day, in company with an excellent botanist, I was passing a public square in this

city, and, observing in a garden a beautiful tree covered with bloom, I stood to admire it.

"What can it be?" I exclaimed to my friend. "Surely it is not Acacia julibrissin!"

"Yes," my friend remarked, " that is the tree !
" It was abou.t 20 feet high, a lovely object

I remarked, its growth being slow in England. As the wood scarcely ever matures, all the

growth is nearly killed back in winter. Two-year seedlings in the quarters of my nursery
have made a growth 3 feet long, and ripened to the point— all the effect of a' hot
burning sun.

Hibiscus syriacus.—This shrub is found in every part of the States, north and south,

and everywhere beautiful—in this latitude blooming in great beauty in July. Like the pre-

ceding, it ripens its wood to the point almost as hard as oak : hence its profuse flowering.

Araucaria imbricata.—Many correspondents to the horticultural press in England have
recounted the deaths of this noble tree during a late winter. Some ten or eleven years

since many specimens were planted in the parks and squares in this city. For a few years

they continued to grow well, until, like you, we got an unusually severe winter (10° below

zero), which destroyed all but one. This solitary specimen is growing vigorously, and

is very fine.

Bignonia grandijlora.—Very frequently this is classed in England as a greenhouse

climber. Only have its wood well matured, and it will withstand any amount of cold. I

have known it stand out in the State of New York, without the slightest protection, where

the thermometer was 20° below zero. Plant against a hot wall, in a thin poor soil, and
success is certain.

Catalpa syringcefolia.—I once saw this tree bloom in England. That was at Tredegar

Park, near Newport, Monmouthshire. The trees on this occasion were old, stunted, and

could mature their little growth. This native tree is of very rapid growth. I have had
young plants in the nursery make a season's growth from 5 to 6 feet in length and ripen to

the point. Here it blooms about midsummer in great profusion, and is a lovely object. It

attains quite a large size, but commences blooming when young. It is a very ornamental

and beautiful tree.

Paiilownia imperialis.
—"What a gorgeous object is this in bloom ! I know of no large

tree to compare with it. It grows luxuriantly in our hot sun, and in a very few years is a

good-sized tree. As the wood is properly matured, it gives bloom when young and freely.

The beauty of a tree loaded with myriads of its beautiful blue flowers may be easily

imagined.
Kdlreuteria panicuMa.—A writer in the Gardener's Chronicle, a short time since, noticed

the growth of this tree in Paris. At this I am not surprised, as any lover of trees or shrubs

must be struck with it in bloom, its long panicles of golden yellow blooms having a superb

effect. With us it is liberally planted in our gardens and public parks, where, from its

distinct character and freedom of flowering, it is greatly admired. Like the preceding,

well matures its wood.
Forsythia viridissima and suspensa.—These are beautiful objects in this climate, as much

at home as any of our native shrubs. I have known them endure 20° below zero, and not a

flower-bud injured. Their growth is rapid, especially the latter, maturing their wood well.

They are among our earliest blooming shrubs in spring, and lovely objects in a garden,

being one sheet of golden yellow bloom.
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Spiraea Reevesii.—Frequently I have know this plant disappoint cultivators in England
by not blooming, and this for want of having the wood matured. Here, where this want of
ripening does not exist, both varieties (single and double) are perfect sheets of bloom in
spring. Prunifolia flore pleno very frequently shows green in its bloom in England, a thing
which never occurs out-doors in this climate, where its blooms are of snowy whiteness and
with which the plants are loaded. In our forcing-houses during winter, the defect in the
flowers, by becoming partly green, is of frequent occurrence.

Cryptomeria japonica,—When this beautiful conifer is not over-luxuriant in growth and
matures its wood, it will endure 10° below zero. Young plants in a good soil very frequently
grow with great rapidity and late, in which case the leaders are frequently killed back ; but
where these are protected for the first few years until the plant attains size, the growth is

less vigorous and well matured. It is among our hardiest and finest evergreens.
Euonymus japonicus.—I have seen this plant injured more by 10° below freezing in

England than I have by as many below zero in this country—such is the effect of having
wood well matured. With a slight protection out-doors, I have known them pas3 with
little injury through 20° below zero.

Magnolia grandijlora.—The prince of our native evergreens is, indeed, a superb tree.
In this latitude, when young and growing vigorously, its young wood needs a little

protection ; but once it attains size, 10° below zero will not injure it. Why, then, treat it so
tenderly as it frequently is in England ? It is not protection from cold which it requires,
but to be planted in a dry, warm situation, where it will mature its growth perfectly and
early. With us it gives its magnificent blooms early in July.

The foregoing Est I could extend ; but enough is given to show the effects of a hot, dry
climate. The thinking gardener will know how to apply the facts givon, not only to those
trees and shrubs, but to others from kindred climates.

Washington City, B.C., U.S.A. J ohx Saul, Nurseryman and Seedsman.

JUDGING DAHLIAS AT KENSINGTON, Sept. 10th.
In your last Number of the Florist and Pomologist, the statement made respecting

what took place in judging the Dahlias in the Nurserymen's Classes, is by no means correct.
In Class 16, forty-eight blooms, the Judges had no difficulty, and no two gentlemen were
called in. In Class 17, twenty-four blooms, one of the Judges contended strongly for
placing the two stands upon an equality. Two gentlemen were called in, and Mr. Turner
was placed first. W. Dodds, one of the Judges on that occasion,

REVIEWS.
The Young Gardener's Educator. By William Keane, The Old Ho icultural Gardens,

Edtvardes' Place, Kensington. London : Groombridge Sf Sons.

In the present volume, Mr. Keane presents to his readers a series of lessons, written in a
popular and conversational style, on the various subjects which are now considered useful
auxiliaries, if not really requisite, as part of a gardener's education, comprising- English
grammar, geology, botany, vegetable physiology, horticultural chemistry, physical geogxaphy,
entomology, and measiiring, architectural drawing, letter-writing, penmanship, &c. It is
most commendable in any one endeavouring to bring even an outline of the above branches
of practical and scientific knowledge under the notice of young gardeners

; which
subjects, generally speaking, are explained and elucidated in a clear and satisfactory'manner,
and cannot fail to be of use to the class for which the author intends it, and to whom we can
recommend the work as containing very much that will improve and instruct them.

Hints on the Construction and Management of Orchard-houses. By J. R. Pearson The
Nurseries, Chihvell, near Nottingham. Second Edition, London : Journal of Horticiilture and
Cottage Gardener Office. 1862.

J

This unpretending little work possesses the great merit of brevity, and combines a
clearness of describing practical information we have rarely seen equalled. The author's
complete knowledge of his subject appears in every line he has written, both on the
construction of orchard-houses and the cultivation of their inmates ; and there is more sound
philosophy in the forty-three pages which comprise this little volume than in many works ten
times the size. Send eighteen penny stamps at once to the office and procure the book for
yourselves, is our advice to all who are interested in orchard-house building or cultivation
And we can confidently .remind readers of all classes, that if they will only follow the
author in his practice, equal success will attend their labours.

*
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CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS.

Conservatory .

Givk air freely -when the state of the weather per-
mits, but be careful to guard against cold cutting
winds. Avoid using any more fire heat at present
than is absolutely necessary to keep out frost. Water
carefully. Camellias that are swelling their buds
will require attention. Chrysanthemums will now
be in full flower; and, if they are nice plants and are
tastefully arranged, they will give this house a gay
appearance for several weeks. Pick-off all dead
leaves and decaying flowers, and keep the foliage of
all plants as clean as possible, either by occasionally
syringing or by washing.

Greenhouse.
All the plants should ere this be housed, arranged,

and in proper order for the coming winter. Take
advantage of bad weather to tie and train any plants
that may require it, and to clean plants that are

filthy. Ventilate freely in dry weather, avoiding cold

draughts. "Water carefully, especially in dull weather,
as but little will be wanted unless for plants that are

swelling their flower-buds. Keep the night tempe-
rature from 40° to 45°, and use no more fire heat than
is absolutely necessary. Fumigate for green fly, and
keep everything neat and clean.

Stove.
Tie-up Poinsettias, Euphorbias, Justicias, Begonias,

and other winter-flowering plants that they may look
as neat as possible. "When well done they give a
cheerful appearance to this house during the winter.

Keep all plants clean, and attend well to their wants.
See plants that are at rest are safe. Give air freely

in fine weather, and always in the forenoon, closing

up early in the afternoon. Fire heat will now be
necessary, as the night temperature should be kept
about 60°.

Feower Gabeen.
Clear away all dead flower-stems, and clear and

dig over the beds and borders. Plant the beds with
dwarf evergreens, with bulbs and with spring-flower-

ng plants. Protect tender Roses, bulbs, and every-

thing that requires it. Clean and roll wa'iks. Plant
edgings, and push forward all groundwork whilst the

weather continues favourable. Attend carefully to

the stock of "bedding plants;" those in pits and
frames must have all the air possible, and should be
kept as dry as they safely can be. Cover up well at

nights to make safe against frost. Pleasure Grounds.
—Push forward alterations and planting with all the

despatch possible. It will now require daily labour

and attention to keep the walks and lawns clear of

the falling leaves.

Forcing.
Fruit.—Pine Apples.—Attend to the wants of fruit

now swelling. "Water when necessary. Keepamoist
atmosphere, and see they have a propersteady bottom

heat. Maintain a night temperature of 70°, and a

day one of 80° to 85°. Plants for starting early next

year must now be at rest. Keep the atmosphere
tolerably dry and give plenty of air, and be careful

the night temperature is never below 60°. The suc-

cession plants will demand considerable attention

now. All active growth of the plants should now
cease. They should have plenty of air and a dry

atmosphere, with a night temperature of about 60°.

They must have a steady bottom heat of about 85'1
:

this is indispensable to success. The temperature by

day need not exceed 70°, unless by sun heat. If the

soil be tolerably moist they will not require any
water at present. Vines.—The early house started

last month will now require some attention. If the

wood was well ripened, and the roots are all right,

there will be no difficulty in getting them to break

freely and regularly. Maintain a moist atmosphere,

and a night temperature of about 50° until they

break; it should then be raised to 55°. The day
temperature should be 10° or 12° above the night

temperature. Water well the inside borders. See

there is a nice heat in the outside borders. Attend

to the fermenting materials used for this purpose.

Towards the end of the month start a second hou
for succession; begin as with the early house with a
low temperature and moist atmosphere. Water in-
side borders and cover the outside ones with ferment-
ing materials. Late Grapes.—Keep as cool and dry
as possible. When fire heat is necessary, use it
during the day when plenty of air can be given.
Guard against an arid atmosphere, as this would
cause them to shrivel. Peaches and Nectarines.—
Take advantage of bad weather to dress the trees in
the early house with a mixture of soft soap, sulphur,
clay, lime, and tobacco water, made with water to
the consistency of paint. Tie all the shoots neatly to
the trellis. Have the houses thoroughly cleansed,
and see the heating apparatus is in proper order.
Give all the air possible in open weather. Figs.—
These should also be dressed with the mixture recom-
mended above for Peaches, and the shoots should be
tied-in in bad weather. Give an abundance of air, but
on no account let the wood get frozen. Cherries.—The
plants for early forcing should be got under cover
before severe weather sets in. They should have all

the air possible. Stratvberries.—These will now have
done growing, and should at once be placed in their
winter quarters. Put some in a cold pit, vinery,
or Peach-house for the first batch of forcing plants.
The principal point to be attended to in wintering
the plants is to keep the crowns and roots safe from
all injury from frost. Ridging is an excellent plan,
and for a large quantity is, perhaps, the easiest way
of wintering them, as the roots are perfectly safe if

the ridges are made sufficiently wide and are well
thatched on the top, and in frosty weather the plants
are easily protected. Oucvmbers.—Plants for winter
fruiting should be just now coming into bearing.
Let the plants have ail the light and air possible, and
water carefully when necessary. But above all

things pay the greatest attention to the bottom heat;
if that be right there will be little difficulty in getting
plenty of Cucumbers during the winter months.
Keep the shoot stopped and tied down. Maintain a
tolerably moist atmosphere. Keep the temperature
by night about 70°, and during the day about 80°

with an increase by sun heat.

Hardy Fruit.
Frequently examine the fiuit in the fruit-room.

Plant fruit trees of all kinds in properly-made
borders. It is nothing less than a waste of time and
labour to plant in cold, wet, undrained soils. See to

the drainage of the borders in the first place, and then
add whatever will improve it. Proceed with pruning
when the leaves are off the trees ; it is much better
in every respect doing it now than leaving until the
spring. Where summer pruning has been properly
attended to there will not be much winter pruning.
Any standard trees that have been neglected should
be carefully gone over, and all the ill-placed branches
should be removed. Keep the centres of the trees

open. The majority of orchard trees in this country
are ruined for want of proper pruning.

Kitchen Garden.
Remove all old crops, and manure and dig or ridge-

up all vacant ground. When tho tops of Asparagus
turn yellow, the whole should be cut and cleared
away, and the beds cleaned of weeds, and then dressed
with a good coating of rotten manure. Artichokes
should now be dressed and earthed-up. Earth-up
Celery when dry and the plants have grown suffi-

ciently. Tie-up Endive and Lettuces, and protect

from frosts. Cauliflowers, protect. Carrots, Pars-
nips, Beetroot, Salsafy, and Scorzo?iera, if not
already done, take-up and store away in dry sand.

Peas and Beans, make a sowing of Sangster's No. 1

Pea on a warm border, and of Early Mazagan BeaD.
Persevere In destroying weeds. It is rather difficult

to keep anything like a neat appearance at this

season, but every effort should be made to do so, by
removing all dead or decayed vegetables, and con-
stantly cleaning and sweeping. Plant Box-edging,
roll walks, and push forward alterations whilst the

weather continues favourable.—M.S.
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FANCY PANSIES.
WITH AN It J, TJ ST HAT ION.

No section of florists' flowers has had a more chequered career than the
Fancy Pansy. We quite recollect two or three varieties being brought into
notice some twelve or fourteen years since, when the acknowledged florists'

varieties were so popular • but, being- regarded as unwelcome intruders, they
were speedily discarded.

We believe Mr. Downie, of Edinburgh, was one of the first raisers, and
about twelve years since introduced Dandie Dinmot and one or two others.
Mr. Salter also took them in hand ; but, the kinds being generally small and
unattractive, the flower did not make headway in popular opinion. The French
florists, especially M. Miellez, of Lille, afterwards followed in the same track,
and succeeded in producing Miracle, Belle Esquermoise, Princesse Mathilde,
and other kinds, which were first introduced into England by Messrs. E. G.
Henderson & Son, and were placed in the hands of Mr. William Dean, of
Shipley, in Yorkshire, for cultivation, the colder climate of the north during
the summer being more suitable for the Pansy than that of London. In the
hands of Mr. Dean the flower soon made rapid progress ; and Princess AjsiGE

{fi9- !')» Etoile du Nord, and other advanced kinds were introduced by him in
the autumn of 1861. These have been followed by Mrs. Moore {Jig. 2), one
of the most perfect and beautiful kinds yet raised ; Leotard

{fig. 3), a very
attractive sort ; and several other kinds just introduced for the first time. For
the samples of these which we have figured we have to thank our friend
Mr. Dean, by whom they were raised.

The Fancy Pansy will, unquestionably, reach a high position in popular
estimation, and most deservedly so ; for whilst the florists' Pansy is restricted
to three classes—selfs, white ground, and yellow ground, the Fancy Pansy is

capable of unlimited extension in point of variety, and the colours are, in most
of them, extremely rich and beautiful, whilst in form many of them are now
equal or nearly so to the florists' kinds.

As border flowers, these comparatively new-fashioned Pansies are most
valuable, as they grow more freely than a great number of the florists' kinds,
and occupy more space. They revel in soil composed of turfy sod and leaf
mould, and if the situation admits of shelter from the midday sun so much the
better ; but they, or, in facts any Pansies, should not be under trees. The
best method of propagating them is to pull off young rooted pieces in November,
and plant them out in favourable situations

;
or, should the situation be wet

and cold, they stand a better chance if kept in a cold frame, where they can
have plenty of air, and be kept tolerably dry in winter. They can also be
raised from seed, and a packet saved from good sorts will give a great variety.
We, however, caution amateurs against purchasing foreign seed. We know
of some not long since obtained from Erfurt, in the hope of its yielding some-
thing novel

; but the whole produce was very much inferior" to the Fancy
Pansies now grown in England.

The Double Purpxe Pansy {fig. 4), is not new, and was known many
years ago

; but, like many other hardy plants of great beauty, it has been
neglected because it did not happen to bask in the sunshine of popularity. It
is, however, a charming border plant, and should be in every garden. Our
sample for figuring was obtained from Messrs. OV.rter & Co., who, we understand,
have been successful in becoming possessed of this long-lost and ornamental
variety, which is likely now to be appreciated for its own" merits, regardless of
the stringent rules of the florists. -

The following are the best Fancy Pansies yet sent out. An excellent

N
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descriptive catalogue of

by Mr. Dean :

—

Adelina Patti

Creole

Gaiety
Harlequin
Imperatrice Eugenie

Belle Esquermoise
Belle Lilleoise

Couronne de Flore
Diamant
Distinction

Donald Beaton
Due de Brabant

them, well worth consultin

NEW VARIETIES.

Le Geant
Leotard (see fig 3)

Maid of Honour
Mrs. Moore (see fig. 2)

OLDER VARIETIES.

Etoile du Nord
Leon d'Or
Louise Miellez

Masaniello
Michael Ange
Miracle
Napoleon III.

has been recently issued

Mulatto
Princess Louise
Prince Louis of Hesse
Prince Napoleon

Neomi Dem ay-

Prince- s Alice (seefig. 1)

Princesse CI "tilde

Princesse Mathilde
Prince Imperial
Tiger

GOLDEN HAMBURGH GRAPE.
In your September Number " S. T." wishes some of your numerous corre-

spondents to favour him with their experience of the Golden Hamburgh Grape.

Having grown the above-named Grape for some years, both in hot and cold

houses, I can now testify to its good qualities, which will, I feel sure, allow it

to rank among the best White Grapes in cultivation. At the present moment
it may be seen in perfection, both in berry and bunch, as grown by me at the

nurseries of Messrs. Lane, of Berkhampstead, in their orchard-house amongst

their collection of Black Grapes, the Golden Hamburgh being the only white

Grape in the house. W. Toomer.

MONS. ROBERT'S PATENT FOR RENOVATING DISEASED
ELMS.

A discussion has been going the round of the Press on the merits of

M. Robert's plan for renovating old trees, which is stated to have restored the

sickly Elms in the vicinity of Paris to a state of pristine luxuriance by stripping

off their bark and leaving them to reprovide themselves with this important

appendage, anl with it returning health. We are told the plan answers admir-

ably ; so much so that M. Robert has taken out a patent for his discovery, which,

after doing wonders in France, is recommended as a cure for the stricken

Elms in the London Parks, and generally, when declining health shows itself

in our English trees. We must admit that the French are ahead of us in

knife- manipulations, whether the subject experimented upon be a biped, quad-

ruped, or a member of the vegetable kingdom ; but while admitting their

general superiority, we are bound to take this question purely on its own

merits as involving an important question in vegetable physiology.

It is now a good many years ago that William Forsyth, the Royal gardener

at Kensington Palace, undertook a nearly similar office. Publishing by order

of Government, "a particular method "of cure," whereby "sundry cankery

fruit trees in the Royal Gardens at Kensington" had been transformed into

wonderful specimens of health and fecundity, by the application of a certain

composition* described in the said publication, it was dedicated by a most

* The following is the composition referred to as given hy Mr. Forsyth :—" Take one

bushel of fresh cowdung, half a bushel of lime rubbish of old buildings, half a bushel of
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eulogistic preface to his Royal Master. It further states, that the said

William Forsyth did most successfully apply the same composition to divers
Oak, Elm, and other trees suffering from disease and decay in the Royal
pleasure grounds at Kensington, which were also restored to perfect health
and soundness, as is testified to in a report signed by no less than eleven noble-
men and gentlemen, who were directed to examine and report on the same to

my Lords Commissioners of His Majesty's Treasury, and which said composi-
tion would, it was stated, save old England some hundreds of thousands of
pounds by converting rotten old Oaks into sound timber.

The sequel to all this was a reward to William Forsyth, gi-anted by Parlia-
ment to the amount, it is said, of £3000 ; about which we can only say
that William Forsyth was an uncommon lucky fellow, that " his lines" had
indeed " fallen in very pleasant places ;" and that it was well he did not live in
these degenerate times of parliamentary reform. But this, however, may be
doubtful ; for as sure as there is nothing new under the sun, so there will always
be people ready enough to be gulled, particularly when the invention smacks
of a scientific discovery. It appears to me that old William Forsyth's dis-
covery after all was nothing like so dashing an exploit as completely stripping
off the bark of a tree for the purpose of restoring it to health by M. Robert

;

and yet we are told this plan has been largely tried in France," and thus the
Commissioners of Woods and Forests have given M. Robert permission to
operate on some trees in England. We hope for the sake of our national
credit as arborists, that these trees are neither very numerous nor very
valuable, or we may be paying too dear for an experiment, which, if carried
out in its entirety, would inevitably consign them to the sawpit. Apvopus of
new inventions, it is not long ago that we had brought before us the notice of
a discovery made by a Frenchman to facilitate all the processes of vegetation
by means of an artificial atmosphere in an extraordinary degree ; and so far
did his enthusiasm carry him, that he offered to conduct the experiments free
of expense, excepting that we were to hermetically seal the house against the
external atmosphere before he commenced his experiments—which was politely
declined, although the offer was to obtain a crop of Grapes in three months
instead of six.

But now as to this invention of M. Robert, which embraces the question
of how far the bark of trees may be removed without injury. We may in the
first place premise, that the attack of insects, which are supposed to cause the
decay of the Elms near London and Paris, is entirely owing to a cessation of
vigour, or of that particular condition of health which produces incipient
decay; and this condition may exhibit itself in an altered state of the juices or
sap of the trees before any external difference can be discovered. Plants, like
animals, when, in full health are not attacked, by reason that the peculiar' food
on which the insects feed is not then formed ; but directly this change takes place,
through the component parts of the sap becoming altered by a change in its
chemical combination so as to fit it for insect food, then the foliage and bark
of the plant are at once instinctively attacked by various classes of insects,
which find a food ready formed to their liking, and which they never leave
while the tree exists. The period during which a tree may live under these
conditions depends on its powers of vitality and other causes to which we need
not here advert, as it is merely a question of time ; for generally speaking a
cure can only be effected by completely restoring the health of such trees,

wood ashes, and a sixteenth part of a bushel of pit or river sand. The three last articles are
to be sifted fine before they are mixed ; then work them well together with a spade and
afterwards with a wooden beater until the stuff is very smooth—like fine plaster used for the
ceiling of rooms."
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and it is now our business to see whether M. Robert's plan will effect this

result.

In respect to the office of the bark of trees, Dr. Lindley describes the bark
to " consist of two distinct parts—the one external and cellular ; and the other
internal, resting upon the wood, and consisting of woody matter mixed with
cellular. The external is the rind or cortical integument ; the internal is the
liber ; when fluids leave the earth and pass into the stem in the shape of sap
it ascends by the woody matter of the finest fibres of the roots, haying left

them it flows into the new wood with which those fibres are connected, and
passes along this until it reaches the leaves. On its returning from them it

descends through the liber or outer bark in front, in part passing off hori-

zontally towards the centre through the medullary rays."

We see then that the bark, and alburnum, or sapwood, form the important
medium of communication between the roots of trees, and their leaves; and
serve in fact as channels, conducting the sap upwards from the roots through
the alburnum or sapwood to their leaves, where, after its exposure to the in-

fluence of solar light and consequent change, it again descends principally

through the inner vessels of the liber or inner bark, but distributing itself by
means of horizontal cells throughout the whole system of the branches and
trunk.

It will, therefore, be obvious that to remove this bark entirely, the channel
of communication whereby the carbonised sap is distributed through the
system of the tree will be cut off, and its peculiar functions as a medium for

transmitting the downward sap suspended until other channels can be formed
;

hnt as it is difficult to separate completely the outer from the inner bark, it

will frequently happen that when, to all appearance, the outer bark has been
removed, there will yet remain what maybe termed intermediate cells, capable of

conveying either the ascending or descending sap ; and which, on the removal
of the outer bark, are doubtless converted to the office for which there exists

the greater necessity, which in this case would be in conveying the sap down-
wards. But new bark has also been formed alone by the action of the

horizontal cells, which, in Exogens, communicate between the centre of trees

and the bark, as we have proved by direct experiment ; but the process is an
extremely slow one, and is named merely to show the efforts nature will make
to recover what has been lost. But in our opinion, neither the total nor partial

removal of the bark will effect a cure, and each tree so operated upon must
suffer in proportion as decortication has been more or less practised, and we
have the cause of all this still to deal with, for the cause of disease is deeper
seated. The attack of insects is owing to the effect of, and is, in no way
the primary cause of decay, which undoubtedly arises from various causes,

among which may be mentioned an undrained soil whereby the roots are

kept too wet and cold ; or they may suffer from the opposite cause—-i.e., when,
owing to an impervious surface, the natural rains which fall are carried away
and do not pass through the earth to supply the roots with moisture. Or a

contaminated atmosphere may exercise its baneful influence on the foliage,

and so induce decay. Want of proper nourishment or food in the soil is

another cause ; and last, but not least, the insidious attack of fungoid vegeta-

tion seizing on the roots of trees rendered inactive by a "cachexy" state of

system, owing to one or other of the above causes, just in the same manner as

the Scolytus attacks the trunk and branches under the same conditions.

Drain your soil if water stagnates round their roots, or loosen the surface

so as to admit it to pass through where it remains in pools over their roots for

some time after rain. So that the roots may get the benefit of all the rain which
falls on the surface, which is frequently not the case in promenades, boulevards,
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and other places. Remove sour uncongenial soil from about their roots, when
this may be suspected as unfavourable. To be brief, pure air, pure water, and
pure soil are the requisite remedies. Apply these and you will give trees the
vigour to enable them to resist the attacks of insects without having recourse
to the dangerous plan of decortication.

Phi.

SMOOTH CAYENNE PINE.
Having read with considerable interest the correspondence between

" M. S." and Mr. D. Thomson about the Smooth Cayenne Pine Apple, and
having grown two varieties of the Smooth Cayenne, I am convinced both are
right in giving a true description of the variety they each cultivate. Several
years ago, wishing to get a stock of this Pine, I procured two lots from
different growers ; one of the lots produces a large well-flavoured fruit, but
having a tendency to decay soon, frequently the pips at the base decaying
before those near the crown are ripe, and occasionally getting rotten in the
heart; indeed, just answering to the description " M. S." gives of the variety
he cultivates. The other lot have turned out quite a distinct sort from the
above

;
they produce large, highly-flavoured, long-keeping fruit. This sort

I believe to be the true Smooth Cayenne. As one instance of its keeping
qualities, we cut several fruit in March this spring, kept them eleven days,
and then gave them a sea voyage to London. The answer received from
my employer was, The Pines were good and arrived in fine condition. I con-
sider it a matter of some importance that no wrong impression should go
abroad as to the many excellent qualities possessed by the true Smooth
Cayenne.

I had the pleasure a few days ago of looking over the collection at Archer-
field, and saw a great number of extremely well-grown Smooth Cayennes, the
fruit in various stages of growth, giving promise of a good supply of excellent
fruit for the winter of this fine Pine. I had pointed out to me two good fruit

of the same kind standing in a cool house that had been ripe for five weeks,
and, to all appearance, would stand as loug, if required.

Fordell, Fife. Robekt Fotjlis.

THE GOOSEBERRY CATERPILLAR.
The Gooseberry caterpillar I kept at defiance this year. I first discovered

their ravages on the 9th of May by observing a few leaves riddled like little

pin holes. I took out my pocket lens and examined many leaves, when I

found them covered underneath, on the main veins, with the eggs and young
larvse just hatched, and they had made these little holes. On some leaves
might be counted from twelve to forty or even fifty eggs or young larvas.
Well, then, after this I never passed either Gooseberry or Currant bush but what
my eye was upon it. Yes, and underneath it, and all round it too, sometimes for
a few minutes and sometimes for an hour or two, just as my time was required.
I soon discovered that one stitch in time saved nine, by picking off these early
riddled leaves whilst they were altogether before they "grew strong and had
spread over the bush to many leaves. I, also, soon found it was of no use to
set other persons to look after these marauders. I tried to make my own son
do this for me

;
but, " No," he said, " it was a nasty job, and to like it he
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didn't." I set my man at it, but I soon found he took no interest in it. If a
caterpillar stared him in the face he might pick it off and tread upon it, but
was afraid he should soil his fingers. Well, then, as I said before, I kept an
eye upon the trees myself and trusted to no one. I showed all particulars of
these creatures to my very kind master, the Warden, who took a lively interest
in the matter. All along afterwards he was often to be seen spending a few-
minutes round a bush. I showed him the insect from the egg to the perfect
fly. What with the minutes and hours altogether, I might have spent from
three to four whole long days in hand-picking and killing these insects ; but if

you had come into our garden this autumn you would not have believed that
we had had a caterpillar by any chance this season.

Winchester College. Thqs. Weaver.

THE CHOROZEMA.
This genus contains some of the most useful plants for decorative purposes,

and also some of the most effective for exhibition ; and when seen in the form
of well-managed, healthy, vigorous specimens, are, probably, more generally
admired than most of our greenhouse hardwooded subjects. But unfortunately,
although the plants have long been common in collections, it is but seldom
that we see a thoroughly good specimen of any of the varieties, especially of
the slender-growing kinds. The plants, however, remain longer in beauty
than most hardwooded greenhouse things do ; and a specimen of any of the
varieties, if in vigorous health, will last a month or five weeks in full beauty :

hence they will repay the trouble necessary to grow them properly.
The culture of this genus is not difficult ; but the plants are, unfortunately,

very subject to the attacks either of red spider or mildew at all seasons of the
year, and especially during the period of active growth, and require constant
watching and attention to prevent their being injured by these pests. And if

either red spider or mildew once gets fairly established upon a plant, they are
so difficult to eradicate that only experienced growers are likely to be at the
trouble, &c, which is necessary to effectually clean a plant which has once
been severely attacked. It is useless, however, to think of having well-
furnished healthy specimens unless they are kept perfectly clear of these pests :

therefore the plams should be frequently and carefully examined, and if any
trace of red spider is observed, or if the leaves have a rusty appearance on the
under sides, the plants should be laid down on a clean mat, or some convenient
situation, and the under side of the leaves well washed with the syringe or a
small garden engine, applying the water with as much force as can be done
without injuring the foliage, &c. And this process must be repeated at short
intervals until the plants are perfectly clean ; and even then they must be
closely examined every week during the summer season, and occasionally at

other times. The beautiful Henchmani, which is now so seldom seen, is par-
ticularly subject to be attacked by mildew, and it must be closely watched and
liberally dusted with sulphur on the first appearance of the enemy; and, in

the case of the other varieties, I apply a slight dusting of sulphur to the under
sides of the leaves occasionally, which, if it does not prevent red spider, may
help to do so, and keep the plants free from mildew. I have given this promi-
nence to these remarks, because I have found red spider and mildew to be the
cause of most of the failures I have either experienced or observed in the
culture of this genus ; and if the plants are kept free from these pests they
will generally grow with surprising vigour, with only the most ordinary attention
in other respects.
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Another important point is the selection of promising young plants, for if

plants which have been kept in small pots until their roots are much pot-

bound and covered with small lumps are used, it will be very difficult to get

these to make free vigorous growth : therefore such plants as are well

established without being pot-bound, and with nice, clean, healthy-looking

foliage and strong short-jointed shoots, should be chosen. Persons in-

tending to commence the culture of any of the varieties should procure their

plants as soon as convenient, and winter them near the glass in a cool house

or pit.

Towards the beginning of March will be early enough to try to start the

plants into free growth ; then examine their roots, and if the ball is moderately

covered with healthy active roots, repot into pots 2 or 3 inches wider than

those in which they have been wintered. Then place them near the glass

where they will be free from draughts, and where a temperature of from 40 9

to 55° is maintained by day and 40° to 45° at night. Syringe them gently

overhead on the afternoons of bright days, and sprinkle the paths, &c, as may
be necessary to secure a moist state of the atmosphere. After repotting spread

out the shoots nicely, bringing the stronger ones down towards the pot as

much as can be done with safety, so as to secure, as far as possible, the strongest

growths to form the lower part of the plant; and as the plants progress in

growth attend frequently to stopping any over-luxuriant shoots, and keeping

the wood nicely distributed so as to make the plants grow into the desired

form. As the weather becomes warmer and the plants begin to grow freely,

the temperature may be allowed to range 10° higher, but a little air should

be admitted at night when this can be done without the temperature falling

below 45°, and air should be given freely when the day temperature rises

above 55 w
,
always taking care, however, not to allow drying currents to pass

over the plants ; and when the sun becomes powerful a thin shade during the

middle of the day, or from ten o'clock to four, should be used, and then the

plants will be benefited by being dewed over two or three times a-day with
the syringe. If all goes well a second shift will probably be necessary early

in July, and this should be given as soon as it may be required, so that the

plants may get well established in their pots early in autumn. The plants

should have got fairly rooted into the fresh soil by the middle of August, and
should then be removed to the greenhouse or gradually exposed to a freer

circulation of air for about a fortnight, when they should be placed in a

sheltered shady situation out of doors, where they should remain as long as

the weather is favourable. While they are out of doors care must be used to

prevent the balls getting saturated by heavy rains, and they should be placed

in their winter quarters before there is any danger of their being injured by
cold stormy weather or frost. The best situation for them during the winter

is near the glass in an ordinary greenhouse. The plants should receive similar

treatment the second season to that recommended for the first, when those

that have done wrell will be nice-sized specimens and suitable for conservatory

decoration or for exhibition work, save where monster specimens are required.

The weaker-growing varieties, even after it may not be desirable to increase

the size of the specimens, will require rather close treatment after cutting-back

until they make a moderate growth ; but the stronger-growing kinds, as

varium nana, Lawrenceana, &c, when only wanted to make sufficient growth
to bloom upon, may be placed in a sheltered shady situation out of doors as

soon after having been cut-back as they have fairly started into growth ; but
while here they must be protected from heavy rains.

The soil which I have found the most suitable for these is two parts of

good, dark, hard, fibrous peat, and one part rich, brown, fibrous peat. These
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should be carefully broken-up by the hand, removing the coarse roots and also
the ling or grass, &c, from the surface of the sods, but not sifted or broken -

up very fine. Where a supply of brown grassy peat is not at command, one-
third of light sandy loam, as full of fibre as it can be obtained, may be used
for the stronger growers, and a small admixture of the same for the slender-
growing kinds. The compost should be well intermixed with a liberal quantity
of silver sand, and it and also the ball of the plant to be repotted should be in
a properly moist state at the time the operation is performed, and a plant
should not be repotted unless the ball and the soil to be used are in a properly
moist state. The pots must be carefully drained by covering the bottom with
nicely-placed crocks, and these with a thin layer of the turfy portion of the
peat. Then press the soil under the ball so as to make it firm, and pack the
fresh soil firmly around the ball, leaving as much space on the surface as will
hold sufficient water to fairly moisten the ball.

Watering is a very important part of the management of this genus, and
unless this is properly managed the plants will not thrive, and it is one of those
things which can hardly be learned save from practice. If beginners, however,
"will be careful to examine their plants frequently, and, when the plant seems
to be dry, will give enough water to fairly soak the ball and not give any more
until, from the hollow ring of the pot and the state of the surface soil, they
feel satisfied that the ball is dry, they will soon get to understand when water
should be given. During the winter the plants Mall be in a comparatively
dormant state, and should be watered rather sparingly—that is, the pots should
be allowed to ring clearer and the surface soil to feel drier before water is given
than during the summer, or when the plants are in a more active state ; but
when a plant is watered, sufficient should be given to moisten the ball
throughout ; and the stronger-growing kinds should be watered rather more
freely, especially during the growing season, than the slender growers. Water
must also be very carefully given for some time after repotting, for there is

more danger of over or under watering then than in the case of plants which
are established in their pots ; and for a fortnight after repotting the plants
should be kept rather close and syringed more frequently, &c, which will
assist in preventing errors in watering at this critical period.

Alpha.

VIOLETTE HAT1VE PEACH.

WITH AN ILLUSTRATION.

Synonymes.—JSnglisJi Galande ; Hardy Galande,

This fine old variety ripens very nearly at the same time as the Grosse
Mignonne, and, though found in some old collections, is far from being gene-
rally known. It is not so high-coloured as the Bellegarde or French Galande,
which our French neighbours call Noire de Montreuil, nor is it quite so

large. It is evidently of the same race, as its flowers are small and its glands
round. It is remarkably distinct in one respect ; for whereas the Bellegarde
will not grow when budded on the Muscle Plum stock, this succeeds perfectly

on it. No Peach is more melting and delicious, its flavour being very rich yet
slightly vinous. The tree is hardy and longlived in almost all soils. Flowers
small. Glands round.

Our figure was taken from very fine fruit grown on a pot tree in the
orchard-house of Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth.



Violette Hative Peach

C.Chabox, Zmco. 9a Skiimer S'
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DALKEITH PARK.
Most gardeners are familiar with at least the above name, and many with the place.

On the 17th of September last, being in the neighbourhood and fully alive' to the pending
arbitration on " Early versus Late Grapes," we called to see progress. The main garden
forms, as near as we could make out, a square, the south walls of each side being covered
with forcing ranges, with a great many clustered behind the south-wost range. We com-
menced our walk at the central range by first entering what we were told was the second
vinery. This was pruned and ready for starting in two weeks. The next was full of young
mixed Vines planted the first week of June. They had lost no time in the fifteen weeks,
as they had got to the top of the house and crossed back and forward in all directions, canes
short-jointed and strong. The next to this was the first house, some hunches ready for
thinning all in bloom. It is a strange sensation for a person accustomed to forcing to go
into a vinery in bloom at that early season. Frost, snow, covering-up, great forcing, and
anxiety rush upon one's mind by that same smell of Vine-bloom. Mr. Thomson informed
u-! the Vines began to break on the 1st of August, and they had not been syringed since
starting. The bunches are a good size, regular all over the house, more than we should leave
for a crop, the young wood strong and short-jointed, with fine large healthy leaves. The
Vines have originally been planted outside

;
but, having been found rooting in the heating

material first used, this has been left. No doubt a great deal of the success in colouring in
the dark months proceeds from the ingenious method of giving air over the pipes, a full
description ofwhich is given in the work on " The Vine," lately published by Mr. Thomson, and
also from the size of the house. The two following ar^ larger and central houses in the range,
being used as plant-houses; one filled with fioe-l'oliaged plants, the other as a greenhouse,
both gay. Peach-houses formed an equal to the vineri-s on the other side. The borders of
•these inside were neatly edged with Lycopod, which gives a neat appearance to houses when
the fruit is gathered. Behind this garden range a considerable space is occupied by more
vineries, Pine stoves and pits, Victoria, Orchid, Cucumber, Camellia, and forcing-plant-
houses and pits, all full and in fine order. A Muscat-house with the Vines planted in the
pit, a beauiful crop with fine amber-caloured bunches. STear to this a late house, 110 ft.

long by 11 ft. wide, was quite a picture. The sorts were "West's St. Peter's, Lady Bowne's
Seedling, Barbarossa, and Baisin cle Calabre. Some of the bunches on the latter must have
been from 5 to 6 lbs., and would make a fine show on the table ; but here, as elsewhere, Lady
Bowne's is the favourite, and I have no doubt it will take the place of all our other varieties
of late Grapes. A graft of a seedling from Barbarossa had a hunch of promising qualities.
A great advantage in this house for late work, was it-* steep pitch.

Several other vineries in this part looked equdly well. I cannot leave this Vine
question without

_

remarking the great number of seedbngs coming on both here and at
smaller places which promise plenty of work for the Fruit Committee, and we hope something-
go id besides ; and als > that the success of getting Grapes at any season is established beyond,
cavil. Mr. Thomson two years ago covered the whole Peach and Apricot walls here with a
lean-to. The result of this was apparent, by the beautiful crop of fruit on the walls.

Although properly speaking there is no flower garden here, yet the extent of bedding
is something beyond many of our large ones, and deserves a separate notice from the great
care bestowed on the arrangement and good effeot. J. F.

GOLDEN HAMBURGH GRAPE.
If much writing with very opposite opinions, an occasional mixture of personal remarks

—generally, I must allow, from the supporters of the variety—would exhaust a subject,
I should not have a fresh idea connected with the above-mentioned Grape ; but a few remarks
from an unprejudiced observer may not be out of place before the subject is finally closed.

We have heard and read the pro and eon. of the matter, so that it requires no additions.
In the first place, how many times has this Grape been shown since sent out ? It has been out
long enough for there to be plenty of thoroughly-established Vines in full bearing, in at least
all first-rate Grape-growmg establishments ; and if it is the first-rate variety represented to be,
of course there will be whole houses of it in some very large places. When and how many
times has it beaten other white Grapes at exhibitions, Muscats of course excluded ? I will
ask any practical Grape-grower if the above questions, answered satisfactorily, would not
establish the reputation of a fruit more than any amount of praise from interested parties ?

I can only say I have seen many of the London fruit shows for several years and have
seldom seen it at all, and more seldom still in a prominent place. I have also visited the
principal Grape-growing places in this country and seldom see it at all, which, to say the
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least, is very extraordinary. I this season visited Chiswick during my trip to the great
Fruit Show; and, although Grapes generally were very good and many very fine, even after
the quamity that must have been cut for various exhibitions, all the fruit of Golden
Hamburgh was one miserable bunch half shanked. Probably there had been much finer

fruit on the Vine, still I expected to find at least a bunch or two fit for table after

such a flaming account of it from a correspondent in a contemporary on the 13th of
September; but, although the other varieties were wonderful in quantity and generally
excellent in quality, every bunch of this particular variety was cut, observe, in eight days
after the appearance of the last-named article ; it certainly did not give gardeners time to

see for themselves. Surely they woidd keep a week after ripe, even in a cold h' use, for I
am not acquainted with any variety that will not keep more than a month on the Vine at

any season in any home. As regards planting Vines inside or grafting on Black Hamburgb,
I do nut recollect its being mentioned when sent out. arid on my s-pecially inquiring on the
subject of ti e man in charge of the lar^e conservatory at Chi- wick, he told me they could
not perceive any difference, which is confirmed by a Glouce>-tershire correspondent in the
befo'e mentioned contemporary of the 4tb October, who, to clench the subject, after men-
tioning the first rate bunches he bad himself grown, states tbat fiimds of his—both amateur
and profe.-sional—had obtained first prizes at local shows

;
by which we must infer that the

Glouces'er people are as famed in fruit-growing as short-horn biecding, and, of course, in
competition and judging, are superior to the London exhibitors, which, in my ignorance and
incompetence, I had consider* d the test. J would suggest that. Mr. Busby or those most
interested in this Grape should offer a prize for, s»y, three bunches, and also f ree Vines in

pots at either of the gn at London shows to be d> cided on, of any variety of "White Grape
not Muscats or Frontignans, as it would also give the exhibitors the chance, of obtaining the

Society's prize for any oiher sort of whi e Grape, excepting Muscats; and, if it should prove
superior, it would at once silence any of the incompetei t, and would piobably bring from
remote parts of the country some of the magnificent buncht s and berries, as well as the

four-pound bunches (which are not to be despised at a London show at any season, especially

in May), which some short-sighted people, myself among the number, have only as yet seen
on paper. An Observer.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

PliOKAL COMMITTEE AWARDS, &C.

{Continued from page 143.)

Aralia xeptophylla.—Messrs. Veitch & Son : First-class Certificate, April 9.—

A

slender erect stove shrub, with elegant long-stalked leaves formed of about eight palmately-
disposed, long, linear-lanceolate, stalked leaflets, and very graceful in character.

Asplenium myriophyllum.—Messrs. Veitch & Son, and Mr. Bull, Chelsea: First-class

Certificate, April 1.—A charming little Mexican Fern, distributed by M. Linden under the

name of A. Jiabellulatum. The plants form spreading tufts of short-stalked fronds, 6 to 8 inches

in length, lance-shaped, bipinnate or tripinnate, the pinnules quite small : the lower ones

deeply divided into two or three obovate pinnules or lobes, the upper ones oblong or obovate,

simple, all being of transparent texture, and having a cellular-looking surface as if void of

cuticle. The rachis is dark- coloured, and its point prolonged beyona the upper pinna, and
proliferous.

Aspeentum rachirhizon.—Mr, Bull and Messrs. Veitch & Son: First-class Certificate,

April 1.—A graceful Brazilian Fern, introduced by M. Linden under the name of A. rachi-

rhince. The fronds are ovate with a long tail-like apex, prolonged in the form of a filiform

proliferous rachis several inches beyond the pinnae, bi-tri-pinnate ; the pinnules obovate,

the lower ones larger and divided into three or four similar pinnules or lobes, and those next

to them having usually one such lobe on the anterior side. The rachis dark-coloured behind

towards the base.

Athyrium Fieix-fcemina, var, Parsonsue.—Mr. Parsons, Welwyn : Second-class Cer-

tificate, June 26.—A curious and interesting British variety of Lady Fern, the chief pecu-

liarity of which consists in the dimorphism of the fronds. The lower fronds are spreading,

but partially fertile, broader and more leafy than the others ; while the central om-s are

erect, more decidedly fertile, with the pinnules reduced in size, as well as narrower, and
more distantly set upon the rachis.

Aucuba japonica, var. picturata.—Mr. Standish : Bronze Medal, May 21.—A finely-

marked variety, having a large yellow blotch in the centre of the leaves.

Auriouea Mrs. Eyles.—Mr. Holland, Isleworth : Commendation, April 9,—A distinct-
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looking self-coloured variety of no special merit, except that the border of the flowers is of a
slaty mauve or dove colour; rather pallid-looking, but contrasting well with most other

sorts.

Azalea altaclerensis.—Messrs. J. & C. Lee, Hammersmith : First-class Certificate,

May 6.—-A fine, large- flowered, rich orange yellow, hardy Azalea, bred between A. sinensis

and one of the Ghent hybrids. It bears very large heads of flowers, and is of free habit.

Azalea (indica) Bride op Abydos.—Mr. Barnes, Camberwell: Commendation, May 6.

—

<

A vigorous -habited variety of hardy constitution, producing an abundance of large white

flowers of average form, marked with flakes of light rose or rosy pink.

Azalea (indica) elegantissima.—Mr. Williams; Commendation, May 21.—A dwarf
white of good habit, and a free bloomer, the flowers of average form and tolerably even, being

occasionally striped with rosy carmine.

Azalea, (indica) Due d'Aremberg.—Messrs. F. & A. Smith, Dulwich : First-class

Certificate, April 9.—A first-rate variety. The flowers of good form and firm; the colour a

salmon pink with a broad distinct white margin, the pink slightly striped with carmine, and
the base of the upper segments below the sinus spotted with deep rose red. Both in form
and marking this is quite an acquisition.

Azalea (indica) Souvenir du Prince Albert.—M. Jean Verschaffelt, Ghent: Second-

class Certificate, May 6.—A perfectly novel variety, remarkable for the beautiful colour of

its flowers, which are of a bright and deep salmon rose, with a broad and very pure white

margin, seniidouble, but rather deficient in respect to form. Its fine and distinct colour will,

however, render it very attractive as a decorative and exhibition plant.

Begonia imperialis.— Messrs. Veitch & Son: Second-class Certificate, May 6.—

A

dwarf-growing species, the leaves of which have a roughish shagreen-like surface, and are

deep green marked with patches of blackish-brown.

Begonia imperialis, var. smaragdina.—Messrs. Veitch & Son: Second-class Cer-

tificate, May 6.—A green-leaved form of B. imperialis, differing in the leaves being of a

bright emerald green throughout. Both these are distinct and desirable dwarf-habited plants

of their class.

Begonia mutabilis.—Mr. Harland, Hatfield: Second-class Certificate, May 21.—

A

variety of somewhat novel character, the ground colour reddish-brown marked and spangled

with silver.

Biota, sp.—Messrs. "Veitch & Son: Bronze Medal, May 21.—A fine-looking Conifer

with elegant pendulous twigs, more slender than those of Thujopsis d'jlabrata.

Calcrolaria Cloth op Gold.—Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing, Sydenham and
Edinburgh : Second-class Certificate, June 26.—A desirable bedding variety of dwarf habit,

growing from 6 to 9 inches high. The leaves narrow and deeply serrated ; the flowers in fine

compact trusses of a deep clear yellow, of medium size and firm substance. It appears to be

a free and continuous bloomer.

Calceolaria suavis.—Messrs. Veitch & Son : Bronze Medal, July 2.—An herbaceous

Chilian species, having arachnoid leaves and small light purple flowers, remarkable for their

decided violet-like odour, and marked with deep sanguineous dots ranged in lines on the

lower lip, the upper lip being very small, the mouth open, and the throat yellow marked
with larger dots. ,

Calceolaria plantaginea.—Messrs. Veitch & Son: Bronze Medal, May 21.—An
herbaceous Chilian species, with broad, ovate, glossy, hairy leaves, narrowed into a long foot-

stalk. The flowers clear yellow, with the lower lip much inflated ; the upper one very small,

and the throat marked with a few red spots.

Camellia Contessa Lavinia Maggi.—Messrs. Veitch & Son : First-class Certificate,

March 19.—A remarkably fine variety of robust habit, with much the colour and markings of

tricolor, but the stripes brighter, and the flowers altogether superior in form, being quite

double, with neatly-imbricated petals. The colour blush white, with bold streaks and
splashes of bright rosy carmine.

Chameranthemum Beyrichii.—The Society: First-class Certificate, April 22.—

A

variegated -leaved stove herb from Brazil, having oval leaves 4 to 5 inches long, dark mottley

green with a broad stripe ot white down the centre, radiating towards the edge.

(Jibotium princeps.—Mr. Bull : Silver Knightian Medal, May 21.—A noble hothouse

Fern, with large triangular tripinnate hairy fronds, glaucous on the under surface.

Cineraria carminata variegata.—Messrs. F. & A. Smith: Commendation, April 9.

—

A variety with well-marked creamy variegation, the leaves being broadly margined with

yellowish-white

.

Cineraria Lord Elgin.—Mr. James, Isleworth: Second-class Certificate, April 9.—

A

fine self-coloured, soft rosy or magenta-coloured variety, very effective as a decorative plant,

besides having good properties.

Clematis reginje.—J. Anderson Henry, Esq., Edinburgh : Second-class Certificate,

April 22.—Avery fine hybrid raised from C. azurea grandijiora crossed with C. lanuginosa.
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The cordate leaflets are slightly furnished, as are the stalks both of the leaves and flowers,
with woolly pubescence

;
and the flowers are large, of a deep mauve or light violet colour

about 4T inches across, and consisting of eight broadly-oval sepals, which measure about
14 men across, and are somewhat woolly behind.

Ceerodendron Thomson^.—Messrs. Jackson & Son, Kingston: Silver Knightian
Medal, May 21.—A hothouse climber from Old Calabar, of rather slender habit and moderate
growth, bearing oblong, ovate, acute leaves and cyniose panicles of remarkably handsome
flowers, which consist of a large, loose, white, five-cornered calyx, with the crimson-scarlet
corolla just protruding from the points of its appressed segments.

Crinum, sp.—Mrs. Speke, St. George's Road, London : Silver Banksian Medal, June 11.—
-1 his was stated to have been received from near the great central African Lake Victoria

-Nyanza. The plant has broad lorate leaves slightly crisped at the edge, and large white
flowers marked down the centre of the segments with a broad deep red streak.

Cypkieeditjm barbatum, var. grande. —Mr. Williams : Second-class Certificate, April 1.
—This fine variety is most remarkable for its very broad dorsal sepal, which measures
nearly %\ inches across, and is white with strong veins green below changing to purple in the
upper part. The lip of a deep brown purple, and the petals pale rose-culoured towards the
tips, greenish-brown towards the base, and slightly warty on the upper margin.

Cyrtomium anomophyllum.—Mr, Standish : Second-class Certificate, April 22.—This
Chinese and Japanese Fern is an elegant pinnated species of erect habit, differing from
0. falcatum in its smaller-sized pinnae, of thinner texture ; and from C. cari/oticleum, to which
it is most closely allied, in its narrower fronds and more numerous pinnaa.

Dammara, sp.—Messrs. Veitch & Son: Silver Banksian Medal, May 21.—An evergreen
shrub exhibited as a Japanese Dammara j it had lance-shaped green shining leaves.

Delphinium bicolor grandiflorum.—Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing, Sydenham
and Edinburgh

:
Commendation, June 11.—A showy variety with large flowers. The sepals

a dark blue ; the petals creamy white.
Dendrobium cucublatum, var, Majus.— Messrs. Low & Co., Clapton: First-class

Certificate, March 19.—A fine epiphyte from Mouknein. The long, slender, drooping stems
were furnished with lanceolate oblong leaves, and numerous large flowers. The sepals and
petals pale purplish, and the pubescent lip broadly cordate, concave, and cream-coloured.

Dendrobium Falconeri.—Mr. Sherratt, gardener to J. Bateman, Esq., Knypersley
Hall: Silver Knightian Medal, June 11.—A rare and beautiful Indian Orchid, the white
flowers tipped with rich rose purple, and marked on the lip with a deep sanguineous purple
spot surrounded by yellow",

Dendrobium nodatum.—Messrs. Low & Co., Clapton : Silver Banksian Medal, July 2.—
A pretty epiphyte from Moulmein, having dwarfish moniliform stems, oblong lanceolate
leaves

;
pale creamy yellow flowers, with a cordate lip of a deep orange yellow, creamy at

the acute tip and marked with two small deep crimson spots at the base.
Dendrobium saeao.nse.'—Messrs. Low & Co., Clapton: Silver Banksian Medal,

May 31. A distinct and handsome Indian epiphyte with upright rod-like leafless stems,
bearing short crowded racemes of small orange-coloured flowers from their nodes. The
segments are each marked with three or four distinct red stripes on their face.

Draccena Ghtesbreghtii.—Mr. Bull, Chelsea : Second-class Certificate, April 22.—An
elegant conservatory plant from Mexico, with long, green, narrow leaves, erect at the base,
and then arching outwards, so as to form a pretty head.

Dracgena, sp.—Messrs. Veitch & Son : Silver Knightian Medal, July 2.—A dwarf-
habited stove plant with broad elliptic leaves, dark green, much blotched with yellow green
disposed in roundish patches which become variously confluent.

Epidendrum prismatocarpum.—R. Warner, Esq., Broomfield : Bronze Medal, July 2.

A neat and pretty epiphyte, with the flowers in an erect raceme. The sepals and petals pale
greenish-yellow

;
the former marked with large conspicuous deep brown blotches, the latter

racily spotted. The lip small, pale rose colour.
Eranthemum_ verbenaceum.—The Society: Second-class Certificate, April 22.—

A

stove Acanthad, with ovate-lanceolate leaves nearly covered with didl silvery variegation.
Eurya angustiiolia.—Mr. Standish: First-class Certificate, May 6.—A compact

Japanese bush provisionally so named, with narrow or lanceolate acuminate leaves, broadest
above the centre, and having an irregular edge of cream colour, distinct, of ornamental
character.

Ficus Cooperi.— Messrs. Veitch & Son : Silver Banksian Medal, May 21.—A bold erect
shrub fromNew South Wales, with large, elliptic, dark green leaves, narrowed and subcordate
at the base, acuminate at the apex, the midrib and principal veins conspicuously marked
out by red lines both above and below.

Genista Everestiana.—Mr. C. Everest, Albert Nursery, Beading : First-class Certifi-
cate, April 22.—A seedling raised by Mr. Everest, and forming a fine, close-habited, free-
growing bush, with small leaves having short obovate blunt-ended leaflets. The flowers pro-
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duced in long spikes, sweet-scented, and of a rich orange-yellow colour. Quite distinct from,

and much superior to, all other Genistas.

Q-oodyeka Dominii.—Messrs. Veitch & Son: First-class Certificate, June 11.—A dwarf

stove Orchid raised between G. discolor and Ancectochilm. It had hold dark olive green

leaves marked with several longitudinal pinkish lines.

Grevillea HiM-ii.—Messrs. Veitch & Son : First-class Certificate, April 9.—A fine

Australian conservatory shrub, with leaves very much resembling the fronds of some pin-

natifid Fern, having a few long segments nearly an inch wide, connected by a leafy wing
which is continued partially down the stalk.

Ljelia Schilleriana.—Messrs. Veitch & Son : Silver Banksian Medal, May 21.—A bright

coloured plant, something in the way of L. purpurata, and said to be a small light-coloured

form of L. Warneri. The flowers had white sepals and petals, and the lip was white towards

the base, and in front very much frilled, and of a bright purple rose, which colour

extended to the points of the side lobes, and was continued down the centre almost to the

base.

Lapageria rosea, var, albiflora.—Messrs. Veitch &Son: Silver Knightian Medal,

July 2.—A superb greenhouse climber from Chili, exactly resembling L. rosea in habit and

foliage. The flowers of a pure waxy white, and very beautiful.

Lastrea filix-ma.s, var. Bollanduk.—Mr. Bull : Second-class Certificate, June 26.—

A curious and handsome English variety of the Male Fern with crispy foliage. The fronds

bipinnate, with enlarged oblong decurrent pinnules, which were notched with broad roundish

incurved lobes.

Ligustrtjm japonicum aurko-variegatum.—Messrs. Veitch & Son :
Bronze Modal,

June 11.—A variety with the leaves prettily variegated with creamy yellow.

Lilitjm auratum.—Messrs. Veitch & Son: Silver Knightian Medal, July 2.—A beau-

tiful species from Japan, bearing large horizontal flowers, 8 or 10 inches across, the

segments of the perianth somewhat recurved. The colour white, with a deep yellow streak

down the centre of the segments and dotted over with deep brown purple warts. The scent

deliciously aromatic.

(To he continued.)

THE METROPOLITAN EXHIBITIONS.

Royal Horticultural Society, October Ml—A. brief report of the fruit department

of this great Exhibition having already appeared, a few notes on the vegetables shall now be

arranged by way of Continuation and completion.

A success this aspect of the Show can hardly be termed. As an experiment it was
useful— it gave a kind of outline of what should be reproduced on a larger scale and what,

no doubt, will be seen should a like opportunity again be offered. The two gentlemen who
officiated as Judges evidently did their beat to discharge their duties, though the novelty of

the position seemed to harrass them sadly. It was amusing to observe them tasting raw
Beetroots for the purpose of testing their flavour, chewing a colourless root as well as a

high-coloured specimen. The most fitting jury would be a trio of gentlemen selected from

the leading wholesale seed establishments, who at their trial grounds in the suburbs of

London test the merits of all new vegetables as they are sen.- out, and by this means prove

often that they are but reproductions of thos^ already in growth.

The first five classes in the schedule were devoted to Potatoes. Size seenvd to be the

ruling feature, and the most unheard-of names were in some instances affixed to the roots.

With a collection Mr. S. Robinson, Shaw House, Was first, having Eed Eegent, Birmingham
Prizetaker, Red Kidney, and Jenny Lind ; and of white varieties, Champion, Flour Ball,

Fluke, Melton Hero, Lapstone Kidney, Jackson's Se-dling, Pink-eyed Regent, and Ready
Penny. With six kinds of Kidneys Mr. E, Bennett, Worksop, was first with Alstone,

Red Ashleaf, Fluke, Lapstone, Birladoe, and Early Stockton. The same exhibitor was also

first with six kinds of round varieties—viz., Malakoff, Dalmahoy, Scotch Cup, Early Oxford,

Early Sydenham or Model, and Dawe's Matchless (a variety of Pink Regent). Mr. J.

Choyce, Atherstone, was first with Kidney Potatoes, one variety; having King's, a seedling

from the Fluke. Mr. Green, Kelvedon, was second with Webb's Imperial, a pleading tuber

to the sight, but said to be a great failure. With a round variety Messrs. Hendry & Peters,

of Eynsford, was first with Prince Regent ;
second, Mr. Bennett, with a sport from Wellington.

The Onions were the best class among the vegetables, S'>me remarkably fine tubers feeing

present. Mr. J. B. Whiting, The Deepdene, was first with Whits Reading
;
second, Mr. S.

Snow, Wrest Park, with Brown Globe, of an unusually large size. Among other varieties

were Blood Red, Flat Tripoli, and Danver's Yellow, the latter from Mr. II. Pomroy, of

Heusol, Glamorgan, and having the reputation of being the best keeping Onion grown, and
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very hardy. Mrs, Sweetlove, Maidstone, and Mr. Westbrook, Abingdon, were first and
second with Carrots, both having Intermediate or James's G>een Top. "With Parsnips Mr.
Choyce was placed first with S udent, Professor Buckman's new hybrid variety : second, Mrs.
Sweetlove, with Hollow-crowned. Mr. A. Sievewright, Bracknell, had some fine green
Artichokes ;

and Mr. Stroud was next with the purple variety. Messrs A. Henderson & Co.,
Edgeware Road, were first with Mitting's Crimson Beet; second, Mr. Cattell, Westerham,
with Cattell' s Purple-topped. These two were high- coloured, and the texture of the flesh
all that could be desired. The roots generally were very small, and pome of the varieties
seemed to be but synonymes of the others. With three kinds of Turnips Mr. Choyce was
first with Green Top Six Weeks, Orange Jelly, and While Stone

;
second, Messrs. Ivery and

Son, with Snowball and the G.een and Red Top Six Weeks varieties, two admirable Turnips
for winter work. Messrs. Veitch & Son had a selected Red Globe garden Turnip, which was
only selected from the Rep Top Six Weeks variety. Mr. W. Kaile and Mr. Earley had mots
of Salsafy ; Scorzonera was very small, and the prizes were consequently withheld. Mr.
H. Bwye, Merthyr Tyclvil, had Veitch's Perfection Pea; and Mr. Williams, of' Alton,"
Knight's Tall Green Marrow. Both had been kept far too loug. Mr. G. Scrymger, Beading,
was first *ith Brussels Sprouts; and Mr. Whiting second. These, together with some of
the Borecoles, were placed in pots, a plan which kept them fresh and green. Mr. Cattell,
Westerham, was placed first with Borecoles, having Melville's Variegated, Jerusalem (a
purple variety), Thousand-headed, Buda, or Asparagus; Chou de Milan and Eeathered
Scotch, a good strain of Dwarf Canada. Messrs. Frisby & Horley had heads of Walcheren
Broccoli. Mr. Whiting had fine Drumhead Savoy, and Mr. Cattell the Dwarf Tiber, a small
but delicious table variety. Mr. Choyce was first with six large heads of Pickling Cabbage

;

and Messrs. Ivery & Tillyird had Chinese Yams, but small in siz*. Mrs. Sweetlove was
first wi h three heads of Cole's Red Celery ; and Mr. Lidyard was second with Manchester
Bed, both of large size. The last-named, was also first with a white variety called Wall's
Incomparable. Mr. W. Earley, Hammersmith, was first with six heads of White Curled
Endive, and Mr. Sawkins, Bromfield, with Green Curled. With four heads of Cardoona
Mr. Pottle, of Woodbridge, was first; and Mr. Field, Dorking, second. The best specimens
came from Mr. Whiting, of the Deepdene

; but having thr- e heads only, from a misconception
of the number required, he was unable to compete. Mr. Young, of Highgate, and Mr. Dye,
of Aylesbury, had dishes of Mushrooms

;
Mr. Wainright, of Kettering, a dish of fine Truffles

;

and Mr. Halls, of Colchester, some Cucumbers. Some Parsnips were exhibited by Professor
Buckman that attracted much attention— the wild variety; the Long-horned, selected
from the first ; and the Student, derived after ten years' cultivation of the wild variety.
Fruited plants of Tomato de Lsye also came from Messrs. A. Henderson & Co.

The contributions to the Floral C >mmittee did not embrace much novelty. Messrs.
Low & Co. had Phalaenopsis Lowi, to which a First-class Certificate was awarded; also a
batch of Caladium Lowi, having bright green leaves with white veins when young, but said
to become very like C. Veitchi with age. Messrs. Veitch & Son had Eugenia robu-ta, a
hybrid between E. Ugni and Myrtus Americana, Vanda coerulea, Lapageria alba, Stenogaster
concinna, &c. Mr. George Smith, Islington, had Lobelia albocoerulea, white blotched with
azure blue, a seedling from L. spec'osa. Mr. B. S. Williams had Achimenes Mauve Queen;
Mr. Turner, seedling Dahlia Charlotte Dorling

; and Mr. T. Leslie, his promising seedling
Dahlia Lord Russell. Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing had Pentstemon Mrs. Steans, bright
crimson with white throat, to which a Fi st-class Certificate was awarded. Some oiher
striking seedlings were also shown by the same exhibitors. Mr. Bull, of Chelsea, had new
and rare plants ; Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son Pompone Dahlias and Tree Carnations,
and Messrs. Paul & Son cut Roses.

Royal Horticultural Society, Chrysanthemum Show, November 11th.—A few
prizes were offered f <v plants and cut blooms of the above in connection with the meeting of
the Floral Committee tor this date, and brought together a very nice display of this cheerful
autumn flower. With six plants of large-flowering kinds Mr. Ward, gardener to G. Fowler,
Esq., Tottenham, was first, having finely-bloomed plants of Annie Salter, Vesta, Golden
Christine, Alma, General Havelock, and Que en of England. Second, Mr. Glover, gardener to

R. Lepage, Esq., Tulse Hill, with Trilby, Golden Curis ine, Alma, Vesta, Dr. Maclean, and
Chevalier D mage. Extra prize, Mr. C. Turner, Slouch. With three plants of large-flowering
kinds, Messrs. Ward & Glover had equal second prizes awarded to them, the firstTprize being
withheld. The former had Defiance, Beatite du Nord, and Chevalier Domage ; the latter

Bouquet de Flore, Lucidum, and Prince Albert. With six plants of Pompone kinds, Mr. D.
Hutt, Hackney Road, was first, having splendid plants of Golden Cedo Nulli, Duruflet,
General Canrobert, Cedo Nulli, Salomon, and Mrs. Hutt, a pleasing rose-coloured seedling
that will take a place among exhibition flowers, and to which a First-class Certificate was
awarded. Second, Mr. Weston, gardener to D. Martineau, Esq., Ciapham Park, who had
good plants of Attila, Cedo Nulli, General Canrobert, Duruflet, Andromeda, and Miss Julia.
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Messrs. Turner & Ward were also awarded extra prizes for some good plants. With three
plants Messrs. Ward and Hutt, were placed equal second, the first prize being again withheld.
Mr. Ward had Cedo Nulli and its golden variety, and Eequiqui ; Mr. Hutt had Salomon,
Cedo Nulli, and Duruflet. The best of the Pompone varieties were trained on wire and were,
therefore, very symmetrical. Some plants grown as pyramids were also present, and indicated
go 'd cultivation. Some extremely fine cut blooms "were produced. Mr. T. B. Robinson,
of Islington, was first with Queen of England, Plutus, Nonpareil, Lndy Hardinge, Novelty]
Boadicea, Jardin des Plant.es, Beauty, Miirechal Duroe, Dupont de l'Eure, General Hardinge,
and Cassandra. Second, Mr. Cattell, Westerham, who was also placed first with miscellaneous
cut blooms, having fine examples of Plutus, Miss Slade, Penelope, Duchess of We'lington,
Eosette, Lady Margaret, Golden Hermione, Juno, Ambrose, Jnrdin des Plantes, Alarm,'
Bacchus, Emily, Glory, &c. Mr. Bird, of Stoke Newington, had a fine group of flowers',

among which were Jardin des Plantes (exceedingly fine), Nil Desperanduin, Dupont de l'Eure,'

Queen, Li tie Pet, &c.

Certificates of merit were awarded to Chrysanthemum laciniatum, a white fringed variety
sent from Japan by Mr. Fort me, exhibited by Mr. Standisb, Bag-shot; also to Mr. Salter,
HammersmitL, for Princess of Hesse, Princess Alexandra, Abbe Passaglia, and Duchess of
Buckingham—four large-flowering kinds of pleasing shades of colour. It is to be hoped that
the Horticultural Society will hold an autumn exhibition of this favourite flower now that
the Crystal Palace Company have discontinued their annual show.

And now a word or two to place myself right with Mr. Dodds. I was correct in regard
to the fact, but wrong in the application of the judgment to the class. I thank Mr. Dudds
for the correction of a statement by no means so incorrect as he would lead me to infer.

Quo.

REVIEW.
Wild Flowers of Great Britain, Illustrated by Charlotte Gower, and Botanically and

Popularly Described by Robert Hogg, LL.D., F.L.S., and G. W. Johnson, Esq., F.R.H.S.
.

The nineteenth Number of this cheap and excellent work has reached us. and we detect
in it the same careful descriptions and correct nomenclature that have elicited our previous
commendations in its favour. Every one, in fact, should possess this work who wishes for
accurate information on the vegetable world around them.

THE LATE MR. ROBERT GLENDINNING, F.R.H.S.
It is with sincere regret that we announce the death of Mr. Eobert Glendinning, of the

Chiswick Nurseries, at the early age of fifty-seven. Mr. Glendinning had suffered'from a
painful complaint for a considerable time, which finally undermined an originally strong-
constitution, and terminated in his death on the 9th of November. Mr. Glendinning was so
well knownas one of the most active membeis of the horticultural body, that a lengthened
notice of his life would be superfluous to most of our readers. We may, however, briefly
remark that, a native of Lanark, in Scotland, he came to England at an early age

;
and, when

a very young man, obtained the appointment of gardener to the late Lord Eolle, at Bicton,
in Devonshire, where his energy and talent i-oon became conspicuous, and immediately p aced
him in the front ranks of British horticulturists. Mr. Glendinning possessed indeed, in a
degree we have rarely seen equalled, a clear, sound judgment on all subjects connected 'with
his profession

;
and, whether as a practical gardener or writer, or as a professional designer, he

was equally sagacious and happy in his ideas and opinions. The improvement of the gardens
at Bicton was commenced by him ; and the arboretum there, designed and planted by him-
self, will long attest the skill and comprehensiveness with Avhich it was originally planned.
Mr. Glendinning having established his fame as a horticulturist, he was much sought after
for his advice

;
and this led him to accept the offer of a partnership in the nursery of

Lucombe, Pince, & Co., of Exeter, with the view of entering largely into the department of
landscape gardening. This alliance was, however, but of short duration, and Mr. Glen-
dinning came to London and took the nursery formerly occupied by Mr. Williams at
Chiswick, which, under his proprietorship, soon assumed a new form, and became 'the
repository of one of the most select, and best-cultivated collections of nursery stock to be met
with round London. Mr. Glendinning contributed largely some years ago to the Gardeners'
Chronicle, the "Journal of the Horticultural Society," and other gardening periodicals and
very materially assisted the late Mr. Loudon in his various publications. In private life
Mr. Glendinning was warmhearted and sincere, and much esteemed by a very numerous
circle of friends for his many excellent qualities of head and heart. Happily he leaves
two talented sons to carry on his business, who, we hope, will meet with the support the^
merit.—S.
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CALENDAR OF
CONSERVATOR'S.

Spare no pains to make tins house as gay and in-
viting: as possible at this season, when it will be most
appreciated. Chrysanthemums will be in perfection
the greater part of the month, but as soon as any of
the plants is past its best it should be removed. Pick
all dead leaves and flowers off immediately they show
symptoms of decay

; keep the plants well watered.
Water well Camellias coming into flower. Introduce
plenty of Primulas (of which there are now fine
strains), Cinerarias, Mignonette, Violets, Tulips, Jon-
quils, &c. ; also a few nice variegated plants. Attend
carefully to the watering. Pay special attention to
the arrangement of the plants and to cleanliness
G ve air freely in the early part of the day when the
weather is at all fair, and close-up early in the after-
noon. Fire heat will now be more or less necessary,
according to the state of the weather. In cold frosty
weather maintain a temperature of about 40° during
the night, and 50° in the day; in open weather a
higher temperature will do no harm. Always take
advantage of sun heat, and use no more fire heat
than is absolutely necessary.

Greenhouse.
Give air freely every day the weather permits,

always guarding" against cold draughts. Fire heat
should only be used when absolutely necessary. In
frosty weather use coverings as much as possible ; it

is preferable to too much fire heat, which only excites
and weakens the plants. Keep the plants constantly
cleaned and turned about, so that all sides may have
the full benefit of sun and air. Stake and tie-out all

specimens that may require it, and look carefully
over all the plants, and loose any ties that may be
rather tight. Attend carefully to the watering.

SrovEi
This house should now be very gay with Begonias,

Euphorbias, Poinsettias, Justiciar &c. Attend care-
fully to the watering, and pick-off all leaves and
flowers that show signs of decay. Ventilate freely
in fine weather. Maintain a temperature of about
60° during the night, and 70° during the day.

Flower Gardkn.
The protection of choice and tender flowers will now

be one of the principal things requiring attention
here, as we may expect more or less frost 'or some
time. Protect tender Roses, and proceed with plant-
ing hardy ones when the weather is favourable.
Clean and dig borders ; sweep and roll grass and
walks in open weather. Pleasure &rou*ids.—Plant
trees and shrubs in mild weather, and secure them
well to stakes to prevent them being blown about by
the wind. Cover the soil round the roots with rotten
leaves or dung to Keep the frost ou r

. Any good
specimens of choice plants, that are liable to suffer

from severe frost, should have a slight protection
during the depth of winter. Proceed with alterations

in favourable Weather. Dig borders. Now the !

leaves are all off, every nook and corner should be
well cleaned out to prevent the leaves being blown
about.

Forcing.
Fruit.—Pine Apples.—Vmit that is ripening should

have a dry warm atmosphere, and liberal supplies of
air in fine weather. Plants that are intended to

start next month for the early supply of fruit should
still be kept at rest, in a temperature not below
G0Q during the night. They should have air when-
ever the state of the weather permits ; it should be
given early in Ihe forenoon. Plants for autumn fruit-

ing should be kept steadily growing, not over-ex-
cited. A good bottom heat is the first point to be
well attended to. They will not require much water-
ing, but it is preferable to give a little at roots to

keeping the atmosphere of the house too moist. Give
air carefully. Plants in bloom should have a dry
heat, and all the light and air possible. Attend care-
fully to the succession plants. In severe frosty

weather use coverings as much as possible, in order
t > obviate the necessity of too much fire heat, which,
in the absence of solar light, weakens the plants.

Maintain a temperature of about 60° during the

OPERATIONS.
night, and 70° during the day, with an increase by
sun heat of 10°. Keep a tolerably dry atmosphere.
Vines.—If the early house was started in October as
recommended, theVineswill nowbebreaking. Remove
at once all the weak buds, and such as are not wanted

;

when sufficiently long, tie-in carefully. As the shoots
advance in growth, raise the temperature gradually
up to 60° by night and 70° by day, with an increase
of 10° by sun heat. Give air freelv when the state of
the weather permits, and always as early in the fore-
noon as possible. Avoid keeping too moist an atmo-
sphere, which is decidedly wrong at this season of
the year. Attend to the proper watering of the in-
side borders. See there is a proper heaUn the out-
side borders. The directions given last month for
the early house will apply to the second house this
month. Towards the end of the month a third house
should be started. Keep the late vineries as dry as
possible without using too much fire heat; examine
the bunches frequently, and cut out all decaying
berries. Peaches and Nectarines.—To have "ripe
fruit in May, the early home should now be starred.
Give all the inside borders a good watering. Main-
tain a healthy moist atmosphere

; syringe the trees
two or three times daiiy with tepid water, and venti-
late freely in fine weather. Keep the temoerature
from about 40° to 45° during the night, and 5*5° to (i0°

in the daytime, with an increase of 8° or 10° by sua
heat. Keep a nice steady heat in the outside borders
by fermenting materials or other means. Dress and
tie trees in the late houses in bad weather. Figs.—
In frosty weather use sufficient fire heat to keep out
the frost. This is a good time to shift any plants in
tubs or pots that may require it. Use a compost of
turfy loam and leaf soil, and put plenty of drainage
in the tubs and pots. Cherries.—Those plunged out
of doors must have the roots well protected from
frost by a good covering of leaves or dung. Straw-
berries,—If these have been ridged as recommended
last month, the roots will be safe from injury. In
frosty weather, some protection should bepbeed in
front of the plants to protect, the crowns from injury.
A batch of plants for early forcing should be put on
shelves near the glass in a cold house, where they
can have abundance of air when the state of the
weather will admit of its being given. No more heat
will be required at present than is sufiMent to keep
out the frost. Cucumbers.— See the bottom hen t is

regular and uniform. Keep the shoots and foliage
thin ; never overcrop. Let them have all the light
possible, and plenty of air when the weather permits.
Maintain a temperature of about C5 P during the
night, and 70° to 75° in the day.

Hardy Fruit.
Keep the fruit-room as diy and cool as possible.

Look daily over the store of fruit, and pick out all
decaying ones. Plant trees of all kinds in open
weather; it is better done now than put off till

spring, when good plants are difficult to get in the
nurseries. Give all newly-planted trees a good
dressing around the roots of rotten dung. Prune
and nail wall trees in fine weather. Gooseberry and
Currant bushes may be pruned in frosty weather, if

it be not too severe and cold; also standard Apple
and Pear trees. British Queen and other tender
Strawberries should have a good dressing ot dung to
protect the crowns from injury.

Kitchen Garden.
See there is a sufficient quantity of Parsley pro-

tected in case of bad weather. Cover Celery-ridges
in frosty weather with dry straw. Cauliflowers that
are heading will be best taken up or laid-in in cold
pits. Kndive and Lettuce should also be taken up
and put into cold pits or frames. Cover well the
roots of Globe Artichokes with dung; alsoRhubaib
and Sea-kale. In open weather dig, trench, or ridge
vacant ground. In frosty weather all wheelbarrow-
operations should be pushed lorward. In bad
weather, when no out-door work can be done, get all

things in readiness that may be wanted later in the
season. Sharpen and dress stakes of all kinds, also

pegs. Cut shreds, dress nails, prepare labels, make
brooms, and all other things of this kind.—M.S.
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Andre leroy d'Angers Rose



the

ROSE ANDRE LEROY D'ANGERS.
WITH AN ILLUSTRATION.

We are indebted to Mr. Standish, of Bag-shot and Ascot, for the figure
of this fine new Rose, which we are enabled to present to our subscribers.
We learn that it is a seedling from General Jacqueminot, and that it was raised
by M. Victor Trouillard, of Angers, an enthusiastic cultivator of Roses, and
himself at once the manager of the extensive Rose-nursery of M. Leroy, and
the raiser of many new and choice varieties.

The present novelty which, as our figure shows, is a Rose of great beauty,
is in the hands of Mr. Standish for distribution. The habit of the plant is free
and vigorous. The flowers are large and cupped, well filled out with petals,
which are broad and remarkable for substance and smoothness of texture. The
colour is a very rich, deep, velvety purple crimson. Altogether, we regard
this namesake of M. Leroy as an acquisition of no mean importance among the
better class of dark Hybrid Perpetuals, combining as it does high qualities both
as to its growth and also as to its flowers, with a rich and most desirable
colour.

There have been other Roses named in compliment to M. Leroy ; but with
respect to the application of his name to that now figured, we are informed—
(1) that M. Trouillard was desirous of naming one of his own seedlings after
his employer

; (2) that, from the whole series raised by his foreman, M. Leroy
himself selected to bear his name the subject of these remarks ; and (3) that
he repudiates all other varieties to which his name has been given. To avoid
confusion, however, M. Trouillard's Rose has been specially distinguished by
the name of Andre Leroy d'Angers.

Roses like the present, of full cupped or semi-globular form, have an
immense superiority over the flat hard-centred varieties which once were so
commonly seen on our exhibition tables, and are even yet not extinct. Even
the more open form of sorts like General Jacqueminot we may remark, though
we do so with a wholesome fear of acute Rose critics before our mind's eye,°is
barely compensated by brilliance of colour and excellence of habit, although
there may be varieties of this character which, like the General himself, stand
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deservedly high, in the opinion of rosarians on account of other estimable

characteristics, either separate or combined. There has latterly been a very-

great advance in quality in the class to which we are referring ; and it appears

to us that the exquisite varieties we now possess should be constantly kept

forward as models, in order to save us the infliction of sorts possessing inferior

character, or no character at all. We allude especially in these observations

to such superb Roses as Senateur Vaisse, Beauty of Waltham, Madame Furtado,

Comtesse de Chabrillant, and Madame Vidot, the reputation of which, as

leading varieties of their respective colours, is now fully established. We
should like to see groups of these made prominent as test flowers at all future

exhibitions by having prizes specially offered for them, this being continued

until they were thoroughly beaten by something better, when the victors

should step into their prominent place. There would then always be at hand
standards of the highest excellence for comparison with other varieties exhibited,

whether old or new. The test would be a severe one, but the application of it

would be wholesome.

CULTIVATION OF THE PELARGONIUM.
I haediy know whether I should do the most good towards promoting the

successful cultivation of this favourite flower by warning your readers against

the bad advice I have frequently read on the subject, or give the course of

culture that I have for many years pursued myself with great satisfaction. I

have, however, decided on the latter course ; and I purpose in the present paper

to state briefly my own practice, commencing with the plant after it has done
flowering. This is generally the case about the end of June to the beginning
of July. If there is convenient space out of doors, the plants are placed out

for about a fortnight, and supplied moderately with water as often as they

become decidedly dry. Care is taken that they receive no injury from strong

winds or any other cause. If there is not convenient space for them out of

doors they are kept in the greenhouse, and all the air admitted that is possible.

The time of cutting-down is from the 1st of July to the 1st of August; the

earlier in July the better—the plants break with more vigour, and make much
larger and better plants than those out of doors at a later period, enjoying as

they do a longer period of fine growing weather before winter. They are

allowed to become quite dry before being cut, and are kept so for four or five

days afterwards to allow the wounds to heal, and are exposed, to the full influence

of the sun and air ; a little water is then given round the edge of the pot and
repeated as needed, the quantity given being increased as the young leaves

become developed. The " cutting-down " as to the length of the shoots to be
left depends somewhat upon the habit and size of the plant, the object being to

induce such growth as will make the best shaped plants ; but generally the shoots

are left with two or four plump buds on each, besides the small incipient buds at

the base of the shoot. When the new growth is about an inch long the plants

are " shook out," every bit of soil removed, and the roots pruned of all matted

fibres, and are repotted into the smallest pot that the roots will easily go into.

Care is taken to get the fresh soil well in amongst the roots, which is best

accomplished when the soil is somewhat dry. The potting being finished, the

pot is dipped into a bucket of water deep enough to cover the surface of the

soil, and quickly withdrawn : this moistens the soil better than the usual way
of watering the surface. The plants are kept close, and if the weather is bright

a little shade is given until the emission of fresh roots, when the plants are

gradually exposed to the sun and air. As soon as the roots are sufliciently
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numerous the plants are shifted into the next size pot, when attention is given
to training

; then tying-out the shoots so as to form a semi-globular head, and
expose the foliage equally to the influence of the light and air. "Water is

given only when they are dry, and in quantities sufficient to moisten the whole
ball ; and generally, and by preference, this is given in the morning, and not,
as is the practice with many, in the evening. The plants are placed with
ample space for growth, the number being regulated by the space. Attention
is constantly paid to cleanliness and fumigation, never waiting to see a second
aphis, but give a smoking reception to' the first that comes. Delay in doing
this would be very unwise—the increase is so very rapid, and the mischief they
do very great. Occasionally a plant will grow irregularly, one or more shoots
growing much stronger than the rest. When this happens it is well to stop all

such shoots : the sap is thus distributed more abundantly to the weaker
shoots, and a better head is formed.

When plants are wished to flower in May they should be shifted into the
pots they are to bloom in by the early part of November ; whilst those required
to bloom in June may be repotted at the end of January, or early in February

;

but care must be taken not to overpot. A fine bloom can only be obtained
when the pot is well filled with roots—too much soil induces growth and not
flowers

; neither are the flowers so fine, either in size or colour, as when the
soil is full of roots. As the plants increase in size the shoots are tied to dry
brown willow rods, and arranged according to their number so as to form the
nearest approach to a half-globe, and when in flower the plants are shaded
from the sun during three, four, or five hours in the middle of the day. Bees
are carefully excluded by hanging thin nets over all openings.

The past season has been very prolific in seedlings, and I anticipate the
new flowers this autumn will prove one of the best lots that have been raised
for some years. It is most desirable to obtain these and any fresh sorts as
early as possible. Valuable time is lost when they are left in the nurseries
until the spring. After a cutting is struck, it should be pushed forward and
not be allowed to want anything needful for a single day, if you would give it

a fair chance of blooming in its true character.

The soil I use is composed of the top spit of sods from strong loam, laid up
with an equal bulk of stable litter for twelve months, when it is chopped-up
and well mixed (if you have it, or can get it, a little good leaf mould may be
added), and an eighth part of sharp sand.

Omickok.

THE EXHIBITION OF MELONS.
I am disposed to dissent from the present plan of exhibiting Melons. The

usage is to award prizes for flavour only, irrespective of any other consideration.
Size, symmetry, colour, weight, and newness—considerations that have their
weight with every other class of fruit, are all ignored : consequently, it is often
seen that a small ill-favoured-looking fruit gains the first prize. At the Show
at the Crystal Palace on the 3rd of September, in the two classes for Scarlet and
Green -fleshed Melons, sixty-two were staged. Taking them as a whole they were
the finest collection of fruit I ever saw. Looking about me for new Melons, I
noticed from one exhibitor in Wales two remarkably handsome specimens, one of
Garibaldi, a Scarlet-fleshed variety sent out by Mr. Tiley, of Bath ; and another
of Eclipse, a Green-fleshed kind, from Mr. Turner, of Slough, of which " great
expectations " were formed, coming as it did from the same source as that
popular variety, " Scarlet Gem." On examining the last-named at the incision
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made by the Judges, I found it was not sufficiently ripened to possess the
desired quality of flavour ; the other looked all that could be desired. But here
again was absent the extremely fortuitous characteristic of appropriate flavour.

Looking to the winning varieties, I found in the class for Green-fleshed that a
common -looking unnamed variety had taken the first prize, and a specimen of

Egyptian Green-fleshed was second. In the other class Turner's Scarlet Gem
was first, second, and third, and nearly the smallest specimens in the Exhibition

;

but fortunately for their growers cut just at the " nick of time." In the absence
of all ascertainable data as to when a Melon may be said to have reached just

that state of ripeness to possess the desired flavour ;—when it is the one con-
sideration alone that decides their merit at an exhibition, it must be admitted
that it ranks among those affairs of chance that lie beyond the power of all

professional skill or judgment to control.

Then as to the standard of flavour by which the Judges make their awards.
There are clearly ascertained rules by which to judge flowers or plants, but no
rule can be defined by which the quality of flavour can be ascertained. It

cannot be aught else but a matter of individual taste, that will admit of very
great latitude. Would two sets of Judges have reached exactly the same result

regarding the Melons at the Crystal Palace ? Uniformity of taste is as impos-
sible as uniformity of features or creed. Where are the clearly-ascertained

rules by which a trio of Judges shall reach the same result in a matter of indi-

vidual taste ? Even by the assistance of sherry to give a tone to the palate, I

have no confidence in the correctness of the result that will be attained.

I call the judgment of Melons as carried out in the present day a sham, if

flavour alone is to decide. If prizes for flavour find a place in the schedules,

let there be also a recognition of weight, of symmetry and proportions, com-
bined with colour and ripeness, and let newness have due consideration also,

leaving it to the option of the Judges to make flavour a final court of appeal in

the event of another point being required to bias their decision.

Quis?

GOLDEN ESPEREN PLUM.
WITH AN ILLUSTRATION.

S Y N on vm e. — Drap cV Or cVEsperen.

This is one of the seedlings raised by that successful pomologist Major

Esperen, of Malines. The seed was sown about the year 1832, and the tree

first produced fruit in 1843.

The fruit is generally of a regular oval shape, about 2 inches long ; but it

sometimes assumes a roundish form, and it is marked on one side with a shallow

but distinct suture, which is most distinct toward the stalk. The skin is very

thin and delicate, transparent, and of a clear golden yellow colour on the

exposed side, where it has a few crimson dots ; but it is paler yellow on the

shaded side. The flesh is yellow, tender, and melting. Juice abundant, rich,

sugary, and finely flavoured, separating freely from the stone.

The tree is quite hardy, and makes a good pyramid. It; is a very abundant

bearer, small trees three years from the graft giving a good sprinkling of

fruit. The shoots are smooth, long, and vigorous, and of a reddish-brown

tinge. Leaves pretty large, oval, and somewhat obovate towards the base,

coarsely and deeply toothed, and downy beneath.

This is a first-rate dessert Plum, handsome in shape, and beautiful in

colour. Our figure was taken from fruit grown in the orchard-house of

Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth.
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IN-DOOR GARDENING.
I AGAIN attempt a social homily for the New Year on this subject. I write for those

who are in the lowest stage of this pleasing recreation, not for those who have plant-cases,
window greenhouses, small conservatories, and such like appliances that modern inteoductions
are rendering facile for such a purpose. Higher discoursinga than mine must bo perused by
these. A window-sill or two, inside and out, a table, a fow pots and glass dishes, two or
three dinner plates, any odds and ends that can bo pressed into such a service—these arc my
agents, simple and not difficult to obtain. Supplement to these soil and moss, some charcoal
and sand, and, easiest of all to provide and not the least important item—a constant round of
attention, manifested with the fidelity of a sentry, that will come to the worker by a persistent
everyday doing to be a thoroughly joyous occupation; and here is employment that will
lighten evon the pressure of trouble, break in upon tho monotony of a comparatively cheerless
life, as does sometimes a momentary gleam of sunlight through the fissures of one of our
gloomy winter fogs, present a welcome engagement to thoso who, perchance by affliction,

may be rendered incapable of out-door recreation, and certainly, by a simple appeal to the
love of the beautiful that will well-up from somewhere in most men's natures, dons touch a
chord that makes the best music ring out from a satisfied heart, and cause a floricultural

Crusoe to find some contentment in the isolation of his own house.
First, a few words only as to what was done during the summer months before passing

on to a review of present enterprises.

My main endeavour was directed to blooming a few Gladiolus in pots ; but I was too
late in planting to achieve much success, owing to the pots being occupied by other tenants
till the early spring. And let it be remembered that, for out-door attempts, I have only a
small yard flanked on three sides by high buildings, and about 4 yards square. Within the
precincts of this mannikin domain do I experimentalise. I unfortunately planted mostly
late varieties, and this, combined with a wet and inclement spring, did not improve matters.
I got a few, and they small spikes ; but I gained some experience by the failure—that is a
set-off against the small results.

I failed with Japan Lilies too. I planted three fine bulbs in large pots, and got some
manure from a west-end florist, which became the abode of a herd of maggots, which ruthlessly
attacked the bulbs. I had a promise of four large flowers from one plant

;
but, on the eve of

the buds bursting, the enemy destroyed the promised flowers and my hopes together.
I led off my winter series with Snowdrops in pots, and the red and white autumn-

flowering Cyclamen in plates of sand. The former I cannot succeed with in sand only, it
causes them to rot ; the best plan is to start them in a pan, and then transplant to the vessels
in which they have to flower. The Cyclamens were very pretty, and have thrown up a
profusion of leaves that are handsomely marked. I have the Double Roman Narcissus in
flower in a plate, surrounded by the single Italians that are close in its wake. I have for
an outer circle single Van Thol Tulips that are fast starting into growth ; but as their taller
colleagues will have shed their gay apparel ere the dwarfer occupants don theirs, I must
endeavour to restore the balance by introducing one or two Hyacinths to be companions for
the Tulips at the time of flowering. Next to these I expect to have in bloom Tulips and
Crocuses in plates and pots. I am using soil and sand separately in the plates, to ascertain
which suits best for the purpose ; but I invariably employ a few small pieces of charcoal as
drainage^ Hyacinths in pots and in glasses also are rapidly developing themselves. I put
charcoal in the latter, and they seem to thrive on it mostunmistakeably. I always allow the
water in a glass to be high enough to submerge the base of the bulb from which the roots
start out, not almost to touch it. I think the roots start sooner in consequence, and with
greater regularity. The next stratum in my horticultural formation is made up of Jonquils in
plates, in sand ; and another arrangement in plates of Hyacinths surrounded by Scdla sibirica
and Winter Aconites. I use for the centre red colours—the blue Scillas will form a contrast
with the Hyacinths, and the Yellow Aconites form the circlet for all. I confess that I am
somewhat apprehensive about the latter : I fear they are decaying faster than they vegetate.
I saw last spring a circular glass dish some 7 inches in depth, filled with Hyacinths growing
in moss, that pleased me vastly, so well had they flowered. 1 procured two of these this
season. The smaller, about 12 inches in diameter, is filled with miniature Hyacinths planted
in moss, and having for drainage about three-quarters of an inch of charcoal. Close to the
edge of the vessel I have a ring of Snowdrops. The bulbs have rooted beautifully, and,
attracted to the sides of the dish, almost entirely obscure the moss, and are feeding "on the
charcoal with a thorough zest ; a larger dish has superadded to the moss some soil. On this
I planted some Tulips, still lining with moss. On these again I placed Hyacinths, leaving
spaces for the Tulips to throw up their flowers. All are starting admirably, and a delicate
network of roots is likewise encircling the dish, and penetrating the charcoal. Even with
the addition of the soil, these dishes are light; they occupy but a small space, and will make
quite a display when in flower.
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Last of all—and I have not enumerated the whole of the designs my fancy has fastened
upon for widening my sphere of operations—last of all, I have a box outside the sitting-room
window planted with a background of Hyacinths, and a foreground of Tournesol Tulips.
Covered with ashes, they will rest quietly for a few weeks, till they, too, shall be summoned
by Nature's inexorable law to present themselves among the gathering the opening spring
will invigorate and smile upon.

And thus_ to the end of the homily ; to be read by others, to be put into practice by
some, I trust, in accordance with the fancy that shall direct them. Thus anticipating spring-
arid summer in-doors, it becomes in some degree another of those benign home influences that
give a bright side to many a lowering aspect of everyday life, and softens some of the
sternness that clings to it like a parasite, side by side with its gentler contrasts.

Qoo.

FRUIT-JUDGING AT KENSINGTON.
Beading- in your November Number an account of the International Show of Fruits*

&c, I find that Mr. Bousie has led you into a sad mistake. The paragraph referred to

reads thus :

—

" Mr. Bousie seemed quite at a loss to discover why, if his fruit was disqualified because
of being wrongly named, Mr. Lumsden's fruit, who was placed second, was not also
rendered ineligible to compete, two of his dishes containing eight fruits each instead of six,

as stated in the schedule."

I beg publicly to inform Mr. Bousie that such is not the case. The three dishes of
dessert Pears exhihited by me were properly named, and contained only tix fruit each, as
stated by the schedule.

I can inform Mr. Bousie that the three dishes of dessert Pears placed first had two
dishes which contained eight fruits each—viz., Golden Russet and British Queen.

JBloxholm Hall, Sleaforcl. D. Ltjmsden.

REVIEWS.
The Gardeners? Annual for 1863. Edited by the Rev. S. Reynolds Hole. London

:

Longmans.

This is the first issue of a publication which it is purposed shall appear annually. It

contains some excellent papers by the Editor and several other gentlemen well known in the
horticultural world ;

and, though they are void of novelty, some of them possess a freshness

of style which, to some, will make them acceptable. The Editor discourses of " Roses: How
to Grow and Show Them." Mr. Rivers supplies a few " Fragments," a sort of fireside chat
about odds and ends. " D., of Deal," gossips about some of the novelties of 1862. Mr. W.
Paul has a paper on the Hollyhock. Somebody who seems to have a lot of names, to judge
by the number of his initials, has a paper on " Cottage Gardening," without any gardening in
it. Mr. Turner, generally a man of few words, gives us the pith of his practice in growing
the Cineraria in two pages. Rev. Joshua Dix wades through ad the Metropolitan Exhibitions
of the season, gathering here and there the most attractive objects, and presenting them to us
in a sort of literary bouquet. The Editor has an article on " New Roses," which tells us
nothing about them. Mr. Standish treats us agreeably to the creme de la crSme of the
Japanese novelties. Mr. Dean, of Bradford, gives a selection of the best Pansies. A notice

of " Greenhouses for "Working Men by the Editor ;
" Select Lists of the Most Popular

Flowers ;" and a capital Florist's Calendar complete the volume.
"We had almost forgotten the illustration by John Leech, which represents five of his

" girls " seated in a Rose garden sipping an infusion of flowery Pekoe, a chubby little Cupid
handing round materiel; and this is called "Love among the Tea Roses."

Flower and Fruit Decoration. By T. C. March. London : Harrison.

Ie we had been asked what work connected with decorative gardening was most wanted
in the present day, we should have answered, " Such a one as would instruct us how to

arrange flowers and fruits for in-door ornament." Almost every other gardening subject has
been already treated upon over and over again ; but never do we remember seeing this one
made so much a matter of system as it is represented in the work before us. Mr. March
has done good service to all those who, having a refined and elevated taste, do not know how
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to apply it. Many of us can appreciate the beautiful when it is placed before us ; but bow to

obtain or create it for ourselves we know not. Now, however, the path is plain. In Mr.
March's very valuable book we are instructed, not only how to design and how to construct
table ornaments and bouquets, but what is sometimes a more dimeult task to many—how to

harmonise and dispose of coloms. We strongly recommend this admirable book to all lovers

of the beautiful, whether in nature or in art.

SCRAPS ON PLANTING AND TIMBERS.

"We understand a large quantity of seeds of the Douglas Fir are being sent for Government
from Vancouver's Island for planting in the royal forests and waste crown lands. A
variety of timber is now much used by the trade, called " Pitch Pine," it is imported from
America, and should, according to authority, be the produce ofFimis rigida, but on examination
is more likely to be obtained from Pinus Coulteri, ponderosa, or Benthamiana. It is a very
valuable timber, and its use is likely to increase considerably. Can any of your readers say
which the timber is really produced frorn, as Coulteri is not hardy in Britain, but both
Benthamiana and ponderosa are perfectly so ? If the Poyal Horticultural Society would
send some competent person to investigate and report on the timber trees of British Columbia,
they would confer a benefit on planters. Mr. Gordon has, I believe, nothing to do ; why not
dispatch him ? He is, perhaps, the only person competent for the task.

Who is to investigate the banks of the Amoor rivers, where travellers tell us are magnifi-

cent trees which would be hardy in Britain ? and who the Bokhara, Cashmerian, and Thibetian
chains of mountains, the only spots likely to give us hardy trees and shrubs ? It appears

to me unfortunate sending coUectors to climates where nothing hardy can be obtained, and
the Society should remember that not all their FeBows keep conservatories.

Why not import the Tasmanian and Australian timber trees to South Africa as a
commercial speculation ? The Governor of the Cape should take this in hand.

g

British Fruits.—The Spectator, in noticing the International Show of the Boyal
Horticultural Society, states that, "The price of fruit in England is becoming preposterous,

and the poorer classes see as little of it as they do of meat. There is no more reason why
Grapes, for example, should not be cheap in England than why French Beans should not

;

and their cultivation in Devonshire and Hampshire—not for wine, but for food—would amply
repay a speculator. Nothing pays better than a good orchard

;
yet a supply of fruit seems,

instead of increasing, to diminish.' ' We scarcely coincide with the author as to the value of

English Grapes as an article of food, but we quite agree with him as to the scarcity of orchard
fruit, which ought to be ten times more plentiful than it now is. There is no reason why
thousands of bushels of Apples, Pears, and Plums, might not be grown in our hedgerows
and in odd nooks and comers now occupied only by docks and thistles. The value of a good
supply of the above fruit to the population of large towns can hardly be over-estimated,

when liberally used as an article of food, as regards its effects on the health of the inhabitants,

and they might be so cheaply preserved by drying as to be kept for the greater part of the

year. Can nothing be done by large landowners towards this desirable object, or must it be
left as a matter for private speculation.

Orchard-house Fruit.—The failures attributed to orchard-houses, without interfering

with the principle, may be accounted for in various ways ; but the test of their value is best
proved by the increasing demand for them everywhere ; and in some country districts I hear
of nothing else in the gardening way. At this season I have a house particularly useful to

me, as it contains now good crops of late Peaches—True Bourdine, Late Admirable, and
Catherine ; I have also a few Salways, with the promise of an abundant crop of these
latter, judging by the wood I have. Crawford's Early has not been good with me, which 1
cannot account for, unless the trees are growing too strong, as I have tasted it very rich and
good ; but this more than ever convinces me that the same kind of fruit will vary very much
in flavour in different seasons. Every one should grow two Peaches, however small their

house—I mean the Barrington and Walburton
;
they succeed the mid-season Peaches, and

continue on the season until the late ones are in, and besides, produce very handsome fruit in
profusion : indeed, about a fortnight since, my trees were quite a picture. I should not omit
mentioning two Plums to amateurs, which are very useful at this season—the Old Golden
Drop and the De Bavay Gage, which, under glass, are rich beyond expression, especially the
former. I expect my late house will carry me on to the middle of November at least, and
probably I may be able to keep a few Salways and a late kind of Rivers' and a Plum to
December. Not so bad this for an amateur in his third year of orchard- house culture,

censidering I commenced with Hunt's Tawny Nectarine, and Early York Peach in July
from trees in pots. Amateur.
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CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS.

Conservatory.
Great attention must be given to tlie temperature

of this bouse during the mouth. Forced flowers and
many decorative and other plants, which it is some-
times necessary to introduce here, will require a
warmer temperature than otherwise would be the
ease. It will be best to avoid a high night tempera-
ture, HP to 45° will be sufficient. It is a good
plan to keep a little Are during the forenoon, when
a little air can be admitted, and to close early in
the afternoon. In giving air be careful to guard
against cold cutting winds, which are most injurious
to forced flowers. Camellias will, some of them, be
swelling their buds, and others will be in flower; they
will require liberal supplies of water. Pay great
attention to the watering of all sorts of plants. Keep
up a good show of Hyacinths, Tulips, and Narcissus.
Lily of the Valley should also be largely introduced
at this season ; it is very easily forced." Take up a
quantity of roots out of the beds, pick-out all the
plump crowns that will flower, and pot them twenty
or thirty roots in a pot. If put into a little bottom heat
they will soon come into flower; but it is the best
practice to fill as many pots as you may want in the
autumn. A few good specimen Azaleas will make a
good show. In endeavouring to have a great blaze
of bloom, avoid everything like crowding, and keep
every plant as clean as possible.

Greenhouses.
Ventilate freely whenever the state of the weather

permits, always guarding against cold draughts. Use
no more fire heat than is necessary to keep out the
frost, and to expel damp. Look over the plants occa-
sionally and see they are clean and in good health.
Attend carefully to the watering.

Cold Pits and Frames.
Whenever the state of the weather permits these

should have plenty of air. Nothing is more injurious
to plants in pots than damp. Every care should
therefore be taken to keep it out. Little in the way
of wateriug will be required ; but when necessary-
give it early in the forenoon of a fine day, and pull
the lights off, so that the moisture may get dried-up.
See they are well covered in frosty weather.

STOVE.
Attend carefully to the plants in flower. Water

when necessary. Give air freely in fair weather,
but always close up early. Keep a temperature of
about 60° at night, and 70° during the day. Take
advantage of bad weather to wasii and clean every
plant that may require it. It id rather . too early to

begin starting plants into active growth, but make
preparations for doing so early next month.

Flower Garden.
Push forward alterations in open weather. See

that everything requiring protection is covered suffi-

ciently. We often have very severe frost during this

month. Attend to the stock of " bedding " plants.
Anything that you may be short of should be put
nto heat to get cuttings off. Pleasure Grounds.—
Here, too, in open weather, alterations and ground-
work of every description should be pushed forward.
Hardy trees and shrubs of all kinds may be planted
in mild weather

; any liable to be blown about with
the wind should be secured to stout stakes. This is

also a convenient season for turning and fresh gravel-
ling walks.

Forcing.
Fruit.—Pine Apples.—U-dise the temperature gra-

dually to the plants for summer fruit. About 65° at
night and 75" by day will be sufficient for this month.
See the bottom heat is about 85°. Give these plants
a good watering of tepid water. Give a little air at
every favourable opportunity, and keep a tolerably
dry atmosphere. Keep the succession plants steady
at a little lower temperature. Vines.—Attend to the
stopping and tying-down of the shoots in the early

house, and as soon as they are set thin the berries.
Keep a temperature of about 60'° at night, and 75°
during the day. Avoid too moist an atmosphere.
Nothing is worse than the too common practice
of throwing quantities of water on the floors of the
house at this season. It may be very goid practice
in the month of June, but at the present time should
be carefully guarded against. Keep a moist atmo-
sphere in succession-houses until the Vines break,
Start later houses, beginning with a low temperature,
and gradually raising it every weeK until after the
Vines break, when a maximum temperature of about
60° at night, and 75° by day will be sufficient.
Muscats require a few degrees more. Peaches and
Nectarines,—The trees in the early house will now be
fast swelling their buds and coming into bloom.
They should have all the air possible. Maintain a
dry atmosphere, and keep a temperature of about 50°
to 55° at night and 65° during the day. Start suc-
cession-houses. Give the inside borders a good
watering. Figs—These may now be started, begin-
ning with a temperature of about 50° at night, and
G0Q during the day. Give the plants plenty of
water, and keep a moist atmosphere. Cherries.—

A

few plants of these may now be introduced for an
early crop

; they will not do much good out this
season unless they have a little bottom heat. A
night temperature of 45 Q will be sufficient during
this month. Give air freely when the weather permits,
and attend to the watering. Straivbetries.—'nLese,
too, force best at this season with a bottom heat. A
temperature of 45 p to 50° by night, and 60° by day
will be sufficient for them until after the fruit is

set. They will require careful attention in watering
until they make new foliage, when they will require
it plentifully. They should have plenty of air whilst
in flower.

Vegetables.
Asparagus. Sea-kale, and Rhubarb are easily

forced by taking up plenty of roots and putting them
on a nice bottom heat. To keep up a succession
some roots should be set to work every three or four
weeks. Potatoes.—Plant Early Handsworth, which
is the earliest sort in cultivation. Kidney Beans.—
Sow for succession. Mustard and Cress.—Sow once
a-fortnight. Tarragon and Mint.—Put a few roots
into a bottom heat. Cucumbers.—Sow. Give them
a good bottom heat, and keep them near the glass.

Hardy Fruit.
Look carefully over the store of Pears and Apples

in the fruit-room, and pick out any that are decaying.
In mild weather fruit trees of all kinds may be
planted, and where intended to be done it is better to
do it now than put it off till spring. When planted
they should have a good dressing of rotten dung
around the roots, arid standard trees liable to be
blown about by the wind should be secured to stakes.
Push forward the pruning of all kinds of fruit trees.
Take advantage of mild weather to prune and nail
wall trees. /Standard Pears and Apples may be
pruned any time when the weather is not too severe,
as may also Gooseberry and Currant bushes.

Kitcuen Garden.
Everything that can possibly be done now should

be pushed on, as a busy time will soon be at hand.
This is an excellent time for trenching all ground
that requires it. In frosty weather wheel dung on
ground where it will be wanted. Pea-rods and
stakes of every kind should now be got and prepared
for use. Look over the netting, also all material
for protecting wall trees, and endeavour to have
everything ready for immediate use when required.
Attend to Cauliflowers under glasses; also to plants
in frames. Protect anything that may require it.

In mild weather make a sowing of early Peas and
Broad Beans on a warm border. Towards the end of
the month sow some lladishes on a warm border.

—

M. S.
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NEW PELARGONIUMS.
WITH AN ILLUSTRATION-.

The accompanying plate represents some of the more desirable novelties

amongst Pelargoniums which appeared in the course of the last season, and
which owe their origin to the well-known names of Hoylc, and Beck, and of
the late Mr. Foster. We believe the plants are all in the hands of Mr. Turner,
to whom, as well as to the respective raisers and growers, we owe our obliga-

tions for the blooms we have figured.

The season of 1862 was a remarkable one as regards the exhibition of
seedling Pelargoniums. Their name was legion ; and amongst the many
which appeared there were few that would not take a fair position amongst
the older standard varieties. Those we have selected as specially worthy of
illustration are :

—

Fig. 1. Regina formosa, one of the most perfect of the rose-coloured series ;

raised by Mr. Beck.
Fig. 2. Conflagration (misnamed Competitor on the plate), a fine crimson

red ; raised by Mr. Foster.

Fig. 8. Royal Albert, a noble carmine rose of large size ; from Mr. Hoyle.
Fig. 4. Belle of the Ball, a subspotted rose, very prettily marked, and

usually rather larger than in the sample figured; raised by Mr. Foster.
Fig. 5. Royalty, a very distinct rosy carmine, first-class every way ; from

Mr. Foster.

The groups which have been most largely augmented are those with rose-
coloured and those with crimson flowers. Of the first set, the two we have
figured—namely, Prince Albert and Regina formosa, stand first in merit. Royal
Albert is one of the largest varieties known, fine in shape, and of a clear
carmine rose below, clouded with dark maroon above, and white at the centre.
Regina formosa, though full-sized, is smaller, and differs in having the upper
petals almost wholly black. Canopus, raised by Mr. Beck, is a flower of well-
marked character in this group, and is distinguished by the smaller size of the
black spot on its upper petals. Cynosure and International, the former
one of Mr. Beck's, the latter one of Mr. Foster's, are other good roses.

Amongst the crimsons, Conflagration, which we figure, is one of the darker
of the series. Illuminator, from the same raiser (Mr. Foster), comes amongst
the brightest, being of a brilliant carmine scarlet, with a clouded blotch almost
black on the top petals. Of Mr. Beck's novelties, Vesuvius, classing with the
brightest, with Ardens, Fervens, and Bellatrix are all good flowers ; the three
last somewhat rosy-tinted.

To the roses which verge towards purple each of the raisers already named
has contributed. Mr. Hoyle's flower, Lord Palmerston, is probably the best

;

but the Fidelia of Mr. Beck, and Improvement of Mr. Foster, are welcome.
The distinct tint of these varieties renders them very desirable, both in the
exhibitions and in private collections.

Of rosy-tinted flowers partially spotted on the lower petals, Belle of the
Ball, a light carmine with markings of crimson, and Royalty, of a more decided
rose-tint, with deeper crimson markings, are two fine and distinct sorts. They
were both raised by Mr. Foster, as also was Merrimac, a large flower of this
set, with the lower petals very much veined.

Monitor, Landseer, and Caliban are well-marked and desirable sorts of the
distinctly spotted series ; the two first raised in Mr. Foster's garden, the last
in that of Mr. Beck. The improvement made in this group in respect to form
has been very great ; while the diversity of colour and marking presented by

VOL. II. c
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the varieties of which it is composed renders its members very desirable

additions to our collections. Monitor is of a lighter, Landse er of a deeper car-

mine rose, and Caliban is a sort of blush lilac, very heavily marked with

maroon.

Some very pretty light-coloured flowers have made their appearance, and
we hope to see these and the whites receive still further accessions, as they are

much wanted to impart variety to our collections. The best of them, Eurydice,

from Mr. Beck, is not, we believe, to be let out this season ; but Esperance,

Ophelia, Nymph, and Oriana, all more or less resemble it in character—that is

to say, they have blush or whitish lower petals, and very heavily-clouded, dark-

coloured upper ones.

Among the decided whites with small feathered markings on the upper
petals, Dobson's Queen of Whites is the best we have seen, and is a very hand-

some and chaste-looking flower.

As a smaller selection from these materials, all of which are good, and
which by no means exhaust the supply of the season, we strongly recommend
the following :

—

Hose.—Prince Albert, Regina formosa, Spotted.—Monitor, Landseer.

Canopus. Subspotted.—Belle of the Ball, Eoyalty.

Crimson.—Conflagration, Vesuvius. Light.—Oriana.

Purple.—Lord Palmerston. White—Queen of "Whites.

NEW versus OLD GRAPES.
It will be remembered that during the exciting and interesting discussion

that took place between Mr. Tillery, of Welbeck, and Mr. Thomson, of Dalkeith

Park, in our pages last year upon the relative merits of old and new Grapes,

Mr. Tillery advocated the superiority of the old against the new ; and Mr.

Thomson as stoutly maintained that the new were better than the old. These
gentlemen might have gone on writing till now, and neither would have suc-

ceeded in convincing the other ; while the public, who are really the parties

having the greatest interest in the result, would have been none the wiser after

all that had been written. To bring the subject into something like a tangible

shape, Mr. Thomson, at page 70 of our last year's Volume, wrote thus :

—

" Now, if Mr. Tillery has no objection, and we are spared till the time, I will

send newly-ripened Black Hamburghs to any of the January or February

Meetings of the Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society, and he

can send his best Black Grapes, for Hamburghs and Muscats could not well be

compared in point of flavour, and let the Committee decide which are the best

Grapes in point of flavour."

The trial came off on Wednesday, the 21st of January, when there was a

strong muster of the Fruit Committee at Kensington. Mr. Thomson sent three

fine bunches of new Black Hamburghs, which have been hanging ripe since

Christmas-day ; and Mr. Tillery sent a bunch of Black Hamburghs, one of

Welbeck Tripoli (Frankenthal), and one of West's St. Peter's. After the

Committee had examined the bunches separately, and decided that in appear-

ance the new had the advantage of the old, they proceeded to judge of the real

point at issue—viz., flavour. The West's St. Peter's was found inferior in

flavour to the new Hamburghs, and the competition, therefore, rested between

the latter, and Hamburghs, and Frankenthal. After a very careful com-
parison it was decided by a majority that the old was richer in flavour, and
contained more sugar than the new. That being the opinion as regarded

flavour alone, the Committee, desirous of informing the public on the question
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as to the general merits of new as against old Grapes, decided by a majority
that for general appearance and utility the new were superior to the old.

From this we may infer that the difference in flavour was so slight that the
other qualifications preponderated over it.

Besides those exhibited by Mr. Thomson there was a small box of very
beautiful new Hamburghs exhibited by Mr. McKenzie, of Kemp Town,
Brighton. They wrere not quite so large in the berries as Mr. Thomson's, but
were as black as jet, and covered with a fine thick bloom. The flavour was
rich, excellent, and by some considered, as a whole, superior to Mr. Thomson's,
but the highly-coloured ones of Mr. Thomson's bunches were equally as richly
flavoured as they were.

THE NEW DAHLIAS, AND HOW TO EXHIBIT THEM.
At the request of many parties, I give you my opinion of the Dahlias

which came out last season, and some of those varieties which I presume will
make their appearance this year.

Last year the bulk of the flowers were pretty good. There was, however,
one or two of very startling quality. The best flower was Lord Derby, and
that flower, when bloomed in style, will not easily be beaten. I consider this
the best self Dahlia I have ever seen. What renders this flower the more
remarkable is, that it was raised by our old friend Glenny, who sold it to
Mr. Pope out of the seedling-bed. There is a white of very first-rate quality
in Miss Henshaw, and a dark variety in Donald Beaton : these, with Lady Elcho,
Delicata, and Bob Ridley, comprise the six best flowers of the year. The next
best six flowers are Goldfinder, Empress of India, Cygnet, Imperial, General
Jackson, and Model. There are six others which, although second-class, will
be useful for a season or two—namely, Black Prince, Countess Portsmouth,
John Warren, Mrs. Bush, Capt. Harvey, and Handforth Hero.

Fancy flowers are very few in number, Mrs. Crisp and Reliance are the
only two that will stand the test. There has been a great deal said about
amalgamating the Fancy flowers with what are termed the show varieties.
Now, I think the best division would be, the best twenty-four self varieties, and
the best twenty-four striped, tipped, edged, or shaded : this would make two
distinct classes, and prove very attractive. I have no doubt if the great shows
would adopt this as a rule, both for nurserymen and amateurs, making for
amateurs twelve blooms in each class instead of twenty-four, it would answer
every purpose. I am quite ready myself to bow to any decision committees may
come to.

^
All I want is fair play and no favour. While I am on this matter

I think it very desirable that at all the great shows the manager should
provide show-boards to be placed according to his discretion. This would lead
to much uniformity, and take away much jealousy, not allowing any names
(until after the award) to be placed on the stands.

Every exhibitor would be willing to pay annually for the use of these
stands ; and when entries are made the amount should be forwarded. There
are so many parties now-a-days who enter in all classes, and when it comes to
the point only show in half. Now, if every exhibitor for such flowers had to
pay a small moiety for the use of the stand, much of this would be avoided.

These boards would apply to Verbenas, Hollyhocks, Asters, Chrysanthe-
mums—in fact, nearly every cut flower except Roses, and would certainly tend
to much greater attraction in the great exhibitions. The expense of these
boards would be very trifling, and would please nearly every exhibitor, as it
would avoid his being obliged to bring to the show two boards with him.'
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I am sure this measure deserves the consideration of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society, the Royal Botanic, and the Crystal Palace Company. Nothing
but numbers should ever be allowed in future in any class for competition.

Last year at the Crystal Palace one of the Judges deliberately went to the

stands he had to judge, and first looked to whom the stands belonged before he
attempted to look at the flowers. This I decidedly object to ; and in all my
own judging, now for forty years, I never did such a thing, and always objected

to my brother judges doing it. Had I not seen this with my own eyes, I

would not be so positive ; but when only a few chairs, as rails, divide the

Judge from the exhibition, he cannot help seeing that which spoiled his

appetite for the day. Nothing but boards all alike, and numbers without names
can obviate this injustice.

I now come to a very delicate matter how to describe—the new Dahlias

for 1863. How can I speak of my own without egotism, or my neighbours

without jealousy? I think if I name a few show flowers without description,

leaving time to develope them, will be the best way I can manage. Certain it

is that never were there so few; but still there are a few gems, both Fancies and

show flowers. I place them according to my own idea of merit :

—

Charles Turner (Keynes). Lord Dundreary (Turner).

Caractacus (Turner). Lord Russell (Silver).

Count Cavour (Edwards). Princess Alice (Edwards).
Serenity (Bawlings). Bellona (Harrison).

Lord Wiltshire (Dodds). Charlotte Doiling (Turner).

Mrs. Hogg (Bawlings). Mrs. Hobhs (Hohhs).

These twelve are the cream of the show flowers for this season.

FANCY FLOWERS.

There are six, I think, very first-rate—namely,

—

Patent (Keynes). The Bride (Eawlings).

Countess Shelburn (Turner). Symmetry (Legge).

Mrs. Wickham (Eawlings). The Beau (Eawlings).

All these I am sure will give satisfaction to every buyer. There may be

many more coming out that I have not seen, but the above are according to my
own judgment. I hope next season will prove more prolific in good things. I

bloomed 35,000 seedlings, and have hope of something good; and I trust many
others who have taken the trouble to grow seedlings may be rewarded for their

pains.

Salisbury. John Keynes.

SMOOTH CAYENNE PINE.

I have no intention of entering into a controversy with your intelligent

correspondent " M. S.," but will take the liberty of stating the following facts

as to the keeping properties of this Pine Apple :

—

On the 15th of September I removed a few fruit from the fruiting Pine-pit

and placed them in a cool shady vinery. Here they remained for three weeks,

and were then removed to a cool seed-room and remained there till the 21st of

October, when one fruit was sent to table which had all the appearance of

keeping in a sound condition for another month. On the 23rd of October

another fruit was cut weighing 7^- lbs., and it cut up as sound and fresh as

though it had ripened only a few days before. When removed from the pit

they were quite ripe, and of a beautiful golden yellow. Some Queens that

were removed to the same quarters, at the same time, got soft and spongy, and
had to be sent to table some time before the Smooth Cayennes were cut.
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The above is by no means an exceptional case with me, as I have cut fruit
of this Pine in winter, and kept them six weeks in a cool room, and then sent
them to my employers while resident at a distance from here, and there they
were not always cut up when sent, but were invariably pronounced excellent.
And only last month my employer, who is a good judge of fruit, said there was
no Pine equal to the Smooth Cayenne ; and such is my own opinion, particularly
for winter supply. And I have never yet seen an instance of its decaying at
the bottom before fully ripe at the top. The Prickly Cayenne and Black
Prince I have frequently seen decay in that way. The latte'r variety, as well
as Enyilles and Providences, I consider not worth growing, and confine my
collection to Smooth Cayennes, Queens, a few Prickly Cayennes, and what I
have as^ the Brocklesby Seedling, which is the best-flavoured Pine I know,
but it will scarcely keep a day after it is quite ripe. I have Hurst House Seed-
ling in fruit for the first time, and some of the fruit are fourteen-pip deep, in
8-inch pots. If the flavour of Hurst House Seedling is at all good it will
be a valuable Pine.

Archerfield. D. Thomson.
[We receiyed on the 20th December last a fruit of this Smooth Cayenne Pine from Mr.

Thomson, which was as sound and delicious as a summer Pino. It was 7 inches high and
17i inches in circumference, weighing 5| lbs.—Eds. F. & P.]

THE BEST PEAR GROWN—KEEPING LATE PEARS
AND APPLES.

Having at present some Winter Nelis Pears from an east wall just fit for
table, I am of opinion that this sort, take it for all in all, is one of the best
grown in its season. The specimens mentioned above are not large, but they
are covered with russet, and the flavour is most exquisite. From a south wall
the Winter Nelis ripened here in November and from a west aspect in
December, so that a succession has been kept up for three months of this most
useful and high-flavoured kind.

I find the most satisfactory mode of keeping late Pears and Apples is to
pack them in shallow boxes with dry, well-sifted bran. The boxes I use arc
2 feet 6 inches long by 2 feet broad, and about 4 inches deep. When the fruit
are packed the boxes are placed one above the other, and only a lid is wanted
for the uppermost. In keeping fruit in air-tight jars or in sand a deal of time
is taken up in examining them, but in shallow boxes it is soon done. The fruit
being placed in single layers, they are soon looked over in the boxes, and if a
few rot they do not taint the others, the bran drying-up the moisture. There
is no danger in any well-regulated fruit-room of the bran getting heated or
nmsty in the boxes so as to give a bad taste to the fruit. Last year I had
Prince Albert Pears in good condition up to the middle of June, and the Leon
le Clerc de Laval kept till the end of July in such boxes.

William Tillery.

RELATING TO ROSES, AND TO THE ROSE SEASON.
1. The Rose Season.—Though the Weather has been dismal, the Roses here,

on the whole, have done well. From January to July there was a succession
of frosts, hurricanes, hail, and rain. From August to November the weather
was favourable, and the season has ended well. As soon as the sun came out
they began to amend

;
and, though there should be a severe winter, yet, as the

plants have made new roots and the skins are hard, I hope deaths may be few.
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2. The General Character of the Roses of 1862.—The Roses of 1862, with
very rare exceptions, are good for growth and foliage. They, moreover, abound
in clear, rich, and dark colours ; and I doubt if any year has produced so many
good, and, so far as I have tried them, so few bad ones : still we must have
better H.P. white Roses. We are well off for yellows ; we have gone ahead
in dark varieties of late, and the new sorts are of good constitution. Due de
Gazes (good on both stocks, the best supply for Louis XIV.), Princesse
Mathilde, and Prince Camille de Rohan will bear me out in this observation. Add
the older Rose Maroc, and you have four that can be recommended to any one.

3. Hoses that had not bloomed when I sent my last communication, and
which I can highly recommend.

(1) . Madame Clemence (properly Florence) Joigneaux, is a fine red Rose,
lilaceous at the extremity of the petals. In the Gardener^ Chronicle I ex-
pressed a doubt of its being true to sort, but I have discovered it to be true.

Two amateurs saw it in bloom, and pronounced it to be splendid. The growth,
habit, and continuity of blooming are good.

(2) . Alphonse Damazin.— This is a medium-sized, perfectly-formed,
scarlety red Rose ; but in the fall it is as dark and also like Marie Portemer.
I have three plants of it, and all did alike. It is good for growth and foliage,

and an abundant and continuous bloomer, both early and late. These attri-

butes will keep it in the catalogues.

(3) . Archbveque de Paris.—There is nothing new here more healthy or
better for growth and foliage ; it will not be large, but good in every other
respect. Colour deep crimson purple, thick and smooth petals, good formation,
and an abundant and free bloomer.

(4) . Madame C. Wood.—This is a fine deep-petalled red Rose, good in

its outer petals, but the centre has not filled well ; it is a fine variety, and
might go in the class of Anna de Diesbach. It is a good grower and abundant
bloomer. Madame Clemence Joigneaux and Madame C. Wood are the only
two that have helped me to prizes this year

;
they were both at Sherborne,

and enabled me to run second to Mr. Keynes for the Twenty-four Open, and to

win the first prize for Amateurs. They were both at Blandford, and enabled
me to win both the prizes. I may here say that the weather has been so wet
that it wrould have been folly to travel them to shows, to which else I should
have gone.

(5) . Richard Smith.—This is fine as to colour—red purple, of excellent

growth and foliage ; but it is, and always will be, presque pleine. It will be
valuable as a late dark bloomer, but the Archbishop in the same line will be
better.

(6) . Madame Ernest Dreole and Jean Baptiste Guillot have made good firm

wood for another year ; but they have made no other sign. Sometimes this

is the best thing a " novelty" can do. If the four first of these be added to the

ten mentioned in my last article, I am sure that the purchaser cannot be hurt,

and further, that he will be pleased. No. 5 is good, subject to " presque pleine."

4. Hearsay.—Mr. Taylor, of Fencote, Bedale, Yorkshire, speaks in very
high terms of the following :

—

(1) . Wilhelm Pftzer.—Dark red and scarlet, very full and finely formed,

a good grower and good foliage. I feel certain another season it will be Al.

(2) . Tursnne and Vicomte Vigier.—I cannot find his letter to give his

exact words ; but I remember he spoke of them as good in every respect, and
marked both Al. I have not the first, but the plants of these two are

excellent. The following are also admirable as plants, just come {all jjresents) :

Vulcain, La Brillante, Marechal Vaillant, Simon St. Jean, three John Hoppers,

wonderful for growth on the Briar, Manetti, and own roots (I never saw
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" own roots" so good), Olivier Delhomme. These await trial, and are capital

growers. Let us hope that a good time is coming. The robins, however,
began their " querela" this year in July, which portends an early and severe
winter. Their usual time is September or October.

5. Roses of 1863.—I have only heard of five, which will be brought out by
M. E. Verdier, The four first are by Fontaine, and the last by Grainger. I

get the information from M. E. Verdier by my trusty friend M. F. Gloedc,
who gives Verdier the highest character for judgment and integrity. He was
right about Madame Furtado (sister of Louis Fould) last year.

The Roses by Fontaine are Emeralda, Le Tour de Cressy, Murillo, and
M. Brianson. This last is to be the Al, a Rose of "high order of merit."
Murillo is a constant and free bloomer. Le Juif Errant (Grainger), is to be
very dark. John Bull likes a wandering Jew : England cannot go on without
a Jew. Without calumny against " Le Juif Errant," England cannot go on
without a fresh humbug every year !

In conclusion, buy some Roses ; and when you are ill they will compel
you to say

—

" They cheer me, solace me,
And mitigate my pain

;

Bow to me, nod to me,
And wish me well again !

"

Eushton. W. F. Radclyffe.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUCHSIA-EXHIBITORS, 1863.

In an early Number of the Fjlorist and Pomologist, 1862, 1 ventured
to make a few observations on the aged and unsightly specimens of the
Fuchsias which were usually sent for competition at our great exhibitions. I

therein suggested the advantage of youth and vigour over exhausted yet
venerable old age. Most truly gratified was I to find that at the fetes held
last year, both at the Botanic and South Kensington Gardens, others were of
the same opinion, which was well exemplified by the well-grown specimens
exhibited by Mr. W. Cannel, gardener to G. Jennings, Esq., Oak Lodge,
Clapham. The superiority of these young and well-trained plants was evident
to every critical eye

;
and, as they duly deserved, they received the highest

award. Hoping to see many exhibitors following this good example, I venture
to remind amateurs and others that the season has arrived for commencing the
training of specimens, and that no time should be lost in securing cuttings or

recently-struck plants for this purpose. And let me here remind all those who
intend to exhibit, that their specimens should not exceed 4 feet in height, and
should be symmetrically grown in pots not over 10 inches in diameter.

I will here add a few names of the varieties which have been commended
as some of the best. Among the white corollas, Princess of Prussia, Fascina-
tion, White Lady, and Reine Cornelissen (a double variety), are highly
approved. In the purple or dark corolla class, Sir Robert Peel, Lord Elcho,
Perseverance, Hermine, Edith, The Lord Warden, Black Prince, Criterion,

King of the Purples, and Souvenir de Chiswick, will be found useful. Among
the double dark corollas, Universal and Sir Colin Campbell will not be sur-
passed ; the former variety, if well grown, is by far the best double Fuchsia in
cultivation. Among the white-sepalled varieties, Wiltshire Lass, Fair Oriana,
Fairest of the Fair, Annie, and Bridal Bouquet, are about the best. Many
other good, and probably many newer varieties might be added ; but experience
has long taught me the truth of the old adage, "Taste and try before you buy."
I therefore refrain from recommending the new Fuchsias which have not been
before the public tribunal. X.
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WHO SHALL SELECT?
There seems to be such a demand for fruit trees of all kinds with the class

to which I belong, that I am induced to ask you a question relating thereto.
We know but little of what will exactly suit our walls, our espaliers, open
quarters, or houses

; and, when we apply to our neighbours the nurserymen,
they appear all to recommend what probably they have most of, as a matter of
business, whether such may suit us or not. We may, to be sure, write and
ask the editors of the Gardeners'' Chronicle or of the Journal of Horticulture
to give us this information ; but we feel this entails an obligation we are
unwilling to incur, as our class is numerous, and our wants multifarious.
Suppose, for instance, I wanted to know the twelve best Gooseberries, the
twelve best Currants, and the twelve best Strawberries for my garden

;
and,

not wishing to be under an obligation to any one, I am willing to pay for the
information, just as I would a solicitor for a legal opinion. Where am I to
get it? The advice would probably be worth 5s., 7s. 6cl, or 10s. Gel. to me,
as the case may be, and I am very agreeable to pay the fee. But is there any
competent authority to whom I can apply, send my fee, and get honest advice
in return ? I wish Mr. Editor you would take up the matter for us, and see
if you cannot establish some authority to give us what we ask for.

Amateur.
[Oh, that we had 3s. id. for every query answered, or 6s. 8d. for every letter wo write on

such subjects as our respected correspondent speaks of. "We fear so long as editors are so
yielding and indulgent as those of the Journal of Horticulture and Gardeners' Chronicle arc,

there is little prospect of success for any professional adviser on these subjects.

—

Eds. F. & P.]

GROSSE CALEBASSE PEAR.
WITH A.K ILLUSTRATION.

Syjstonymes.— Calebasse Carafon; Calehasse Monstre ; Calehasse Boyale ; Gale-
basse Monstrueuse du Nord ; Triomphe de Ilasselt ; Van Maruvi.

Fruits, like individuals, have not all the same merits ; nor are they all

adapted to the same uses. Some there are that are essentially useful, while
there are others that are simply ornamental. As you select your guests for

the dinner table, so is it necessary to select your fruits. The former need not
be all philosophers, neither must they be all small-talkers ; and the latter,

while they contribute to the gastronomic character of the dessert, should also

possess some prominent feature in the way of effect. The subject we have
chosen for our present illustration is one having the latter qualification. Its

enormous size would of itself recommend it as a fine subject for the dessert

;

but even in the point of flavour it is better than many Pears we have seen set

down and eaten at more than one table.

The Grosse Calebasse is a seedling of Van Mons, and is mentioned in

his Catalogue of 1823, in the " deuxieme serie," named Van Marum. The
name by which it is now generally known appears to have originated with

Poiteau, in the " Annales de la Societe d'Horticulture de Paris," xv., 374.

The fruit, as will be seen by our figure so admirably drawn by Mrs. Dix,

is of the largest size and of the form of the Calebasse. The flesh is not fine-

grained, and is crisp and juicy ; sometimes it is half melting, as was the case

with the specimen from which our figure was taken, very juicy and sweet, but

without much aroma.

The tree is perfectly hardy, makes a good pyramid, and bears well.

The specimen from which our figure was taken was obligingly sent us by

Mr. George Lee, of Clevedon, near Bristol.
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THE GRAPE CONTEST.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S FRUIT COMMITTEE.

A special Meeting of the Trait Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society was held
on Wednesday, the 21st rdt., to decide the challenge offered by Mr. W. Thomson, of
Dalkeith, through our pages, to Mr. Tillery, of Welbeek. Some discussion had taken place
between these two eminent gardeners as to the relative merits of old and new Grapes,
Mr. Thomson having succeeded in producing new Black Hamburghs on New Year's-day,
and he held that new Grapes were preferable to old ones. Mr. Tillery advocated the merits
of the old or hung Grapes against the new, and for some time a lively discussion was kept
up, one or two other members of the upper stratum joining in the discussion. At length
Mr. Thomson stated, at page 70 of our volume just completed, "If Mr. Tillery has no objec-
tion, and we are spared till the time, I will send newly-ripened Black Ilamhurghs to any
of the January or February Meetings of the Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticultural
Society, and he can send his best Black Grapes, for Hamburghs and Muscats could not well
be compared in point of flavour, and let the Committee decide which are the best Grapes in
point of flavour."

Accordingly, there being no regular meeting of the Fruit Committee in January, this

special meeting was appointed, which was numerously attended bolh by members and visitors

to witness the result of the contest. Mr. Thomson sent three beautiful bunches of new Black
Hamburghs which were ripe on Christmas- day. The bunches were of good size, well B$t

}

wide-shouldered, and shortly ovate. The berries large, and some of them quite hammered ;

but, th< ugh quite black, the colour as a whole was not so intense and even as in the bunch
sent to us last year. This, we are told, has arisen from the dark, dull, and gloomy weather
they had in Scotland during the whole of the autumn, when the season was more unfavour-
able than any that has been experienced for some years. Nevertheless, the Grapes were so

beautiful that the Committee decided first of all that in appearance they had the advantage
over the bunches of Black Hamburgh, of Black Tripoli, and of West's St. Peter's that were
exhibited by Mr. Tillery. These, too, were as good of their kind as could be seen anywhere,
but the shrivelled appearance which had begun to set in contrasted unfavourably with the
plump fresh-looking new Hamburghs. Then came the question of all others, the most
important in the decision—flavour ; for it was on this point that the issue hung. After a
very patient and very close comparison the decision was in favour of the old Black Ham-
burghs. Having begun to shrivel, and the juice being inspissated, the sugar was more con-
centrated than in the new. The quesion then arose as to the general merits of old and new
in regard of appearance and general utility, and the decision was in favour of new Grapes.
We confess tj a leaning in that direction ourselves, for we think there cannot be a doubt
but that fine, plump, and fresh Black Hamburghs, with their fresh, crisp, green stalks, are
more attractive, pleasing to the eye, and much more sightly at table than Black Hamburghs
that are shrivelled, and from which the rigidity of the bunch and berry stalks has dis-

appeared. Even in point of flavour the difference is so slight that it has to yield to the other
qualifications. Altogether the discussion was a very interesting one, and no doubt the public
will duly appreciate the opportunity that Mr. Thomson and Mr. TiUery have given them of
coming to a decision on the subject.

In addition to those exhibited by Mr. Thomson, there was a small box containing
several bunches of new Black Hamburghs from Mr. McKenzie, of Kemp Town, Brighton.
These, though not so large either in bunch or berry as Mr. Thomson's, were as black as jet
and covered with a dense bloom ; a finer " blae " we never saw. But the climate of Brighton
is a very different one from that of Dalkeith, and the amount of light in the one place during
the winter months is very much greater than in the other, and hence the difference in colour.
The flavour of the two was, however, very close; the very black berries of Mr. Thomson's
being equally rich in flavour with Mr. McKenzie's.

Three magnificent bunches of Muscat of Alexandria were exhibited by Mr. Tillyard,
gardener to John Kelk, Esq., of Stanmore Priory. So large and so beautiful were they that
the Committee^ unanimously awarded Mr. Tillyard a certificate of commendation for meri-
torious cultivation.

Mr. Tillery also sent a splendid bunch of Trebbiano and some nice bunches of Muscat
of Alexandria shrivelled nearly to raisins, which were very rich and sugary in flavour.

Mr. F. W. Pack, gardener to G. H. Vernon, Esq , Grove Hall, East Retford, sent a fine
bunch of Black Barbarossa ; and Mr. James Fowler, gardener to the Earl of Harewood, sent
some very nice specimens of the Charlesworth Tokay, from which it is clear that this variety,
if at all different from Muscat of Alexandria, is only a slight variation from it.

Mr. John Cox, of Redleaf, exhibited dishes of a seedling Pear which he has found to be
very useful, from its ripening in succession from the beginning of December till now.

Mr. Francis, of 'Hertford, exhibited a seedling Apple, which, however, did not possess
any merit to recommend it.
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THE USES OF AUSTRALIAN GUM TEEES.
The forests of Australia are chiefly composed of Gum trees, or, as they are botanically

named, Eucalypti ; and so universal is their distribution, that there is scarcely a locality
where one or another of these kind of trees may not he found. There are many varieties of
them, differing very remarkably in their outward appearance, and also in their structure and
economical applications. The ordinary names by which some of them are popularly distin-
guished are sufficiently significant to lead to their identity by almost any observer, since
they embrace some obvious character or peculiarity of the tree itself. The Eed Gum is

known by the colour of its wood, the Blue Gum by the singular bluish-green of its foliage,
the Stringy Bark' describes its own appearance, and the Iron Bark is admirably named from
the thick and rugged bark, with deep longitudinal Assures, that are so strikingly developed
in this species. Some other Gum trees, possessing characters less marked by any prominent
feature, are distinguished with greater difficulty

; and, as the terms which have been applied
to them vary in different localities, they often lead to considerable misapprehension of the
qualities and. proper uses of the woods. The nature of Eucalyptine timbers is very various,
since some are tough and fibrous, and others hard and dense, and capable of sustaining extra-
ordinary weights. The Box, Bed Gum, and Iron Bark are exceedingly valuable for their
strength and durability

;
and, in consequence, have been largely applied to numerous indus-

trial purposes, where these qualities are required. The Blue and "White Gums, and the
Stringy Bark are extensiveljr used in the erection of buildings, for the construction of pier
and bridges, and for ordinary fencing ; and other varieties have their special application in
the mechanical arts. In addition to these uses of our forest trees as timber, it is interesting
to know that every portion of them is highly valuable for the direct or remote products they
contain. The refuse of the trunk, which is rejected by the carpenter, is used as fuel

;
indeed,

the Gum trees supply the greater portion of the fuel of the colony, and a charcoal which is

particularly adapted to the manipulations of the gold-assayer. The barks of many trees

abound with a powerful astringent principle, analogous to, and yet apparently differing from,
tannin that is employed in the preparation of leather, and renders this article equal to any in
the world. Others afford the material of a coarse fibre, which ingenuity may yet convert
into the manufacture of matting, or even paper. From a very large number there is secreted

a variety of Gum resins that seem admirably suited to numerous requirements in the useful
arts. Decoctions of the woods and barks exhibit a prospect of their being made subservient
as medicinal agents

;
yet it is deserving of remark how little attention appears to have been

given by medical men to their uses. It is not improbable that some species may yield us
dyes, .but there is little reliable information to be obtained upon this subject. The leaves on
ordinary distillation give out a highly fragrant and abundant essential oil which has powerful
solvent properties over the most tenacious resins, and promises to be advantageous in the

preparation of excellent varnishes. From materials of indigenous production can be fur-

nished a variety of these compositions, ranging from the richest transparent rose colour to

almost perfect whiteness, and affording a hard varnish for the use of coachmakers and other
artisans that will probably succeed the importa tion of the high-priced articles of this nature
from Europe. The oil derived from Gum leaves is also adapted for general household con-
sumption, as the material of a brilliant light, burning in an ordinary kerosene lamp with a
whiteness and illuminating power far superior to the best American kerosene. It possesses

no dangerous explosive properties like naptha. It is destitute of any offensive smell, but
rather diffuses a pleasant aromatic odour throughout the apartment in which it is being
consumed. The cost of production is very moderate

;
and, in fact, in the face of a war with

America, there are millions o£ acres in the colony covered wiih this prolific oil-bearing

vegetation, which, by a small expenditure of capital, will render Australia independent of

other countries for one great means of artificial light. The destructive distillation of the
wood and leaves is attended by other products yielding volatile spirits (wood naptha), which
is abundantly used in the arts, pyroligneous acid, tar and charcoal, and also a gaseous fluid

that has been employed in country towns of the colony for the purposes of street-illumination.

"When the commonest timber trees of Australia indicate these various uses and products,

there is surely reason to hope that the practical tendencies of the age will lead to further

investigations and developments of our indigenous vegetable resources, and the profitable invest-

ment of labour and capital. Only three years ago the timber imported into this colony repre-

sented the enormous amount of three-quarters of a million sterling, while the population was
estimated at about a million souls. By the formation of railroads and increased facilities of

communication with the interior by the improvement and extension of ordinary roads, the

products of our gigantic forests may be rendered available, extensive employment afforded

to numerous classes of artisans in cutting and preparing the timber for use, and, at the same
time, large tracts of country will be opened up to agricultural occupation and settlement

;

indeed, I hope it is already in realisation.

I hope this little narrative of the uses and capabilities of our Gum trees will not be unin-
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teresting to our readers. As they are better studied, and more information acquired of their

uses, they may serve for other purposes, of which I am at present in comparative ignorance.

But if, in this one class of trees, there are so many useful indications, it is surely a legitimate

conclusion that Victoria presents a wide field for the operations of industry and science, and

abundant promise of the rich reward which is due to exertion and intelligence.

Kinnahaird. Bobert Murray, F.B.H.S.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
FLORAL COMMITTEE AWARDS, &C.

(Continued from page 189, 1862.)

Lithospermum fruticosum.—Messrs. J. & 0. Lee, Hammersmith : Second-class Certi-

ficate, April 22.—A dwarf suffruticose perennial from the south of Europe, well adapted for

summer rockwork. The leaves small, linear-lanceolate, hairy : the flowers bright blue,

borne at the ends of the short twiggy branches.
Litobrochia nobilis.—Messrs. Veitch & Son: Silver Banksian Medal, June 11.—

A

noble stove Fern of the Doryopteris group, and looking like a gigantic Litobrochia pahnata.

The fronds, many of them measuring a foot across the lamina, which was palinately bipin-

natifid, were supported on black stipites.

Lomaria gibba.—Messrs. Veitch & Son : Silver Knightian Medal, July 2.—A very
graceful Australian Fern, producing a dense plumy head of light green fronds about a couple

of feet in length, pinnatifld almost to the rachis into linear acute undulated segments, which
are gibbously decurrent at the base. The fertile fronds have narrower segments more strongly

decurrent on the rachis.

Lomatia elegantissima.—Mr. Bull : Second-class Certificate, April 22.—A slender

evergreen shrub from New Zealand, with very elegant finely-dissected leaves, ovate-trian-

gular in outline, tripinnate, with small linear-acute sometimes trifid segments.
Lonicera brachtpoda, var. aureo-reticulata.— Mr. Standish, Bagshot : Silver

Knightian Medal, July 2.—A beautiful Japanese climber, having the ovate leaves of a
lively green netted with gulden yellow.

Luzula sylvatica, var. aureo-vittata.—Mr. Salter, Versailles Nursery, Hammer-
smith : Commended, April 1.—An elegant dwarf hardy herbaceous plant, with the loosely-

spreading grassy leaves green, strongly marked with yellow bands or stripes.

Microlepia scabra.—Mr. Standish : Second-class Certificate, May 6.—A distinct-

looking Fern, adapted for baskets, having a creeping rhizome, and narrowish pinnato-pin-
natifid hairy fronds, 1-2 feet long; the pinnas lanceolate falcate, pinnatifldly lobed, and
acutely auricled at the anterior base.

Musa vittata.—Messrs. Veitch & Son : First-class Certificate, April 1 ; Messrs.

Low & Co., Messrs. Jackson & Son, Messrs. Veitch & Son, Messrs. J. & C. Lee, and Mr.
Bull: Silver Banksian Medal, May 21.—A fine new form of Plantain from the island of

St. Thomas, in the Gulf of Guinea. The leaves variegated with greyish-green, and yellowish-
white, irregularly disposed in bands or sections passing from the midrib towards the margin.
A good-looking stove plant.

Nepenthes Dominiana.—Messrs. Veitch &Son: First-class Certificate, June 11.—

A

cross between N. Rqfflesiana and an unnamed sort. In the hybrid the pitchers are shortish,

green, slightly blotched with red, and fringed with long cilia) down the back.
NolanA lanceolata.—Messrs. Veitch & Son: Bronze Medal, June 11.—A rather

showy annual plant, with long-stalked lanceolate greyish radicle-leaves and trailing branches
bearing large pale blue Convolvulus-like flowers, the throat of which was white, marked with
five greenish blotches.

Oreopanax dactylifolium,— Mr. Bull: Bronze Medal, June 11.—A bold-looking
shrub, with palmately-lobed leaves clothed with rusty pubescence.

Osmanthtjs ilicipolius POL. variegatis.—Mr. Standish ; Second-class Certificate,

May 6.—A Holly-like shrub, with broad obovate leaves irregularly margined with creamy
white, and set at the edge with coarse spiny teeth. It will piobably be a useful hardy shrub.

Osmanthtjs ilicipolius variegattjs aureus.—Mr. Standish: Bronze Medal, May 21.

—

A dwarf evergreen shrub, with flat spiny-edged leaves of a dark green colour very prettily

margined in an irregular manner with paler or yellowish-green. This promises to be a very
ornamental shrub.

Osmunda regalis var. cristata.—Messrs. Osborn & Sons, Fulham : Silver Banksian
Medal, June 11.—A handsomely-crested variety of the Eoyal Fern, having the tips of the
pinnae and pinnules, as well of the inflorescence, dilated and crisped.

Ourisia coccinea.—Messrs. Veitch & Son : Silver Knightian Medal, May 31.—A dwarf
hardy perennial from Chili. The leaves cordate, somewhat like those of a Mitetta ; and the
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flowers_ tubular, two-lipped, scarlet, an inch, and a half long, and streaked on the face of the
limb with crimson.

Oxalis valdiviana.—Messrs. Veitch & Son : Bronze Medal, June 11.—A free-flowering
and showy, dwarfish, tufted plant, with numerous short branched stems, smooth trifoliolate
leaves, and bright yellow flowers.

_
Pansy (fancy) aurea marginata.—Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing, Sydenham and

Edinburgh: First-class Certificate, May 21.—A fancy variety of good form, pale yellow
ground, banded with violet purple ; the petals perfectly encircled with the ground colour.

Pelargonium Ardens.—Mr. -Wiggins, Isleworth : First-class Certificate, June 11.—
Posy carmine, slightly spotted lower petals ; a purplish throat ; and dark maroon upper petals
margined with carmine rose.

Pelargonium Bellatrix.—Mr. Wiggins: First-class Certificate, June 11.—Clear car-
mine rose lower petals; a purplish throat; and maroon-clouded upper petals, the maroon
somewhat dashed with crimson towards the outsides, and narrowly edged with carmine rose.

Pelargonium Belle op the Ball.—Mr. Nye, Clewer Manor : First-class Certificate,
May 21.—Scarlet marbled with carmine ; the throat pure white ; the upper petals very deep
maroon, with a perfect margin of the same colour as the lower petals. Fine habit.

Pelargonium Butterfly.—Mr. Wiggins : Second-class Certificate, June 11.—Spotted ;

the lower petals carmine rose with deep black-shaded spot ; the upper ones very dark maroon.
Pelargonium Caliban.—Mr. Wiggins: Second-class Certificate, June 11.—Spotted;

the lower petals pale blush lilac, with a dark maroon spot in the midst of a large veiny blotch
of deep purplish-crimson

; the upper petals with a clouded maroon spot, becoming purplish-
crimson towards the edges, and margined by the blush lilac ground colour.

Pelargonium Canopus.—Mr. Wiggins: First-class Certificate, June 11.—Carmine
rose lower petals ; distinct white throat ; the upper petals of a carmine rose slightly dashed
with crimson, and marked with a small black spot.

Pelargonium Censor.—Mr. Nye : Second-class Certificate, June 11.—Bright rose ; the
upper petals of a darker shade of the same, with a dark spot and good edge.

Pelargonium Colossus.—Gr. W. Hoyle, Esq., Beading : First-class Certificate, June 11.

—Salmon rose with dark blotch ; the upper ones maroon, distinctly edged with rose ; the
throat pure white.

Pelargonium Conflagration.—Mr. Nye : First-class Certificate, May 21.—Subdued
deep rose colour, with dark spot on the upper petals.

Pelargonium Cynosure.—Tvir. Wiggins: Second-class Certificate, June 11.—Clear
carmine rose ; the throat white ; the upper petals with a small marcon spot bordered by
clouded crimson, the extreme edge being carmine rose.

_
Pelargonium Esperance.—Mr. Wiggins: Second-class Certificate, June 11.—Blush

white ; the upper petals crimson maroon, with a narrow blush white edge.
Pelargonium Eurydicb. — Mr. Wiggins: First-class Certificate, June 11.—Pure

pearly white ; and the upper petals deep sanguineous crimson, with white margin. A most
desirable variety.

Pelargonium Illuminator.—Mr. Nye : First-class Certificate, June 11.—Bright
orange scarlet, faintly spotted on the lower petals ; the upper ones rich dark maroon with an
orange scarlet margin.

Pelargonium Improvement.—Mr. Nye: First-class Certificate, May 21.—Kosy
marbled with crimson ; the upper petals dark, clearly and finely margined with bright rose

;

the throat white.

Pelargonium International—Mr. Bull : Second-class Certificate, June 26.—Spotted,

rose shaded with orange, and marked with uniform dark spots ; the upper ones dark maroon
bordered with orange scarlet.

Pelargonium Landseer.—Mr. Nye : Second-class Certificate, June 11.—A spotted rose,

marbled with scarlet; the upper, maroon with a roughly-defined edge.

Pelargonium Lord Palmerston.—Gr. W. Hoyle, E<q. : First-class Certificate, June 11.

—Purple rose, with a shaded throat, and dark maroon upper petals margined with rosy

purple. It was considered an improvement in its class.

Pelargonium Merrimac-—Mr. Nye: First-class Certificate, June 11.—Deep rose,

strongly veined on the lower petals ; throat white, the upper petals dark shaded maroon, edged

with rose.

Pelargonium Monitor.—Mr. Nye : Second-class Certificate, June 11.—Spotted deep

rose with dark spot; the upper petals dark maroon irregularly edged.

Pelargonium Nymph.—Mr. Wiggins : Second-class Certificate, June 11.—Blush; the

upper petals marked with a dark maroon cloud.

Pelargonium Oriana.—Mr. Wiggins : First-class Certificate, June 11.—Pinkish-blush,

paler at the base ; the upper petals with a clouded maroon spot, which passes into orange red,

and is unequally edged with delicate pinkish-rose. Considered to be first-rate of its class.

Pelargonium Begina eormosa.—Mr. Wiggins: First-class Certificate, June 11.—

A
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very beautiful variety, remarkably attractive from its fine form. Carmine rose slightly veined,
and with a slightly darker spot near tbe white throat ; the upper dark maroon passing off to
crimson towards the edge, and narrowly bordered with the carmine rose ground colour.

Pelargonium Royal Albekt.—G. W. Hoyle, Esq.: First-class Certificate, May 21.—Rosy
carmine, deeply sbaded towards the centre ; the upper petals deeper-coloured, with a brilliant
edge ; the throat pure white. A magnificent flower.

Pelargonium Royalty.—Mr. Nye : First-class Certificate, June 1 1 .—Bright rose faintly
spotted; the throat white, and the upper petals very dark maroon, margined wilh bright rose.
A very telling flower.

Pelargonium Theophkaste.—Mr. Bull : Commended, June 26.—An imported French
or Diadematum variety, with large and well-formed lively-looking flowers, bright carmino,
with a lightish centre. A fine decorative sort.

Pelargonium Viceroy op Egypt.—Mr. Bull : Second-class Certificate, Juno 26.

—

Spotted, rich rosy carmine, marked with even dark spots ; the upper petals dark maroon with
light margins.

Pelargonium (fancy) Miss-in-her-teens.—Mr. Turner, Slough : Second-class Certifi-
cate, June 11.—Somewhat novel ; the lower petals faintly spotted and veined, and the upper
ones a dark scarlet-lake colour.

Pelargonium (zonale) Conqueror op Europe.—Mr. Williams, Holloway : First-
class Certificate, May 21.—A fine rosy salmon, of perfect shape, and flowering with a good
truss ; the leaves finely zonate.

Pelargonium (zonale) Nesfield.—Mr. Turner : Second-class Certificate, May 21. A
free bloomer, with small zonate foliage

;
brilHant scarlet.

Pelargonium (scarlet) Waltham Pet.—Mr. William Paul, Waltham Cross: First-
class Certificate, May 21.—Remarkably dwarf and compact, with small foliage and erect
flower-stalks. The flowers small but of excellent form, brilliant orange scarlet, with a conspi-
cuous white eye.

Petunia (inimitabilis) Eliza Mathieu.—Mr. G. Smith, Hornsey : First-class Certifi-
cate, May 21.—The finest Petunia in cultivation. The flowers very large, even, and double
of a light purple freely blotched and edged with white.

Petunia Emma.— Mr. Bull: Second-class Certificate, May 21.—A rosy purple of good
form, with dark throat and deeply veined. An acquisition to the class.

(To oo continued,?)

THE ALICANTE GRAPE
Is an old variety, but recently called the Kempsey Alicante. I have here an established Vine

of it, which I brought to this place, having a great favour for it. It is upwards of twenty-
five years since I showed it at the Edinburgh Horticultural Society's competition. It was
then greatly admired and extolled for its handsome shape, a long bunch tapering to a berry
quite a sugar-loaf shape. It is very similar to the Canon Hall in appearance of the large
noble berries, in shape and symme 4ry, only the hemes are a little more elongated, and of^a
dark purplish colour ; the flavour is good, and the bunch hangs well.

The Alicante for a Black, and the Canon Hall for a light Grape. I consider these two
of the most noble-looking Grapes yet extant. Both varieties, however, have a great detri-
ment inherent to their natural constitution—that is, they are very bad setters. On that
account they are not generally grown, although many who have attempted to grow them
have eventually discarded them from their collections.

But, now, as there is quite a mania for new and ennobled varieties of Grapes to oain
these ends we must exert every available means, as I feel, from previous and varied
experiments tried with the Alicante, every confidence in saying that the difficulty of settino-
it has been experienced by every one. I tried impregnating it with the pollen of free setters
1 watched to see the result, but I could not discern any between the impregnated and unim-
pregnated. The whole secret or cause arises from the summit of the pistil of every individual
flower being invariably covered with a sort of nectar or honeydew : this dewdrop keeps or
shuts out the pollen from entering to take effect for fecundation. To avoid this I o'cntlv
with a very soft camel's-hair brush, or carefully vrith both hands, strip down the individual
bunches when coming into bloom till I see all the dewdrops are off; then the pollen gets
admission. This I do every morning between nine and ten o'clock, and again about three
o'clock m the afternoon for several days till they are all set. I have frequently striped mv
hands down other free-setting sorts when in full bloom, the pollen adhering to the hands
then striped clown the Alicante bunches. This, however, is more effectual at the moment'
But the chief reason is the dewdrops, which in a few hours again accumulate, to the deterio-
ration of the free admission of the pollen to cause fructification.
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Trusting those who may have tried to grow this Grape, and have not been so success-
ful as they should have wished, may yet be tempted to give it a trial, for we have no
equal to it in appearance for a Black Grape. The Canon Hall Muscat is its only com-
panion as a White. The lati er I seldom fail in having a good crop of, although a bad setter also.

Having several years ago given a public detail of my system of success in growing the
Canon Hall, I do not mean at present to rehearse it unless requested.

Dalmeny Park. William Melville.

THE PITCH PINE.
In your last Number one of your correspondents, " E. S." asks if any of your readers

can say from what tree the timber imported from America under the name of Pitch Pine,
and said according to authority to be the produce of Pinus rigida, is really obtained. He
does not say why he doubts that it is the produce of Pinus rigida, but merely states that
" on examination, it is more likely to be obtained from Pinus Coulteri, ponderosa, or Ben-
thamiana." As all three come from the north-west coast of America, the length of the voyage
round Cape Horn would, we should think, prevent competition in this article with the
eastern coast ;

and, unless " E. S." gives you his reasons for his supposition, and explains the
examination on which it professes to be founded, we are afraid Pmus rigida must still stand
father to the Pitch Pine. Allow me also to correct his statement that " Pinus Coulteri is not
hardy in Britain, while both Benthamiana and ponderosa are perfectly so." As they all three
grow together in then- native country, this would seem rather a surprising anomaly ; but if

he will take the trouble to pay a visit to the Eoyal Horticultural Society's garden at

Chiswick, he will be reassured on the subject. He will there find a fine, large, perfectly-
thriving example of P. Coulteri upwards of thirty years old.

Your correspondent does not seem to be aware that a Scottish Society is now sending
out a collector to British Commbia chiefly for the purpose he recommends—of exploring it

and introducing new trees and plants ; nor that the chief objection taken to that expedition
is, that so much has been done already by private enterprise and the different surveying
expeditions, that little remains to reward his labours. Mr. Gordon would, undoubtedly, be
a most competent person for such an expedition, but we should recommend " B. S." to

accompany him for a different reason.
" E. S." is more sanguine about the trees on the banks of the Amoor, and on the

Bokharan and Cashmerian mountains than we are. The reports we have read and received
are probably less favourable than his.

His last suggestion that the Governor of the Cape shordd take in hand the importation
of Tasmanian and Australian timber trees as a commercial speculation is novel ! It may be
valuable, but it sounds droll to begin with.

Pinus Eigida.

M. ROBERT'S SYSTEM.
In the December Number of the Florist and Pomologist a correspondent, " Phi,"

strongly condemns M. Robert's method of renovating old and decaying trees—viz., by decor-

tication. He denies the efficacy of the proposed plan on physiological grounds
;
and, further,

that the Frenchman's nostrum possesses not even the merit of originality. In the latter case

your contributor is perfectly right, the proposed scheme or its most salient features being
identical with that of Forsyth ; but that it cannot be successful, or, at any rate, partially so,

I respectfully demur to. I will, with your permission, state a case in point, and in which the

operation was performed by my own hands. I am now an old gardener, but when I was
young William Forsyth's receipt was better known and in better odour than at the present

day. But, withal, it may be none the worse of being old. I was called on to see what
could be done with a number of fruit trees—-Peach, Pear, Plum, and Cherry ; such wretched-

looking objects, that most persons would be inclined to send them, without more ado, to the

refuse-heap. There was not a branch on any one of them but was rotted and cankered to

a fearful extent, the stems back and front in a similar state. They were ugly customers to

deal with, and the advanced season (May), left it still more difficult. With the Peaches I
determined to have nothing to do—M. Eobert himself could not renovate them. The
Cherries I decided to defer, but I took the Pears and Plums in hand outright. I had the

branches all removed close to the stem, and then with an instrument which I had specially

made for the occasion I commenced the removal of the bark : this was easily enough effected

without materially injuring the liber or inner bark, and Forsyth's plaister was applied as

quickly as the bark was removed.

You may believe the poor trees out but a sorry figure after this operation. There they
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stood little more than bare poles, very unlike anything from which a luscious crop of fruit

would ever he gathered ; but this did not last long. Soon they began to burst vigorously,
shoots more than enough and to spare. .Before the following November they had to get two
nailings, and fine ripened shoots of from 4 to 5 feet sufficiently attested the renovation which
had been effected. Now, I think this will show that there is much in M. Robert's plan
worth attention. If the inner bark be not removed, and there is no reason why it shoidd be,

the physiological objections of " Phi" fall to the ground
;

and, even where it is removed by
accident, any person of experience knows that a very short time suffices for its restoration—

a

short privation which assuredly will not cause the death of the patient. Without at all

denying the efficacy of the remedies which your correspondent recommends, I would at the
same time say, that our fathers managed many things in a manner which, perhaps, we rather
hastily condemn. That the attack of insects are rather the consequences than the causes of
disease in trees I fully agree with " Phi," but surely if they can only exist on diseased
timber, or trees of diaiinished vital energy, anything calculated to restore this energy or
vigour—as decortication I submit is—evidently tends to the prevention of such attacks.
Any intelligent gardener knows that the remedy should not Stop with merely stripping the
bark; drainage, soil, and the other et-ceteras should be also attended to. But occasionally
trees will be met with so far gone in disease as to defy ordinary remedies, and to these my
remarks more especially refer.

P. Castles.

FRUIT-JUDGING AT KENSINGTON.
In the January Number of the Florist and Pomologist, page 6, Mr. Lumsden calls

my attention to a paragraph in your correspondent's report of the " Great International
Show of Fruits, &c," on October the 8th, 9th, and 10th. Mr. Lumsden is quite right in
doing so, as the statement to which he alludes is quite incorrect. If he will refer to the
Gardeners' Chronicle, No. 42, page 982, to an article of mine, in which I there state that
" the first prize in Class M was awarded to a collection in which two of the dishes contained
eight fruits." Tour reporter has misunderstood my observations on these collections, as the
reference I have given will show. On the first day of the Exhibition I made some remarks
on Mr. Lumsden' s collection of three dishes of Pears, not that they were wrong in number,
but that there were several of his fruits apparently unsound. One fruit of Beurre Bosc had
a piece out of the side, and two fruit of Gansel's Bergamot had large black blotches or
bruises, which imperfections, no doubt, were observable to others as well as myself.

Stoke Park. A. Botjsie, Gardener to Lord Taunton.

KEW GARDENS.
In looking over " J. McP.'s" notes of his visit to Kew G-ardens, I find he has omitted

to mention a Begonia (among the others), which I saw there on September 13. I refer
to Begonia The O'Donaghue. It is a variety really worthy of being in any collection ; it has
the silvery belt of Rex, with a number of round silvery spots of the size of a small wafer

;

and from the size and roundness of the spots it looks extremely pretty.
I must also add a word in praise of the appearance of the Cissus discolor in the

Victoria-house, and of the tasteful manner it is trained.
" J. McP." speaks of the well-grown specimens of Fuchsias there. I do not find fault

with the growth; but if the gardeners have the ability to grow a Fuchsia well, why not
exercise it on some really good sorts ; for with the exception of Fuchsia Comet (a really fine
flower), the sorts grown there were only very old varieties, the best being Corallina, now only
used for out-of-door use.

The masses of Perilla nankinensis made a very rich show, being surrounded by beds of
brighter colours. The manner in which the gardens are kept gives great credit to those in
charge.

Provincial.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS.

Conservatory.
This house should now be very gay. Fortunately

this can he easily done from the great number of
plants, which, with ordinary means and ttie exercise
of a little forethought, can be had in flower at this

season. The forcing-pit will furnish Rhododendrons,
Kalmias, and other American plants and bulbs of
different kinds. Remove all plants as soon as they
begin to look the least faded or unsightly. Introduce
fresh flowers daily. Attend well to the watering.
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Ventilate freely when the -weather permits. There
has been no necessity for a great deal of fire heat up
to the present time, owing to the mild weather. The
temperature at night in mild weather might range
from 45° to 50°, but in severe frost it will be better to
keep it between 40° and 45°. Keep everything as
clean as possible.

Greenhouses.
IIa itpwooded Plants.—If after the mild weather

wc now have severe frost should set in, do not begin
potting until the end of the month or the beginning
of the next. Get everything in readiness. Peat and
loam will be required in considerable quantities.
Have a quantity of crocks broken into different sizes
for drainage; have also labels and stakes sufficient
prepared. Plants that are beginning to grow should
be potted first. Keep them closer alter they are
pottsd. Use just sufficient fire heat to keep out the
frost. Ventilate freely in fine weather ; but be care-
ful to guard against cold cutting winds. Attend
carefully to the watering. Soetwooded Plants.—
Pelargoniums.—Plants for late blooming should be
potted as soon as possible. All the early and forward
plants should be kept rather warmer as the season
advances. Attend well to the watering, also to the
tying-out of the plants. Give air freely on fine days,
especially in the forenoons, always closing-up early
in the afternoon. Cinerarias—Pick off dead leaves
and attend to the tying-out of the plants. Give
plenty of air, and keep them near the glass. Remove
a few of the most forward into a warm hou?e to
flower early. Calceolarias.— Shift into pots to flower
in. Keep dead leaves picked off, and peg down
shoots. Fuchsias.—Prune old plants and start in heat.
When they have broken, shake all the old soil from
the roots, and pot in small-sized pots, and plunge in
a gentle bottom heat. They will soon make fresh
roots, and before the pots get too full they should be
Shifted into larger pots, using a rich compost. Syringe
the plants daily, and when they have plenty of roots
water freely. The present is a good time to put in
cuttings, which will soon strike, and with proper
management will make fine plants for autumn
blooming.

Stove.

Prune and pot; Allamandas, Clerodendrons, Dipla-
denias, and plants of like habit. Remove some of
the old soil from the balls, and pot in nice rich com-
post. Plunge in a bottom heat; keep them close.
Syringe daily. They will not require much water
until they begin to root freely into the fresh soil.
Begonias, Justicias, and similar plants done flowerinsr
should be cut back. Keep a night temperature of
60°, and 70° to 75° during the day. Give a little air
in forenoons of fine days; but be careful to shut-up
early. Attend carefully to the watering. Start a
few Gloxinias and Caladiums, and pot afew Achimenes
and Gesneras for early flowering.

Flower Garden.
In mild weather plant Anemones and Ranunculuses

in rich soil. Tulips and Hyacinths, protect from
severe weather. In favourable weather plant peren-
nials and dig borders. Edgings of every kind, plant
in open mild weather. Plant Roses in good strong
soil, well enriched with manure. Get alterations of
all kinds completed as soon as possible. Pleasure
Ground.—Another mild winter has been favourable
to trees and shrubs recovering the effects of the frost
of December, I860. In open fine weather plant trees
and shrubs; lay turf, fresh-gravel walk, and forward
alterations.

Forcing,

Fruit.— Pine Apples — Give plants that are swel-
ling-off their fruit liberal supplies of water, and main-
tain a moist warm atmosphere. When the plants
are showing fruit and coming into flower, a rather
dry atmosphere should be kept ; but the plants should
be well watered when they require it. Maintain a
temperature of about 65° at night, and 75° to 80°
during the day. Ventilate freely in mild weather

Get soil, pots, &c,, in readiness for shifting the suc-
'cession plants next month. Vines.—If the bunches
are all thinned and the shoots properly tied down
in the early-house, the chief matters requiring atten-
tion are keeping up a proper temperature, ventilating
and watering the inside borders. Give air freely in
the forenoons if the weather be fine, and always
close up early in the afternoon. For Black Ham-
burghs atemperature of 60° in severe weather will be
high enough during the night, and in very mild
weather 65°. Attend to the thinning and tying-down
of the shoots in succession-houses ; see there is a nice
warmth in the outside borders. Start another house,
following the directions gnen in last month's calen-
dar. Peaches and Ifectarines.—Vihp.n the fruit is all

set in the early-house, the trees should be syringed
two or three times daily. Keep a rather moist
atmosphere. Give air freely in fine weather ; a night
temperature of 55° to 60° will be quite high enough
until the "stoneing" is over. The inside borders
should now be well watered. In the succession-house
carry out the direction given last month for the
early-house. Figs.—These are very subject to red
spicier, which is difficult to keep under unless the
trees are well syringed two or three times daily.
They will now require a night temperature of G0°,
and must be kept well watered. Stop the young
shoots when they are about 6 inches long. Cherries.
—If the weather be any way favourable, fresh air
must be daily admitted. After the fruit is set,

sjringe the tree gently and water well at root, givirg
them some liquid manure occasionallv. A night
temperature of 50° will be high enough until they
are stoned. Strawberries —'When sufficient fruit for
a crop is set, pinch off all the other flowers and put
the plants into a warmer house. Keep them near
the glass and water them freely, giving them some
liquid manure two or three times a-week. Introduce
a fresh batch of plants into heat once a-fortnight for

succession, and follow the directions given last month.
Melons.— Sow a few Scarlet Flesh tor early crop.
Keep them near the glass, and give them a good
bottom heat. When up, pot-off and plunge in a
bottom heat. Give air in fine weather.

Vegetables.

Asparagus, Sca-lale, and Rhubarb.—Keep up a
succession by making fresh beds and introducing
fresh roots. Kidney Beans.—Earth-up the forw ard
plants. Keep them near the glass, aud water care-
fully. Sow for succession. Potatoes,—Plant Early
Handsworth and Ashleaved Kidney on slight hot-
beds. Carrots and Madishcs.—Sow on slight hot-
beds. Cauliflowers and Lettuces.— Sow in gentle
heat for transplanting into frames, &c. Cucumbers.
—Sow in light soil and plunge in a nice bottom heat.
When up, pot-off into light soil, replunge in bottom
heat, water carefully, and give air whenever the
weather permits, in order to strengthen the plants.

Hardy Fruit.

Endeavour to get the pruning and nailing of all
kind of fruit trees completed as soon as possible. In
open mild weather fruit trees of all kinds may be
planted during this month, but the earlier it is done
the better.

Kitchen Garden.
Everything should now be in readiness for com-

mencing active operations when the weather and the
state of the soil suit. Make plantations of Horse-
radish, Jerusalem Artichokes, Rhubarb, and Sea-kale
when the land is in a fit condition ; also of Tarragons
Mint, and other herbs. Plant Garlic and Shallots.
Plant out autumn Cabbages. Peas and Beans.—Sow
a good breadth of early kinds in sheltered situations,
and see the mice do not eat them. Sow a few eaily
Horn Carrots on a warm sheltered border ; also a few
Radishes, Turnips, and Spinach. Towards the end
of the month sow some Parsley. Potatoes—Plant
Early Handsworth and Ashleaved Kidney in warm
border. Plant Box-edgings, and turn and roll gravel
walk.-M. S.
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NEW VERBENAS.
WITH AAT ILLUSTRATION.

The two Verbenas we now figure are the finest which appeared during the
last year ; and though their colours seem to have defied our artist in his efforts
to represent their brilliancy, enough has been done to show that they are
varieties of the first class, and that they are at the same time very handsome
and attractive flowers.

That which is represented at fig. 1 is called Lord Leigh. It was raised
by Messrs. S. Perkins & Sons, of Park Nursery, Coventry, and was, as we learn,
a seedling that came up in the open ground late in the season of 1861. Being
late it did not bloom, but cuttings which were taken from it flowered early last
year, and these produced the trusses which were shown at Kensington in June
last, and which won for it a first-class certificate from the Floral Committee.
It was justly regarded as a very fine and handsome variety, remarkable for the
large size of its flowers, which were of excellent form, and of a crimson -scarlet
colour, brightened by a clear yellow eye. The trusses exhibited were large and
well filled. As shown during the season, in company with Foxhunter, it was,
in our opinion, decidedly the better of the two.

The other_ variety, fig. 2, is named Lord Craven. It was produced by
Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing, of Sydenham and Edinburgh ; and as well as
the former received a first-class certificate from the Floral Committee. It is

decidedly the finest of the purples which has yet been obtained, corresponding
in its large size and bold character with its companion, Lord Leigh. It was
correctly described in the report of the Eoyal Horticultural Society's August
Show as " a remarkably fine variety, producing bold well-filled trusses of lar«-e,
flat, well-formed flowers an inch in diameter, and of a rich velvetv pucv-uurnle
self colour."

Ji 9 m/

CONCERNING THE GLADIOLUS.
This flower is steadily, but surety, becoming a popular favourite. Not

that our leading exhibitions have borne much testimony to this effect; but
those in the trade who have ample means of noting the advance the flower is

making, by measuring the demand created for it, assert that the sale has
increased threefold during the winter. Some of the leading houses have sold
out of the varieties most in request. This may be due, in part to the failure
that last summer thinned the ranks of many growers. A rot that appeared
with amazing suddenness pervaded many a group

;
and, in cases where a large

and healthy-looking spike had well nigh developed itself, and the colour of the
flowers was already appearing through the transparent green veil that sur-
rounded the buds, on a sudden this was stricken worthless by some baleful but
unseen and unknown agency. I saw large beds of Gladiolus devastated like
that seen when the potato-rot attacks a breadth of this esculent; and, when
what of the Gladiolus that appeared to be healthy bulbs had been staged for
future planting, the rot would again appear and well nigh complete the Avork
of entire extermination. I fancy that the wet and inclement spring told
heavily on the bulbs of those who planted on stiff soils and ill-drained
grounds, especially as early planting seems to be generally adopted. Notwith-
standing this, there has also been a marked widening of the area of the culti-
vation of the Gladiolus. Growers are extending their collections, and new
cultivators are bending their energies to the task of rearing—in fact, many of
the continental houses have long since been completely drained of leading

Yol. n. -n
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varieties. It is evidenced also in another way. The present call for the
Ramosus section, excepting perhaps Queen Victoria and Ramosus itself, and
Floribundus—a reputed offspring from Oppositifolius—is of a very limited
character

; while even Gandavensis is scarcely in demand. The cheaper kinds
of the Gandavensis section, such as Bowiensis, Brenchleyensis, Monsieur
Blouet, Fanny Rouget, Couranti fulgens, Triomphe d'Enghien, Madame Conder,
Don Juan, and others, command the sale the older kinds once had, and it is

but the same law at work that is observed in every other class of flowers

;

it is the onward impetus that pervades the whole aspect of horticulture, the
thing done by the ever-progressive worker being only the earnest of new forms
of beauty to be evolved, new methods to be reduced to experience, new attain-
ments to be reached after, and grasped.

The stocks of Gladiolus held by Vilmorin & Co., Loise, Verdier, and other
continental houses at the commencement of the autumn months must be enor-
mous, judging from the extent of some of the commissions entrusted to them
by Loudon houses alone, saying nothing of heavy transactions from the pro-
vinces. The sources from which the supply is drawn must be something
startling, and this flower is a most important item in the bulb trade done
between this country and France.

The beauty of the flower being of so varied a character, its peculiar adapta-
tion as an exhibition agent, and the comparative ease with which it can be
cultivated, all combine to intensify the popular favour now bestowed upon it

;

and, not satisfied with growing merely, some home-cultivators are busily and
successfully engaged in the process of hybridisation. New varieties raised in
England will soon outstrip in number those produced on the continent. Mr.
Standish, of Bagshot, has made great headway in this direction, and succeeded
in producing flowers of singular beauty and of exquisite form. Giant strides
in the way of perfectibility of the Gladiolus have been made by this pioneer of
English hybrids, whose just inheritance is the gratitude of appreciative admirers
of one of his favourite flowers.

I have nothing new to suggest in the way of "cultural directions," an
expression that has become a Covent Garden " household word." These rules
abound in plenty, not all alike in their every detail, and yet not widely divergent.
Rich light soil, compounded of leaf mould, turfy loam, well-rotted manure,
and some sand, is the compost that seems best adapted to the requirements of
the plant. Where it could be done, and especially in the case of continental
bulbs that start into growth earlier than those harvested in England because
ripened sooner, the bulbs should be potted-up in the month of February or
March, according to the necessity of the case, into pots fully 6 inches in
diameter

; then be placed in a cold frame, or under a sheltered wall where
they could be protected from heavy rain or frost, and in May be transplanted
to their blooming quarters in the open ground—a well-prepared bed in some
spot not too much exposed to the effects of rude winds. Should the potting-
up be a matter of difficulty, plant the bulbs out of doors as early in the month
of April as possible, but let the grower endeavour to provide himself with some
agency to screen them from the effects of cold, wet, and inclement weather.
I think this is the great thing to be avoided—the possibility of injury from con-
tinuous wet, either in the way of rain, or from an ill-drained situation. Water
freely in dry and hot weather, as the spike gradually issues from its emerald
chamber, and hastens to unfold its charming attire. Heavy gusts of wind
that tear into fragments the flowers, and the excessive heat of

"

" The sun's directer ray,"

that shortens the period of their "age of beauty," should be guarded against.
Then endeavour to screen your flowers from the effects of each of these, if it
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can be done, and thereby prolong the duration of the bloom, and with it the

joy its presence imparts.

Remove the bulbs from the ground when the time of flowering is past

before the rains of autumn penetrate to their quarters. Cut off the spike to

within about 6 inches of the bulb, and with some soil attaching to the roots

place them in some dry position where damp cannot affect them. I feel

certain that during the months of repose they are better exposed to heat than
to damp. Take care of the offshoots, and in the spring plant them in a bed by
themselves till they shall have become large enough to produce a good spike

of flowers.

If you have the means to grow a few Gladiolus, and have not as yet done
so, I say, Try to do so. Many very handsome varieties are very cheap, and
you secure at starting the nucleus of a collection that propagates itself.

Additions can gradually be made. Year by year some new aspirant to popu-
larity may be brought into contact with yourself for the' first time ; and I for

one conceive it to be a pleasure of great value, and of high enjoyment, to watch
daily the gradual development of one of these charming flowers, whose
exquisite pencillings, or whose rich raiment of colour, shall salute you for the

first time. Verily, there is something better here, and of a higher order of

pleasure than those that pall upon the heart and deaden the tastes, because
sought for from sources beneath the level of the satisfaction that is required.

Quo.

RELATING TO GRAPES.
We are frequently hearing of new as well as old fruits and flowers from

the hands of different cultivators. Perhaps a few remarks on some of the
new, or not generally cultivated varieties, of Grapes may not be without
interest to some of your readers. Full descriptions will be found in Hogg's
" Fruit Manual." These remarks are from my own observations ; the same
kinds of Grapes might be superior in the hands of another grower. In the
month of July, 1858, we replanted one of our vineries. I was anxious at the
time to prove all the different varieties I could procure, as Grapes are the
only fruit my employer eats ; at the same time I wished to be on the safe side.

We planted a Black Hamburgh to each rafter, and the intermediate spaces
with new or little known varieties, in case of any kind not being satisfactory it

could be removed without a blank, or could be grafted ; the latter we have
been obliged to do in several instances. For my own part I see no objection
to Vines being planted 2 feet apart—that is, one up the rafter, and another up
the centre of the light ; it only requires the spurs to be kept a little further
apart. These can be easily regulated at pruning time. The following is a
list of kinds we have fruited the last three years:—

1. Muscat Hative de Saumur.—A very excellent White Grape, rich Muscat
flavour, excellent for pot culture, and I have no doubt would ripen well on the
open walls in the south of England. The earliest Grape I know.

2. Muscat Noir d'Angers, or Angers Frontignan.—A very fine Frontignan-
fkvoured Grape, but, like most of its class, apt to shank.

.3. Golden Hamburgh.—I regret to say we cannot succeed with this ; it

fruits freely, and goes on satisfactorily till nearly ripe, when half the berries
become discoloured and drop off, and the bunches become mere skeletons

;

while the Hamburghs on each side are all we could wish.
4. Trentham Black.—This is a Grape of first-rate flavour. The bunches

require care in thinning, or will be loose ; said to keep longer than Black
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Hamburgh. This is a mistake—we never can keep it longer than the end of
December. As a proof of its good qualities, the wasps will take it sooner
than any other in the same house.

5. Marchioness of Hastings.—Bunch and berries large, a coarse Grape,
indifferent flavour ; bunches from 4 to 5 lbs. in weight.

6. Champion Hamburgh.—Very much resembles the Mill Hill Hamburgh,
if not the same.

7. Bidwill's Seedling.—Bunches large, resembling Black Hamburgh in
appearance, with a peculiar earthy flavour. Worthless.

8. Trebbiano.—A very excellent winter Grape, improved both in appear-
ance and flavour grafted on the Hamburgh ; bunches 4 to 5 lbs. weight. Hangs
well.

9. Muscat Hamburgh (Snow's) —One of the best Muscat-flavoured Grapes
we have : if not the best, a most delicious Grape.

10. Bowood Muscat.—I never have been able to distinguish the difference
between this and the Muscat of Alexandria. My impression is there have been
many Vines of the old Muscat sold for the Bowood. I have seen it distinct
among my friends.

11. Buckland Sweetwater.—A very fine Grape with me, grafted on the
Hamburgh. I have not fruited it on its own root. I find it fruits much more
freely on the rod than spurred.

12. Charlesworth Tokay.—I believe the same as the Muscat of Alexandria.
13. Chasselas Napoleon, received from Messrs. Rollisson, very much re-

sembles old Tokay in appearance, good flavour, but set indifferently grafted.

14. Burchardt's Prince. This is likely to be a valuable late Black Grape.
We fruited it this season grafted on the Hamburgh ; it proved very good, both
in appearance and flavour.

15. Gromier du Cantal.—Bunches large, a pretty flame-coloured Grape,
scarcely worth growing.

16. Lady Downe's Seedling.—This we find to be the best late Grape in
every respect.

_
The three bunches we exhibited at South Kensington last

October were in bloom in April, when we had bunches still hanging of the
previous year's crop, 1861, quite plump and fresh.

In addition to those mentioned above, we grow Frankenthal, Black Ham-
burgh, Old Tokay, West's St. Peter's, Barbarossa, Black Prince, and Muscat
of Alexandria. If I were asked to make a selection from the kinds mentioned
for a supply of Grapes all the year round, as we have them here, I should
prefer the following -.—Black—Black Hamburgh, Frankenthal, Black Prince,
West's St. Peter's, Lady Downe's Seedling, Burchardt's Prince. White.—
Muscat of Alexandria, Buckland Sweetwater, Trebbiano, Muscat Hative de
Saumer, and old Tokay ; the latter is a very good Grape if allowed plenty of
time to ripen. I have had it a fine colour in March, and very plump

;
and,

when thoroughly ripe, its flavour is pretty good. There may be other Grapes
quite as good, but I mention none but what I have fruited myself.

Keele Hall Gardens. Wm. Hill.

BANUNCULUSES, TWELVE BEST SORTS FOR EXHIBITION.
At the request of some amateur florists who arc desirous of knowing more

of the choicer kinds of Ranunculuses, and such as are in the esteem of the
respective cultivators best adapted for showing, I issued to about twenty of
the known cultivators of this flower, in various parts of England and Scotland,
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a circular, asking them to make a return of twelve sorts which they esteemed
most highly, and considered fit to place at an exhibition. The replies to

these circulars were varied, and not devoid of interest. Eight gentlemen
returned the lists of twelve sorts, and the colours, which are given at the foot

of this letter. Among others, one had discontinued his old favourite of twenty-
five years gone for newer and more modern claimants to his regard. One or
two never grew any seedlings, and cultivated the old sorts from year to year
until they exhausted them. Another doctored his collection with nostrums,
and lost 80 per cent, of his once-valued collection. Yet, further, one gentle-
man from sheer modesty wrote of one or two names, but could not commit
himself to twelve different sorts ; and a tenth response was that he grew none
under name, but all in mixtures. Most wrote of their affection for the
flower

s
and in regretful strains that they could not satisfactorily reply to my

solicitation.

Subjoined, however, are the returns, and they will be sufficient to excite

interest in the flower ; and to give an indication of the position certain

varieties that are several times mentioned in the lists hold in the estimation of
the gentlemen whose names are hereunto annexed. In reference to several

cases, however, it may be stated that such as occur once onlv are seedlings of
modern origin, and this fact will account for their not being returned in other
lists.

Twelve sorts returned by Mr. W. Littleboy, Benson, Oxon.
Eva, gold, red edge. Herald, white, crimson edge.
Marquis of Hereford, crimson. Arictor (Tyso's), dark purple.
Melanctbon, white edge. Commodore Napier, sulphur, red edge.
Sir ~W\ Hoste, yellow, red edge. Sir E. Sale, white, purple spot.

Naxara, nearly "black. Playfair, orange, mottled.
Eliza, sulphur. Sophia, white, red edge.

Twelve by Mr. Calcott, Oxford.

Eliza. Miss Eorbes, white, red spot.

Temeraire, red and white stripe. Naxara.
Sophia. Delectus, yellow, red edge.

Apollo (Costar's), dark red. Edgar, yellow, brown edge.

Apollo, crimson. Cedo Nulli, orange.

Coronation, sulphur, mottled. Sabina, pale yellow.

Twelve by Mr. John West, Shillingford, Oxon.

Rose Incomparable, white, rose edge. Balcot.

Venus, white, purple edge. Peine de Sheba, mottled.
Mustapha. Eliza.

Delight (West's), yellow, red edge. Delectus.
Pertinax, yellow spot. Horatio, yellow, brown edge.
Marquis of Hereford. * Kilgour's Princess, white, mottled.

Eleven by Mr. John Waterston, Paisley.

Anne Hathaway, white, pink edge. Humboldt, white, purple edge.
Beritola, white, rose edge. Lord Gough, yellow, red edge.
Chevalier, white, purple edge. Mackenzie, white, dark edge.
Camperdown, white, purple edge. Mary Howitt, white, pink mottle.
Dr. Darwin, yellow, red mottle. Jenny Meldrum, white, purple edge.
Ocano, cream, dark mottle.

Twelve by Mr. Kirtland, Bletehington.

Eliza. Coronation.
Sophia. Brabancon, orange.
Horatio. Quilla Filla, red mottle.
Tillet's Blush, rosy mottle. Commodore Napier, yellow-edged.
Model of Perfection. Naxara.
Henning, white, purple edge. Apollo, crimson.
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Twelve by Mr. Kearnshaw, Nottingham.
Naxara. Plato, white.
(Eil Noir, dark. Le Temeraire, red and white stripe.
Orissa, striped. Eliza.
Melange, red and yellow stripe. Herald.
Bubro Magnificans, scarlet. Lame, white, purple edge.
Viola La Vrai Noir, dark brown. Commodore Napier, yellow-edged.

Mr. George Lightbody, Falkirk.

Miranda, white, rose edge. Mrs. Trahar, white, rose edge.
Dr. Horner, white, purple edge. Lord Berners, white, dark edge.
Talisman, white, purple edge. Llorimel, white, rose edge.
Prince Albert, dark edge. Pelopidas, white, purple edge.
Sir P. Broke, cream, purple edge. Princess Louisa, white, "rose edge.
Goldfmder, yellow, red edge. Chevalier, white, purple edge.

Twelve by Mr. C. Tyso, Wallingford, Berks.

Alexis, yellow, red spot. Fairy, white, crimson spot.

Melancthon, cream, purple mottle. Eupatoria, white, purple edge.
Festus, yellow, brown spot. Eva, gold, red edge.

Naxara, very dark. Delectus, yellow red edge.

Marquis of Hereford, crimson. Liffey. white, pvu'ple edge.

California, yellow. Indicator, yellow, brown spot.

Several other returns were imperfect in number or in colours.

Carey Tyso.

GLADIOLUS AND CANNAS.
I quite agree with your correspondent, " W. R. S.," in the November

Number of the Florist and Pomqlogist of the utility of the Gladiolus as

a pot plant, not as a specimen of itself either with a number of bulbs in a

large pot, or a single bulb in a 6-inch pot, which latter plan I think the most
useful, as the small pot can then stand among others, with the flower-stem

standing above the foliage of other plants. I planted four round beds this

year with Cannas of sorts as an experiment, having but little faith in them in

this very cold part of the country ; but it was in a well-sheltered part of the

garden^ and, to insure the beds from entire failure, I planted Gladiolus bulbs

of various sorts, or rather I should have said I planted the bulbs after thoroughly

preparing the beds for the Cannas early in April, for I have not found the

Gladiolus so fine grown in small pots as when planted out previous to com-

mencing growth.

The Cannas were from seed sown in February ; and although the plants

were in a cold frame for two months before planting out, about the middle of

June the continuous cold wet weather killed the shoots of several varieties to

the ground ; but during warm weather, at the end of the summer, they made
plenty of fresh shoots, and although but few rose more than 2 feet 6 inches

high, many of the shoots flowered, and the Gladiolus fiower-stems set the fine

foliage of* the Cannas off to the best advantage.

I did not edge either of the beds with Ribbon Grass because it looks brown

and rough early in the autumn, but used various of the Ornamental Grasses,

of which I grew about thirty sorts in various parts of the garden, selecting

those kinds for edging Canna-beds which kept a green healthy foliage until

the end of the season.

The light-feathering foliage and flower-stems of the Grasses contrasted
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well as an edging to the other plants, and were also useful to cut and mix
with flowers in the flower-glasses through the summer, and to fill vases, &c,
with Everlasting Flowers through the winter.

Teddesley Gardens, Stafford. J. Tap-LIN.

ON THE MISTLETOE.
The Mistletoe is familiar to everybody at Christinas in the midland,

southern, and eastern counties of England ; but it is little known in the north
or in Scotland. Some think that this parasite is named from the mistle

thrush, instead of that early songster being named so from feeding on its

viscid berries in winter. The name Mistletoe is derived from the Anglo-Saxon
Mistelan, birdlime, from Mistel, and tan, a twig. Formerly birdlime was made
of its glutinous berries. My design, however, is neither to discuss the etymo-
logy of the name, nor the veneration of the Druids for the Mistletoe cut from
the Oak, but rather to offer a few observations on its mode of growth, with a
view to assist in the propagation of this singular production where it is not
found growing wild.

The Mistletoe bears male and female flowers on separate plants, which
accounts for some very large bushes of it never bearing berries. It is very
abundant in some places upon the Thorn, Apple, Oak, Ash, and black Italian

Poplar ; but it is not found in other parts of the same locality. This is the

case here : therefore I am indebted to a friend for much of the following :—He
says, " I find as much of Mistletoe on the smooth as on the rough bark, both
upon the upper and under sides of the branches ; and some of the stems of

Mistletoe are much larger than the branches on which it grows, while two or

three old plants spring out of the rough bark on the main steins of the old

Thorn bushes. Likewise some remarkably fine bushes of Mistletoe on the
black Italian Poplar, growing out of the body of the tree about 40 feet high
from the ground." He adds, " If I find a Poplar branch bearing Mistletoe,

I will cut it off by way of a cutting for you ; but I am afraid the difficulty will

be to get handsome standards of Mistletoe, because it seems necessary that the
mother plants must be kept growing beyond it ; for I observe where a branch
is broken off by accident the parasite withers and dies away." This fact

shows the true character of a parasite. This one, however, may be said to be
harmless, except where it too much abounds in orchards ; and the way of its

extension differs from that of other parasites, whose seeds germinate in the
ground before they fix themselves for the season upon the roots or steins of

plants. The Broom-rape on the roots of Coltsfoot are examples of those fixing

on roots, and Dodder of those attaching themselves to stems, as it adheres to

the stems of Clover. This leads me to the chief point—the inquiry, How is

Mistletoe propagated ? This is commonly believed to be effected by thrushes
rubbing their bills, after eating the berries, on the branches of trees to clean off

the viscid juice, by which some of the seeds adhere to the smooth bark, or are

deposited in the chinks of the rough bark with their excrements. Miller

notices both ways, but objects to the latter, because he considers that the seeds

would not grow after passing through the stomachs of the birds ; and also

because their deposits could not lie on the under sides of the branches where
Mistletoe is generally found. From these observations it seems that he did

not understand the real habits of the parasite, nor the fact that seeds of
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berries will grow after passing through birds
;
nor, what is of more conse-

quence to the subject, that Mistletoe does not grow exactly where it first ger-
minated, but creeps on a little way until it finds a suitable place to fix upon
permanently. I give this on credit, but it accords with the habits of the other
parasites already noticed. Of course, those who wish to propagate the Mis-
tletoe should folloAV the plan of the birds, by rubbing a few seeds from its

berries upon the smooth bark of the Thorn, or Apple ; and also, for more cer-

tainty, into the chinks of the old bark. Each berry contains but one seed
enclosed in viscid matter, by which it adheres firmly to the bark, and, also

affords protection from the weather. It may also soften the bark for the seed to
germinate upon. Perhaps January is the best time for the operation, but care
should be taken to protect the seed by netting or gauze from the keen eyes of
birds or mice. I have adopted this plan, and I see no reason to doubt of
success—in fact, my friend Mr. Hart, who wrote what I have quoted, tried it

successfully upon his Apple trees in his garden at Bellingford in this county

;

and I think that if nurserymen were to rear trees bearing Mistletoe, and fit for

transplanting, they would find a ready sale for them among gardeners and
amateurs in those parts of the country where this parasitical plant is not found
growing wild.

J. Wightox.

BELLE AGATI1E CHERRY.
WITH AN ILLUSTRATION.

Synonyme.— Belle Agailie cle Novembre.

Tins valuable Cherry was obtained from seed by Captain Thiery, of
Haelen, in the province of Limburg, in Belgium, so recently as the year 1852,
and the rapidity with which it has spread is a sure indication of its merits and
of the estimation in which it is held.

The fruit grows in dense clusters, and is small or about medium size,

roundish oval, slightly depressed at the two extremities. It is of the
Bigarreau character, but assumes more red on the skin than the Bigarreau.
The skin is thick, the stalk long and slender. The flesh is hard and crack-
kling like that of the Bigarreau, and when ripe is of remarkably nice flavour,
sweet and sugary, and of a yellow colour. The stone is large for the size

of the fruit.

This remarkable variety was introduced to this country from Belgium by
Mr. Rivers, about ten years since. About the middle of September, when
Cherries are gone and forgotten, this sort commences to ripen, and as it is a
most abundant bearer, the trees when covered with their bright red fruit have a
most summer-like look, reminding one of June. In size it resembles the
Kentish ; its flesh is firm, juicy, and sweet, and for the season refreshing and
agreeable.

At Sawbridgeworth the birds do not touch it, so that during nearly
the whole of October, two tall standard trees there are most ornamental.
Whether the birds leave it unscathed because Cherries in October are unknown
to the ornithological world is a question to be determined, at any rate the
variety is well worthy of cultivation.

A small and very hard-fleshed Cherry called Tardive de Mans, is probably
the parent of the Belle Agathe.

The tree is very hard and vigorous, and an abundant bearer.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
REPORT OF IHE COUNCIL TO THE ANNIVERSARY MEETING,

FEBRUARY 10, 1863.

The first duty of the Council on meeting the Fellows on the present occasion is to
congratulate them on the success which has attended the Society during- the past season.

A reference to the balance sheet appended to this report will show that the receipts have
largely exceeded those of the previous year.

While thankfully acknowledging this measure of success, the Council cannot but feel that
had H.K.H. the deeply lamented Prince Consort, who laid the foundation of it, and to whom
it is mainly due, been spared to the Society, results even much beyond this would have been
achieved. A very large portion of the prosperity which the Society has enjoyed beyond its
ordinary receipts is referable to the Great Exhibition. The interests of the two undertakings
during the past year were closely linked together, the same causes which injured or be noli ted
the one equally affecting the other. Had, therefore, the influence of His Royal Highness
been spared to it, it cannot be doubted that the Council would now have had" to present a
report oven more favourable than the present.

Out of the receipts during the year, amounting to £29,800, a sum of £8676 was received
as the Society's share of the joint season ticket?; a sum of £1125 from the various refreshment
contractors for portions of the Society's premises let to them, and £5029 fivm the promenades
chiefly drawn on those days when the charge for admission from the Exhibition to the
garden was sixpence.

The flower shows produced upward* of £5000, which is the largest amount that has
ever been drawn by the Society, from that source in any one year. Had it not been for the
large number of joint-ticket-holders, this amount would of course have been still greater.
The shows themselves were also of unparalleled excellence, the Council having determined
that nothing should bo spared to make them worthy of the Society, and such as would leave
a favourable impression on the numerous visitors from abroad. A statement is given in the
appendix showing the amounts received and the expenses disbursed at these shows so far as
the latter can be separated from the general expenses of the establishment.

The Council have also to report favourably on a more important portion of the financial
resources of the Society—viz., that drawn from the subscriptions. The following comparative
statement of the number of Fellows, and their rates of payment, as at 31st December, 1861
and 31st December, 1862, shows the increase during the course of the year—viz.,

As at 3l3t Dec, 1861. As at 31st Dec, 1862.

Payable in
advance.

Retro-
spectively,

Payable in
advance.

Relro-
spectively.

Fellows who have compounded by paying

Increase

716
915

334
555

10

25
6

215

7

16
912

1307

386
587

3

9

( . }

2520
256

256 3215
98

98

2776 3313
2776

537

.
The above table shows the actual state of matters each year, at 31st December. But on

taking deaths and resignations into account, it appears that 633 new Fellows have joined the
Society since 31st December, 1861, and that there have been 55 deaths, and 41 resignations.

It will be seen from .the above table that the recommendation of the Council in last
year's report, that Fellows who paid retrospectively should change their retrospective
payment into one in advance, has been well responded to—the number of retrospective tub-
scribers having been reduced from 256 to 98. Many of those who are still in this position
have no doubt continued so from inadvertence, and it is hoped that in another year the
number may be still further reduced.

Through the consideration of the Fellows too, the transference of the period of payment
from the 1st of May to the 1st of January has been all but unanimously carried into effect

As regards the expenditure, the unfinished state of the garden, together with the
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exceptional nature of the year, added to the fact that the previous season was equally-

exceptional from its being the opening year of the reconstituted Society, and from its only
extending oyer eight instead of twelve months, prevent the receipts and expenditure of the
two years being contrasted with each other, and the Council must confine themselves to

treating the expenditure of each by itself.

The expenses of the publications of the Society are large, owing to the considerable

number of Fellows ; but the information contained in them is (the Council have every reason
to believe), considered valuable by the Fellows at large. The Council, however, with the

view of making it contribute to its own support, have resolved to allow advertisements to

be received on horticultural and scientific subjects.

Mr. Weir, the plant-collector in South Brazil, has examined and reported on a district

not much known, and when last heard from was on his way to explore new ground in
the interior. Mr. Cooper, the plant-collector in South Africa, was sent out as an explorer

at the private charges of Mr. Wilson Saunders, the Treasurer of the Society, who admitted
it to a share of Mr. Cooper's collections on terms so liberal as to be almost gratuitous.

Mr. Cooper explored the district of the Drachenberg Mountains, lying to the south-west of

Natal, and found it, although in many parts barren, to contain a considerable number of

plants of interest to the botanist, and some of much beauty, well worthy the attention of the
horticulturist. The product of the labours of both these "collectors have either already been
distributed, or axe about to be distributed among the Fellows by ballot.

The expenses of Chiswick have this year amounted to £2354, from which a sum of £435
may be deducted, which has been received for fruit sold and reimbursement of garden
charges. Upwards of 50,000 bedding-out plants have been reared at Chiswick last year for

use at South Kensington. Further, it is to be noted that the Fellows have received large

quantities (upwards of 3000 packages) of cuttings of Vines and other fruit trees from this

garden ; that an unrivalled collection of fruit trees is there maintained for the comparison
and testing of all kinds of fruits; that the experiments and trials of the Fruit and Floral

Committees are conducted there, and a large portion of the flower-seeds grown which are

distributed amongst the Fellows. 2610 packets of valuable seeds, 11,000 plants, and 166 lots

of bulbs have been distributed from these or other sources during the past year. In addition

there have been distributed 1500 packages of seeds of vegetables, and a like number of

packages of flower seeds.

The expenses of the garden at South Kensington have amounted to £6063. The details

of which this is composed will be found in the appendix.
The expenses for promenades and exhibitions have largely repaid themselves, besides

affording much gratification to the Fellows, and the Council have resolved to continue the

promenades during the present season, twice a-week from 16th May to 1st August.
The Council have the satisfaction of informing the Fellows that the Commissioners of

1851, through the Expenses Committee, with whom rests on their behalf the control and
regulation of the expenses of the Society, in the most liberal manner authorised the expen-

diture of a considerable amount of the receipts in the execution of works which strictly

speaking belong to capital—a liberality which in the present year, when there is a surplus to

the half of which the Commissioners are entitled as their share of profit, is equivalent to

themselves paying the half of these expenses.

The Commissioners of 1851 have throughout shown the utmost desire to promote in

every way within their power the completion of the garden. It its to them that the Society

owes the beautiful facade of the refreshment-room. They have paved the upper arcades

during the season, and lent, as above mentioned, valuable assistance towards the completion

of the garden, its clothing and decoration—works which the Council have felt to be of

pressing importance. As regards the decoration of the garden, the Council have been much
assisted by the liberality of the Fellows, who have allowed their subscriptions, originally

intended for the French fountains, to be applied in the purchase of works of art for the

garden.
As regards the planting of the garden, the Council have, they trust, effected considerable

improvements in it by the introduction of clumps of trees and shrubs. They have also

provided a large supply of bulbs for its spring decoration, and they have to acknowledge the

assistance received by presents from Her Majesty, and some of the Fellows.

A great deal, no doubt, still remains to be clone, but so far as these objects are concerned,

the work already executed justifies the Council in looking at their progress with satisfaction.

It is otherwise, however, with a part of the garden less under their control ; a portion of the

arcades still remains unfinished, and in a measure neutralises the beneficial effects of other

improvements. The completion of the arcades belongs to the Commissioners of 1851, and
notwithstanding the reluctance which the Council have naturally felc to press a body who
had dealt with them so liberally, they have considered themselves called upon to make a
most urgent appeal to the Commissioners on this subject.

There still remain structural works pressing for completion which belong to the
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Society to execute ; such as the council-room, portico, steps in the middlo walk, a western
entrance, &e.

The Council regret to have to announce the retirement of Dr. Lindley from the Secre-

taryship, which he has held so long with honour to himself and benefit to the Society. Last
year he tendered his resignation, but was induced to withdraw it at the solicitation of the

Council, on the ground that as he had supported the Society during its period of depression,

so he should remain as one of its officials until the next summer (1862) should have crowned
his labours with success. He has now repeated his resignation, and the Council have most
reluctantly felt bound to comply with his wish, and accept it. He has been for forty-one

years an officer of the Society, and during that period, to use his own words, he " has endea-
voured to the best of his ability to promote its true interests as a great English association

for the advancement of horticultural knowledge, until, through many changes and some
adversity, it has at length gained a position of high eminence, and may bo regarded as

standing on a secure foundation."

The Council need not repeat the arrangements for the coming season, which have been
already made public. The chief alteration on those of last year is the non-admission of the

public to the garden except on fete days and promenades, a restriction by which they trust

that the comfort and quiet enjoyment of their garden by the Fellows and their friends will

be materially increased.

The Council cannot conclude this report without congratulating the Fellows on the con-
tinued interest the Queen takes in the Society and its proceedings. Constant reports of its

progress have been furnished to Her Majesty throughout the season, and she has in various

ways marked the interest she ha»s taken in them.

CASTLEMA11TYR, THE SEAT OF THE EARL OF SHANNON.
To all lovers of gardening this beautiful place is one of very great interest. The Cork

and Youghal Railway goes through the estate, and there is a station at Moguly, which is

only a short distance from the demesne. The principal entrance is from the village of

Castlemartyr. At a short distance from the lodge gate there is, on looking to tho left, a

good view of the old castle, the lower water, grounds, &c. The approach to the mansion
crosses the water by a bridge, which divides it into the upper and lower lake. The water
from the upper lake falls into the lower lake by a cascade below the bridge. Before passing

over the bridge there are several objects on either side worth noticing. On the left are a
number of flourishing Coniferas, among them a number of fine specimens of the common
Silver Firs, several Abies Douglasi and Cedrus deodara, &c. On the right is what was
formerly the old flower garden. There are a great number of fine trees and shrubs here.

Among Coniferse are a number of fine Cedars, a very thriving Picea Webbiana, which at

the time of our visit (in October last) had several of its dark fine cones on. We also

observed a large mass of Pampas Grass in flower, and a very good plant of Gaultheria shallon.

On leaving these grounds we come immediately on to the bridge. On the left side is

the cascade already mentioned, and on the right is the upper lake, which is a fine sheet of

water. On one side there is plantation the whole length of the lake j the principal part of

the trees nearest the water consist of evergreen Oaks, whose branches dip into the water,

and has a fine effect from the bridge.

Passing over the bridge, we enter on the left the pleasure grounds, which are very
extensive, and contain a profusion of evergreen trees and shrubs rarely to be met with. The
health, freshness, luxuriance, and vigour of the foliage were evidence of the mildness of the
climate, and struck us forcibly coming from the north of England, where the frosts of

December, 1860, made such sad havoc among evergreen trees and shrubs. Coniferte have
been largely planted all over the grounds, and are making fine trees. We noticed two of

the handsomest specimens of Abies morinda that we recollect ever to have met with.

Passing by a wooden bridge over the lake we enter "Bridgetown" grounds, where the
far-famed Camellias are growing in the open air. Being many years planted, they are

chiefly the old sorts—such as Waratah, Double White, Lady Harris's Blush, Colvilli, &c.
Some of them are as large as a moderate-sized Laurel. They were full of buds, and in the
best possible health. When in full flower they must be a grand sight. There is also here a

border of white Indian Azaleas in open air in the highest health ; we never saw any under
glass looking better. On the lawn are grand specimens of Coniferse, among them a fin p.

Cupreous funebris, Cryptomeria japonica upwards of 30 feet high, a good Wellingtonia,
a good Cedrus deodara, a very handsome Araucaria imbricata, &c. Here are some remark-
ably large Portugal Laurels. Outside these gardens we noticed a large specimen of Parilownia
imperialis, some promising specimens of Picea nobilis, Abies Douglasi, Thuja, &c.

Retracing our steps across the wooden bi idge, we proceed through, the grounds and find
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Conifers on every side, several large specimens of the Cedar of Gea, a nice young plant of

Picea Nordmanniana. "We are now on the south front of the mansion, where a very heautiful

flower garden has heeu made a few years since, and which even late in Octoher was looking

well. The " bedding" had been well managed, and everything was best order and keeping.

The kitchen gardens are some distance from the castle—they are very extensive. There
are several ranges of glass structures for the growth of fruit, flowers, and vegetables. The
first range we were shown through consisted of two Peach-houses, four vineries, and plant-

house. The Peach trees are very good—the wood everything that could be desired. In two
of the vineries were a quantity of good late Grapes.

We were next shown through some span-roofed houses devoted to greenhouse plants.

In one we saw a number of promising specimen Pelargoniums and other softwooded plants.

In another a number of fine specimen Azaleas of the best sorts in fine condition ; also several

good Epacrises, Hearths, and other hardwooded plants.

The next range of houses Ave were showr through were chiefly filled with stove plants,

among them all the leading kinds of Caladiums and other fme-foliaged plants. There are

also a number of good Ferns. Besides these there are a number of pits for Cucumbers,
Melons, and for wintering " bedding " plants ; also a number of frames. The fruit crop out-

doors was, we were given to understand, light last year.

The vegetable department was everything that could be desired. The whole pdacc

reflected the greatest credit on Mr. Begbie, the gardener, for its high state of keeping and
good management. The road?, walks, and lawns were in the be=t possible condition. At a

short distance from the demesne is the "Park," which, to admirers of Conifers, is full of

interest. Outside the entrance gate is a neat cottage, in front of which are two good

Araucarias, one a particularly fine specimen. There is also a good specimen of Abies

Dougiasi ; also one of Cedrus deodara. There are some flourishing young plantations in the

"Park." The common Silver Fir does remarkably well everywhere. There are great

numbers of fine young trees by the sides of the roads. The chief point of interest is a largo

natural mound in the valley, which is surrounded by higher ground. This has been planted

with Coniferae, and certainly they are at "home" here, as their health and astonishing

growth testify. The spot seems peculiarly adapted to the growth of Conifers. Though
high, it is completely sheltered from strong winds, and the plants get full exposure to sun
and air. Around the base of the mound are planted a quantity of Araucaria imbricata, than

which nothing could possibly be doing better. The whole of them are in the highest state

of health, and most beautiful specimens ; but there ere a few which are really grand beyond

description. They are perfect gems—so furnished and symmetrical. The following are

some of the principal Coniferae on the mound :—Two good Cryptomeria japonica, three fine

Abies pinsapo, three A. cephalonica, three large A. Dougiasi, three grand Picea nobilis (one

with cones), two Taxodium sempervirens, one Pinus monticola, one Picea Webbiana, one

P. religiosa, &c. These are all getting quite large trees, and have grown astonishingly these

last few years. M. S.

THE GARDENERS' BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.

The recent election of pensioners on the funds of this invaluable charity tells a sad tale

for there were five applicants who had subscribed for fifteen years and upwards, and only two

could be elected for want of funds. I am sorry to say there are many gardeners who do not

subscribe that are quite able to do so
;
and, on canvassing some of them, they say that it is

of no use to commence now, as under the present rules there would be no chance of their ever

getting on the pension list should they require it. Cannot something be done before the

lapse of another year to dispel this illusion, and to try and make the advantages of the

charity more apparent to working gardeners ? This class has seldom the chance out of their

small salaries of saving any money to provide for a rainy day, and they could not make a

better investment than by subscribing a guinea a-year to this charity for that purpose.

Situations of the highest class are only few in comparison with the others, and should the

lucky holders of them never be compelled to apply for a pension'they have the satisfaction of

aiding many a poor gardener who is less fortunate. In a late Number of the Gardener's

Chronicle there is an excellent leading article on the subject, and a strong appeal is made to

gardeners of all grades to join the Institution. It seems there are only 294 gardeners who
are subscribers at present, and the Committee have only £750 from all sources to go in

pensions ; and it is impossible for any charity to be more economically and better managed.

There ought at least to be more than 1000 subscribers amongst gardeners in the 10,000

parishes in England alone. •

As the name of the late Mr. Mearns has been incidentally mentioned m connection with

the charity, allow me to mention a few circumstances that came under my knowledge

respecting his destitute state in his old age. He often used to lament to me that the
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Institution had not been established sooner, so that he might have been enabled to be a
subscriber with the money he had spent in books which were now of no use to him. I hope
I may not be thought guilty of saying anything disrespectful to his memory if I state what
I think Avas the cause of his saving nothing for a rainy day on purpose to be a beacon for
others. Poor Mearns was not a drinking man, nor given to vice of any kind ; but he was
fond of company, and kept an open house to all callers, He held an excellent situation for

nearly twenty years, and never had a large family to be a drain upon his resources, yet he
never saved money ; and men of his temperament rarely ever do, when they have the chance.
Being a near neighbour, and brought up at the feet of the great horticultural " Gamaliel,"
the late Mr. Knight, of Downton Castle, he was, like him, full of experiments on hybridising,
coiling Vines in pots, grafting fruit trees, and so on, and delighted in gardeners calling and
seeing them. Peace to his manes ! A more enthusiastic gardener or a kinder-hearted man
never existed.

I have never been able to understand bow it is that in the generality of places gardeners
are paid lower salaries than the coachman or butler. Is it because there is greater mind
required in the driving of horses or the drawing of corks, or is it for show p If for the latter,

gardeners had better go back to the days of Mawo and Abercrombie, and wear cocked hats
and get bedizened with gold or silver lace on their coats. I am not alluding to gardeners of
the cow and gig class, but those who have been well educated and have served a regular
apprenticeship by roughing it out in bothies at the cost of much comfort and self- denial.
They are expected to know almost "Pecs' Encyclopaedia" by heart on purpose to have a
general knowledge of botany, landscape-gardening, and natural history.

William Tillery.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
FLORAL COMMITTEE AWARDS, &C.

{Continued from page 21.)

Petunia Guido.—Mr. Bull : Second-class Certificate, July 2.—A variety with mul-
berry-crimson veined flowers of medium size and good form, and very freely produced.

Petunia Madame Rendatler.—Messrs. Veitch & Son : Second-class Certificate, May 6.

—A double purple rose, here and there margined with white. The flowers full and double.
Petunia Mrs. Ferguson—Mr. Ferguson, Stowe, Bucks : First-class Certificate, May 6.

—A remarkably beautiful single Petunia. The flowers white, marked with almost perfect
uniformity by a stripe of magenta rose on each of the five divisions of the corolla.

Petunia Ruby.—Mr. Bull: Second-class Certificate, May 21.—Dark purplish-crimson,
with dark throat j fine form, and good habit.

Petunia Venus.—Mr. Bull: Second-class Certificate, June 26.—A fine bold flower of
good form, distinctly and deeply veined.

Phyllagathts rotundieolia.—Messrs. Veitch & Son : First-class Certificate, March 19.

—A dwarf stove plant from Java, having ornamental foliage, moderately large, broadly
cordate, longitudinally ribbed, dark green, with a metallic tinge, and sprinkled with hairs.

Physurus fimbuillaeis.—The Society: First-class Certificate, April 22.—A dwarf
stove Orchid, with ovate leaves beautifully veined with silver on a green ground colour. It

was considered to be the best among the dwarf silver-variegated Orchids.
Pink Bertram.—Mr. Turner : First-class Certificate, June 26.—Large and well filled

;

the very heavy lacing and blotch of a reddish-purple.

Pink Blondin.—Mr. Turner : Second-clas3 Certificate, June 26.—Showy, with deep
rosy purple lacing and blotch ; the colour rather speckled.

Pink Bridesmaid.—Mr. Turner: First-class Certificate, June 26.—Groundcolour very-

pure, with a medium lacing of bright crimson purple ; the base of the lamina marked by a
deeper-coloured blotch.

Pink Device (Maclean).—Mr. Turner : First-class Certificate, June 26—Large, with
broad lacing and blotch of deep rose purple.

Pink Exquisite.—Mr. Turner- : First-class Certificate, June 26.—Large, with a heavy
even lacing of light rose purple. Very distinct and pleasing.

Pink Marion.— Mr. Turner : First-class Certificate, June 26.—Full and well formed,
with a medium lacing of deep rose purple, and blotched with a deeper shade of the same at
the base ; the white remarkably fine.

Pink Mr. F. Coaefe.—Mr. Hooper, Vine Nursery, Widcombo Hill, Bath : First-class
Certificate, July 2.—A medium-sized rose-leaf flower, heavily laced with deep crimson.

Planera acuminata.—Messrs. Veitch & Son: Bronze Medal, May 21.—A valuable
timber tree, growing from 99 to 100 feet high. Introduced from Japan, allied to the Elms,
and bearing ovate, acuminate, sharply-serrated leaves.
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Polyboteya Apiieolia..—Messrs. V< itch & Son : Bronze Medal, July 2.—A curious

dimorphoiis stove acrostichoid Fern from, the Philippine Islands. The sterile fronds of a

greyish-green and tripinnate ; the fertile ones entirely soriferous, compound, -with the parts

much contracted.

Polygonatum oppositieolium, var. albo-vittatum.—Mr. Standish, Bagshot: First-

class Certificate, April 22.—A beautiful striped-leaved Japanese form of Solomon's Seal,

having the stems red, and the leaves distinctly striped with clear -white on dark green ; the

flowers white with a greenish-tinted spreading limb.

Polystichum concavum.—Mr. Standish: Silver Banksian Medal, May 21.—A lovely

greenhouse, or, perhaps, hardy Fern from Japan, with large ovate fronds, which are quadri-

pinnate, with crowded obliquely ovate, more or less lobed, and rather sharply but shortly-

toothed pinnules, the margins of which are curved upwards, so as to give to their upper sur-

face a concave.
Primula pe^enithns (fimbriata flore pleno), Delicata.—Messrs. F. & A. Smith,

Dulwich: First-class Certificate, April 1.—A very fine double Chinese Primrose, obtainable

from seeds. The flowers are large, full, double, fringed, white changing to a delicate blush.

One of the finest forms of double Chinese Primrose yet produced.

Primula prjenitens (fimbriata flore pleno), The Faiey.—Messrs. F. & A. Smith

:

Commended, April 9.—A dwarfer-habited, and very double sport of the foregoing.

Pteeis nemoralis variegata.—Mr. Cole, Manchester: Bronze Medal, May 21.—

A

new and interesting variegated stove Fern, a sport from P. tricolor. The fronds pedately

bipinnate, with the pinnae marked clown the centre with a broad band of greyish-white, on
which the ribs show a faint tinge of red. It came amongst plants of P. tricolor raised from
spores, and in appearance is intermediate between that plant and P. argyrcea. The fronds

are olive-coloured when young, with the grey part pinkish.

Quercus sempervirens.—Messrs. Veitch & Son : Bronze Medal, July 2.—An Oak from
Yeddo, with smooth, ovate, wavy, clean-looking foliage.

Quercus sp.—Messrs. Veitch & Son, and Mr. Standish : Silver Banksian Medal, July 2.

—A Japanese Oak, the leaves of which are pubescent and irregularly pinnatifid.

Retinoseora pisifera var. aurea.—Mr. Standish : First-class Certificate, May 6.—

A

form of the graceful Japanese Petinospora pisifera, one of the chief peculiarities of which is

its light feathery aspect, arising from the spreading of the pointed leafscales which clothe

its finely branched spray. This variety has the young growth of a distinct, lively, yellowish

colour.

Retinospora.sp..—Messrs. Veitch & Son : Silver Knightian Medal, June 11.—A young
Japanese Conifer, with broad, flat branches, bearing pointed falcate leafscales, and appearing

glaucous as they become mature.
Retinospora squarrosA.—Messrs. Veitch & Son: Silver Banksian Medal, June 11.

—

1

Something like P. pisifera, with the addition of glaucous variegation.

Ehodanthe atbosanguinea .—Mr. W. Thompson, Ipswich: Silver Banksian Medal,

July 2.—A pretty Swan-River annual, branching freely from the base, with spatnulate

glaucous leaves a good deal pitted on the surface ; the bracts minute, and the flower-heads of

a deep magenta rose, with bronzy red disk. It is a very distinct and desirable plant.

PiHOdanthe maculata.—Mr. W. Thompson : Silver Banksian Medal, July 2.—Avery
beautiful Swan-River annual, stouter and taller than P. Manglesii, and with shorter broad

rounded leaves, scarcely at all glaucous ; the flower-heads large, pale rosy pink, marked inside

with deep crimson, so as to form a darker- coloured zone around the yellow disk.

{To he continued)

FRUIT-JUDGING AT KENSINGTON.
On receiving the February Number of the Florist and Pomologist, I was rather sur-

prised to read of Mr. Bousie's description of the fruit exhibited by me at the Great Inter-

national Show of Fruits, &c, on October 8, 9, and 10, which obtained a prize. He states

that one fruit had a piece out of the side, and two others had large black blotches or bruises,

and apparently unsound. I beg to ask Mr. Buusie if he really thinks that any gane man
would stage such a collection of fruits open to all the world ? I think not. I will endeavour

to put Mr. Bousie right on this point. The Pears in question were staged by myself and
foreman, and two of my neighbours assisted me—they can bear witness of the soundness of

the fruit ; and furthermore, after being three days exposed in the show-room, they were

packed-up and sent a distance of 420 miles to my employers, who pronounced them excellent

in every way.
Bloxholme Hall. D. Lumsden.
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EXHIBITING DAHLIAS.
I entirely disagree with Mr. Keynes as to his proposal about judging. I once knew

a society where some growlers were always imagining the Judges to" be as great rogues as
themselves, and the plan was adopted of putting the names of exhibitors prominently on
their boxes, &c. The result was, that the growling to a great extent ceased.

One rule 1 would make, though perhaps Mr. Keynes would disagree with me, " That no
raiser of seedlings should judge the productions of the person to whom he sells his flowers."
An adherence to this might have altered the decisions at South Kensington and 13isl:op
Auckland last year. V.

THE STAPLEFORD TULIPS.
Tulip-growers need not be told that the Stapleford Tulips have already a great reputa-

tion, although only very few of them have yet been distributed. But we are glad to inform
our readers that Mr. Headly has at last determined on parting with a great many varieties in
May next, when a sale by auction, without reserve, of 150 rows will take place. Many of
Mr. Headly's seedlings, which have never yet been distributed, will then be parted with.
Amongst them in Bizarres :—General Haveloek, Horatio, Oscar, Paragon (a gem), Dulce
of Leeds, George Lightbody, Garibaldi, Jason, and Bichard Headly. In Bybloomens :—John
Linton (a noble flower, finer than Adonis), Proserpine and Indispensable (both splendid-
feathered Byblcernens), John Thorniley, Sir John Lawrence, Othello, Inkerman (a fine-
feathered Byblcemen), Alma, and Mahomet. In Boses:—Mary Thorniley (a beautiful-
feathered rose), Anthusa, Siren, Begalia (a fine-flamed flower), Circe (a beautiful-flamed
flower), Boxana, Eegina, PaUas, Semiramis, and Cedo Ntdli. These are a few of the gems
not yet sent out, and of some of which several roots wiU be sold. Added to these will be a
number of other first-class sorts, such as Sarah Headly, Mary Headly, Demosthenes, Pactolus,
Adonis, "Willison's Sir Joseph Baxton, Barlow's Bose Celestial, and other fine flowers. We
must refer our readers

_
to the catalogue itself, which will be ready in March, for further

particulars of thi3 most interesting sale.

ON SHELVES.
These are more or less useful in hothouses, greenhouses, and conservatories ; indeed

there are but few places (if any) that they can be dispensed with. Having had an occasion to
superintend the fixing of some, I had them grooved, and placed on an incline of 1 inch
in 200. A lead or zinc pipe is fixed to the end of the shelf or shelves, and conducts the
waste water into a cistern or drain underneath.

I find by adopting this system there is no dripping on the plants beneath, nor yet
swimming the floor with water at a time when it is undesirable to do so.

This system will also extend itself to the pathways and floors of conservatories and
hothouses, to the making of doors, the fixing of wall-plates, 6cc.—in fact, anywhere where it
can be employed ; finished-off on an incline instead of a square, there will be no chance of the
water lodging. The foregoing observations are not unworthy of the designer of horticultural
erections, both as regards the health of the plants and the credit of him who has the charge
of them.

Merevall. w. Brown".

REVIEW.
The Illustrated Bouquet, consisting of Figures tvith Descriptions of N~eto Floivers.

E. G. Henderson & Son, AYellington Boad.

We have just received the December part of this beautiful work, which maintains the
high character of its predecessors.

_
It contains four plates illustrating five subjects, which

are—Imantophyllum miniatum, Primula sinensis filicifolia rubra, Swainsona violacea, Straw-
berry Titien, and Beineckia carnea variegata.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS.

Conservatory. I severe frosts. In giving air, be careful to guard
If advantage be taken of the increasing warmth of

j
against cold March winds. Watering will now be

the sun by closing the houses early in the afternoons,
)
m re required. Keep a healthy growing atmosphere,

little fire heat will now be required unless in case of j In addition to American plants and bulbs, the forcing-
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pit will now supply Lilacs, Deutzias, Roses, and
numbers of other things, which will add to the gaiety
of the house and give a greater variety. A few Indian
Azaleas, Cinerarias, and Pelargoniums should also
be introduced. Camellias and Acacias will now re-

quire liberal supplies of water. Regulate and attend
to climbers as they advance in growth. See that all

plants are clean and free of insects.

Greenhouses.
Haedwooded Plants. — Presuming that soil, pots,

crocks, and everything have been gotready as directed

last month, proceed, with the shifting of the plants

with all the despatch possible, potting first those that

require it the most. Be careful to drain the pots well

with broken crocks, and in potting to press the soii

firm. After they are potted they will not require

much watering until they begin to root into the fresh

suil ; the house Should be kept rather close for a week
or two. In flue weather the plants may bo syringed
occasionally. Ventilate cautiously, avoiding cold

draughts until they are re-established. Softwooded
Plants.—Pelargoniums.—These will now require a

good deal of attention. Thin out all the small weak
shoots, and tie out to admit the air freely. Water
well when they require it; give air freely in the fore-

noon of fine days. As the plants will now begin to

grow fast, the temperature at night should not fall

much below 50°, and during the day it should be 60°,

with an increase by sun heat. Scarlet and variegated

Pelargoniums intended for specimens for decorative

purposes should, now be potted in a good rich soil,

and should be encouraged to grow. Cinerarias.—
As these are very subject to green fly, attend well to

fumigating. Ventilate freely, and give them plenty
of water. Sow seeds and attend to the young plants

when up
;
they will be useful for autumn and winter

flowering. Calceolarias—Water freely and give

plenty of air. Shift for succession. Fuchsias.—These
will now bo growing freely, and should be kept
tolerably warm. Stop all long shoots to form com-
pact, bushy plants. Syringe every fine afternoon.

They should be well watered when the pots begin to

get full of roots. Shift young plants for late blooming.

Stove.
Stove plants of all kinds do best wilh bottom heat,

and should, if possible, have it. The plant*. that were
started last month will now he growing fast. Syringe
them daily, and shift into larger pots when they re-

quire it. Strong-growing plants should have a large

shift, and when tiiey begin to root freely into the

fresh soil they will require liberal supplies of wafer.

Ventilate freely when the weather pennitfl-, and
maintain a moist growing atmosphere by sprinkling

the paths, walks, &c, with water. Spare no pains

to keep the ; hints clean and free of insects.

Flower Garden.
Plant herbaceous plants. Dig and dress borders.

Prune Roses. Tie-up creepers and twining plants.

Attend well to the " bedding " plant;-, and increase

anything that you be short of. Pot-off cuttings and
place them in a pit or frame where they can be kept
close until they get properly established in their

pots, when they should be hardened-oif carefully.

Pleasure Grounds.—After the extraordinary open
winter we have hid, so favourable for ont-door
operations, little in the way of planting should now
remain to be done. The laying of turf, sweeping &nd
rolling of grass, edging of walKs, turning of gravel,

and similar operations should nor/be pushed forward
and brought to a close, so as to give a neat and
finished appearance to the grounds.

Forcing.
Fruit.— Pine Apples. — For fruiting plants the

directions given la*t month are applicable this. Take
advantage of fine weather to shift the whole of the

young stock. If the tan or leaves, or other means of

furnishing bottom heat require renewing, this will be

a favourable opportunity for doing so. When potted,

tbey should have a bottom heat of about 85°; they
should be kept close until they begin to root into the

fresh soil and begin to grow, when air should be
j

given freely ; they will then require liberal supplies
of water. Vines.—When the Grapes in the early

house begin to colour, etase sprinkling the paths
with water and kpep a dry atmosphere ;

give an
abundance of air. For second house see directions in
last Calendar for early house. In the later house
attend to the trimming, stopping, and tying-down of

the shoots. Peaches and Nectarines'. — Thin the
fruit well before they get too large. Attend re-

gularly to the disbudding of the shoots. Syringe the
trees once or twice daily. Ventilate freely in fine

weather. Give the borders a good soaking of water
when they require it. P'igs.—Attend to the thinning,
stopping, and regulating of the shoots. Syringe once
or twice daily, and keep a moist atmosphere. Plants
in pots and tubs should be occasionally watered with
liquid manure. Cherries.—Whin the fruit is stoned
increase the temperature to 55° by night and 65° by
day. Syringe daily and attend well to the watering.
Ventilate freely. Caterpillars sometimes eat the
young leaves

;
they should bo well looked for.

Strawberries.—Plants swelliiig-off their fruit should
be kept close and warm, and well watered. Plants
in flower must have an abundance of air, otherwise
they will not set freely. The night temperature
should not exceed 50°. Introduce a fresh batch of
plants once a-fortnight Melons.— Plant out on well-
prepared beds the plants raised last month. See they
have a bottom heat of 80°. Give air cautiously in
cold weather. Sow some Green-fleshed sorts for

succession.

Vegetables.

Asparagus, Sea-Jcale, and Lthubarb. — Asparagus
should have plenty of air and light to come good.
Keep up a succession by introducing fresh roots.

Kidney Beans.—With the increase of solar light and
heat these will now grow stronger than during tho
winter months. They will require to be syringed
carefully and to be well attended to in -watering,
keeping a succession by sowing when required.
Potatoes.— Give the early crops plenty of air, and
water them well when they require It. Plant for a
succession. Mustard and Cress.—Sow once a-fort-

night. Tarragon and Mint.— Vat a few roots into
heat. Capsicums and Tomatoes.— Sow, and when up
pot-off. Cucumbers.

—

When the bed is in a fit state
put out the plants raised last month. Attend carc-
luily to them. Earth-up as they require it, and stop
and peg down the shoots when in fruit. Sow for later

crops.

Hardy Fruit.

It is very probable that after the mild winter we
have had we shall have a cold and unfavourable
spring. All pruning and nailing, if not already done,
should be finished at once. Materials for protecting
wall trees must, be gotready and put up when wanted.
Mulch well all newly-planted trees. Graft-Bg may
bo performed any time this month.

Kitchen Garden.

The season for active operation has now arrived,

and every advantage should be taken of favourable
weather and a good state of the ground to get seeds

sown. Autumn-*Own Cauliflowers, Lettuces, Cab-
bages, and Onions.—Plant out. Potatoes.—Plant all

the early kinds. Asparagus.—Make new beds either

by sowing the seed or planting seedling plants.

Artichokes.—Dress by removing some of the suckers
and by levelling and "digging the ground between tho
plants. Onions.—Sow at the beginning: of the month
for the general crop. Carrots and Parsnips.—Sow
for the main crop. Ttimips.— Sow a few ior early

usa. Spinach.—Sow a little Round for early use.

1'eas and Beans. — Sow twice during the month.
Brussels Spirouts, Broccoli, Savoys, Cauliflowers, and
Lettuces.—Sov? on a warm sheltered border. Cab-
bages.—Sow for autumn and winter use. Ma dishes.—
Sow. Curled Parsley— Sow a good breadth. LeeJcs.

—Sow any time during the month. Salsafy and
Scorr-onera.—tU>\v towards the end of the month.
Putin cuttings of Sage, Rosemary, Lavender, Savory,

&c. Cut and trim Pox-edgings, Dig the" fruit-tree

borders if not already done, and give everything a

neat appearance.— M. S.
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NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
WITH AN ILLUSTRATION.

It has been well remarked by Mr. Salter, some of whose new flowers arc
now figured, that Chrysanthemums are, in these days, not only extensively
cultivated as ornaments to the conservatory in winter, but as most attractive
flowers for public exhibitions. Iudeed, so attractive are they, and that at a
season when the bright beauties of summer and autumn have for the most part
faded from our view, that we think it is unfortunate that our leading horti-
cultural bodies—the Royal Horticultural Society in particular, because on this
body the advancement and encouragement of horticulture, in all its branches,
rests, as a public duty—cannot find the means, or display the courage, to
maintain an annual show of the Chrysanthemum, which, be it noted, has this
additional claim upon their support—that it is emphatically the poor citizen's
flower, growingwell even in London, and flowering freely and in the highest
state of perfection in the midst of the smoky and foggy atmosphere of the
metropolis. We really hope this Society will have the good taste to address
itself to the fulfilment of its proper mission, and at least give as much
encouragement to flower-growing among the humbler classes as it does to
fashionable promenading. To this end we hope to see Chrysanthemum shows
maintained

;
and, along with the highly-cultured exhibitions of professional

growers, we would fain see invited the productions of the more humble growers
who are to be found in the courts and byways of London, because the
humanising taste for flower-growing ought to be in every way fostered and
encouraged.

Every year adds to the number of the varieties at the disposal of the
Chrysanthemum-grower, and in most instances furnishes him with some
improved materials to work upon. Perhaps the season of 1862 was not quite
so marked as its predecessor in respect to the production of first-class flowers,
such, for example, as Carissima, General Slade, &c. ; but a considerable array
of novelties was presented for public approval, some being varieties of very
considerable merit. Among them, our choice fell upon one called Princess
Alexandra (all honour and happiness to its fair Danish prototype, now a
Princess of our own !), and upon another called Talbot, the peculiarities of
which we shall presently explain.

Beyond these, of the sorts which we had an opportunity of seeing those
which appeared the greatest acquisitions are briefly noted below. Princess
Louts of Hesse is a variety which promises to be very useful as a conservatory
plant, being of dwarf, compact habit, and a free bloomer, the flowers of a rosy
pink, with incurved florets paler at the back. Her Majesty is one of the
slightly-tinted whites, like Vesta, very beautifully formed, and very perfect—
a model flower, no doubt, but to our mind less distinct than those already
named

; very handsome, nevertheless, being of free dwarf habit, and a compact
grower, and therefore available for cultivation as a specimen plant, while it
will rank amongst the best for cut blooms. This style of flower appears to have
reached nearer to ideal perfection than any other, for we see from time to time
some charming samples in this way brought forth at the exhibitions. Lord
Palmerston has been highly spoken of, and is of a fine showy colour, described
as " dark rose amaranth, incurved, and tipped with silvery blush f but it is
too flat for our taste, though astonishingly " filled-oiit" in the picture given in
a contemporary. Duchess of Buckingham is a sulphury white, and seems
likely to be a useful decorative sort. We saw nothing remarkable among
Pompons. °

VOL. II.
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The varieties we have figured have each a well-marked character distinct

from the sorts previously known. Princess Alexandra {fig. 2) is a lovely-

flower, of great merit
;

and, the plant being of free habit, and blooming

abundantly, it will make a handsome specimen. The flower-heads are also

adapted for display as cut blooms, being incurved and well filled-out, of about

average size, with the outer florets deep blush-lilac on the outer surface

and creamy on the inner face, and the central ones lemon-coloured : these

varied tints are very pleasing. Talbot {fig. 1) is of a different model,

resembling Dupont de l'Eure in form and character, the flower-heads being

close and full, moderately but effectively incurved, the florets short and rigid,

and the colour of a deep rosy lilac, with silvery tips, or, as Mr. Salter expresses

it, "rosy amaranth tipped with blush." It will be found adapted for show

purposes.

"We ought not to close our remarks without recommending Mr. Salter's

catalogue of the present year to the notice of those who are interested in

Chrysanthemums, on account of a novel feature of some importance which it

contains. Complete information is given respecting the diversified properties

of the various sorts, and the peculiar purposes to which they may be most

usefully applied. Some sorts have the petals more or less naturally incurved.

These attain the spherical and symmetical form recognised as the model of

perfection, and are cultivated by exhibitors for the purpose of furnishing cut

blooms ; and flowers of this description are not uncommonly seen at the shows,

varying from 4 to 6 inches in diameter. To obtain this size it must be

understood that peculiar treatment is adopted. The whole vigour of the

plant is concentrated in four or five blooms, and all loose or misshapen

florets are carefully arranged or removed. It would be folly, observes

Mr. Salter, to disguise this fact, which is noticed to prevent disappointment

to those who may be led to suppose that flowers of these dimensions are

the result of ordinary culture. Other sorts have a graceful habit and

persistent green foliage, and bear a profusion of flowers, some with the

florets incurved and others reflexed. Such varieties are not unfrequently

exhibited from 12 to 15 feet in circumference, and covered with hundreds

of flowers. Others, again, are remarkable for late blooming, some remaining

in flower throughout December and during the early part of January.

The late-bloomers come in useful for the conservatory or for bouquets at a

season when few other flowers can be procured. The peculiar features of the

several varieties in respect to these qualities are indicated throughout the

catalogue, which will be found extremely valuable by those who may not have

had the opportunity of making the observations for themselves. Several other

novelties besides those we have mentioned are also described therein.

M.

NEW ROSES OF 1863.

Vilmorin, Andrieux, et Cie. have kindly sent me the raisers' account

of twenty-four new Roses, which will raise the aspirations and expectations of

rosarians. They are all marked as vigorous or very vigorous except two.

Rosier, The.—Mdlle. Adele Jougant (Ledechaux), vig. ; medium flower,

nearly full, clear yellow.

Rosier, The Bourbon.—Louise Margottin (Margottin), vig.; very good

form, very tender satin changing to whitish-rose. The issue of Louise Odier.

Rosiers, Hybrides Rencontants .—Alfred de Rougemont (Lacharme), vig.

;
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flower large, good form, very fiery red, vivid, and sometimes dotted with white.
Baron Adolphe de Rothchilde (Guillot fils), very vig.

; large, full, good form,
dark red carmine, shaded with violet. Baronne de Lassus de St. Gcnies
(Granger), vig. ;

foliage glaucous green, flowers medium or large, globed,
beautiful cherry red shaded with purple ; form perfect. Belle des Massifs
(Ducher), vig. ; medium, full, good form, vivid rose, sometimes the petals

more pale. Comtesse de Courcy (Leveque), very vig.
;
foliage glaucous green,

medium, full, good form, rose shaded with red
;

very abundant bloomer.
Comtesse de Polignac (Granger), very vig.

;
foliage glaucous green, medium or

large, full, very brilliant velvety clear red, and shaded with fire (feu) ; colour
superb. Due d'Anjou (Boyau), very vig.

;
foliage glaucous green

;
very

large, full, red-crimson shaded with sombre red. Due de Bassano (Portemer
fils), vig.

;
large, full, cupped, dark velvety crimson. Gustave Rousseau

(L. Fargeton), very vig.
;

foliage dark green
;

large, well imbricated, violet

red and fiery ; form perfect ; a very pretty variety. Henry IV. (Ch. Verdier
fils), vig. ; medium, full, vivid purple. Imperatrice Maria Alexandrina
(Damazin)

;
medium, full, white, of a beautiful form. Jean Goujon

(Margottin), vig.; large, full, beautiful clear red. L'Eclatante (Guillot

fils), vig. ; medium or large, full, poppy red changing to violet purple red
;

" belle tenue " (I cannot translate this). Le Rhone (Guillot fils) vig. ; red
vermilion. Madame Alfred de Rougemont (Lacharme), vig.

;
large, full, form of

the hundred leaves ;
white, slightly sbaded with rose, embroidered with car-

mine—" lisere carmin." Madame Helye (Portemer fils), very vig.
;

large,

full, globed, red crimson. Madame William Paul (Ch. Verdier fils). vig.

;

full, violet red shaded with vivid fire. Peter Lawson (Thomas), vig.
; very

large, full, poppy red, very vivid, shaded with carmine. President Lincoln
(Granger), very vig. ; dark green foliage

;
very large, full, imbricated, beautiful

cherry red shaded with " boun superbe ;
" the issue of Lord Raglan. Scenr

des Anges (Oyer), vig.
;
large, full, tender rose, changing to white

;
having some

resemblance to Malmaison. Triomphe d'Angers (Robert et Moreau), very
vig.

;
large, full, good form, velvety poppy red, and shaded with carmine.

Such are the raisers' descriptions of twenty-four of the Roses of 1863. The
descriptions of the Roses of 1862, as tried here, were wonderfully faithful. I

have the picture of Sceur des Anges ; it is a very large and very beautiful Rose,
and might have been raised from Paul's Victoria, or from Malmaison. The
portrait was taken from life, and its fidelity is guaranteed by Verschaffelt. It

is now placed in the office window of the Dorset County Chronicle by Mr.
Fyfe's kind permission. All the Dorset people are determined to have the
" Angels' Sister." I have ordered thirteen plants of it.

Rushton. • W. F. Radci/yepe.

A FEW WORDS ON BEHALF OF THE PETUNIA.
We are often told that in the present day there is as much a fashion in the

cultivation of certain flowers as there is in the external adornment of mankind.
To a certain extent this may be admissible, but no reason can be assigned
why a truly good and useful flower should ever be neglected or cast aside.

Novelties, novelties, are the order of the day, quite as much in dress as in
flowers ; but unless these novelties among flowers are improvements in their

several classes upon older and well-known varieties, they very soon find their
level, and not unfrequently the ignominious corner of the rubbish-heap. No
flower has done more service to the floricultural world than the Petunia. It
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is a gay, cheerful, and decorative spring flower for the conservatory, and it is

especially useful as a free-flowering bedding-out plant; but at the present

time, although thousands of seedlings are annually produced, yet this valuable

plant seems to be overlooked in our public exhibitions. We rarely find prizes

offered for specimens of the Petunia. I know not how to explain this omission,

for we have the recommendations of colour, form, and fragrance.^ We no

longer see the old, loose, flaccid, pentangular form, dull and heavy in colour,

but we have the florists' greatest points of excellence fully exemplified—circular

form and substance of flower. To speak only of the single varieties, there are

some very charming flowers in selfs, striped, striated, or veined varieties, with

deep and dark centres. Some of those which were exhibited last season by

Mr. Bull, Chelsea, gained the admiration of all who saw them.

But when we speak of the double varieties of this flower, it is really sur-

prising that we so seldom see a good specimen plant exhibited. Who that

ever beheld a well-trained specimen of that charming old double variety,

Antigone, well covered with its snoAV white flowers, did not express his^ heart-

felt admiration ? or who that has had the good fortune to see a specimen of

that beautifully mottled mauve and white flower, Eliza Mathieu, sent out last

year by Mr. G. Smith, Hornsey, could fail to pronounce it a first-rate plant,

well deserving the first-class certificate which was awarded it ? We need only

mention these two varieties as useful kinds—there are many others of equal

merit. We may particularly notice the four double varieties sent to the

Kensington Gardens last summer by Messrs. Low, Clapton. These were but

small plants with one flower only expanded. Should these varieties prove true

to their character they will be a great acquisition to those already in cultivation.

The Petunia displays some little disposition to sport, and many complaints

have been made this summer of the inconstancy of the variety Mrs. Ferguson

;

but a proper attention to soil, and a due limit to the size of the pot the

specimens are grown in, will generally remedy this evil and insure success.

Trusting that these few hasty remarks may meet the eye of some enter-

prising amateur, and induce him boldly to come forth to show the floricultural

world how much may be done with the Petunia, and how sadly it has been

neglected, we may then hope to see during the coming summer specimens

exhibited which shall induce people to stop to admire them. Let no one be

discouraged because no special award is offered in these days of horticultural

economy. Let no one feel ashamed of exhibiting in the Miscellaneous class—the

refuge for all florists' flowers, for, if worthy, plants therein exhibited cannot

fail to meet with their reward. P.

CULTURE OF THE IXORA.

This is an exceedingly fine genus of plants, many of them being, when

well grown and bloomed, amongst the most effective and attractive of stove

plants'. Nearly all the varieties bloom very freely, and none are particularly

difficult to manage; but, save in the collections of a few of our leading

exhibitors of stove and greenhouse plants, fine specimens of these are rarely

met with. And I think it would be difficult to name any genus which is

so commonly mismanaged as this is, and this even where the necessary con-

veniences, &c, for growing them properly are at command. The Ixora is

as suitable for ordinary decorative purposes, where a high order of this is

aimed at, as for exhibition work ; and it is well known that really fine, well-
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bloomed specimens of these are great points with judges and the pride of
exhibitors ; and so they are when seen in the home show-house.

The culture of the Ixora, although somewhat troublesome, is, where the
proper temperature, &c, can be commanded, very simple; and if persons
attempting to grow these would attend to the following hints on their culture,
we should not, I believe, so frequently meet with instances of failure as has
hitherto been, and still is the case. To grow any of the varieties successfully,
there must be the means of maintaining a moist temperature of from 70° to 80°
by day, and 65° to 70° at night, while the plants are making their growth,
and until they are fairly set for bloom ; and where this cannot be commanded
the culture of these should not be attempted, for the chances are that, despite
every care and attention, it will prove unsatisfactory, if not a failure. There
is also one other point which must be attended to in order to insure success

—

viz., keeping the plants free from insects. They are very liable to be infested
with brown scale, thrips, red spider, green and black fly ; and all these pests
must be kept under at any expense of labour, &c, where success is to be
insured. Ixoras are not, however, more subject to these pests than many
other plants ; but they cannot, after they are fairly set for bloom, be smoked
without danger of causing the bloom to fall : hence every care should be used
to keep them perfectly clear of aphis, &c, while this can be done safely by
means of tobacco smoke. It will occasionally happen that a specimen which
has been kept perfectly free from insects while making its growth, will be
suddenly attacked by some pest directly it is fairly set for bloom ; and in this
case I lay the affected plant on its side, over a large wooden tray, and syringe
it with what is known amongst plant-growers as "Veitch's Composition," which
will kill aphis and red spider. But the plant, while being syringed, should be
turned, and the syringe played against the back and front of the leaves all over
it, so as to insure every portion of it being thoroughly moistened with the
composition. It should be left to drain for an hour or so, and then be well
syringed with clean soft water ; and it is advisable to do this early in the
morning, and in a cool corner of the house ; for if the composition is allowed
to dry on the foliage it will be difficult to wash it off thoroughly, and unless
this is done the leaves will not be their natural colour. It can hardly be
necessary to say that the plants should not be syringed with anything at a
lower temperature than the atmosphere of the house in which they have been
growing, or that they should not be taken into a cold house, or out of doors,
to be dressed. I have used this composition upon Ixoras when they were only
just set for bloom, and when they were almost in full beauty, and have never
found it to injure them, nor to fail in clearing them of all aphis pests and red
spider, and it will, by one dressing properly applied, effectually clear a plant
of these of mealy bug ; and after having tried most or all of the receipts or
compositions which have been offered during the last twenty years for the
destruction of insects, I consider this the best. It is poured upon two pounds
of soft soap, a quarter of a pound of tobacco, and a quarter of a pint of spirits
of turpentine. This is corked tight in a jar, and left for a dav or two, then
strained through a muslin sieve, and kept closely corked till wanted for use.
With the aid of this, keeping the plants clean is a mere question of labour
applied when wanted ; and if the plants are kept free from insects, and afforded
the temperature which I have recommended, they will thrive with the most
ordinary management in other respects. But I will, for the benefit of those
amongst your readers who may be inexperienced in the management of these,
add an outline of their culture generally.

All the varieties are easily propagated by cuttings, but some of them, as
salicifolia, Griffithi, and acuminata, are so wanting in the tendency to form
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bushy plants, that well-furnished specimens of them can hardly be obtained,
save by grafting them on good-sized well-bottomed plants of some better-

habited variety. Coccinea is, judging from my own experience arid observation,
the best for grafting upon, and I use it in preference to javanica (Veitch's),

which, although a freer grower, does not with me prove as good a stock as

coccinea. I also graft fioribunda, which, although of a sufficiently bushy
habit, is rather delicate, and but a slow grower on its own roots ; but there is

no necessity to graft this upon large plants, and I propagate it by putting a
single graft upon a plant of coccinea with a single shoot. Grafting these is

very easily accomplished. I prefer doing it early in spring, although it may
be done at any time ; but I fancy that the sap flows more freely after the
plants have had their winter's rest, and that the operation is more certain to be
successful then than at any other season. The plants to be grafted I cut down,
and clear off all weak shoots and such as are badly placed, and put on the grafts

exactly as I would in the case of young fruit trees, only that I put on a graft

on any bend, &c, where I think it likely to help to fill-up or form the plant,

as well as on the point of every shoot. After grafting it is advisable to afford

the plant a gentle bottom heat of from 80° to 85°, and it must be covered with
hand-glasses, or something to keep it close and moist. For grafts I select well-

ripened wood, and, save in the case of fioribunda, one joint is sufficient for a
graft. I neither clay nor wax the grafts—merely tie them on, and if the

plants are kept close and moist almost every graft will take.

The varieties which are propagated by cuttings will require some attention

to cause them to form bushy specimens, and some growers stop over-luxuriant

shoots when they appear ; but, save in the case of very small plants, I prefer

to grow the plants as vigorously as I can for a season, then allow them a short

period of rest, during which they are placed in a cooler and drier house for a

few weeks, so as to get the wood well ripened ; they are then cut back and
tied into form, bringing the strong shoots down to form the bottom of the

plant, as far as can be safely done, and they are again encouraged to make
growth. Treated in this way, the plants will make two growths during the

year, and such varieties as alba, amboynensis, &c, will bloom twice in the

year ; but they must be kept at work in winter, merely resting them for a

few weeks while they are in bloom. But, save where it may be desirable to

get the plants into large specimens as quickly as possible, I do not recommend
driving them so as to cause them to make two growths annually ; for when
this is done.they very soon get larger than, in most cases, is desirable for home
use. When the plants are intended to be used for conservatory decoration, I

aim at having them in bloom from the beginning of June to the middle of

August, when they will stand the conservatory without any risk of their being

injured, which they will hardly do save when the weather is warm, or when
the house is kept rather close. To have them in bloom in June they should be

cut back, and placed in the warmest part of the stove in January, and those

intended for blooming in August may be put in from the middle to the end of

March. They should be shaded from bright sunshine while making their

growth, and afforded a moist atmosphere with plenty of water at the root

;

but when they have made sufficient growth the shading should be discontinued

as far as can be done without danger of scorching the foliage, and the plants

should be kept on the side of dryness at the root, giving air more freely against

them. This treatment should be continued until the points of the shoots

appear plump, without exhibiting any appearance of growth, which will

generally be the case in about three weeks. They should then be freely

watered at the root, and kept close and moist, and may be expected to show

bloom at almost every point. This treatment is unnecessary save in the case
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of the stronger-growing varieties, as coccinea, javanica, &c, and would be
decidedly injurious in the ease of such varieties as alba, salicifolia, and
floribunda ; for these, unless they are well attended to, and grown in a shady,

warm, moist house, are apt to set for bloom before they have made sufficient

growth to carry fine heads. When the plants are treated for blooming only

once in the year, I remove them, when their beauty is over, to a house where
the temperature will seldom fall below 55°, and winter them here, keeping

them on the side of dryness at the root, only giving sufficient water to keep the

roots and foliage in a healthy state. I cut back, tie out the shoots, and
thoroughly clean the foliage just before starting the plants into growth.

As to soil and potting, a rather strong grassy peat is the best, and it should

be used in a fresh fibry state, breaking it up rather finely, and adding about

one-sixth part of silver sand. In potting, the fresh soil should be packed as

firmly that the water cannot escape through this without moistening the ball.

I generally repot a plant just before starting it into growth, giving about a

three-inch shift, and plants which are driven to cause them to make two
growths in the year are shifted twice in a year. In the case of plants which
are considered large enough there is no necessity to shift them annually, and,

with the aid of manure water, or occasional dressings of some concentrated

manure, a plant may be kept in the most vigorous health for several years

without repotting ; and manure water, or frequent applications in small

quantities of some concentrated fertiliser, will be found useful in the case

of young plants which are being pushed on to form specimens as quickly as

possible.

Nearly all the varieties of this genus which are now found in the trade

lists of the leading nurserymen are well worth growing, but they are not all

equally suitable for the decoration of the conservatory ; for coccinea and
javanica (Veitch's) will remain in beauty six weeks, while alba, and some of

the other varieties which exhibitors find the most useful, will hardly stand half

the time. For ordinary decorative purposes coccinea and javanica (Veitch's)

are the most useful ; but the latter has such a tendency to make wood that I

cannot treat it so as to make certain to force it to set for bloom when I want
it to do so without injuring other occupants of the house ; and although this,

when seen in good condition, is one of the most effective varieties, I have
replaced it by amboynensis, which is very nearly the same colour, and if not
as vigorous a grower, is as free a bloomer as alba or salicifolia, and makes
sufficient wood to carry large heads of bloom, and soon makes a large-sized

specimen, carries its bloom well, if not quite as long as javanica, &c.

For exhibition purposes salicifolia, Lobbi, and alba are my favourites ; but
coccinea, when well done, is probably equal to any of them. Lobbi is a
vigorous grower, and blooms as freely as alba, and is a very easily managed
and effective variety, but it does not last so long in beauty as coccinea ; but
with good management it may be had fairly covered with bloom. This and
amboynensis are the most certain bloomers amongst the free-growing varieties,

and ought to be in every collection. Acuminata throws very large heads of
bloom, and I expect that, grafted on coccinea, it will form fine specimens, and
be more effective than alba.

Alpha.

THE ARAUCARIA 1MBRICATA.
I have not yet heard of young plants being raised from seed saved in this

country. A large female plant here has produced a crop of cones these last
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nineteen or twenty years regularly to that extent, that some years we are

obliged to thin them out by scores. I have heard of its coneing at Kew and
some other places ; but have heard but little of the male plants, which are

distinct, producing catkins. There is a fine male plant that has produced
crops of catkins these last five or six years, and another which began to produce
catkins last year for the first time. These are the only two male plants I have
yet seen produce catkins here. The only other plant I ever saw with catkins

was last year at Lady Molesworth's beautiful place at Pencarrow, Cornwall.
In the splendid noble avenue of the Araucaria imbricata here on each side of

the coach-road leading through one of the outer parks not one has yet

produced either cones or catkins. There is no difference observable in the

growth or appearance of either male or female plants of this noble tree, that

I could ever yet discover one from the other previous to coneing or producing
catkins, although it has been stated years gone by that there could be ; and
plants actually sent out by nurserymen under the name of masculine, which
never yet proved themselves such, as I could ever discover or hear of. We
have sown seed and raised plants home-grown here.

Unfortunately, this noble tree is not entirely hardy throughout Britain.

The noble specimens that Elvaston, Chatsworth, and other noble places in the

north and midland counties contained a few years ago are, by the late severe

winters, injured, and to a great extent destroyed.

Bicton, James Barnes.

CANINO GROSSO APRICOT.

WITH AN ILLUSTRATION.

This is an Italian variety, from Canino, a town in the Papal States. Its

habit is remarkably robust. Leaves large and of a very dark green, in shape

much like those of the Royal Apricot. Shoots stout, remarkable for their

vigorous growth and healthy appearance ; and as far as can at present be judged,

the tree is not liable to gum or its branches to die, as is so often the case with

the Moorpark or Peach Apricot. Its flowers are large and bold, and seem to

set their fruit freely. Fruit larger than the Royal, and, if there is any difference

in that respect, a little later in ripening, of the same melting flesh and ex-

cellent flavour as the Peach Apricot, the finest of all. This variety is likely

to be popular, as the tree is so hardy and free in its growth. It has hitherto
_

been budded on the Black Damask Plum stock, which seems to suit it admir-

ably, but it may, probably, succeed on the Muscle Plum ;
still, as the former is

so well adapted to it, it would never be advisable to bud it on any other Plum.

Owing to its free growth, this variety should have a high wall ; and it would,

doubtless, ripen its fruit well on walls with a south-east or west aspect in the

warmer parts of England. In Italy it soon forms a large umbrageous tree as

a standard, and bears very freely. In some of the warm gardens near London
or in the southern counties it would be very desirable as a standard, as it is

earlier than the Breda, and its fruit, even when not thoroughly ripe, more

melting and agreeable than that sort, which from standards is generally dry

and hard, as any one who has bought them in the Belgian towns where they

are hawked about in every street can testify.

It was introduced about seven years since by Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridge-

worth, and our figure was taken from a handsome pot-tree in one of his

orchard-houses.
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THE METROPOLITAN EXHIBITIONS.
Royal Horticultural Society, February 25th,—Tho meetings for 1863 have commenced,

and the " Great Society" has led the way. In one of the refreshment-rooms situate on the
corridor of the great Exhibition building, overlooking the grounds of the Horticultural, was
the Show held. A glimpse of the interior of the building lately so full of life and the
creatures of skill and genius could be had here—now as quiet and still as a catacomb. " Our
revels now are ended," and the whole length of the "dazzling colonnade" that anon
gleamed

" With cross and fountain, bell and vase,
In vistas bright,"

was as an empty stage from which a mighty exodus had taken place.

Hyacinths and spring flowers were the objects of interest on this occasion. The former
were not so good as last year ; still some grand spikes were staged. "With twelve varieties
Messrs. W. Outbush & Son, Highgate, were first, having of shades of Blue, Baron Von Tuyll,'
Garriclf, General Havelock, and Grand Lilas; of Reds—Macaulay (a splendid flower), Princess'
Olothilde, and Von Schiller; of Whites—Mirandoline, Snowball, and Mont Blanc (pure
white) ; Blush White—Grandeur a Merveille ; and Ida, canary yellow, but not so well coloured
as last year. Second, Mr. William Paul, "Walthain Cross, with Mimosa, General Havelock
(very rich, much deeper in colour than the same variety in Messrs. Cutbush's stand), Charles
Dickens, Marie (deep purple-blue, streaked and suffused with white), Grand Lilas, and
Baron Von Tuyll—all shades of Blue. Of Reds there were Howard, Princess Clothilde', and
Solfaterre (a magnificent spike) ; and Queen of the Netherlands (pure), and Lord Welling-
ton (double), Blush Whites. The collections grown by amateurs were staged for prizes
offered by Mr. James Cuthush, of Highgate. Mr. A. Carr, gardener to B. Noakes, Esq,, of
Highgate, was first, with good spikes of Charles Dickens, Grand Lilas, Baron Von Tuyll, and
Garrick—shades of Blue ; Von Schiller, La Dame du Lac, Princess Clothilde, Howard, and
Madame Hod^on—Reds ; Alba Maxima, Mont Blanc, and. Grandeur a Merveille—Whites.
Second, Mr. G. Taylor, gardener to C. A. Hanbury, Esq., East Barnct, with Garrick, Van
Speyk, Orondates, Mimosa, Laurens Roster, and Couronne de Celle—Blue

; Macaulay, La
Dame du Lac, and Cosmos—Red ; Lord Wellington, Mont Blanc, and Grandeur a Merveille—
White.

Messrs. Cutbush & Son were also first with twelve pots of Tulips in six varieties, admirably
grown and flowered. They consisted of Couleur Cardinal, and Vermilion Brilliant, both
fiery reds

;
Kouge Luisante, Proserpine, Fabiola, and Keizerkroon. Second, Mr. W. Paul,

with Coligny, Keizerkroon, Le Matelas, Couleur de Cramois, Picter d'Hooge, and Bakhuizen.
In the Amateurs' Class for twelve pots in four kinds, Mr. Young, gardener to R. Barclay,
Esq., Highgate, was first with Tournesol, Scarlet Van Thol, Royal Standard, and White
Pottebakker. Second, Mr. A. Carr; and third, Mr. Blogg, gardener to J. P. Gassiot, Esq.,
Clapham Common.

A large collection of Crocuses were staged hy Messrs. Cutbush & Son, that appeared as
if they had been lifted from the earth that morning, as globules of dew were observed on the
petals of many of the flowers. The roots were also covered with green moss, which set off
the groups to the best possible advantage. The leading varieties in this collection may he
thus classed :—Yellows—New Golden, and Sulphureus ; Blue—Agrippa, Lord Byron, Harold,
Prince Albert, and David Rizzio

;
Dark-striped—Keizer Alexander, Pourpre Superbe, Brunei'

Bleu Azure, Lilaceus Superbus, Martinet, JN e Plus Ultra, and Grande Vidette
; Light-striped,

Albion, La Majesteuse, Versicolor, Elfrida, Margaretta, Thalia and Matilda (two very pretty
kinds, the latter the darker of the two), and Sir Walter Scott (the best of all the striped
kinds) ; of "Whites there were Calypso (cream-coloured), Cceur de Leon (a heautiful variety
suffused, with blush), Lina, Malvina, Queen Victoria, and Hebe. Second, Mr. W. Paul, with
a group in pots, consisting of Cloth of Cold and Large Yellow, David Rizzio, Sir J. Pra'nklin
and Prince Albert—Blue or Purple kinds

;
Albion, Argus, Sir W. Scott, and Amazon Striped

kinds ; and Marie d'Ecosse, a beautiful White variety). A collection also came from Mr. Blogg,
consisting of David Rizzio and Prince Albert, Purple ; Sir Walter Scott, Lord Palmcrston'
and Ne Plus Ultra, Striped ; Albion and Mammoth, White varieties.

Mr. James Veitch, of Chelsea, was first with a collection of forced flowers, anion"
which were Azaleas Etandre de Flandres, white with carmine stripes

; Rubens, rich fiery
scarlet; and Pelargoniflora

;
Amaryllis; Lily of the Valley; Rhododendrons ; Ribes sanguineum

album ; a double-flowering Chinese Peach ; a standard Wistaria sinensis ; and two large
panfuls of Grand Vainqueur and Charles Dickens Hyacinths; and some gay masses of
Dielytra spectabilis. Messrs. Cutbush & Son were second with Azaleas Striata and Exquisita
Polygonatum multiflorum, having numerous drooping spikes of greenish-white flowers •

Rhododendrons, Kalmia latifolia, Tulips, Narcissus, &c.

Lilies of the Valley were shown by Messrs. Veitch and Salter, of Hammersmith • the
latter having the gold-striped foliaged variety.
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Some collections of splendid Chinese Primulas were produced, immense trusses of flower
combined with the finest quality. Mr. G. Taylor, gardener to C. A. Hanbury, Esq., East
Barnet, was first ; Mr. J. Todman, gardener to R. Hudson, Esq., Clapham Common, second

;

and Messrs. Cutbush and Mr. E. Blogg equal third. With double Primulas, Messrs. Cut-
bush & Son were first, but they seemed to lose all attraction by the side of the gay pyramids
of the single kinds.

In the Miscellaneous Class were two splendid groups of Hyacinths from Messrs. Cut-
hush and W. Paul. .Among them were fine examples of Laurens Koater, Baron Van Tuyll,

La Nuit, Prince of Saxe Weimar, Bleu Mourant, Baron Van Humboldt, William I., Argus,
Prince Albert, and Mimosa—Park Blues

;
Orondates, Regulus, Charles Dickens, Van Speyk, Sir

C. Campbell, Grand Lilas, Garrick, Pieneman (very large, better style of Couronne de

Celle), Leonidas, and Couronne de Celle—all light varieties ; of Dark Reds there were Victoria
Alexandra, Lady Sale, Pelissier, Reine des Jacinthes, Lina, Howard, Solfaterre, Macaulay,
and Von Schiller ; of Pinks there were Madame Hodson, Duchess of Richmond, La Prophete,
Queen Victoria, La Dame du Lac, Susannah Maria, Mrs. Beecher Stowe, Princess Charlotte
(a pleasing delicate rose with green tips), Milton and Cosmos. Mauve kinds were represented
by Haydn

;
Yellows, by King of Yellows and Due de Malakoff, nankeen, with reddish

stripes. Blush varieties were represented by Lord Wellington, Grandeur a Merveille,

Gigantea, and Tubaflora; and of pure Whites there were Madame Van der Hoop, Prince of

Waterloo, Alba Maxima, La Tour d'Auvergne, Mont Blanc, Queen of Netherlands, Miran-
doline, Paix de l'Europe, Orondates, and Miss B. Coutts. A large collection of Tulips in

pots came from Messrs. Cutbush & Son ; some splendid cut Camellias from Mr. W. Paul.

Some pretty Cyclamens from Messrs. F. & A. Smith, of Dulwich, who also had seedling

Cinerarias, among which Sunbeam, having a deep bright purplish-crimson margin on a white
ground and dark disk, was very attractive ; also sprigs of Monocluetuni sericeum multiflorum,

and a small collection of stove and greenhouse plants. Mr. W. Bull, Chelsea, had a group
of new plants. A group of flowering-plants were also furnished by Messrs. Veitch & Son

;

and a large collection of Hollies came from Mr. W. Paul. Not the least interesting feature in

the Exhibition was a boxful of beautifully-coloured bracts of Bougainvillaea speciosa, for-

warded that morning to Mr. Eyles by Mr. Wainwright, gardener to W. C. C. Thornhill,

Esq., of Kettering. The brilliancy of the colour was something wonderful at this compara-
tively sunless season of the year.

A large force of the Floral Committee were busily engaged on new plants and flowers.

These contributions comprised foliage of variegated Araucaria imbricata from Mr. Fowler,
gardener to the Earl of Stair ; Cypripedium Dayanum from Borneo, with handsome varie-

gation, from J. Day, Esq., Tottenham ; Yucca limbata lutea (a fine yellow-striped variety

from Mexico), and Trichomanes anceps, both from Mr. Bull, Chelsea ; Azalea President
Clarke (bright salmon with white edging), and Barkeria Skinneri spectabilis, from Messrs.

Veitch & Son—all these received first-class certificates. Certificates of the second class were
awarded to Limatodes rosea var. alba, from Moulmein, shown by Messrs. Low & Co. ; and
Anaoctochilus argyrsca, a Brazilian narrow-leaved variety from Mr. Bull; a variegated
Hibiscus, received from New Caledonia by Messrs. Veitch & Son, was also highly commended

;

and the same firm received a special certificate for an interesting collection of varieties of

Lycaste Skinneri. Mr. R. Parker, of Tooting, sent a well-flowered plant of his beautiful

hybrid Rhododendron Countess of Haddington that received a first-class certificate at a

corresponding exhibition last year ; and some pretty Cinerarias came froin Mr. Wiggins, of

Isleworth, but not possessing first-rate properties. Some considerable amount of interest

attached to some cut flowers of Helleborus olympicus, from the garden of Dr. Lindley at

Acton, said to be very hardy, and having large white flowers deeply suffused with pink ; and
also to Parochelus communis, a kind of Shamrock, with azure blue pea-shaped flowers, said

to be of value as a basket plant.

A very interesting exhibition of artificial flowers, formed of rice paper, and tastefully

arranged in alabaster vases, was shown by Mrs. Stodart, the correctness of the imitation

being s-urprisingly apparent. And not only the flowers, but the foliage also closely resembled
the originals ; and being tastefully arranged, this added greatly to the effect of the whole.

Royal Horticultural Society, March ISth.—This was another admirable Exhibition,
especially of Hyacinths, which were in strong force nearly the whole of one side ofthe room,
having these and Tulips for its occupants. The class for eighteen varieties brought out
Messrs. Wm. Paid and Cutbush in closest rivalry, and introduced us to a new competitor in
the person of Mr. Carstairs, of Edinburgh, who had some very good flowers indeed, that
appeared to have travelled the long journey Avithout taking the slightest harm. Mr. W.
Paul had, of Blue varieties, Geneial Havelock, Baron von Tuyll, Marie, and Grand Lilas;

of Reds, Solfaterre, Macaulay, Howard, and Von Schiller, deep-coloured varieties; of lighter
shade, there were Florence Nightingale, l'Ornement de la Nature, Cavaignac, and Lord
Wellington ; of Whites, Snowball,, Mont Blanc, and Grandeur a Merveille

;
Haydn, a mauve-
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coloured variety ; and Due de Malakoff, buff, with reddish stripes. Messrs. Cutbush & Son
had Garrick, Charles Dickens, Grand Lilas, and General Havclock, shades of Blue

;
Solfaterre,

Victoria Alexandrma, Koh-i-Noor, Florence Nightingale, Macaulay, and La Prophete, Reds

;

Gigantca, Grandeur a, Mervillc, and Lord Wellington, Blush; Beraphihe, Snowball, and Alba
Maxima, pure White

;
Ida, Yellow • and Haydn, Mauve. Mr. Carstairs had Lord Palinerston,

Charles Dickens, Baron von Tuyll, Prince Albert, and Grand Lilas, shades of Blue ; Florence
Nightingale, Agnes, Veronica, Princess Clothilde, Macaulay, and Mrs. B. Stowe, Reds

;

Amphion, claret colour, quite novel; and of Whites, Mont Blanc, Mirandoline, Lord
Wellington, Grandeur a Merveille, and Seraphine. In the Amateurs' Class for twelve
varieties, Mr. Carr, gardener to B. Noakes, Esq.,Highgate, had Charles Dickens, Argus, Grand
Lilas, Howard, Von Schiller, Mrs. B. Stowe, Queen Victoria, Lord Wellington, Grandeur a
Merveille, Madame Van der Hoop, (white), Mont Blanc, and Aurora (a buff variety). Mr.
Young, gardener to R. Barclay, Esq., of Highgatc, had Prince Albert, Grand Lilas, Princess
Alice, Blue

;
Howard, Cosmos, Koh-i-Noor, La Dame du Lac, La Prophete, Mont Blanc,

Miss B. Coutts, Grandeur a Merveille, and Lady Franklin, delicate blush with pink stripe.

The Class for six new kinds of Hyacinths had three competitors. Mr. Paid had Florence
Nightingale, Macaulay, and Koh-i-Noor, Red

;
Snowball, White

; Haydn, Mauve ; and
Due de Malakoff, Buff. Mr. Cutbush had Feruk Khan, new of 1862, single purple-blue,
small bells, a close but narrow spike ; Fair Maid of Denmark, new of 1862, single pure white
with large bells

;
Rouge Eclatante, new of 1862, a stmi-doublc rich fiery red, medium spike

;

Maria Theresa, new of 1862, single delicate pink with red stripe, good close spike; Prince
of Orange, single pink, striped and suffused with red ; and San Francisco, new of 1862, single,
bright canary yellow, good close spike. Mr. Young had Maearday, Victoria Aloxandrina,
Reine des Hyacinths, and Von Schiller—all Reds ; Paix de l'Europe, White ; and Regulus,
Blue. Two large collections were also staged by Messrs. Cutbush and Paul. Da addition
to the varieties before named, Mr. Paul had of shades of Blue, Lord Raglan, double

;

Leonidas, and Bleu Aimable; of Reds, l'Ornement de la Nature, Koh-i-Noor, Aurora
Rutilans, deep fiery red ; Prince of Orange, and Susannah Elizabeth ; of Whites, Seraphine,
and Prince of Waterloo. In Mr. Cutbush' s collection were the following varieties not so well
known : of shades of Red, Amy, very bright, Noble par Merite, Desdemona (very deep colour),
Circe, and Johanna Christina, blush with red stripes and somewhat novel ; of Whites, we
noticed Ek-nora, Mammoth, Fair Maid of Denmark, and Paix de l'Europe ; of Blush, Lady
Franklin ; of White, Sir Bulwer Lytton (double), Elfrida, and Voltaire, and Aurora, buff
with pink stripes. In clas3 11, Mr. Young and Mr. Carr both exhibited. Three bulbs
of Hyacinths were allowed in each pot. They were of well-known kinds, and Mr. Carr's,
being in the largest pots, made the best display.

Tulips were shown by nurserymen in classes of twenty-four and eighteen pots, six kinds
being necessary in each case. In the larger number Messrs. Cutbush had Vermilion
Brilliant, Thomas Moore, Due d'Aremberg, Rouge Luisante, Cramoise, and Grand Due.
Mr. Wm. Paul had Proserpine, Grand Due, White Pottebakker, Canary Bird, and the two
varieties of Tournesol. In the smaller group Messrs. Cutbush had Vermilion Brilliant,
Fabiola, Due d'Aremberg, Mathilda, Rouge Luisante, and Florida. Mr. Paul had Rouge
Luisante, Royal Standard, Cottage Maid, Archduc d'Austria, Van der Neer, and Red-striped
Pottebakker. In the class for amateurs with twelve pots in four kinds, Messrs. Carr and
Young again contended, their varieties being among those just named.

Messrs. Veitch & Son were first with six Camellias in flower, having Madame Lebois,
Bella di Firenze, Comtc de Paris, Teutonia rosea, Fimbriate, and Alba plena. Mr. Hally, of
Blackheath, had Carminata, Amabilis, Imbricate, Elegans, Ophine, and Countess of Derby.
Of four kinds Messrs. Veitch & Son exhibited Triomphe de Loddi, Allanea, Amelia Benucer,
and Alba plena. The same were also first with one specimen, having Bacciocchi, salmon red,
with white stripes. Mr. J. Salter, of Hammersmith had Elegans, rosy salmon. A few Rho-
dodendrons were produced by one or two exhibitors ; the classes for six and four kinds did
not seem to be filled-up. Messrs. Veitch & Son had a fine specimen of Rhododendron Sniithi
superba that towered up above its neighbours, the deep bright red trusses of flower being a
most conspicuous object.

Special prizes were offered by the Society for the three best Camellias, and for three best
tree Mignonettes. Fbr the first-named Messrs. Veitch & Son were the only exhibitors,
having fine plants, well bloomed, of General Lafayette, Valtevaredo, and Countess of Orkney

;

the other was one of considerable interest, and produced four competitors. Mr. John Richards^
gardener to Lord Londesborough, Tadcaster, was first with three good specimens, having
wonderful heads, when it is considered it is only a twelvemonth since the seeds were sown.
Mr. J. Holloway, gardener to R. Dobree, Esq., Walthamstow, was second, having smaller
specimens, but remarkably well grown and flowered. T. D. Shafto, Esq., of Hurston, Kent
and Mr. George Morrison contributed specimens in the form of pyramids that had been
nicely managed.

A large quantity of contributions were staged in the Miscellaneous Class, and for the
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inspection of the Floral Committee. Messrs. Paul & Son and W. Paul had boxes of cut
Roses

: the latter also had cut Camellias, and pots of Tulips. From Messrs. E. G-. Hender-
son & Son came specimens of Hebeclinium atro-rubens, and H. macrophyllum, loaded with
flowers

;
also Epacris Viscountess Hill, a dull Indian-red-coloured variety, but remarkably

free-flowering. Messrs. F. & A. Smith had some pretty Cyclamen persicum, a basket of their
beautiful double white Azalea Flag of Truce, that will "tell" as an exhibition variety

;

Hemerocallis elegans aureo-variegata, to which was awarded a special prize ; some beautiful
double Chinese Primulas of purple, blush, and white colours, glorying in a multiplicity of
names, as for example. Primula prsenitens fimbriata flore pleno rubra grandiflora ; Fuchsia
tricolor, sea-green foliage, red marking, and edging of yellow, after the style of F. Meteor

;

two pretty double Azaleas, Roi des Douller, deep rose; and Thusnelda, light purple ; and
two single varieties—Charles Enk, variegated ; and Magnet, a bright salmon red ; and some
stove and greenhouse plants, a bright salmon red. A beautiful collection of Amaryllis was
shown, by Messrs. Cutbush & Son. From an exhibitor, whose name we failed to notice,
came six plants of Primula denticulata, with numerous trusses of pale lilac flowers with
yellow eye.

Collections of new and rare, and of ornamental-foliaged plants came from Messrs.
Veitch, Bull, and J. & C. Lee ; the latter also having a box of cut Camellias. Messrs. Dobson
and Son, Isleworth, staged a batch of their new rosy-crimson self Cineraria Conqueror, and
a group of seedlings, among which were Princess of "Wales, having a narrow rosy purple
edging to a pure white ground, and a dark disk, a flower of very fine form

;
Peep o'Day, a

bright crimson self; and Landseer, a fiery deep crimson edge, white ground, and dark
disk, a small flower, but novel and striking. Mr. C. Turner, of Slough, had seedling Cine-
rarias John Spencer, a large bright crimson self of fine form; and Mr. Harvey, a deep purple-
edged variety, -white ground and dark disk, also of fine form. Another seedling from Mr.
Wiggins was also noticeable—Bridal Wreath, a crimson purple self with narrow white ring
round a light disk, a large flower of very fine form.

Of newly-introduced plants, Mr. Bull had Trichomanes spicata; Nephelaphyllum cor-
datum, having bright sea-green leaves, with light bronzy marking

;
Begonia Secretaire"

Morren, a handsome silver-leaved variety ; the variegated Yucca Stokesi ; Funkia univittata,
with broad yellow stripes on its emerald leaves ; and three varieties of seedling horseshoe
Geraniums, one named Beauty being very striking, having well-formed bright orange scarlet
flowers, with large white centre.

Mr. E. Parker, of Tooting, had Tropa3olum Vivid, a climbing variety for greenhouse
;

Hebeclinium atro-rubens ; and cut flowers of Rhododendron Countess of Haddington. From
Mr. Standisb, of Bagshot, came two varieties of Skimmia japonica vera, male and female,
from Japan, and another variety loaded with flowers. Mr. Standish hopes to succeed in
fruiting the female plant during the next summer. From Mr. Jean Verschaffelt, of Ghent,
came Azalea Souvenir de Prince Albert, a semi-double pink with white edges, Messrs.
J. & C. Lee also had Camellia Napoleon III., pinkish-salmon edged with white ; and
Rhododendron Romain de Smet, delicate pink with small crimson blotches. Messrs. Veitch
and Son also had plants of Pandanus elegantissimus. Some beautiful sprigs of Bougainvillaea
speciosa were sent by Mr. Daniells, gardener to the Rev. C. R. Keene, Henley-on-Thames

;

And a dish of variegated Borecole, for garnishing, was furnished by Messrs. Carter & Co.
A gloomy foggy morning gradually changed into a fine and sunny day, which drew

together a large company, including the distinguished visitors from Denmark, who were accom-
panied by some members of our own Royal family.

Quo.

DOES THE KITCHEN GARDEN KEEP PACE WITH THE FLOWER
GARDEN ?

Does the kitchen garden keep pace with the flower garden, and docs the culture of
vegetables advance in the same ratio as that of fruits and flowers ? One would think it

ought, but there are reasons for believing that it does not. To every one who inquires for,

or makes any improvement in, the kitchen garden, there are ten or more who seek improve-
ment in the flower garden, the greenhouse, or the fruit garden. Nor do horticultural shows
prove anything to the contrary. Make your way into the tents, and you will perceive that

the flowers are fine, the fruits are good—but the vegetables, where are they ? They will

probably be found occupying a portion of a small tent, or a few baskets may be placed under
the benches of a large one, as though they were merely there as an apology and not to be
seen ; but then you will say, A basket of vegetables is not so handsome as a collection of

Orchids, nor are Potatoes so pretty as Heaths. Perhaps not, but I hope I may not be put
under a ban of displeasure if I regard this as an outcry from those who can see no beauty
except in colour, and. who totally disregard form. I may differ from many, but I make bold
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to assert that form is as much, entitled to regard as colour. Vegetables may not possess the
one, but they do possess the other, if well grown, to an extent that entitles them to a place
in the exhibition. Their appearance may not be so striking to the mass of visitors

; but, as
examples of the really useful part of garden produce, it is time a turn was taken in their

favour.

To effect this there are certain points which ought to be taken cognisance of; and
certainly the mode in which vegetables are packed for exhibition is no indication of the good
taste of the exhibitors, nor are the baskets in which they are exhibited, either in form or

material, perfect specimens of artistic design or skilful manufacture, neither are the vegetables
packed in them in the most scientific manner. These are joints which might be easily

remedied by offering prizes for not only the best packages, but those packed in the best
manner and those in the best form of case or basket, and those stipulated to bo of a suitable

material ; and then, again, something ought to be said about the arrangement in packing
them1—bedding them neatly in moss or other material, giving each lot a suitable space, and
grouping them in some natural order, as edible-rooted vegetables by themselves, leguminous
crops in another group, cruciferous in another, and so on. These are merely suggestions
that those who know more about exhibiting than myself will know how to deal with. My
present purpose is more to advocate the growing than the showing of vegetables, feeling
assured as I do that there is abundant room for improvement in the kitchen garden, and that
some reform is wanted there, in order to keep pace with the times, and not let the more
showy department of gardening absorb all public and nearly all private attention.

My own practice has been very much on the north side of London, in gardens of two
or tbree acres in extent, all of which have a part appropriated as a kitchen garden, and I
must say that the system generally pursued does no great credit cither to the gardeners, the
masters, or the age. The same routine followed now as was followed fifty years ago.

The same trees and hedges that were planted then to screen and hide the kitchen
garden are still there, closing round it and overshadowing it until the available space is

grown small indeed, and that unable to produce a good serviceable crop of anything. The
same method of surrounding the quarters with Gooseberry and Currant bushes, the same
routine of using stable-dung for hotbeds, and then, again, as dressing for the ground year
after yeav ; and though roots club, canker, and rot, and very little is produced, still the
ground is cropped and re-cropped every year on the principle that a bad crop is better than
no crop. How far this condition of affairs exists in other parts of the country I am not
aware ; but where it exists at all something ought to be said or done to alter it, if only for
the credit of gardeners, their profession, and the owners who can tolerate such a state
of tilings.

Now, I happen to think that not only a certain amount of talent, sound judgment, and
mechanical skill may be fully exercised in the kitchen garden, but that science itself may
find ample scope for exercise in the departments of chemistry, botany, entomology, &c., and
that no other department in gardening offers a wider, a better, or a more useful field for
observation and experiment than is offered in the kitchen garden. True it is that new and
improved sorts of vegetables are produced from time to time ; but to produce an annual crop
of them as they are represented at first is another question. True, better vegetables as to
flavour and other qualities can be grown now than could be grown fifty years ago ; but there
are counteracting influences at work now that were not in operation then, at least not to tho
same extent. Soil that has been heavily worked, cropped, and stimulated for fifty years
must and does give indications that a change is necessary. When crops fail from club,
canker, mildew, &c, and the soil shows a sheer inability to withstand the heavy drain upon
its resources, then does not common sense show not only the policy but necessity of making
some alteration, and prove that a change of purpose, like a change of employment in man,
may restore an equilibrium ?

I have noticed this in many and believe it exists in thousands of gardens that are not
the largest, where a corner has been divided from the rest of the ground, and, enclosed and
hidden out of sight and smell for the purpose of growing all that is required for the table,
the said corner, though limited in extent to the smallest possible compass, is required to do
duty as orchard, fruit, and vegetable garden, from the time of laying out the grounds, be
it fifty years or a century ago, or even more ; and though at the present day trees are worn
out and diseased and the soil exhausted, yet no radical change can be accomplished, for the
owner will not, cannot, or does not see that any other portion of his ground is applicable to
the site of a kitchen garden. No, there the kitchen garden was first made, there it has been,
there it ought to be, and there it must be. To change its position is out of the question.
Bad kitchen-gardening proceeds, things that are grown there are barely fit for the table,
and far less so for the exhibition

; and here may be one of the principal causes why more
baskets do not find their way there. But, for all that, I believe the production of good
vegetables, even in suburban gardens, in cottage gardens and allotments, is possible, and it is
desirable that a stimulus be used, or at least that some inducement be given for people to
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excol in the growth of vegetables as they do in that of fruits and flowers, and that the former
receive an equal share of attention with the latter, and that gardeners may he given to
understand that Fuchsies, Ericas, and Geraniums are not the only things on which skill and
time may he profitably expended, or that the production of fine flowers alone may claim the
reward of real merit.

It maybe supposed that there is more hard work attached to the management of culinary
crops than to that of conservatory plants, and that the kitchen garden is a grade below the
flower garden, for even in the garden there is a feeling somewhat akin to what is known as
snohism, expressed and exemplified in certain jeering allusions to cabbage-yielding, and the
dignity of being exempt therefrom—a feeling which the really intelligent never did and never
will entertain. But still other chaff is thrown over the hedge, and we may be told that the
kitchen garden is not pleasant to the eye or fair to look upon, that its beauties are not
supreme, and that its odours are not those of frankincense and myrrh, nor the smell thereof
as the smell of a blessed field. Oh, my friends, say no more on that point, for have I not
been in the garden of herbs, where dwell Industry and Care that is not dull, and admired
the order and precision prevailing there— the Leeks and the Lettuces neatly arranged in
lines that never meet, the varied shades and tints, and the many blossoms, making up one
harmonious, aye, and beauteous whole ? and have I not smelt the fragrance of the Thyme and
the Savory and all that give their odours to the wind and the nostrils, and thought them all

very good P and have I not seen the garden of the cottager looking bright and sunny as a
field in May, and felt irresistibly drawn towards it and a strong desire to ask a blessing on it ?

And now I bethink me of a portly old gentleman who used to take his daily walk around his

kitchen gai-den (and, in truth, he had no other garden to walk in, having reversed the usual
arrangement and elevated the whole of his ground, with the exception of a very small
portion indeed, to the culture of fruit and vegetables), bestowing affectionate glances on the
new Potatoes and young Carrots, and thinking how well they would look on the table steaming
fragrantly beside the goodly joint, who would behold lovingly the Cauliflowers and Peas in
prospect of a nearer acquaintance, who would gaze with the utmost complacency on the
promising crops of Peaches, Plums, and Apples—who encouraged the arts relative to the
manufacture of garden requisites, and bought nets, covers, guards, &c, that the feathered
tribe should not pilfer his fruit, but be content with the grubs or go to his neighbours ; and
who maintained that the art of cultivating things good for food was the noblest art in the
world, and he for one should give it his entire support. Think not that this individual was
purely ethereal, or that I have conjured him up from the realms of fancy, for was he not of
the household of faith, placing unlimited confidence in things visible and temporal, partaking
joyfully of the good things set before him, enlarging upon their excellencies until it became
needful to make an extract of crescent form from the polished wood that held the savoury
viands that the friendly intercourse between himself and them might proceed uninterruptedly ?

And was he not a knight of the square table ? for in truth a round one would have left little

room for the dishes after the needful extract had been made.
Seriously, ai*e not the beauties and utilities of the world inseparable ? We find them so

in nature. Take the living form—the human form, if you will—bestow one glance on the
outline, and what form can be more beautiful P Then notice how the members are placed

—

just where they should be ; how the bones, the muscles, and the sinews are adapted to each
other, producing a combination of beauty and utility that cannot be surpassed. It is the
same in all that is usually denominated as the work of nature. The tree, the plant, the
flower, the world, and the universe in which the world we inhabit is but an atom— the
useful and the beautiful are combined, and not only so, but the more we multiply the

beauties, the utilities are increased in the same ratio. We can see the beauty of the flower

and its use is not hidden. Examine the flower closely, investigate its parts, each one is

beautiful in itself and each has its particular use—the petals, the stamens, and pistils, and
even the parts of those parts, the beauties are immediately apparent while the rises are as

readily discovered.

What is the object of scientific investigation and research if not to penetrate into the

mysterious workings of nature and adapt the knowledge thus gained to purposes of everyday
life ? And is it not the province of art to give a practical form to the knowledge thus gained ?

Both are wanted in the garden, both may find increased employment and enter new fields of

discovery and adaptation. Meanwhile, I would strongly urge a further blending of the

useful and the beautiful in the garden. The highest standard of beauty is not approached

by the gaudiest of colouring or the most elaborate pattern. Simplicity is Nature's own
standard, and from Nature we get beauty and utility combined, and every work cf Nature is

a thing of beauty and always has its place and purpose. It may be worth while to bear this

in mind, for all the best works in art are copied from nature. And why should it not be so

in the garden P Surely Nature never taught us to make such a wide distinction between the

flower garden and kitchen garden, or to consider one as a place sacred only to beauty and
pleasure, and the other only to utility and labour. Let us break down the barriers that
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separate and blend what is useful with what is good. Oh ! my young friends of the blue
apron, follow if you will the advice of the poet, and walk day and night with the beautiful,
spread out your fostering arms and shelter the innocent Lilies

; but do not, oh ! do not forget
the useful Beans.

F. Chitty.

EOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
FLORAL COMMITTEE AWARDS, &C.

{Continued from page 38.)

Ehododendron Countess op Haddington.—Mr. Parker, Tooting ; First-class Certifi-
cate, March 19.—A dwarf bushy vigorous-habited variety, evidently bred from It. Dalhousice,
the leaves small, stout, dark green, convex-ciliated ; the flowers large, long-tubed, of great
substance, somewhat drooping, and of a delicate blush white.

Ehododendron Denisonii.—Mr. Bousie, gardener to Lord Taunton, Stoke, Slough

:

First-class Certificate. April 9.—A hybrid raised " from R. Dalhousice, crossed with mixed
pollen of R. Edgivorthii and R. Gibsoni.'' It is a very fine variety, lacking fragrance

; the
leaves flatfish, elliptic-oblong ; the large, long-tubed campanulate flowers pure whito, with a
lemon stain towards the base.

Ehododendron Lady Bowring.—Messrs. Veitch & Son: Second-class Certificate,
May 21.—A fine hardy sort; flowers shaded, rosy pink, the upper segment finely spotted

;

good trusses.

Ehododendron Lady Lopez.—Messrs. Veitch and Son : Commendation, May 21.—

A

hardy variety, the flowers in moderate trusses, pale lilac ; the upper segment blotched with
deep chocolate.

Ehododendron McNabii.—Mr. Bousie: Commendation, April 9.—A hybrid from
R. ciliatwm, crossed with It. Edgworthii. Not so fine as JR. JPrineess Alice, but a handsome,
dwarfish plant, with smooth, elliptic leaves, and large blush white shortly campanulate
flowers.

Ehododendron ochroeeucum.—Messrs. Veitch & Son: Second-class Certificate,
May 21.—A distinct hardy variety, of fine habit ; the flowers large, creamy white, the
upper segment spotted with green.

Ehododendron Princess Alice.—Messrs. Veitch & Son : First-class Certificate,
March 19.—A hybrid raised between R. Edgworthii and R. ciliatwm, of dwarf habit, with
clean-looking, small, flat leaves, and moderate-sized, bell-shaped flowers

;
white, with a flush

of pink outside, and delicately scented, like those of its parent, R. Edgworthii.
Ehododendron sesteriantjm.—Messrs. Veitch & Son: First-class Certificate, March

19.—A fine hybrid, of rather tall habit, with convex, oval, oblong, acute leaves ; the flowers
pure white, about three in a head, very large, and much expanded, with broad, rounded,
obtuse segments. Between R. Edgworthii and R. Gibsoni.

{To be continued.)

JUDGING DAHLIAS.
In your last Number a person signing himself " V." has thought fit to make a cowardly,

and what I shall prove to your readers to be a most untruthful, attack on my character as'

a

Judge of Dahlias. During the last ten years (if memory serves me right), I have been but
three times a Judge in the classes in which Mr. Keynes has been an exhibitor—St. James's
Hall, Beading, and at South Kensington last year. At only one of those places was Mr.
Keynes placed first.

At Bishop Auckland last year I exhibited Dahlias for Mr. Keynes, and, therefore, could
not have been a Judge on that occasion.

I now take my leave of " V.," by telling him that slanderers ought to have good memories.
Ashton Court, Bristol. "W". Dodds.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS.

Conservatory.
Now that the plants have commenced growing, pay

the greatest attention to all their wants. Shift at

once any tha t may require a larger pot. Be careful
not to overwater newly-potted plants. Maintain a
moist growing atmosphere hy occasionally sprinkling
the paths and vacant parts of the house, and syring-

ing lightly plants not in flower. These should be
done at times when the house is not likely to be
visited. Ventilate freely in fine weather, but in bad
weather guard against cold draughts, as delicate
flowers are soon injured. Unless in case of cold
frosts or very dull wet weather, fire heat will scarcely
be required. Remove every plant as soon as the
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flowers begin to fade the least, and replace them with
plants coming into bloom. Do not suffer a decayed
flower or leaf to be seen in the house. Pay the
greatest attention t o cleanliness.

Greenhouses.
Hardwooded Plants,—Acacias, Epacrises, Pul-

tengeas, Genistas, Hoveas, Chorozemas, Boronias; &c.,
will now be in flower. They should be effectively
arranged, and have every attention necessary paid to
them. In mild weather they ghould have plenty of
air, and they will require liberal supplies of water.
As they go out of bloom, pick off all the decaying
flowers and seed-vessels. Proceed with the shifting
of all plants that require it. Most of the plants that
were potted last month will now be growing treely,
and should be stopped and properly tied-out. Keep
a growing atmosphere, give air freely in fine weather,
and attend well to the watering. Softwooded
Plants.—Pelargoniums.—The early- flowering plants
must now be well attended to in watering. Keep the
shoots properly tied-out, and ventilate freely every
favourable opportunity, avoiding cold draughts. The
late-flowering plants should be carefully tied out.
Syringe occasionally, and shut up early to promote
free growth. Fumigate frequently to keep the plants
clear of green fly. Scarlet Pelargoniums.—These
should now have every encouragement to promote
free growth. Cuttings struck now and kept in small
pots will be useful in the autumn and winter.
Cinerarias. — Specimen plants coming into flower
should be well watered, and occasionally with a little

weak liquid manure. In very bright weather they
should be shaded for a short time during the heat of
the day. Pot-off the seedling plants as they are fit,

and attend well to them. Calceolarias.—Any that
require it should now have a final shift. Water care-
fully. Give air freely, and fumigate frequently to keep
down the green fly. Fuchsias.—These should now
have their final shift. Use a compost of loam, peat,
decomposed cowdung, and sand. Keep the plants
well stopped. They will not require much watering
until they begin to root into the fresh soil. Syringe
daily. Shade a little in bright weather, and give air
freely every favourable opportunity.

Stove.
Attend to the regular shifting of all strong free-

growing plants that require frequent repottings.
Keep them well stopped and tied-out. Give the plants
plenty of room. Attend well to the watering. Syringe
daily, and ventilate freely in mild weather. Pot
Gesneras and Achimenes for late flowering.

Pits and Frames.
These are excellent structures for gradually pre-

paring the different kinds of "bedding" plants for

the open ground. Pot-off spring-struck cuttings as

soon as they are rooted. Keep them close for a few
days, and when they begin to make fresh root give
them air more freely.

Flower Garden.
Sow hardy annuals. Finish pruning Koses as soon

as possible. Those lately planted should be well
watered in dry weather. Get alterations completed
as soon as possible, and prepare the beds. Renew the
soil altogether where necessary, and work-in a little

leaf soil or rotten manure where wanted. Let every-
thing be in proper condition before planting-out time
arrives. Attend well to rolling and mowing of the
grass, so as to lay the foundation for a neat close turf
during the season. Pleasure Grounds.—Hollies or
other evergreens transplanted this month should be
well watered at the time of planting. All newly-
planted trees or shrubs should be well watered in dry
weather. Koll and mow the grass every week.

Forcing.
Fruit,—Pine Apples.— The weather of late has

been on the whole favourable to plants showing fruit
and to those in flower. By the sun heat we have
been able to keep a high temperature in the day, and
to give air more freely than we otherwise could do.

The young stock Bhifted last month will now be

growing freely, and should be well attended to. They
will not require very much water until they begin to
fill the pots with new roots. They must have plenty
of air in fair weather. Maintain a growing atmo-
sphere, and a temperature of from 65° to 70° at night
and 80° to 85° during the day, with an increase by
sun heat. Vines.— The early crop will now be ripe,
and should have plenty of air. Stop all superfluous
growth. "Whilst the second crop is swelling maintain
a moist atmosphere. Give air freely in fine weather.
Keep a temperature of about 65° at night and 80°
during the day. Attend to the stopping and tying
of shoots, and thin the berries before they get too
large in late houses. Peaches and Nectarines.—Keep
the shoots well tied-in in the early house, and be careful
not to get them crowded. In disbudding, the bearing
wood of the present year should be divested of all
shoots except the terminal one and those near the
base. When a deficiency occurs in any part of the
tree more may be tied-in. Ventilate freely in fine
weather, and be careful to close-up early in the after-
noon. Syringe once or twice daily, and keep a moist
atmosphere by throwing plenty of water on the
paths, borders, &c. Attend to the disbudding and the
thinning of the fruit in the second house. Figs.—As
the season advances gradually raise the temperature
of the house. Syringe mornings and afternoons.
Keep a moist atmosphere. When the borders require
watering, give them a good soaking. Plants in pots
and tubs should have some weak manure water
occasionally. Cherries.—Attend well to the watering,
keep the trees clean of insects, and give plenty of
air. Strav:berries.—To get large fine fruit, pick off
all the Sowers as soon as two or three are set on each
plant, which will be enough. Keep them near the
glass and give them plenty of liquid manure, and
keep a moist, warm, growing atmosphere until the
fruit begin to colour. There will be no difficulty in
getting pienty of fruit set after this if the plants are
kept near the glass and have an abundance of air.
Melons.—Attend to the thinning, stopping, and train-
ing of the shoots. Be careful not to leave too many
fruit on a plant. See previous directions.

Vegetables.
Mustard and Cress.—Sow every ten days for suc-

cession. Capsicums and Tomatoes.— Shift into larger-
sized pots. Vegetable Marrow.—Sow. Celery.—
Prick-off and sow for late crops. Kidney Beans.—
Attend well to the watering of plants in bearing. Sow
once a-fortnight for succession. Cucumbers.—Keep
up a good bottom heat. Stop, thin, and regulat e the
shoots. Give air cautiously. Water when necessary.

Hardy Fruit.
Owing to the mildness of the winter fruit trees are

in a very forward state. Apricots, Peaches, and
Nectarines are in full bloom. There is a prospect of
a fair average fruit crop if the weather be favourable.
Those who nee coverings should see they are up every
night until all danger from frost is over. Head-down
newly-planted young trees. Dress Strawberries if

not already done.

Kitchen Garden.
Seize every favourable opportunity to get forward

with the work. Beans and Peas.—Sow twice during
the month. Broccoli, Cauliflowers, Borecole., Savoys,
Brussels Sproids, and Lettuces.—Sow broadcast in
four-feet beds, and cover with nets to protect from
birds- Carrots, Parsnips, Beet, Salsafy, atid Scor-
zonera.—Sovt for the main crops in drills. Radishes.
—Sow broadcast in beds. Turnips,—Sow a little

aarly on a warm border. Spinach.—Sow. Parsley,
—Sow. Cauliflowers and Lettuces that have been
raised in heat should, after being gradually hardened,
be planted out. Potatoes.— Get in the principal crop.
Jerusalem Artichokes. — Plant out in good land.
Earth-up and rod Peas. Earth-up Cabbages. Hoe
frequently between the crops. In showery weather
strew lime or soot over the young crops. Slugs will
be very troublesome if they are not destroyed. Keep
down weeds. Cut and trim edgings. Clean and rol

well all the walks that they may set firm.—M. S,
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DELPHINIUM ALOPBOUROIDES.
WITH AN ILLUSTRATION.

Wjs now offer to the notice of our readers an illustration of a class of
plants which, as a rule, is too much neglected at the present day, we mean
that of hardy herbaceous perennials. The bedding system, by being followed
to excess, has too nearly converted our gardens into dreary wastes in winter
and spring, and left us, even in the gay months of summer and autumn, with
little variety beyond differing shades of colour in some half-dozen kinds of
flowers. The loss of the many spring flowers which a mixed flower-border
used to afford is especially felt not only in private but in public establishments,
where the formal style associated with the "bedding-out" system has mono-
polised all the space allotted to flowers.

Our subject is not, indeed, one of the spring-flowering class just alluded to,

but it is one of those hardy herbaceous perennials which are just suited for
mixed borders, and which are not only beautiful in themselves but beautiful
in' such an association. We, therefore, have no hesitation in recommending
both the subject of our plate, and the class of plants to which it belongs,
to the notice of all lovers of their gardens.

This variety of double Larkspur, which the raiser has called alopeeuroides,
doubtless from the close brush-like form of the principal part of the* spike, was
shown at a meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society's Floral Committee in
July, 1861, and was then awarded a First-class Certificate. The specimens
exhibited on that occasion were over 2 feet in length, furnished below with
palmatifidly-lobed leaves, having incised segments and a ciliated margin, and
terminated in a flower-spike or raceme slightly branched below and densely
crowded with small double flowers of a bright blue, paler and reddish-tinted
towards the centre. It was regarded as a most desirable and very ornamental
hardy plant.

Mr. G. Wheeler, of Warminster, by whom it was raised and exhibited, has
furnished us with the following memorandum respecting it :

—

" This unique and very double Larkspur came up in a bed which had been
sown with mixed seeds of Delphiniums, and is, therefore, an accidental garden
variety. It withstood, without the slightest injury, the severe frost of
Christmas, 1860, in the open border quite unprotected, and is consequently
perfectly hardy. It has always appeared robust and healthy, growing freely
in the open border, which is its proper place. It blooms in June and July,
the spikes of flowers being about 2 feet in length when well grown, the tip of
the spike then from 3 to 4 feet from the ground. It is propagated by dividing
the roots, never producing seeds."

CAPE BULBS.
In the days of my youth I was an enthusiastic cultivator of these curiou,,

and most interesting plants. The very intractability and almost impractica-
bility of some of them was inspiring. One coaxed and bullied them alternately,
hunting down a difficulty like a fox, until caught and annihilated by the good
hound Perseverance.

I possess many still, and am extremely fond of them. I now propose
making a few remarks which may be useful to your correspondents. I
will first, then, take the dark side of the question. The whole of the Cape

VOL. II. -p
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Iridca?, and many other small African bulbs, if we desire to keep them in

permanent cultivation, should he planted in the autumn in a bed of arti-

ficial soil, and protected absolutely from frost in those parts of England
where strong frosts are the rule in the winter. I am not now writing for

the south of England and mild seaside localities, where many of them will

thrive with very little trouble bestowed upon them. The bed' should consist

of a sandy, a very sandy, compost of loam and sand, or of peat and sand,

or of both mixed
; any other admixture being more or less prejudicial. I

cannot find any special superiority of peat over loam, and always nse the
latter. Peat, however, is said to be specific for some sorts. The soil

must be thoroughly drained. I will not take up your time now in. describing

construction for this purpose, but will give some hints hereafter if requested.

For the protective structure, probably a strong well-made Melon-frame, high
enough at the back for the taller sorts, will be as good as anything else,

always remembering that frost must be absolutely kept out. A rough straw
casing round the outer sides will do this, the lights, when necessary, being
covered with a thick piece of carpeting or other material of the kind always at

hand and kept for this purpose alone. Air must be given largely in open
weather, and the frame finally removed when the soft weather of late spring
comes on. Slight morning frosts will not affect them. As soon as the foliage

of the majority of them begins to fade the frame should be replaced so as for

some -weeks to keep -off rain, and ripen the bulbs. When the foliage is

withered, or nearly so (for the old flowering-stems will often remain green for

some time after the bulbs have ripened), let them all be taken up and examined
whether the soil is to be renewed or no : this is an important point as will be
seen presently. On examination some of the bulbs will be found multiplied by
splitting into two or three, others merely increased in size, and all surrounded
with innumerable small offsets. If you find you have four or five good-sized
bulbs, these had better be destroyed. If the sort is valuable, plant a ring of

them round the main patch, they will flower often after one season's growth,
and always make the finest bulbs. Having lifted all your plants put each sort

separately into a garden-pot of sand or light earth, and place them anywhere
out of doors, or under glass, so that they be perfectly protected from rain and
the attacks of mice. During September and October occasionally examine
them, some will begin to start sooner than others. The little circle of protu-
berances round the base of the bulb will show the commencement of root-form-
ation, and point the necessity for immediate planting. The whole, however,
had better be got in by the end of October. I conclude this part of my notes
by observing that fresh soil every year is the grand secret in growing these,

and, indeed, all bulbs.

One of the causes of failure with Cape Irids, is the fact that they are

received by amateurs in the spring and summer time ; the few that are kept
by the large bulb-sellers are received, however, and for sale with Hyacinths, &c,
at the proper planting time. Your correspondents are lucky to have received

them as early as this. As the case now stands they should be planted at once
in such a bed as I have described

; they will all flower, but the evil of the late

spring planting will appear in after-cultivation. They will start very late next
year, some even remaining entirely dormant ; some will attempt to flower in

the winter, and will not mature their bulbs till the following spring, when they
ought to be beginning their proper period of growth. When this has occurred

the most skilful attention will be required to bring them round. As the season
is now creeping on, and it might take some time to prepare the bed and frame,

I see no objection to growing them for this season in Mignonette-boxes, or

planted pretty thickly in pots to be grown in the greenhouse ;
they will require
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much water when growing strongly, especially those in wooden boxes. I have
never succeeded in growing them permanently in glass houses, although I have
seen it done by a few persons with the Tritonias and hardier Ixias. I was
told then that they did best when kept several seasons in the same pot without
change of soil.

With regard to published instructions, Mrs. Loudon's book on bulbs, and
Mr. Beaton's series of articles in the old Cottage Gardener, contain the best
information extant on the subject.

I will now describe as well as I can your correspondent's plants, beginning
with Irideae. Antholyza preealta is a noble and picturesque plant, increasing
rapidly by bulbs ; but the difficulty is to get them big enough in one season's

growth to flower the next, when every bulb usually makes three or four instead
of increasing in size itself. It is killed by a very little frost. I was once much
struck with its beauty one evening in the garden of the Chinja, at Naples
early in February. The next morning every plant was cut down by frost. A
substratum of dung has been recommended. All the Babianas are pretty. Rubro-
cyanea is a gem of the first water

; they are somewhat more delicate than
Ixias. Many Gladioli will thrive in pots in the greenhouse or cold frame.
Natalensisj the parent of our noble race of orange scarlets, is quite hardy

;

Blandus is nearly so, very delicate and pretty, and was one parent of a charming
early-flowering race originated by Herbert, but now nearly lost ; Hirsutus is a
very interesting sort, of which there are several varieties to be grown as the
Ixias, &c. Hesperantha cinnamomea, curious, not handsome. Hypox's, say
greenhouse. Geissorhizas are wee little delicate things, resembling Tricho-
nema, flowering almost on the ground ; would be better seen if grown in pots

in the cold frame. Melanthiums, of no beauty, of rather hardy nature.
Sparaxis is a mere section of Ixia, both extremely pretty, requiring the frame
and bed ; so also Tritonia, Watsonia, Morsea. Tritonias are nearly all crimson
or scarlet. Morseas are day flowers, formed like Iris, and extremely pretty.

Lapeyrousia, as Geissorhiza eorymbosa, is a gem. Wurmbea, Anomatheca
junce'a, of no beauty. The Editor will perhaps excuse me as an old hand if I

differ from him in not recommending the preliminary potting with heat, and
it was doubtless by a lapsus pennce that Watsonias were pronounced evergreen

;

they require the treatment of Ixias and the tenderer Gladioli, to which they
are nearly related. In the frame-bed may be planted Albuca.

Now for the more difficult subjects. Amaryllis revoluta.—This generally
turns out to be the common Belladonna Lily ; if true, it is a very pretty but
rather difficult greenhouse bulb. I used to flower it by hanging it up in the
greenhouse with a pan of water underneath it when in full growth. Bruns-
vigia falcata is a greenhouse plant ; will not flower unless plunged in strong
bottom heat about midsummer. I have flowered it there many times. It

is handsome, but very soon over ; should be kept quite dry in winter, being
apt to start with the least moisture ; soil sandy. Disa grandiflora is the gem
of the lot, requires pure cold-frame treatment, being brought into the green-
house to flower. The other Disas are but little known. Satyrium, these are
rarely flowered a second time. Treat as English Orchis, grow in cold frame,
keep dry when dormant, take especial care to exclude worms, and have much
patience. For Lachenalias I recommend pot-cultivation in the greenhouse

:

the same for Oxalis. These are mostly hardy, but spread and overwhelm
other things when in the open bed. Nerine sarniensis, the Guernsey Lily,
may be thrown away ; it has already flowered, or tried to do so, in the
packing-case, and will never flower again. They are put in by the Cape people
to make weight. The Ornithogalums are both handsome greenhouse plants.
Brunsvigia ciliaris, an extremely difficult bulb of no beauty, which no one I
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believe lias flowered but Mr. Leach, who seems to have a mesmeric power
over difficult bulbs.

Supplementary Remarks.—I must premise that I am writing for the midland
and northern parts of England. My instructions would be foolishness to a
Cornishman or other southerner. There are even favoured spots in the cooler
parts where they will sometimes thrive in the open air for several seasons,

The Cape-bulb cultivator, whether of Irid or Amaryllid, must make up his

mind to go in for it personally. No gardener will willingly undertake them,
and but few are competent.

In speaking of cold-frame cultivation, I wish it to be understood that the
common, damp, ill-ventilated, half-managed affair used for half-hardy plants
will not do. It must be a well-constructed and arranged thing, frost-proof,

and neither by situation nor construction liable to damp or neglect. In conclu-
sion, I shall be happy to give any further information on particular points if

requested.

R. T. C.

PREJUDICE.
Prejudice is,. I suppose, only another word for pre-judgment. Prejudice

is usually the fruit of ignorance and also the foster-nurse of ignorance. It

barricades the mind and keeps out improvement ; it exists, we know, in the
religious and political world to a great amount ; it exists also in the theatre.

Hence Moliere made an old woman—simple-minded, and having the essential

and inherent perfection of simplicity of thought—the judge of his comedies
;

and he found that the audience always followed the old woman, and never failed

to laugh in the same place. In a word, she had not the artificial and pre-
judicial taste of a critic. Men of weak understanding, strong fancies, and
strong passions, are hurried by their blind prejudices to think that those who
differ from them are knaves and charlatans. Inventors of new things are at

once set down as humbugs.
Now, is there no prejudice existing among horticulturists? Let us take

the case of orchard- houses. How often have I heard persons say, " Oh ! they
are all humbug." Then they have justified the assertion by the failures which
they have seen, heard of, or perhaps dreamt of. How strange it is that such
persons should not ask themselves these questions before they presume to run
down one of the best modern inventions for the growth of tender fruits in our
precarious climate:—"Are the orchard-houses properly constructed? Are
they properly managed ? Are the trees properly treated as regards potting,

pruning, and hardening of the wood?"
I have seen admirable orchard-houses in which (I speak of pot-fruit-culture)

it was impossible there could be success. The plants were over-manured,
improperly pruned, and the wood was succulent and unharclenecl. Hardened
moderate-sized wood this year is the very key of success next year. I think
that orchard-house pot-fruit plants should, after fruiting, be put out of the
house into the open air. Instead of this, the plant is kept in a stew all the

year round. In every case where I have seen a failure I have seen the reason

or reasons. I do not practise myself orchard-house culture, but reason

teaches me that that is the best culture which is assimilated to culture in a

hot genial climate.

Passing from orchard-houses, let me ask, Is there anything more absurd
than the manner in which forcing-houses and such like are sometimes managed ?

They are more fit for Orchids and washerwomen than anything else. There is,

as stated in the Gardeners' Chronicle, April 11, too little attention paid to
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hygrometer and tlitrniometer. Things are put together which ought not to be
in the same degree of heat and moistuie. I have seen Orchids and forced

Strawberries in the same house. The Orchids seemed to do well ; but the

Strawberries, fruit and leaves, were covered with mildew and perspiration.

How many noble crops of Grapes are estopped or spoilt every year by in-

attention to the atmosphere within the house. Glass-fruit-culture, with

heating apparatus, ought seldom or never to fail ; and, when there is failure,

I always suspect that the fault lies with the cultivator. A deficiency of dry

air is, I believe, one of the chief causes of failure. Be not, then, prejudiced

against glass, or artificial heat, or orchard-house pot-culture, with or without

heat. Go where these things are properly managed, and you will see success

beyond your expectation ; and further, recollect that when you hear of failures,

they are generally the effect of mismanagement. Out of doors we are obliged

to submit to- climate and the seasons ; but people who have heated glass

houses, or even unheated orchard-houses, ought to be able to make a season

of their own.
Finally, do not condemn all the gardeners of England because some are

obstinate, ignorant, and prejudiced. I believe that no nation has better

gardeners. I doubt if any nation—I speak of a whole nation—gardens so

tidily as the English nation. As education progresses, prejudice and ignorance

will recede.

Rushton. W. F. Kadclyffe.

METHOD OF ASSISTING SEEDLING FRUITS INTO EARLY
BEARING.

Some valuable and interesting additions have of late years been made to

the family of Pomona; and, although not quite so prolific as her sister

Flora, or attracting numerically so large a class of admirers and manipulators

in the art, has nevertheless some of her productions of a higher standard, and
of more real intrinsic worth. These will doubtless be rising into fame in a
further generation, when the productions of her gay sister have been either

superseded bv her own offspring, or fail by change of fashion and circum-

stances to interest and gratify. Orchard-houses have already done much by
way of promoting and extending fruit-cultivation. By them also a new field

and wider scope are opened up for amateurs, who may, in addition to the culti-

vation of choice well-known sorts, raise seedlings and prove their value in a

shorter space of time than when planted in the open air. Those who are not
in possession of one of these structures will find early fruitbearing enhanced by
budding on and near the extreme points of the branches of well-established

trees of the same genera, and their value tested in a much smaller space than
could otherwise have been done by growing on their own roots.

The plan I adopt here is to get them budded the first year, when the plants

are in the seed-leaf; they are potted singly into small pots and grown in heat
until they stop their growth. At this stage they are removed to a cooler place

for about a month, which gives them a sort of rest, and enables them to be
easier excited into growth. When again put into heat, this, with the assist-

ance of a good-sized shift into rich loamy soil, and a brisk heat, soon starts

them into a second growth.

As soon as the buds rise freely from the wood, they are taken off and
inserted on healthy and strong-growing shoots of the current year: this opera-

tion has commonly been performed about the end of August. I have had by
the above method buds inserted upon the trees the seed was taken from in less
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than ten months. Although I have not yet proven any of niy own productions
to be a decided acquisition, I still hope, and the interest is the same. I may,
however, state that I have had several quite as good as the parent's sorts they
were raised from, consisting of Grapes, Peaches, Apricots, and Plums ; in the
latter sort I have some seedlings growing of each year's raising since 1855;
these are budded mostly on the Green Gage, which I find answers the purpose
better than many other sorts. It gives a chance also of fruit from other sorts
when it fails in its own. The year and number are attached to each bud when
inserted. In referring to my note-book I find there were ten sorts flowered last

spring ; but out of these only some three or four set their fruit, and those were
imperfect specimens to judge from. The show of fruit-buds is good for this

season, and hope to have a greater variety in fruit.

Gordon Castle, N.B. J. "Webster.

RAISING THE GLADIOLUS FROM SEEDS.
As the cultivation of this gorgeous and popular flower is extending fast,

perhaps it may not be generally known that it seeds freely, and that new
varieties may be raised every year without going to the continent for them.

In the spring of 1861, I procured from France about twenty-four of the
highest-priced and best of the Gandavensis and Ramosus sections for crossing

with Cardinalis and some of the best of the old varieties. The new kinds I

grew singly in pots • and in May, when ail clanger from frost was over, they
were placed in the open air, and at the flowering-time all I intended to cross

and seed were set in an airy greenhouse to protect them from heavy rains.

It requires some attention in setting the seed, as the pollen is soon dispersed

when the flowers open. The seed-vessels swell amazingly fast when the
flowers are impregnated, and the plants do best in the open air afterwards.

The following is a list of the kinds I have seeded and crossed with others,

and they are the best and most distinct in colour yet raised by the foreign

growers :—
GANDAVENSIS SECTION.

Bertha Rabourdin, white with carmine stripe. Madame Lesehle, pure white, striped rose.

Canary, clear yellow, striped rose. Napoleon III., bright scarlet, striped white.

Madame Binder, white, striped carmine. Ninon de 1'Enclos, carnation, ruby-striped.

Comte de Momy, cherry red, striped violet. Princesse Clothilde, salmon, blotched violet.

Due de Malakoff, orange scarlet, shaded yellow. Princesse Ma tilde, rose, striped carmine.
El-Dorado, clear yellow, red-striped. Raphael, bright vermilion, white centre.

Madame De Vatrys, white-shaded, striped Eembrandt, crimson scarlet,

carmine. Yellida, delicate rose, spotted lilac.

RAMOSUS SECTION.

Alma, white, spotted red. Duchess of Sutherland, dark red, and white
centre.

The above were crossed with some of the old sorts of good shape and
colour, such as

—

Brenchleyensis, bright vermilion. Cardinalis, bright scarlet, white centre.

Fanny Eouget, rose, shaded violet. Colvillii, purplish-lilac.

Couranti Fulgens, crimson. Queen Victoria^ scarlet, white centre.

Monsieur Blouet, delicate rose. Lord Clarendon, red, feathered white.

Bowiensis, scarlet.

The seeds of the Gladiolus when ripe are similar in shape and size to the

Tulip, and do best kept iu the seed-vessel till sowing-time in February or

March. I sowed mine last year in shallow boxes, in March, and placed them
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on the floor of a late Peach-house, where they vegetated freely. In the
beginning of summer the boxes were placed in the open air, and the young-
plants kept free from weeds, and not neglected for water. In the autumn,
when the leaves began to change colour, water was withheld, and the boxes
placed in a situation where no frost could reach them. In February this year
the boxes were examined, and some of the young bulbs of the Cardinalis and
other early-flowering sections were beginning to grow. I had them, there-
fore, all replanted in fresh soil and thinner in the boxes than last year, and I

expect some of the bulbs will be large enough to flower next year.

I find 1 have between one and two thousand of young bulbs of the different

hinds, and many of them larger than peas.

The young seedlings grow well in the boxes with the following soil—viz.,

one-half sandy loam and peat. I intend next spring to plant out all my
seedling Gladiolus in the Rhododendron-clumps, as both the soil and situation
suit this flower to perfection. The great expense of procuring quantities of
the best varieties of this showy flower for massing in clumps has hitherto
prevented its being used generally. By raising quantities of seedlings every
year this want will be supplied, and an effect be produced in pleasure grounds
in the autumn months with Gladioluses, Hollyhocks, and Phloxes that has
never yet been effected nor even imagined.

William Tillery.

THE GLADIOLUS.
The remarks that your correspondent " Q,uo" makes on the disease and

* culture of the Gladiolus, in the Number of the Florist and Pomologist
for March, page 25, should, I think, be interesting to those who grow them,
whether for exhibition or decorative purposes. Your correspondent does not
say whether the rot attacked the bulb or the spike of flowers, nor what treat-
ment they that he saw diseased were subject to. It might be strong
stimulants were the cause of the sudden check when coming into flower. The
severity of the spring could hardly be the cause, when they did well up to
tbe time of flowering. Certainly stiff, ill-drained soils are not suitable for
them. As far as I can know, I have not heard of any such disease about the
county Dublin as yet. As the Gladiolus is becoming such a general favourite
for autumn decoration in the flower garden, which nothing out of doors can
surpass at the season they are in flower, it would be a great boon to the public
if those who cultivate them successfully would give a few hints of their mode
of culture, as well in Ireland as in England. I am sure such would be
acceptable to the many Avho are growing them, as well as those who are
intending to begin. As to potting them in February and planting out in
April, I do not consider necessary at all—at least in my idea. I generally
prepare my bed for their reception early in January, with the following
compost—one-half the top of an old pasture, and one-half leaf mould and
rotten dung in equal parts, well mixed together. The bed is filled-in to the
depth of 18 inches, and left to settle down for about a fortnight. It is then
raked off level and the bulbs planted. The beds are 4 feet wide, and I put
three lines in the bed, and 12 inches from bulb to bulb. I place sea sand
under, and over, and around each bulb ; then have them covered with the same
material as the bed to the depth of 2 inches, which I consider is better than
to cover them deeper. I generally plant them about the 21st of Januarv,
afterwards protecting them from frost and heavy rains; and I find a <n-e"at
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advantage over potting, for I find that my bulbs are now (16th March) growing
freely—some of them an inch long; whereas, if they are potted, and they
make good roots, they soon reach the sides of the pots, and are injured
in the turning-out, and by giving them a check in their growth. I never
give my beds water until July, and then only when they require it very
much. When they are showing their spikes I give a little weak liquid manure
water occasionally; and they are syringed on fine evenings, which I consider
does them a great deal of good when in bloom. They are protected from wind
and rain, and from strong sun. Your correspondent says he has cut them down
to 6 inches and taken them up as soon as they are done blooming. I disagree
with him in that respect, for I consider the longer they are kept growing so
much the better for the bulbs. I never take up mine as long as the frost keeps
off. They are then raised with as much of the soil as will adhere to the roots,

and placed in a dry, airy loft ; and when they are perfectly dry they are gone
over and all offsets taken off, and placed in paper bags until the time of
planting comes again.

Dublin. D.

SLUGS.
A great deal of complaint is often made about this troublesome little pest,

not only by gardeners, but by farmers and amateurs of both. There are com-
plaints heard of seed-beds being cleared of seedlings of almost every kind of
plant in cultivation, both in-doors and out. Almost everything gets a nibble
from those pests where they abound. It is an easy matter to collect those
pests together in showery, misty, moist weather, in spring or summer, winter
or autumn, by a very little attention, by getting a few fresh-brewed grains, •

place about a table-spoonful in lumps about borders, quarters, or any corner
they abound in every evening. By eight or nine o'clock go round with lantern
and a bucket of fresh slaked lime, where they will be found collected by hun-
dreds ; dust a little lime on them, or collect them in a bucket or box, and apply
hot water if lime is not at hand. Where brewers' grains are not easily obtained,
new bran scalded is a very good substitute I have found placed in the same
way.

Bicton. James Barnes.

NOUVELLE FULVIE PEAR,
WITH AN ILLUSTRATION.

The subject of our present illustration, so admirably pourtrayed by
Mrs. Dix, is one of the seedlings raised by M. Gregoire, of Jodoigne ; and
it is one which, from its handsome appearance, excellent quality, late ripening
and fertility, is likely to obtain a wide cultivation. The fruit is large, of a
long pyriform shape, considerably bossed and uneven in its outline. The
skin is of a deep green before it ripens, and when ripe it assumes a yellowish
coat, and it is considerably covered with russet. The eye is open and set in a
depression, the edges of which are uneven and sometimes even knobbed. The
stalk is about an inch long, inserted on the end of the fruit without any
depression. The flesh is yellowish-white, fine-grained, buttery, and melting.
Juice abundant, sugary, with a fine perfume and delicious flavour.

This excellent Pear ripens in January and February.
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AMONG THE HYACINTHS.
On tlie 25!h March I paid a visit to Messrs. W. Cutbush and Sou's ground's, at

Highgate, to inspect their Hyacinths. These Hyacimh thows have become a spring
institution both at Highgate and Waltham Cross; Mr. \V. Paul having also become a caterer
to the public in conjunction with Messrs. Cutbush & Son. And the public—and especially
those who are " Hyacinth-fanciers," if the term be at all tolerable—should make a point of
annually inspecting these exhibitions, for there is not that degree of knowledge of the
Hyacinth abroad that is entertained of many other flowers. It requires constant contact with
this flower to become acquainted at all familiarly with the leading varieties even; while,
among the great bulk of those flowers that have been several years in cultivation, the
distinctions are so narrow, that the knowledge of them that constitutes an efficient judge,
and which shoidd be in the possession of those who have to decide on the merits of competing
stands, can only bo acquired by a continuous observation when they are displayed in
quantities and in A-ariety.

At Highgate the flowers were arranged in the show-house adjoining the dwelling, tho
front stage being occupied by Hyacinths and a few Tulips and Amaryllis ; the back was an
extremely gay pyramid of spring-flowering plants—a front elevation of lovely and charming
colours. Eight hearty gratification was there here for those who wended then way hither,
and well was the levee attended. I was amply repaid for braving the steep ascent of the
hill that leads up to Avhere this floral fete was held.

I began with the bright-coloured varieties, that are always the most conspicuous in a
group. Theie were Desdemona, rich dark; Queen of Hyacinths; Victoria Alexandria;
Macaulay; Yon Schiller

;
Howard; Solfatene; Circe, deep crimsou, edged with light pink'

a flower that pleased me vastly
; Cosmos, fiery red midrib, edged with rosy pink ; and Lina'

a deep crimson, that changes with age to a dark magenta. Of lighter' shades there were
Jenny Lmd, a deep rose double variety ; Johanna ChrLtina, pale rose with salmon stripes"
La Dame du Lac

;
Cavaignac, a very showy flower with large bells

;
Lady Palmerston a

very pretty flower
;
Koh-i-noor; Florence Nightingale, verv beautiful; Noble par Merite

a double variety with a close and compact spike ; Duchess of Richmond
; Gigantea a verv

delicate pink; Princess Charlotte; Le Prophete; and Queen Victoria. A few Blues were
scattered here and there—sole survivors of a "grand array" that a few weeks previously
Were radiant with freshness and vigour. Prince Albert, General Havelock, and La Nuit
were conspicuous by their sable vestments; but darkest of all seemed to be Lamplighter an
intensely dark purple, with light centre. Of lighter shades were Pieneman, a kind of Samson
in this class, having immense azure bells, but forming a loose spike; Garrick, a good double •

Mimosa, a dark variety that had become paler by age; Grand Lilas; Van Speyk and Arams a
beautiful Hyacinth that appears to be extremely difficult to catch good. I have not seen agood example of it this season. Those I saw were wanting in that rich gloss and heightened
colour that I saw on it two years ago in Yorkshire. It is too uncertain ever to become an
exhibition flower. Two or three mauve-coloured varieties could not fail to catch the eve
Prince of Wales and Haydn were the best of these. There were also a double variltvnamed Marie, a bronzy purple edged with blush; and the old deep lilac variety Unirn.PThe Blush kinds were yet in force, and had that waxy appearance that makes them sue h
general favourites. Among these were Grand Blanche Imperiale, a beautiful blush and
Tubiflora, more delicate in colour, but both having large and showy bells, the tube ofeafh
being deeply stained with purple. Then came Grandeur a Merveille, Lady Franklin Elfrida
Voltaire, Sei aphme, and Lord Wellington (double) . Of l'ure Whites I noticed Paix de 1'EuronPand Mont Blanc—two varieties that seemed to be identical, though I have no doi.ht
but that the bulbs differ widely in size and colour, a difference often observed ir,
bulbs, between the flowers of which there exists but a very narrow distinction indeed
Others were Fair Maid of Denmark, with large pure white bells well reflexed Alln"Maxima, Snowball, Mirandolme, and Mammoth, the latter having veiy laro-e bells PI

t

few Yellows were present
;
in fact but a few of these are really worth cultivation • but I amhoping that we are on the eve of seeing valuable accessions to the ranks of this muchneeded colour. Ida, a beautiful delieate cream colour, and San Francisco, a sulphur vellow

but having smaller bells than Ida, were the best in this class. Victor Hugo is in the wav of
Ida, and with Heroine (single) make up the cream of the yellow varieties. Lastlv tho™was the most distinct Hyacinth we have—Duo de Malakoff, fine examples of which havp
appeared this season; a flower partaking of the characteristics of both the red and vpIW
varieties, yet connected with neither. Mr. Cutbush classes it with the yellow kinds 3
describes it as a " straw colour, with stripe of rosy lake on each segment

"

Vr
So™e Tulips were yet in flower, but they, too, were rapidly " passing away." I notiepd

Vermilion Brilliant and Cramoise, both scarlets; Due d'Aremberg, fine red feathered with
yellow; Grand Due, glowing bronzy red, but deeply edged with yellow; Matilda bright
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crimson ground feathered and streaked with white
;

Florida, light purple flamed with
white

;
Rouge Luisante, rose edged and striped with delicate pink, the ground colour

changing with age to a rich rouge; Fabiola, rosy purple feathered, and flamed with whits;
and Thomas Moore, a golden huff variety.

The nest day a hurried visit was paid to Mr. "W". Paul's estahlishment at Waltham
Cross ; hut here decay had made a deeper impression than at Highgate. The flowers that

remained of the fine display that had been made here were gathered into a cool back house
for the show at the Regent's Park on the following Saturday. There were, however, some
good flowers to be seen, the best being Bloksberg, Laurens Coster, and Prince Van Saxe
Weimar, Blues ; Lord "Wellington, Princess Royal, Beds ; and Prince Van "Waterloo, White,

all these being double varieties. The single varieties were more numerous, and comprised a
few good spikes of Blue flowers, such as Grand Lilas, Baron Von Tuyll, Charles Dickens, and
General Havelock. Of Beds, Von Schiller, Reine des Hyacinths, Gigantea, Madame Hodson,
Macaulay, Aurora Rutilans (very high-coloured flower), Koh-i-noor, 1' Ornament de la

Nature, Cosmos, Milton, Princess Charlotte, Cavaignac, Florence Nightingale, Soifaterre,

and Lord Wellington. Mauve colours were represented by Playdn and Marie. Some good
examples of Single White were also noticeable, such as Mirandoline, Mont Blanc, Snowball,
Tubiflora, Grandeur a Merveille, Queen of the Netherlands, Madame Van der Hoop, Alba
Maxima, and Scraphine. Of Yellows there were good spikes of Due de Malakoff and Alida
Jacobea.

For the present we leave the Hyacinth. The subject of new Hyacinths, and what
constitutes then' claim to be considered neu>, rests on a most unsatisfactory basis, judging
from what was staged on the 18th of March at the Horticultural Society. By-and-by I

will be '"'among the Hyacinths" again, to ascertain, if possible, what may be considered
"new varieties."

tiro.

THE METKOPOLITAN EXHIBITIONS.
Royal Botanic Society, March 28tL—The first of these small exhibitions—heralds of

the annual procession of larger meetings—was held at Regent's Park on the last Saturday in

March. Camellias were the leading item in the schedule, but they were not numerous by
any means. Specimens in pots came irom Mr. W. Young, gardener to R. Barclay, Esq.,

Highgate, who was awarded a second prize in tho Amateurs' Class; and from Messrs.

Veitch & Son, who were first in the class allotted to nurserymen. First prizes were awarded
to Mr. Todman, gardener to R. Hudson, Esq., Claphani ; and to Messrs. J. & C. Lee, Ham-
mersmith, for cut Camellias.

With , twelve pots of Cyclamen pereicum, Mr. Holland, gardener to R. W. Peak, Esq.*

Isleworth, was first; second, Mr. Wiggins, gardener to E. Beck, Esq., Isleworth; third, Mr.

W. Howard, gardener to B. Edgington, Esq., Wandsworth. These stands comprised some
very pretty varieties of this favourite spring flower.

Mr. Todman was first with some fine Chinese Primroses ; Messrs. Cutbush, of Highgate,
being second. Double varieties wore shown by Messrs. F. & A. Smith, Dulwich, similar to

those produced by them at the Meetings of the Horticultural Society.

Collections of ornamental and flowering plants were shown by Messrs. Veitch & Son,
and Mr. W. Bull, of Chelsea

;
by Messrs. J. & C. Lee, Rammersmith ; B. S. Williams,

Holloway ; and A. Henderson & Co., Edgware Read. A collection of twelve hardy Conifers

were also staged by Mr. J. Standish, of Ascot.

In the Miscellaneous Class a whole crowd of exhibitors staged a great diversity of sub-

jects, to many of which small prizes were awarded. Messrs. A. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, had
boxes of cut Roses, and plants of the same in pots ; Mr. W. Paul also had cut Roses, and
groups of Hyacinths and. Tulips that told of departing glory ; Messrs. Cutbush & Son also

brought the reserve of their army of Hyacinths and Tulips, their ''last appearance" for this

season it is presumed ; Mr. Standish had Camellias ; Mr. Bull new and rare plants ; and
Mr. Cross, gardener to Sir F, H. Goldsmid, Bart., a group of greenhouse plants. Certificates

of the first class were awarded to Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Road, for

Amaryllis Brilliant, a fine bright-coloured variety ; and for examples of the red and white
Fern-leaved Primulas. To Mr. Young, of Highgate, Messrs. J. & C. Lee, Mr. W. Bull, and
Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., for specimens of Pandanus elegantissimus. To Mr. Standish for

two varieties of Japan Skimmias. Messrs. Veitch & Son sent Camellia Fiilipo Parlatore, a rose-

striped variety on a white ground, very smooth, and of fine form. To Mr. Bull for Tricho-

manes anceps ; Mr. B. S. Williams for Caladium Lowii, and for Phalamopsis Schilleriaua.

Also to Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., for Dracama eannasfolia. Second-class Certificate's

were awarded to Mr. Bull for Ncphclaphyllum cordatum, and for Amaryllis Fire King, a
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rich, glowing, bright scarlet variety, remarkably showy. To Messrs. Veitch & Son for
Camellia Giardino Santarelli; Mr. J. James, gardener to W. F. Watson, Esq., Isleworth,
for Cineraria Emperor, a crimson self of good properties ; and to Messrs. F. & A. Smith, of
Dulwick, for Azalea Surprise, having a pinkish edge to a salmon ground colour, and being
conspicuously spotted with deep red : it is a very attractive variety. The same award was
also made to Messrs. Smith for Hemerocallis elegans fob var. handsomely variegated.

Some Pansies were staged by Mr. Bragg, of Slough. Messr-'. Dobs'on & Son had plants
of the Cineraria Conqueror ; and Mr. Bull a blooming plant of Bougainvillsea special Jhs in a
small pot.

Royal Botanic Society, April llth—I looked in here for a short time and found a
small but very attractive show, a good company, and the weather extremely mild and pleasant.
ISew things attracted my attention; among these 1 found Messrs. F. & A. Smith, of Dulwich,
had Borne of their splendid blush double Primulas, their variegated Hemerocallis, see ding
Cinerarias Clara, a very large and finely-formed flower, deep rosy crimson edge to a puro
white ground and dark disk ; Roi do Feu, A rosy crimson self; and Madame Thibaut, a rosy
pnrple-edged variety with dark disk. I saw also their new Azalea Surprise, and under a
bell-glass a beautifully-marked plant of Eriocnema marmorata, and, lastly, a good specimen
of Pandanus elegantissimus, which had received a Certificate of Merit. Mr. Turner, of
Slough, received the same award for Azalea Louise Von Baden, a large waxy pure white,
flower, very stout, and free-flowering; also for Auricula Princess of Wales, a blue self that
seemed to excite the admiration of Auricula-fanciers. Messrs. S. Perkins & Sons, of Coventry,
had a well- flowered plant of their Verbena Lord Leigh, and cut flowers of the same, to which
a Certificate of Merit was awarded ; it is a striking flower, colour vivid scarlet with lemon
eye, and will be highly acceptable either for pot-culture or bedding purposes. Mr. Bull, of
Chelsea, had a fine collection of ornamental-foliaged plants, together with a few new things,
to one of which, Anaectochilus argyrsea, a Certificate of Merit was awarded. The same to
Messrs. Ivery & Son, Dorking, for two handsome seedling Athyriums, vars. Iveryana and
Mucronatum. Also to Mr. B. S. Williams, of Holloway, for Aralia Sieboldi, foliage edged with
yellow; and for Aralia sp., having long lanceolate leaves spotted with greet). The same
exhibitor also had in a miscellaneous group fine examples of Caladium Lowi, Phalsenopsis
amabilis, and P. Sehilleriana, in flower, &c. Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son received a
Certificate of Merit for Cupressus Lindleyana alba, a handsome variegated variety; the same
had also Govenia albicans, a dwarf hardy herbaceous plant covered with yellow Lobelia-
shaped flowers ; Rhododendron Veitchii, with large pure white blossoms ; Coleus nigricans,
&c. Rhododendron Countess of Haddington was again shown by Mr. R. Parker, of Tooting,
who also had a batch of beautiful Amaryllis. Six varieties of Amaryllis came from Messrs.
Cutbush & Son, Highgate, who also had some fine Hyacinths still remaining from their great
display.

With six Azaleas, Mr. Turner was first, having nice plants of Holfordi, Prince Jerome,
Rosy Circle, Iveryana, Criterion, and Admiration ; Messrs. Ivery & Son and Cutbush also
exhibited. In the Amateurs' Class, Mr. Cross, gardener to Sir F. H. Goldsmid, had Hol-
fordi, Iveryana, Triumphans, Lake of Devonshire, Criterion, and another. Mr. Todman
was second. In the class for three new varieties, Mr. Turner was first with President, Per-
fection, and Duke of Cambridge

;
second, Mr. Todman, with Prince of Orange, Kinghorni,

and Dr. Livingstone.
Mr. W. Paul, of Cheshunt, received a Certificate of Merit for Magnolia Linne, a large

dark-flowered variety ; and also furnished boxfulls of cut Hoses. Messrs. Paul & Son had
the same. Certificates of Merit were awarded to Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., Pine Apple
Place, for Tropasolum "Ball of Fire," a creeping variety with bright scarlet flowers; and
for Draceena Rumphi.

Specimens of Dr. Watson's patent Fern shell-brick for conservatory walls, &c, were
exhibited by Messrs. Rosher, of Chelsea, who also had samples of edging tiles for kitchen
and flower gardens.

Royal Hoeticultueal Society, April 15th.— This was an exceedingly gay and attrac
tive Exhibition, Azaleas, Roses, and Cinerarias being the most conspicuous features. Close
to the entrance were staged a splendid collection of twenty-four varieties of Auriculas, and
next to these a matchless group oftwelve varieties— all from Mr. Turner, of Slough, in competi-
tion for the prizes offered _for this number. Everybody admired them ; the popular fancy
went out towards those with the singular frosted-foliage, like guests from a weddin°- feast.
The Self - were, Mrs. Sturrock, Pizarro, and Apollo } Green-edged flowers were Lovely Ann,'
Alexander, and Duke of Cambridge

; Grey-edged, Sir 0. Napier, Mary Ann, and Perfection

;

and lastly, White-edged flowers, comprising Glory, Cathefina, and Ann Smith. Kobody
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competed with Mr. Turner, and no one wondered at it. Amateurs exhibited eight varieties,

but they bore no comparison to Mr. Turner's. Six Alpine varieties were represented by one
group. Six Polyanthus the same.

Mr. James, of Isleworth, had a group of Pansies in pots, too early for the heads of flower
they will furnish a few weeks hence. Mr. Bragg, of Slough, was the only exhibitor of eight
Fancy Pansies in pots, having Princess Alice, Princess Clothilde, Masaniello, Octavie Demay,
Etoile du Nord, Victor Hugo, Drainant, and Belle Lilleoise. It was a pity these were thus
early exhibited, as the incompleteness of the lacing failed to give an accurate idea of their

true character. Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing, of Edinburgh, had six seedling flowers of

Fancy Pansies, two only of which were named—one H. 0. Nethercote, a crimson and purple
self with dense blotch, very small, and inferior as shown ; and Earl of Rosalyn, a fiery

crimson self with dark blotch, a " telling " colour, but small in size, Mr. Laing saying it was
the first flower that had opened.

Azaleas and Roses were the prime features of this Show, and exceedingly gay they were.
Foremost was a splendid group of twenty-four varieties from Mr. C. Turner, of Slough,
nine of which were intended for Class 1, but were unfortunately excluded owing to the pots
being too large. I noticed a well-flowered plant of the yellow Azalea sinensis, the centre of
a group at the end of the room. Surrounding this variety were Prince Jerome and Holfordi,
Rids; Criterion, Gem, Perfection (Frost's), Eoi Leopold, Rosy Circle, Vesta, and Standard of
Perfection. Messrs. Veitch & Son were the only exhibitors of nine varieties, having good
plants of Souvenir de l'Exposition, Perryana, Comte de Hainault, Due de Nassau, Iveryana,
Magnificent, Conqueror, Roi Leopold, and Rubens. In the Amateurs' Class for nine varieties,

Mr. J. Todman, gardener to R. Hudson, Esq., Clapham, was first; and Mr. Higgs, gardener
to Mrs. Barchard, Putney Heath, second. Good plants of Roi Leopold, Model, Iveryana,
Dr. Livingstone, and The Bride, were in the group of the first-named. Messrs. Veitch and
Sim were first with six varieties, having Petuniaadora, Iveryana, Apollo, Splendens, Trium-
phans, and Queen Victoria. Second, Messrs. Ivery & Son, Dorking, with Crispiflora, Baron
de Vriere, Gem, Model, Louise Margottin, and Iveryana. A group of twelve varieties were
contributed by Messrs. H. Lane & Son, Berkhampstead.

Some admirable plants of Roses in pots were shown. With six kinds, Mr. Turner was
first, having Victor Verdier, Souvenir d'un Ami, Coupe d'Hebe, Souvenir de Malmaison,
General Jacqueminot, and Baronne Prevost. Second, Mr. W. Paul, of Waltham Cross, with
Madame Boll, Anna Alexieff, Cardinal Patrizzi, Souvenir d'un Ami, Madame Willermoz, and
Madame Domage. With four varieties, Messrs. Paul & Son were first, having General
Jacqueminot, Victor Verdier, Belle de Bourg-la-Reine, and Souvenir d'un Ami. Second,
Mr. Turner-, with Comtesse de Chabrillant, Souvenir de Comte Cavour, Queen of Denmark,
and President. Messrs. Paul & Son, and W. Paul, had large quantities of cut Roses, among
which were some splendid flowers. A collection in pots were shown by Messrs. H. Lane and
Son, among which were, H.P.'s, Tunon and President Lincoln, two bright flowers of great
merit

;
Tea, Madame Falcot, yellow ; and Bourbon, Louise Margottin, delicate pink.

Collections of miscellaneous plants in flower came from Messrs. Veitch, J. & C. Lee, and
W. Bull ; a group of hardy Ferns came from Messrs. Ivery & Son; stove and greenhouse
plants from Messrs. F. & A. Smith; Lycopods from Mr. Higgs; some well-bloomed Calceo-
larias from Mr. James, of Isleworth

;
pretty Cyclamens from Mr. Holland ; and a small

collection of Orchids in bloom from Messrs. Veitch & Son, among which was the singular
Anthyrium Scherzerianum that awakened so much interest last year. I append a descrip-

tion of this flower that appeared in the Gardener's Chronicle of the 4th inst., leaving it to your
readers to realise it as best they may :

—" This desirable little Orontiad has stalked lance-
shaped dark green foliage, and a bright scarlet inflorescence, the ovate spathe of which is

flattened-out and reflexed against the stalk that supports it." There were also in flower
Anguloa Ruckerii, Trichopilia coccinea superba, and Dendrobiums densiflorum album, and
aggregatum magus. Near these were Rhododendrons Sesterianum, and R. jasminiflorum in
flower. First -class Certificates were awarded to Magnolia Linne, a dark-flowering variety
of C< nspicua, from Mr. W. Paul ; to Alocasia zebrina, from Messrs. Veitch & Son ; to Chei-
lanthes Borsigiana, a small golden variety, from the same ; to Greenovia aurea, a showy pale
yellow species from the Canaries, from Mr. W. Bull ; to the new pure white Azalea Louise
Von Baden, from Mr. Turner, of Slough ; and to a handsome Conifer, Retinospora leptoclada,

from Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son. Certificates of the second class were given to Mr.
Page, gardener to J. M. Strachan, Esq., Teddington, for Cineraria Snowflake, a pure white
with dark disk ; to Messrs. Veitch & Son for Azalea Madame Verschaffelt, blush veined with
pink, and heavily spotted with crimson on the upper segment ; to Messrs. Ivery & Son, for

Azalea Beauty of Dorking, pure white mottled with red; and to Mr. Turner for Auricula
Ensign, a grey-edged variety, that some of the Auricula-growers seemed to look upon with
considerable favour. The following were highly commended—viz., Valdeva Gayana, a
dwarf herbaceous plant, having serrated foliage and spikes of purple flowers, from Messrs.
Veitch & Son; Anthurium sp., from -South America, from Mr. Bull; Alpine Auricula
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Supreme, a rich dark self; Pansy Exquisite, white ground with broad belting of blue and
purple; and Fancy Pansy Feu do Joie, mulberry with large dark blotch—all from Mr.
Turner ; alsi Kerria japonica variegata, a single variety with variegated foliage and pale
yellow flowers ; and a double-flowering Cherry from Japan—both from Mr. Standish, of
Bagsaot. Besides these there were a Wallflower from F. T. G-rabam, Esq., of Cranford, with
large yellow blossoms ; from Mr. Bull a flowering plant of Urope.liuin Lindeni, a curious
plant, having long threads issuing from the base of the two segments forming the flower •

and lastly, from Mr. Daniels, gardener to the Rev. C. R. Keene, Swyncomb, near Henley-on-
Thames, there was a large vase filled with branches of Bougainvillaea glabra, beautifully
coloured, and very showy.

Quo.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
FLORAL COMMITTEE AWARDS, &C.

(Continued, from page 55.)

Rhododendron striatum formosissimum.—Mr. Standish : First-class Certificate
May 21.—A hardy variety, of dwarf habit; the flowers rosy scarlet, the upper segment
heavily spotted, the spots ranging more or less in lines.

.
Rhododendron Suwaroff.—Mr. Standish : Second-class Certificate, May 21.—A hardy

variety, with the flowers r03y carmine, faintly spotted on the upper segment, and of moderate
form.

Rose John Hopper.—Mr. R. Ward, Ipswich: First-class Certificate, June 26.—

A

strikingly brilliant English variety, stated to have been raised from Madame Vidot crossed
with Jules Margottin, and to be perfectly hardy, and a perpetual bloomer, flowering from
June to December, and bearing bunches of from ten to fifteen Roses. The flowers are full,
neatly formed, remarkably bright-looking, from the contrast between the rosy crimson centre
with the more rosy outer petals, and the lilac-tinted backs.

_
Salisburia adiantitolia fol. variegatis.—Mr. Standish : Bronze Medal, July 2.—

A

variety in which the leaves are rather freely striped with white.

#

Sarmienta repens.—Messrs. Yeitch & Son: Silver Knightian Medal, May 21.—A dwarf
trailing Chilian herb, suitable for growing in baskets. The leaves small, fleshy, oblong-convex

;

the flowers numerous, drooping, tubular, axillary, of a light scarlet, reminding one of those
of Mitraria coccinea, the tube of the corolla being much inflated about the middle, very much
constricted at the ba»e, and moderately so just beneath the limb.

Serissa fg3tida marginata.—Mr. Bull : Bronze Medal, May 21.—A dwarf bushy,
greenhouse shrub, of neat habit, furnished with small opposite ovate-oblong leaves, which
have a distinct but narrow edge of creamy white, the base of the midrib being also of the
same colour.

Sphcerogyne latifolia.—Messrs. Veitch and Son: Silver Knightian Medal, May 21.—A
fine stove shrub in the way of Cyanophyllum magnificum, but quite distinct ; the stem erect, and
both it and the stalks of the opposite leaves thickly clothed with stiff reversed brown hairs

;

the leaves are large, oval-acuminate, five-ribbed, with a rugose velvety surface, purplish
beneath where the ribs were hairy.

Stenogastra multiflora.—Messrs. Yeitch & Son: Bronze Medal, May 21.—A pretty
dwarf-tufted stove herb larger than 8. concinna, with roundish-ovate crenate leaves, and
numerous flowers springing from the crowded axils of smaller leaves which clothe the short
erect stem, the flowers having a long slender tube and spreading oblique limb of a reddish

-

lilac colour, becoming deeper in age.

Swainsona violacea.—Messrs. E. G-. Henderson & Son, St. John's Wood i First-class
Certificate, May 6.—A handsome, half-climbing, greenhouse, Australian, herbaceous plant
with smooth stems, furnished with imparipinnate leaves, from whose axils come long spikes
of large violet-mauve pea-shaped flowers,

Thujopsis EiETEYiRENS .—Messrs. Veitch & Son : Silver Knightian Medal, May 21.

—

A beautiful new hardy Conifer, with flattened branches like those of some elegantly-formed
Lycopod ; the lateral leafscales somewhat falcate, and the dorsal ones shorter and obtuse, the
whole plant being of a lively green.

Tilia ETJR0P7BA, FOL. argenteis.— Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son : Second-class
Certificate, May 6.—A Silver Lime tree, with boldly-marked variegated foliage, marked
with a small, irregular, dark green disk, and broad creamy-white border.

Verbena Lord Leigh.—Messrs. Perkins & Sons, Coventry: First-class Certificate,
June 11.—A very fine, handsome variety, remarkable for the large size of the crimson-scarlet
flowers, which had a bright yellow eye and were of good form, the trusses being large and
well-furnished.
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Wbigela Stebzneri.—Mr. Standish: Commendation, May 6.^—A Belgian hybrid of

compact habit, with abundant blossoms of moderate size, and of a deep rose colour.

[From a great press of matter we have been prevented publishing these useful lists of awards so promptly
as we could have wished, and as their importance demands; but in future they shall appear more rapidly
than hitherto. Nevertheless, though too long after the times of exhibition, they still furnish a valuable
lecord of these novelties.—Ed. F. and P.]

' OBITUARY.
THE HEV. GEOKGE JEANS, VICAK 03? ALIOIID.

{Abridged from the Journal of Horticulture)

Rarely has my humble pen undertaken a more melancholy task (so selfishly, alas ! do
we regard the ways of our Heavenly Father), than in conveying to many who have benefited

by his remarks, or who have known his name as intimately connected with gardening
pursuits, the news that my valued friend whose name heads this notice has gone from
amongst us.

It is now some years since that the cause of one of our great religious societies in which
I was interested, led' me to visit Alford as its advocate. I was then a stranger to the Vicar,

but had been assured that I should meet with a hearty welcome. In this I found that my
information had been correct

;
my work's sake was sufficient to insure me that.

On the following morning, taking, as is my wont, an early stroll, I espied in the garden a
frame of Auriculas then coming into bloom. This soon led us to touch upon another subject

on which we had common sympathies. And as each recurring year led me to Alford, and
other opportunities of meeting one another were afforded us, our acquaintance ripened into

friendship ; and 1 have for many years esteemed it a great privilege to number amongst my
friends one who was so fine a type of an English gentleman, a ripe scholar, and a Christian

pastor, as my late revered friend.

Distinguished in early life, when scientific pursuits were not so much in vogue as they

are now, for his attention to philosophical inquiries, astronomy (on which he published an
excellent and most readable treatise), geology, chemistry, &c, found in him one who
appreciated their value and could bring them practically to bear. These studies he never
allowed to pass out of sight. He eagerly read all that was really valuable in connection

with them ; and no way led astray by injurious theories which had no foundation better than

a "hypothesis," he was yet by no means opposed to whatever new light advanced knowledge
on these subjects from time to time produced. He was not one of those who believed that

God's words and God's works are contradictory. He did not consider it derogatory to

Science to regard her as the handmaid and not the mistress of Revelation ; and works of a

contrary tendency were regarded by him as hurtful to the cause of truth as well as of science.

His transit instrument on the lawn, his geological specimens, and lectures delivered only

last year, clearly showed that these earlier pursuits had still their charm for him ; while his

conversation on these and kindred subjects showed how fresh were still his thoughts and
feelings. But it is as connected with floriculture that his name will be especially regarded

by the readers of The Journal of Horticulture. For many years under his nom deplume of

"Iota," latterly, since his friend Mr. Edward Beck's death, exchanged for his real signature,

he contributedlargely to various gardening publications. His philosophic, mind could only

view even floriculture in this aspect ; and I have always felt that it was something for

florists to be able to number amongst them one who did not think flowers, despised by many
scientific persons, as unworthy of his notice. "When Mr. Beck in 1848, disbking the tone

that then pervaded gardening literature, determined on starting a periodical in which a

better spirit should prevail, he summoned to his aid, for the columns of The Florist, the Vicar

of Alford ; and I may be excused for referring to a notice in the volume of that work for

1861, prefixed to a touching notico, written at my request, of his friend's death—all the more
so as he has so soon followed him :

—" It woidd ill become us to add anything to the very

interesting account that he has given of the life and character of his deceased friend ; but

we may say that which his modesty forbids Mm saying himself—that the pages of The

Florist in those days to which he refers owed a great portion of their attractiveness to his

own writing. Pago after page bears the evidence of his clear and graphic pon, even where

his signature appears not."

While the wide field of information over which my friend's discursive fancy could roam,

enabled him to grapple with many subjects connected with gardening, it was of the Auricula

he chiefly delighted to write. It was his pet, par excellence, and a collection unsurpassed for

variety testified to the energy with which its cultivat-on was carried on. His judgment was

sound ; for as a thorough florist he admitted no restriction of rules, ru hlessly consigning to

the border flowers unworthy of the stage ; and when admitting^ varieties that were not

excellent in their character to a, place in his frames, assigning as his reason the real cause of
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his doing go. In the proposition of a National Auricula Society he was deeply interested,

and, when I first proposed it, was one of the first to 'welcome it hy his promised aid ; and
when the project was taken up by Mr. Douglas and carried out, he gave his earnest support.

The last paper I think that ho wrote was a short one for the Floral Magazine, in which he
alluded to the forthcoming Exhibition at York, and expressed his wishes for it^s success. Of
late years he had more frequently contributed to other periodicals ; and some most reliable

notes on his favourite flower will be considered by connoisseurs as a favourite authority.

He will be, indeed, a great loss to the gardening community, and will be long
remembered as one of those who have given a healthy stimulus to floriculture. And. I
cannot forbear saying, that when, some years ago, through the carelessness of an old man
whom I employed, my embryo collection was lost, and I had determined to abandon their

growth, it was he who urged me not to do so ; and by his own liberality and that of others

whom he interested I was enabled to begin again ; and whenever he could do so he always
was ready to add to it some choice sort of which he had a small piece to spare, for a more
liberal florist I never knew.

Leal. D.

REVIEW.
Tlie Rose Garden in Two Divisions—I., Embracing the History of the Rose, Formation

of the Rosaritim, Cultivation, Sfc. ; II, the Most 'Esteemed Varieties of Roses with Full
Descriptions and Remarks on the Origin and Mode of Culture, By WlXMAM PATC,
E.ii.fcl.S. Second Edition, 870. London : Kent & Co.

This is a new edition of Mr. Paul's Pose Clarden, which first appeared some years ago
in a much larger and less portable form, "We by far prefer this second to the first edition.

It looks a more handy and more manageable volume, and has not so much of the drawing-
room character about it which the first edition had. We think, too, that in dispensing with
the coloured plates Mr. Paul ha3 followed a wise course

;
they were portraits of subjects,

many of which have but a short-lived interest, and so much increased the price of a book
which many would like to consult, as to exclude it altogether from their possession.

This second edition, then, is just such a book as we should like to see on such a subject
from such an author. Engaged all his life in the cultivation of this, one of his favourite
flowers, we look to Mr. Paul as a faithful guide in all matters affecting the Eose and Eose-
culture. Need wo say that in this confidence we are not disappointed on a perusal of the
work before its ? In chapter I. everything relating to the history of the Eose, in which
Mr. Paul shows no small amount of learning and research, is presented in the most agree-
able and interesting form; chapter II. furnishes ua with instruction as to the Soils and
Manures best adapted for its Cultivation; chapter III., the Formation, Arrangements, and
Grouping of the Eosery

;
chapter IV., the Choice and Arrangements of Varieties, and Eemarks

on Planting
;
chapter V., the Planting, Pruning, and Disbudding

;
chapter VI., Hybridising

;

VIE, Eaising and Treatment of Seedlings; VIII., the Cultivation of Eoses in Eofe;
XX., Forcing ; X ,

Operations of the Eose Garden; XL, Propagation; XII., on Tea-scented
Eoses

;
XIII., on the New Eoses

;
XIV., on Exhibiting; XV., Select Lists of Kinds Suited

for Various Purposes. This includes the first division of the work. The second division is

devoted to the different species that furnish our garden varieties, and their races. Had our
space permitted we should havo made some extracts from the descriptions that are given of
the various groups ; but our readers may rest assured that they are both excellent and
interesting. Following the descriptions of the groups, we have descriptive lists of the best
varieties in each group. The appendix which concludes the book is an excellent and well-
illustrated paper on the botany of the Eose.

This is a handsome handy volume, practically written, and copiously illustrated with
numerous well-executed woodcuts, and cannot fail to meet with the reception its merits so
highly deserve.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS.

Conservatory.
Attend well to the watering—most plants will now

require liberal supplies. Give abundance of aii in fine

weather. Tie-up climbers as they advance in growth.
Shading will now be necessary to prolong the beauty
of the flowering plants, but care should "be taken not
to injure or weaken plants that are making young
growth. Syringe daily plants not in flower. See
that every plant is clear of insect?.

Greenhouses,
Haedwoooed Plants.—Shade in bright weather

plants in iiower. Attend well to the watering, and
ventilate freely. As the plants go out of bloom attend
to picking-off the seed-vessels. The young plants
potted early will now be growing freely, and should
have plenty of air. Stopping, tying-out, and training
the shoots will now be daily necessary. Syringe the
plants daily, and water well when required. Shift
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into larger pots when they need it. Keep a stojk of
soil, plenty of clean pots, crocks, and sticks always
ready. Softwooded Plants.—Pelargoniums.—The
early plants -will now be trussing-up for flower, and
should have every care bescowed on them. Give
them some weak liquid manure two or three times
a-week. Guard against green fly bv fumigation.
Give air freely in line weather. Shading will be
necessary in bright hot weather, as they come into
flower. Keep tue late-flowering piants well tied-out.
Give them plenty ot air and liberal supplies of water.
Scarlet, Salmon, Horseshoe, and Variegated Gera-
niums.—If not already elonp, a good stock of cuttings
of these should be put in—they will be found very
useful' for autumn and winter decoration. They
should be kept in rather small pots, and tbe soil for

potting them should not be too rich. Cinerarias.—
For flowering plants attend to the directions given
last month. Continue to pot-otf seedlings. Those
potted-off last month will now require a shift. They
should be grown in pits or frames having a northern
aspect. Attend well to the watering, shift when they
require, give them plenty of air, ana keep them clear

of insects, and they will make stiff strong plants and
be very useful during ihe autumn and winter.
Calceolarias.—Attend to the training and tying-up
of the shoots as they advance. Be careful in watering.
When they require it give sufficient, to moisten the
whole of the soil. Fuchsias.—Those that had their

final shift labt month will now be growing freely,

and must be well supplied with water. After the
pots get pretty full ot roots, give them some weak
liquid manure two or three times a-weik. Shift

plants lor late flowering. Keep ihem shaded and
cool, and syringe daily to keep a moist growing
atu.osphere.

Stove.
A moist growing atmosphere is now indispensably

necessary lor the welfare of the plants. Under the
influence of a high temperature they get eaten up
with red spider it a due degiee of moisture is not
maintained. See directions last month.

Pits aud Thames.
As these become emptied of the "bedding " plants

(hey will come in very useiully for the growth of

seedling Cinerarias, Calceolarias, Verbenas, Petunias,

Salvias, Fuchsias, Koses in pots, Balsams, &o. Pot-
off seedlings and cuttings. Stop established plants,

and shift when they require it. Keep a moist growing
atmosphere.

Flower Gauden.
About the middle of the month, if the weather be

favourable, commence planting-out the "bedding"
plants, putting out the hardier kinds first. Varie-

gated, horseshoe, and scarlet Geraniums are very
effective ; and in dry, warm, sheltered gardens can-

not be too freely used. Attend to the staking and
tying of hardy perennials as they advance in growth.
Prick-out Asters, Stocks, &c, in beds preparatory to

their being finally planted. Sow annuals and bi-

enr.ials. Cuttings of China Roses now put in will

soon make fine plants. Protect Tulips and other

florists' flowers from the midday sun, the rain, and
the winds. Propagate by slips double Wallflower,

Rockets, &c. Keep the surface of the soil well stirred

about all plants. Hoe, rake, and clean borders. Clip

Box-edgings. If required, Bos-edgings may be
planted. Keep the glass well mown. Clean and roll

walks. Pleasure Grounds.—This is a good time to

plant Conifers. In dry weather keep all newly-
planted trees well syringed and watered. Mow the

iawn every week or ten days.

Forcing.
Fruit,—Pine Apples.—Pay every attention to the

summer fruit now swelling. Water well when re-

quired. Give air Ireely in forenoon on fine days, and
t-arly in the afternoons. Syringe the plant, and close-

up the houses. All the heavy fruit should be sup-
ported by stakes, otherwise they will lean downwards
and the crown will grow crooked. Watch the bottom
heat well—keep it about 85°. The temperature of the
house may range from 70° to 75° by night and 85' to

j

90° by day. The plants for fruiting next winter
should now be shifted into their fruiting-pots.
See they have a regular bottom heat, and be en-
couraged to grow freely. Most of the young Stocks
shifted in March will uow require another shift. Let
them have a bottom heat of about 85°. Keep up a
moist growing atmosphere: a temperature ot about
70° at night and 85° during the day, with an increase
by sun heat. Give air freely on tine days, and bo
careul not to give them too much water. Vines.—
In all houses where Grapes are approaching maturity
fire heat is necessary to keep a proper temperature
Air should be given treely during the day and a lit le
by night. In succession-houses attend to our previous
directions. Maintain a dry atmosphere a^d a proper
temperature in the late houses whilst the Vines arc
in flower. Attend to the stopping and tying-doun
of the shoots. Peaches and Nectarines.— When the
fruit in the early house begins to ripen maintain a
drier atmosphere and give all the air possible. Re-
move any leaves that cover the fruit, that it may get
the full influence of the sun on it. Much watering will
not now be necessary ; but the trees in the inside
borders must not suffer for want of it. In succession-
houses persevere in syringing the trees and keeping
up a moist atmosphere. Give air freely. Water well
inside borders. Thin, S'.op, and tie-m the shoots.
Figs.—Maintain a moist atmosphere. Keep plants in
tubs and pots well watered. Syringe frequently, but
be careful to avoid wetting fruit that is approaching
ripeness. Give air Ireely. Cherries.—Give plenty of
air, and water sparingly, as the fruit approaches
maturity. After the fruit is gathered remove the
trees, and see they are attended to in bemg syringed
frequently ana kept well watered. Strawberries.—
Introduce a fresh lot of plants once a-lortnight for
succession. Attend to previous directions. Melons.
—Keep the shoots well stopped and thinned out.
Place the fruit on piece of tile, slate, or glass. Bet
them have plenty of light. When nece-sary, give
water freely. See there is always a proper bottom
heat. Plant out for late crops.

Vegetables.
Marjoram and Basil.—Harden-cff and plant out.

Tomatoes.— Harden-off and plant out. Gourds.—
Harden-off. Kidney Beans.—Attend well to stop-
ping the plants. Water freely ana syringe gently.
Cucumbers.—Keep a nice bottom heat, and a warm
growing ttmpeiature. Th:n the shoots well, and
waier when required.

Hardy Fruit.
The late fine dry weather we have had has been

very favourable for the fruit crop. Bush fruit pro-
mises to be very abundant. Strawberries are looking
well. Apricots will be an average crop. Peaches
and Nectarines have set well, ana will be ahunuant,
Plums have been very full of blossom, and appear to
have set. Pears also promise to be an average crop.
Apples in general do not promise a great bloom.
Attend to the thinning of Apricots, Peaches, and
Nectarines. Disbud carefully, removing a few at a
time and going irequently over the trees. Give the
trees a good syringing occasionally.

Kitchen Garden.
The long continuance of dry weather we have had

has been very favourable for destroying weeds, but
rather unfavourable to the germination of seeds
Attend in time to the thinning of the young crops.
Take advantage of showery weather to plant early
Celery, Cauliflowers, Cabbages, Lettuces, Savoys, and
Brussels Sprouts. Peas,— Continue to sow for suc-
cession some of the best late sorts. Beans.—Sow for

succession. Carrots and Parsnips.—Thin as soon as
they are large enough. Beet.—Thin early crops,
ana sow for succession. Salsify and Scorzonera.—
Sow for succession. Turnips.—Thin and sow for

succession. Potatoes.—Earth-up. Kidney Beans.—
Sow for general crop. Spinach.—Sow for succession.
Lettuces.—Sow for succession. Onions.—Thin-ou
and hoe between the rows. Parsley.—Sow in shel-
tered situations. Asparagus,— Cut as they become
flt.-M. S.
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MIMULUS MACULOSUS.
WITH AN ILLUSTRATION-.

The yellow Monkey-Flower, Mimulus luteus, had already made us familiar
*• with a race of spotted garden varieties, ere, a year or two since, Mr. Veitch

introduced from Chili a dwarfer-habited plant of the same family, bearing

bright coppery red flowers, to which the name of Mimulus cupreus was given.

The spotted varieties we allude to, though varying in the size, colour, and dis-

position of their markings, yet agreed in this, that either on each of the

five segments of the corolla, or on the lower segment only, there was a large

blood-coloured blotch, often, indeed, occupying the whole of its surface.

Various irregular blotchings were sometimes superadded
;
and, as is the case

usually with flowers taken in hand for improvement by our energetic cultivators,

the size of the blossoms was very much increased.

When Mimulus <mpreus was let out by its introducers, and came into the

hands of other growers, the happy thought occurred to Mr. Bull of trying the

effect of a cross between it and some of the large garden varieties. One called

Gaiety was selected for the purpose ; the two were intercrossed, and during

the present spring a great number of these cross-bred seedlings have been

blossoming in Mr. Bull's Nursery, Chelsea, whence our illustration has been

derived. Some, and these were the earliest to flower, are represented by those

we have selected for figuring, and are of somewhat stronger habit, though

less vigorous than the common Monkey-Flowers, whose stature has been

reduced by admixture with the smaller cupreus. Others, crossed in the opposite

direction, are dwarfer, more like cupreus itself in this respect, and they are

later in blossoming, being only just coming into flower. So far as they have

yet produced flowers, these appear to have their colours less affected by the

cross than in those of the larger-growing series.

What the general peculiarities of the marking and colouring of these new
varieties are, will be best seen from our figure, in which they are very faithfully

transcribed, though from being sketched from plants which had been drawn up in

a greenhouse, they are shown longer-jointed than is natural to them under ordi-

nary conditions. It will be seen that instead of large solid blotches of colour,

the markings are either broken up into irregular spots scattered over the sur-

face, or into finer dots, which are so arranged as to form a more or less distinct

belt. In some of the plants, as in the variety called Charm, represented at

fig. 1, this dotting is very distinct and beautiful ;
while others, as in Marvel,

shown at fig. 2, have the spotting heavier and more confluent, the result being

a darker but not less showy flower. This variety, the only one of which a

plant has been exhibited before the Floral Committee up to the date at which

we write, has had a First-class Certificate awarded to it by that body, the

award being not intended, as we understand, to distinguish this as the most

meritorious of the series, so much as to mark with approval the successful

essay which had been made by the raiser in breaking up new ground, so to

speak, and by means thereof decorating our gardens with a new race of flowers,

which are veritable Spotted Monkey-Flowers. The variety shown at fig. 3,

called Sparkler, is one with the spotting still more coalescent, the spots being

run together into irregular-shaped blotches. In all cases the markings are of

some shade of the coppery red of the parent cupreus on a clear yellow ground.

There are, besides, many other variations in respect to the size, and number,

and position, and colour of the spots ; but the sorts we figure give a good

general notion of their leading features of the whole series. The plants, as

hardy free-growing perennials, will be welcome everywhere, and may be

managed in the same way as other garden Mimuli. M.
VOL. II. g
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THE APRICOT.
As there have been of late several interesting- discussions by eminent

horticulturists in the Journal of Horticulture on Apricots setting their fruit

and ripening on walls and in orchard-houses, I take the liberty of drawing
further attention to the subject through the pages of the Flokist and
Pomologist.

I consider if gardeners would give a public detail of any particulars they
have observed in their practice in the cultivation and treatment of the Apricot,

it might be very advantageous, and at the same time might be the means of

much enlightenment on the subject. I consider the Apricot will do best in a
soil that is rather strong and adhesive, with a dry bottom for a subsoil

; but,

if grown in a light soil, I believe it would do exceedingly well if the surface

could conveniently be flagged over with stone, as that would enable the soil to

retain the moisture, and at the same time encourage the roots nearer the
surface, where they would receive the influence of heat and air. Where flags

could not be conveniently obtained, a layer of clay on the surface, for a good
many feet in circumference around the stem, would do equally well.

The Apricot is rather liable to drop its fruit if it lacks moisture at the root.

I have found it likes several good waterings of soakage when the fruit is

swelling. Our garden here is under the influence of the sea ah', is about a
quarter of a mile distant from the Firth of Forth, adjoining the German Ocean,
and it is about 80 feet above the sea level.

I have never but in one instance, which I shall describe further on, lost

any limbs or branches from my Apricots, going off apparently like a paralytic

stroke, in Scotland. When I lived in Warwickshire, I have had it very
frequently occur, particularly with the Moorparks, although the soil there was
a strong clay. The trees were planted on east and west aspects. Those I

grow here in Scotland are all on the south wall exposure.

I have one Apricot tree on the west aspect—a Moorpark. This scarcely

ever ripens a fruit fit for any, except kitchen, use. This season (1863) I have
not a single bloom on it. This I entirely attribute to the wood not being-

matured the previous autumn—a great desideratum in all fruit trees, and par-
ticularly Apricots and Peaches.

I am not aware of any author who does confidently assert the cause of

branches and limbs dying-off instantaneously, which frequently occurs in some
gardens and localities, nor do I at all assume to be able to do so ; but as they
generally every season ripen, their wood, even on west and east aspects in

England, I question if trees growing robustly, and some, perhaps, on a cold

subsoil, are matured to meet all contingencies, as gum, dying-off, &c.

I have never grown Apricots in pots. I question if branches go off so

frequently on them, if attended to. I have grown Peaches in pots, and I am
convinced they are not so liable to gum, or die off in the branches; and the

reason, I conclude, is that their wood is generally well ripened and matured.

I remember the severe winter that almost destroyed the constitution of

stone fruit trees, Peaches in particular. That autumn I had some fine, healthy,

young Peach trees grown on a south wall. These all gummed, and did no
good after that shock of their constitution. I had occasion to plant a few
Peach trees on the same wall which had been grown in pots. These were
planted in the autumn, alongside the others. Well, these from the pots with-

stood all the rigours of the winter uninjured, which is positive proof that all

delicate fruit trees, not natives of our climate, should not be robustly grown,
but rather the reverse. .
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I have some Apricot trees here nearly fifty years old. One of these is on
a south wall, but not fixed or heated. When I entered this place nearly
eighteen years ago this same tree was almost gone or worn out. I immediately
took away all the earth from its roots, likewise undermined it all, cut a portion
of its under-roots, and gave it a dry bottom ; added fresh suitable soil on the
top of that, put a layer of good manure, then a layer of clayish soil. I have
since then more than once cut-in some of its roots and added a portion of new
soil, and I did this when I saw the wood was getting weak. In 1861 I had a
splendid crop on this tree. Indeed, it seldom ever fails ; but I could not ripen
them, not having command of artificial means. Again, the following season,
1862, I had but a small crop. No doubt the wood was not well matured, the
season being indifferent; and this spring, 1863, there is only a sprinkling,
in comparison to some seasons of bloom. I have never seen so little blossom
on the Apricot trees as there is this season, no doubt arising from so very bad
an autumn as we experienced last year.

There is an Apricot wall here heated by two fires. Two Ajoricot trees
occupy one-half of the space ; the other fire heats the space covered by a Fig
tree and an Apricot. The above Apricot trees were ^bout eight years old
when I came here. I lifted them, took out the soil, and put in 18 inches
of rubble stone, concreted that over, and made up a border about 2 feet and
li deep. I replanted the trees, after partially cutting their roots. In good
seasons I do not apply much fire heat to the space where the two trees grow,
only a little to mature the fruit in dark autumns ; but on the space where the
one Apricot and a Fig are, I fire a good deal every season to ripen the Figs. I
have cut the roots severely in several times of the Fig tree, as I have remarked,
to keep the wood in check. The Apricot tree in this space unfortunately is'

planted where the fire enters. This is where I had a limb die off one season
;

but I assume the cause was from too great a heat. The person in charge of
the trees had one warm day rather over-heated the flue.

I have noticed with particular interest this same tree that is regularly fired
every season, along with the Fig tree, is unfailing in producing a crop. One
season I particularly remarked that the two Apricot trees on the opposite end,
not being fired the previous autumn, had very little blossom on them. They
were covered with frigi domo in spring and were regularly uncovered when
weather permitted. The same set very indifferently, and scarcely a fruit was
on them.

Now, the tree which neighboured the Fig, and was regularly fired, that
got no covering whatever, all the blossom set admirably on it. I have tried
all experiments with covering. On one occasion I had a light covering of
spruce branches put on. I found the buds and bloom became weak, and a
sort of blanched fly soon attacked them when covered. On examination I
found where there was no covering the wood, buds, and leaves were more
robust, and the fruit set better. Therefore, I consider if the wood was well
matured the previous autumn no covering is requisite, unless in severe frost.
I think the most convenient covering to be a coarse woollen netting—say about
six-eighths of an inch in the meshes that might remain on permanently in
severe weather.

Another instance I have formed from proof in this same tree, which, in a
great ^measure, confirms my belief that all fruit trees ripen their wood best
when in close contact with the wall—I mean not trained on trelliswork, as it

encourages a cold current. This tree being planted where the fire enters,
it is too hot for the branches without being kept some distance off; therefore^
for 4 feet deep there is a wire trellis 3 or 4 inches from the wall. On this
portion I seldom ever have a single blossom where the branches are away from
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the wall. I would prefer it glass-covered, the trees trained close to the same,
to any temporary orchard-house, particularly for Peaches. These temporary
orchard wooden-houses cannot absorb and retain heat sufficient to mature
tender fruits, particularly in dark summers. I never have had any practice in
growing the Apricot under glass ; but I think it surely could be made prac-
ticable by having the sashes made so as they could be entirely taken off at
pleasure at certain seasons. Mr. Thomson, at the Duke of Buccleuch's, has
got a splendid covered glass wall ; one-half is adapted to Apricots, the other to
Peaches. Therefore, a person of his experience will be able shortly, I hope,
to give practical information as to whether the Apricot can be successfully
grown under glass or not.

Dolmeny Park Gardens. William Melville.

CULTURE OF THE ANCECTOCIIILUS.
This tribe of pretty little plants deserves far more extensive cultivation.

As they are mostly all natives of Borneo, they consequently require a great
amount of heat, moisture, and shade ; but any one that has got an Orchid-
house or stove may grow them with very little trouble. I have grown them
many years with success ; and as they are a tribe of plants I am rather partial

to, I have tried several different ways of growing them ; but the following
I have found to be the most successful :—The soil I use is one-half good fibrous

peat broken up in small lumps, with the fine sifted out
;
sphagnum moss chopped-

up, one-quarter ; crocks and charcoal broken up fine, one-quarter, with a good
sprinkling of silver sand, all well mixed together. For specimens I use pans
12 inches diameter by 4 deep, perforated in the bottom. The pans are half
filled with broken pots to make sure of good drainage ; over this a layer of
sphagnum mess ; then fill up the pans with the above compost 2 inches above
the rim, pressing the soil with the hand into the shape of a mound ; then put
in the plants at equal distances. The number will depend on the size of the
plants. On the top of the soil under the leaves I place a few sprigs of Lycopo-
dium denticulatum, which makes a fine contrast with the beautiful foliage of
the Anoectochilus. I likewise find the Lycopodium very beneficial to the
growth of the Anoectochilus : as I always grow them under bell-glasses, the
Lycopodium is sure to grow rapidly in such.a situation, and absorbs much of the
condensed moisture under the glasses. I grow them always on the front shelf
of the Orchid-house near the glass. I never give any air to the glasses, but
shade with paper when the sun is on them during the summer months.
The bell-glasses must be kept perfectly clean ; if they are allowed to get dirty

the plants will soon become sickly. I invariably wash the glasses twice a-week
in the morning, and water the plants if they require it, leaving the glasses off

for an hour or so that the foliage may get quite dry before the glasses are
replaced. During the season of growth they require a good supply of water,
esjaecially during the summer months. They require but little rest : this I

generally give during December and January. During the time of rest I give
but little water—-just as much as keeps the soil a little moist on the top. I

pot them afresh once a-year, and some of them twice—that depends on the
propagation, which I shall mention afterwards. The time of potting depends
on the time of rest. I pot always when I start them into growth, which is

generally about the end of January. To grow the plants single, one plant in a
pot, they require exactly the same treatment, with the exception of the pans.

I use 60-size pots, large or small, according to the size of the plants, plunged
in a larger pot, so that the bell-glass will fit the outside pot to give room for
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the leaves. The surest way of propagation is to cut the plants into pieces with

a root attached to each, and treat them exactly the same as the above. This

is done when the plants are potted ; some of the sorts will propagate much
freer than others. A. striatus will propagate nearly as freely as a Verbena by
cutting it under a joint without any root attached to it. I have propagated

some of the other sorts in the same way, but not with much success. If

necessary to increase any particular sort the plants may be cut up twice or

three times a-year : this I find is best done by cutting the stem of the plant

under the first or second joint halfway through, and cover the cut over with

the soil. It will root above the cut in a very short time ; if the plant is in

good health when rooted the top may then be taken off and potted, leaving the

bottom part of the plant, which will soon throw up another young shoot, and

may be taken off in the same way. I shall not intrude on your valuable

space with a list of the species, I can only add that they are all gems, and well

worth growing. I see Mr. Veitch, of the Ptoyal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, in

addition to a magnificent collection of the above, has got a new variety of

Ancectochilus imported from Japan, some of them are very pretty, and will

doubtless prove much hardier than the other sorts. I think they will be an

acquisition, as they may be grown in a much lower temperature.

Highgrove, Reading. A. Ingkam.

GRAPES ALL THE YEAR ROUND.
Foe the last three years I have not been without a bunch of Grapes for

my employer's table any day in the year. This year we commenced cutting

new Grapes the 25th March. At the same time we had plenty of Lady
Downe's, West's St. Peter's, Barbarossa, and true Old Tokay of the previous

year. The latter I consider the best late White Grape. What some people

persist in calling Tokay is only the Muscat of Alexandria, or a form of that

variety. When I say late Grapes, I mean good plump fruit the last week in

March. Grapes in January are considered late by some persons. I think a

great deal of the Old Tokay when allowed plenty of time to ripen. It ought
to be highly recommended as a White companion to Lady Downe's, the best

late Black with me. Trebbiano is a most excellent winter Grape, but after

January it will shrivel. Raisin de Calabre is another fine late Grape. I

knew it well when at Chiswick, some eighteen years since. I was in hopes I had
it true here ; but, unfortunately, my Vines proved to be Sahibee, a worthless

kind.

Which is the best early White Grape? Muscat Hative de Sautnur
promises well with me. We have it now (May 15th) almost fit for table

from Vines started January 1st. This Grape has the true Muscat of

Alexandria flavour, and the advantage of ripening so early. The next best

White I find to be Buckland Sweetwater. With me this season it is all I

could wish, which I hope to be able to prove next month at some of the
metropolitan exhibitions.

For a supply of Grapes all the year round we have seven established

vineries. The early houses are lean-to 30 feet long by about 12 wide, large

enough, I consider, for early work. It may perhaps interest some of your
readers to know the different sorts in each house, and the time of starting to

secure a constant supply the whole year.

No. 1.—The earliest house. All Frankenthal, or by most people called

Black Hamburgh. Generally breaks of its own accord towards October ; fruit

fit for cutting March 25th.
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No. 2.—Started 1st of December. Black Hamburgh, Buckland Sweet-
water, and Black Prince, the former fit for cutting the middle of May.

No. 3.—Started January 1st. Black Hamburgh, Black Prince. Lady
Downe's, grafted on the Hamburgh, comes in very useful after the latter is

over ; and Muscat Hative de Saumur for a White. This is a large house, and
furnishes a supply from middle of June till early in August.

No. 4.—Started end of February. A selection of sorts, with Hamburghs
for the principal Vines, ripe August and September.

No. 5.—Break of own accord. All Hamburghs, ripe generally early in
September. I find for them to hang well they ought to be ripe by the middle
of September. I find they keep much better ripened by this time than later.

From these Vines we have a supply for November, December, January, and
some seasons as late as the end of February.

No. 6.—Started March 1st. All Muscat of Alexandria.
No. 7.—Latest. Barbarossa, West's St. Peter's, Lady Downe's, Old Tokay,

and Trebbiano. This house has but little rest—-just sufficient time to wash or
paint the inside, top-dress the border, &c. The fruit is always hanging on
these till the middle of March. Some growers recommend cuttiug the
bunches off, sealing the ends, and suspending in fruit-rooms or some cool
place ; but I find if they will not keep on the Vine they will not off.

The same result may be obtained from six vineries, with care in making
the selection for each house, for early, late, or intermediate. To our No. 1

,

I should recommend Muscat Hative de Saumur and Buckland Sweetwater for

Whites ; and to No. 7, the latest, a Vine of Kempsey Alicante and Burchardt's
Prince. The latter will be planted extensively when better known. Such is

my practice for a supply of Grapes all the year round, and we generally
succeed in producing good fruit.

Keele Hall Gardens. William Hill,

VAPOUR FOR VINERIES AND PLANT-STOVES.
I have seen many plans, tried—some have troughs cast on the flow-pipes,

others zinc troughs with half-circular bottoms to fit over the pipes, and others
use brick ones ; but in my opinion neither of the above plans is effective

;

and unless the pipes are almost on a dead level they are useless. Mr. Thomson
in his excellent " Treatise on the Vine " gives a plan for producing steam,
which he says answers admirably. I do not doubt this ; for as far back as
1835 I had at work in a fruiting-Pine-pit one like it, with the exception that
the return, which I carried into the return-pipe to the boiler, instead as Mr.
Thomson's into the same pipe.

Mr. Bailey, who, I believe, heated the extensive range of houses in the
gardens of Her Majesty at Frogmore, came down to Salisbury (by coach in
those days), to see it at work ; but whether he improved upon it I have not
heard. I found it inconvenient where stands were required over the pipes

;

also, you must have your feeding-cistern and trough exactly upon a level.

For several years I had in a fruiting Pine-pit, also a Cucumber-house, a
one-inch wrought-iron pipe let into the flow-pipe at one end of the house,
from thence through an open cast-iron shoot 4 by 3 inches into the return-pipe
at the other end. This answered in every way to my satisfaction.

In a rather extensive range of houses at present being erected for Sir J. H.
Greville Smyth, Bart., by Messrs. Weeks & Co., under the able directions of
their architect and manager, Mr. Deal, I am carrying out the same system

;

but had I come here a little earlier I should have improved upon it by dis-
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pensing with tlie one-inch iron pipe, and having troughs cast with what might

be called two bottoms thus, with flanges and screw-holes at every

6 or 9 feet. A would be the water circulating from the boiler,

B the water for producing vapour
;
they are easily attached to

the flow and return pipe by one-inch wrought-iron pipe at both

ends, and lead pipe in the middle,which can be bent in any direction.

Ashton Court Gardens, near Bristol. W. Dodds.

PREJUDICE.

Under the heading of " Prejudice," in your last impression, are remarks

made by a gentleman well known in the floral world touching chiefly upon

fruits grown under glass, and the causes why these crops are so often failures.

I, as* a subscriber to your valuable publication and a horticulturist, cannot

agree with your correspondent in some of his remarks. Doubtless the rev.

gentleman is an ardent admirer and supporter of horticulture. This, I thint.

no one connected with gardening will deny ; but when he attributes the causes

of the failings of in-door crops always to the cultivator, I think he is going

rather too far. Doubtless there are instances of thic kind to be met with
;

but I trust the cases are rare. In bringing a case under your notice in support

of my cause, I will refer no farther back than to the present spring. I know
a glazed Peach-wall on which there are several fine healthy trees, all of which

bloomed well, and each received the same attention as regards their supply of

air and water; but, after all possible care and attention had been bestowed

upon them, only one tree set its blossom properly. Now, I think no reasonable

person will blame the man in charge of these trees for the non-setting of the

blossom, for 1 am sure in every respect duty was done to them, and the result

is what I have said. This is only one out of the many instances I could

adduce to prove that the statement referred to is incorrect.

Mv object in making these remai'ks is that gentlemen who are in the habit

of perusing the pages of the Florist and Pomoxogist must not be too

hasty in condemning their gardeners for the mismanagement of that over

which they, to a certain degree, have no control.

Methley Park, Leeds. 4
W. T.

CULTURE OF TROPICAL ORCHIDS IN THE OPEN AIR.

We have always said that tropical Orchids are too much coddled. They

have generally been subjected in this country to far too close a temperature

;

and we believe some of our leading cultivators, such as Mr. Veitch, of Chelsea,

have for some time past discovered that such treatment has not been the

correct one. As a further proof of this, we read in La Belgique Horticole that

M. Bouche has made, in the Botanic Garden at Berlin for many years, a great

number of experiments on different species of tropical Orchids, with the view

of making them stand out in the open air. For this purpose he made, in a

shady place protected from the wind, a bark bed about 2 feet deep. On this

bed he placed these tropical Orchids and left them there, without any other

protection and without any other artificial heat, from the month of June till

September. The intense green colour which the leaves assumed in this

situation, the vigour with which they formed their pseudo-bulbs, have shown

to every one the advantages of this form of treatment. Thus placed in the

open air Epidendrum tovarense and Acropera Loddigesii have flowered.

B

A.
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Other species, as Stanhopea oculata, Lycaste Skinneri, and Odontoglossum
grande, have developed their flower-buds. The result of these experiments
shows that tropical Orchids are much more hardy than they are generally
supposed to be.

ARAUCARIA CUNNINGHAMII, OR LANCEOLATA.
This, in my opinion, cannot ever become a very favourite ornamental tree.

In the first place it is not generally hardy ; and where it does live and make an
annual growth when planted to the exposure and vicissitudes of all weathers,
it wears a very rusty appearance many months in the year, through its aptitude
of making late autumn growth. One plant here planted high and dry amongst
the rocks in a rockery and well sheltered in every direction and pretty much
shaded, maintains its colour throughout the year well, and has rather a- nice
and exotic appearance. This tree is about 25 feet high, and has produced
cones for several years. I have also seen a nice healthy plant at Sir Thomas
Ackland's, at Killerton.

Bicton. James Barnes.

BRITISH QUEEN PEAR.
WITH AN ILLUSTRATION.

It always affords us infinite pleasure to be able to announce the appearance
of a new British fruit of real merit. We have been so far behind our conti-
nental neighbours in raising new varieties to any extent, that it is gratifying
when we hear of any new success in this branch of horticulture. While it is

true that we have not raised so many new varieties of fruits as our industrious
penological friends the Belgians have done, still the labours of our own
pomologists have not been without their reward. The Apples and Pears of
Mr, Knight, of Downton Castle, and Mr. Williams, of Pitmaston, stand out
prominently as some of the best fruits of their class ; while the persevering
labours of Mr. Rivers among Peaches and Nectarines have met with a singular
measure of success.

Mr. Ingram, gardener to Her Majesty at Frogmore, is one of the few pro-
fessional gardeners who have directed their attention to the hybridising and
raising of seedling fruits. The subject which we now bring under the notice
of : readers is one of his raising. A few months before the decease of
His Royal Highness the late Prince Consort, some of the fruit was sent to
Her Majesty at Balmoral. His Royal Highness was so pleased with the
fruit that he characterised it as the best Pear he had ever tasted.

The fruit is large and pyramidal, somewhat undulating in its outline, and
very handsome in its appearance. The skin is smooth and shining, of a fine
golden yellow colour, freckled with patches of thin delicate cinnamon-coloured
russet, and with sometimes a blush of lively crimson on the side which has
been much exposed to the sun. The eye is small, with short, narrow segments,
and set in a considerable hollow. Stalk about an inch long, stout, sometimes
obliquely inserted, but generally straight with the axis of the fruit, and inserted
in a round narrow cavity. Flesh yellowish-white, very fine-grained and
buttery, with an abundanrc of juice, which is rich, sugary, and piquant, and
with a fine aroma.

A very excellent dessert Pear, ripe in October. It received a First-class
Certificate from the Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society, and
the stock is, we believe, in the possession of Mr. Turner, of Slough.
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THE METROPOLITAN EXHIBITIONS.
Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, April 25th.—This was the last of a series of

these very successful Spring Shows—meetings that have wonderfully increased in extent
since I first attended one in 1859. If thus they enlarge themselves, another wing of the
large tent will have to he allotted to them.

On this occasion Roses in pots, and in boxes of cut blooms, were the prime features.
With the former, Mr. W. Paul was first ; Messrs. Paul & Son, and C. Turner, were equal
second ; and Messrs. H. Lane & Son third. Fancy a prize of 40s. at a spring exhibition
bringing together all these great names in the annals of Ro;e-culture ! There were good
blooms of H.P.'s Beauty of Waltham, Senateur Yaisse, Victor Verdier, Madame Boll,
Empereur de Maroc, Anna Alexieff, &c, on the plants that were in pots ; while the panorama
of boxes of cut blooms were studded with, beautiful flowers of many favourite kinds.

Mr. IT. Lamb, of Southall, was first with six Cinerarias in the Amateurs' Class, having
well-bloomed plants of Adam Bcde, Modestum, Duke of Cambridge, Lady Seymour, Brides'
maid, and Q.ueen Victoria. Second, Mr. Smith, of Syon House, with some seedlings. Mr.
Turner was the only exhibitor in the Nurserymen's Class for the same number of plants,
having good specimens of Reynolds Hole, Slough Rival, Maid of Astolat, Miss B. Coutts
Miss Franklin, and Great Western.

Collections of six Pelargoniums were shown by Messrs. Turner, Wiggins, and Cross.
Mr. Turner, who was first, had Spotted Gem, Picturatum, and El Dorado, spotted varieties
and Phoebe, Clarissa, Vestal, light kinds.

Auriculas were present in great force, many amateurs of distinction sending groups.
Mr. Turner also had a choice collection that fully sustained the Slough reputation for
Auricula growth.

Boxes of twenty-four blooms of Pansies came from Mr. James, of Islcworth, and Mr.
Bragg, of Slough, the former being placed first.

Then there were groups of six miscellaneous plants, Messrs. J. & C. Lee, of Hammersmith
being first

; Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., and Mr. B. S. Williams, being second ; and Mr'
Smith, of Syon House, third.

One feature in this Show was the exhibition of ornamental vases for in-doors filled
with flowering plants. Of these pretty and tasteful designs were furnished by Mr. W. Bull,
of Chelsea, who was placed first ; and Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., Edgware Road second'
Some contained Caladiums, Perns, Gloxinias, and other stove plants under bell-glasses • while
the occupants of the other vases were hardier plants without covering. One of these 'had in
the centre a flowering plant of the pretty drooping white Cytisus filipes, coVcd with the
grassy bright green Isolepis gracilis.

In the Miscellaneous Class, Mr. Turner had some fine Azaleas, and Messrs. H. Lane and
Son the same. Mr. James, of Isleworth, had a group of his fine strain of dwarf herbaceous
Calceolarias, and Pansies in pots ; Mr. Turner, a group of sixty Auriculas

; Messrs. Bidl and
B. S. Williams, new and rare plants

;
Mr. W. Paul, Roses in pots ; and Mr. Trcen of Ru "In-

cut Verbenas of fine quality, amongst which were Firefly, Foxhrmter, and La Gloire three
very bright flowers, the latter having a conspicuous lemon eye; Nemesis, a glowin" orange
scarlet

; and Cato, a pretty striped variety. First-class Certificates were awardecf to Mr
C. Turner for flowering plants of Bougainvillaea speciosa in pots ; to Mr. W. Braa-o- of"
Slough, for Fancy Pansy Vesuvius, clear yellow with fiery bronze border, and narrow edkn«-
of yellow, but related to the English flower by having only a small dark eye instead of
those dense blotches that generally distinguish the Fancy flowers ; it was a laro-e well-
formed, and showy variety. The same award to Mr. Holland, of Hounslow for Auricula
Rev. George Jeans

;
and to Mr. Bull for the curiously-marked Pogonia discolor havino- onlv

one leaf issuing from the soil into whicb it is planted. Second-class Certificates
0
were

awarded to Mr. Bull for Serissa foetida marginata
; to Mr. B. S. Williams for Pterido

phyllum filicifolium; to Mr. G. Baker, of Bagshot, for Azalea Fascination; to Messrs
Dobson & Son for Cinerarias Snowflake, a white self with dark disk ; and Princess Dao-niar'
a narrow rosy-purple-edged variety; to Mr. C. Turner for a basketful of Strawberry Presi-
dent, a very early-forcing variety very like Sir C. Napier ; and to Messrs. F. & A Smith for
a bright rosy purple Azalea named Lord Palmerston, a flower of good form. Messrs. Perkins
and Son, of Coventry, had examples of their new scarlet Verbena Lord Lei°b. a very bright
flower, and said to be well adapted both for pot-culture and for bedding purposes.

Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Pabk, May nth.—This was the first of the three
great Summer Exhibitions annually held here ; and as they are the best shows to which the
residents of the metropolis are periodically summoned, it was only fitting that the Royal
Botanic Society should lead the van in the yearly procession of the same. I can hardly
describe my own feelings when I first passed under the canvas that leads me into the interior
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of one of these magnificent shows. I felt something akin to reverence and awe when I

stepped into the tent cn "Wednesday, the 13th nit. There was a delightful freshness and
vigour about everything; and though subjects were here again that I had gazed on before,

yet they were in new attire, and admiration went out after what leaped up responsive to

its joyous welcome ; and then, to add to the enjoyment, the rain, long withheld and ardently

sought for, had fallen in copious and refreshing showers the day previous. Vegetation had
drunk in its invigorating properties, and, in its spring vestments, moved by the gentle

morning breezes, nodded its welcome to the fair children of Flora.

" I felt a thrill of awe and love

To mark the different garb of each.

The brightest tint, the soberest hue
Together blent "

It was a fitting audience to which there was that morning introduced "the adopted

daughter of England," round whom clusters the regard of English hearts, blended with their

most devout wishes for her lasting happiness.

But to the details of the Exhibition. The greatest interest seemed to centre round

the groups of eight greenhouse Azaleas, furnished by Messrs. Veitch & Son, and C. Turner.

Up to the time of clearing the tent groups of censors were congregated before these,

canvassing their rival claims to first position. Men whose opinion demanded the greatest

respect were in favour of the Chelsea plants; they in their turn were succeeded by

another batch, who contended for the pre -eminence of the Slough contributor. In the first

was seen by their admirers an admirable symmetry of form; in the other was seen a

height and distinctness of colour that excited something like a fascination in the spectator.

And after the awards had been made, and the company were admitted to the tent, still

the debate went on, and ayes and noes seemed to be as hopelessly divided as they were

previous to the judgment. I shall look forward to the Crystal Palace Show with great

interest, hoping to see these two groups in competition once more. Messrs. Veitch's

plants were Juliana, Iveryana, Extrani, Magnificent, Eentoni, Exquisita, Bosea Superba,

and Barclayana. Mr. Turner had Stanleyana arborea superba, Admiration, Criterion,

Optima, Gem, Lateritia alba Supreme, and Empress Eugenie. Third, Messrs. J. & J. Fraser,

Lea Bridge Eoad, a group of fine plants. A contribution from Mr. Turner also occupied one

of the most commanding positions in the tent. They stood apart in real regal supremacy, as

if they were giving audience to the congregation of plants gathered before and about them.

Azaleas from amateurs were small, and in comparison with the splendid plants in the

Nurserymen's class, scarcely got any share of attention. Mr. J. Green, gardener to Sir E.

Antrobus, Lower Cheam, was first with eight varieties ; Mr. T. Page, gardener to W. Leaf,

Esq., Streatham, second; and Mr. Cross, gardener to Sir F. H. Goldsmid, M.P., Eegent's

Park, third. ...
A few groups of Cinerarias were staged, but there was wanting m them that quality that

is found in the Slough flowers, which unhappily were not produced on this occasion. Mr.

H. Lamb, gardener to Capt. Cahill, Southall, was first with Beynolds Hole, Masterpiece, Duke

of' Cambridge, Colonel Bain, Perfection, and Miss Eyles. Second, C. J. Perry, Esq., Castle

Bromwich, Birmingham, with Lord Elgin, Bellissima, Precentor, Goliath, Purple King, and

Great Western.
Opposite to these in the centre of the tent were staged the Fancy Pelargoniums

;

and on the eastern side were the superb show Pelargoniums of Messrs. Turner, Bailey

and Fraser. In the Nurserymen's Class for twelve varieties, Mr. Turner was first Avith

Sunset, Lilacina, Fairest of the Fair (a splendid plant), Sir C. Campbell, Beadsman, Eose

Celestial, Empress Eugenie, Lesdeinona, Virginie, Picnic (a showy spotted kind), Candidate,

and Ariel. Second, Messrs. J. & J. Fraser, with Osiris, Beadsman, Peacock, Fairest of the

Fah, Governor- General, Leviathan, Mr. Marnock, Desdemona, Sir C. Campbell, Eose Celes-

tial, Pizarro, and Candidate. In the Amateurs' Class for ten varieties, Mr. T. Bailey, of

Shardeloes, was first with ten splendid plants, having Lord Canning, Etna, Monarch,

The Belle, Diadem, Eose Celestial, Mr. Marnock, Leviathan, Scarlet Floribunda, and Ariel.

Second, Mr. Weir, gardener to Mr. Hodgson, Hampstead, with Guido, Sanspariel, Fairest of

the Fail-, Amelia, Leviathan, The Belle, Eose Celestial, William Bull, Ariel, and Mazeppa,

With six Fancy Pelargoniums, Mr. Turner was first, having pretty plants of Clemanthe,

Acme, Queen of the Valley, Eoi des Fantaisies, Delicatum, and ArabeUa Goddard. A first

prize was also given to Messrs. J. & J. Fraser, who had charming plants of iNegro, Clara

Novello, Queen of the Valley, Celestial, Carminatum, and Modestum. No other competitor

appeared in this class. Some very nice plants were produced in the Amateurs' Class. The

first prize was gained by Mr. Bailey, of Shardeloes, who had Eosabella, Cloth of Silver, Lady

Craven, Lady of the Lake, Clara Novello, and Acme. Second, Mr. J. Weir, with plants of

Emily Whicher, Lady H. Campbell, Delicatum, Madame Sontag, Carminatum, and Negro.

Third, Mr. H. Lamb, gardener to Capt. Cahill, who, in addition to Cinerarias, is also growing

Geraniums in a most creditable manner ; and fourth, Mr. Peplar, gardener to Earl Granville,
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Hendon, likewise a new competitor in this class. Mi-. Bailey's plants in both, classes were
splendid specimens of Geranium culture ; and had they come into competition, with Mr.
Turner's plants, would, I think, have gained the supremacy.

And now to the Roses, and glorious specimens they were too. Messrs. H. Lane & Son,
of Berkhampstead, had it their own way with ten splendid plants clothed in flower of line
quality. The varieties were Hybrid Terpeiuals, Jules Margottin, Baronne Prevost, and
Leon des Combats; Hybrid Bourbons, Coupe d'Hebe, Paul Perras, Charles Lawson,
Chenedole and Countess Mole; Tea-scented, Souvenir d'lm Ami, and GUoire de Dijon!
Second, Mr. William Paul, Waltham Cross, with H.P.'s, Triomphe de Paris, Comte de Kan-
teuil, and Senateur Yaisso

; E.B.'s, Paul Ricaut and Paul Perras; H.C's, Charles Lawson
and Coupe d'Hebe

; Tea, Souvenir d'un Ami, Madame de St. Joseph, and another. Third,
Mr. E. P. Francis, Hertford. With six varieties, shown by Amateurs, Mr. Terry, gardener
to C. Puller, Esq., Youngsbury, was first. Tea-scented, Viscomtesse de Gazes,' Comte de
Paris, and Souvenir d'un Ami; H.P., Jules Margottin; and H.C., Paul Perras find
P. Ricaut. Mr. Terry was the only exhibitor in this class.

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Fine-foliaged Plants, Cape Heaths, and Orchids, were again
in force, but not so gay as they will be at the first June Show, when they shall be noticed
more in detail. There seemed to be an entire absence of novelty in either, judging from the
varieties staged, excepting in the group of Messrs. J. Jackson & Son, of Kingston, in which
was a well-bloomed plant of their new Clerodendron Thoinsona), first produced at the
Horticultural Society's Meeting in May, 1862.

Under the heads of New or Extremely Rare Plants, and Seedling Florists' Flowers,
numerous entries were made. First-class Certificates were awarded to Messrs. Veitch. & Son,
for Melastoma argyroneura, having deep olive-green leaves, with midribs of clear silver
marking; for the Golden Cheilanthes Borsigiana ; for Litobrochia nobilis, a white-ribbed
ornamental-foliaged plant; for Dracopbylmm species, with compact pure white heads of
flower, from Xing George's Sound ; said to be a great improvement on D. gracile, and much
better adapted for exhibition purposes ; and for two very handsome Rhododendrons—Picotco
rosea and Princess Alice, the first a clear carmine rose colour spotted with black, the other a
sweet-scented white-flowering hybrid. The same award to Mr. Standish, of Bagshot, for two
varieties of Japanese Clematis, the one named C. Fortunii having several rows of white sepals
tinted with lilac

; the other, C. Florida Standishi, a deep violet variety of great merit. To
Mr. W. Bull, for Athyriuni Filix-fcemina sagittatum; for Pogonia discolor; for Areca
dealbata, a handsome Palm ; for Caladium or Alocasia Lowii, and for Yucca lineata lutea,
having deep green leaves with centre of clear yellow. To Mons. A Yerschaffclt, Ghent, for
Dieffenbachia Verschaffelti, having deep green leaves marked with white blotches. To
Mr. C. Turner, for seedling Pelargonium Orion, a finely-formed bright scarlet, very striking
and showy

; for Pelargonium Prince of Wales, a high-coloured spotted flower of fine form
;

and for Richard Headly Tulip, a feathered bizarre. To Mr. W. Paul, for two seedling
Hybrid Perpetual Roses, Lord Herbert and Lord Macaulay, the first a rosy carmine, the
latter a dark crimson; both flowers of good substance. To Messrs. A. Henderson & Co..
for Tropajolum Ball of Fire; and to Mr. J. Holland, gardener to R. W. Peake, Esq.,
Isleworth, for Petunia Royalty, a very showy single variety, magenta with white rays'.
Second-class Certificates were awarded to Messrs. Veitch & Son for Ligularia Kajmpferi
argentea, a variegated Coltsfoot from Japan, having cream spots on deep green leaves ; for
Browallia Jamesoni, var. mrdtiflora, thickly studded with bronzy-shaded deep orange flowers

;and for Aglaonema commutatum from the Philippine Islands, a dwarf plant with grey spots!
To Mons. J

. Yerschaffelt, for a Rhododendron bearing his name, a bright rose with dark
crimson spots; to Mr. B. S. Williams, for Aralia punctiloba ; to Mr. Turner, for his white
Azalea Louise Von Baden; to Mr. Bull, for Justica variegata, having green leaves marked
by reddish ribs and dark brown patches, and for Ancectochilus argyraia"; and to Mr. W. H.
Treen, of Rugby, for a seedling Verbena Rugby, noticed before as a rosy salmon with deep
carmine centre, a large and showy flower.

In addition to these, Messrs. Veitch & Son had a pan of their scarlet-flowering Ourisia

;

Mr. 'turner had Pelargoniums Alexandra, a glowing carmine with dark blotches, partaking
of the characteristics of the French kinds ; and The Prince in the same way, but having a
larger blotch on the top petals. Also the following Fancy kinds :—Princess of Wales, a close-
growing free-flowering variety, colour white, spotted, and streaked with rose ; and Godfrey
Turner, a rosy crimson edged with white. Some seedling show Pelargoniums, shown by
Mr. Wiggins, gardener to W. Beck, Esq., of Isleworth, last season, were again produced.
The most striking were Eurydice, a light variety with carmine and crimson top petals ; and
Canopus, having pink lower petals, and glowing rose top petals, with small crimson blotch.
Mr. George Smith, of Islington, had a dwarf yellow bedding Calceolaria named Jason, and a
large double Fuchsia named Grand Duke. Mr. Bull also had a pan of his pretty Mimulus
macidosa, very novel in its marking, and useful for greenhouse decoration. Messrs. Downie,
Laird, & Laing, of Edinburgh and Forrest Hill, were first with thirty-six Pansies; and
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Mr. Homy Hooper, of Bath, second. With stands of twenty-four varieties, Mr. Eraser, of

Belmont, was first; and Mr. J. James, of Isleworth, second. Certificates were awarded to

Mr. W. Dean, Bradford Nursery, Shipley, Yorkshire ; and to Messrs. Downie, Laird, and
Laing, for stands of cut hlooms of Fancy Pansies, among them heing many blooms of great
excellence of seedlings. Mr. Dean had Princess of "Wales and Her Majesty, two light flowers

;

Prince of Wales and Princess Mary of Cambridge, two flowers of shaded crimson hues ; and
Creole, Admiration, and Princess Alice—all very distinct and promising. Messrs. Downie
and Co. had the- following seedling flowers :—Sulphur Queen, Gipsy Queen, Punch, Golden
Lion, H. 0. Nethercote, Asteroid, and Earl of Kosslyn, flowers of a promising character, and
which, no doubt, will be produced again. Certificates were also awarded to Mr. Turner for

a quantity of Auriculas, and to Mr. Treen, of Pugby, for cut Yerbenas. A fruiting branch
of Kapoleana imperialis was produced from the gardens at Syon House by Mr, Smith, said

to be a great rarity.

Quo.

AWARDS OF THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
FLORAL COMMITTEE.

February 25/$, 1863.

Axo5Ctochilus argybjeus.—Mr. Bull [S.C.C.].—A distinct species, with long narrow

leaves, green, marked by two longitudinal silvery lines and sometimes with the space

between them greyish, which is probably its fully developed condition. It is from Brazil.

Azalea President Claeys.—Messrs. Yeitch & Son, Exeter and Chelsea [F.C.C.].

—

A very handsome variety with salmon-red flowers edged with white ; the margin broad and
well-defined, and the upper segment marked with rich rose crimson spotting. The blossoms

are of good form and substance. A very useful variety for ornamental purposes.

Barkeria Skixxeri superba.—Messrs. Yeitch & Son [F.C.C.].—A large-flowered

bright-coloured form of a well-known and very handsome Orchid.

Cypbipedium Dayaxum.—John Day, Esq., Tottenham [F.C.C.].—A handsome Bornean
species of Lady's Slipper, with large flowers and very finely-tessellated foliage. The acuminate

dorsal sepal is covered with green stripes, the lip is brown, and the petals are dark brown at

the base, and white stained with purple towards the tips. It was rewarded for its distinct-

ness and general ornamental qualities, but especially for the handsome variegation of its leaves.

Hibiscus (? sp.) variegatus.—Messrs. Veitch & Son [Com.].—A neatly variegated

warm greenhouse shrub from NeMr Caledonia, having the leaves freely blotched Avith grey

and tinted with pink, producing a singular and well-marked variegation. It looks as if it

might be a variegated form of H, rosa sinensis, checked in vigour by the variegation, but

has not yet flowered.

Hollies.—-Mr. William Paul, Waltham Cross [Spec. Cer.].—This wras a collection of

forty green and thirty-two variegated varieties of Holly, and was sent in illustration of a

paper read on this occasion before the Committee.

Limatodes rosea alba.—Messrs. Low & Co., Clapton [S.C.C.].—The species itself,

with its clear rose-coloured flowers, is one of the gayest of winter-flowering Orchids. The
present is a pure white variety, and therefore valuable for contrast. It has been obtained

from Mouhnein.
Lycaste Skixneri.—Messrs. Yeitch & Son [Spec. C.].—A collection of twelve varieties

of this very variable but most valuable winter-flowering greenhouse Orchid.

Trichomanes anceps.—Mr. Bull [F.C.C.].—A charming West Indian species of the

group of Filmy Ferns, remarkable for its large broad-surfaced fronds which are shining with

a metallic lustre
;

pinnate, with the pinna? twice or thrice pinnatifid, the sori singularly

deflected. It is a plant of very great beauty.

Yucca lineata lutea.—Mr. Bull, Chelsea [F.C.C.].—A fine and distinct-looking

striped Yucca, related to quadricolor and Stokesii. The leaves have a glossy surface, and are

somewhat elbowed near the middle
;
they have a clear yellow broad stripe down the centre,

sometimes breaking out into lines, and margined with dark green. Obtained from Mexico

through Mr. Eoezl.
March 1863.

Alocasia pictA.—Messrs. Veitch & Son.—From Brazil; a moderate-sized stove herb

with slender leafstalks and deflexed ovate leaves which are green, with white longitudinal

nerves slightly tinged with pink towards the base.

Aucuba japoxica.—Mr. Standish [Spec. C.].—This was a very interesting item of the

Exhibition. There was first the true A. japonica in its normal green-leaved state, recently

obtained from Japan by Mr. Fortune ; this was a dense bush and had every branch terminated

by a bunch of female flowers, the species being dioecious, and this plant a female. There was
also a small plant, also recently imported, of a variegated variety like that commonly
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cultivated, but bearing male flowers, the plant being a male, and tbe first which has been
exhibited in blossom in England. It is hoped now that the two forms are introduced to our
gardens we may get bushes of this most useful shrub laden with its conspicuous orange-red
berries.

Azalea Flag of Truce.—Messrs. Smith [Spec. C.].—This was a group of young plants
showing that the variety, a double pure white, rather improves under cultivation. It is a
very fine thing.

Camellia Jubilje rosea.—Messrs. Lee.—An imbricated flower, rather flat but showy,
of a rosy pink colour ; a sport from the variety called Jubilaa.

Camellia Napoleon III.—Messrs. Lee [Com.].—A pleasing double-cupped variety
with veined pink flowers, paler at the edges ; as shown, the blossoms were scarcely of
average size.

Cineraria John Spencer.—Mr. Turner [Com.].—A deep crimson self, the "pips"
large and very showy, and the disk of nearly the same colour as the ray. It was rewarded
as a very telling decorative variety, but was deficient in some of the technical merits sought
for by florists.

Hebeclinium maceophyllum. — Messrs. A. Henderson & Co.—A Mexican plant,
remarkable for its gigantic cordate green leaves, and its large corymbs of reddish-lilac
Ageratum-like flower-heads. It is said to be much used in the warmer parts of the continent
as an out-door summer-foliaged plant ; but it remains to be seen whether it is adapted for a
similar purpose in our climate. Also IlebeoUnium atrorubens, a plant resembling II. ianthinnm,
but having dark red stems and branches, and reddish-lilac flower-heads.

Nephelaphyllum cordatum.—Mr. Bull.—A dwarf East Indian Orchid, with the leaves
more cordate, as well as paler, than those of N. pulchrum.

Pandanus elegantissimus.—Messrs. Yeitch & Son, Exeter and Chelsea; Mr, Bull,
Chelsea [F.C.C.].—A small-growing and very elegant-habited species of Screw Pine, the
gracefully arching leaves of which were narrow, deep green, with a row of red spiny teeth
on the keel and on either margini

Primula sinensis plore pleno.—Messrs. F. & A. Smith, Didwich [Spec, C.].—Under the
names of delicata and rubra grandiflora, Messrs. Smith last year exhibited two remarkably
fine double Chinese Primroses, which, were said to have the property of increasing themselves
from seeds. A group of seedlings from these plants were now shown all perfectly double,
and showing the two colours of the originals.

Rhododendron Romain de Smet.—Messrs. Veitch & Son ; Messrs. Lee, Hammersmith
[Com.].—A Belgian hybrid, shoAvn by Mr. Veitch as a good forcing variety. The flowers
were blush, spotted thickly on each of the segments with black. It was considered to be an
improvement on the varieties of this character, of which several are known.

Skimmia japonica vera.—Mr. Standish, Bagshot [F.C.C.].—This was exhibited as the
true Skimmia japonica, and is distinct from the plant generally known and cultivated under
this name. It differs most notably in being of larger size and freer habit, and is to be
regarded as a fine evergreen shrub well clothed with smooth-surfaced elliptic danceolate
leaves of a full green colour. The small greenish fragrant flowers form thyrsoid panicles
at the ends of the branches considerably larger than in the kind first introduced. Should
these be succeeded, as in the dwarfer plant, by a crop of bright red berries, this shrub will
be a great acquisition for our shrubberies ; but no information was afforded as to its berry-
bearing qualities. The plant was introduced from Japan by Mr. Fortune.

Trichomanes spicatum.—Mr. Bull [F.C.C.].—A curious little West Indian Film Fern
referred by some pteridologists to the genus Feea on account of the dimorphous character of
its fronds. The sterile fronds are spreading in a tuft from the crown, and pinnatifidly
divided, in size, form, and position much resembling those of a medium-sized plant of
JBlechnum spicant, but differing entirely in their transparent texture. In the centre rise the
fertile fronds, which are reduced to a two-ranked spike of soriferous cysts, from which the
receptacle projects. It is a very pretty dwarf plant, of much interest from these peculiarities
of structure.

March 31st, 1863.

Amaryllis Brilliant. — Messr?. E. G. Henderson & Son [S.C.C.].—One of the
Hippeastrum series, a handsome variety with well-formed and well-expanded flowers of a
deep rich crimson, and having a slightly-marked white stripe down each of the segments.

Amaryllis Fire King.—Mr. W. Bull, Chelsea [Com.].—A showy variety, with the
flowers of a very bright scarlet marked with a white star, but rather small in size.

Anthurium Scherzerianum. — Messrs. Veitch & Son [F.C.C.].—This had already
received one of the minor prizes at the summer shows of last year, but Avas now shown in a
finer condition, meriting one of the highest awards at the disposal of the Committee. The
lance-acuminate, deep green, fleshy-looking stalked leaves form a beautiful surrounding to
the bright scarlet inflorescence, which is elevated on a slender scape, and consists of an
ovate, reflexed, deep scarlet spathe, and a vermiform paler scarlet spadix.
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Bletia sp. Japan.—Mr. Standish.—A pretty plant, with plaited grassy leaves and rosy
violet flowers, having an undulated lip with five frilled crests on its surface. It was thought
a promising plant as a greenhouse Orchid, and was invited to be shown again when it blooms
more abundantly.

Camellia Filippo Parlatore.—Messrs. Veitch & Son, Chelsea [F.C.C.].—This was a
very handsome variety, quite first-class in character. The habit was vigorous, the foliage
bold, and the flowers remarkably smooth and symmetrical, of the cupped-petalled class. The
colour was a blush white, freely striped with rosy carmine, the petals remarkably smooth
and even at the margin.

Camellia Giardino Santaeella.—Messrs. Veitch & Son.—A neat and pretty sort;

red, freely blotched with white. The flowers are sometimes entirely white-margined. The
bloom shown was not now sufficiently advanced.

Dendrobium lituiflorum.—Messrs. Yeitch & Son [F.C.C.].—A rare and handsome
Orchid, with drooping stems abundantly clothed with blossoms. The sepals and petals are
violet-rose ; the lip white, tipped with rosy violet, and having a very rich-looking eye, of a
deeper tone, of the same colour.

Pelargonium (forcing) Mrs. Lewis Loyd. — Messrs. Jackson & Son, Kingston
[Com.].—A free-blooming showy variety of good habit ; the flowers deep rosy crimson, with
dark veiny spots on the upper jjetals, and a bluish centre. It was regarded as a useful
forcing sort, but not so good as one called Pline.

Phjedranassa obtusa.—J. Anderson-Henry, Esq., Edinburgh.—The curious green and
red-flowered Amaryllid, with an umbellate inflorescence of drooping flowers.

Primula sinensis filicifolia.—Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, St. John's "Wood
[S.C.C.].—This distinct and handsome variety of Chinese Primrose had already received
commendation. (See Free. E.H.S., i. 477.) It was now shown in a more vigorous and
highly developed condition, and proved to be a decided acquisition amongst subjects adapted
for conservatory decoration. The two forms—alba, with blush white, and rubra, with
rosy-coloured flowers—were both shown, and a certificate was awarded, to each.

Wallflower Yellow Perfection.—F. J. Graham, Esq., Cranford [Com.].—A large-

flowered, single, bright clear yellow Wallflower, remarkably sweet-scented. It had been
obtained by Mr. Graham by careful seeding and selection through several generations. It

will be useful as a bright-coloured spring flower.

April loth, 1863.
Alocasia zebrina.—Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter and Chelsea [F.C.C.].—This plant

was introduced from the Philippine Islands, and had already received a medal at the summer
shows. Its leaves are green, on stout erect stalks, which are singularly marked with zigzag-

bands of deep green.

Anthurium sp.—Mr. Bull [Com],—A South-American species of bold and striking

character. The mature leaves were deflexed from the toj) of the erect, polished, slender stalks

;

the blades of moderate size, deep green, rather veiny, cordate, and of a thick leathery consis-

tence. It was not in blossom.

Auricula Ensign.—Mr. Turner [S.C.C.].—A pleasing grey-edged sort with a purple

band surrounding the paste.

Auricula {alpine) Supreme.—Mr. Turner [Com.].—A handsome shaded maroon crimson,

with bright golden ring around the eye.

Azalea Beauty of Dorking.—Messrs. Every & Son, Dorking [S.C.C.].—A dull white

with greenish stain on the upper part of the tube ; in all respects excellent, being of a hand-

some trumpet -shape, and remarkably smooth form and even. The white ground was marked
with numerous bars and flecks of carmine. It will prove a first-rate sort if the green stain

passes off.

Azalea Louise "Von Baden.—Mr. Turner, Slough [F.C.C.].—A remarkably fine

Indian Azalea, the striking feature of which was the extreme purity of its white blossoms,

which had great substance, and a clean smooth surface and margin. It is quite an acquisition.

Azalea Madame Verscuaffelt.—Messrs. Veitch [S.C.C ].—A very handsome decora-

tive sort of Belgian origin. The flowers are of a veiny pink, paler and frilled at the edge,

and conspicuously marked with a large deep red blotch on the upper segments.

Bou gainviLLiEA speciosa.—Mr. Turner; Mr. Bull [Spec. C.].—Small plants of this very

beautiful stove plant Were shown blooming freely. It was understood that the merit of

blooming the plant, in considerable quantity, and in small pots, was due to Mr. Turner,

who had obtained his stock from Mr. Keene's plant at Swyncomhe. These plants had been

blooming in an intermediate-house since Christmas as freely as a Cineraria, a result attri-

buted to their having been thoroughly ripened last year.

CerasuS sp.—Mr. Standi-h [Com'.].—A double-flowered Japanese Cherry. The blossoms

were large, semidouble, of a purplish-stained white.

Cheilanthes Borsigiana.—Messrs. Veitch & Son [F.C.C.].—A small-growing South-

American Fern, with triangular fronds, clothed on the lower surface with golden powder.
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the counterpart of the Siberian O. argentea, and closely resembles the small states of the
Indian G. chrysophylla.

Cineraria Snowflake.—Mr. Page, gardener to J. M. Strachan, Esq., Teddington
[S.C.C.].—A pretty ornamental variety with white florets and blue disk, rewarded only as a
decorative plant.

Greenovia aueea.—Mr. Bull, Chelsea [F.C.C].—One of the Sempervivum tribe from
the Canary Islands. It forms a rosulate tuft of retuse glaucous leaves, and its flowering-
stems are terminated by somewhat corymbose heads of golden yellow flowers. It was thought
that the many fine neglected plants of this character known to exist, and many of them
grown here and there in private collections, were fully deserving of the attention which tho
award of a certificate would be likely to draw towards them.

Kerria japonica variegata.—Mr. Standish, Bagshot [Com.].—The variegated form
of the well-known Kerria with single yellow flowers.

Magnolia Ltnne.—Mr. W. Paul, Waltham. Cross [F.C.C.].—The finest of all the
purple-flowered Magnolias, and a most desirable hardy shrub. It was related to M. conspioua;
but the flowers, though only in the bud state, were very large, with tho margins and tips of
the petals incurved so as to give the flowers a bluntly obovate outline. It is a French
variety.

Pansy Exquisite.—Mr. Turner [Com.].—A white-ground flower of pleasing colour,
the bordering being of a bluish-violet, the top petals deeper violet, and the eye distinctly
marked;

Pansy {Fancy) Earl or Eosseyn.—Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing.—A shaded mul-
berry crimson, very promising as to colour, but only a solitary blossom.

Pansy {Fancy) Feu de Joe—Mr. Turner [Com].—A large and well-made flower with
a creamy ground colour, a good deal covered by a shaded mulberry border ; the blotch below
the eye very dark, almost black.

Bbtinospora leptoclada.—Messrs. E. C. Henderson & Son, St. John's Wood [F.C.C.].
—A handsome compact-growing hardy pyramidal Conifer, of which small plants were now
shown, larger ones having been previously brought before the Committee as an unnamed
coniferous shrub. (See Froe., i. 480.)

Eose Lore Herbert.—Mr. W. Paul.—A Hybrid Perpetual with rosy carmine flowers,
the petals reflexing at the summits in the way of Beauty of Waltham ; large, full, finely
formed, and altogether of first-rate excellence. The plant bore but one flower, which was,
however, considered highly promising ; but as this was scarcely the Eose season the award
was deferred.

Eose Mills's Pet.—Mr. G-. Mills, Ealing.—A seedling Chinese of free-blooming habit,
and a useful marked plant. The flowers are of a rosy blush, deeper in the buds.

Tropjeolum Ball op Fire.—Messrs. A. Henderson & Co.—A very free-blooming
bright scarlet bedding sort, but rather overblown. It was requested that it might be sent
again along with Eclipse.

Valdivia G-ayana.—Messrs. Veitch & Son [Com.].—A pleasing and very distinct
evergreen herbaceous perennial from Chili. It had spathulate, oblong, acute, rugose leaves,
sharply serrated at the edge ; and a short, erect, pyramidal panicle of pretty tubular rose-
coloured flowers, the tube of which was angular, and the five limb segments recurved.
Had it been ascertained to be hardy, it would have obtained a first- class award. It may
probably still prove a very useful spring decorative plant adapted for pot-culture. Mr.
Pearce describes it in the wild state as a beautiful and singular plant ; the flowers of a
brilliant rose, each three- quarters of an inch long. On one stem he counted one hundred
and twelve blossoms. The leaves measure nearly a foot long by 4 inches broad, and are of
a bright glossy green ; it likes shade and moisture. It was stated that at Exeter plants had
stood out for the last two winters.

OBITUARY.
DEATH OF MR. VEITCH, OP EXETER.

We regret to have to announce the death of Mr. James Yeitch, of the Exeter Nursery,
which took place suddenly on the 14th of last month, in the 70th year of his age. Mr. Veitch
had just sustained the loss of his wife, and on the morning of the funeral, and when in the
enjoyment of his usual health, he went into the garden to gather some flowers of Lily of the
Valley to strew on his wife's coffin ; but the sad event was too much for him, and overwhelmed
with grief at the loss he sustained, he was seized with spasms of the heart, and expired in the
arms of his son, Mr. James Veitch, of Chelsea, after two hours' illness.

Mr. Veitch has closed a long career of usefulness and integrity. The high position he
occupied in his business calling is well known to all who know anything of botany and
horticulture.
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CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS.

Conservatory.
Camellias and other large plants growing in pots

or tubs, that have completed their growth, may now
he removed to a shaded situation out of doors. Pay
attention to late-growing plants in borders, while in
active growth they require a good deal of -water.

Be careful not to crowd the plants too much, as the
permanent plants in borders willnowneed tbatthewood
may get properly matured. Syringe freely all plants
not in flower, and attend well to the watering. Shade
in bright weather, and ventilate freely night and day.

Greenhouses.
Hardwooded Plants. — All plants intended to

stand out of doors during the summer should now be
removed to a sheltered situation where they will be
shaded from the midday sun. All tender delicate

plants should be kept in-doors, also all young plants
intended to he grown to fine specimens. Shift all

plants that require it. Stop and tie-out shoots.

Syringe freely, and attend well to the watering. Give
abundance ot air night and day, and shade in bright
weathei-

. Softwooded Plants. — Pelargoniums.—
As soon as the early-flowering plants have done
blooming, they shoidd be set out of doors for two or
three weeks, to ripen their wood before they are cut
down. Attend to the tying-out of the late-blooming
plants, and give them liberal supplies of weak liquid

manure. Guard the opening with gauze or net, to

keep the bees out. Yentilate freely. Cinerarias.—
Plants that have clone blooming should now be planted
out in some nice soil in a cool shady situation, where
they may remain for two months, to be then parted
and potted for next season's blooming. Seedling
plants should now be kept freely growing, and should
be shifted when necessary. Keep them well watered,
and give them plenty of ah\ Calceolarias.—These
will now be coming into flower, and should be well
attended to. See that they are clear of insects. Keep
the stems neatly tied up, and attend carefully to the
watering. Fuchsias.—These will now require liberal

supplies of weak liquid manure.

Stove.
More air than was formerly given will now be re-

quired. This will increase the evaporation, therefore
more care must be taken to keep the air of the house
sufficiently moist. Give plenty of weak liquid manure
to all strong-growing plants. Shift any plants that
may require it.

Flower Garden.
In consequence of the weather being so very favour-

able, the newly-planted-out stock will now be rooting
freely. Take up spring-flowering bulbs as they get
ripe, and thoroughly dry them before storing them
away. Keep the surface of the beds well stirred up
amongst the plants, and in dry weather water every-
thing that needs it. Attend regularly to the training
and pegging-down of the young growths as they
advance. Fill baskets and vases. Plant Dahlias, and
secure the plants to stakes. Stake and tie-up Holly-
hocks. Sow Brompton Stocks for spring-flowering on
some light soil. Sow Hollyhock seed. Plant out
Asters, Stocks, &c. Prick-out seedlings of all kinds.
Roses require great attention now. Keep them clear

of insects, and thin and regulate the shoots. Measure
Grounds.—Attend well to the watering of all newly-
planted trees. Give them a good soaking when they
require it, Attend regularly to the rolling and mowing
of the grass. See the walks are free from weeds, and
heep them well rolled.

Forcing.
FRUiTt—Pine Apples—Maintain a steady bottom

heat of about 85°. Give all plants swelling off fruit

liberal supplies of liquid manure. Give abundance of

air. Keep the day temperature at about from 75° to
85°, with a rise of 10 p by sun heat. Shift at once, if

not already done, all plants intended for autumn and
winter fruiting. Give them a good bottom heat,
plenty of air, and all the light possible. By these
means you will get strong stiff plants, which will be
almost certain, under favourable circumstances, to
bear fine Iruit. Shift succession plants anytime they

may require it. Vines.—Keep all ripe Grapes cool

and dry, otherwise they will soon shrivel. In houses

where Grapes are approaching maturity the night
temperature should not be less than 65°, and during
the day temperature should be about 80°, with a rise

of 10° by sun heat. In hot weather the later houses
will not require much fire heat, but in dull wet
weather it will be necessary. Give air early in the

mornings and close up early in the afternoons, and
well wet the floors and paths with water in all houses
where the Grapes are swelling. Peaches and Nec-
tarines.—When the fruit from the early house is all

gathered, attend to the ripening of the wood. This
will be best done by keeping the foliage in a green
healthy state as long as possible. Give abundance of
air at all times, and use the syringe freely. Keep a
drier atmosphere where fruit is ripening, and give
plenty of air. In late houses where fruit is swelling
keep as moist an atmosphere as you can. Go over the
trees, and remove any shoots not required for next
year. Figs.—After the first crop of fruit is gathered,
pay every necessary attention to the second crop.

Give the borders a good watering, and to plants in
tubs or pots give plenty of liquid manure. Syringe
freely to keep down red spider, and maintain a moist
atmosphere. Cherries.—When the trees are removed
out of doors, they must be well attended to. In dry
weather they should be well syringed every afternoon,
and should also be well watered. Straxvberries.—
Keep the plants well syringed until the fruit begins to

ripen. Towards the end of the month, if runners can
be obtained, they should be layered in small pots for

early forcing next year. Melons.—Maintain a good
steady bottom heat. Give them a good watering when
they require any. Keep the shoots from getting
crowded. Give air freely in fine weather. Cucumbers.
—Pay every attention to the heat, air, and moisture.
Red spider is often troublesome at this season, es-
pecially in plants that have been some timein bearing.
Spare no pains to keep it down. Thin and regulate
the shoots. Do not let the leaves get too crowded,
and avoid overcropping.

Hardy Fruit.
Wall fruit trees will now require to be carefully

attended to. Lose no time in thinning the fruit, as
the sooner this is done the better it will be for the
crop. Keep the trees thin of wood. Train and nail
in the shoots as they require it. Look sharply after
insects. Two or three good syringings with tobacco
water will soon clear the trees of green fly. Cater-
pillars are sometimes very troublesome on Pears and
Apricots, as they curl up the leaves and injure the
young fruit. They should be carefully looked after
when they appear, and picked off and destroyed. Give
the trees a good syringing every afternoon. Water
well in dry weather newly-planted trees.

Kitchen Garden.
The young crops will now require great attention

in thinning, filling up vacancies, weeding, hoeing,
and watering in dry weather. In showery weather
slugs are very destructive to seedlings. Look out for
them early in the mornings and late in the evenings.
Cauliflowers.—Plant for suecessional crops in well-
enriched land. Manure and dig deeply ground for
planting out large breadths of Broccoli of sorts,
Brussels Sprouts, Savoys, Borecole, &c. Celery
Get out the first crop at once in well-manured trenches,
and Avater well in dry weather. Prick out and en-
courage young plants for late crops. Plant Lettuces.
Peas, Beans, and French Beans.—Sow for suecessional
crops. Spinach.— Sow. Lettuces.—Sow. Endive.—
Sow for early crop. Turnips.—Sow the main crop
for winter towards the end of the month. Onions,
Carrots, Beet, Parsnips, Salsafy, Seorzonera, and the
like should all be well thinned, and the hoe should be
kept constantly plied between the rows. Potatoes.—
Hoe and earth-up late crops. Marjoram and Basil.—
Plant out early inwarm sheltered borders. Asparagus,
—Cease cutting after the middle of the month, and in
showery weather dress the beds with salt. Never let

weeds get ahead. Keep the hoe constantly going.
Maintain the greatest cleanliness and order.—M. S.
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CAMELLIA CARLOTTA PAPUDOFF.
WITH AN ILLUSTRATION.

We have acquired within the last few years, chiefly from continental
sources, some very welcome additions to the varieties of Camellia already
known in our gardens, but amongst them few of the character of that repre-
sented on the accompanying plate from a careful drawing by Mr. Chandler,
for which we are indebted to Messrs. Veitch & Son, of the Royal Exotic
Nursery, Chelsea.

_
We are glad of the opportunity of figuring it, as it proves

to be a very pleasing flower, with a good deal of the charm of novelty about it.

We learn from the Messrs. Veitch, with whom we saw the plant blooming
in the course of the past spring, that it is of Italian origin, and was introduced
by them from Florence in 1861, under the name of Carlotta Papudofp.
It has flowered at Chelsea during two consecutive seasons, and has proved to
be a constant variety, a free bloomer, and a plant of excellent habit. The
peculiar features of the flower will be seen at a glance from the accompanying
figure, which is a very faithful transcript of the variety as we saw it last
February ; while as regards habit and the other qualities, such as vigour of
growth and freedom of flowering—which are necessary features in a first-class

variety of a permanent flower like the Camellia—we are able to say that
Carlotta Papudofp fulfils all the conditions that can be required. The
blossoms are of the imbricating form seen in eximia and varieties of that class,
about medium size, never apparently what would be called large, very evenly
formed, and also marked with tolerable evenness after an irregular pattern by
white blotches on a ground of carmine rose, of which two distinct shades
appear in the flower. It is, we think, a variety that will give every satisfaction
to the grower.
We shall hope to have an opportunity of submitting some other highly

meritorious varieties of this noble flower to the notice of our subscribers at
an early date.

FANCY PANSIES.
I venture to send you a few notes on some of the seedling flowers that

have been produced this season; and, also, what I have received privately
from growers of the same. The public interest is beginning to cluster round
this important addition to florists' flowers, and I am desirous of furthering this
interest by intimating what is being done in the way of the improvement of
the Fancy Pansy.

Up to last year the varieties of this flower might be said to be almost
exclusively in the hands of Mr. W. Dean, of Shipley, Yorkshire ; and Messrs.
Downie, Laird, & Laing, of Edinburgh and Forest Hill. Especially might
this be said of Mr. Dean ; for to him is mainly due its present notoriety.
Naturally enough, they got distributed much wider last season • and it was
only reasonable to look for them at the recent exhibitions, from growers who
have a name for the cultivation of the English kinds. At the Spring Show of
the Horticultural Society, on April 18th, Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing, had
some blooms of seedlings that had just opened, but they were very small and
imperfect; two of these were named—viz., H. O. Nethercote, a crimson and
purple self with dark blotch; and Earl of Posslyn, a bright reddish-claret
self, blotched in the same way. At this Show Mr. Turner, of Slough, had
Feu de Joie, mulberry, with large dark blotch, which received a commendation
from the Floral Committee.

VOL. II. -pr
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At the last Spring Show of the Royal Botanic Society, Mr. Bragg, of

Slough, produced a seedling, to which I had the honour of standing sponsor,

naming it Vesuvius. It had a clear yellow ground with fiery bronze border,

and narrow edging of yellow running round the flower, and a small dark eye,

instead of the large dark blotch that generally appears in the Fancy kinds. It

was a flower of fine form and very showy.
At the first Exhibition of the Royal Botanic Society, two large collections

of named kinds were produced by Messrs. Dean, and Downie, Laird, & Laing,

composed of the cream of the named flowers that are in cultivation. In neither

case was the lacing of the flowers so clearly defined as if the weather had been
genial and sunny. Some seedlings were also present- Mr. Dean had Princess

of Wales and Her Majesty, two light flowers with dense dark blotches ; Prince

of Wales and Princess Mary of Cambridge, flowers of darker shades, the latter

especially being of great promise. There were also Creole, a violet purple

with large dark blotch in each segment ; Admiration ; and Princess Louise

—

all very distinct and promising. Messrs. Downie & Co. again produced H. 0.

Nethercote and Earl of Rosslyn ; also Sulphur Queen, Gipsy Queen, Punch,
Golden Lion, and Asteroid, flowers that I did not attempt to describe, as Mr.
Laing said they would be in better form at the Crystal Palace.

At Sydenham, on the 23rd of May, Messrs. Downie & Co., had a collection

of named kinds in fine form ; and some seedlings, the most distinct and
valuable of which were Sulphur Queen, pale yellow, with large blotch, but

bottom petal being too small as shown
;

Maccaroni, a large purple self with
dark blotch; Black Prince, a very dark flower with large crimson purple

blotch, rayed with yellow on the upper petals ; and II. O. Nethercote, still

small, but having a distinct narrow edging of white round the flower. There
were some others, but they were wanting in form, though curiously marked.

These were again seen at the Regent's Park on June 3rd, together with Mrs.

Nethercote, a very pretty and promising light flower. Mr. E. Shenton, of

Henclon, also had a box of named seedlings
; but, excepting Lord Derby, a

large bluish-purple self, with small dark blotch, they were unworthy of notice.

On two recent occasions I have received from Mr. W. Dean, of Shipley, a

selection of seedlings that bloomed for the first time in 1862. The first batch

contained some thirty blooms, a few of which were named. I was astonished

at the large size of the flowers and at the stoutness of the petals ; and yet the

sender informed me that " they are not yet in good trim, the weather is so

cold, and we can get no rain. It is as cold here as in March." This was
about the 29th of May. Under these adverse circumstances, added to the

Pansies being planted out of doors on a very bleak position, one of the coldest

in England, the lacing of the flowers was much more perfect than I could have
expected to have seen it. Mr. Laing has admitted to me that they cannot

produce such well-defined blooms at Edinburgh as at Forest Hill.

I am much struck with a flower named Princess Mary of Cambridge, large

and well-formed, yellow ground colour, having a broad margin of maroon
crimson with narrow edge of white, and a large black blotch rayed and dashed

as with fire. Next were two blooms of Prince of Wales, yellow ground, with

bright, bronzy, crimson border, having a distinct edging of yellow, and large

dark blotch ; Princess of Wales, a large light ground flower with margin of

deep lilac, and a dark blotch rayed with bright purple ; two blooms of Princess

Louise, a splendid flower, dark velvety purple margin shaded with violet, and
large dark blotch ; Her Majesty, a very novel flower as sent to me, having a

rich lilac border, with dark shading to the upper and side petals, the lower

petals were of light ground colour, with narrow margin of primrose, and
having a dense blotch edged with mauve. Next were three blooms of Hibernia,
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having a ground colour of pale primrose, with a broad showy margin of bright
Humboldt, or bluish-purple, and a small dark blotch. The" last of the
seedlings was Brigand, with margin of shaded purple to a pale lilac ground
colour, and a large dark blotch margined with deep lilac. Besides these were
blooms of Etoile du Nord and Princess Alice, the last one of the finest Fancy
Pansies known ; and of half a dozen English kinds, there were two blooms of
Border Chief, a large yellow ground flower with deep bronzy purple margin

;

and Lizzie Walton, a splendid white ground flower, bordered with bright
purple—both raised by Mr. Dean.

Batch No. 2_ came to hand on June 5th, and contained seventeen fine
blooms. There is a great variety in the marking of these flowers. You are
not confined to the three classes of selfs, white grounds, and yellow grounds,
that circumscribe the English flowers—in fact, there is such a great diversity
of marking, and such eccentric blending of colours, that it sets at defiance
almost all rules of classification.

I divided the batch into three divisions for the purpose of describing them.
I put by themselves the bright and deep yellow grounds, those of a pale yellow,
sulphur or straw colour

;
and, lastly, those of a white ground colour.

In the first was a flower of marked individuality, after the style of Noemy
Demay and Mrs. Moore, deep golden ground with rich, fiery, bronze margin,
and dense black blotch. This was fitly named Firefly, and was the showiest
flower of the whole. Next was a curiously-marked bloom named Clown, bright
gold ground with purplish-crimson border, having a dense blotch on each of
the segments of the flower : Magicienne, bright yellow ground with broad
margin of purplish-crimson, and dense blotch ; then Lord Provost (a compliment
I presume to the chief magistrate of Edinburgh), bright canary yellow ground,
and purple belting rayed with pale lilac, and distinctly edged with white:
this flower also had a smaller dark blotch than usual. Gold Shield had a
ground colour of golden yellow, with rich bronzy margin to the upper petals,
a narrow margin of the same to the lower segment of the flower, and small
dark blotch; and, lastly, Richard Dean, yellow ground with bright purple
margin, and having a large dark blotch.

The next division had pale yellow or straw grounds. Foremost was a
splendid flower named Mrs. Dean, with broad border of velvety rosy crimson,
and dense blotch rayed with fiery bronze ; Thomas Moore, with deep Hum-
boldt margin, spotted with white, and dark blotch ; Beaute de Parterre, having
violet belting, and dark bronzy blotch

; Moonshine, pale lemon ground, lilac
margin, and small dark blotch; Carlotta Patti, rosy purple belting with
large dark spot on each segment, rayed with yellow and reddish-purple ; and
Aunt Nelly, having a rich rosy crimson border, and dark blotch, rayed with
bright yellow.

In the remaining group of light ground flowers were four blooms of
Hiberma—that like Thomas Moore has a variegation of white on its bright
Humboldt belting

; Columbine, with margin of violet and a dark blotch

;

Mrs. Turner, a large flower with pale lilac belting, and dark blotch ; Princess
Beatrice, having a broad border of rosy purple, and large purplish-crimson
Dlotch

;
and, lastly, Annie Brooksbank, a flower something in the style of

Princess Alice, but having a bright lilac margin, with large dark blotch on
each segment.

.

There is one g'reat advantage the Fancy Pansies possess over the English
kinds—they are of hardier constitution, and seem to stand better the extremes
of heat and cold. They also grow much stronger, and give a succession of
bloom till very late in the season. The next two or three years will witness
giant strides in this improvement, and a corresponding advance in popularity.

Quo.
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A EEMEDY FOR THE GRUB IN CARROTS.
It is generally most difficult for a gardener to obtain an abundant and

healthy crop of Carrots. The gardens here are about ten acres in extent ; and

till lately every endeavour to obtain an abundant crop of this useful vegetable

has failed, as it has been invariably cut off by the grub. We have, however,

I am glad to say, been perfectly successful during last season, and have

obtained a pure crop, clean and beautiful. In the autumn we trenched the

ground two spades deep, and left it in a rough state. In the first week of April

we levelled the ground with Dutch hoes, and drew drills 15 inches apart.

Before sowing the seed we applied guano at the rate of about 4 cwt. to an acre.

The seed came up well, but just as they were fit for thinning, they assumed as

usual a yellow appearance, owing to the attacks of the grub. We then

adopted an expedient which, I am glad to say, has proved highly successful.

Having a large quantity of soapsuds beside us (as we constantly employ them
for the wall trees), and having 'taken the rose from the watering-pot, we
applied a considerable quantity to the rows. The result of this new experiment

was very gratifying, as the crop assumed, shortly afterwards, a fine healthy

appearance. The fact that we have employed guano for the last several years

without producing the same effect, leads me to the conclusion that my success

was chiefly owing to this very simple and easily-procured remedy. Should it

in future years prove the successful remedy I have found it this year to be, I

shall be most happy to acquaint your readers with it, as the remedy though

exceedingly simple and easily procured will, I believe, prove highly beneficial.

Dunmore Gardens, Falkirk. William Carmichael.

CEDRTTS DEODARA.
This is certainly a most noble, ornamental, graceful-growing tree, one of

the most noble, ornamental, graceful-growing trees which have been introduced

to this country this last half-century. However, we do hear some accounts of

plants here and there about the country foiling in colour, becoming rusty,

and losing their foliage at the points of their shoots. Possibly situation, soil,

and the late two very severe trying winters may tend to have something to do

with it. However, there is another enemy that has come under my own
observation, and which I was exceedingly sorry to see. About this noble

place there are a good many fine trees of Cedrus deodara growing about in

various situations, the largest of which is nearly 60 feet high, with a trunk

2 feet, from ground 6 feet 9 inches in circumference, branching beautifully

and gracefully to the green sward, in diameter from 36 to 40 feet.
_
It has

borne cones several times without male catkins—last year male catkins and

not cones. Its trunk begins to look knotty and carbuncley, putting forth

some carbuncles, similar to what I have when a boy knocked off the

trunks of old Cedars of Lebanon, the size of a cricket ball to play cricket,

hockey, and other then-amusing games with. There were also four large

and beautifully-twining plants growing at each corner of a square piece of

water here about twelve years ago. The foliage of one, after some hot sunny

days, turned almost suddenly from a beautiful luxuriant green to pale yellow.

On examination, the foliage was covered with a very fine minute mildew.

Here the plant stood a yellow unhealthy-looking object till the following

spring, unable to put forth new foliage. As the season and sun advanced off

it fell, leaving a naked dead tree. This must be examined to discover the
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cause of death. "What could it be ? I turned off the turf for a good distance
about jt, with fork and spade the earth was thrown out. Why, the roots were
as white as a miller's jacket, eaten up with fungus. It had run up entirely
through the heart or centre of the tree ; it was as soft, dry, and druscy as
an old dry-rotted beam or board out of a cellar, eaten up with dry rot. What
is the cause of this ? Was it because it stands high and dry several feet above
the surface of the water ? No, the soil contained a good many old roots and
pieces of wood that had been intermined some years before by the shrubbery,
and had been grubbed. This rubbishy wood was white with mildew, druscyi
and brittle. Here, no doubt, was the enemy, and the effect was exactly like
the larch rot, or disease called by some.

Another instance or fact I will just relate. Some sixteen or eighteen years
ago, on a piece of old pasture ground was chosen to place a clump or plantation
of Cedrus deodara facing the south-west, sloping high dry ground, was well
trenched, surface sandy loam, subsoil brashy, loose sandy gravel. Was fenced
in and planted ; the trees grew away, did as vigorous and well as could be wished.
Five years ago one fine plant turned of an unhealthy sickly colour. Why, the
enemy has found them out! Yes, the old larch disease is here safe enough.
What is the cause of this ? Why, on examination, an old hedge had formerly
run across the spot, had been grubbed and levelled. The old rotten, musty,
mildewed, decayed roots and sticks left in the ground were undoubtedly the
forerunners of this mischief, to which several other fine trees have since
been sacrificed.

B™ton. James Baenes.

WEEDS.
The common plants which grow by the roadsides and on the borders of

fields, although constantly submitted to our observation in course of our walks,
do not in general attract that attention which thev deserve. They are
characterised by the opprobrious epithet of " weeds," and as such are too often
neglected and despised. Even the botanist, to whom every plant is more or
less an object of study, hurries past them in search of the rarer productions of
the vegetable kingdom

; or if he does perchance cast a hasty glance upon them,
it is only with the view of remarking something singular or uncommon in
their appearance. Notwithstanding the neglect with which they are treated,
weeds are not without their use in the economy of nature, whether we regard
them as tending in some measure to support the salubrity of the atmosphere
which we breathe, affording food to numerous tribes of insects and birds, as
well as to man himself; or, finally, furnishing products which are useful and
important m a medical point of view. Besides supplying the mere physical
wants of the animal creation, weeds may be looked upon as contributing in a
still higher degree to the well-being of mankind.

Although common weeds, such as the Dandelion and Shepherd's Pouch,
are universally diffused, the latter being found so far south as Terra del Fuego
still there is a considerable difference in the character of weeds produced in
different countries, and even in different parts of the same country. The
common vegetable productions of Australia and the continent are in many
respects dissimilar to those of Britain ; and we find the dissimilarity still
greater if we extend our attention to the warmer regions of the globe. If we
confine our attention, however, to Scotland alone we shall find sufficient
illustration of effect which climate and soil exercise over the vegetable
kingdom. In the western districts of Scotland the roadsides and pastures are
covered with the Sheep's Scabious, a plant unknown on the eastern coast ; and
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again, the "White Dead Nettle, so common and abundant in the neighbourhood
of Edinburgh, scarcely exists in the vicinity of Glasgow.

Nature seems to haye provided for the extensive diffusion of the common
plants which form the principal covering of the surface of our earth. Their

seeds are in general produced easily and profusely, and they are often furnished

with feathery appendages, by means of which they are scattered far and wide.

In many instances their roots descend a great depth, or run for a considerable

way under the surface of the ground, so that it is a matter of great difficulty to

eradicate them completely. Their powers of vitality are also very great.

Though trodden under foot and exposed to the smoke of the town, with

scarcely a gleam of sunshine to enliven them, they still tenaciously retain their

vital properties, and continue to grow and flourish luxuriantly. In some of

the closes in the High Street of Edinburgh the common Scurvy Grass used to

flourish, although excluded from all the benefits of sun and shower, which

are so essential to the existence of the more delicate plants of our island.

The length of time during which the common plants retain their power of

germinating is remarkable. In this part of the country the seeds of the

common white Clover have been found buried under 6 or 7 feet of peat moss,

where they must in all probability have lain for centuries ; and yet, when
sown in the garden, they have vegetated easily and given rise to healthy

vigorous plants. It is a curious fact that when ground is for the first time

subjected to the plough in this country, a crop of white Clover very generally

springs up, although the plant may not have been noticed on the spot pre-

viously. When some new soil was turned lately in one of the farms in this

place, the Narrow-leaved Fumitory, a plant by no means common in Britain,

began to grow in great abundance. The seeds had probably lain dormant for

a long period, inasmuch as the plant had not been observed in that situation

before, although it had been often subjected to the scrutinising search of the

Edinburgh botanists.

The commonest weed, when met with in unexpected situations, or when
cultivated in countries where it is not indigenous, often becomes an object of

great interest. It was the celebrated traveller Park, who, when wandering on

the African desert, worn out and fatigued and almost disposed to lie down in

despair, had his attention attracted by a little moss, one which he had probably

often before passed by unnoticed, growing in the wide waste without com-

panions of any species—it was then he reasoned that, if the Almighty supported

this insignificant plant in the desert, and caused it to put forth its leaves and

fruit, why should he despond or once give way to the sentiment that there

was not a Protecting Arm near ? From reflections such as these he was stimu-

lated to proceed, until he at length reached the oasis, where his strength was

recruited.

The Daisy, when it accidentally springs up in Australia among some

English earth which had conveyed seeds to that country, is viewed with

different feelings from those with which I beheld it in this country. Dr. Carey

writes the following beautiful lines upon the same flower :

—

" Thxice welcome, little English, flower

!

My mother country's Avhite and red

;

In Bose or Lily till this hour,

Never to me such beauty spred

;

Transplanted from thine island bed,

A treasure in a grain of earth,

Strange as a spirit from the dead

Thine embryo sprang to birth."

The Whin, or Gorse, so called in this country and so common as to be

looked upon with indifference, was by the great Linneeus. in whose native
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country it did not exist, regarded with sentiments little short of adoration.
On beholding it covered with its rich golden blossoms, he envied the country
which possessed such a floral treasure.

I shall now endeavour to rescue from neglect a few of the common weeds,
and will give a short account of some of those with which my readers are most
familiar.

What plant more common than the Dandelion ? What more despised r

Yet it supplies a valuable medicine, and has furnished the means of subsistence
to many of the human race. From it an extract is procured possessing diuretic
properties, which has been employed with success in relieving the sufferings of
humanity, more especially in dropsies and affections of the liver. When a
swarm of locusts had destroyed the harvest in the island of Minorca, many of
the inhabitants subsisted on this plant alone. The roots, when roasted, are to
this day used by the poor at Gdttingen as a substitute for coffee ; and tbe
young leaves, when blanched, are sometimes employed as a salad.

Coltsfoot abounds as a weed on all roadsides, where it expands its blossoms
early in spring, before its leaves make their appearance. It has been remarked
of this plant that the flowers, when in bud, are pendulous, and become erect
when fully expanded ; that they afterwards fade and droop till the seeds become
ripe, when they again rise in order that the seeds may be more readily wafted
by the wind to situations proper for their growth. The down on the leaves
of the plant forms 'good tinder, and the leaves themselves are employed in
coughs and asthmatic complaints.

The Burdock, well known by its bristly heads which adhere to the clothes,
and which are often thrown into the air by boys for the purpose of catching
bats, has also its medicinal and domestic uses. The young stems, when
stripped of their rind, are boiled and eaten like Asparagus, and in a raw state
they are prepared with oil and vinegar as a salad. A decoction of the roots
is used as a substitute for sarsaparilla, to act as a tonic and cause gentle per-
spiration. The heads of a similar plant have of late been put to use in the
manufacture of cloth, being employed as Teazles in raising the nap to the
surface, which it is said no artificial contrivance could do nearly so well.
Thus, in some districts, from being a despised weed this humble plant has
become one of the most precious vegetable productions.

Kinnahaird. Robert Murray, F.R.H.S.
(To be continued.)

GRAPES ALL THE YEAR ROUND.
The excellent article by Mr. Hill on growing Grapes all the year round

will be of much benefit to intending planters, in aiding them to select the best
kinds for early and late vineries. As I have planted within the last three
years nine vineries for the same purpose and rotation, and as my selection of
sorts for the earliest-houses differs in a few of the varieties from Mr. Hill's,
perhaps their names may be useful to tbe readers of the Florist and
Pomologist. In No. 1, in the earliest vinery, in addition to Black Hamburgh,
I have planted Purple- Constantia, and for a White Grape, Chasselas Musque'
The Purple Constantia is a very early Grape, and to those who like highiy-
perfumed-flavoured Grapes, it is the best grown. The Chasselas Musque is a
well-known highly-flavoured early Grape, but it often cracks when colouring,
which makes the bunches defective. With me in this house it never does so
as its roots are under control, and water withheld during the ripening process.
In No. 2 the Vines are principally Hamburghs, with the addition of Buckland
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Sweetwater, Grizzly Frontignan, and White Frontignan. No. 3 contains
mostly Hamburghs, Purple Constantia, Buckland Sweetwater, and two plants
of the Golden Hamburgh, which I find to be a good early Grape, but an
uncertain variety when grown in late vineries. No. 4 is a very large house,
being 106 feet in length by 18 feet in width, and started in the beginning of
February. This house furnishes a supply through July, August, and Septem-
ber, and the varieties are principally Muscats, Black Tripoli, Hamburghs, and
Frontignans. Nos. 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9, are late vineries in one range, about
250 feet long, and 14 feet wide. Muscats are planted in the earliest divisions,
and for the three latest, Barbarossa, Trebbiano, Lady Downe's Seedling,
Calabrian Raisin, West's St. Peter's, Burchardt's Prince, and Alicante. The
Trebbiano kept with me last year till the 10th of April, and, although a little

shrivelled, was excellent in flavour.

Wclbeck Gardens. William Tillery.

THE GOOSEBERRY CATERPILLAR.
This destructive pest often causes much annoyance and vexation. Last

summer I observed about the plantations of the 'London market-gardeners
acres of Gooseberry trees entirely stripped naked of foliage by it. The
best and surest preventive and exterminator I could ever discover is to
store away dry, in old boxes or barrels, all the wood "ashes I can muster
throughout the season from any refuse needful to consume by fire. To three
bushels of dry wood ashes I add one bushel of chimney soot and one bushel of
newly-slaked lime. Incorporate and mix the whole well together, and dredge
the Gooseberry and Currant trees by hand well on a showery, moist, or misty
day, in order that it might adhere. It not only acts as a destroyer and pre-
ventive to this pest, but also clears the plants entirely of moss aud lichen.
What falls on the earth and what is washed off after by the rain acts very
beneficially to the healthy growth of the plants. It has also its beneficial
effect on every other kind of fruit tree at all subject to moss or lichen by
thoroughly cleaning them.

Bicton. - James Barnes.

WINTER HAWTHORNDEN.
WITH AN ILLUSTRATION.

Synontme.—New Hawthornden.

This is a fine noble Apple, bearing some external resemblance to the old
Hawthornden. The fruit from which the annexed drawing, by Mrs. Dix,
was taken, was supplied to us by Mr. Rivers, of the Sawbridgeworth Nurseries.

The fruit is large, roundish-oblate, and even in its outline. Skin smooth
and shining, pale yellow, with a blush of red on the side next the sun. The
flesh is firmer than that of the old Hawthornden, with all its qualities.-

A first-rate culinary Apple, in use from October to February or March.
It is remarkable while young for its large and handsome foliage and stout

robust shoots, so that the trees may be distinguished from all others. Unlike
its parent, the Old Hawthornden, it seldom or never cankers, and flourishes in

soils in which that variety cankers and dies in a few years. No Apple is

more likely to repay the orchardist who wishes to grow a good market fruit.

The trees, owing to their compact habit of growth, may be planted more
thickly than most other sorts ; and a plantation of this sort on the Paradise
stock, cultivated as bush trees, would well repay the cultivator ; for the fruit

such trees give are larger and more beautiful than the produce on standards.
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NOTES FROM KEW.
The 1st of May has been anxiously anticipated as the clay when the new conservatory

here should he open to the public—nor are they disappointed ; for at one o'clock on Friday
the gates were open, and the long-treasured building was submitted to public scrutiny.
For its external claims I am content to let " wiser heads divine." But enter the building,
and if you can convince yourself that a gallery really exists, mount it, and then say, "What
do you think of the appearance ? Certainly a fine one. Not only does the finely-painted roof
impress you very agreeably, but you cannot help the thought—What will the plants be when
they get established? Surely they will be worthy the labour that has placed them in their
present position. I do not presume to furnish a list of the plants, but 1 may mention as being
in bloom, Callicoma serratifolia, Rhododendron Dalhousianum, Agapetis buxifolia, Henecio
Fosterii, several splendid Acacias, and in the south-end octagon a quantity of the Citrus
family, the perfume of which is almost overpowering. The principal plants are arranged
in beds divided by gravel walks, and running lengthways of the house ; but to all I say,
See it.

The show greenhouse in the Botanic Garden, known as No. 10, is extremely gay with
Azaleas, G-eraniums, Calceolarias, Cinerarias, Aphelexis, Pimeleas, Adenandras, and an
almost innumerable variety of flowering and ornamental-foliaged plants, among which may
be mentioned especially G-leichenia flabellata, and Funkia Sieboldi variegata, a hardy
plant, but particularly useful for pot-culture.

Among Ericas in No. 13 are Devoniana (a beautiful thing), candidissima, E. vestita
carnea, vestita rosea, and many others of great beauty

;
indeed, it may be said of these, they

are an extensive and thriving collection.

Mesembryantheniuins, of which there is a large collection, are not attractive at this
season as regards bloom.

But the Cacti begin to offer more to look upon. There are at present in bloom Phyllocactus
phyllanthoides, P. crenatus; Cereus Jenkinsonii, C. Mallisonii, C. Martianus ; Mamillaria.
globosa, with its humble little flowers; and Agave densrflora, A. micrantha, with a plant of
A. americana, which seems to say, "I will very soon." The climbers here as usual promise
well. A small plant of Clianthus Dampieri is in capital health and blooming well.

The stoves, of which the Palm-house must be ranked first, are attractive for the season.
The Palms look exceedingly well ; the beds in which they grow have been edged with
Selaginella, giving them a pretty and lively appearance. Walks, edged with gravel have
also been formed through the centre of the plants in the wings, which not only admits more
light to the plants, but allows them to be seen to greater advantage. There are at present two
flowers upon the Seaforthia, neither of which has been heard to burst the spathe. There is
also a drupe upon Areca Baueri, a handsome little Palm. Caryota urens is still clamouring
for more head-room, for which it requires frequent snubbings. Musa sapientum has been
fruiting well this spring. Musa ensete is looking well, and the variegated Musa vittata is
showing for bloom. There are plants here of Cocos nucifera, and Latania rubra, which
promise well. Part of the shelves have been edged with slate, and filled up with plunging
material, which is covered with a turf of Lycopodium. Not only do the plants do better
thus, but it is a decided advance towards improved appearance.

In the small stove, No. 5, are some few good Gloxinias—for instance, Charles Baes,
Prince de Ligne, and Meteor, interspersed with which are some beautiful Caladiums,
Begonias, and a handsome little plant of Pandanus javanicus variegatus. Under the roof is
trained a fine specimen of Clerodendron splendens, finely in bloom.

In No. 15 a large specimen of Bhyncospermum jasminoides delights with its abundant
bloom and delicious perfume. Cedium pictum, and the broad-leaved variety of Dracania
terminalis, are also conspicuous here ; a few Ixoras, too, are blooming well.

In No. 19 there is a smaU plant of Musa coccinea, terminating with its pretty scarlet
bloom. This house is nearly all foliage ; such things as Carludovicas, Heliconias, Alpinias,
please with their variety. Here is also the curious Adenum obesum still in growth.

The large house near the entrance-gates (late New- Holland-house), has been appropriated
to the growth of Aroidea, which are well represented. The pretty little Anthurium Scher-
zerianum is blooming here ; and the prevailing green of the foliage is varied by variegated
Caladiums, such as Wightii, Belleymei, Chantini, and bicolor splendens.

In bloom in the Orchid-houses are Phakeonopsis grandiflora, Calanthe veratrifolia,
Oncidium ampliatum, 0. luridum, Lycaste Skinnerii, L. aromatica, Bletia Shepherdii, and
Epidendrum elougatum.

In the aquariums both the Victorias are planted, and promising well; the largest
measiires upwards of 2 feet across the leaf.

In No. 6 are two plants of the Ouviranda, which look pretty well. The shelves are gay
with Caladiums and other ornamental-foliaged plants.
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Much, is being done here out of doors this spring, the plot containing the order Gramineaa
has been remodelled, and a chain of beds has been formed on each side of the semicircular

walk behind the Palm-house. This will, undoubtedly, be an improvement, as this portion

of the grounds from the prevalence of evergreens looked rather sombre during the summer.
A ribbon-bed has been formed on each side of the walk leading from the Cacti-house towards

No. 2 museum.
In bloom on the walls are numerous "Wistarias, Clematis montana (a pretty thing),

Coronillas, &c. In the grounds are Magnolias, Cydonias, Cytisus, TJlex, Arbutus, Bibes,

Bhododendron Vesuvius, and others. In conspicuous places on the grass are placed plants

of Gunnera scabra, which have been protected during the winter, and are How sending up
abundance of their showy rhubarb-like leaves. Small standard plants of Amelanchier ovalis

have been very showy here this spring.

Visitors to Kew this summer will find the attractions considerably augmented upon the

whole
;
indeed, they appear to appreciate them already. On Sunday, the 3rd, there were

sis thousand persons entered the ground, including their Eoyal Highnesses the Prince and
Princess of Wales, the Duchess and Princess Mary of Cambridge.

J. McP.

THE METROPOLITAN EXHIBITIONS.
Crystal Palace, May 23>-d.—Those who looked forward to a renewal of tho com-

pedtioii between Messrs. Veitch & Son and Mr. Turner, in the Class for ten Greenhouse
Azaleas, were doomed to disappointment, as the Chelsea plants were not present. It is but
rarely that Messrs. Yeitch & Son do send anything to the Palace Shows, and they refrained

from doing so on this occasion : consequently Mr. Turner had the Azalea exhibition entirely

his own way ; and in the Class for ten varieties he staged two groups of splendid specimens,

occupying the two comers where the nave intersects the transept towards the tropical depart-

ment. These were placed first and second. The best group consisted of J uliana, Optima,

Gem, Perryana, and Glory of Siuminghill, all Bright Beds
;
Murrayana, Purple

;
Criterion,

Variegated; Mary, Alba Magna, and Magnificent, Whites. The second lot contained

different to those just named, Ghelsoni, Prrestantissinia, and Illustris Nova, Beds ; Petunia?-

fiora and Arborea Purpurea, Purple; and Iveryana, White. Third, Mr. T. Page, gardener

to W. Leaf, Esq., Streatham. With six varieties Mr. Turner was again first, having Perryana,

Sir C. Napier, Gem, and Extrani, Bright kinds; Admiration, Variegated ; and Gledstanesi,

White. Second, Mr. T. Page, with Juliana, Murrayana, Optima, Prasstantissima, Criterion,

and Gledstanesi. Third, Mr. Smith, gardener to A. Anderson, Esq., Norwood Grove.

In the Class for eight new kinds Mr. Turner furnished two collections, and Messrs.

Ivery & Son, of Dorking, three. Mr. Turner was first and third, and Messrs. Ivery second

and fourth. The former had Sir H. Havelock, Brilliant (very bright red), Magnet, and
C'omte de Hainault, all Bright kinds

;
Kinghorni, Purple ; Etoile du Gand, Variegated ; and

Elower of the Day, White. In the other group different from these were Mars, Bright Bed

;

Miltoni, Purpli3h-rose : Distinction, Salmon edged with White ; President de Clayes and
Salmonacea alba-cintra, Striped lands ; and Madame Verschaffelt, Salmon Bose, slightly edged

with White. Messrs. Ivery & Son had some of these, and besides them Prince Alfred, very

bright; Variegata Superba and Due d'Aremberg, Variegated; Kinghorni, Purple; and
Leviath.au, double White. In another group were Quentin Durward, double Bed; Dr.

Livingstone and Bouquet de Flare, Purple.

Nest to these were the Boses, shown in groups of ten kinds. Equal first prizes were
awarded to Mr. W. Paul, Waltham Cross, and Messrs. H. Lane & Son, Berkhampstead, having

varieties scarcely differing from those produced at the Begent's Park. The few days'

interval had greatly improved Mr. Paul's plants. Third, Messrs. A. Paul & Son, Cheshunt,

no second prize being awarded. With ten kinds in smaller pots Mr. Turner, Slough, was
first, having capital plants of Baronne Provost, Madame Boll, La Keine, Dr. Bretonneau,

Madame C. Wood, Model of Perfection, Madame Damaizin, Madame Bravy, Catherine

Guillot, and President. Second, Mr. W. Paul.

Stove and Greenhouse plants had greatly advanced in attractiveness since the Park
Show. With fifteen specimens Mr. B. Peed, gardener to Mrs. Tredwell, Norwood, was
first, having fine well-bloomed plants of Allamandas grandiflora and cathartica, Ixora alba,

Ericas depressa and Cavendishii, Acrophyilum roseum, Franciscea confertiflora, Tetratheca

ericrefolia, Polygalas, Eriostemons, and Azaleas. Second, Mr. J. Green, gardener to Sir E.

Antrobus, Chcam, with Stephanotis floribunda, Franciscea calycina, Bhododendron Gibsoni,

Pirnelea Hendersoni, Dracophyllum gracile, Iledaroma macrostegia, Aphelexis maerantha

rosea, Azaleas, Allamanda grandiflora, and others. Third, Mr. Baxendinc, gardener to

W. H. Smallpicce, Esq., Guildford. With twelve varieties Mr. Chilinan, gardener to Mrs.

Smith, Epsom, was first, having Genotyllis tulipifera and G. macrostegia, Franciscea con«
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fertiflora, Ericas Cavendishii and depressa, Azalea arborea purpurea, Aphelexis spcctabilis
grandiflora and macrantha rosea, Pimelea Hendcrsoni, Eriostemon pulchollum, Polygala
Dalniaisiana, and Acropliyllum vouosum. Second, Messrs. J. & J. Fraser, Lea Bridge Koad.
"With eight varieties Mr. B. Peed was first ; Messrs. J. & 0. Lee, Hammersmith, second ; and
third, Mr. T. Page, gardener to W. Leaf, Esq. With six varieties Mr. T. Page was placed
first, having Pimelea decussata, Allamanda Schotti, Hedaroma tulipiferum, Erica Cavendishii,
DracophyUuni gracile, and an Azalea. Second, Mr. C. Smith, gardener to A. Anderson,
Esq., with a splendid plant of Hoya bella, Erica ventricosa coccinea, Azalea Iveryana,
Chorozema macrophylla, Ehyncospermum jasminoides, and Aphelexis rupestris grandiflora.
With twelve fine-foliaged and variegated plants Messrs. Lee were first ; and equal second
Mr. C. Hutt, gardener to Miss B. Coutts, Highgate, and Mr. Young, gardener to W. II.
Stone, Esq., Havant, Some huge specimens of patens were among theso, interspersed with
tree Ferns, Calauiums, Dieffenbachias, &c.

Orchids were very showy, and generally had good heads of bloom. Mr. McMorland's
fine plants were absent; but they will, no doubt, be seen at the Kegent's Park June Shows..
With sixteen varieties Mr. R. Bullen, gardener to A. Turner, Esq., Leicester, was first,

having Anguloa Clowesii and A. Ruckeri, Eollisson's and Vcitck's varieties of A
r

anda suavis,
.Erides odoratum major (a splendid plant), Lindleyana, Yirens superbum, and tho Foxbrush
variety

; Cypripedium caudatum, Phalamopsis grandiflora, a splendid pan of Orchis foliosa,
Oattleya Mossia?, Saccolabium guttatum and S. curvifolium, Dendrobiuni Devoniamun, aud
Calanthe veratrifolia. Equal first prize to Mr. G. Baker, gardener to S. Bassett, Esq.,
Stamford Hill, with Yandas suavis and insignis, Angidoa Clowesii, Ladia cinnabarina and
L. purpurata, Phalamopsis grandiflora, Saccolabium retusum, S. curvifolium and S. gut-
tatum, Cypripedimn Lowii and 0. barbatum superbum, Cattleya Mossice, JSrides odoratum
cornuturn and A. virens, and Dendrobiuni macrophyllum giganteum, having three magni-
ficent spikes of flowers. Third, Mr. T. Page; and, fourth, Mr. S. Woolley, Cheshunt.
With ten varieties, Mr, 0. Penny, gardener to H. Gibbs, Esq., Kegent's Park, was first,
having Phalaenopsis grandiflora, Yanda suavis, Laflia purpurata, Calanthe veratrifolia, Sobralia
superba, Anguloa Ruckeri, Coelngyne Lowii, Cypripedium barbatum nigrum, Saccolabium
retusum, and Trichopilia crispa. Second, Mr. Lovell, gardener to H. E. Gurney, Esq.,
Nutflelcl, Surrey; and, third, Mr. S. Woolley. With six varieties Mr. Wiggins, gardener toW Beck, Esq., Isleworth, was first, having Saccolabium guttatum, JEridos crispum,
Dendrobium densiflorum, .Brides Karpentse, A. Fieldingii, and A. Schrcederi. Second,
Messrs. T. Jackson & Son, Kingston, with Yanda suavis, Phaius Wallichi, Cattleya Mossia>
aurantiaca, Cypripedium barbatum superbnm, Lrelia purpurata, and Dendrobium Devonianum.

With six Cape Heaths Messrs. T. Jackson & Son were first, having Yentricosa tumida,
Camea Depressa, Florida, Begiana, and Tricolor Demissa. Equal second, Mr. B. Peed and Mr.
T. Page, the first having Yassaflora, Eximia Superba, Depressa, Yentricosa Coccinea Minor,
Tricolor Yentricosa, and Magnifica. Mr. Page had Florida, Victoria Kegina, Cavendishii,
Yassaflora, Coccinea Minor, and Beaumontia. Third, Mr. Young, gardener to W. II, Stone,
Esq., Havant.

Some tall Cacti were staged, but they were not so good as usual. With six varieties
Mr. J

.
Green, gardener to Sir E. Antrobus, was first

; second, Mr. Waters, gardener to
A. Perry, Esq., Sydenham

;
and, third, Mr. Young, gardener to R. Barclay, Esq., Highgate.

Pelargoniums were in prime condition, some grand specimens being staged. Tn the
Open Class for ten varieties, Mr. Bailey, gardener to E. T. Drake, Esq., Shardeloes, near
Aniersnam, was first, having Mr. Marnock, Sir C. Campbell, Monarch, Sanspareil, Ariel,
Diadem, Lady Canning, Kose Celestial, The Belle, and Scarlet Floribunda. Second, Mr.
Turner, with capital plants, but not so large as those of Mr. Bailey's, having Beadsman,
Empress Eugenie, Guillaume Severyns, Kose Celestial, Etna, Diadem, Festus, Bacchus,
Fairest of the Fair, and Candidate. Third, Messrs. J, & J. Fraser. In the Class for six
varieties, exhibited by Amateurs, Mr. Shrimpton, gardener to A. Doxat, Esq., Putney, was the
only competitor, having plants of Kose Celestial, Peacock, Governor-General, Fairest of the
Fair, Yestal, and Sanspareil.

With six Fancy varieties Mr. Turner was first and third, having Keine des Fantaisies,
Arabella Goddard, Delicatum, Clemanthe, Lady Craven, and Acme. In the other group were
Modestum, Ellen Beck, Cloth of Silver, Undine, Reliance, and Queen of the Yalley. Messrs.
Fraser had Acme, Queen of the Yalley, Bridesmaid, Clara Novello, Cloth of Silver, and
Celestial, and was second.

A few poor Cinerarias were produced in Class 21 by Mr. W. Keid, of Sydenham, to
which a third prize was awarded. With six Calceolarias Mr. James, gardener to W. F.
Watson, Esq., Isleworth, was first and second, having splendid plants of 'a dwarf herbaceous
kind, several seedlings of which he has named. Mr. Reld, of Sydenham, was third; and a
group of dwarf spotted kinds were staged by Mr. J. Jennings, Shipston-on-Stour. This
seems to be a peculiar strain, one well deserving cultivation.

Of Cut Flowers there were some good Tulips from Mr. J. Hunt, of High Wycombe, in
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twenty-four varieties

—

-viz., Magnum Bonum, Maid of Orleans, G-aribaldi (a seedling),

Anastasia, Royal Sovereign, Polyphemus, General Barneveld, Madonna, Strong-' s Queen,
Duchess of Sutherland, Vivid, Romeo, Blasmart, Triomphe Royale, Victoria Eegina, Duke of
Sutherland, George Hayward, Heroine, Pandora, Lady Downes, Lord Denman, and seedlings.

Second, Mr. Turner
;
third, Mr. T. Westbrook, Abingdon. With stands of twenty-four

Verbenas Mr. W. H. Treen, of Rugby, was first and second, having splendid trusses of the
following among others —Foxhunter, Magnificent, Rugby Hero, Snowflake, Firefly, Apollo,

La Gloire, Mrs. Harrison, Nemesis, Decorator, Venus, Auricula, Mrs. Moore, Kenilworth,
Countess of Aylesford, Rainbow, and Kate. Third, Messrs. S. Perkins & Son, Coventry,
with some good examples, among which was their bright scarlet flower, Lord Leigh.

With fourteen varieties of Pansies Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing, Edinburgh, were
first; Mr. E. Shenton, of Hendon, second; and third, Mr. James, Isleworth. Messrs.
Downie & Co. also had a collection of Fancy Pansies of fine quality, and also some seedling

flowers of the same, among which were Maccaroni, a large purple flower with dark blotch
;

Black Prince, a very dark flower, marked with pale yellow on the upper petals ; H. 0.

Nethercote, rosy crimson self, with narrow margin of white to each petal ; and Earl of

Bosslyn, reddish-claret self with dark blotch. Among the named flowers were fine blooms of

Belle" Esquermoise, Michael Ange, Princesse Mathilde, Belle Lilleoise, James de Watts (a

yellow flower with black blotch), Princess Alice, Noemi Demay, Distinction, and Cedo Nulli.

Some good seedling Pelargoniums were staged in the Class appropriated to them.
G. W. Hoyle, Esq,, of Reading, had Diadem, deep rose with dark top petals, very fine form
and striking

;
Artist, deep salmon rose, with dark top petals and white throat—a large flower

of first-rate form and very novel ; Alexandra ; and The Prince. Mr. Turner had a bright

flower named Orion ; also Royal Bride, delicate pink with crimson blotch on the top petals,

edged with carmine and white. Mr, Wiggins had Princess of Wales, carmine, deeply stained

with crimson, Avhite throat, and dark top petals—very showy ; Prince of Wales, a glowing
deep rose veined with dark crimson, and dark top petals ; Standard Bearer, very bright

orange scarlet, with dark top petals ; and Maid of Honour, pale lilac, with dark top petals

edged with lilac, large and striking, but wanting form.

New and Rare Plants came from several exhibitors. Foremost was Mr. Bull, of Chelsea,

who had Caladium Cannanti, in the way of Chantini ; and C. mirabile, dark grey leaves ribbed
with bright emerald and spotted with white ; Caladium Lowii ; a variegated Euonymus ; and
some pretty varieties of the Mimulus maculosris ; with specimens of M. cupreus, showing by
comparison how much the latter had been improved by hybridisation. Mr. Standish again

produced his two new varieties of Clematis from Japan; and also Weigela species from the

same source, having pure white flowers. Mr. R. Parker again produced Rhododendron
Countess of Haddington. Messrs. F. & A. Smith had variegated Fuchsia Pillar of Gold,

bright green foliage, veined with red and edged with yellow ; and also some of those beautiful

double Chinese Primroses. Mr. B. S. Williams had his Azalea elegantissima, noticed before
;

Aralia Sieboldi var. ; and Caladium Lowii. A seedling Bhotan Rhododendron, named Lady
Cranworth, delicate blush, was shown by Mr. J. Horwood. Boxfulls of beautiful cut Roses
came from Messrs. Paid & Son and W. Paul, containing some splendid flowers.

The centre transept had large groups of plants most tastefully and effectively arranged,

furnished by the Crystal Palace Company, with groups of statuary rising here and there

from among them. The whole arrangement of these and the Exhibition reflected the highest

credit on Mr. Houghton, the Superintendent, whose courtesy and kindness are ever mani-
fested on these occasions.

A small collection of Fruit was staged on a table in the Concert-room, containing

excellent examples of Pines—such as Providence, Black Prince, Black Jamaica, and Queen.

Mr. Hill, of Keele Hall, had some splendid Black Hamburgh Grapes ; so had Messrs.

Clements & Frost ; and with 12 lbs. weight, baskets of fine fruit were furnished by Messrs.

Plorwood & Clement (who had equal first), Frost, and Hill. White Grapes were generally

unripe, Messrs. Horwood & Clement had the best fruit. Cherries and Strawberries were
very fine. Figs were good ; and Peaches and Nectarines though not numerous were of good
quality. Some Melons and a few items in the Miscellaneous Class made up the Show.

Royal Houticulttikal Society, May 27th.—This, the first great Exhibition, was held

in the nave of the Exhibition building ; and a glorious Show it was, arranged there, where,

a year ago, a teeming multitude gathered together daily to gaze on examples of the busy
world's mdustry. The Royal visitors, that were so anxiously looked for at the Crystal

Palace, honoured this Exhibition with their presence, and the finest of weather waited on
them and those who came after.

Stove and Greenhouse Plants were but a reproduction of those that appeared at the

Crystal Palace. It was hoped that Mr. Spode's plants from Rugeley would have been
present, but they were not. With fifteen varieties, Mr. B. Peed, gardener to Mrs.

Tredwell, was first
;
second, Mr. J. Green, gardener to Sir E. Antrobus

;
and, third, Mr.
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R. Baxendine, gardener to W. H. Smallpiecc, Esq., Guildford. In the Nurseryman's Class
for twelve varieties, Messrs. J. & J. Fraser were first ; Messrs. Lee, of Hammersmith, second

;

and, third, Mr. W, Cutbush, of Barnet. With nine varieties, Mr. II. Chilman, gardener to
Mrs. Smith, Epsom, was first; and, second, Mr. W. Ivaile, gardener to Earl LoArelaee,
Ripley, Surrey. The Class for six varieties brought together several competitors, Mr.
A, Ingram, gardener to J. Blandy, Esq., Reading, being first; second, Mr. T. Page, gardoner
to W. Leaf, Esq., Streatham; third, Mr. Smith, gardener to A. Anderson, Esq., Norwood,
having the splendid plant of Hoya bella that was so much admired at the Crystal Palace
the Saturday previous. A fourth, and two extra prizes, were also awarded in this Class.
Collections of twenty Orchids were staged by Mr. Milford, gardener to E. McMorland. Esq.,
Haverstock Hill, who was first, having Odontoglossum, Phalamopsis (from Peru), Ladia
purpurata, L. Brysiana, and L. elegans; Odontoglossum mevium, Dendrobiuru Farmeri;
some beautiful varieties of Cypripediums, iEridcs, Cattlcyas, &c. Second, Mr. Gr. Baker,
gardenerto A. Bassett, Esq., Stamford Hill; and, third, Mr. Bullen, gardener to A. Turner,
Esq., Leicester. With twelve varieties, Messrs. Veiteh & Son, Chelsea and Exeter, were
first

;
and, second, Mr. Woolley, of Cheshunt. With tun varieties, Mr. Penny, gardener to

H. G-ibbs, Esq., Regent's Park, was first; second, Mr. T. Page, gardener to W. Leaf, Esq,,
Streatham

; and third, Mr. Green, gardener to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., Cheam. With six
varieties, Mr. Wiggins, gardener to W Beck, Esq., Isleworth, was first; second, Mr. Smith,
Syon House

;
and third, Mr. Wheeler, gardener to J. Philpotts, Esq., Stamford Hill.

Among these groups were to be found some good specimens of Ladia purpurata ; Yanda
suavis, in variety

;
Cattleyas, among which C. citrina was noticeable

;
Anguloa Clowesii

;

Cypripedium Lowii, having three very fine flowers; Saccolabium retusum, and other
varieties; JErides, in varieties; Phalamopsis grandirlora, and amabilis; the free-blooming
Dendrobium nobile

;
Ccelogyne Lowii ; Oncidium ampliatum majus, and 0. fiexuosum

;

some showy specimens of Dendrobium densiflorum, &c.
On this occasion Messrs. Turner and Veitch met once more in competition with Azaleas,

and the order of the first Royal Botanic Show was reversed. On this occasion Mr. Turner
was placed first, Messrs. Veitch & Son second, and Messrs. J. & J. Fraser third. In the
Amateurs' Class likewise, for nine varieties, Mr. Green, gardener to Sir E. Antrobus, was
first; second, Mr. T. Page, gardener to W. Leaf, Esq.

;
and, third, Mr. B. Peed, gardener to

Mrs. Tredwell. The Class for six varieties brought numerous groups. Mr. Penny, gardener
to H. Gibbs, Esq., Regent's Park, was first; second, Mr. Todman, gardener to R. Hudson,
Esq., Clapham Common; third, Mr. A. Ingram, gardener to J. Blandy, Esq., Reading-
while a fourth and three extra prizes were awarded. There were grand examples of
Admiration, Arborea Purpurea, Chelsoni, Criterion, Delecta, Extranei, Gem, Gledstanesi
Formosa, Glory of Sunninghill, Iveryana, Juliana, Magnificent, Lateritia, Murrayana,
Optima, Pro3stantissinia, Triumphans, and Yariegata.
A group of Rhododendrons came from Mr. C. Noble, of Bagshot, of colours ranging from

deep crimson to delicate blush. The most striking were Snowball, The Prince, The
Sentinel, The General, and Princess Alexandra.

With twelve Roses in pots, Mr. William Paul, of Waltham Cross, was first ; Messrs.
H. Lane & Son, Berkhampstead, second; and Messrs. Paid and Son, third. With six
varieties, Mr. Terry, gardener to W. G. Pullen, Esq., Youngsbury, was the only exhibitor,
and was placed first. Of Hybrid Perpetuate there were good specimens of Baronne Prevost,
Comte de Paris, Comtesse Mole, General Jacqueminot, Jules Margottin, La Peine, Leon des
Combats, Lord Raglan, Paul Perras, Senateur Yaisse, and Triomphe de Paris. Of Hybrid
Bourbon and China Moses there were Charles Lawson, Chenedole, Coupe d'Hebe, Paul Ricaut,
and Souvenir d'un Ami. Of Tea-scented varieties, Gloire de Dijon, Madame de St, Joseph'
Madame Willermoz, Niphetos, Souvenir d'un Ami, and Adam. There were also good
specimens of Noisette La Marque, and Blairii No. 2.

Cape Heaths were identical with those at the Crystal Palace. With six kinds, Mr.
B. Peed, gardener to Mrs. Tredwell, was first

;
second, Mr. T. Page, gardener to W. Leaf,

Esq.
;
and, third, Messrs. T. Jackson & Son, Kingston.

With twelve Pelargoniums, Mr. Turner was first, and Messrs. J. & J. Fraser second.
In the Amateurs' Class for nine plants, Mr. Shrimpton, gardener to A. Doxat, Esq., Putney,
was first

;
and, second, Mr. Wen, gardener to Mrs. Hodgson, Hampstead. It will be seen

that Mr. Bailey, of Shardeloes, was not present on this occasion. With six Fancy kinds,
Messrs. Turner and J. & J. Fraser were first and second ; and Mr. Weir in the Amateurs'
Class, with Mr. H. Lamb, gardener to Capt. Cahill, Southall, second. Of Large-flowerin°-
kinds the best specimens were—Ariel, Beadsman, Candidate, Desdemona, Fairest of the Fair,
Leviathan, Lord Canning, Mr. Marnock, Mazeppa, and Rose Celestial. Among the Fancy
kinds were good plants of Acme, Arabella Goddard, Celestial, Clara Novello, Delicatum
Lady Craven, Mrs. Turner, Queen of the Valley, and Roi des Fantaisies.

Of new and rare tender plants in flower, prizes were awarded to Mr. Standish, of
Bagshot, for the ten varieties of Clematis from Japan, and also for Weigela species ; and to
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Messrs. Veitch & Son for Dracophyllum species, all of which have been noticed before. Of
the same, not in flower, prizes were given to Mr. W. Bull, of Chelsea, for Caladimn Lowii,
Pandanus elegantissimus, Areea dealbata, and Yucca lineata lutea. To Messrs. Veitch and
Son, for Miconia argyroneura, exhibited before as a supposed Melastoma, and strongly
resembling a Cyanophyllum in habit ; for Eranthemum species, from Peru, with deep green
oval leaves marked with rosy-pink nerves; and for Pandanus elegantissimus. To Mr.
Young, for the same ; to Mr. S. Standish, for Acer species, from Japan, with variegation of
jellow; and to Mr. A. Verschaffelt, of Ghent, for Dieffenbachia Verschaffelti, ribbed with a
pale creamy white. In the Class for newly- introduced plants, Messrs. Veitch & Son had a
First-class Certificate for Lapageria alba, with several pure white blossoms as large as L. rosea.
A Second-class Certificate to the same, for Sphcerogyne latifolia ; and Certificates of the next
grade for Lomaria gibba, for the variegated Lonicera, and for Anthurium Scherzerianum,
A Certificate was also awarded to Mr. Bull, for the handsome Cibotium princeps. Of new
hardy Ornamental plants, Messrs. Veitch & Son had Abies firma, about 12 inches high, from
Japan; and Spirasa species, from California, a dwarf bushy shrub, with small corymbs of
bright rosy flowers, from which issue long white anthers. In this Class Mr. B. S. Williams,
of Holloway, had a handsome Crested Fern, Lastrea oreopteris cristata. Messrs. Ivery and
Son, of Dorking, and Mr. W. Bull, had a variety each of seedling hardy Ferns; the last-

named also had Euonymus ovatus aureus variegatus, having a bright golden blotch on its

deep green leaves.

In the Class for Seedling Florists' Flowers, Messrs. Veitch & Son received a First-class
Certificate for Rhododendron Sesterianum ; the same awarded to G. "VV. Hoyle, Esq., of
Reading, for Pelargoniums Diadem and Artist ; and Labels of Commendation for The Prince,
a showy orange red, with white throat and dark top petals; and for Penelope, soft rose
veined and spotted with maroon, and dark top petals. Second-class Certificates to Mr.
Wiggins, gardener to W. Beck, Esq., Isleworth, for Pelargoniums Prince and Princess of
Wales ; the former a showy crimson flower, marked with maroon, the latter being much in
the same way. Collections of Miscellaneous Plants came from Messrs. A. Henderson & Co.,
Veitch & Son, Bull, and Salter of Hammersmith ; Fems from Messrs. Ivery & Son and Mr.
II. Lavey ; cut Roses from Mejsrs. Paul & Son ; and Roses in pots from Mr. W. Paul

;

Pansies from Messrs. Downie, .Laird, & Laing, and Mr. Hooper, of Bath ; a grand pan of
Eucharis amazonica from Mr. J. Fleming, of Cleveden; Verbenas from Mr. Treen, of
Rugby ; and a group of Variegated Geraniums from Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, St.

John's Wood.
The first prize for a group of plants for conservatory decoration was awarded to Mr.

Turner, Slough, who had arranged his as a square bank, consisting of Azaleas, Pelargoniums,
Calceolarias, Roses, Ferns, &c, with here and there specimens of Cyanophyllum magnificum

;

the whole being edged with an inner row of Perilla nankinensis, a second row of Stachys
lanata, having for an outer edging Arabis variegata. Messrs. Veitch & Son were placed
second, having a conical stage filled with red and white Azaleas, Pelargoniums, Hydrangeas,
Fuchsias, Calceolarias, &c, edged with a row of Stocks and Mignonette placed alternately.

Vases, hanging-baskets, and columns were also employed with great effect, the whole being-

arranged with good taste. Messrs. Lee, of Hammersmith, were third ; and Messrs. W. Bull
and E. Shenton, of Hendon, also had groups.

Some items of fruit came in small quantities, consisting of Strawberries, Grapes. Pines,
Melons, Peaches, Figs, &c. Mushrooms came from Messrs. Cuthill, of Camberwell, and
Drummond, of Bath. Some Vegetables were also present, comprising Asparagus, Celery,
Cabbages, Cauliflowers, Carrots, Turnips, Lettuces, Onions, and Spinach.

Quo.

SEEDLING TULIPS.
We have received some very excellent seedling Tidips recently broken by Mr. William

Willison, of Whitby, some of them of remarkable excellence. Mr. Willison has already sent

out very fine flowers. His Sir J. Paxton, Gem of Gems, King, J. Sanderson, J. F. Ward,
and Uncle Tom, are well-known favouiites. We subjoin a description of them :

—

William Dean, feathered bizarre, very fine, and very solid marking ; rather small.

Dr. Young, flamed bizarre, good dark solid marking, and very fine.

Polly, feathered byblomen, very fine solid marking ; rather long cup, but very beautiful

flower.

Louis Napoleon, a fine bizarre, a flower of great substance
;
very pure, good shape and size.

Rosa Madi, dark-coloured rose, long, rather pointed petals, with heavy marking on the

top of each petal
;
quite pure.

William Cooper, a large, heavy-marked bizarre, nearly pure feather, rather pale yellow,

quite pure and distinct ; extra fine shape.
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Mrs. Beeoher Stowe, a superb-feathered byblomen, well marked, fino shape, full size,
and very pure ; a fine flower.

,
'William. Hepton, feathered bizarre, short cup, good petal, deep yellow, marking not so

solid as some
;
style of Groom's Duke of Wellington.

Thomas Bromfield, feathered bizarre, deep golden yellow, very fine, well marked.
Paragon, flamed byblomen, fine marking, quite pure, and a distinct variety of consider-

able merit.

Magenta, flamed rose, very long in the cup, very narrow base, stained stamens, and
impure base.

Rosy Byblomen, a fine-flamed flower, much the stylo of Nora Criena.
Feathered Bose, very fine, slightly marked, medium size

;
very good.

PRESERVING RHUBARB FOR TARTS AND PIES.
BY MR. D. THOMSON, ARCHEREIELD GARDENS, DREM,

It is perhaps not generally known (certainly it is very rarely acted upon if known),
that Rhubarb can be so preserved without sugar as to be in first-rate condition all winter and
early spring for tarts, and so obviating the necessity for forcing this esteemed vegetable
where there exists any inconvenience in forcing it. The preserved Rhubarb is much more
preferable than that which is forced early by the aid of hot stable litter on the ground
where it grows, there being always a disagreeable smack in the flavour from the ammonia
evolved by the dung in the process of fermentation.

To preserve Rhubarb in the manner to which I have referred, the best time to do it is
about the middle or end of May in ordinary seasons, just when the stalks are at their best
for tarts.

The method of preserving is to cut tbe stalks, after being peeled, into pieces about an inch
square, and then pack them into' wide-mouthed quart bottles. The bottles shoidd then be
set in a copper or boiler, with cold water up to nearly the necks of the bottles. The fire
should then be lighted under the copper and the water heated to 170°, and the bottles
allowed to remain in the water at that temperature for half an hour. After that the bottles
should be filled up with boiling water to within an inch of the cork. After being corked
tightly, the bottles shoidd be laid on their sides in a cool dry place, where they are to be
kept. The freshness with which Rhubarb can be kept in this manner is astonishing ; and
one family that I served preserved in this manner all the Rhubarb required in winter and
spring, and preferred it to that which is forced in the usual way. By corking up the bottles
when their contents are quite hot, the heat acts by coagulating and rendering insoluble and
inactive a kind of gluten which is a principal agent in the commencement of fermentation

:

a fact which I should think is equally applicable to the preserving of all fruits which are
erroneously allowed to cool before being tied down.—-(Scottish Gardener.)

ORCHARD-HOUSES IN AMERICA.
An amateur horticulturist of Pennsylvania writes :

—

" I fruited some thirty pots and boxes of Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Pigs, &c, last
year, and you can hardly imagine the pleasure and satisfaction it afforded to be able for
weeks together to pluck the delicious fruit—nut in homoeopathic doses either; and the
gratification and benefit derived from their use by an invalid wife and several sick friends
both about home and in the hospitals. A good, efficient, and moveable heating apparatus'
not requiring a great amount of fuel or constant attention, would be a great acquisition to
one like myself, as well as to many others, who attend personally to their own houses not
for profit but as a pleasurable relaxation.

" So many of our family and people are engaged in this momentous struggle for union
and nationality, that increased load of cares devolve on those left at home. Notwithstandino-
I think and hope our interest in horticulture will not, or at least ought not, to flag

;
andj

from present indications, the ardour among its votaries is increasing instead of diminishing."'

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS.

Conservatory.
The greatest attention should now be paid to the

watering of all plants in active growth Climbers not

in flower should be well syringed daily to keep them
clear of red spider, which, if allowed to get a-head, will
be very troublesome. Remove all specimen plants as
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soon as the flowers begin to decay. Keep up a good
display of bloom. Lace-flowering Pelargoniums will
take the place of the early ones, "fancies," when
well done, are very effective for decorative purposes.
Fuchsias will also take the place of Azaleas. Give
plenty of air during the night as well as the day,
guarding the openings with gauze or net to keep the
bees out. Shade in bright weather.

Greenhouses.

Hardwooded Plants.—The more delicate plants
in-doors will require attention. In bright weather
shade for a few hours in the middle of the day. Give
plenty of air, and attend well to the watering. Shift
any plants that may require it. Syringe daily over-
head all plants not in flower. The plants out of doors
will also require attention. In hot dry weather they
should be frequently watered overhead. The young
plants in frames will require constant attention.
Shift such as require it. Attend regularly to training
of the plants. Turn them round every three or four
days that all parts may have the benefit of sun and
air. Softwooded Plants.—Pelargoniums.— If not
already done the early-flowering plants should be
cut down without delay

;
they should be kept rather

dry for a few days, and should then be encouraged to

break To prolong the beauty of the plants in flower
shading will be necessary through the middle of the
day. Cuttings will now root freely in the open border.
Cinerarias.—Look occasionally over those planted
out, and see they do not suffer for want of water in
dry m eather. The first batch of seedling plants should
all now have a liberal shift, and be kept growing
freely. Young seedlings pot off as soon as they are
large enough. Calceolarias.—Attend to the shading
and watering of these while in flower. Remove those
going out of flower to a shady situation, where they
will throw up their offsets, which should be taken off

for cuttings as soon as they are large enough. Fuchsias.
—Plants in flower must be well attended to in watering.
They should also be shaded in the middle of the day,
and some gauze or net should be placed over the
openings to keep out the bees. The plants for flower-
ing late must be well looked after.

Stove.

Many of the plants will have made good growth

;

and to get this properly matured, air must be freely

admitted, and shading should be less used. Attend
well to the watering. Clerodendrons and other robust-
growing plants should be watered occasionally with
weak liquid manure. Syringe daily all plants not in
flower. Look well after insects. Plants for winter-
flowering should now be attended to. Shift any that
may require it, and put in cuttings of whatever it may
be desirable to increase the stock of.

Flower Garden.

The principal work here at present will be to keep
everything iu proper order. Go frequently over the
beds, and nicely regulate and peg down the young
shoots until the surface of the ground is well covered.

Attend to the tying-up of Dahlias, Hollyhocks, and
all tall-growing plants. In dry weather attend to

the watering of plants in baskets, vases, &c. Carna-
tions and Picotees.—Propagate by layering. Pinks
and Pansies.—Propagate by cuttings. Put in cuttings

Of double Wallflowers, Pentstemons, Antirrhinums,
Phloxes, and choice herbaceous plants of all kinds.

Youugseedlmg Wallflowers, Sweet Williams, Brompton
Stocks, and other biennials, should either be planted
out into reserve-beds, or where they are to flower.

Roses must be attended to. Cut off all decaying
flowers. Destroy insects. Cuttings of the young
wood, with the bottom part partly ripened, will now
strike freely in sandy soil. Cut Box-edgings. Clean
and roll walks, and maintain great order and neat-
ness.

Forcing.

Fruit,—Pine Apples.—Plants swelling-off fruit

should be watered occasionally with liquid manure.
All watering should cease when the fruit begins to

colour; they should then have plenty of air. The

plants for winter-fruiting will now be "starting," and
every necessary attention should be paid to them.
The Black Jamaica is the best of all Pines for winter
fruiting. When they "show" fruit at this season
they flower before the autumn, and under favourable
circumstances always swell off well, Plants for
fruiting next spring and summer should be put into
their fruiting-pots at once. Succession plants that
require a shift should be potted forthwith ; they will
then complete their growth before' the dull days of
autumn. In replunging the plants, allow plenty of room
between them for their growth during the next three
months, and keep them as near the glass as possible.
They will not require much water until they begin to
root freely into the fresh soil. Vines.—Sprinkle well
with water, and frequently, the floor, paths, borders,
of all viDeries where the fruit is swelling, other-
wise it will be difficult to keep the foliage clear of red
spider. Give an abundance of air during the day, and
in vineries where the Grapes are ripening some air
should be admitted at night. Peaches and Nec-
tarines.—Attend to directions in previous calendar.
Figs.—Give an abundance of air during the day

;

also a little at night. Whilst the second crop of fruit
is swelling, the trees should be well watered, and as
moist an atmosphere kept up as possible by syringing
the foliage, and well sprinkling the paths, borders,
&c. Cherries.—See the trees are clear of insects, and
that they do not suffer from want of water. Straw-
berries.— time should be lost in layering in small
pots as many plants as may be wanted for forcing
next season. Those layered last month should be put
into their fruiting-pots at once. Use a compost of
good strong loam and dung. Afier the plants are
potted they will require considerable attention; they
should be placed in a situation where they will be
fully exposed to the sun and air. They will not require
much water until they begin to root into the fresh
soil ; but if the weather be dry they should be carefully
syringed every afternoon, otherwise the red spider
will be troublesome. Melons.—Withhold water from
fruit that is ripening. Give plenty of air during the
day. Attend carefully to the want of the successional
crops. Water when required. Maintain a good bottom
heat ; on no account allow the foliage to get crowded.
Ventilate freely. Cucumbers.—Stop, thin, and regu-
late the shoots. Keep the foliage healthy and free
from the red spider. See the bottom heat is sufficient.

Hardy Fruit.

Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots.—In dry weather
these should have a good soaking of water, and the
borders should be mulched with long dung, lied
spiper will be troublesome on Peach and Nectarine
trees that are dry at root. Peaches and Nectarines.
—Nail-in shoots as they advance, removing all not
wanted for next year, and stopping all gross ones.
Morello Cherries.—Treat in a similar manner. Re-
move all foreright shoots off Apples, Bears, Cherries,
and Plums; and if the spurs are too crowded they
should be thinned. Go over Gooseberry and Currant
bushes, and thin out the young wood. Thin-out
Kaspberry canes. Cover trees with nets to protect
from birds.

Kitchen Garden.

Continue to hoe and stir the surface of the ground
between the growing crops, and water well when
necessary. Get good breaaths of Cauliflowers, Broc-
coli, Brussels Sprouts, Borecole, and Winter Greens of

all kinds planted out as soon as possible. Plant-out
Celery in well-manured trenches, and earth -op that
planted-out last month. Leeks.—Plant-out in Avell-

manured trenches. Endive.—Sow and plant out.
Lettuces.—Sow, and plant out for successional crops.
Spi?iaeh.— So\r. Turnips.— Sow a large breadth for

winter supply. Cabbages of sorts.— Sow about the
middle of the month, iihallots and Qarlic.—Take up,
dry, and store away. Potatoes.—Ash-leaved Kidneys,
as soon as ripe, should be taken up, laid in the sun to

green, and then stored away for sets next spring. As
herbs come into flower cut and dry in a shaded airy
situation. Remove all crops as soon as they are over,
and keep the walks, paths, and every place as clean as

possible.—M, S.
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DISA GRANDIFLORA var. SUPERBA.
WITH AN ILLUSTKATION.

Nearly forty years ago there appeared in the "Botanical Register" a
plate representing, in very faithful terms, the normal form of Disa grandiflora.
The drawing was made from a plant grown by a Mr. Griffith, of South Lam-
beth, who received it from the Cape of Good Hope, and who had the honour of
being the first person in Europe who succeeded in flowering it. What the
conditions were under which it was induced to flower at that time we are not
informed ; but it was suggested in the work referred to that " it will probably
succeed best in very fine sandy peat, never allowed to become saturated with
moisture

; and, during the period when the plant is at rest, kept quite dry."
This, which is the treatment usually accorded to Cape bulbs, may have been
the means of misleading cultivators in the management of Disa grandiflora

;

and hence the reason why its flowering in this country has been an event of
such rare occurrence. For the discovery of the successful cultivation of this
splendid plant we are indebted to Charles Leach, Esq , of Clapham Park, who
has been unusually fortunate in blooming it ; and the practice he adonts is

thus recorded in the Gardeners' Chronicle for 1861, page 646 :

—

" With regard to the Disa, it should be borne in mind that it is a mountain
and a bog plant, which means, that it abominates a close stove or Orchid-
house, and that it delights in water. The other treatment is as follows r—
When done flowering, let the pots be plunged into ashes in the open garden,
fully exposed to sun and air—there let them remain, watered moderately in
dry weather, with a hand-light over in long continuous rain, and to protect
them against frosts—till October or November, when they should, if necessary,
be shifted into larger pots, and removed into a greenhouse, where, just pro-
tected from frost, and near the glass, syringed over twice a-day, the young
offsets will continue to grow, and the parent bulbs will again shoot up. In
February a little increase of heat may be given, and in March and onwards a
syringing, even three times a-day, will not be too much ; and the natural
increase in the temperature will then suffice to bring up the flower-stems in
May and June, at which time a little more heat in a warm and airy conserva-
tory will do no harm.

" At the Cape the Disa, I am told, dies down. Here I find that it does not
require to do this ; the young offsets coming up long before the old plant
gives any sign of taking the species of rest produced by drought. I am
further informed that at the Cape, while the open country is burnt up with the
hot rays of the sun, Table Mountain enjoys the benefit of the celebrated Table
Cloth [of clouds], with which the south-easters cover it during the summer
season

;
and I conclude that the Disa in this way has plenty of moisture at its

roots during the dry season, while at other times it luxuriates in water."
In the Journal of Horticulture, vol. i, new series, page 295, Mr. Beaton says,

«% It requires the very same kind of treatment as we have always advised for
Tritoma aurea, and which so few followed out. Among all the bulbous-looking
plants in cultivation, there are no two of them so mucli alike in their constitu-
tion and m their very peculiar habit of dying down yearly but never going to
rest. Before the growth of this year dies back, that for next year is up and
doing, and they both spawn very much at the roots ; both are very thirsty
plants, and both resent and sulk at the least attempt at forcing them or sub-
mitting them to one extra degree of heat more than is necessary to keep them
from the frost."

The variety Supeeba, so admirably represented in our accompanying plate
VOL. II.

j o tr
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was raised by Mr. Leach, and exhibited by him before the Floral Committee
of the Royal Horticultural Society, when it received a first-class certificate.

It is a remarkably fine form of Disa; the colour of the flowers, which are
larger and better proportioned than usual in the parts, being richer, and more
decidedly contrasted than in the ordinary forms. The dorsal sepal is deeply
stained with purple rose, and marked with very distinct crimson-purple foi-king

lines, which run out into dots towards the edge ; the lateral sepals are of a
light crimson, and the yellow petaloid development of the column distinctly

spotted.

AMONG THE RHODODENDRONS.
The magnificent exhibition of Rhododendrons furnished by Mr. John

Waterer, of Bagshot, Surrey, were on view at the Gardens of the Royal Botanic
Society, Regent's Park, during the months of June and July. This splendid
annual treat did not seem to be wanting in any of its essential points that
always distinguish it, for there were extent, and variety, and quality, and the
best arrangement—all uniting to make up a grand spectacle, and a " Metro-
politan Exhibition" of itself. And it was so, for thousands went to see it and
admire. There was nearly an acre of Rhododendrons under canvass, all with
marvellous unanimity in flower at the same time. The plants ranged in size,

from dwarf bushes to tall and imposing standards; in colour, from rich dark
crimson and scarlet to the most delicate pink and pure white, descending in

great variety of shades and diversity of marking ; and then in point of value,

from plants at comparatively cheap prices to those of rare possession.

Each spring are these plants brought from Bagshot, and removed there again
at the end of the blooming season. The cost and trouble of this must be
something considerable ; for some of the standard plants have heads 30 feet in

circumference. When here, they are arranged with ail the aid that taste and
skill can render to create the most charming effect ; and when in the acme
of flower, it is, indeed, a sight long to be remembered.

Mr. John Waterer, jun., who with Mr. M. Waterer has the exhibition

under their special care, and who are always ready to afford information with
the greatest courtesy and kindness, kindly accompanied me through the tent,

and pointed out its most salient points of interest. He informed me that most
of the kinds exhibited were particularly hardy, having withstood in many parts

of the country, without being injured thereby, great exposure to cold, even
when the thermometer has stood at from 6° to 12° below zero—a quality that

greatly enhances their value to planters. Gathered here were the finest varieties

of really hardy Rhododendrons in cultivation, covered with fine bold flowers

on immense trusses, the dimensions of some of the trusses being perfectly

astonishing; the plants generally possessing a vigorous habit, and having the

great acquisition of being abundant bloomers at a season when they are safe

irom the destructive effects of spring frost. I was informed by Mr. John
Waterer that these beautiful varieties had been obtained by hybridising the

Himalayan varieties with the hardy American kinds, combining, by such pro-

cess of fertilisation, diversity and advance in colour with lateness of bloom.

At Bagshot they have this season bloomed some most exquisitely-coloured

seedlings, the tintings of which surpass anything yet offered to the public,

many of which are as yet unnamed.
I selected the following from this exhibition as being the most striking and

beautiful :—Mr. Fitzgerald, brilliant rosy crimson ; Perruzi, clear rose

;

Duchess of Sutherland, bright rosy crimson band of colour surrounding a

white centre
; Sidney Herbert, very bright carmine with black spots ; Sir Colin
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Campbell, purplish-lilac with m*ange spots ; John Waterer, intense glowing
carmine, a very abundant bloomer; Mrs. John Waterer, bright clear rose,
finely spotted

;
Lady Easthope, beautiful clear rose with dark marking

;

Madame Van de Weyer, a beautiful rosy crimson
; Dinorah, a very distinct

variety, purple spotted with white
;

Carravaggio, fine dark rose with black
spots; Joseph Whitworth, bright claret, a particularly fine and showy kind :

Earl of Shannon ; Mrs. John Penn
;
Lady Grenville

;
Lady Eleanor Cathcart

;

Genserie ; Album Virginale ; Alarm
;

Minnie, blush white, with chocolate
spots

; and many others of equal attractions, and in great variety.

Interspersed among the Rhododendrons were plants of Kalmia latifolia,

and K. latifolia myrtifolia; the last a beautiful variety, superior to the other
in. this respect, that its flower is much more profuse and abundant, and presents
to it, as an agreeable contrast, a very dark green foliage.

And not only is this well-known firm famed for its Rhododendrons, but
also as cultivators of Conifers, and hardy ornamental shrubs and forest trees
of all kinds ; their extensive grounds being stocked with examples of these
last-named in abundant variety.

Quo.

THE EFFECTS OF GEOLOGICAL POSITION ON CERTAIN
CONIFERiE.

The general diffusion of foreign Coniferse, and their importance, not only
as regards the effect which they will eventually produce in our landscapes, but
as regards their intrinsic economic value, induces me to hope that a notice of
certain peculiarities which I have had opportunities of remarking in a few
species, may not be unacceptable, and may possibly elicit papers on the same
subject from persons who are qualified to treat of it more fully.

In and about Tortworth Park, at the extremity of the Bristol Coal Basin,
the underlying beds of carboniferous limestone and old red sandstone crop out
at a high angle, with occasional beds of the triassic and liassic formations
resting on their flanks, producing not only great irregularities of surface, but
important differences both in the constitution and quantity of the superincum-
bent soil. Over the whole of this ground the more common Coniferse are
planted in great abundance ; and, with a few exceptions, owing chiefly, I believe,
to geological reasons, they grow rapidly and well.

As a general and sufficiently obvious rule, the Coniferse thrive in proportion
to the depth of the surface soil on which they stand. This is especially the
case with the Deodar and Pinus insignis. The rule does not, however, appear
to apply invariably to Abies Douglasii, as I possess specimens growing as
vigorously on the cold and sterile shales of the carboniferous limestone, as
others on the deep and warm soil of the old red sandstone.

The most fastidious of the Coniferee which I have had an opportunity of
observing is, undoubtedly, Cryptomeria japonica. On the limestone its leading
shoot is always defective, and its growth generally devoted to the formation of
a nest-like mass of small shoots

;
whilst, on the old red, a formation deficient

in lime, its growth is regular, upright, and graceful, and so rapid, that I have
no hesitation in affirming that in this locality it would outgrow the Larch.

The Deodar, on the other hand, appears to be the least discriminating, and
the most accommodating of all the Coniferse. No position, and no variety of
soil, appear to come amiss to it ; on lime or sandstone, rock, or clay, it grows
with equal facility, though depth of soil, as before stated, invariably contri-
butes to rapid growth.
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Pinus insignis appears to prefer the old red to the limestone ; on the latter

formation it maintains its health, but its annual growth is comparatively small.

The most vigorous specimen of this Pine which I possess stands on a deep

loam, formed by the detrital matter of the overhanging hill, at the point of

contact of the old red sandstone and the clay of the lower lias. This tree,

which was planted about the year 1843, is now 40 feet high, and, at a foot

from the ground, 5 feet in circumference.

In Araucaria imbricata, though planted in considerable abundance, and in

every variety of soil, I have not been able to detect any decided preference for

one formation over another. It has an evident dislike to a wet locality, and it

generally, though not exclusively, thrives best upon a deep soil.

Cupressus funebris, and Cupressus Goveniana, are both growing vigorously

on limestone rock, with but little surface soil. The former of these trees is

thriving equally upon a deep soil of the old red sandstone. Cupressus macro-

carpa is growing rapidly on the clay of the carboniferous limestone.

Taxodium sempervirens appears to be extremely capricious in its taste as

regards the formation on which it grows ; but I have in several cases remarked

that it thrives, and even appears to luxuriate, in a shade which proves deleterous

and often fatal, to Pinus insignis.

There are many other Coniferae which appear to manifest habits or tastes

peculiar to themselves ; but which are either too young, or in numbers insuffi-

cient to justify me in attempting to generalise upon them. Indeed, all the

remarks which I venture to offer in this short paper, are not made with a view

to dogmatise upon the subject, but in order to call the attention of persons cul-

tivating this tribe of plants, to the importance of selecting the position of such

Conifers as show any decided tastes. With some reference to geological

position, it is true that many formations are not often met with upon one

estate, more especially in one park—the locality in which the more valuable

Coniferse are generally planted ; but where such conditions do occur, a know-
ledge of the formation in which each species appears to thrive best cannot fail

to prove important. Before such knowledge can be attained, more extended

and more accurate observations will be necessary ; and should this paper prove

the means of calling the attention of more competent persons to this study, I

shall feel that I have not recorded my brief experience in vain.

Eakl Dtjcie, in Transactions of the Scottish Arboricultural Society.

STRAWBERRIES.
The Strawberry crop and season here have been excellent. A powerful

West-Indian sun has brought out flavour which, for the last two years, I

could not detect. The crops of Wonderful, Eliza, and Sanspareil, have been

especially heavy. With the exception of the Queen and shy-setting Brittany

White Pine, the others have cropped well. As I can get no clay or sandy

loam, I must give up the Queen, which is still the best.

Let me first speak of novelties. 1. The Royal Hautbois.—I thought this

was an advance la&t year, and now I am sure of it. It is a certain setter and

heavy cropper. The fruit is very large and of exquisite flavour ; as good as

the Black Hautbois.

2. Frogmore Late Pine.—I consider this to be a most valuable addition.

It is hardy as a plant ; and the fruit is handsome and of good brisk Pine

flavour. It is a heavy cropper. Messrs. Leach and Knox, respectively the

head gardeners of Lord Portman and Mr. Farquharson, brought me a
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handsome present of Grapes from Lord Portman on Friday, the 10th of

July, and looked round. They were much pleased with the Peaches and
" remanets " of the crops of Strawberries, especially with Eliza.

3. Eclipse.—This is early and good, and of a peculiar aromatic flavour.

The plant is hardy and a good cropper.

4. Marguerite.—This is earlier than the former ; the crop has been great,

and the size of the berries enormous. The flavour is good for so large a
Strawberry. I measured one berry and found it to be over 7 inches in cir-

cumference. The leaves are glazed. It is a remarkable Strawberry and
worthy of adoption. The berries want the fine colouring of Sanspareil. Frost
has no effect whatever on the plant.

5. President.—This is hardy, and the fruit of good flavour. The flesh is

solid to the centre. The berries are large and sufficiently abundant.
6. Lucas ; 7, Emma—both Belgians ; are good, and good growers, and

good bearers. The former is, I believe, a seedling from La Constante

;

but neither is, I think, equal to La Constante as to crop, form, colour,
firmness, evenness of berry, and flavour. But as plants they are both
stronger and quicker growers, and would be more likely to suit diverse soils

and situations.

8. Sanspareil.—This is one of the hardiest and most robust Strawberry
plants that I have ever had ; it is one of the greatest croppers, and crops for a
long while. The fruit is rather buttery and acid, and of good coned form, and
of brilliant red colour. It is a useful family sort. Frost has no effect on the
plant.

9. Boisselot Seedling No. 1 (Nantes).—This is later than the Frogmore Late
Pine, It is hardy and of robust habit; a heavy cropper, of good size and
flavour. It immediately precedes Eleanor.

I still recommend these older sorts—10, Rivers' Eliza; 11, Wonderful;
12, Empress Eugenie; 18, Trollope's Victoria; 14, Bicton White Pine;
15, Alice Maud

; 16, Eleanor
; 17, the old Red and White Alpines

; 18, Scarlet
Pine; and 19, La Constante. The two last are extra in flavour. From the
Scarlet Pine I think the Rival Queen was derived ; but it is not so good a
setter.

Mr. Taylor, of Fencote, Yorkshire, speaks of La Constante as extra extra.
This summer has suited it here. The crop and flavour have been very good.
Messrs. Leach and Knox, however, Avere loudest in the praises of the Frogmore
Pines which had not been previously picked; they were thoroughly ripe and
good, though not, in my opinion, equal to La Constante.

If the readers of the Fjlokist and Pomologist select from these nineteen
sorts they cannot be hurt ; and I think they must find what they want. Mr.
de^ Jonghe says La Constante likes land "neither too strong nor too light,
neither too wet nor too dry." The others, I should say, could be grown in diverse
soils and localities. There are other excellent first-class Strawberries which do
not suit my soil : these I must leave to other people to recommend. Suit-
ability is the soul of life ; it is of no use keeping unsuitable Roses and Straw-
berries, however good they may be in certain soils and localities. There are
some Roses and Strawberries that will do nothing without alumina in some
form or other.

I must not forget to observe that after our review we had supper and a
pleasant chat. It would be a good and improving thiug if these re-unions
took place more frequently. If the review fails, there is still the pleasant
chat and the supper. I have never studied comparative anatomy, but I believe
that the nearest way to the human heart is down the throat.

Rushton. W. F. Radclypfe.
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WEEDS.

—

Part II.

The Nettle grows on waste and neglected places, flourishing alike on
open commons and in dirty ditches of the suburbs of towns. The Nettle
has neither beauty nor fragrance to recommend it to the ordinary observer

;

yet it is well worth careful inspection on account of the beauty of its structure.
Then it has a sting if handled gingerly, but seize the plant heartily, and it will
give you little discomfort.

The Nettle is a very common, low-bred, vulgar plant; but, nevertheless,
in its family^ and alliances may be found some of the noblest members of the
vegetable kingdom

; such are the Bread-fruit tree, the Mulberry, the Hop,
the Banyan, and the deadly Upas. It is not for its botanical beauty or re-
spectable connections that I wish to put in a word for the Nettle, but for its

uses, which are too much overlooked. Although growing everywhere, it is

very partially appreciated, and then only by the economical. As an old
woman's remedy, and a good one too, it is used in scurvy, gout, jaundice,
hemorrhage, paralysis, &c. Nettle-tea, were it generally used as a spring
drink, would frighten the proprietors of that much-advertised sarsaparilla of
old Dr. Jacob Townsend. The expressed juice makes a permanent green dye
for wool. The root boiled with alum yields a good yellow dye. And yet
not for these uses, but more especially for its qualities tor humans do I wish to
say a word in favour of the poor Nettle ; and as the time is at hand I hope the
word may be in season.

It is as a pot-herb that I would advocate its use, and the spring is the best
time for gathering Nettles for that purpose. When dried and used as fodder
they are capital for cows, increasing the quantity and improving the quality of
their milk. The stalks of the old Nettles are little inferior to flax for making
linen cloth, being used for that purpose in America, Germany, and formerly in
some parts of England and Scotland. The famous Indian Grass-cloth Chu-Ma
is woven from the fibres of a Nettle.

The numerous species of Grasses which grow on roadsides are distinguished
alike by their elegance and their importance in agriculture. The Quaking-
grass and Hair-grass are among the most beautiful, and are culled as ornaments
for chimney-pieces. Common Bye-grass is the chief ingredient in hay.
Yellow Oat-grass yields excellent straw for bonnets ; and the awn, or bristle,

of the common Wild Oat forms a good hygrometer, to determine the quantity
of moisture which exists in the atmosphere. The seeds of the Floating Sweet-
grass^ which grows in watery places and ditches by the wayside, possess
nutritive qualities, and are commonly sold under the name of Manna Croup. In
some of the Grasses we observe a wise provision of nature to insure their

propagation. The common Sheep's Fescue-grass, which forms a fine turf on
all hilly pastures, when it grows on the plain produces plenty of ripe seeds
which vegetate easily ; but when it grows on the mountains where the seeds
are not likely to come to maturity, it becomes viviparous, producing shoots or
germs, which ultimately detach themselves from the plant, fall to the ground,
and become separate and independent plants. The seeds of the Groundsel and
Greater Plantain, two most abundant weeds, are used as food for birds. The
root of common Yarrow is employed medicinally as a stimulating tonic, while
its flowering-tops are used as tea in Orkney. The seeds of Goose-grass, as a
blooming plant met with in all hedges, are roasted as a substitute for coffee.

Common Hemlock yields a valuable medicine, administered for the relief of
pain in many diseases. The young shoots of Goose-foot when peeled and
boiled, are eaten as Asparagus, while the wild Carrot gives origin to the
culinary vegetable cultivated in our gardens. The root of the Silver-weed,
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which creeps along every roadside, is eaten roasted or boiled like Parsnips

;

and the common Water-cress furnishes a much-liked salad. The root of the
hedge Bindweed may serve as a substitute for jalap, while that of the Tormentil
has been prescribed as an astringent tonic.

The little Scarlet Pimpernel, ornamenting the borders of our fields, is one of
those " sweet remembrancers which tell how fast the winged moments fly." It

opens its red blossoms at eight o'clock in the morning and closes them about noon.

"Such is the science to the peasant clear,

"Which guides his lahour through the varied year

;

"While he, arnhitious 'mid his hrother swains
To shine, the pride and wonder of the plains,

Can in the Pimpernel's red-tinted flowers,

As close their petals, read the measured hours."

The flowers also close on the slightest approach of rain ; and hence the plant
has been denominated the Poor Man's Weather- Glass.

The common Daisy was treated in the days of chivalry with great respect as

the emblem of fidelity in love, and was worn as such at tournaments

—

" When in his scarf the Knight the Daisy hound,
And dames at tournaments with Daisies crowned,
And fays forsook the purer fields above
To hail the Daisy, flower of faithful love."

Many of the common weeds, even in their native state, are attractive on
account of the beauty of their flowers. The Broom, as it is called by the poet's
pen, the ''Bonnie Broom," and the Whin or Gorse, though shapeless and
deformed, and dangerous to the touch, has yet its bloom, and decks itself with
ornaments of gold. The Tufted Vetch with its clusters of blue flowers, and
the Convolvulus, with its large white blossoms, add in no small degree to the
beauty of our hedgerows, and well merit a place in our gardens.

The cultivated Bose, with its gorgeous double flowers, is highly prized by
every florist, while the simple Burnet Rose expanding its single flowers by
the roadside, is passed by as unworthy of notice ; and yet it is to this despised
plant that the greater number of our garden Boses owe their origin. Most of
the wild Geraniums would appear to advantage in our gardens, and Avould
undoubtedly have been cultivated long ere now had they not been looked upon
as vulgar weeds. These plants are not only remarkable for the beauty of their
flowers, but also for the peculiarity of structure connected with their seeds.
It has been remarked by Withering that among the numerous instances of
obvious providential design and contrivance in the structure of the seeds and
seed-vessels of plants, few are, perhaps, more remarkable, or more strikingly
display themselves as the workmanship of an intelligent Artificer, than what
we meet with in the seeds of some species of Geranium. Each of the seeds in
these plants is covered with a distinct seed-coat peculiar to itself, which, after
having enclosed the seed, runs out in the form of a narrow appendage or tail.

Each of these appendages has the property of contracting itself into a spiral or
screw-like form when dry, and again extending itself into a right line when,
moist. By means of this property the seed when ripe is first detached from
the plant, and afterwards kept in motion, according to the dryness or wetness
of the weather, until it meets with some crevice in the earth into which it

can insinuate itself.

I have thus noticed rapidly a few facts connected with some of the common
weeds found by the wayside. My remarks might have been easily extended to
a much greater length but for want of time and space

;
enough, however,

has been said to show, that in the meanest departments of the natural world,
there is matter to engage our interests and draw forth our sympathies.

Kinnahaird, Robert Murray, F.R.H.S.
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REMARKS ON PEARS.
I noticed with some interest the observations of Mr. Tillery, on keeping

Apples and Pears, in the Florist and Pomologist for February, page 13,
and also his just remarks on the qualities of the Winter Nelis Pear; but for
the sake of those who may not have it on different aspects, I may say that
Mr. Tillery's plan may be followed with Pears upon one tree by merely
gathering the ripest at different periods. I wrote on this in a former paper,
and now state my opinion that many of our autumn and winter Pears are
gathered too soon. For instance : Last autumn I left some Marie Louise, Winter
Nelis, and some other later kinds on the trees after the leaves were off, and
exposed to about 6° of frost. The fruit was kept on shelves in the usual way,
and some of the Marie Louise lasted to the 1st of February, and also the
Winter Nelis to the 18th March. This is the longest time that I ever kept those
two excellent sorts, which were grown upon a south wall. The Winter Nelis
were rather large ; the rich flavour, however, of this Pear is nearly equal in
those of smaller size ; but for February, the Josephine de Malines is surpassed
by none, next to which come the Ne Plus Meuris, Broompark, Knight's
Monarch, Beurre Ranee, and perhaps Beurre Duhaume, and also BeurrS Gris
d'Hiver. I found all these good in February, this season ; but not so the
following :—Beurre Triomphant was juicy, but insipid ; Simon Bouvier, dry
and worthless ; Beurre Bretonneau, doubtful ; Jean de Witte, not juicy, but
sweet, as^ were the Winter Crasanne, and Susette de Bavay. The last,

however, is a great bearer, and is perhaps not very well known ; the inner rind
of the peel is of an orange colour, so unlike the green rind of the Beurre Bance
already noticed. But those I have found fault with may be otherwise in some
seasons and in different situations. For small growers, however, the safest

plan is to select those kinds, the general character of which is best understood.

J. Wighton.

ZEPHIRIN GREGOIRE PEAR.
WITH AN ILLUSTRATION.

Among the new Belgian Pears that have been introduced during the last

few years, there is none that ranks higher for the season in which it is at
maturity than Zephirin Gregoire. It was raised by M. Gregoire, of Jodoigne,
from the same batch of seedlings as produced Louis Gregoire and Souvenir
Simon Bouvier.

The fruit is of medium size, obtuse pyriform, even and regular in its

outline and somewhat truncated at the stalk, which is surrounded with several

prominent plaits.

Skin smooth and shining, green at first, and dotted with brown dots, but
afterwards becoming pale yellow as it ripens, strewed with cinnamon-coloured
dots.

^
When grown against a wall the fruit that is much exposed to the sun

sometimes acquires a pale crimson blush.
Stalk stout, from 1 inch to 1^ long, inserted without depression, and

generally with a fleshy swelling at the base where it is attached to the fruit.

Eye open, and with long acuminate segments not at all depressed.
Flesh white, tender, juicy, buttery, and melting. Juice abundant, rich,

sugary, and with a fine perfume.
This is a most delicious Pear, and, like Josephine de Malines, is always

good. It comes into use in December, and continues till February.
The tree makes an excellent pyramid, is perfectly hardy in our climate,

and is generally a good bearer.
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AWARDS OF THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
FLORAL COMMITTEE.

May 5th, 1863.

Athyritjm Filix-fcemina var. sAgittatum {Moore).—Mr. W. Bull, Chelsea [F.C.C.].

—

A remarkably elegant dwarf sport of Fieldice of small neat habit, the fronds gracefully arching
and symmetrical, with the bifid form of pinna: extending over the greater part of the frond

;

the apex attenuated, and the normal basal pinnae small, so as to match with those above them.
The acute point and refracted pinnte give the frond an arrow-like appearance, and hence
the name.

Browallia Jamesoni, var. multiflora.—Messrs. Yeitch & Son [S.CO.] .—A remarkably
gay-looking and free-blooming shrub adapted for conservatory decoration, quite like

B. Jamesoni, except that some of the flowers are of a deeper orange tint, and that the present
is an abundant bloomer, while the other is shy. It has the same neat ovate leaves and the
same tendency to an elongated habit of growth, which is its fault ; but in a large bush this

is not very apparent, and the flowers are so abundantly produced at the ends of all the twigs
that it becomes exceedingly ornamental. The young plants, which grow up with a single

stem, bear a head of flowers at the top.

Cassiope fastigiata.—Messrs. Veitch & Son [F.C.C.].—A beautiful dwarf Andromeda-
like hardy shrub, introduced to cultivation by Dr. Moore, of the Glasnevin Botanic Garden.
It is something in the way of Cassiope (or jLndromecla) tetragona, but has erect stems of some
8 or 10 inches high, clothed with imbricated leaves ranged in four rows, so that the branches
are tetragonous. They are freely decorated with drooping white bell-shaped blossoms.

Clematis Florida v. Standishii.—Mr. Standish [F.C.C.]. —A very handsome Japanese
plant, apparently a variety of G. florida, having the sepals sessile as in that species ; the
flowers were of a deep violet blue. It was regarded as quite an acquisition.

Clematis Fortunei.—Mr. Standish, Ascot [F.C.C.].—A magnificent hardy Japanese
climber with downy ternate leaves, the terminal leaflet of which in the plant produced was
three-lobed. The flowers are very large, double, white, and with a delicious scent somewhat
resembling orange-blossom. The flowers were remarkable for having the sepals stalked
instead of sessile. It was a very distinct and remarkably fine plant.

Dracophylltjm sp.—Messrs. Yeitch & Son [F.C.C.]. — An erect-habited, branched,
and rather sturdy-looking greenhouse evergreen shrub, likely to become a useful exhibition
plant. It had pungent, imbricating, awl-shaped leaves, and roundish terminal heads of
white flowers. It had been obtained from King G-eorge's Sound.

Mimxjlus mactjlostts var. Marvel.—Mr. Bull [F.C.C.].—One of a numerous set of
hybrids obtained by crossing the variety of garden Miniulus, called Gaiety, with the recently-
introduced M. aopreus. The result has been the production of a race of beautiful flowers,
speckled in various ways with coppery-red dots. The present is one of the paler sorts, with
the yellow ground-colour dotted with the deeper colour moderately thick, the dots being
rather more sparing in the centre of the segments, but in the lower central lobe somewhat
larger. "With this were shown three others, named Charm, Startler, and Special, varieties
of similar character, but differing in the size and intensity of the spots. The plants are of
moderately free habit, rather diminished in size by admixture with the smaller parent.

Ourisia Pearcii.—Messrs. Veitch & Son [F.C.C.].—A showy herbaceous perennial,
with the general features of the pretty 0. coccinea (see Vol. II.), which was now shown with
it for comparison. It had dark red stems and leafstalks ; the leaves were flatter, more
regularly ovate and erenate; and the flowers, which grow similarly on an erect stem, were
larger, with a longer tube and more spreading lips. They were crimson, streaked on the
face of the limb with deep blood red. The plant was obtained from Chili through Mr. Pearce,
after whom it has been named by Dr. Philippi. It quite supersedes 0. coccinea.

Rhododendron Picotee rosea.—Messrs. Veitch & Son [F.C.C.]— A hardy variety
raised at Exeter. The flowers were bright rose in close well-formed trusses, and are richly
marked with intense black spots on the three upper segments. A very ornamental plant.

Hose H.P. Lord Macaulay.—Mr. W. Paul, Vfaltham Cross [F.C.C.].—A vigorous-
habited Bose, with bold foliage and flowers of a velvety crimson in the way of General
Jacqueminot, " but brighter in colour, thicker in the petal, and more double." The flowers
were full and well formed, and altogether it was regarded as a first-class variety.

Sarmienta repens. — Messrs. Veitch & Son [F.C.C.]. — A pretty creeping Chilian
Gesnerad, adapted for basket culture in greenhouses, bearing very pretty-constructed tubular
scarlet flowers.

May 27th.

Abies firma.—Messrs. Veitch & Son [F.C.C. and S.K.].—A fine Japanese conifer,
of which healthy young plants a foot high were shown. The leaves of this Fir are split at the
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point so as to become bifid, and they are unequal in length, set on distichously in three rows
on each side of the branchlet, the leaves alternating in the rows.

Acer sp.—Mr. Standish [Com. and B.].—A Japanese tree, with broad-lobed, slender-

stalked, palmate leaves, thickly marked with cream-coloured variegation, so that they were
more yellow than green. It will make a fine ornamental tree.

Alocasia Lowii.—Mr. Bull, Chelsea [F.C.O. and S.K.].—A remarkably fine stove

plant, with large broadly arrow-shaped leaves, marked out by white ribs. It will be found
noticed at p. 689 of the second volume of these "Proceedings."

Areca dealbata.— Mr. Bull [S.C.O. and S.B.]. — A beautiful dwarf Palm, with
graceful pinnate leaves, silvery beneath, and composed of numerous long, narrow, acuminate
leaflets ; the stalks of the leaves or fronds are spiny, and the midrib has tawny spine-like

bristles scattered along its upper surface.

Athyritjm Filix-fcsmina var. Applebyanum.—Mr. Ivery, Dorking [Com, and B.].

—

A very interesting garden sport of the Lady-Fem, the fronds of which showed the peculiar-

ities of Frizellics and Fielclice about equally balanced, and were in addition multifidly forked

at the end.

Athyritjm Filix-fcemina var. diffissum.—Mr. Bull [Com. and B,].—A pretty form of

Lady-Pern in which the fronds are very much dissected.

'Clematis Florida var. Standishii.—Mr. Standish [S.C.C. and S.B.].—The fine deep
violet-coloured Japanese Clematis already noticed above.

Clematis Forttjnei.—Mr. Standish, Ascot [F.C.C. and S.K.].—This fine and remark-

able double-flowered Japanese Clematis, with white blossoms and unguiculate sepals, had
already obtained an award at one of the ordinary meetings of the Committee, and is noticed

at p. 113. It was the best of the novelties now exhibited.

Dendrobitjm Parishii.—Messrs. Low & Co,, Clapton [F.C.C. and S.K.]. —A very

showy epiphyte with thick deflexed stems, bearing a profusion of bright clear rosy-mauve

flowers, whose fringed lip is marked on each side with a dark crimson purple blotch, the

centre portion being of the same colour as the sepals and petals. The flowers appear to grow
in pairs, but in the plant exhibited one only on each peduncle was developed.

Dieffenbackia Vebschaffelti.—M. A. Yerschaff'elt, Ghent [Com. andB.].—A Brazilian

plant, having a distinct erect green-ringed stem like D. seguina, and erect ovate-oblong leaves,

which are green, with a few irregular white blotches ; the stalks and thick midribs are white

and ivory-like, and arc brought distinctly into view by their erect position. It is a desirable

stove herb.
Dracophyllum sp.—Messrs. Yeitch & Son, Exeter and Chelsea [S.C.C. and S.B.]—

A

greenhouse evergreen shrub of very desirable habit, introduced from King George's Sound,

and bearing compact heads of white flowers.

Eranthemum (? Sp.).—Messrs. Veitch & Son [S.C.O. and S.B.].—A beautiful low-

o-rowing stove herb with the habit of E. leuconewmm, the stems branching and spreading,

each branch bearing a few obtuse oval leaves, which are dark green so thickly veined with

pink that the name of rubronervium has been suggested. The plant was showing blossom,

the flowering stems being 3 or 4 inches high, terminated by a spike in which the imbricated

quadrifavious bracts gave some resemblance to a wheat-ear.

Euonymus ovatus aureo-vartegatits.—Mr. Bull [Com. and B.].—A handsome ever-

green shrub with dark green oblong obtuse leaves having a shining surface, and marked in

the centre with a blotch of bright golden yellow.

Lastrea Montana var. cRisTATA.—Mr. Williams, Holloway [Com. and B.].—A pretty

hardy Fern, in which the fronds and pinna) are crested at the tips, and the pinnules become

somewhat crispy. It is a rare variety.

Miconia ? argyroneura.—Messrs. Yeitch & Son [S.C.C. and S.B.].—A bold-habited

stove shrub introduced from Peru, and furnished with elliptic, rugose, dark green leaves

marked by a broad central silvery bar, the terete stem and the surface of the leaves hairy.

It is very beautiful in the state of young plants, in which it was chiefly exhibited, and is

likely to be a useful decorative plant of moderate growth.

Odontoglosstjm Uro-Sxinneri.—Mr. Penny, gardener to H. H. Gibbs, Esq., St.

Dunstan's, Eegent's Park [Com. and B.].—A rare species with large compressed pseudo-

bulbs, long lorate leaves, and an upright raceme of olive-brown blotched green flowers,

having a large cordate white lip thickly spotted with dots of pale lilacy pink.

Pane-anus elegantissimtjs.—Mr. Bull, Messrs. Veitch & Son, and Mr. Young [S.C.C.

and S.B.].—An elegant form of Screw Pine from the Mauritius, having narrow arching

leaves, the keel and margins of which are bordered by red spiny serratures. It is a very

graceful plant, already noticed at p. 108.

Pelargonium Artist.— G. W. Hoyle, Esq. [F.C.C.].—A fine variety approaching

Diadem in character, but more rosy and less purple. It is also of excellent form and good

habit, and a free-blooming sort. The colour is deep rose on the lower petals, slightly spotted

;

dark maroon with a rosy edge on the upper, the throat white. It is quite a first-class flower.
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Pelargonium Diadem.—G. W. Hoyle, Esq., Reading [E.C.C.].—A large showy variety
of free habit, the flowers of excellent form and of a very distinct and pleasing rosy purple
colour on the lower petals, where it is somewhat spotted, the upper ones being dark maroon
with a rosy purple edge, and the throat clear. It is quite an acquisition.

Pelargonium Penelope.—G. W. Hoyle, Esq. [Com.].—A flower of good substance,
but slightly crumpled in the upper petals, which are of a dark maroon with rosy edge ; the
throat clear, the lower petals spotted and mottled with maroon.

Pelargonium Prince op Wales.—W. Beck, Esq. [S.C.C.].—A large and effective
flower, with the lower petals bright crimson marbled with maroon, the upper ones bright
maroon with a broad edge of crimson, and the throat clear white.

Pelargonium Princess op Wales. — W. Beck, Esq., Isleworih [S.C.C.].—A very
effective variety, for which, in great measure, the award was made. The lower petals were
marbled with bright maroon on a crimson ground, and the upper ones were of a very dark
maroon, these colours being set off by a bright clear throat. It was a very pleasing flower.

Pelargonium The Prince.—a. W. Hoyle, Esq. [Com.].—This variety was commended
for its showy colour. The lower petals were orange red, the upper ones' light maroon, the
throat light shaded with purple.

Petunia Vernon.—Mr. Bull [Com.].—A free-blooming sort of showy character, the
colour being a veined mulberry purple on a pale lilac ground.

Phaljenopsis intermedia.—Messrs. Veitch & Son [S.C.C. and S.B.].—This was shown
under the garden name of P. Lobbii, It is a pretty epiphyte, with oblong-oval leaves and.
medium-sized white flowers, having a pale purplish lip, acuminate at the point, and then
split into two thread-like divisions or cirrhi. It is not equal to other species in cultivation.

Rhododendron Sesterianum.—Messrs. Yeitch & Son [F.C.C.].—A fine white hybrid
between B. Gibsoni and EdgwortUi noticed at p. 245 of the second volume of "Proceedings."
The plant was more bushy-habited than when formerly shown.

Spirvea sp.—Messrs. Veitch & Son [S.C.C. and S.B.].—A dwarf bushy-habited shrub
with sessile-ovate, irregularly-serrated, wavy leaves, and small compact corymbs of bright
rose flowers, which assume a pinkish hue from the presence of long projecting white stamens.

Weigela rosea alba.—Mr. Standish [Com. and B.].—A Japanese shrub with pale
green leaves and pure white flowers. It resembles the Weigelas already in our gardens in
all but the colour of the flowers ; and as it is, no doubt, as hardy as they, will be a most
valuable addition to the shrubbery from the profusion of its snow-white blossoms. The plant
shown was as yet but small.

Yucca lineata lutea.—Mr. Bull [S.C.C. and S.B.].—A very handsome striped-leaved
Mexican Adam's Needle, the leaves glossy with dark green margins and clear yellow centre.

THE METROPOLITAN EXHIBITIONS.
Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, Juno 3nl—Take the exhibitors of stove and

greenhouse plants that were at the Crystal Palace, and at South Kensington, and you have
the positions in regard to the same at this Show. I do not think there was scarcely any
change in the varieties perceptible, but I do think they had improved in flower—they were at
their best. The beauty and attractiveness of these huge plants always seem to me 'to culmi-
nate at the June Show at the Regent's Park, Mr. B. Peed and Mr. J. Green were first and
second with their respective divisions ; and in the Nurserymen's Class, Messrs. J. & J Eraser
were first, and Mr. O. Rhodes, of Sydenham, second.

In the Class for ^enty Orchids, Mr. G Baker, gardener to A. Bassett, Esq., Stamford
Hill, took the first prize, defeating Mr. Milford, gardener to E. McMorland, Esq., of Hamp-
stead, who was first with this number at the last meeting of the Horticultural Society and
who was now placed second. Mr. Baker had among his group good specimens of Trico'pilia
enspa and T. coceinea, Cattleya Mossias and C. Mossise superba, Oncidium ampliatum major
Phalamopsis grandiflora, Cypripedium barbatum superbum, three or four varieties of brides'
Vanda suavis, and Saccolabium curvifolium. Mr. Milford had Cattleya Mossise, C. auran-
tiaca, and C. Mossias speciosissima, Cypripedium villosum and C. barbatum superbum
Phalamopsis grandiflora, Odontoglossum, Phatenopsis, Vanda tricolor, Lama purpurata and
some beautiful varieties of brides. Third prize, Mr. B. Peed. With twelve varieties
Mr. C. Penny, gardener to H. H. Gibbs, Esq., Regent's Park, was first

; second, Mr. T Pao-e'
gardener to W. Leaf, Esq., Streatham ; and third, Mr. J. Green, gardener to Sir E. Antrobus
Cheam. Eight varieties were shown by Nurserymen. Mr. S. Woolley, of Cheshunt was
first, having no other competitor to dispute the honours of possession with him With six
plants, Mr. Wiggins, gardener to W. Beck, Esq., Isleworth, was first, having some capital
plants ot brides Eieldingi, Cattleya Mossias, Oncidium lanaceum, brides crispum A Lar
pentaa, and Saccolabium guttatum. Second, Mr. J. Smith, The Gardens, Syon House, having
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Oncidinm ampliaturn majus, Ladia purpurataj Phakenopsis grandifiora, Dendrobhim nobile,

Cattleya Mossise, and Cypripedium venustum
;

tliird, Mr. J. Wheeler, gardener to J. Phil-
pott, Esq., Stamford Hill.

Close to the Orchids were the Fuchsias that appeared for the first time this season.
Those that were staged gave promise of plenty of bloom, but very few of the flowers in some
cases were expanded. The exhibitors still adhere to the two or three-year-old plants that
are generally seen, and have not yet attempted to adopt the suggestion that has been made,
that plants struck from cuttings in the end of the summer should be grown on for specimens
for exhibition the following year. Mr. Gardiner, gardener to J. Sutton, Esq., Clapham Park,
was placed first, having good plants of Prince of Prussia, Prince Imperial, and Count Cavour,
dark varieties ; Fair Oriana and Rose of Castille, light kinds ; and the white-corollaed variety

Madame Cornelissen. Second, Mr. Cannell, gardener to J. Jennings, Esq., Clapham, having
Criterion and Prince of Orange, dark varieties ; Prince Alfred, Guiding Star, and Annie,
light kinds; and Madame Cornelissen. Mr. Young, gardener to R. Barclay, Esq.,
Highgate, was third,

Some beautiful Calceolarias were staged by Mr. James, gardener to W. F. Watson, Esq.,
Isleworth, of his own strain. Their dwarfness, combined with the size of the flowers and
richness of the colours, commend them to myself as one of the best strains of Calceolarias I
have yet seen.

Exotic and British Ferns were present, relieving the glare of the Show with their quiet

drapery of emerald. With twelve plants of the former, Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., Pine
Apple Place, were first ; and Mr. H. Lavey, second. With British Ferns, Messrs. Ivery and
Son, of Dorking, received a Silver Medal for seventy plants ; and the first prize in this Class
for twelve kinds. Miss Clarkson, of Avenue Road, was second.

Pelargoniums formed a most conspicuous centre to the Exhibition ; and now that the
Azaleas have decreased in quantity, they were the most striking feature of the Show. Mr,
Turner, in the Nurserymen's Class with twelve varieties, and Mr. Bailey, of Shardeloes, in
the Amateurs' Class with ten varieties, were first. Mr. Turner had famous plants of Fairest
of the Fair, Ariel, Rose Celestial, Leviathan, Guillaume Severyns, Desdemona, Candidate,
Lady Canning, Viola, Lord Taunton, Nestor, and Symmetry. Mr. Bailey had Sir C. Camp-
bell, Monarch, Glowworm, Spotted Gem, and Lord Clyde, differing from Mr. Turner's
varieties. Messrs. J. & J. Eraser were second to Mr. Turner ; and Mr. Shriorpton, gardener
to A. Doxat, Esq

,
Putney, occupied the same position in regard to Mr. Bailey. The former

had, differing from the foregoing, Peacock, Prince of Wales, Carlos, Bacchus, Saracen,
Mr. Marnock, Osiris, Etna, and Madame Leroy, like Guillaumc Severyns, a French kind,

but by no means adapted for exhibition with the English kinds. A large number of Fancy
Pelargoniums were staged, and it was a subject of general remark how exceedingly good
they were. Mr. Turner and Mr. Bailey were again first in their classes, the first-named
having beautiful plants of Delicatum, Lady Craven, Ellen Beck, Cloth of Silver, Roi des
Fantaisies, and Clemanthe. Mr. Bailey had capital plants of Crystal Beauty, Lady Craven,
Acme, Negro, Clemanthe, and Madame Rougiere. Messrs. Fraser were second to Mr.
Turner with Acme, Bridesmaid, Madame Rougierej Cloth of Silver, Rosabella, and Delicatum.

Cape Heaths were still in prime condition, the beautiful waxy properties of the flowers

seem to have been developed since they were last seen. Messrs. T. Jackson & Sons, of

Kingston, and Mr. B. Peed, were severally first in their classes ; and in the Open Class for

six sjieeies, Mr. H. Chilman was first. The second prizes in the Classes for ten, eight, and
six varieties were awarded to Messrs. O. Rhodes, T. Page, and J. Wheeler.

Roses, too, were still remarkably fine, and loaded with magnificent trusses of flower.

Messrs. W. Paul, and H. Lane & Son were the only exhibitors of ten varieties, and after a

most patient investigation the Judges awarded Mr. Paul the first prize. His varieties were
—of Hybrid Perpetmis, Jules Margottin, Louise Odier, August© Mi 6, La Reine, and Lord
Raglan

;
Hybrid Chinas, Juno and Chehedole ;

Hybrid Bourbon, Paul Ricaut
;

Tea, President,

a glorious specimen ; and Madame Willermoz. Messrs. H. Lane & Son had Hybrid Perpetuate,

Baronnc Prevost, General Jacqueminot, and Ladia, the last a grand specimen; Hybrid
Bourbons, Charles Lawson, Chenedole, Elise Macroeur, and Paul Pen-as; China, Blairii

No. 2 ; and Noisette, Miss Glegg. In the Amateur's Class the only exhibitor was Mr. Terry,

gardener to W. G. Puller, Esq., Youngsbury, having, Hybrid Perpetuate, Duchess of Suther-

land and Baronne Prevost ; H. C, Paul Ricaut
;

H.B.] Charles Lawson; and Teas, Sylph
and Goubault. A large quantity of cut Roses were staged. Messrs. Paul & Son, Mr. J.

Mitchell, of Maresfield, and Mr. W. Paid, had the best of fifty varieties ; while on the part

of the Amateur growers, Mr. J. Hollingworth, of Maidstone, had the best ; and Mr. Terry
ranked second. With twenty-four varieties, Mr. Turner was first, and Messrs. Paul & Son
second. They were in good condition, and seemed an earnest of sharp competition at the

coming Rose Show at the Crystal Palace, and at the Horticultural Society, where they shall

have an extended notice.

The best stand of thirty-six Pansies came from Mr. H. Hooper, of Bath, and Messrs.
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Downie, Laird, & Laing were second, In the Amateurs' Class for twenty-four blooms,

Mr. Howsc, of Chalvey, was first, and Mr. August, of Beddington, second. Messrs. DoAvnie

and Co., Hooper, and Shenton, had Fancy Pansies ; the former again produced some of their

seedlings—viz,, Sulphur Queen, Maccaroni, Mrs. Nethcrcote, Earl of Rosslyn, Golden Lion,

and H. 0. Nethercote.
A group of six specimen Azaleas came from Mr. Turner, scai-cely inferior to any he

has produced before this season
;
they were Juliana, Extrani, Chelsoni, Glory of Sunninghill,

Iveryana, and Criterion : these were awarded first prize. Second, Messrs. J. & J. Eraser, with

plants much inferior to these. The same from Amateurs were poor, and in some cases had
almost shed their flowers. Mr. C. Penny was first with six kinds, and Mr. J. Green second.

In the Miscellaneous Class were stands of cut Verbenas from Mr. C. J. Perry, Castle

Bromwich, Birmingham ; and Mr, Turner, Slough. The former had some glorious trusses

of Euby King, bright ruby red
;
Sylph, a soft flesh colour suffused with carmine, and. having

a lemon eye
;

Fairy, marbled crimson and white ; L'Avenir de Bellant, rose with deep

carmine centre (the variety lately shown as Rugby Hero very closely resembles this) ; Anni-
hilator, bright rosy crimson with white eye

;
Nemesis, bright orange scarlet

;
Firefly ; Mrs.

Moore ; and some ten varieties of seedlings of excellent properties that will be sent out in

the ensuing spring. Mr. Turner had Le Grand Boide de Neige, a good pure white flower

;

Conor, bright scarlet ; Mr. S. Newton and Spot, two very bright flowers, the latter having a

conspicuous white eye ; Pauline
;
Magnificent ; &c.

Several First-class Certificates were awarded to new and rare plants, and for seedling

florists' flowers. The most interesting subjects were Erica Exquisita from Messrs. H. Low
and Co., Clapton, having large tubular flowers of deep salmony red, and dark ring at the

mouth of the flower; lihyncospermum jasminoides variegatus from Japan, the leaves being

edged and blotched with cream colour, exhibited by Messrs. A. Henderson & Co.
;

Pelargo-

niums Artist, Diadem, and Penelope, from G. H. Hoyle, Esq., Reading
;

Excelsior, from
Mr. Wiggins, gardener to W. Beck, Esq., Isleworth ; and Jewess, a rich dark flower with

white throat, of fine form, and very free, from Mr. Nye, gardener to E. Foster, Esq., Clewer,

Windsor ; Zonale Geranium Dr. Lindley, from Mr. W. Bull, of Chelsea, Avith fine shoAvy

scarlet flowers ; and Calceolaria Bijou, from Mr. Watson, St. Albans, a dwarf-growing dark

variety, AAuth a profusion of flowers. The same award was also made to Messrs. Veiteh and

Co., and Mr. W. Bull, for varieties of new and rare stove plants. Second-cla? s Certificates

were awarded to Mr. G. Smith, of Islington, for Pelargonium Queen Bertha, light, heavily

pencilled Avith crimson, dark top petals, a large and showy flower ; to Mr. Halley, Blackheath,

for Zonale Geranium Adonis, of dwarf close habit, with large trusses of bright scarlet flowers

on erect footstalks, a telling bedding A^ariety ; to Mr. Wiggins for Pelargoniums Prince of

Wales, Princess of Wales, Maid of Honour, and Hero ; to Mr. Nye for Asteroid, a rich dark

flower of medium size; and to Mr. Holland, gardener to R. Peake, Esq., Springy Grove,

Hounslow, for Petunia Duchess of Northumberland, a single variety', white ground, with bars

of magenta rose, Avell adapted for pot-culture.

Of new Pelargoniums Mr. Tinner had Lord Eversley, a rich and showy dark flower

;

First Quality, rosy carmine, with dark top petals and AArhito throat, a floAver of fine form ; and

Titijens, glowing rose, with dark top petals, and white throat, a large and striking floAver,

but wanting form. Mr. Wiggins had Scarlet Nonpareil, bright gloAving scarlet ; and Ver-
milion Spot, bright Arermilion with dark spots, a small flower but remarkably striking.

Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son had examples of Amaranthus melancholicus ruber,

Perilla nankinensis, Coleus Verschaffelti, and C. atro-purpurea, or nigricans, a bronze and
erimson-foliaged plant, of good habit, and said to be well adapted for bedding purposes. The
same had baskets of Variegated Geraniums ; the best were, Mrs. Pollock, The Countess,

Sunset, and Italia unita ; the former the best of all. They also had some seedling Gloxinias

of great beauty.

A smaU shoAV of some excellent fruit was staged in the covered Avay leading to the

Rhododendron-tent, Mr. W. Jackson, gardener to Lord Scarsdale, Kedleston, was first

with a fine fruit of Providence Pine, Aveighing 8^ lbs.
;

second, Mr. T. Bailey, Shardeloes,

weight 8£ lbs.
;
third, Mr. Young, gardener to C. Bailey, Esq., Aberdare, weight 9 lbs. 3 ozs.

With a fruit of Queen Pine, Mr. Horwood, gardener to G. Turnbull, Esq., Bromley, was
first, his fruit weighing 4 lbs.

;
second, Mr. S. Solomon, Finchley ; and third, Mr. J. Barnes,

gardener to Lady Rolle, Bicton, Devon, weight 4 lbs. With a single fruit of any other-

sort, Mr. Rogers produced an Emalle Pine. Mr. W. Jackson also had six fruits of Providence

that were remarkably fine.

Melons, as usual, were plentifully produced, of both Scarlet and Green-fleshed kinds,

Tinner's Gem predominating in the former Class. In the Class for Green-fleshed kinds,

Mr. Meredith, a hybrid Persian variety with very thin skin. The best in this Class was
Golden Perfection.

With a dish of Black Hamburgh Grapes, Mr. Clements, of East Barnet, Avas first; equal

second, Mr. Petch, and Mr. Turner of Slough. With a single dish of other Black kinds, Mr.
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W. Hill, of Keele Hall, had Black Prince ; Mr. 0. Goldsmid the same—they being placed
first and second. In the Class for White Muscadine, or SAveetwater, Mr. W. Hill was first

with Buckland Sweetwater
;

second, Mr. Hutt, gardener to Miss B. Coutts, with White
Muscadine. With Frontignans, or Chasselas Musque, Mr. Petch was first with the former

;

equal second, Mr. Drewitt, The Dcnbies, Dorking, and Mr. Euston, with Frontignans. Of
any other kinds but the foregoing, there were Golden Hamburghs from Mr. Macpherson, and
Muscats of Alexandria from Messrs. Turner and Clements ; the two last-named being first

and second.

Peaches, Nectarines, Cherries, and Strawberries were extremely good. Of the latter
Mr. Turner was first with glorious fruit of President and Oscar

;
second, Mr. J. Pottle with

British Queen and Rifleman. Of others there were Victoria, Comte de Paris, and Alice Maud.
Some new Cucumbers were staged

;
and, judging from their appearance, they seem to

possess more than ordinary merit. A brace of a good-looking fruit named " William Brough "

came from George Child, Esq., York Lodge, Upper Norwood, a hybrid black-spined variety,
said to be well adapted for early forcing purposes ; and from Mr. Aylott, four fruit of
" Emperor," a handsome black-spined kind

;
they both looked just the thing for table use.

In the Miscellaneous Class I omitted to mention two splendid specimens of the Mada-
gascar Lattice Plants from Messrs. T. Jackson & Son, of Kingston—Ovirandra fenestralis and
O. Berneriana._ Erom the same exhibitors came the singular New Holland Pitcher-plant,
Cephalotus foilicularis.

Royal Horticultural Society, June VJth.—Two long lines of plants and flowers
faced each other along two-thirds of the length of the nave of the Exhibition building,
having a good width of passage between. There they were, like the opposing forces drawn
up in battle array; or, as if Majesty had to pass that way, and the avenue had been cleared
for that purpose.

I was' much struck with the splendid collection of Orchids staged by Mr. Milford,
gardener to E. McMorland, Esq., Hampstead, who was first with twenty varieties. I
lingered about this group as the most attractive feature in the whole Exhibition, and had
the peculiar points of interest about the collection showed to me by Mr. McMorland's
intelligent gardener. And here a word of praise is due to the admirable manner in which
these plants are always named. I wish some of the other exhibitors would learn a necessary
lesson here, were it only for the sake of some of us who have to take down the names of
their productions for publication. Mr. Milford had a splendid pan of Cypripedium villosum,

C. barbatum, and 0. grandifiorum ; Yanda tricolor, a beautiful variety ; Vanda Batemani,
just opening, having a spike of twenty-one flower-buds ; and V. Boxburghi ccerulea; iErides
odoratum, A. Lobbi, A. Fieldingii, A. Schrcederi, and A, maculosum

;
Phalamopsis grandiflora

;

Anguioa Clowesii ; a grand Laslia purpurata
;
Cattleya species, and C. lobata ; Brassavola

Digbyana
;
Odontoglossum

;
Phakenopsis ; Barkeria melanocaxdon, and Saccolabium guttatum.

Second, Mr. G. Baker, gardener to E. Bassett, Esq., Stamford Hill; third, Mr. T. Page,
gardener to W. Leaf, Esq., Streatham. With eight varieties, Mr. C. Penny, gardener to

H. Gibbs, Esq., Regent's Park, was first, having a splendid Cattleya Mossiaa, Phaltenopsis
grandiflora, Orchis foliosa, Dendrobium Parishii, Saccolabium guttatum Holfordi, &c.

;

second, Mr. S. Green, gardener to Sir E. Antrobus, Cheam. With six varieties, Mr. Lovell,

gardener to H. Gurney, Esq., Nuffield, was first, having Epidendrum cranifolium, iErides

odoratum majus, Saccolabium guttatum, S. Blumei major, Brassia verrucosa, and a grand
Cattleya Mossiaa. Second, Mr. Wiggins, gardener to W. Beck, Esq., Isleworth.

With fifteen Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Mr. Whitebread, gardener to H. Colyer,

Esq., Dartford, was first, with a fine collection, consisting of Ixoras coccinea and javanica,

Erica Cavendishii, E. miniata splendens, Polygala Dalmasiana, Rondeletia speciosa, Dipla-

denia crassinoda, a magnificent Pleroma elegans, Yinca alba rosea, Azalea Barclayana,

Pimelea mirabilis, and Allamanda grandiflora
;

second, Mr. B. Peed. With coUections of

nine varieties, Mr. Chilman, gardener to Mrs. Smith, Epsom, was first ; and Mr. T. Page,
Streatham, second. In the Class for six varieties, the first prize was very properly withheld

;

Mr. Tegg, gardener to Baron Hambro', Roehampton, being second. There was some
spirited competition between Mr. W. Cole, of Withington, near Manchester, who had
exhibited at Oxford on the previous day, and Messrs. Fraser, Lea Bridge Boad, in the Class

for twelve varieties. These two collections, side by side, were one of the most attractive

features of the Show. Mr. Cole was placed first, having Aphelexis humilis grandiflora and
macrantha rosea, Ixora alba, I. javanica, Phamocoma proliferuni, Erica Cavendishii,

E. miniata splendens, E. Massoni, Azalea Juliana, A. Criterion, and Pimelea mirabilis.

Messrs. Fraser had, among others, Prostanthera lasianthos, Pimelea diosmeefolia, Kalmia
Angelina, Statice imbiicata, Phamocoma proliferum, Stephanotis floribunda, and iErides

Lindleyanum. Fine-foliaged plants came from Mr. May, gardener to T. B. Butt, Esq,,

Cheltenham, who was first ; and Mr. Smith, of Syon House, second. Messrs. A . Henderson
and Co. and J. & C. Lee were equal third.
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Azaleas, in the Amateurs' Class, were very poor. In the Class for six new kinds sent

out since 1858, Messrs. Ivery & Son, Dorking, were the only exhibitors, having F. H. Von
Weldeek, bright red; Leopold I., rosy purple; Due de Brabant, a salmon rose double
variety; Yariegata superba ; Etoile du Gand, variegated; and Striata floribunda, white
striped with carmine.

Koses in pots were past their best, yet they were brighter than could have been
expected. Mr. Terry, gardener to W. G-. Puller, Esq., Youngsbmy, was first, having Paul
Kicaut, Paul Perras, Juno, Great Western, Coupe d'Hebe, and Tea Mutabilis. "With twelve
varieties, Mr. E. T. Francis, of Hertford, was first, having Hybrid Bourbons, Charles Lawson,
Coupe d'Hebe, Paul Perras, Chenedole, and Juno

;
Hybrid Perpetuate, Aubernon, Baronne

Prevost, Jules Margottin, Madame H. Jacquin, and General Jacqueminot; Tea-scented,

Madame Willermoz, and Yiscomtesse de Gazes. Second, Mr. William Paul, Waltham Cross.

The Class for six DracSenas or Cordylines brought two competitors—Messrs. T. Jackson
and Son, Kingston, who were first, having D. terminalis, D. ferrea, D. Bumphi, D. indivisa,

and C. heliconifolia, and C. australis. Mr. Bull was second, having two groups, the best

containing D. arborea, D. indivisa, D. spectabilis, D. australis, D. congesta, and D. Draco.

With six Cape Heaths, Messrs. T. Jackson & Son and B. Peed competed. The latter

was first, having good plants of Massonii, Tricolor flammea, Mutabilis, Tricolor impressa,

Depressa, and Eximia superba. The former had Bergiana, Depressa, Candolleana, JNobilis,

Vcntricosa major, and Tricolor impressa .

The glare of the Show centred in the Pelargoniums, On this occasion Mr. Nye,
gardener to E. Foster, Esq., Clewer Manor, was first, with nine plants, the high-coloured

flowers being unusually bright, having Etna, Ariel, Bose Celestial, Sanspareil, Desdemona,
Viola, Fairest of the Fan, Lord Clyde, and Perdita

;
second, Mr. Shrimpton, gardener to

A. Doxat, Esq
,
Putney Heath. With twelve kinds, Mr. Turner was first, having Beauty

of Beading, Ariel, Lord Clyde (splendidly coloured), Viola (an immense plant, a mountain
of flower), Lady Canning, Fairest of the Fair, Pizarro, Bacchus, Modesty, Flora, Prince of

Prussia (Storey's), and Nestor
;
second, Messrs. Fraser. With six Spotted kinds, Mr. Turner

was again first, having Spotted.Gem, Mr. Marnock, Osiris, Bembrandt, Guillaume Severyns,
and William Bull; second, Messrs. Fraser, with Excelsior, Bracelet, Mr. Marnock, Madame
Furtado, Sanspareil, and Mazeppa. With six Fancy kinds, Messrs. Fraser were first, having
Lady Craven, Delicatum, Clara Novello, Boi des Fantaisies, Claudiana, and Bridesmaid

;

second, Mr. Turner.
Collections of exotic Fems were staged by Mr. W. Bull, and Messrs. A. Henderson

and Co. ; the former also had a collection of Ancectochilus. British Ferns wrere staged by
Messrs. Ivery & Son, mostly varieties of the Lady-Fern. Some of these were very beautiful.

Cut Boses, in coBections, were staged by Mr. C. Turner, who was first ; and Mr. J.

Mitchell, Mansfield, Sussex, and Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, who were equal second.

In the Miscellaneous Class were Pansies, both English and Fancy, from Messrs. Bragg,
of Slough

;
Hooper, of Bath ; and Downie, Laird, & Laing, Edinburgh. The latter had

some famous named flowers of the latter, including Princess Mathilde, Princess Alice,

Noemy Demay, Belle Lilleoise, Ali Bey, and Parpaillot, were very showy. Some seedlings

were also shown by Messrs. Downie & Co., among which was one evidently a seedling from
Miracle, a large delicate blush flower, with large dark blotch rayed with bright rose and
blue. I was particularly pleased with this, and believe it will become a favourite. Mr.
Bragg had some seedlings in pots that were commended—viz., Harlequin, a light-ground
flower with deep lilac border, and large dark blotch rayed with pale purple. This was the

best flower in the whole lot. Dazzle, a yellow-ground flower, border of fiery bronze, and
large dark blotch; and Bob Bidley, yellow ground with deep lilac border, and dark bronzy
blotch. A Fancy Pansy, from E. J. Lowe, Esq., of Beeston, was also commended. It wras

named Pallas, a large yellow-ground flower edged with deep glossy purple ; the lower petals

had a narrow margin of bright bronze, largo dark blotch.

Collections of cut Peeonies came from Messrs. Paul & Son
;

Salter, of Hammersmith

;

and J. & J. Fraser. Mr. Bragg had a collection of Hunt's Sweet Williams, a splendid

strain of this favourite flowrer. From Mr. Turner was a box of beautiful blooms of Pinks
;

and if any of the readers of the Florist and Pomologist are anxious to obtain a few good
flowers, let them accept the following as worthy of their attention:—Pride of Colchester,

Constance, Blondin, Mrs. Turner, Sarah, Charles Turner, Mr, Smith, Dimo, and Nina.
From Mr. Turner also came some good cut Verbenas, among which were Lord Craven (fine

purple), Buby King, Annihilator, Lord Leigh, and Firefly. From three of the Covent-
Garden houses—viz., Messrs. Hooper & Co., Butler & McCulloch, and Barr & Sugden, came
collections of Ixias and Sparaxis, Lilies, Tritonias, Gladiolus, Anthoriza coccinea and
roseum, &c. ; the former especiaUy were very pretty indeed, and attracted cousiderable

attention. These had been received from the growers in Guernsey. There were also

coBections of Spanish Iris staged by each, in great variety, received from Holland.

(To be continued.) Quo,
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CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS.
Cl-KSERVATORY.

Shade for a few hoars in the middle of the day
whilst the hot weather we have at present continues,
and pay the greatest attention to the watering of all

plants. Always give sufficient water to go through
the whole of the soil. If the soil in any of the pots
has by any chance got too dry, take and immerse the
pots in a cistern of water until the soil has got well
moistened. Syringe daily all plants not in flower.
Too much air cannot he given both by day and night.
Keep no more plants here at present than are requi-
site io make the house look gay. Attend to climbers.
Keep eveiylhing clean,

Greenhouses.
Hardwooded Plants.—Attend to the shading of

plants in flower: also to the watering. Give plenty
of air both by day and night, especially the latter.

Shift all plants that are growing vigorously, and that
have filled their pots with roots. In very dry hot
weather it will be necessary to shade, and they should
be kept rather close with a moist atmosphere until
they make fresh roots. Attend regularly to the stop-
ping, thinning, and fying-out of the plants. Attend
to the specimen plants of Azaleas. Shift any that
may require it. Look well after thrips, and fumigate
on their first appearance. All plants done growing
should have all the sun and air possible to ripen their
wood. Softwooded Plants.—Pelargoniums.—The
plants cut down last month will now be pushing again.
The soil should be shaken from them, and they should
be potted in smaller pots, using a light compost;
they should then be put into a pit or frame, and kept
close and moist to encourage fresh growth, As soon
as the later-flowering plants are out of flower, they
should be set out of doors for a few days, and then cut
down, and afterwards treated like the early-flowering
plants. Pot off the cuttings when fit. Cinerarias.—
Continue to shift into larger pots seedling plants as
they lequirc it. Those that were planted out should
now be taken up and potted. Calceolarias.—When
done flowering remove to a shady border, where they
will throw up suckers, which, when large enough,
should be taken off for cuttings. Sow seed in light
soil, cover slightly, and keep them moist until they
vegetate. Fuvhs ias.—Continue to shade plants in
flower, and attend well to the watering.

Stove.
Use manure water freely to aH strong-growing

plants. Give plenty of air to ripen the wood ; bnt
always close up early. Attend well to the young
stock, and shift any that may require it. Stop,
stake, and tie-out. Syringe freely. Look well after
insects; on no account allow them to increase. Keep
everything as clean as possible.

Flower Garden.
The hot dry weather we have had has necessitated

much watering here. Attend well to the watering of
all plants in vases, baskets, &c. Continue to tie up
flower-stems as they require support. Cut-out the
decaying stalks of herbaceous plants, and keep the
borders as neat as possible. If not already done, plant-
out seedling Wallflowers, Sweet Williams, Rockets,
Antirrhinums, and all other hardy biennials and
perennials into the borders where they are intended
to flower next year. Get in a stock of cuttings as
soon as possible. Put in cuttings of the diS'en nt sorts
of Geraniums at once. These strike best in a south
border fully exposed to the sun. Some silver sand
should be put into the openings made to receive the
cuttings. This is also a good time to increase the
stock of Roses, as cuttings of the young shoots now
root freely in a little heat. Sweep and roll the walks,
anr3 keep everything in the highest order. Pleasure
Ground—Look over choice trees and shrubs, and cut
off any strong shoots likely to disfigure the plant.
Attend regularly to the mowing of the lawns, and
roll frequently gravel walks.

Forcing.
Fruit.—Pine Apples.—He, careful not to overwater

all fruit approaching maturity. Give plenty of air in fine

weather. The plants bearing fruit for the autumn and

winter supply, should, if possible, be all got together
in one house before the end of the month ; they can
then be better attended to. They should have a nice
steady bottom heat of about 85°

; they must be well
attended to in watering, and a moist atmosphere must
be maintained. In cold wet weather fire heat will be
necessary, as the night temperature should not get
much below 70°. All shTting should be completed at
once. A steady bottom heat of from 85° to 90° is the
most important thing to be attended to. After shift-

ing, the plants should be kept close, and the atmo-
sphere moist, until they begin to root freely into the
fresh soil

;
they should then have liberal supplies of

water, and an abundance of air in fine weather, always
giving it early in the forenoon, and closing up early
in the afternoon. Vines.—Remove the sashes off the
early house, and whilst off have them well cleaned
and painted if they require it

; they will then be in
readiness when wanted in the autumn. In dry hot
weather too much air cannot be given to ripe or
ripening Grapes. In late houses a moist growing
temperature must be maintained. Little or no fire

heat will be required unless any cold wet unseasonable
weather should set in. Peaches and Nectarines.—
The sashes from the early house should be taken off.

When the fruit is gathered in the late houses the trees
should be regularly syringed, and air freely admitted
in order to ripen the wood. The borders should also

be examined, and if dry should have a good soaking of
water. Figs.—Whilst the second crop of fruit is

swelling the trees will require a deal of water,
but when it begins to ripen the supply of water
should be gradually reduced. The atmosphere must
be kept as moist as it can be without injury to
the fruit ; otherwise it is almost impossible to keep
dow-D red spider, especially if the weather be hot, as
it often is at this season. Cherries.—Towards the
end of the month shift any plants that require into

larger pots or tubs. Strawberries.— Shift at once into

their fruiting-pots all those layered last month. Set
them in beds in an open situation. They will not
require much watering until they begin to root freely

into the fresh soil ; but they should be kept well
syringed in dry weather. Melons.—Maintain a steady
heat of about 80° at top and bottom, and give plenty
of air. Water when necessary until the fruit begins
to ripen. Cucumbers.—Attend to previous directions.

Sow for winter bearing.

Hardy Fruit,
Attend regularly to the gathering of the fruit as it

becomes ripe. Continue to nail-in the shoots of wall

trees as they advance, removing all not wanted, and
stopping all gross ones. Net Morello Cherries. Mat
Gooseberry and Currant bushes. Make new planta-
tions of Strawberries, and dress old ones intended to

remain another year. The old Raspberry canes done
bearing should be cut away ; also all the weak ones of

the present season not wanted for next year.

Kitchen Garden.
The long continuance of dry weather Ave have

had has b^en favourable to the destruction of weeds,
but very much against the growth of vegetables.

Much watering has been necessary for the different

crops; and if we have much hot dry weather this

month, as we generally do, a great deal of watering
will still be required. Continue to hoe and stir the
soil amongst the growing crops. Earth-up Celery as

it requires it. Endive and Lettuce.—Plant-out large

breadths, especially of the former. Sow Hardy Ham-
mersmith and Black-seeded Bath Cos Lettuce to stand
over the winter. Prickly Spinach.—Sow the first

week for the main winter crop. Cabbages of sorts.—
Sow at once for spring use. Cauliflowers.—Sow
about the 12th, and again the 22nd, to be transplanted

into a frame or under hand-lights, and to be protected

from frosts during the winter. Tripoli Onions.—Soir
the first week to stand over the winter. Parsley.—
Thin-out well so as to get good curled leaves.

Tomatoes and Gourds.—-Look over and thin-out the

shoots. Spare Ground.—Sow with Turnips. Serbs.—
Collect as they come into flower, dry, and store away.
—M. S.
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MRS. WILLIAM PAUL ROSE.
WITH AN ILLUSTRATION.

It is now somewhere about twenty-five years since Hybrid Perpetual
Hoses first made their appearance

;
and, if they are not yet in full meridian

splendour, they are already far in advance of all the favourites of ancient days.
The Moss, the French, the Damask, the Hybrid Chinese, the Bourbon, the Tea-
scented, are still valuable from various points of view ; but the Hybrid Per-
petuals are conspicuous everywhere. In form, colour, size, variety, continuity
of flower and fragrance, they have gradually improved, the lesser luminaries of
the Rose-world growing pale as they advanced till they appear comparatively
dim, distant, and inconsequent. Not only are these Roses the chief ornament
of our gardens in the summer and autumn months, but they also figure most
conspicuously on the tables at our horticultural fetes.

The subject of our present engraving, Mrs. William Paul, was raised
by M. Verdier, of the Rue du Marche, aux Chevaux, Paris, one of the oldest
and most respectable Rose-growers in France. Mr. William Paul says :—" I
first saw this flower as a seedling two years ago under circumstances which
fully tested its power of endurance ; it was towards the close of a sultry day.
The surrounding Roses were withered or blanched ; but this, owing to the
substance of the petals, was as fresh and beautiful as an opening flower. The
sun was sinking in the west, red and rayless behind a thick dark thunder-
cloud, realising that peculiar light under which flowers have an unusually
fervid glow. I cannot describe the colours better than by saying that they
were a reflex of that sky red and black (may we say lurid ?)—the colours of a
thunder cloud illumined by the sun."

This beautiful Rose is above the average in size ; and in form, fulness,
and vigorous growth is quite distinct. We are much mistaken if Mrs. William
Paul does not prove, at least for exhibition purposes, the best Rose of the
present season.

The Hybrid Perpetual Roses appear to thrive equally well as dwarfs or
standards. Some few of the most vigorous growers are well adapted for covering
walls, arches, and pillars. They delight in a rich strong soil, require close
pruning, and can scarcely be manured too highly.

PRESERVING GRAPES.
M. Rose Charmeux, of Thomery (one of the best growers of Chasselas

Grapes at Thomery, and son of the celebrated M. Charmeux who improved
the Thomery mode of training Vines, now in general use), has contrived
within a few years a new way of preserving Grapes, which has succeeded
better than any other plan hitherto in use.

Contrive a place in a properly arranged fruit-house. Fasten against the
sides a series of small racks with notches in them, similar to those in which
wine-glasses are arranged in pantries, and place one above the other at about
12 inches apart. Place in each one of the notches of these racks a small
bottle three-quarters full of water, to which must be added a small quantity of
powdered charcoal to keep the water sweet.

Gather the Grapes at the usual time, selecting the handsomest and most
perfect bunches, and those which have been thinned out. Cut those branches
which bear two bunches, and place the lower end of the branch in one of the

YOL. II. K
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bottles. These Grapes must be examined every week, and the imperfect

berries taken off with scissors. Chloride of calcium is to be used to absorb

the dampness of the atmosphere.

Mr. Rose Charmeux preserves the largest portion of his Chasselas, and

even his Frankenthal (Victoria Hamburgh) Grapes until the end of April. This

method is so successful that the Grapes are as plump and the stems as green

as when taken from the Vine.

The following is the plan of Dubreuil for using the chloride of calcium

:

—Until now the only means used to get rid of the dampness which arises

from the fruit in the fruit-room, has been to ventilate it during ten days

before closing up the house. This plan has serious objections. In the first

place, it causes the temperature of the room to become the same as that of the

open air, which often injures the fruit. It also introduces air less charged

with carbonic acid, which is quite as objectionable ; besides, it is exposed to

the light, which hastens its maturity. JBesides, this method can only be used

in dry weather, and when the temperature is above the freezing-point. Now,
as this is seldom the case in winter time, the fruit is consequently subjected to

the dampness of the fruit-room.

To overcome this difficulty, we recommend to use chloride of calcium,,

which must not be confounded with chloride of lime. This comparatively

cheap article absorbs nearly double its weight of moisture, and becomes deli-

quescent after being exposed a short time to the damp air.

In order to make use of the chloride of calcium, make a wooden box lined

with lead, 20 inches square and 4 inches deep, which must be raised about

1 6 inches from the floor, on a small stand inclined a little at one side. In the

middle of the inclined side place a spout. This apparatus being placed in the

fruit-room, put in it about 3 inches deep of chloride of calcium, very dry and

porous. As it melts the liquid runs out through the spout into a stone jar

underneath it. If all the chloride of calcium is melted before all the fruit is

taken out, you must renew it. About 40 lbs. are sufficient to keep a fruit-

room dry, used at three different times.

The liquid which is obtained by this plan should be carefully kept in stone

jars and tightly covered until the next fruit season. Then, when the fruit-room

is again filled, pour the liquid into an iron pot and evaporate it. It is then

again fit for use the next year.

DISEASE IN THE GLADIOLUS.
In many of the largest collections of Gladiolus in the country we have both

seen and heard of a disease which has made its appearance in this now favourite

flower. The form it takes is that of premature ripening. The foliage becomes
pale and gradually dies away without the flower-spike making its appearance.

Until this season we have never observed this disposition in the habit of the

plant, and we are sanguine in the hope that what has appeared to us and to

many others who are interested in the welfare of this fine autumnal flower to

be an epidemic disease, will prove to be only a condition induced by the pre-

sent hot and dry summer. It is only in sharp, light, or dry soils that we have
detected it ; and the following statement of M. Loise, the extensive cultivator

of the Gladiolus at Paris, goes far to confirm the opinion we entertained on the

subject.

M. Loise recommends frequent and abundant watering in dry weather if

it is desired to have a fine bloom of Gladiolus. " Some people," says he,
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' assert that the Gladiolus does not require water. I affirm the contrary. I

have already acquired the conviction that this plaut has need of watering ; and
I am making an experiment this year, which it appears to me will not leave
any doubt on the subject—in fact, I have left a certain number of plants which
I water regularly, and au equal number to which I. do not give any water, in

accordance with the recommendation of many growers. Those which are not
watered have already become withered without developing their flower-stem

;

whilst the others are full of vigour and grow marvellously. I can affirm that
in every case the Gladiolus requires copious waterings at the time of flowering

;

their stalk becomes more firm through it, and their flowers open better, aud
have much larger petals. It is necessary to observe that care must be taken
not to allow the water to be thrown on the flowers, because, in some varieties,

it is apt to spot them."
This, then, let us trust, is the solution of the Gladiolus disease ; and that

what appears to be a threatened calamity is only a passing condition induced
by a want of knowledge of the requirements the plant demands.

H.

THE ROSE SEASON.
The winter was favourable, but here the spring was dismal. The Manetti

Roses were in full bud in February ; but alas ! the succession of hoar frosts

and high winds from that time till June 1st, succeeded by black blight and a
crushing hail storm, did me great mischief. To this I owe a fine bloom now
(August 11), of these maltreated ones, which in most part have recovered.
The Briar summer Roses, which have greater powers of resistance and finer

constitutions, never bloomed better. I will begin by recommending some of
these latter, which it would be folly to give up.

1. Summer Roses.—I name only some of the cream. Boula de Nanteuil,
Ohl, Kean, Paul Ricaut, Coupe d'Hebe, La Volupte, Queen of Denmark,
William Tell, Schismaker (choice), Napoleon, M. Audot, La Ville de Bruxelles,
M. Zoutman, d'Aguesseau, Transon Goubault, Adele Prevost, Cynthia,
Tricolore de Flandre, and Madeline. The two last are variegated and good.
These are all fit and useful for show purposes. They have iron constitutions,
and are abundant bloomers. There is this superiority of Summer Roses over
H.P.'s—viz., you can cut them for bouquets or show without any detriment
to future prospects. Paul Ricaut is, I think, the most first-rate. How very
few of these Roses have died, or done badly, during the demolitions of the
last four years ? The best place for them is where they can get heat without
the direct rays of the sun

—

i.e., 3 feet in advance of a wall facing the north.
2. Exhibitions.—I have attended none this year ; but I am certain that,

from the nature of the weather, bad blooms must have been the rule and
good ones the exception. The best exhibition is iu the garden from 4 to
8 o'clock, A.M.

3. New Roses of 1862.—The brood of this year certainly was good. I
never knew so many good ones come out in one year. Some of them, however,
might be improved by another row of petals in the centre. Till, however, we
get novelties on strong and suitable stocks we cannot be quite sure of their
greatly relative merits. I shall not err if I class them thus :

—

(1) . Extra Choice and A 1.—Maurice Bernhardin, Due de Rohan, Charles
Lefebvre, Prince Camille de Rohan.

(2) . Choice and Al.—Beauty of Waltham, Madame Boutin, Marechal
Vaillant, Francois Lacharme.
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(3) . Fine Hoses Rit for Shoiv, but not Choice in Colour, though Good in

Colour,— John Hopper, L'Eblouissante, Madame Charles Wood, Madame
Clemence Joigneaux. These are very good-constitutioned Roses, strong

growers, and good bloomers.

(4) . Good Hoses.—Some of these suffered severely from hail, so that

I cannot estimate their full value. They are good growers and abundant
bloomers. Professor Koch, Mdlle. Julie Daran, Mcllle. Ernest Dreol, Turenne,

Vicomte Vigier, Alphonse Damazin, Aroheveque cle Paris.

(5) . First-rate Full-sized Show Roses, but of Limited Groioth and Doubtful
Constitution.—Emile Dulac, Gloire de Chatillon. These have suffered much
from hail. They are only fit for first-class lands and favourable situations.

4. Roses of 1863.—These have, as yet, done but little. From Mr. Rivers

I hear but a poor account of them.

(1) . Sceur des Anges (twelve plants).—This is a fine grower with fine

foliage, which breaks from every eye from the base to the summit of the

plant, which is not the case with its parent Duchesse d' Orleans, from which
it is a fixed sport. Moreover, its wood is of a firmer character. It forms
abundant buds, and is before expansion like its parent. Some of the blooms
have been clefty, others hard to open, and others have displayed full-sized

blooms of singular beauty. It is a silvery white and delicate blush in the

centre. It is choice
;

and, like its parent, it will be a better bloomer in

autumn than summer.

(2) . Alfred de Rougemont.—This is a superior Rose. It is deep maroon,

or purple crimson, of good outline and disposition of petals. The petals

are very thick and smooth at the edges. It is perfectly full in the English

acceptation of the word.

(3) . Due de Bassano is clear crimson, not dark as stated. It is good in

outline, sufficiently full ; its petals are smooth and well arranged
;
and, being

of good substance and thorough colouring, it stands sun well.

(4) . Madame Helye.—This is, a swell as Bassano, Portemer's production.

It is an abundant-blooming, sweet-scented, globular, crimson Rose. The
petals are not so substantial as the former, which is a cupped Rose.

(5) . L'Fclatante.—This is a fine deep velvety crimson, with good smooth
petals arranged as a cup. It was not full to the centre.

The three first are superior and the best; the other two are good and
cannot hurt you.

The others I need not describe fully. Emotion, as supplied to me, is iden-

tical with Octavie Fontaine. Le Rhone (fine vermilion red), and Triomphe
d'Angers are abundant bloomers, and nice for pot and bedding purposes.

If any others of note bloom in time for the October Number, I will give infor-

mation. The whole of the above judgments have been formed in the open air.

Rushton. W. F. Radcly:et.e.

EARLY-BLOOMING ACACIAS.
Many plants, of which the natural season of blossoming under glass is in

the winter or early spring months, acquire additional value from that circum-

stance, because their intrinsic beauty is then heightened by contrast with the
" desolation that reigns without." Many of the New Holland Acacias possess

this desirable property, which, in some species, is combined with exceeding

beauty, as well as gracefulness of habit : consequently, there are no plants

better adapted for ornamenting a conservatory, where they can be allowed
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sufficient room to display unconfmed their elegant growth. One of the finest

species for this purpose is Acacia dealbata, of which there is a splendid

specimen, now in the height of its beauty, in my own conservatory. I have

seldom seen a plant of any kiud equal in beauty to this, its wide-spreading

branches being completely covered with a garment of green and gold, or more
strictly speaking, with green and deep lemon colour ; the latter colour greatly

predominates, however, for the flowers are so numerous that they almost hide

the pretty bipinnatifid leaves. This tree roots into a border beneath the floor

of the house, and its stem was originally trained to one of the pillars that bear

up the roof ; but the stem is now larger than its former support, and the

branches extend in different directions to a distance of several yards. It has

been planted about eight years. A fine plant of Acacia vestita grows against

another of the pillars. This, from its profuse-flowering and pendulous habit,

is a very handsome species, and requires much less room than dealbata, which
precedes vestita in flowering by nearly a fortnight. To these might be added

other desirable kinds, as Acacia armata, a very free-flowering species, with

flowers like golden balls ; A. lophanta, with long spikes of whitish flowers

;

A. verticillata, with whorls of leaves like spines ; A. melanoxylon, the Black

Wattle of the Australians, with very curious leaves, the footstalks of which

look like leaves, with the real leaves hanging to the points of them ;
and

A. pubescens, a very elegant species, with drooping branches and racemes of

ball-like flowers, borne in the greatest profusion. Indeed, all the species of

this genus are highly interesting, and most of them elegant ornaments for the

greenhouse or conservatory, deserving of general cultivation.

ROSA CANNABIFOLIA.
At a recent sitting of the Imperial Society of Horticulture at Paris,

M. Riviere, the intelligent gardener at the Luxembourg, made a statement with
regard to Rosa cannabifolia to the effect that it is only an accidental variety

of Rosa alba which has been fixed by grafting. The most prominent
character of the variety is, that the leaves are for the most part opposite, and
do not become alternate as in all Roses. In lately walking through the col-

lection of Roses at the Luxembourg, he there observed one plant of Rosa can-
nabifolia, on branches of which certain flowers had returned to the characters
of those of Rosa alba ; while others had preserved those which distinguish

R. cannabifolia, and these branches were submitted to the Meeting. This is,

then, another example of dimorphism which has been observed on different

plants.

RAISING GRAPE VINES FROM LATERALS.
A few years ago Mr. Fleming, of Trentham, produced at a meeting of the

Horticultural Society some cuttings of Vines, which, in five days, had formed
roots as much as 3 inches long, and which had been prepared by a new pro-
cess. The usual methods of multiplying the Vine are by layers, or cuttings, or
eyes, each having so limited an application that much time must elapse before
any considerable number of plants of a new variety can be propagated. The
method pursued by Mr. Fleming is to take advantage of the laterals (which
every Vine may be forced to produce in abundance), to separate those laterals
close to the old wood as soon as . they have three or four leaves, and to strike
them in silver sand in the usual way.
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If a Vine is so closely covered with glass that the air around it is always

saturated with humidity, and if it is then exposed to the sun (the air being

always warm), it breaks in the usual way
;

but, in a few days, each shoot

will produce a lateral from the bottom of every leaf. These laterals, after

growing to a certain length, will themselves break into fresh laterals, and so

growth goes on. Thus, a Vine in such a situation, having fifty eyes, will form
fifty new shoots : these shoots, after a time, will break into at least ten

laterals, and each lateral may be expected to produce half a dozen other laterals

of a second order. This being so, a single Vine with fifty eyes may be com-
pelled to produce materials for three thousand new plants, instead of its power
of multiplication being limited to the original fifty eyes, as is the case under
ordinary circumstances.

The process is in most respects similar to that practised in the establish-

ment then conducted by Mr. Weeks in the King's Road, where Vines of the

old and new varieties were grown extensively. As soon as they have pushed
a shoot 1 foot or 15 inches long, it is cut back to near the base, and the top is

made into cuttings, every one of which strikes, and thus a great many plants

of any particular kind are obtained in one season. The chief point is, to take

care to start them sufficiently early to get the young wood strong and well

ripened by the autumn.
In both cases young green wood is employed ; but in the last-mentioned

place a shoot is itself divided into cuttings, each having at least a couple of

eyes ; and there the operation ends. So that, while in the case above supposed

there is a possibility of getting three thousand cuttings in a season by the use

of laterals, we could hardly expect more than three hundred by merely dividing

the first strong shoots into cuttings. We know not whether these methods are

absolutely new
;

probably not, for they are such as theory would certainly

suggest if brought to bear upon the subject, But they are so far novel, that

they have not been generally employed by gardeners.

We say that they are such as theory would suggest. Nothing is more
certain than that the greater and more active the vitality of a cutting, the

more freely will it become a new individual by the emission of roots. It is

equally certain that vitality is most active in the young shoots of plants, turgid

with organisable matter, and abounding in nitrogenous principles : therefore it

is a general axiom in theory, that a young cutting will strike more quickly

than an old one ; that green wood will root more readily than ripe wood.

Propagation by the eyes of the Vine is indeed, in some degree, an evidence of

this fact. But ripe or half-ripe wood, though least active, and charged in the

smallest degree with organisable and nitrogenous matters, is usually preferred,

and for the following reason :—It is indispensable that some time should elapse

between planting a cutting and its emission of roots, during which time its

vitality must be maintained by artificial means. In many plants this is an
operation so difficult, or uncertain, that vitality departs before roots can come,
and thus the cutting dies. Wherefore nearly ripe or fully ripe wood is often

preferred, becaiise its vitality, although comparatively low, is more easily sup-

ported in the absence of roots than if it were younger and more active.

Whether or not, therefore, it is desirable to use green, half-ripe, or fully ripe

wood for propagation, can only be determined experimentally. In many cases

it has been thus determined, and we find one-year-old wood used for some
things, two-year-old wood for others (as Oaks and Beeches when grafted),

while in some cases the quite green wood is universally employed, to which
latter class the Vine may be now referred.

But is this a good mode of propagating the Vine as well as an easy—that
is to say, Will the young plants obtained from green wood be as healthy as if
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from ripe wood ? We understand that the Vines obtained by Mr. Fleming's

process are weakly the first year, but become strong and healthy in the second,

if allowed to break in a cool house. Probably he has never pushed the process

to its extreme limits by availing himself of the third generation of laterals.

Let us, however, suppose he did. Would the consequences be injurious ?

We cannot but think that they might be ; for the laterals of the third genera-

tion, though active enough at first, would be likely to indicate symptoms of

inherent, and possibly incurable, debility, as has occurred to the Dahlia in

cases of the over-multiplication of that plant.

This is certain, that if Vines are multiplied by the method above described,

and are struck comparatively late in the season, it will be more difficult for

them to ripen their wood than when coming from eyes in the usual way.

This is, however, mere speculation, and we should be glad to hear that our

anticipations are unfounded.

—

{Horticulturist.)

THE HYDROPULT.
The great secret of successful in-door gardening consists in the free and

judicious use of the syringe. A greenhouse or conservatory that does not

enjoy this luxury becomes a miserable lazar-house of vegetable incurables.

Vermin and filth hold unbounded sway, and people become disgusted with

their own want of success. Well do we recollect the former days of plant-

culture—the days of " collections," when the use of the syringe was yet limited

or unknown. What a time for red spider, scale, and green fly ! What fumi-

gations and consumption of tobacco and tobacco paper, washings with tobacco

water, and all sorts of remedies were resorted to !

We regard the introduction of the free \ise of the syringe as one of the events

in modern gardening. To this is due the success of orchard-house manage-
ment, Vine management, and plant management; but the old syringe Avith its

slow suck and squirt is now as much out of date in modern gardening as an
old stage waggon in modern locomotion.

Many are the improvements and complications of the old simple syringe.

We have tried several of them; but for ease in working, and efficiency in

result, we have not yet met with anything to equal the hydropult sent us by
Mr. Button. It is powerful in operation, and so easy and comfortable to

work, that one never gets fatigued. With such an instrument plants mav be
kept in perfect health, and quite free from insects and dirt. We first used
it on a few Geraniums in our conservatory which were smothered with green
fly during our temporary absence of ten days ; but on our return a stout dis-

charge from the hydropult sent them clean off across some unknown bourne
whence they have never yet returned.

As an improvement we would recommend to Mr. Button the desirable-

ness of supplying an additional rose of finer gauge than that fitted to the
hydropult we have, so that a fine shower might be made use of occasionally,

instead of the unmistakeable pelt to which plants must now be subjected.

ITALIAN VERBENAS.
Ik Nos. 166 and 167 of the Flore des Serres et des Jardins de VEurope

there are two plates of what are called Italian Verbenas
;

they are seedlings

raised by MM. Cavagnini freres of Brescia, and are all more or less beauti-
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fully striped with various shades of colour on a white ground. Among the
most beautiful are Carolina Cavagnini and Conte Bern. Lechi. The former is
white, banded and striated with scarlet ; the latter is white, banded and striated
with violet. Ablate Savoldi has a brownish-violet ground, banded with
reddish-brown

; but the striping runs so into the ground colour that it is
almost invisible to the naked eye. Conte Valloti is more delicately striped
than Conte Bern. Lechi, and is not so much banded nor so deep in colour ; but
a very beautiful thing nevertheless. Angelo Menzi is not so large in the flower
as the others, but the segments of the corolla are broader and fill up the flower
better, approaching more to perfection according to the florists' standard than
any of the others. Emilia Cavagnini bears a considerable resemblance to
Conte Valloti, but is paler in colour and the segments of the petals are fuller.
They are all very beautiful, and will, no doubt, form the groundwork of some-
thing very choice in the way of show Verbenas.

BE MARAISE AND BELLE JULIE PEARS.
WITH ILLUSTRATIONS.

The tree of De Maraise, and which produced the fruit that furnished
the subject of our present illustration, was received fifteen years ago from
M. Papeleu, of Ghent. It is said to have originated with Van MonSj but
what are the particulars of its history we have never been able to ascertain

;

it is, however, a variety which deserves to have a place among the most select
of the autumn Pears.

The fruit is rather below medium size, even, very handsome, and regularly
formed. The skin is smooth, and has a fine aurora glow on the side next the
sun, and dotted over with large russet freckles. The glow of colour gradually
fades away on the shaded side, where it is a fine clear yellow covered with
large russet freckles. Eye very small and open, set in a shallow and rather
narrow basin. Stalk long and slender, inserted by the side of a fleshy lip in a
small narrow cavity. Flesh yellowish, tender, melting, and very juicy. Juice
abundant, very rich, and honied, and with a fine powerful aroma which is not
musky.

This is a very beautiful and very first-rate Pear, ripe in the end of October
and beginning of November, and continues till December.

Belle Julie is a seedling raised by Van Mons, and which first fruited in

1842. It was named in honour of his grand-daughter, the daughter of General
Van Mons.

The fruit is long obovate, even, and regularly shaped. The skin is rather

rough to the feel from the large russety specks with which it is covered. The
colour is dull brown, somewhat like that of the Brown Beurre ; and on the
side next the sun it has a warm reddish-brown glow, like a gipsy's blush. On
the shaded side, where the skin is not covered with russet, the green ground
colour shows through. Stalk an inch long, brown, and woody, inserted on one
side of the fruit under a fleshy lip. Eye clove-like, wide open, with long
segments, and set almost on a level with the surface of the fruit. Plesh yel-

lowish, tender, buttery, melting, and very juicy. The juice is rich, sugary,

and vinous, with a fine perfume.
A most delicious Pear, ripe in the end of October. This ought to be more

extensively cultivated.
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THE ROSE EXHIBITIONS.
Ox Saturday, June 27th, the first of these was held at the Crystal Palace, Sydenham;

and on Wednesday, July 1st, the National Rose Show was held at South Kensington, in
connection with the third great Show of the Royal Horticultural Society.

Notwithstanding that the dry weather of the spring had made the time for flowering
late in some districts, the entries were very numerous, hut some intending exhibitors were
unable to put in appearance at the Crystal Palace, owing to the severe storm that visited
them a few days previously.

At the Crystal Palace Mr. J. Mitchell, of Piltdown Nurseries, Maresfield, Sussex, was
first with ninety-six varieties, single trusses ; Mr. Turner, of Slough, second ; and Messrs.
Paul & Son, third ; Mr. B. R. Cant, of Colchester, was fourth ; and fifth, Mr. J. Cranston, of
Hereford. Four days after, and with the same number at South Kensington, Mr, Cant was
first ; Messrs. Paul & Son, second

;
third, Mr, Mitchell ; and fourth, Mr. John Keynes,

Salisbury. In Mr. Cant's stand were splendid hlooms of Hybrid Perpetuak William Griffith,
Madame Boll, La Brillante, Madame Boutin, Senateur Vaisse, Madame Paxilino Villot,'

Louis XIV., Wilhelm Pfitzer, Francois Lacharme, Alexandre Fontaine, Catherine Guillot,
L'Etendart, Madame Furtado, Comtesso Kergorlay, Eugene Appert, Souvenir do Comte
Cavour, Madame Vidot, Louis Peyronny, Charles Lefebvro, Clement Maix>t, Triomphe cle

Paris, Belle de Bourg-la-Reine, John Waterer, Empereur de Maroc, Comtesse de Chabrillant,
Madame Pearson, and Prince Leon; Tea-scented, Devoniensis, Gloire de Dijon, Comte de
Paris, Souvenir de l'Elise, Rubens, and Madame Willermoz

;
Noisette, Larnarque, and Celine

Forestier; Hybrid Bourbon, Paul Bicaut. In Messrs. Paul & Son's collection were fine
flowers of the following :

—

Hybrid, Perpetuate, Monte Christo, Marechal de Vaillant, Madame
C. Wood, Baron Rothschild, John Hopper, Jules Margottin, Virginal, Vicomte Vigier,
Le Rhone, Lord Canning, Auguste Mie, Aurora, Madame Pauline Villot, Agatoide, Pro-
fessor Koch, and William Griffith

;
Bourbon, Souvenir de Mahnaison

;
Tea-scented, Gloire

de Dijon.

"With forty-eight varieties, three trusses of each, the following awards were made at
Sydenham :—First, Mr. Cant

;
second, Mr. Turner

;
third, Messrs. Paul & Son

;
fourth,

Mr. D.Spriggings, St. Albans ; and fifth, Mr. Hollamby, Tunbridge "Wells. At the National
Show, in an exactly corresponding class, Mr. Turner 'was first

; second, Messrs. Paul and
Son

;
third, Messrs. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road ; and fourth, Mr. Cant, of Colchester. Mr.

Turner's flowers were

—

Hybrid Perpetuals, Madame Boll, Comtesse de Chabrillant, Francois
Arago, Comte de Nanteuil, Lord Raglan, Madame Domage, Madame C. Crapelet, Souvenir' de
Comte Cavour, General Jacqueminot, Agatoide, Mathurin Regnier, Duchess of Sutherland,
Francois Lacharme, Leon des Combats, Madame Vidot, Baronne Prevost, Louis XIV.,
Parmentier, Madame de Cambaceres, Madame Furtado, Prince Imperial, Jules Margottin,
Jean Bart, Madame Knorr, Pauline Lanzezeur, Turenne, Duchesse d' Orleans, Eveque de
Mines, Caroline de Sansal, Madame Place, Anna Alexieff, Geant des Batailles, John
Waterer, Madame Hector Jacquin, Victor Verdier, Senateur Vaisse, and Mrs. Rivers ; Tea-
scented, Narcisse, Gloire de Dijon, and Devoniensis

;
Hybrid Bourbon, Model of Perfection,

Paul Ricaut, and Charles Lawson
;

Noisette, Celine Forestier
;

Galliea, Boula de Nanteuil,
and Crested Moss.

Returning again to the Exhibition at Sydenham, I find that with twenty-four varieties,
three trusses of each, Mr. E. P. Francis, of Hertford, was first; second, Messrs. Paul & Son

;

third, Mr. Laing, of Twickenham; fourth, Mr. D. Spriggings ; and fifth, Mr. G. Clarke,
Brixton Hill. In the competition at South Kensington Mr. Keynes was first ; Mr. Francis,
second; third, Mr. Laing; and fourth, Messrs. Paid & Son. Mr. Keynes' flowers were
superb, and consisted of Charles Lawson, Leon des Combats, Senateur Vaisse, Madame Vidot,
Madame Vigneron, General Jacqueminot, Madame Boll, Caroline de Sansal, Victor Verdier,
Francois Lacharme, Prince Leon, Colonel de Rougemont, Madame Standish, Eveque de Nimes,
Francois Premier, Due d'Ossuna, Souvenir de Malmaison, Paul Dupuy, Jules Margottin,
Comtesse de Chabrillant, La Ville de St. Denis, Pauline Lanzezeur, Olivier Delhomme, and
Lord Raglan. Throughout this class the flowers were very fine indeed.

Twenty-four varieties, one truss of each, were exhibited both at the Crystal Palace and
at South Kensington. At the former place, Mr. W. H. Treen, of Rugby, was first ; Mr. W.
Stacey, of Dunmow, second; third, Mr. W". H. Davis, Newbury; fourth, Mr. Knight, Hail-
sham, Sussex; and fifth, Mr. Laing, Twickenham. At the National but one of these
exhibitors was u placed," Mr. Treen being third ; for here Mr. Tinner is first ; Mr. Keynes,
second ; and Mr. Cranston, Hereford, extra prize. Mr. Turner had in his boxes, Hybrid
Perpetuate, Senateur Vaisse, Jtdes Margottin, Charles Lefebvre, Souvenir de Comte Cavour,
Lord Raglan, Anna Alexieff, Madame Boll, General Jacqueminot, Madame Hector Jacquin.
Madame C. Wood, Madame Knorr, Victor Verdier, Madame Boutin, Yicomte Vigier,
Mathurin Regnier, Madame Charles Crapelet, Anna de Diesbach, Madame Vidot, and
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Charles Lawson; Tea-scented, Madame Willermoz, Devoniensis, and G-loirc de Dijon; and
Bourbons, Caroline de Sansal, and Paul Rieaut.

With, twelve varieties, one truss of each, the honours at Sydenham -was thus divided :

—

First, Mr. Turner
;
second, Mr. Francis

;
third, Mr. A. Gosling, Tower Nursery, Heathfield

;

fourth, Mr. W, Stacey ; and fifth, Mr. W. H. Davis. There was no class similar to this at

South Kensington.
Coming now to the Classes for Amateurs, I have to say what splendid flowers Mr. J. T.

Hedge, of Colchester, produced at both Exhibitions. Tie is confessedly, judging from what
has been seen at the shows, the best amateur Rose-exhibitor we have; and not only are his

flowers of more than average excellence, but their arrangement is neat and tasteful, and his

method of naming his flowers is well worthy general adoption.
At Sydenham, with thirty-six varieties, one truss of each, Mr. J. T. Hedge, Reed Hall, Col-

chester, was first
;

second, Mr. W. Ingle
;

third, Mr. W. Corp, of Salisbury ;
fourth, Mr.

C. M. Worthington, Caversham Priory, Reading; fifth, Mr. A. Moffat, gardener to Yiscount
Maynard, Dumnow ; and an extra prize to Miss Crawshay, Caversham Park, Reading. At
the Crystal Palace forty-eight varieties were exhibited, and again Mr. Hedge is placed first,

having among others the following in fine condition :•

—

Hybrid Perpetuate, Madame Masson,
Anna de Diesbach, Mrs. Rivers, Louis XIV., Colonel de Rougemont, Senateur Vaisse,

Souvenir de Leveson Gower, General Jacqueminot, Queen Victoria, Madame Boll, La Fontaine,
John Hopper, Madame Vidot, Madame Furtado, Comtesse de Chabrillant, Gloire de Santenay,
Mathurin Regnier, Francois Lacharme, Lord Raglan, Madame de Cambaceres, Madame
Domage, Jules Margottin, La Ville de St. Denis, Baronne Prevost, Prince Leon

;
Gallica,

Boula de Nanteiril, Leo X., Dr. Dielthim, and Shakespeare
;

Tea-scented, Gloire de Dijon,
Madame Bravy, L'Enfant de Lyons, Madame Sertot, Adam, Rubens, L'Enfant Trouve,
and Souvenir d'un Ami; Damask, La Ville de Bruxelles, and Madame Zoutman; and
Noisette, Triompho de Rennes. Second, Miss Crawshay, Caversham Park, Reading

;
third,

Mr. C. M. Worthington, Caversham Priory, Reading; femrth, Mr. Ingle; and an extra
prize to T. Laxton, Esq., Stamford.

Twenty-four varieties were the number of varieties required in Class 7 at the Crystal
Palace. Mr. Hedge was first

;
second, Mr. G. Marlow, Mortlake

;
third, Mr. A. Moffat

;

fourth, Mr. Dennis, Folkington, Sussex
;

fifth, Mr. W. Ingle ; and two extra prizes were
also awarded. At South Kensington, with twenty-four varieties, Mr. Hedge is thrust into

second place by Mr. Dobree, "Wellington, Somerset, who was first with La Reine, Souvenir
de Malmaison, Senateur Vaisse, Lord Raglan, Louise de Savoie, Victor Verdier, Charles
Lefebvre, Madame Furtado, Prince Camille de Rohan, Caroline de Sansal, Madame
C. "Wood, Gloire de Dijon, Madame Domage, Madame Rivers, Madame Crapelet, Madame
Masson, Queen Victoria, Gloire de Santenay, Moiret, Jules Margottin, Comtesse de Cha-
brillant, and Lord Raglan, Third, Mr. Ingle

;
fourth, the Rev. S. R. Hole, Cauntnu Manor,

Newark.
Eighteen varieties were exhibited at each Show. At Sydenham, Mr. Hedge was first

;

second, Mr. Ingle; third, Mr. Brown, gardener to Mrs. Alston, Elendon Hall, Birmingham;
fourth, Mr. W. Plester, gardener to Mrs. Rush, Bishop's Stortford; and fifth, Miss Crawshay,
Reading. At the National, Mr. Hedge was first; and Mr. Ingle, second; third, Mr,
J. Stratton, Marlborough ; and extra prizes to Mr. C. M. Worthington, and Mr. Moffat.
Mr. Pledge had Hybrid Perpetuals, Caroline de Sansal, Monte Christo, Comtesse de Chabril-

lant, Madame Domage, Auguste Mie, Francois Lacharme, Madame Boll, Madame de Cam-
baceres, William Griffith, Madame Furtado', Lord Raglan, and Madame Vidot ; Tea- scented,

Souvenir d'un Ami, Gloire de Dijon, and Narcisse
;
Hybrid Bourbon, Charles Lawson, and

Chenedole ; and Gallica, Prince Regent. Mr. Jn°le had Hybrid Perpetuals, Madame de
Cambaceres, Due de Cazes, Charles Lefebvre, William Griffith, General Jacqueminot,
Madame Rivers, Victor Verdier, Eugene Appert, Madame Vidot, and Comtesse de Chabrillant

;

Tea-scented, Gloire de Dijon, Elise Sauvage, and Devoniensis; Hybrid Bourbon, Paid
Ricaut.

Referring back to the Crystal Palace, I find that with twelve varieties, the Rev. V. Knox
Child, Dunmow, was first; second, Mr. Pullinger, gardener to F. G. Wilkins, Esq., Leyton;
third, Mr. Hedge

;
fourth, Miss Crawshay ; and fifth, Mr. W. Plester. At South Kensington

Mr. Hedge was first, having Hybrid, Perpetuals, Madame Boll, Caroline de Sansal, La Fon-
taine, Mrs. Rivers, La Ville de St. Denis, Lord Raglan, and Madame Vidot ; Tea-scented,
Gloire de Dijon, and Souvenir d'un Ami; Hybrid Bourbon, Juno, and Charles Lawson.
Second, Mr. H. Helyar, Pendomer, Yeovil

;
third, Mr. Stratton ; and extra prize to Mr.

S. Dobree.
New Roses of 1861 and 1862 were exhibited at Sj^denbam in collections, no number

being specified. The first prize was awarded to Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, who had, of
Hybrid Perpetuals, Wilhelm Pfitzer, Louise Darzins, Paul Feval, Archbishop of Paris,

Francois Louvat (a flower of fine form), Prince Camille de Rohan (a fine dark flower),

Madame Caillat, Etienne Lecrosnier, Monte Christo, Turenne, Souvenir de Mons. Rousseau,
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Peter Lawson (new of 1863), Duchcesc d'Alenoon Lord Clyde (new of 18G3, brilliant crim-
son, the best flower in the collection), President Lincoln, Robert Fortune, G-loire de Cha-
tillon, Olivier Delhomuie, Professor Koch, Yulcain (sbowy purple), Le Rhone (bright dark
red, of fine form), Jean Goujon (now of 1863, very bright Rose, a well-formed flower),

Triomphe de Caen (very dark and good), Beanty of Waltham, Madame Clemence Joigneaux,
Richard Smith (a dark-coloured flower of line form), Marechal Vaillant (brilliant red, very
good), Madame Helyc, Maurice Bernardin (a very fine flower, rich dark crimson), Souvenir de
Comte Cavour (Margottin's variety), Sonvcnir de Comte Gavour (Robert and Moreau's
variety)—the first a very dark flower, the last light rose; Alphonse Damazin (a good and
very brilliant scarlet flower), Madame Charles Wood, and Pourpre d' Orleans

; Tea-scented,
Alba Rosea, and G-loire de Bordeaux. Second, Mr. William Paul, with forty-three trusses,

among which the following were the most striking :

—

Hybrid Perpetuals, Souvenir de Comto
Cavour (Margottin)

,
magnificent in colour and form, much superior to its duplicate in the

first stand, and Red Rover (light bright red) ; and Bourbon, Mdlle. Emain (blush white, a
flower of good form). Besides these were Charles Lefebvre, Triomphe de Caen, Turenne,
Madame Caillat, Wilhelm Pfitzer, Due de Rohan, Gloiro de Ohatillon, Christian Piittner,

Souvenir de Lady Eardley, Professor Koch, Francois Lacharme, Reynolds Hole, and Beauty
of Waltham—all Hybrid Perpetuate. Third, Mr. Standish, of Bagshot, with Eclatante (very
dark well-formed flower), Madame Charles Wood, Andre Leroy, Madame Standish, Mrs.
Dombrain, Vulcain, Ticomte Vigier, Turenne, Andre Desportes, Gregoire Bourdillon,
J. P. Lombard, Madame Boutin, Reynolds Hole, and Souvenir de Oomte Cavonr.

At the Horticultural Society's Show, with eighteen varieties of new Roses of 1862 and
1863, Mr. W. Pard, of Waltham Cross, was first with Hybrid Perpetuals, Madame C. Wood,
Mdlle. Ernest Dreol, Prince Camille de Rohan, G-loire de Chatillon, Turenne, Charles Lefebvre,
Robert Fortune, Professor Koch, Madame Bernardin, Louise Darzins, Beauty of Waltham,
Ticomte Vigier, La Brillante, Souvenir de Mons. Rous?eaii, John Hopper,' and Francois
Lacharme

;
Bourbons, Mdlle. Emain, and Louis Margottin. Second, Mr. Cant, of Colchester,

with Hybrid Perpetuals, Madame Bontin, La Brillante, John Hopper, Madame C. Wood,
Charles Lefebvre, Francois Lacharrne, Olivier Delhomme, Reynolds Hole, Baron A. de
Rothschild, Souvenir de Comte Cavour, Vicomte Vigier, Vulcain, Mdlle. Ernest Dreol,

Gregoire Bourdillon, Wilhelm Pfitzer, Murello, Souvenir de Mons. Rousseau, and Monte
Christo. Third, Messrs. Paul & Son. Fourth, Mr. Keynes.

Some features were in the schedule of the National Rose Show that did not appear at
the Crystal Palace. Prizes were offered for twelve trusses of any new kinds of Roses of

1862. Mr. William Paul was first with Beauty of Waltham
;
second, Mr. Cant, with Olivier

Delhomme ; and third, Mr. Keynes with Francois Lacharme. With twelve trusses of a
single Rose, Mr. Keynes was first with Madame Vidot

;
second, Mr. W. Paid, with General

Jacqueminot; third, Mr. Mitchell, with Comtesse de Chabrillant. With twelve Tea-scented
and Noisette Roses, Mr. J. T. Hedge was first with L'Enfant Trouve, Queen Victoria, Sou-
venir d'un Ami, Enfant de Lyon, President, Madame Bravy, Madame Sertot, Madame
Levauville, Bougere, Moiret, LaBoule d'Or, and Madame William. Second, Mr. W. Paul;
third, Mr. Exell, gardener to J. Hollingworth, Esq., Maidstone.

At Sydenham prizes were offered for thirty-six blooms of Roses exhibited in a vase for

table decoration. They were just bunched together, the arrangement not admitting of much
taste being displayed. Mr. Turner, of Slough, was first

;
second, Mr. Hedge of Colchester

;

third, Mr. Cranwell, gardener to A, Pulling, Esq., Penge ; and fourth, Mr. E. P. Francis, of
Hertford.

In drawing up the schedule of the National Rose Show, the Committee seemed to have
left the number of the blooms and the shape of the design more to the exhibitors : thus, at

the Horticultural Society, Mr. Turner's huge bouquet came down to third place, the first

prize being awarded to a very pretty design by Miss Wint, of Cadogan Terrace, Chelsea, in
the way of Mr. March's elegant conception. Second, Miss Robinson, Cormaught Square,
Hyde Park. Prizes were also offered here for six bouquets of Roses exhibited in Hyacinth-
glasses. With these Mr. William Paul was first-; second, Mr. Keynes; and equal third,

Mr. Turner, and Mr. E. P. Francis. With a collection of Moss Roses, Mr. William Paul was
first ; and Messrs. Paid & Son second. These, though produced in large quantities, did not
make such a gay appearance as the stands where all the classes of Roses are grouped
together.

Roses in pots were shown both at Sydenham and at South Kensington. At the former
place Mr. William Paul was first with twelve varieties, and equal first with Messrs. Paid
and Son, with twenty-five plants in fifteen varieties. At South Kensington with twenty-
four plants in ten kinds, Mr. W. Paul .was first

;
second, Mr. E. P. Francis ; and third,

Messrs. Paul & Son. With twenty new varieties in ten kinds, Messrs. Paul & Son were
first, and Mr. W. Paul, second.

"Last scene of all" was Class 16, for a single truss of a Hybrid Perpetual Rose,
two prizes being offered by W. Wilson Saunders, Esq., the Treasurer of the Royal Horti-
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cultural Society. Some eight or ten competitors appeared. The Rev. H. Helyar, of Yeovil,
was first with a splendid truss of Gomtesse de Chabrillant ;

second, Mr. Turner, with
Charles Lefebvre.

I must defer a report of the Fruit show for the present, having already trespassed beyond
the usual limits you assign me. Both Exhibitions must have been very successful, the com-
pany being very large on both occasions, and the weather all that could be desired. The
gardens of the Horticultural Society were in their best form ; and it was, indeed, a relief to

get away from the crowded fruit-tables into the more agreeable atmosphere of the gardens.

Quo.

THE METROPOLITAN EXHIBITIONS.
Royal Horticultural Society, June 11th (Continuedfrom page 119).—A large quantity

of new plants and seedling florists' flowers were staged as usual. In the Class for new and

rare plants in flower, prizes were awarded to Messrs. Veitch & Son for a beautiful species

of Pancratium, from the Philippine Islands, having a truss of erect white flowers. By the

side of this was another species from the same quarter, much dwarfer in habit and with

smaller flowers. To the same, for a huge example of Bromelia sceptrum, like a great Pine

Apple, from which issued a panicle of white blossoms with purple tips. To Mr. W. Bull,

for Centaurea argentea, noticeable from its white woolly leaves.

Of new or rare tender plants not in flower, prizes were awarded to Messrs. T. Jackson

and Son for Ouvirandra Berneriana, one of the Madagascar Lattice Plants
;
by the side of

which was a beautiful specimen of 0. fenestralis, from Mr. W. Bull. To Messrs, Yeitcli

and Son, for Marattia Cooperii, Selliguea pothifolia, and Alsophila Tamitis var. denticulata,

a fine tree Fern. To Messrs. Low & Co., for their singular variety of Trichomanes

crispum. To Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., for the variegated Rhyncospermum ; and a

lower award to Messrs. Veitch & Son, for a Pinanga sp. and a Lomaria sp.

One new Orchid in flower was present from Mr. B. S. Williams, of fiolloway—Cypripe-

dium Stoneii, from Borneo, a very distinct and handsome variety.

Of new and rare hardy ornamental plants, Mr. J. Standish had Leutzia crenata fl. pleno,

a variety sent home by Mr. Fortune. It has thickly-studded racemes of double-white

flowers, marked externally with rose ; and Lychnis Senno, a perennial variety from Japan,

with bright crimson flowers. Another variety accompanied it, L. Senno striata, with striped

flowers, but not so good as the first. Messrs. Fisher, Holmes, & Co., Sheffield, had a hardy

golden variety of the Irish Yew, named Taxus fastigiata; and an elegant Abies species

from North America. Messrs. Yeitch & Son produced several Ferris ; and Messrs. Ivery

and Son a very handsome variety of the Lady-Fern, var. glomeratum.
Of newly-introduced plants there were examples of Alocasia Lowii from Messrs. Low

and Co. ; mucronatum and Iveryanum, two more varieties of Lady-Ferns, from Messrs.

Ivery & Son ; and the pretty Cheilanthes Borsigiana from Mr. YV. Bull.

A whole legion of seedling florists' flowers put in their claims for Certificates. First-

class Certificates were awarded to Mr. B. S. Williams for AmaryRis perfecta marginata,

orange scarlet edged and flamed with white, a beautiful variety ; to Mr. S. Halley, Black-

heath, for Zonale Geranium Adonis, exhibited in fine condition, and with large trusses of

dazzling flowers ; and to G. YV. Hoyle, Esq., Reading, for Pelargonium Achilles, bright

deep carmine lower peta's stained with rich dark crimson, dark top petals and white throat,

a very novel and showy flower, of fine form. Second-class Certificates were awarded to

G. YV
5

. Hoyle, Esq., for Pelargonium Aristides, another dark flower of good properties ; and

to Mr. YVatson, St. Alban's, for his dark bedding Calceolaria Bijou, to all appearance an

acquisition as a bedder. The following were Commended:—Pelargonium Maid of Honour,

from Y\r , Beck, Esq., Isleworth; variegated Fuchsia Pillar of Gold, from Messrs. F. & A.

Smith (the appearance of which raises the question as to what earthly use these variegated

Fuchsias are, seeing that the flowers are worthless, and that the brightness of the variegation

dims with age) ; Petunia Mrs. Sherbrook, from Mr. J. Turner, a reflexed striped variety

;

Ycrbena Othello, a small-flowered pmple variety, with white eye, very free; Fancy Fancies

Harlequin, Bob Ridley, and Dazzle, from Mr. Bragg, of Slough
;
Fancy Pansy Pallas, from

E. J. Lowe, Esq., Beeston; and, lastly, a pan of hybrid Mimulus, from Messrs. E. G.

Henderson & Son.

The Fruit was arranged in one of the sections of the building adjoining the garden oi

the Society. Mr. Masters, gardener to the Earl of Macclesfield, Sherborne Castle, was first

with Black Hamburgh and Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, Sir C. Napier Strawberries, Scarlet

Gem Melon, Queen Pine, and Royal George Peaches. Second, Mr. A. Henderson, Trentham
Gardens, with Black Hamburgh and Trentham Black Grapes, Yiolette Hative Nectarines,

Royal George Peaches, Trentham Hybrid Green-fleshed Melon, and Black Jamaica Pine.
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Third, Mr. R. Timibull, Blenheim Gardens. With single fruit of Cayenne Pine, Mr. Taylor,
Temple Newsam, Leeds, was first and second, the best fruit weighed 4 lbs. 11 ozs. In
Class C, for any variety except Cayenne, Mr. Hutchison, Castle Malgwyn, Carmarthen, was
first with a fruit of Queen, weight 4f lbs.

;
second, Mr. J. Hall, gardener to Earl Scarborough

Rotherham, with a Queen, weight o lbs, 3 ozs. In this class Mr. Thomas Young, gardener
to C. Bailey, Esq., Aberdare, had a large fruit of Providence, weighing 12 \ lbs.

Grapes, if not overplentiful, were shown well, though the White Grapes wore scarcely
so ripe as could be wished in some instances. With three bunches of Black Grapes, Mr.
Lawkins, gardener to G, Brassey, Esq. , Hertford, was first, having splendid Black Haniburghs,
fine, and well coloured

;
second, Mr. Turner, Slough ; and third, Mr. G. Jackson—both with

Black Hamburghs. In the Class for three bunches of White Muscats, Mr. Enibcrry, gar-
dener to A. Moss, Esq., Chadwell Heath, was first, having fine examples of Canon' Hall
Muscats; second, Mr. Turhbull, Blenheim, with Muscat of Alexandria; third, Mr. Turner
with White Muscats. With three bunches of White Grapes, other than Muscats Mr.
T. Wills, Oulton Park, Cheshire, was first with first-rate specimens of that much-reviled
Grape Golden Hamburgh

;
second, Mr. Mould, gardener to J. Sladen, Esq., Walford, with

Chasselas Musque"
;
third, Mr. J. Cross with Sweetwater. By the side of these was a bunch

of a new Wrbite Grape, named Duchess of Buccleuch, from Mr. Thomson, Dalkeith, N.B., to
which a Eirst-class Certificate had been awarded. In appearance it strongly resembles
the Royal Muscadine, but has a Muscat flavour.

Peaches and Nectarines were numerous and very fine. With a dish of the first Mr.
Allen, gardener to E. Hopwood, Esq., Hopwood Hall, and Mr. Rutland, gardener to Captain
Peploe, Garston, Hereford, were adjudged equal first ; Mr. Allen had Royal George, and Mr.
Rutland, Noblesse. Second, Mr. S. Snow, Wrest Park, with Yiolette Hative. 'Third, Mr.
Brown, gardener to Sir C. Knightly Bart., Fawsley Park, Daventry. With a dish of Nec-
tarines, Mr. Rutland was first with Elruge

;
second, Mr. Brown, with Yiolette Hative

;
third,

Mr. Horwood with the same.
Cherries, in fifties, were furnished by Mr. A. Henderson, of Trentham, who was first with

Elton
;
second, Mr. Snow, with Knight's Early Black ; and third, Mir. Martin, with Elton.

With a single dish of Strawberries, Mr. B. Smith, of Twickenham, was first with beautiful
fruit of British Queen

;
second, Mr. Widddowson, gardener to C. A. Barns, Esq., Wick with

Sir Harry ; and third, Mr. C. Turner with President. With three dishes Mr. Smith was
again first, having Empress Eugenie, Sir C. Napier, and British Queen; second, Mr. AYid-
dowson with Sir Harry, Sir C. Napier, and Crimson Queen

;
third, Mr. Dwerrihouse, Heck-

field Gardens, with British Queen, Crimson Queen, and Sir C. Napier.
Mr. Meredith, of Garston, Liverpool, and Mr. Chilman, gardener to Mrs. Smith, Epsom,

were first and second with Green-fleshed Melons ; and Mr. Terry, gardener to L. Ames'
Esq., St. Albans, and Mr. W. Kaile, gardener to Earl Lovelace, Ripley, Surrey, with Scarlet-
fleshed varieties.

In the Miscellaneous Class, Messrs. H, Lane & Son, Berkhampstead, had Cherries
Pears, &c. With fruit in pots there were also some good Figs, fruit of Passiflora quadran°"u-
laris ; and from one exhibitor came six dishes of Apples in a capital state of preservation.

In a corresponding corridor were placed the designs for the dinner-table decoration, to be
composed of fruits and flowers, in competition for the prizes offered by Sir C. W. Dilke Bart.
The prizes were awarded by a jruy of noble ladies. The best design was furnished by Lady
Rokeby, Montague House, Portman Square ; and like the chief portion of those furnished
was modelled after that of Mr. March's exhibited two years ago. There seemed to be scarcely
any novelty of design ; while stuffed humming-birds, gold fish, and other accessories were
added in some instances. I shrink from attempting to describe, much less of criticising these
designs. They are essentially a ladies' department, and should be both judged and crfticised
by them alone. I thought the second and third designs, as well as the first, very handsome.
The second prize was awarded to Mrs. J. W. Bliss, Timhridge Wells ; and the third to
Mrs. Fawcett, Westbourne Street, Hyde Park. Those furnished by the following were
Highly Commended :—Mr. Alfred Salter, William Street, Hammersmith

;
Lady C. Kerrison

140. Piccadilly ; and Lady Holmesdale, Berkeley Square.

Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, June 24th.—This was the last of the three great
summer Exhibitions, and it certainly was the gayest ; while in point of company it must
have been the most successful of all. I never before saw such a throng gathered within the
large tent as was seen there on the Wednesday afternoon. You had to do stern battle in
making your way into the presence of the most conspicuous objects of interest ; and when
there, it required some dexterity and courage to extricate oneself from amid the deep margin
of crinoline that crowded every avenue in the tent.

In the large group of new plants present were seen many subjects that have appeared
before, and have also received awards at previous shows. Messrs. Veitch & Son led the way
with a large and valuable division, to which the large number of eleven First-class Certificates
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were awarded for various new plants with some of the most difficult and unpronounceable

names I have ever met with. So many new plants have been awarded First-class Certifi-

cates this season, that it causes one to wonder where they will all find purchasers, and how
they will repay those who have them in their possession. At every exhibition " the cry is

still ' They come ! "' and some new aspirants to fame are introduced to us from Japan, or

elsewhere." Mr. Standish is as energetic as the great Chelsea firm in introducing new plants,

and in his wake came Mr. Bull, who, by the way, is a " new-plant merchant," 1 suppose in

just the same sense as that which constitutes any retail seedsman now-a-days a " seed mer-

chant ;
" and, then, there is Mr. B. S. 'Williams, Messrs. T. Jackson & Son, and others, all

clamouring for the public ear to bestow a hearing to the merits of their introductions. At
this Show Messrs. Low & Co., T. Jackson & Sons, and B, S. Williams also got .First-class

Certificates.

Some of the "new" florists' flowers appeared for the first time, and among them were

the following that received First-class Certificates -.—Pelargoniums Firefly, a very bright

flower with dark top petals, very striking ; and Clara, bright carmine stained with crimson,

and white throat—both flowers of great merit, from Mr. Eye, gardener to E. Foster, Esq.,

Clewer Manor. Pelargonium Achilles from G. W. Hoyle, Esq., Reading. Fancy Pelargo-

nium Mr. Dorling, beautiful rose, margined with white, a large bold flower, from Mr.

Turner, of Slough. And the same award to three splendid Pinks—namely, Bey. George

Jeans, Marion, and Lord Herbert, all very large flowers, and laced to perfection. To
Mr. C. J. Perry, Castle Bromwich, Birmingham, for a very showy seedling Verbena, named
Startler, crimson, with white eye, a flower that will "tell" on the exhibition table ;

and to

Mr. C. House, of Chalvey, for a seedling self Pansy Black Model. Second-class Certificates

were awarded to Mr. Nye for two Pelargoniums—Bienzi, carmine rose, stained with crimson,

dark top petals and white throat ; and Victory, deep bright pink with white throat, and dark

top petals. To Mr. Turner for three seedling Pinks ; to Mr. Perry for two more Verbenas
;

and to Messrs. F. & A. Smith for Petunia Mrs. Smith.

I had taken full notes of the Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Orchids, Cape Heaths, and
Ferns ; but as the shows have come so " fast and furious" upon me lately, I am obliged to

curtail the reports to some extent. Some new features were added to the florists' flowers, and

I am desirous of touching on these.

Fuchsias were good, and attracted considerable attention. Mr. Gardiner, gardener to

J. Stutter, Esq., Clapham, was first with six varieties, having plants covered with bloom of

Senator, Prince Imperial, and Isa Craig, dark kinds ; Rose of Castille and Fair Oriana, light

;

and Madame Cornelissen, a very fine white-corallaed variety. Second, Mr. Gannett, gardener

to J. Jennings, Esq., Clapham,' with Always Ready, Prince Alfred, and another dark; Reino

Blanche and Schiller, light ; and Madame Cornelissen.

Pelargoniums were extremely fine, and the plants staged by Mr. Nye were distinguished

by the rich colour of the flowers. With twelve varieties, Mr. Turner was first, having

Spotted Gem, Perdita, William Bull, Viola, Ariel, Nestor, Glowworm, Bacchus, Bijou, Marie,

Osiris, and The Belle. Second, Messrs. Fraser, with Fairest of the Fair, Bracelet, Mer
Polaire, Matilda, Norma, Sir C. Campbell, Prince of Prussia (Story's), Rosa Bonheur, Madame
Furtado, Sanspareil, Osiris, and Bacchus. In the Amateurs' Class, Mr. Nye was first with

Golden Hue, Ursula, Perdita, Ariel, Empress Eugenie, Viola, Matilda, Eastern Beauty,

Prince of Prussia (Story's), and Bacchus. Second, Mr. Wiggins, gardener to W. Beck, Esq.,

Isleworth. With six Fancy Pelargoniums, Messrs. Fraser and Turner were placed equal

first, the former having good plants of Cloth of Silver, Lady Craven, Claudiana, Cheerful-

ness, Sarah Turner, and Delicativm. Mr. Turner had Cloth of Silver, Bridesmaid, Acme,

Arabella Goddard, Delicatum, and Marionette. In the Amateurs' Class, Mr. Bailey, gardener

to T. Drake, Esq., Amersham, was first, having Rosabella, Arabella Goddard, Crystal Beauty,

Lady Craven, Negro, and Musjid. Second, Mr. Shrimpton, gardener to A. Doxat, Esq.,

Putney Heath. Mr. Nye was the only exhibitor of six large Pelargoniums, having plants

of Bracelet, Sir C. Campbell, Viola, Diadem, Fairest of the Fair, and SanspareiL With six

new kinds sent out in the axrtumn of 1861 and 1862, Mr. Turner was first, having Celeste,

Lord Chancellor, Novelty, Tunon, Royal Albert, and Fair Rosamond. Second, Messrs.

J. & J. Fraser, with Mdlle. Patti, Lilacina, Patroness, Eldine, Admiration, and Lord Chan-

cellor. Third, Mr. Wiggins, with Mira (a very showy spotted kind), Sylph, Lilacina, Alba

Regina, Butterfly, and Bessie. With six scarlet varieties, Mr. Windsor, gardener to Miss

Crawley, Highgate, was first ; and Mr. Duke, gardener to T. Duckworth, Esq., Finchley,

second. Among these the best were Brilliant, Perfection,
_
British Flag, Tom Thumb, Pre-

eminent, Commander-in-Chief, Flower of the Day, and Christine.

Cut Roses were plentifully produced. These will come under notice in the reports of

the impending Rose Exhibitions.

Stands of twenty-four and twelve Pinks were produced. With the former number,

Mr. Turner was first, having a splendid stand of blooms—viz., Rev. G. Jeans, Diadem,

Device, C. Tinner, Alma, Goliath, Attraction, Ernest, Mr. Hobbs, Nina, James Hogg,
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Dr. Maclean, Marion, Betram, Bridesmaid, Cristabel, Blondin, Lord Hill, Harlequin, Titiens,

Princess of Wales, and seedlings. Second, Mr. H. Hooper, Bath. With twelve varieties, Mr.
W. Hale, Stoke Pogis, Backs, was first, having Attraction, Mrs. Harper, Lord 0. Wellesley,
Mr. Gye, Empress, Hector, Blondin, Brilliant, Victory, Jessie, Clara, and seedling. Second
Mr. D. Weymouth, Burlington, Bristol.

With thirty- six varieties of Pansies, Messrs. Downie, Laird, .& Laing were first with
some remarkably good flowers. Second, Mr. J. Fraser, Belmont, Edinburgh. Messrs.

Downie & Co. also had some capital Fancy Pansies, among which were good blooms of

Maccaroni, Earl of Eosslyn, H. 0. Nethercote, Mrs. Nethercote, and Black Prince.

Stands of cut Verbenas came from Messrs. Turner, Barham of Hastings, Perkins & Son
of Coventry, Perry of Birmingham, and others. From Messrs. Barr & Sugden, King Street,

Covent Garden, came collections of Ixias and Spanish Iris.

The show of fruit was extremely good, excepting the collections of fruit, Avhich were by
no means up to the average of excellence. The first prize was awarded to Mr. Buffet, gar-

dener to Lord Palmerston, Brocket Hall, Herts, who had Black Hamburgh and White
Muscat Grapes, Lee's Perpetual Figs, Galande Peaches, Elruge Nectarines, Scarlet Gem
Melon, &c. Equal second, Mr. A. Henderson, Trentham Gardens, and Mr. Young, gardener
to W. H. Stone, Esq., Havant, Hants. Some three or four other collections were also staged.

With four fruits of Pine Apple, Mr. Young, gardener to C. Bailey, Esq., Aberdare, was
first, having a brace each of Providence and Queens, the former being of large size. Second,
Mr. Bailey, gardener to E. T. Drake, Esq., Shardeloes. With a single fruit of Providence
Pine, Mr. Cawkell, gardener to G. Biddell, Esq., Botherham, Yorks, was first, having a

splendid fruit weighing 8 lbs. 3 ozs. Second, Mr. M. Henderson, Cole Orton Hall, Ashby-
de-la-Zouch, his fruit weighing 7| lbs. With a single fruit of Queen, Mr. C. Smith, gardener
to A Anderson, Esq., Norwood Grove; and Mr. Chalmers, gardener to Sir E. Peel, Bart.,

Drayton Manor, Tarnworth, were equal first with remarkably fine fruit ; and so good was
the competition that four equal second prizes were awarded to Mr. T. Young, gardener to

C. Bailey, Esq., Aberdare; Mr. Smith, gardener to J. Walker, Esq., Liverpool; Mr. Moore,
gardener to J. Wall, Esq., Bristol ; and Mr. Speed, gardener to Sir E. Walker, Mansfield,
Notts. In the Class for any other fruit but Queens appeared good specimens of Prickly
Cayenne, Enville, Black Prince, &c.

As usual, a large quantity of Melons were staged, and the fruit in which incisions had
been made by the Judges looked provokingly tempting on that hot summer afternoon. A
hybrid Persian from Mr. Meredith, of Garston, Liverpool, was the best in the Green-fleshed
Class ; and Mr. Tegg, gardener to Baron Hambro' Eoehampton, was second with King's
Green-flesh. With Scarlet-fleshed fruit, Mr. Chilman, gardener to Mrs. Smith, Epsom, was
first with Turner's Gem. Second, Mr. Mounsden, Moreton HaU, Congleton, Avith one
named Moreton Hall.

Fruiting trees in pots of Peaches, Pears, Cherries, Figs, Apples, and Plums, were staged
by Messrs. j. & J. Fraser, and H. Lane & Son.

Quo.

LAW AGAINST WEEDS.
In Denmark the farmers are bound by law to destroy the Corn Marigold, and in France

a farmer may sue his neighbour who neglects to eradicate the Thistles upon his land at the
proper season. In Australia a similar regulation has been imposed by legislate authority,

with, it is said, the most beneficial results. In Canada, we believe, enactments have been
issued against allowing Thistles to ripen on the roadsides and exposed situations, both from
the legislature and township corporations ; and it is passing strange that such important and
beneficial regulations, on the proper observance of which both private and public wealth is

so closely dependant, should in many districts become practically inoperative. It is high
time that some firm stand should be taken, not only against Thistles, but Pigeon Weed, and
the whole tribe of farm pests of this nature, forming as they do insuperable barriers to

agricultural progress, and, consequently, to the increase of wealth and national prosperity.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS.

Conservatory.
Whilst the Aveather continues fine give plenty of air

night and day. As the plants will now need all the
light they can get, look carefully to the climbers.
Vallota purpurea is a very useful and showy plant for

the conservatory at this season. A few good plants

of this, with some good specimens of Fuchsias, Salvias,
Scarlet Geraniums, Double Petunias, &c, will make
the house gay. Attend well to the watering of the
plants. Towards the end of the month preparations
should be made for housing the plants. Have the
house thoroughly cleaned before the plants are got in.
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As ong as the weather continues fine the plants will

do best out of doors ; but if it set in wet or frosty the

plants will he better under coyer. See that every plant

is thoroughly clean and neatly staked before it is taken
in. After they are housed give abundance of air in

fine weather, and attend careiully to the watering.

Greenhouses.
Hardwooded Plants.— Give air freely night and

day as long as the weather continues fine. Get the

houses thoroughly cleaned and repaired if wanted.
Also see that the heating apparatus is in good working
order before the plants are housed. "Whilst the wea-
ther continues fine the plants may remain out ; but as

we very often have stormy weather about the 2otu,

it is better to have all the more tender plants housed

before then. They should be well cleaned and neatly

tied before they are taken into the house. See that

the drainage is perfect. If a temporary structure

of any kind could be erected to protect the more hardy
plants until the end of October, it would give more
room for the choicer kinds of plants. When the plants

are all housed they can scarcely have too much air

night and day in mild weather. Many of the plants,

especially those in small pots, when staged and ex-

posed to a thorough circulation of air, will dry very

rapidly, Watering must, therefore, be well attended

to, Soetwooded Plants;— Telargoninma.—ThoBe
shaken out and put into small pots last month will now
be making fresh roots freely, and will require a shift

before the roots get too matted. Use a compost of

turfy loaui and rotten dung, with a little sand. Alter

they are potted they will not require much watering

for a little time, but they should have all the air

possible. Those cut back last month should at once

have all the soil shaken from them, and be put into

smaller pots and treated as the earlier ones. Cine-

rarias.— Continue to shift all plants that require it

into larger pots. Set them thin, that they may have

a free circulation of air about them. Water carefully,

and give plenty of air. Calceolarias.—When, the

suckers that were potted-off last month begin to fill

their pots with roots, they should have a shift into

larger ones. Shift seedlings as they require it. Water
carefully in the forenoon, ard give plenty of air in

mild weather. Fuchsias—The early-flowering plants

that are done blooming should now be kept rather dry

and be left to go to rest Let. them have lull exposure

to sun and air to ripen the wood. Attend well to the

watering of plants in flower. Pat in cuttings.

SlOVE.
Maintain a drier atmosphere, and give plenty of ak-

in fine weather that the young growths of the plants

may get properly matured before the winter. Water
carefully, and it should be done in the mornings that

it n ay evaporate before the house is closed.. All

plants should now be got into their winter quaiters,

and they should be set sufficiently apart for the air to

pass freely around them, and let the finest specimens

have the best places. Pot-off all cuttings that are

rooted, that they may get established before the

winter.
Flower Garden.

Go daily over all the beds and pick off all faded

flowers and dead leaves, and trim and regulate all

rambling shoots. Keep all the edgings in proper order.

M ow the grass frequently. Sweep and roll t he walks,

and spare no pains to keep all things in order. Push
forward the propagation ot all "bedding-out" plants

as quickly as possible. Scarlet and other Geraniums

that are rooted should be potttcl-off at once and kept

rather close for a week or two until they begin to loot

into the fresh soil, when they should be exposed as

much as possible to bardc n them for the winter. Plant-

out rooted cuttings of hardy perennials. Sow at the

beginning of the month hardy annuals for spring-

fiowering. Pleasure Grounds.—'lhis is an excellent

time to plant evergreens. Attend regularly to the

mowing of the lawns and the sweeping and rolling of

the walks.
Forcijsg.

Frtjit,—Tine Apples.— If the plants bearing fruit

for the autumn and winter supply have bten all got

together in one house, as recommended last month,

they can now have proper attention. They should

have a high and rather moist temperature, with a

bottom heat of from 80° to 85°, and a top heat of from
70p to 75° at night and from 80° to 90° by day. They
should have liberal supplies of water until the fruit

approach maturity, when it should be withheld. The
plants tor early fruit next season should now be put

into their winter quarters. Renew in part or entirely

the materials for bottom heat if it be not supplied by
pipes, and plunge the plants, allowing a good space

between them, and take care to keep them near the

glass. See the bottom heat on no account exceeds 9u°,

otherwise it will do serious injury. Give the plants

liberal supplies of water. Ventilate freely in fine

weather, and keep a night temperature of about
70°. Give succession plants plenty of air in tine

weather and liberal supplies of water, and see they

have a bottom heat of about 85°. Vines—Those in

the early-house shortld now be pruned. In all houses
where the crops are cleared endeavour to get the wood
well matured. In houses where Grapes are ripening

give plenty of air, and in wet weather fire heat will

be necessary. Vineries containing ripe Grapes must
be kept cool and dry. Peaches and Nectarines.—
Remove the sashes off the late-house, and whilst they

are off they may be painted if they require it. Give

the trees lull exposure to sun and air. When the

leaves on the trees in the early-house begin to lose

hold, draw a broom lightly over the shoots. This will

remove the leaves, which can then be gathered, and
the house can be made clean. Figs.—Water must
now be given sparingly, otherwise the tree will con-

tinue growing too late and the wood will not get

properly ripened. Ventilate freely night and day.

Cherries.—Shift any that may require it. straw-
berries.—Attend well to the watering of these, and
pinch off all runners as they appear. Melons.—With-
hold water from fruit thirt is ripening. Keep a steady

bottom heat of 84° to plants that are swelling their

fruit Water freely when they require it, aud give

plenty of air. Do not let the shoots get crowded.

Cucumbers.—Vay every atteniion to late Cucumber
plants, that they may get a strong vigorous grow th

bef'ote the winter. Give them abundance of air in

fine weather, and liberal supplies of water when they
require it. If wet weather should set in, a littie fire

heat will be necessary to keep the night temperature

from falling below 05°. Pay great attention to the

bottom heat, which may range trom 80° to 85°. Plants

in bearing should have liberal supplies of manure
water.

Hardy Fruit.
Attend carefully to the protection of all ripening

fruit, and to the gathering of it when fit. Earwigs,
wasps, flies, and woodlice are great pests to ripening

fruit, and if not destroyed will generally spoil the

finest: therefore spare no pains to trap and destroy

them. Look frequently over ripening fruit, and turn

aside any leaves that shade it. Gather fruit in dry

weather, and remove them carefully from the tree by
lifting each fruit gently upwards. Go over all the

wall trees, and nail-in or pinch off all shoots that

require it. Stratvberries.—Make fresh plants and cut

off all runners if not already done.

Kitchen Garden.
Hoe and stir the soil between the crops in dry

weather. Attend regularly to the earthing-up of

Celery, also to the blanching of Lettuces and Lndive.

Thin WT
inter Spinach, and hoe between the rows.

Potatoes—Take up in dry weather and store away
when fit, taking care to put none away that are

diseased. Cauliflowers.— Those sown in August

should be pneked-out into frames and on sheltered

borders, about 3 inches apart, to stand over the winter.

Owio?i*.-Takeup, dry, and when fit strap them and

hang them where they can have plenty of air and

^ here they can be kept sate trom trost. Parsley —
'that sown early, if cut back at the beginning of the

month, will soon make fresh growth, which will stand

the winter better than the hist growth, which is

generally too succulent. Late Turnips.—Ihin well,

and keep the ground between the rows well stirred.

Clear away all decaj ing crops, and keep every place

as clean as possible.—M. S.
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RHODODENDRON STANDISH'S PERFECTION.
WITH AN ILLUSTRATION.

As a hardy evergreen free-flowering shrub, alike welcome in town and
country, the Rhododendron needs from us no recommendation. It has an
established reputation ; and no one who has seen the " American Shows " of
the metropolis, wherein Rhododendrons are dominant, will hesitate to admit
that it is one of the most glorious of our garden ornaments.

Of late years much has been done, by careful crossing and selecting, to
improve the character of this most valuable shrub ; and Mr. Standish, of Ascot,
who has raised the subject of our plate, has been one of the most successful
workers in the field of improvement. The Rhododendron called Standish' s

Perfection, of which we now give a figure by Fitch, is a proof of this
statement.

This variety is sturdy and vigorous in habit, and produces fine trusses of
blossoms

; but the most remarkable feature of the plant is the substance and
perfect form of the individual blossoms themselves, to which a colouring, at
the same time delicate and striking, imparts an additional charm. "'The
colouring is indeed most lovely—a kind of lilac rose melting away into a white
centre, the upper segments being also richly spotted. It is one of Mr. Stan-
dish's productions, and may be pronounced one of the finest acquisitions in the
shape of a hardy Rhododendron which have yet been obtained.

As a selection of good hardy Rhododendrons we may mention the following—

-

Maculosissimum, pale rose, spotted all over
with black. Rather early.

Minnie, white, with large blotch of choco-
late spots.

Mrs. Standish, pru*e white, with brownish-
yellow spots.

Moonbeam, very pure white. Effective.

Ncttsoni, rosy lake. Fine.
Ochroleucum, creamy white ; the tipper seg-
ment spotted with green.

Striatumformosissimmn, rosy scarlet, heavily
spotted, the spots ranged in lines.

The Colonel, deep crimson.

Amilcar, deep violet purplewith black spots.
Rather early.

Blandyanum, deeprosy scarlet. Rather early.

Brilliant, scarlet crimson. Rather early.

Bylsianum, blush, with rosy margin.
Concessum, deep rose, with white centre.
Comtesse de Morello, clear rose, with pale

centre.

John Waterer, rich crimson.
Lady Emily Calhcart, pale rose, very heavily

spotted.
Lady Bowring, shaded rosy pink, finely

spotted.

Limbatum, pale blush, bordered with bright
crimson. Rather early.

The conditions most favourable to Rhododendrons are a peaty soil and a
rather moist situation ; but they will grow well enough even when these con-
ditions are not fulfilled. Indeed the most unsuitable of soils may without
much trouble be made suitable for them. Mr. Standish recommends a compost
of two parts sandy loam or peat, or, in fact, any sandy soil that does not con-
tain much chalk or lime (which American plants dislike), one part of leaf
mould, one half part of sand, and one half part of rotten manure. This to be
well incorporated, and, if possible, laid in a heap a twelvemonth before using,
during which time it is to be two or three times turned over and intermixed.
In such a compost they will grow readily

;
and, beyond this, the chief con-

sideration is never to let them get dry at the root.

THE GLADIOLI.
From almost all parts of the country I hear complaints respecting a

disease in the Gladiolus, and may entertain fear that their bulbs will suffer in
VOL. II. £
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consequence ; and some go so far as to liken the so-called disease to that which
affects the Potato. Unlike the Potato disease, however, the root of the Gla-
diolus fortunately does not appear to suffer from the premature decay of the
foliage and stalk ; and I am much inclined to think it is no disease at all, but
is to be attributed to some other cause connected with their culture. I have
four beds of Gladioli, two of which consist of fine sorts, nearly the whole of

which are imported roots from France, and amongst which are a very large

proportion of failures. I mean by failures that in some cases they made
growth early as usual, but it soon died away; whilst many others matured
their growth until July, and then turned brown ; and at last the foliage and
stalk had a very decayed appearance and produced no flower. Close by is a

large bed of Brenchleyensis, the foliage of which is partially decayed, but they
are blooming. The fourth bed consists of a quantity of seedlings and offsets of

my own growth, which look well.
" What is the reason why my Gladioli have failed so ? " is now an every-

day question, and really we ought to try and settle it. Some say it is because
the summer has been too dry for them, and I think to some extent this argu-

ment will hold good, but does not wholly account for this premature decay.

That the Gladiolus loves good living I have not the shadow of a doubt. I

have always used very rotten manure, and find they like it
;

<

tl
arid they like a

deep soil, too, in which the manure can be well incorporated, and I shall pre-

sently speak of other little. matters I know they like. Let us first, however,
try to make out the cause of this early decay and great disappointment.

With the very hot summer days we have experienced, we have also en-

countered unusually cold nights, and now and then frost. Have these sudden
changes of temperature from extreme heat to decided cold in any way affected

the Gladiolus ? If so, why are not my seedlings and offsets affected, like the

two best beds ? I am very much inclined to think there is a greater mortality
amongst the imported roots brought from the warmer soil of France than
amongst those of English growth. Mind, I do not wish, or even expect this

to be accepted as fact, but that is my impression, and has been so for two
years. Now is the time to decide whether I am correct or not in this view,
as cultivators will easily be able to tell whether newly-purchased roots have
suffered more than roots they grew the previous year.

They are capital growers of the Gladiolus about Dublin, and I recently had
occasion to be in Ireland, and saw the display of Gladiolus at the Autumn
Show of the Royal Horticultural Society. The silver cup was carried off by
J. F. Lombard, Esq., who has probably the finest collection in Ireland ; and
as his flowers were very fine, highly coloured, large, and firm, I was anxious
to see his growth ; so got invited to see his garden, and found my time profit-

ably employed. Mr. Lombard decidedly adopts feeding, and not only applies

rotten manure to the soil, but freely applies liquid manure also. He also

applies the syringe very freely until the blooms expand, and I never saw stronger
and healthier growth. True, he had some failures, here and there premature
decay, and, like all other growers, some rpots which failed to push at all ; but
his beds were singularly healthy compared with many I have seen this side the
Channel. It will also be well to remark here that Mr. Lombard does not
shade, but has the spikes firmly secured to strips of list stretched between tall

stakes, so that the flowers are uninjured, and still have the benefit of full

exposure to light, which necessarily intensifies colour. I attach much import-
ance to the repeated syringings, and believe they lose moisture when 'accom-
panied by good drainage. I also saw the collection grown by J. W. Lane,
Esq., who took the second prize at the Dublin Exhibition, and there were
several instances of premature decay in his beds, although remarkably good
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growth generally. We examined some, the tops of which had died away, and
found the roots perfectly sound.

I think it was in a recent Number of the Journal of Horticulture I saw
the failure attributed to the imperfect ripening of the roots last autumn ; but
as I have several thousand seedlings, and small roots, and offsets of last year's

home growth looking well, I am not inclined to attach undue importance to

this theory
;
but, still, I so thoroughly feel the justice of the argument that I

mean to protect my beds through the autumn, by putting over them the iron

framework and covers I use for Tulip-beds. I think the drier and warmer the
roots are now kept the better the bulbs will swell and mature themselves.
No more water for this year ; and if I could apply warmth underneath them, I

would do anything to assist the roots in early attaining maturity. In cold wet
districts especially this protection is, I am persuaded, most desirable. We
shall, in all probability, have a wet autumn after so much dry weather ; if so,

the bulbs will run small generally. I hope these few remarks will bring out
other more matured expressions of opinion on the failure in the Gladiolus this

year, for the flower is becoming so universally popular that all difficulties in

the way of its successful culture should be removed.
Shipley. William Dean.

COVERING VINE-BORDERS.
In reply to a correspondent who signs himself " Yorick," we furnish for

his, and the benefit of our readers generally, the following particulars on
covering Vine-borders :

—

"Yorick" has come for advice at the very time we are moving in this

ourselves ; and taking a vinery of Black Hamburghs, apparently in the same
stage, we are applying a thorough coating of the very best farmyard
manure, which we got by waiting until the rough is taken off, securing the
short at the bottom, no matter how green or full of moisture. This was
wheeled upon the border on the 17th of last month, and forked gently in with
a " Parker's " digging-fork. Where the roots are come in contact with, the
fork is worked about to get a little manure under ; and if it is not covered,
at least a little fresh soil is put all over ; but when the roots are near the sur-

face great care is required. Where this is not the case, if no fresh soil can
be added, the dung is best well dug-in. We have frequently used fresh horse-
droppings on cold wet borders with the best effect, but to go back to the fork-
ing-in as finished. We leave the border in this state up to the end of October,
when we invariably put a good covering of dry fern. If this is not to be
obtained in quantity, we would cover over the surface, and put long litter or
straw on the top ; and, if there is none to be got, put first a covering of
branches over the soil, and thatch them over ; but in no instance, if it can be
avoided, put long dung or wet leaves in contact with the soil, which it sours,

and in many cases is the commencement of stagnant borders. Fern is by far

the best covering upon soil that we know of ; besides keeping the border dry,
it allows the air to circulate all over the surface.

In the time between this and the end of October the rain will have settled

down the surface, and carried some of the essence of the manure to the roots,

which will be useful in the winter months, when they are laying in a store for

the coming movement. By the time the covering is removed in spring, the'

dung is incorporated with the soil, and will keep on adding nourishment to the
roots for the season.

Shutters and glass lights we do not consider so good, unless under very
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exceptional circumstances, as newly-planted Vines, with a mass of fresh soil,

and perhaps manure, which soon gets sodden from wet.

The Muscats should be planted as close to the hot end of the house as pos-

sible. Two of Bowood would be better than the Alexandria; the former pets

more freely in cold or medium houses, and ripens with less heat ; it has besides

the great property of not shanking—at least it has not done so with us in any

late houses when the other has done.

Woodlice are great pests in either frames or houses. We have tried poison

in different forms, but without seeing much difference in the numbers. Our
practice is to take a 48-pot, stopping the hole, and putting inside several dices

of potato ; over this a handful of loose hay. We then place near a jar of

water, and every time the young men go through, or by, to give air, &c, they

are emptied into the water. They are partial to potatoes, and if one is hol-

lowed-out and placed near they will shortly fill it. A good preventive is to keep

the sides of the frame firmly trod, and all the dung in the frame well covered.

J. F.

CONCERNING NEW HYACINTHS.
The exhibition of new Hyacinths at the Spring Shows of the Horticultural

Society has set me thinking about the matter, just because what _ constitutes

a new Hyacinth is so very indefinite in the absence of any official information

to that effect. The age beyond which Roses, Dahlias, Pelargoniums, Azaleas,

and other plants and flowers cease to be considered new is to some extent

defined, either by usage, or else a stated period is named on the schedule of

prizes. But in relation to the Hyacinth it seems to be left entirely to the

exhibitor to stage what he pleases as new varieties, and the Judges give then-

awards to the best spikes quite irrespective of the claims of novelty and new-

ness ; and this, simply because they cannot have any accurate knowledge of the

age of the flowers they are called upon to judge.

At the Spring Show of Hyacinths held in the Royal Horticultural Society's

Gardens on the 18th of March last, three groups of Hyacinths were staged in

the Class for six new varieties, the exhibitors being Mr. William Paul, of

Waltham Cross ; Messrs. Cutbush & Son, the well-known Hyacinth- growers

of Highgate; and Mr, W. Young, gardener to R. Barclay, Esq., of Highgate,

one of the best amateur growers of Hyacinths round London. Mr. W. Paul,

who was placed first, had Florence Nightingale, Lord Macaulay, Koh-i-noor,

and Due de Malakoff, single reds
;

Haydn, single mauve ; and Snowball,

single white. There was no intimation as to the age of these flowers appended

to the stand. I remark here that there are two varieties of Florence Night-

ingale, single red, extant; the one raised by Messrs. Veen, Brothers, of

Haarlem, and in colour red; the other, a rose-coloured variety, raised, or if

not raised, at least sent out by Messrs. Byvoet, Brothers, also of Haarlem. It

was this last variety that Mr. Paul had in his collection.

Messrs. Cutbush & Son had five varieties labelled as "new of 1863 "—viz ,

Rouge Eclatante, double red ; Feruk Khan, single blue ; Maria Theresa, single

red ; Fair Maid of Denmark, single white ; and San Francisco, single yellow
;

and one other variety without any statement of age—namely, Prince of Orange,

single red. It would seem that Maria Theresa was staged inadvertently.

Mr. James Cutbush, who was unable personally to superintend the arrange-

ment of his Hyacinths, told me that he had intended that Estella, double red,

should have been staged as one of the six new varieties, instead of which

Maria Theresa was substituted for it. Also Mr. Cutbush and his foreman
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both assured me that Estella was one of the six. I can only say that the
reports of the Show that appeared in the Gardeners' Chronicle and the Journal
of Horticulture gave the same names as constituting the group as I did in the

Florist and Pomologist, Maria Theresa being one of them. Even if

Estella had been staged with the name of Maria Theresa appended to it,

surely the Judges could not fail to have detected that it was a double flower,

even supposing it escaped the notice of the writers of the reports alluded to.

Mr. Young had Lord Macaulay, Victoria Alexandrina, Reine des Jacinthes,
and Von Schiller, single reds ; Paix de l'Europe, single white, and Regulus,
single blue. The second and third awards were made in the order that I have
placed the names of the exhibitors.

I confess that a consideration of stands, coupled with what I had witnessed
in the spring previously, tended much to deepen the impression already present
with me, that the exhibition of new Hyacinths rested on a very unsatisfactory

basis. I therefore set to work to ascertain as correctly as I could how long a
time these Hyacinths had been known to the trade in England through the
lists of the Dutch growers

;
and, failing that, when they first became known

to some of our Hyacinth-growers and exhibitors.

I applied to Mr. James Cutbush and got from him the following return :

—

Maria Theresa, very old
;
Regulus, old ; Florence Nightingale and Von Schiller,

in 1857, the last possibly earlier
;
Koh-i-noor, in 1859 ; Victoria Alexandrina,

Reine des Jacinthes, Haydn, and Snowball, in 1860; Lord Macaulay, Due de
Malakoff, and Paix de l'Europe, in 1862; Prince of Orange, Feruk Khan,
Fair Maid of Denmark, San Francisco, Estella, and Rouge Eelatante, in 1863.
I should think this return must refer to the year in which Mr. Cutbush first

exhibited them, and that he thus judges of the age of the list of varieties I

sent to him : therefore their real age must date back yet earlier. I had Rouge
Eelatante in flower at the same time as Mr. Cutbush exhibited it as new of
1863. My variety was identical in every respect with his, and I must confess

I was surprised to find it staged as a novelty, having observed it in the Dutch
lists for two or three years previously.

Mr. Paul's return led me to infer that it was only very recently that he
had turned his attention to the Hyacinth. He puts Lord Macaulay, Von
Schiller, and Regulus as connected by his knowledge with the year 1860

;

Florence Nightingale and Koh-i-noor, with 1861 ; Due cle Malakoff, Victoria

Alexandrina, Reine des Jacinthes, Prince of Orange, Haydn, Snowball, and
Paix de l'Europe, with 1862; Rouge Eelatante, Maria Theresa, Feruk Khan,
Fair Maid of Denmark, and San Francisco, with 1863, It will be seen by
implication, that Mr. W. Paul bears- testimony to the fact that Maria Theresa
was one of the flowers staged in Mr. Cutbush's stand, as he quotes it as new of
1863.

I also applied to Mr. A. Fraser, the manager of the bulb department of
Messrs. James Carter & Co., of Holborn. His dates have reference to the time
that he has known the flowers. It will be seen that his return applies only to a
portion of the varieties, as he had not seen those omitted He returns
Von Schiller and Rouge Eelatante at five years; Reine des Jacinthes and
Florence Nightingale at three years; Macaulay, Koh-i-noor, and Regulus at

two years
;
Haydn and Snowball at one year.

The want of harmony among these returns could not furnish me with any
reliable data by means of which to put the subject under discussion in a more
intelligible aspect, so I then applied to three of the largest growers at Haarlem,
and solicited their assistance. The information conveyed to me by the first to

whom I made application is hardly so clear as I could have wished : still I

give it. The writer states, " I hope to return an answer to your purpose by
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making a reciprocal comparison of the sorts you name. Thus : Fair Maid of

Denmark and San Francisco may be considered as the newest and, as yet,

scarcest Hyacinths. Next in novelty are Florence Nightingale (I mean the
rose-coloured one of a very large and handsome spike, not the red one, which is

much smaller in size), Feruk Khan, Haydn, Due de MalakofF, Snowball, and
Reine des Jacinthes. Older than these, or longer known, are Lord Macaulay,
Koh-i-noor, Von Schiller, Victoria Alexandrina, Prince of Orange, and Paix
de l'Europe. Rouge Eclatante, although being of an older date than any of
the above, is still very scarce. Maria Theresa and Regulus can be considered
as old sorts in comparison to the above, having been exported in quantities

during more than half a dozen years."

Another has given me his return according to the number of years the
varieties have been quoted to the English dealers in the Dutch lists. This one
is somewhat remarkable when taken in comparison with those I have already
given. Rouge Eclatante and Victoria Alexandrina, twelve years ; Von
Schiller, ten years ; Paix de l'Europe, eight years ; Lord Macaulay, Florence
Nightingale (the red variety), and Regulus, six years ; Koh-i-noor and Prince
of Orange, five years ; Reine des Jacinthes, four years

; Estella, Due de
Malakoff, and Haydn, three years; Snowball and Feruk Khan, two years;
Fair Maid of Denmark and San Francisco, not known.

My third and last continental return goes more into details, and in point
of information is the most valuable. From this I find that Rouge Eclatante was
raised by Messrs. Veen, Brothers, and quoted in their catalogue for the first time
in 1 833. The red variety of Florence Nightingale was named by Mr. J. H. Veen,
and appeared in his catalogue for the first time in 1858 ; Lord Macaulay was
also raised by Messrs. Veen, Brothers, and sold by them for the first time in

1855 ; Koh-i-noor, by some styled a double red, but more generally known as

a single flower, was raised by the same firm, and appeared in 1855 with the
previous variety ; Due de Malakoff, single yellow or single red, but more
properly the former, was raised by Mr. W. Kramer in 1857, and sold in 1858
for exportation ; Von Schiller was also raised by Messrs. Veen, Brothers, and
quoted by them for the first time in 1853 ; Victoria Alexandrina was raised by
Mr. Van Pallandt, and quoted by him in his catalogue for the first time in

1839 ; Reine des Jacinthes was raised by Messrs. V. Schertzer & Son, and
appeared for the first time in their catalogue in 1861 ; Prince of Orange, single

red (like Koh-i-noor, sometimes quoted as a double red, many of the bells

coming semi-double), was raised by Messrs. E. H. Krelage & Son,, and was cata-

logued by them for the first time in 1856; Maria Theresa was raised by
M. Van der Vinne, and sold by him for the first time in 1847 ; Feruk Khan
was raised by Messrs. Kramer, and sold by them in 1858 for exportation

;

Haydn was raised hj the same firm, and appeared with the foregoing in 1858
;

Regulus was first quoted by Messrs. Job Rosenkertz & Son in 1847, and in

1850 had found a place in all the Dutch lists; Snowball was raised by Mr.
A. H. Prinser, and sold by him as early as 1852, and subsequently the stock of

it was sold to Messrs. Byvoet, Brothers ; Paix de l'Europe was also raised by
Messrs. E. H. Krelage & Sons, and appeared in their catalogue in 1856. Fair
Maid of Denmark and San Francisco are unknown to the writer of these notes.

It is presumed that the stock of these varieties is entirely in the hands of

Messrs. Byvoet, from whom Mr. Cutbush received them. 1 omitted to include

Estella in this list.

In the face of this, what does constitute a new Hyacinth in relation to their

exhibition ? Or, who shall venture to prescribe the exact age after which they
should cease to be considered as new varieties ? Supposing this to be done,

how are the Judges who were deputed to make the awards at the last Show to
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get the information as to the exact age of the flowers staged ? It were next
to impossible to obtain this accurately, in the case where the flowers arc all of

foreign production.

Then, there must not be omitted from consideration the slowness of the

Hyacinth to propagate itself. One of my Dutch correspondents thus alludes

to this fact :
—" Some of the new sorts increase rapidly, and are soon offered

to the trade ; other sorts, although not advancing much at first, take it up at

once, and now begin to propagate fairly, sometimes even after having been
stationary for many years ; other sorts again, and amongst them are very fine

ones, never appear to increase at any reasonable rate : hence, it often occurs
that Hyacinths, although being older than other sorts, are introduced as new
flowers a long while after Hyacinths of a lesser age have got known as leading

sorts."

The best solution of the problem would be, to permit exhibitors to Stage

what they please as new kinds ; but those who are appointed to judge the

flowers should be selected from the leading wholesale houses in London, who
have extensive connections with the Dutch trade, and come into personal con-

tact with the heads of the same when here on business matters. Intelligent

men who have no mean knowledge of the Hyacinth, and who have been
familiar with the Dutch root-lists for years can be found, who receive every
year from the Haarlem houses a large quantity of spikes of flowers at the

blooming season, and are thus posted-up in all the leading kinds by an annual
contact with them. Judges who are quite at home among Dahlias, Pelar-

goniums, Hoses, and other popular flowers, are badly at sea when called upon
to decide on the merits of stands of Hyacinths, where the age of the flower

has to be largely considered. They see them only at our spring shows, and
this at long intervals—too long to admit of the memory retaining the im-
pressions of the previous year, so short is the term of acquaintance.

The Hyacinth is a flower that deserves a greater prominence than it now
occupies at our spring shows. More generally grown, perhaps, than any other
spring flower, it is only in connection with the Horticultural Society that prizes

are offered for stands of six or twelve varieties. It surely deserves a wider and
larger recognition ; and I trust that this is in store for it at no distant date.

Quo.

ROSES.
(Continued from page 124.)

I make no apology for a Rose contribution, for Simonides could not
perfect his epigram on Sophocles without introducing them into his chaste

panegyric of that great bard :

—

" Wind, gentle evergreen, to form a shade
Around the tomb where Sophocles is laid

:

Sweet Ivy wind thy houghs, and intertwine

"With blushing Roses and the clust'ring Vine ;

Thus will thy lasting leaves, with beauties hung,
Prove grateful emblems of the lays he sung."

First. Summer Boses Omitted in the Last Article.—Charles Lawson and
Triomphe de Jaussens.

Secondly. Boses Since Proven,—-Olivier Delhomme, scarlet crimson, with
thick and smooth petals. Of good form and habit.

Thirdly. Boses Previously Spohen of that Have Bloomed Lately and Beauti-

fully.—Beauty of Waltham, Marechal Vaillant, Le Rhone, Turenne, Professor
Koch, and Madame Boutin.
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Fourthly. Roses of 1863 not yet Spoken of.

1. Mrs. W. Paul.—This is a beautiful first-class Rose. Its colour here
was different from that in the Florist and Pomologist, and also from that
sent me by Mr. W. Paul to-day, together with beautiful blooms of Lord
Macaulay and Mr. W. Paul. Soil and exposure to sun and dews, no doubt, make
the difference. My plant is in a west aspect, and has a thick awning of Ivy
hanging over it and shielding it from dews, which will account for its brightness.
Its colour here was bright lustrous velvety crimson, with fiery scarlet in the
centre. It is finely shaped, and very radiant and beautiful. The petals are
thick, and colour lasting. It lives and dies well. It produces single blooms.
The centre of my blooms was exactly like that in the Florist and Pomolo-
gist, but the purple from the above reasons was absent. Vilmorin sent me
this Rose with others. At first I fancied it was Mr. W. Paul, as it answered
to his colour

; but I believe it to be correctly sent. The bloom sent to me by
Mr. W. Paul was of the same colour as the one in the Florist and Pomo-
logist ; but not so like it as mine as regards the peculiar centre. As cor-

rectness is desirable, I wrote to Mr. W. Paul, and he makes this observation

:

" New Roses vary so much the first year that it is barely safe to trust to a
description." Roses vary as to colour according to heat and moisture. Take
an instance : Alphonse Damaizin is, in dry summer weather, a radiant scarlety

red ; but in September and October I have seen it as clarety as Maria Portemer,
the formation of both being much alike.

2. Madame Brianson.—This Rose, together with Soeur des Anges, is con-
sidered in France to hold a high position. I regret that three buds which
are upon opening are not sufficiently open to describe the Rose fully. The
colour is fine, and the petals are of great substance : it has the appearance of
being a very superior Rose. The growth and foliage are good.

3. Madame Alfred de Rougemont is French white, with roseated reverse to

the outside petals. It is a Perpetual Acidalie. It is well formed, and valuable
for its colour and continuous blooming.

These are all of the infant Roses of 1863 that are likely to bloom here
this year. For, soon

" In eager haste the village urchins go
To hunt the hedges for the purple Sloe."

Rushton. W. F. Radclyffe.

BELLE DE SEPTEMBER PLUM.
WITH AN ILLUSTRATION.

Stnontmes.—Reina Nova ; Gros Rouge de Septemhre.

This is one of our handsomest late Plums. Whether as a standard or a
dwarf it is equally ornamental, but particularly so as a dwarf, in which form
we have seen very small trees studded all over with the gay and brilliant fruit,

of which our plate is the representation. The fruit is large, oval, even, and
regular in its outline, and marked with a very slight suture on one side, some-
times so slight as to be a mere line. The skin is bright red, covered with a
delicate violet bloom. Stalk half an inch long, thin, and smooth. Flesh
yellowish-white, firm, juicy, sweet, and somewhat aromatic, and adhering
rather to the stone.

This is a first-rate Plum for cooking or preserving, and furnishes a fine

crimson juice or syrup. It ripens in the end of September, or in the beginning
or middle of October.

The tree is an abundant bearer, and the young shoots are downy.
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THE METROPOLITAN EXHIBITIONS.
The announcement of the holding of the two great fruit festivals heralded the close of

the exhibition season. I took my farewell of the Crystal Palace on Tuesday, September 1st
lor this year, on the occasion of its autumn Fruit and Flower Show.' It was a lovely
clay, and then the appearance of the grounds of the Palace in the bright sunshine of the
early morning was beautiful indeed. The invigorating showers that had recently fallen
so long looked and hoped for, had given a rejuvenescent aspect to the parched parterre
and the scorched lawn: the former had dressed itself in its gayest attire, the latter in its
most refreshing hue.

Passing along by these the Palace was reached, and a3 usual, at an early hour all was in con-
tusion. It was the acme of disorder from which order was gradually but surely proceeding
One arm of the nave contained the fruit, the other was a lodgment for the cut flowers. There
was nothing scarce m the fruit department

;
every kind that had a place in the schedule was

present m lavish ostentation, and of high quality. This could not be said of the cut flowors,
tor the Gladiolus, the Hollyhock, and the Rose, were but sparely represented. Of the former,
three stands only of twenty-four varieties were staged, and but one large collection. The
dry weather has told upon them sadly in the south and west of England, whole beds
having been well-nigh decimmated by a kind of rot engendered by the drought, that would
seize on many of the plants as the spike was being developed, and in one night they would
become withered. J

-n Y-
ith

a
Stand °f twent7-four varieties, Mr. Standish, of Bagshot, was first with The

Dauphin, Scottish Chief, and Lady Palmerston
;
bright scarlet flowers with either lemon,

purple, or violet markings. The next division was composed of the following varieties,
having shades of rose, carmine, and salmon, with purple, lemon, and violet markings :—
Umpire, Souvenir, Reindeer, Mr. Peach, Cornuta, William Duffield, Boadicea, Aurelian,
and Ruby. The next group ranged from pale bright carmine and rose to pure white, and
having beautiful purple and lemon pencillings :—Reine Victoria, Cordelia, Edith Dombrain,
Mr. Dix, Emileta, Julia, fiowena, Carlotta Patti, Susan Inglis, and Lady Stamford. Some
tew others had an individuality of their own, such as Empress Eugenie, dashed and streaked
with rosy violet on a light ground—a very novel and showy flower, a French hybrid Mr.
Standish informed me : Tippoo Saib, orange and salmon, with carmine streaks and purple
markings. The four most striking varieties were Cornuta, bright fiery carmine ; Scottish
Uriel, rich bright scarlet, with rosy crimson and violet markings

;
Empress Eugenie ; and

Iippoo Saib. Second, Messrs. Youell & Co., Great Yarmouth, with Napoleon III, John
Ball, Comte de Morny, Velleda, Clemence Improved, Hebe, Jeanne d'Arc, Lune, Dr
Lmdley, Superbum, George Stephenson (bright rosy carmine, with lemon and purple
markings), Madame de Vatry, Madame E. Verdier, Madame Souchet, El Dorado, Madame
Victor Verdier, Bertha Rabourdin, Achille, Reine Victoria, Le Poussin, Madame Leseble,
Mr. louell, and Due de Malakoff. Third, Mr. Cattell, of Westerham, who had o.00d
examples ox Achille, Fanny Rouget, Isoline, Brenchleyensis, Madame Leseble, Penefope,
Don Juan, Solfaterre, Jeanne d'Arc, Velleda, Pegasus, Galathe, Imperatrice, Triomphc
dEnghien, Couranti fulgens, Sulphureus, and Magnificent. One collection only was
staged by Messrs Youell & Co., arranged in bunches of two and three spikes each, and
having at each end a batch of the brilliant Brenchleyensis. The following were very fine
—viz.: Calendulaceus, Jeanne d'Arc, Madame Haquin, Othello, Lselia, Marie Dumortier'
Le Poussin, Marie, Napoleon III., Pegasus, Velleda, Rembrandt, Madame Leseble, Penelope
Lenne, El Dorado, Ninon

_

de l'Enclos, Raphael, Sulphureus, Neptune, Madame Adele
bouchet, Oracle, Hebe, President, Doumet, and Mazeppa.

,
E- Betteridge, of Abingdon, was first in each Class of Asters, quilled and flat-

petalled.
_

With the former, Mr. L. Besley, another Berkshire grower, was second and
Mr. Jennings was third. In the French Class, Messrs. Wyatt and C. Sandford who used to
take the honours here, are now distanced by Mr. Betteridge. I did not think the Asters so
fine as usual, they will perhaps be better at South Kensington next week.

Roses were poor, as might have been expected. Messrs. Paul & Son, of Cheshunt, were
first with thirty-six and twenty-four varieties. In the case of the larger number the
second and third prizes were withheld. With twenty-four kinds, Mr. Turner, of Slouch
was second, and Mr. G. Clarke, of Brixton, third. ° '

With twenty-four kinds of Verbenas, in bunches of five trusses each, Messrs. S. Perkins
and Co., of Coventry, were first, third, and fourth ; and Mr. C. J. Perry, Castle Bromwich
Bnmunghani second. In their first stand, Messrs. Perkins had Colossus, Lord Lei-h, and
Fireball, all three so much alike that 1 could not detect any difference; Geant des Batailles
Anosto Improved Volunteer, Delicatissima, Ida, Foxhunter, Miss Field, Grand Eastern',
The Moor, General Simpson, and Snowflake. Mr. Perry had different from the forgoing
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L'Avenir de Bellent, Magnificent, Les Adieux, Ruby King, Madame H. Steiger, Apollo,
Cato, Rose Imperial, Sylph, Fairest of the Fair, and some seedlings.

Hollyhocks in twenty-four kinds, cut flowers, were furnished by Mr. W. Chater, of
Saffron Walden; Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing, and Mr. J. J. Chater, of Cambridge, who
were awarded prizes in the order of their names. Mr. W. Chater had Mcmnon, General
Young, A. McKenzie, Invincible, Princess, Lucifer, Acme, Chrysolite, .Joshua Clarke,
Matchless, Lady Palmerston, Governor General, Lady Dacres, Queen Victoria, Princess ot

Wales, Illuminator, Beauty of Milford, La Dame Blanche, Warrior, Pericles, James Alison,
Decision, and Cynthia. Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing, had Alexander Shearer, Golden
Fleece, Glory, Mrs. M. Binning, Purple Prince, Mrs. B. Cochrane, R. B. Ullett, Countess of
Craven, Mrs. Balfour, Lady Dacres, Aurora, Mrs. Chater, Empress Eugenie, Pre-eminent,
Princess of Wales, Joshua Clarke, Yellow Defiance, Glory of Walden, Countess Russell,
Lord Leigh, David Foulis, Prince of Hesse, George Keith, and Dr. Carey. In the Amateurs'
Class, Mr. E. Hawke, of Gainsborough was first with David Foulis, Purple Prince, Premier,
Lord Loughborough, R. B. Ullett, Queen Victoria, Mrs. Cochrane, Prince Charlie, Joshua
Clarke, Lord Leigh, and two others. Second, Mr. William Plester, gardener to Mrs. Rush,
Elsenham Hall, with Tyrian Prince, Excelsior, Purple Perfection, Mont Blanc, Regalia,
Joshua Clarke, Invincible, Mr. Chater, Splendens, Hon. Mrs. Ashley, Hlximinator, and
a seedling. Third, Mr. J. Forrester, Beekenham.

Dahlias were small and below the average quality of preceding Exhibitions. With forty-

eight varieties, Mr. C. Turner was first with Charlotte Dorling, Lord Palmerston, Lady
Popham, Lord Derby, General Jackson, Mauve Queen, Mrs. Boshell, Triomphe de Pecq,
Andrew Dodds, Grand Master, Mrs. Vyse, Norfolk Hero, Juno, Chieftain, Earl of Shaftes-
bury, Volunteer, Miss Pressly, Mr. W. Pigott, British Triumph, Model, George Elliot,

Etonia, Caractacus, Peri, Lord Eversley, Sydney Herbert, Una, Winfield Beauty, Tiger,
Cygnet, Mr. Stocken, Lord Dundreary, Delicata, Criterion, Lord Cardigan, Dinorah, Hugh
Miller, Bob Ridley, Umpire, Donald Beaton, Mr. Trotter, Beauty of Hilperton, Madge Wild-
fire, Midnight, Count Cavour, and seedlings. Second, Mr. John Keynes, Salisbury, who
had fine blooms of the following :—Norfolk Hero, Miss Hensbaw, Cherub, Lord Russell,
Lord Derby, Empress of India, Willie Austin, Edward Purchase, JohnWyatt, Lord Shaftes-
bury, &c. Third, Mr. J. Cattell, Westerham

;
fourth, Mr. John Walker, Thame. With

twenty-four varieties, Mr. Turner was again first with Lord Derby, A. Dodds, Umpire,
Hugh Miller, Lady Popham, Triomphe de Pecq, Earl of Shaftesbury, Mr. Stocken, Cygnet,
Charlotte Dorling, Beauty of Hilperton, Norfolk Hero, Lord Palmerston, General Jackson,
Criterion, Lord Dundreary, Bob Ridley, Donald Beaton, Mrs. Henshaw, Midnight, Mrs.
H. Vyse, George Elliott, and Mauve Queen. Second, Mr. J. Keynes

;
third, Messrs. Saltmarsh

and Son, Chelmsford. With twelve Fancy Dahlias, Mr. Tiuner was also first, having Pluto,
Queen Mab, Harlequin, Lady Paxton, Zebra, Rev. J. Dix, Summertide, Mrs. C. Kean,
Garibaldi, Countess of Shelbourne, Pauline, and Queen. Second, Mr. Keynes

;
third,

Mr. II. Legge, Edmonton. The Classes for Amateurs were very full, as many as twenty-
seven stands being staged in Class 5 for twelve varieties. With twenty-four blooms Mr.
H. Thornej'-croft, Floore, near Weeden, was first, having Volunteer, Lady Elcho, Lady
Franklin, Lord Canning, Peri, Juno, Criterion, Mrs. Church, John Dory, Umpire, British
Triumph, Lord Derby, Chairman, Bravo, Vestile, Charles Waters, Mr. Boshell, Rosebud,
Lord Palmerston, Lilac Queen, Mrs. W. Pigott, Lord Cardigan, and Lord Herbert. Second,
Mr. J. Sladden, Ash-next-Sandwich, Kent; third. Rev. C. Followes, Shottesham Rectory,
Norwich

;
fourth, Mr. C. J. Perry, Castle Bromwich, Birmingham. With twelve blooms,

Mr. Thorneycroft was again first, having Lord Derby, Volunteer, British Triumph, Juno,
Admiral Dundas, Beauty of Hilperton, Criterion, Chairman, Lady Popham, Hugh Millor,

Lord Palmerston, and George Elliott, Second, Mr. Thomas Charlton, Leicester; third,

Mr. J. Sladden
;

fourth, Mr. T. Wakeman, Eltham. With twelve Fancy kinds, the Rev.
C. Fellowes was first, having The Flirt, Pauline, Queen Mab, Harlequin, Norah Creina,
Fancy Queen, and seedlings. Second, Mr. J. Sladden

;
third, Mr. C. J. Perry.

As usual, a host of seedling Dahlias were staged
;

and, fearing to select a few and call

them the best, I thought it best to describe as briefly as possible those that had some claim
to merit. I did think there was scarcely a first-rate seedling flower shown, but, then, they
were not in good character, and any judgment had better be suspended till they appear
in better form. First came a veteran raiser, Mr. George Wheeler, of Warminster, who had
two showy scarlet flowers, the one King of Sardinia, the other Watty. The last named was
the largest and brightest flower. Mr. J. S. Burgess, of Chelsea, had Chelsea Hero, salmon
buff, a flower of good substance. Mr. J. Collier, of Bethnal Green, had Princess Alexandra
(Fancy), golden yellow, striped with red. Messrs. Bragg & Co., of Slough, produced Scarlet

Gem, a finely-formed bright scarlet flower ; and The Ranger, an orange scarlet of good sub-
stance. From Mr. Keynes, of Salisbury, were Willie Austin, golden buff, a flower of great

promise ; Anna Keynes, a light flower tipped with lilac ; Fanny Purchase, a very showy
bright canary yellow

;
Lady Lilian Paulet, a delicate flower, slightly tipped with lilac

;
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Edward Purchase, rich bright crimson, with finely formed petals and of good substance
John Wyatt, light crimson, shaded with violet

; Fascination, a light flower heavily streaked
with rosy crimson, quite novel, but wanting form.

The show of Fruit was extremely fine, the Plums especially being of best quality. The
first prize for a collection of eight dishes was awarded to Mr. A. Henderson, Trentbam
Ciardens, Staffordshire, who had Canon Hall Muscat and Black Hamburgh Grapes, the latter

weighing 10 lbs. 11 ozs. ; Pitmaston Orange Nectarines; Moorpark Apricots, and Barrington
Peaches

; Trentbam Green-fleshed Melon; Morello Cherries; and an Enville Pine. Second,
Mr. T. Bailey, of Shardeloes, Amersham, who had Bowood Muscat from pot Vines, and
Black Hamburgh Grapes, Providence Pine, Bailey's Green-fleshed Melon, Was&tegtaft
Plums, Bed Magdalen Peaches, Elruge Nectarines, and Bon Chretien Pears. Third/Mr.
A. Henderson.

With a single fruit of Queen Pine, Mr. J. Hall, of Eotherham, was first, his fruit
weighing 7 lbs. 10 ozs. Second, Mr. T. Young, Aberdare, weight of fruit 5 lbs. 6 ozs.
Third, Mr. A. Grant, Finchlcy, weight of fruit 4 lbs. 14 ozs. With a single fruit of any
variety but Queen, Mr. T. Page, gardener to Mrs. Leaf, Streatham, was first with a
fine Prickly Cayenne

;
second, Mr. Dwerribouse, Heckfield Gardens, with Smooth Cayenne

;

third, Mr. T. Page, also with a Smooth Cayenne.
With boxes or baskets of 12 lbs. of Grapes, Mr. R. Harris, Southgate, and Mr. J. Mere-

dith, Garston, Liverpool, were equal first with Black Hamburghs, very fine, and beautifully
coloured. Equal second, Mr. C. F. Harrison, Oatlands, and Mr. G. Woolley, Norwood ; the
first with White Muscats, the other with Canon Hall Muscats. Third, Mr. J. Drummond,
Tunbridge Wells, with Mack Hamburghs ; and an extra prize to Mr. A. Henderson, with
Lady Downes' Seedling. With three bunches of Black Grapes, Mr. J. Richards, Tadcaster,
was first with Black Hamburghs, large, highly coloured, and covered with bloom

;
second,

Mr. J. Meredith, with the same
;

third, Mr. J. Drummond, with Mill Hill Hamburgh.
With three bunches of White Grapes, Mr. Drummond was first with Muscat of Alexandria

;

second, Mr. J . Wills, Tarporley, with Trebbiano weighing 9i lbs.
;

third, Mr. E. Simpson,
A^olverhampton, with Muscats. Mr. T. Bailey also received an extra prize for Trebbiano.
The first prize for the largest bunch of any kind was awarded to Mr. J. Meredith for a bunch
of Trebbiano, weighing 5 lbs.

;
second, Mr. 0. Goldsmith, of Dorking, who bad Black

Barbarossa, weighing 5 ibs. 14 ozs.; third, Mr. A. Henderson, with Marchioness of Hastings,
weighing 4 lbs. 7 ozs.

With a single dish of Peaches, Mr. W. Kaile, gardener to Earl Lovelace, Ripley, Surrey,
was first with splendid fruit of Barrington

; second, Mr. J. Cross, the Grange, Hants, with
fruit of the same kind; and equal second, Mr. T. Dawson, Panshanger, with Violette
Hative

;
third, Mr. W. Plester, Elsinham Hall Gardens.

With a dish of Nectarines, Mr. D. Ferguson, Stowe, Bucks, was first with Orange
Nectarine

;
second, Mr. A. Henderson, with Pitmaston Orange

;
third, Mr. W. Plester, with

Hunt's Tawny.
In the Classes for Scarlet and Green-fleshed Melons, something like seventy-nine fruit

were staged. As the awards in these Classes were not made till quite late in the day, I was
unable to ascertain the sorts that received prizes.

Figs were good, but the sorts were not named, except in one or two instances. Mr.
A. Eman, of Epsom, was first ; Mr. C. Wyatt, of Epsom, second ; and an extra prize to
Mr. Turner, of Slough.

With two dishes of Cherries, Mr. T. Bailey, of Shardeloes, was first, having Morello
and Bigarreau

;
second, Mr. T. Dawson, with Morello and Florence

;
third, Messrs. H.

Lane & Son, with the same as Mr. Bailey.
As is .usual at this Show Apples and Pears occupied some considerable space of table

room. With six dishes of dessert fruit, Mr. J. Pomfrett, of Eton College, was first with
Wool Pippin, Cox's Pomona, Cox's Orange Pippin, Peach, Ribston Pippin, and Red Astra-
chan. Second, Dr. Cooper, Slough, with Red Quarrenden, Celine, Ribston Pippin, Blenheim
Orange, Cox's Pomona, and Cox's Orange Pippin. Third, Mr. W. Holden, Maidstone.
With six dishes of kitchen Apples, Mr. J. Mortimore, of Carshalton, was first, having Springin
Codling, Tower of Glammis, Pult's Pudding, Lord Derby, New Hawthornden, and Lord
Suffield. Second, Mr. J. Vicary, Southend, with Hawthornden, Five-crowned Pippin,
WeUmgton, Flower of Kent, Emperor Alexander, and Dr. Feathergill. Third, Mr. Lane,
St. Mary's, Kent.

With three dishes of Pears, the first prize was awarded to Mr. C. F. Harrison, Wey-
bndge, who had splendid fruit of Bon Chretien, Marie Louise, and Duchesse d'Angouleme.
Second, Mr. P. Nicholl, Hammersmith, with Louise Bonne of Jersey, Marie Louise, and
Bon Chretien. Third, Mr. D. Donald, Leyton, Essex, with Dunmore, Gansel's Bergamot,
and Bon Chretien. Mr. 0. Goldsmith, of Dorking, was first with a single dish of Pears, for
weight, having monster Hvedale's St. Germains

;
second, Mr. Dwerrihouse, of Heckfield, with

Gros Calabasse; third, Mr. C. Turner, with Uvedale's St. Germains. In the Class for a single
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dish for flavour, Mr. Mortimore, of Carahalton, was first
;
second, Mr. J. Gale, Hammersmith

;

third, Mr. G. Grover, Hammersmith. Bon Chretien seemed to be the best in this Class.
With three dishes of Plums, Mr. Thomas Bailey, of Shardeloes, was first with fine

fruits of the following -.—Sir. C. Napier, Washington, and Prince of Wales. Second, Mr.
J. Pomfritt, Eton College, who had Denyers' Victoria, Washington, and Victoria. Third,
Mr. R. Webb, of Reading, with Magnum Bonum, Washington, and Goliath.

A few things were shown in the Miscellaneous Classes, among them was a horseshoe
Geranium from Messrs. F. & A. Smith, of Dulwich, named Excellent, having fine trusses
of large orange scarlet flowers. Some new Cucumbers were also staged, whose appearance
was all that could be wished for. They comprised two sorts from Mr. R. Halls, of
Colchester, one being Telegraph, a Black-spined fruit; the other Volunteer, a White-spined
variety, both about 26 inches in length. Prom Mr. Aylott, gardener to J. S. Tanqueray,
Esq., of Hendon, came fine fruit of a Black-spined kind, named Empress. Mr. Westcott, of
Singleton Abbey Gardens, Swansea, had a handsome Black spined-variety unnamed, about
26 inches in length. Some dishes of fruits were also staged; and lastly, there was a
collection of fruiting orchard-house trees in pots, from Messrs. H. Lane & Son,
Berkhamstead.

-
* -Quo,

AWARDS OF THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
FLORAL COMMITTEE.

June 17th, 1863.

Abies canadensis var. brevifolia.—Messrs. Fisher, Holmes, & Co. [C. and B.].—

A

North American Conifer of slender pyramidal habit, remarkable for the dumpy, plump-
looking, blunt-ended leaves, which clothe its small twiggy branches, and which from their
brevity and plumpness give it some peculiarity of aspect. Mr. Murray, however, reports
that he does not find in it any distinctive character ;

" the number of rows of stomata and
their disposition is the same ; the leaf is a little darker and dumpier. I should say it was
a variety of canadensis."

Alsophtla tcenitis var. denticulata.—Messrs. Veitch & Son [S.C.C. and S.B.].—

A

young vigorous plant of a handsome tree Fern, having large bipinnate fronds, thinnish form
but not thick in texture, shining on the surface ; the pinnules oblong, acuminate ; and the
stipes dark-coloured, aculeate at the base.

Amaryllis pereecta marginata.—Mr. Williams [F. CO.].—One of the pale red varie-
ties with light edges, but of better form than the varieties of this character generally grown.

Andromeda sp.—Messrs. Veitch & Son [C. and B.].—A showy dwarf' evergreen bush,
foot high, clothed with ovate or elliptic-oblong leaves, and in the axils of the uppermost

of these several linear spikes of decurved flowers, the corollas of which are pitcher-shaped
and pure white. It had been introduced from California.

Athypium Filix-ecemina var. geomeratum {Moore).—Messrs. Ivery & Son, Dorking
[C. and B.].—A very handsome dwarf tasselled variety of Lady-Fern, obtained as a sport
from corymbiferum, from which, however, it is wholly dissimilar. It is, in fact, intermediate
in character between multiceps and coronatum, having, like these, the lower part of the
frond narrowish, and not greatly developed ; the tasselled ends of the pinna? being also fur-
nished with small, broadish, flat crests, but the apex being developed into a large, ball-like,
compactly cristate, spreading head. It is a very desirable new form to be added to the many
already known.

Blechnum nitidum var. contractum.—Messrs. Veitch & Son [C. and B.].—A Lomaria-
like Fern from the Philippine Islands, but, judging from some semi-fertile fronds which it

had produced, rather to be identified with the contracted form of Blechnum nitidum than
with any known Lomaria. It had bold pinnate fronds with crowded, linear-oblong,
acuminate pinnae, spinosely serrulate at the margin. The fertile fronds are sometimes very
much contracted, sometimes only partially so.

Bromelia sceptkiim.—Messrs. Veitch & Son [S.C.C. and S.B.].—A noble-looking plant
with the general aspect of a Pine Apple, to which it is closely related. The leaves were
long and widely spreading, dark green ; the upper ones acquiring a reddish tinge, and the
margins armed with strong, distant, spiny teeth. In the centre of the tuft of leaves just
lifted out of the heart, was the large closely pyramidal panicle of flowers, the base of which
was decorated with rich scarlet bracts or small leaves, the upper bracts amongst the flowers
being white. The whole panicle was whitish with a kind of mealiness, and the blossoms
were white tipped with purple. It was a regal-looking plant.

Calceolaria Bijou.—Mr. Watson, St. Albans [S.C.C.].—A shrubby variety, with deep
chocolate crimson flowers. It was rewarded for its merit as a bedding variety.
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Centaurea argentea.—Mi\ Bull, Chelsea [C. and B.].—A perennial, with white
cottony leaves. Useful for flower-garden purposes, but of no interest as a flowering plant, in
which character it was shown, the flowers being purplish and like those of common Knap-
weed. The leaves, which were very elegant, were pinnate, with the segments pinnatifid,

the segments being numerous and narrow; the whole surface clothed with white cottony hairs.

Cypripedium Stonei.—Mr. Williams [F.C.C. and S.K.].—A very beautiful species
from Borneo, noticed in Vol. ii., page 689.

Deutzia crenata plore pleko.—Mr. Standish, Ascot [F.C.C. and S.K.].—A very
handsome hardy Japanese shrub introduced by Mr. Fortune. It had opposite, shortly-stalked,
ovate-acuminate, finely serrated leaves, and terminal racemes of drooping flowers, which are
double white, punctately tinged on the outer surface with deep rose.

Fuchsia Pillar op Gold.—Messrs. F. & A. Smith, Dulwich [C.].—A variogated and
yellow-tinged variety, the golden glow on the foliage giving it rather a striking effect.

Homoianthus viscosus.—Messrs. Veitch & Son [C ; and B.].—A free-blooming hardy
perennial from Valdivia. It forms a tuft of oblong-cuneate, sinuately-toothcd root-leaves,

from amongst which rise numerous flowering-stems li foot high, each bearing about three
or four capitules corymbosely arranged, and about as large as those of the Chicory ; the florets

of a purplish-violet colour, paler towards the centre of the head. It will make a good border
flower of the composite class.

Lastrka erythrosora.—Messrs. Veitch & Son [S.C.C. and S.B.].—A handsome hardy
Japanese Fern, with fronds about 3 feet high with dark stipes, bipinnate, of ovate outline,

of a bright shining green ; the pinnules oblong, falcate, acute, and more or less lobed, but
chiefly remarkable for having their under surface decorated with lines of red dots, these dots
being, in fact, the indusia overlying the roundish heaps of spore-cases in the form of deep
red scales which are very evident in the younger stages of the fructification. It is a charming
addition to our hardy Ferns, associating well with Lastrea opaca, another fine hardy ever-
green species lately introduced from Japan and China.

Lychnis Senno.—Mr. Standish [S.C.C. and S.B.].—A fine hardy herbaceous plant, with
erect stems about 2| feet high

;
hairy, opposite leaves, which are stained on the under side

with chocolate purple, and bear in their upper fdrks large deep crimson flowers 2 to 2£ in.oh.es

broad, and having the margin toothed ; the calyxes are hairy and purplish. Another form
called striata was shown with the foregoing. This had the leaves slightly and unequally
variegated at the edge, and the flowers rather larger than the other, crimson streaked with
white.

Marattia (?) Cooperi (Moore).—Messrs. Veitch & Son [F.C.C. and S.K.].—A very
beautiful Fern of the marattiaceous group, but, as yet, only doubtfully named, not having
borne fructification ; it is, however, quite unlike all the species of this group hitherto made
known. From the large purplish massive rootstock rise the purple stipites, which, in the
moderate-sized plant exhibited on this occasion, divide into about two pairs of branches of
oblong outline and bipinnate; the leaflets or pinnules being shortish, oblong- acuminate,
doubly inciso-serrate on the margin, and of a motley half-variegated green colour. These
compound branches being most gracefully spreading and pendent from the nearly upright
stipes. It comes from Australasia.

Mimulus maculosus.—Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, St. John's "Wood [C.].—

A

group of varieties of the new hybrid spotted Monkey-flowers, named Annie, Elise, Lizzy,

Rosa, Mary, Bessie, was commended in the lump as ornamental novelties too little dissimilar

to be otherwise noticed.

Ouvirandra Berneriana.—Messrs. Jackson & Son, Kingston [F.C.C. and S.K.].

—

Of this, which is one of the beautiful Lattice-leaf plants of Madagascar, a fine healthy plant in
a large deep glass pan was shown. The leaves, all submerged, were long, narrow, and ribbon-
like in form, full of holes between the regular quadrangular system of network, of which
they are composed. They are much longer and narrower than in 0. fenestralis, an admirable
sample of which, shown by Mr. Bull, served for comparison.

Pancratium amboiense.—Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter and Chelsea [F.C.C. and S.K.].
—This was a fine-looking stove bulb introduced from the Philippine Islands. It had bold,

cordate, ribbed leaves ; and these, together with its tall scape of pure white flowers, were
suggestive of some of the lovely species of Eucharis, though sufficiently unlike them on
further examination. The scapes were about 2 feet high, and supported an umbel of several

erect white flowers, the perianth segments of which were stiff, oblong- elliptic, and the staminal
cup very small.

Pansy- (Fancy) Bob Ridley, Harlequin, Dazzle.'—-Mr. Bragg, Slough [C],
Pansy (Fancy) Pallas.—E. J. Lowe, Esq., Beeston [C.].—A large, showy, purple

and yellow variety, with dark blotch.

Pelargonium Achilles.—G. W. Hoyle, Esq., Eeading [F.C.C.].—A high-coloured
sort of good properties

;
crimson, clouded with maroon, the centre pure white. A very attrac-

tive flower.
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Pelargonium (Zonale) Adonis.—Mr. Hally, Blackkeath [F.C.O.].—A fine horseshoe
scarlet, favourably reported on in Vol. iii., page 75, as having been grown at Chiswick. It
is a fine bright scarlet of good form, with a white eye.

Pelargonium Aristides.—G. W. Hoyle, Esq. [S.C.C.]-—A showy variety of the rosy
class, having some tolerably good properties.

Pelargonium Maid oe Honour.—W. Beck, Esq., Isleworth [C.].—One of the pleasing
because distinct-looking sorts, with a purplish or lilac tone of colour. This was rewarded
chiefly for its colour, which is that of Viola, on which it was considered to be an improvement.

_
Petunia Mrs. Sherbrook.—Mr. Turner, Slough [0.].—A large-flowered magenta-and-

white-striped sort, with angular reflexing lobes to the corolla.

Pinanga, sp.—Messrs. Veitch & Son [C. and B.].—A handsome pinnate Palm from the
Philippine Islands, with few broad pinnee incisely toothed at the end, and of a mottled
dark green colour.

Rhynchospermum .tasminoides variegatum.—Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., Pine
Apple Nursery [0. and B.].—A greenhouse evergreen shrub, which promises to assume a
very ornamental character. Its leaves are marbled with greyish-green, and freely edged
with cream colour, forrning a very irregular border, sometimes, indeed, occupying nearly
the whole of one side of the leaf. It had been imported from Japan.

Sklliguea pothifolia.—Messrs. Veitch & Son [S.C.C. and S.B.].—A handsome and
distinct Fern, introduced from Japan, and found also in India. It had a stoutish creeping
rhizome, from which rose up the erect pinnate fronds a couple of feet high, and divided into
long linear-lanceolate pinnas, which were a good deal attenuated at the point, and distinctly

decurrent at the base, so as to form a wing to the rachis, whence the plant has sometimes
been called 8. d.ecurrens. The fructification is in naked oblique lines.

Taxus hibernica var. eastigiata.—Messrs. Fisher, Holmes, & Co., Sheffield [F.CC.
and S.K.].—This was exhibited as a perfectly hardy constant variety, obtained from seed of
the Irish Yew. It proved to be a very beautiful shrub, of close fastigiate habit ; the young
leaves golden with a green rib. This golden tinge was very regularly developed over the
several plants sent, and was a strongly-marked feature.

Trichomanes crispum var. pilosum.—Messrs. Low & Co., Clapton [S.C.C. and S.B.].—
A beautiful Film-Fern with long, narrow, pinnate, translucent fronds, clothed with rufous
hairs : hence it is sometimes called Trichomanes rufum.

Verbena Othello.—Mr. Wills [C.].—A close-habited, dark, claret-coloured sort, con-
sidered to be an acquisition as a bedding variety. It was stated to be a seedling from
Robert Burns.

Woodwardia japonica.—Messrs. Veitch & Son [S.C.C. and S.B.].—A fine Japanese
Fern of the bold-habited class, quite dissimilar from W. orientalis recently introduced from
the same country. The fronds are ovate-pinnate, a couple of feet high ; the pinnas broadish,

notched Avith good-sized, shallow, roundish lobes.

{To be continued.)

REVIEW.
The Rose Amateurs' Guide, containing Ample Descriptions of all the Fine Leading

Roses, Regularly Glassed in their Respective Families, their History and Mode of Culture.

By Thomas Rivers. Eighth Edition. London : Longmans.

This is the eighth edition of a work which has now been for many years before the

public, and which we believe was among the first to disseminate instruction on the subject

of Eose-cultivation in this country. "We remember the early editions, thin and lanky as

they were, and we sometimes stumble over one now ; but what a contrast do they present to

the portable and substantial volume now before us, <( enlarged, corrected, and improved," as

it is with much new and practical matter !

Among the new matter we have a note on the old Double Apple-bearing Rose :

—

" The true tree Rose is the old variety called the Double Apple-bearing Rose, the ' Rosa
sylvestris pomifera major ' of Miller's 'Gardeners' Dictionary.' At the commencement of

the present century this kind was the only tree Rose of our gardens, with the exception of

the double Sweet Briar, which in strong soils often formed itself into a fine standard tree.

In the 'front court' of my father's garden, I remember two fine tree Roses, one the

double Apple-bearing ; the other the Double Sweet Briar
;
they had large heads many feet

through, and stems gnarled and knotted, measuring 2 feet in circumference : their beauty,

when their large heads were covered with flowers, was most striking, and the polite stage -

coachmen of those days used to pull up to allow their passengers to have a good look at

those glorious trees—one almost regrets that such pleasant times are gone for ever. The
trees were destroyed by a heavy fall of snow in the autumn before they had shed their
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leaves,which, lodging on the branches, crushed them to the ground, so that they never reco-
vered. Some old specimens of the Double Apple-bearing Rose still exist here : one has a stem
nearly 18 inches in circumference."

One of the new features in gardening that is now coming into vogue and Which bids
fair to become an object of attraction, is the Tea-scented Rose- house. We saw one some
time ago at Mr. William Paul's, of Waltham Cross, and we cannot imagine anything
more delightful than such a structure. The naturally delicate and tender constitution of the
Tea Rose unfits it as a permanent out-door inhabitant in our English climate, and the
protection that a house affords is therefore beneficial to it ; but apart from this consideration,
the extreme beauty and delicacy of the colours and forms of the flowers are so enhanced
and preserved, that the additional charms they convey are ample compensation for the extra
care bestowed on their cultivation. Mr. Rivers says

—

"A house for those beautiful Roses, to be enjoyable, should be span-roofed—glazed with
large squares of glass, the rafters light, and the roof fixed. Its dimensions should be as
follows—width, 14 feet; height of sides, from 5 to 6 feet; height to ridge, from 9 to 10 feet

;

it should be ventilated at each side by shutters on hinges; or sashes 18 inches wide ; no
roof-ventilation is necessary. A nicely gravelled path, i feet wide, should occupy the centre,
and a border made on each side 5 feet wide. Each border will hold three rows of Rose
trees, which should be planted so as to form two banks of Roses in this manner : the back row
should be of low standards, 3 feet in height ; the middle row, standards 2 feet 6 inches
high ; and the row next the path, dwarf standards 2 feet high. When the trees are in full

foliage and flower, a perfect bank of beauty is formed
;

for, owing to the favourable climate,
the trees grow with a vigom hardly conceivable. Previous to planting, the borders should
have a dressing of manure 6 inches thick, which should be well mixed with the soil to a
depth of 2 feet. I have been induced to suggest this mode of culture for Tea-scented Roses,
owing to my having planted, in December, 1862, a border in one of my span-roofed orchard-
houses with low standards of the most choice varieties of this beautiful group, I have never,
in the whole course of my experience, seen anything in Rose-culture so beautiful and so
gratifying : for during the whole of this month (May, 1863), not only their flowers but their
large beautiful leaves, unscathed by frost, wind, or rain, have been a source of untiring
gratification. No artificial heat is employed, so that the air is always pure and most agree-
able. In a house of this description, Tea-scented Roses will bloom beautifully from May
till November ; but in spring and autumn—say in May and part of June, and again in Sep-
tember and October—they will be in the greatest perfection. In June, July, and August,
the ventilators should be open night and day in calm weather, and closed only to exclude
violent wind."

The extent to which Roses are now grown in pots has called forth new modes of culture,
and 'there is no more agreeable and beautiful form in which to bloom those favourite flowers,
than in the close compact little bush such as we see now so extensively exhibited at the
metropolitan flower shows. On this subject Mr. Rivers has the following very useful
observations :

—

<_'A very simple and efficient method of gaining two years' growth in one has been
practised here for many years, and imitated by numerous Rose-growers.

"About the 1st of May a hotbed should be made, 5 feet wide and 3 feet in height—if of
leaves and manure equal parts, all the better, its heat will last longer. On this bed some
light mould should be placed, about 6 inches thick, supported by boards. Roses intended
for rapid growth should be taken from their small pots, their balls of earth loosened, and
potted into 24-sized or eight-inch pots, with the usual compost; these should be plunged up to
their rims in the bed, and the surface of each pot covered with rotten manure, about an inch
thick, They may remain thus plunged for six or seven weeks, at the end of which time the
heat of the bed will have declined ; the pots should then be removed, and the soil they are
plunged in; the bed should then be remade with about half its bulk of fresh manure mixed
with it, the pots re-plunged, and the plants suffered to grow till autumn, when they should
be removed to pits or houses appropriated to their culture."

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS.

Conservatory.
A good stock of Tulips, Hyacinths, and other Dutch

bulbs should at once be potted for winter and spring-
flowering, if not already done. Attend to Salvias,

Chrysanthemums, and other plants for autumn deco-
ration. Keep them neatly tied and well watered. No
time should now be lost in housing the plants; but,

before doing so, the summer-flowering climbers and
others should he cut freely back, and the permanent
plants should all he gone over, and cleaned and tied-
in if they require it. The house should also be tho-
roughly cleaned before the plants are brought in.
Have all the pots well washed, and the plants cleaned
and neatly tied before they are housed. Avoid crowd-
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ing, and arrange the flowering plants wltji taste over
the house. Attend carefully to the watering of all

plants. Camellias that, are swelling their buds will

require liberal supplies. Give all the air possible in

mild weather, but guard against cold winds. Unless

in ease of frost or to dry up the damp, fire heat will

not yet be necessary.

Greenhouses.
Hardwooded Plants. — No time should now be

lost in housing any plants lhat are still out of doors.

In arranging the plants the more tender kinds should
be placed at the best and warmest part of the house,

and the more hardy ones at the coolest part. All

plants set with bloom should have fhe most lightsome
places; the others may stand in the more shaded
parts of the house. Perfect cleanliness, abundance of

nir and water when necessary, are the principal

matters at present that demand attention.. Soft-

wooded Plants.—Pelargoniums.—Thosefor flowering

in May should now be finally shifted. Tie-out the

young shoots as they advance in growth, Pick off all

decayed leaves, also the small ones in the centre of

the p'lants. They will not require much water until

they begin to fill their pots with fresh roots. They
should then have plenty when they require it. Pot-

off cuttings, and shift those previously potted-off.

Give plenty of air in fine weather. Maintain a night

temperature of from 50° to 55° according to the state

of the weather. Fumigate occasionally to keep the

plants clear of green fly. Cinerarias.—Many of the

strongest seedlings will now be throwing up their

flower-stems. These, if put into a little heat, will soon

bo in flower, and will be very useful during the

autumn. Specimen plants for spring-flowering must
be carefully attended to. Shift any that may require

it, and tie-out the leaves to allow the air to circulate

freely through the centre of the plants. Water when
necessary. Shift all young plants that require it.

Ventilate freely, and guard against frost and damp.
Fumigate lor green fly. Calceolarias.—Repot in a

rich, light, sandv compost. Water carefully, as they

are very liable to damp-off. Put in cuttings— they

root freely at this season. Fuchsias.—Prune back all

done flowering. Water well any still in flower. Pot-

off cuttings.
Stove.

Climbers that lose the leaves should be cleaned and

pruned back, to give light to the plants underneath.

Pay great attention to Begonias, Justieias, Euphorbias,

and other winter-flow ering plants. See that all plants

are clear of insects. Maintain a temperature of from

CS° to 70° at night, and 75° to S0Q during the day

Water according to the individual state of each plant,

and give air freely at all opportunities.

Flower Garden
Until a night's frost, makes all desolate, spare no

pains to keep everything in the best possible condii ion.

Look carefully over the stock of cuttings to see that

nothing has been omitted. Lose no time in getting

in cuttings of anything the stock of which appears

small. Cuttings of Calceolarias root with great cer-

tainty in a cold frame at this season. The choicer

kinds of bedding Geraniums, the stock of which may
be short, should be lifted and potted before they are

injured by the frost. Choice sorts of Hollyhocks take

up, pot, and winter in a cool house or pit. Dahlias

lift dry and store away. Chrysanthemums make a

grand display when they are protected from the

weather. Plant all kinds of hardy bulbs for early

flowering in spring, as Crocus, Snowdrop, Tulips,

Aconites, Dogstooth Violets. Hyacinths, Fritillarias,

Grown Imperials, &c. Plant-out Pinks, Pansies,

Alysbums, &c. Pleasure Grounds.—As the haves

from the trees will now be troublesome, have the

walks and lawn swept frequently. The planting of

evergreens and deciduous trees should now be pro-

ceeded with in good earnest. All large trees should

be removed with great care, and be well secured

against the strong winds. When propeily trans-

planted, there is little danger of their succeeding well

at this season. When put off till spring there is then

great risk.
Forcing.

Fktjitc— Pine Apples. — For fruiting plants see

directions last month, which v ill apply to this. The
plants for starting in January ought now to have com-
pleted their growth. They will requirea drier atmo-
sphere now and more air when the weather permits,

with a night temperature of trom 60 p to 65°, according

to the weather. Succession plants should have plenty

of air on fine days. They should only be watered
when absolutely necessary, as it is not advisable to

stimulate the plants into tree growth at this season.

They must have a steady bottom heat of from 80° to

85°, and a night temperature of about 05° will be
sufficient at present. Fines.—The early house should
now be started. Give the borders a good soaking of

water. Syringe the Vines two or three times daily.

Give air in the early part of the day when fine. Keep a

dry atmosphere in the late houses by making fives

during the day, and giving air at the same time if the

weather permits. Peaches and Nectarines.— Prune
the trees in the early house and then put on the

sashes, but give plenty ot air both by night and day.
In wet weather remove all the old ligatures, and clean
the trees of everything likely to harbour the eggs or
larvEE of insects, then give them a dressing of the
following mixture:— Soft soap, sulphur, clay, and
tobacco water, all reduced to the consistency of paint,

with warm water. When this is dry on the trees they
should then be neatly tied down to the trellis. Towards
the end of the month, when the leaves are all off tho
trees in the late house, any pruning required should
be done and the sashes put on before bad weather sets

in. Figs — Maintain a temperature of about CO0, to

ripen off the late crop of fruit. Water at root only,

and that very sparingly. Keep the atmosphere of the
house dry, and give air when the weather is mild.

Stt'awberries.—Pinch off all runners as they appear.
Very little or no water will now be required, as the
forming and perfecting of the crowns is now the prin-
cipal point, for which dryness is most essential.

Melons.—Whilst the fruit is swelling endeavour to

keep the foliage healthy, and maintain a steady
bottom heat. Water at the roots only when necessary.

Cucumbers.—Maintain a moist growing atmosphere,
and a temperature of 70° at night and 80° by day.
Water well when necessary, and give air freely at all

favourable opportunities.

Hardy Fruit.
Most kinds of Apples and Pears may be gathered,

this month. Late Pears should be left on the trees

whilst the weather continues favourable. As a general
rule they should be taken when the fruit parts freely

from the spur on being lifted upwards. Great care

should be taken in gathering fruit not to rub (he

bloom off or to bruise them. Much fine fruit is often-

times spoiled by careless gathering. Lay them care-

fully on the shelves in the fruit-room. Gather Filberts,

Quinces, Walnuts, and Medlars. Late Peaches and
Plums protect on walls. Plant fruit trees of all

kinds as soon as the leaves begin falling. On strong
soils it is advisable to plant on hillocks raised a little

above the surrounding surface. On thin light soils

they should be planted on a level with the surface.

Make fresh plantations of Raspberries and Straw-
berries.

Kitchen Garden.
One of the principal matters requiring attention

this month is the lilting and proper storing of the root

crops. No opportunity should now be lost to get the
Potatoes out of the ground and stored away in proper
condition. Take advantage of dry weather towards
the end of month to get up and store away. Beet,

isaltafy, Scorzonera, Carrots, Parsnips, J-c— Con-
tinued stir and hoe the ground between the crops in

dt y weather. Continue to earth-up Celery when dry.

'the Cauliflowers sown in August should now be
pricked out into frames or under hand-glasses. Fn-
dkc— Continue to blanch as required. Spinach
should be well thinned out, weeded, and the surface

of the ground stirred. Cabbages.—Plant out as good
breadths also a few Red Dutch for Pickling. Lettuce.

—Plant on warm sheltered borders. Remove the

leaves off ol Rhubarb and Sea-kale intended for forcing.

Clear off all decayed leaves and dress borders. As
ground becomes vacant, manure, trench, and throw
it up into steep ridges.—M. S.
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DEUTZIA CRENATA ELORE PLENO.
WITH AN ILLUSTRATION.

Some thirty years ago our gardens were enriched by the introduction of a
dwarf Japanese shrub, which in spring time, when laden with its cymose
panicles of starry snow-white blossoms, was found to be one of the prettiest

of our shrubbery ornaments. This was the Deutzia scabra of botanists—a plant
which, besides the interest it afforded in the garden, also furnished occupation
of a highly pleasing character in the study, the stellate silicious hairs with
which its surface was covered being found to form one of the most beautiful of
microscopic objects when seen through the medium of polarised light.

Since then our gardens have been enriched by other species now familiar
amongst us, of which the more important are D. corymbosa and D. staminea,
both ornamental as out-door shrubs, and D. gracilis, a charming object as an
in-door forcing plant ; the latter, which does not generally perfect its flowers
in the open air, is indeed one of the most beautiful of all dwarf shrubs for early
forcing. The stellate hairs of D. staminea too, as we can testify from our own
experience, are very much superior to those of the original D. scabra as
microscopic objects.

With such antecedents as these it was not surprising when it became known
that Mr. Fortune had introduced from Japan an ornamental Deutzia with
double flowers, that expectation should have been strained to its highest pitch
And when in the course of the past summer Mr. Standish succeeded in presenting
the new introduction in flower at the metropolitan fetes, it was seen at once
that expectation was not in this instance doomed to disappointment, but that
a sterling addition to our dwarf hardy shrubs had been secured.

It is this plant, thus ushered into notice, Deutzia crenata elore pleno,
which we have now the pleasure of figuring

; and of which our figure by Fitch
will, we trust, convey a iair idea, notwithstanding that the beauty of a plant
with pale-coloured blossoms, and whose effect depends in some measure upon
the presence of an example of at least moderate size, and well furnished with
flowers, is very inadequately realised by the representation of a small sprig
upon white paper. We can at least assure those of our readers who have not
seen the plant, that it is fully equal in beauty to any of its congeners, and
quite distinct from them all. It forms a dwarf shrub, with opposite, shortly
stalked, ovate, acute, finely crenulated leaves, and racemes of drooping flowers,
which are white punctately tinged on the outer surface with deep rose

;
they

are furnished with several petals instead of the normal number—five, and
hence form what are called double blossoms.

^

Deutzia^ is nearly related botanically to PhitadeJpJms, being distinguished
chiefly by its definite stamens, its tricuspidate filaments, and its free° styles.
Concerning the species Dr. Siebold observes that some succeed only on plains
but little elevated above the sea level

—

e. g., D. scabra and crenata, while
others prefer the deep humid valleys of lofty mountains—e. g., D. gracilis,
Brunoniana, corymbosa, and staminea. The most common species in Japan is,

according to the same authority, D. scabra, which grows along hedges, on
gentle slopes, and on rocks; seldom at a greater height above the sea than
1200 feet, where it is associated with Euonymus, Viburnum, Eurya, Ligustrum,
Vitis, Cissus, &c. Towards the end of the year the leaves of this species are
collected for the use of cabinet-makers, who employ it as a polishing material
in place of the Dutch Rushes of Europe. Hedges are also formed of this shrub,
and it is cultivated in gardens, especially a variety with double flowers, which
is agreeably intermingled with the different species of Hydrangea, Aralia
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pentaphylla, &.c. JD. crcnata is more rare, and succeeds best in the valleys of
little elevation and damp. It is also found in hedges intermixed with D. scabra.
JD. gracilis occurs only on the high mounts of the south of Japan.

All the species rnay be recommended as useful plants for spring forcing

;

and our present subject especially so, from the contrast between its rosy-tinged
blossoms and the pure white ones of those of other species.

* M.

HINTS ON THE CULTIVATION OF THE GRAPE VINE.
I must confess my hints on the cultivation of this favourite fruit ought

long ago to have been completed
; but owing to so much having been written

at the time about the Vine, I thought that my scribble might be deferred.
Those who are anxious to have Grapes all the year round without wearing

out too soon the early and permanent vinery, I recommend them to adopt the
following plan :—Erect a span-roofed forcing-pit for Vines in pots, from which
the first crop of Grapes may be had ; also four vineries in addition to this, the
sizes of the different houses to be made according to the quantity of Grapes
required for the family. Say the span forcing-pit to be 50 feet by 16; the
early and permanent vinery may be," if a lean-to, 60 to 70 feet long ; if a span-
roofed vinery, 35 to 40 feet long by 26 feet wide. The latter shape I prefer
to all others. My own early vinery is 65 feet by 23 wide, the ends of which
are nearly east and west, and we have cut first-prize Grapes from the north
side of the house three years successively ; and upon the whole the north side
has been quite equal so far to the south side. The size given for the first house
will do for the second, and the same dimensions will do for the third and
fourth vinery.

Assuming there are these many houses, and one forcing-pit, the dimensions
of which may be regulated according to the demand to be made upon the
gardener. There are many places in which are to be found six or eight
vineries, and a quantity of forcing-pits besides, all of which are necessary
according to the demand, and many of course who have not the quantity abso-
lutely necessary for the supply of their family.

I particularly at this point press upon all gardeners who have not got the
necessary convenience for giving a succession of Grapes all the year round, to

urge their employers to supply the proper structures for that purpose. There
are very few families who would not like such a luxury.

The forcing-pit should be heated with eight rows of four-inch pipes, four

rows for top and bottom heat, and arranged so that either may be worked at

pleasure : this will enable the gardener to keep the roots a little in advance of
the top.

The early vinery may be either a lean-to or span-roofed. I advise that the
rafters be fixed 4 feet 6 inches from centre to centre of rafter : this will enable
the gardener to plant the Vines every 2 feet 6 inches. I think it much better

to take 30 lbs. weight of fruit from two Vines than from one occupying two
rafters. The varieties for the early house should be principally Black Ham- 1

burghs, and five or six varieties of White kinds may be introduced, such
as Buckland Sweetwater, White Frontignan, Chaptal, and a Muscat or two
may be planted at the warmest end of the house. A span-roofed vinery
(early), should have ten rows of four-inch pipes in it, and at least half of these

pipes should have the broad evaporating-troughs cast upon them, as sustain-

ing moisture whilst the fruit is swelling is a very important matter.

The second vinery I would transplant principally with the best varieties of
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Black Haniburghs, and a few other kinds for the sake of having a variety, such,
as Black Prince, Trentham Black, Buckland Sweetwater, "Chaptal, White
Frontignan, and one or two Muscats of Alexandria at the hottest end of the
house. This house should have eight rows of four-inch pipes in it, taking
care to have half with troughs as recommended above.

The third vinery I would transplant with the different sorts of Muscats,
such as Charlesworth Tokay, Bowood Muscat, Barnes' Muscat, and Muscat of
Alexandria; and although there is no apparent difference in the appearance of
the fruit, my opinion is, there is a difference in the constitution of the plants.
I would also advise that one or two Canon Hall Muscats should be planted.
This house should have the same quantity of pipes and troughs in it as recom-
mended for the early vinery.

The fourth vinery to have eight rows of four-inch pipes, and trough-pipes
as recommended above, and to be planted with the true variety of Black
Alicante (see the report in the Gardeners' Chronicle and Journal of Horticul-
ture of the Fruit Committee of Oct. 4th), Lady Downes', West's St. Peter's,
Barbarossa, Old White Tokay, and Trebbiano.

The Vineyard, Garston, near Liverpool. J. Meredith.
(To he continued.)

A FEW THINGS RELATING TO ROSES.
[After we received the following communication from our esteemed corre-

spondent, he informed us that he had also sent it to one of our contemporaries.
This, then, will account for it appearing simultaneously in two periodicals.]

1. Moss.—On full consideration I think that showing Roses on moss is the
best way. It is difficult in this life to make things quite equal. Those who
can get tree moss have a great advantage over those who can only get ground
moss. The quality of this differs according to the richness or poorness of the
ground. Here the soil is mainly poor, and I, for one, can only procure some-
thing that bears the name of moss, of a yellowish -green colour. Sometimes it

is as brown as a door-mat.

2. The Show Box.—This should be 6 inches high at the back, and 4 inchesm front. The width should be 18 inches including the wood. The proper
length is 3 feet

; but if notice is given of the length of the box, the length is
not material. The stems of the cups need be only 4 inches. To meet the
upraised tendency of the back and centre, strips of wood should be nailed or
screwed to the bottom of the box; this will make the cups level. Supposing
the box to be for twenty-four Roses in three lines of eight Roses, the base of the
cups may be fixed with tin tacks in their places. Being fixed, havbands or
chips will suffice to stuff up the box ; and then the surface may be covered
with moss. Where moss, as here, is scarce, this will be found economical.
The cover of the show box should not be painted, as paint draws the heat, A
wet cloth in very hot weather should be over the box. The heat and shaking
of a train do great mischief.

3. The Bud Rule.—Kudo, diversity of opinion on this subject prevails,
even among those perfectly able to give an opinion. Those who have large
stocks of Roses and good land are generally for enforcing the bud rule, a rule
which is never enforced, and, therefore, a very unwise rule. Were the rule
enforced there would scarcely be a box without the word " disqualification !

"

The Judges at the National have no time to examine bud-removals
; they have

barely time to count the good Roses. The bud rule is rather hard upon those
who have small stocks of Roses and inferior ground. Were they allowed to
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disbud, they might get a bloom larger and forward enough for the show day,

which else will be left behind, and an inferior one will be taken in its place.

The difficulties of getting good blooms, and conveying them in condition long

distances, are sufficient already. None but those who exhibit know what a

toil it is. The best way is to have no rule at all. Those who have a good

Rose with clean buds will be sure to take it. A good Rose with bad buds is

spoiled. The best twenty-four Roses that I ever saw in my life, and by far

the finest, were exhibited by Mr. J. Keynes at the Floral Hall, Covent Garden,

some years back. Such of them as were not natively single had all been dis-

budded. I give him credit for his good sense : he won the first prize rightly.

Mr. Cranston's were second; they had their buds, and were, though not quite

the size, very fine Roses. They were the best twenty-four that I ever saw
with their buds on. "What we wrant at exhibitions is good specimens. I can

assure your readers that, having acted twice as censor at the National Rose
Show with Mr. Wood, a fair and most painstaking censor, together with others

not less so, the proportion of bad, indifferent, and out-of- condition Roses, even

in winning-boxes, quite astonished me. In the year 1862 this was especially

the case. In that year the Roses from Reed Hall were as good as if they had
been turned in a lathe : moreover, their condition was good. Mr. Hedge
must be crowned king.

As regards trebles, I agree with Mr. W. Paul, that they afford an opportu-

nity of seeing a Rose in different stages of development ; but if they are not all

three good and in good condition, the bad one and the indifferent one make my
eyes ache so, that I cannot enjoy the good one. I, for one, do not care for

effective boxes or effective bushes. I look for good specimens in both cases.

I was in a neighbouring county at a Rose Show some years back, where

effectiveness was the order of the day. The boxes were with one exception

,

besides my own, all more or less dressed with leaves. I observed to a gardener

whose box was a " wiggery of false hair," " I do not like your system of dress-

ing-up." He looked at me seriously and full in the face, and said, " Why,
Mr. Radclyffe, I am ' stonish'd' at you—a gentleman as knows a Rose so well

as you ! Why you would entirely ' disappint ' the public and ' spile ' the Show
outright !

" I laughed heartily, won during the year three second prizes and

an extra prize for collection of 106 Roses in September, paid my subscription

for another year like a man, and withdrew from further " effectiveness."

Nothing should be added to the truss, but I would permit disbudding.

Some Roses, such as Duchesse d'Orleans and Soeur des Anges often cast five

buds of the same size and age, four of which should be removed, or they will

spoil each other. In some cases the buds are so close to the centre one that

it would not expand without the removal of the surrounding ones.

4. Rose Judges.—It is not every judge of florists' flowers that is fit for a

Rose judge. None but extensive growers are really fit for it; and for this

reason—Roses alter so much on travel that three Roses, usually quite distinct,

may look like each other. I have seen Auguste Mie, Duchesse d'Orleans, and
the H.P. Queen of Denmark look so like each other that a non-rosarian would
have disqualified the box. On one occasion I saved a gentleman from this

disgrace, and he got a prize—I think a fourth prize. The Roses were rightly

tallied.

5. Pot-plants— Novelties.—These generally arrive tied to a Currant twig,

which roots faster than the stock. The ties should be cut with a pair of

scissors, and the twig should be removed and replaced with dead wood.

Scissors are better than a knife to cut the ties, as you are less likely to bruise

the unhardened wood, which looks like a seedling Asparagus three weeks old.

If the novelty arrives in the autumn, take it out of the pot and plant it in the
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Cucumber-frame. Do not water it, but put dry leaves over the surface. Put
the lights on only at night, or in bad day weather. I lost last winter none so

treated. If a pot-plant arrives in summer in clayey mould, baked as hard as a
brick in the pot, before you plant it out, soak it in a bucket of water till the
ball is wet through, or you will never wet it ; white fungus will then ensue,

and the plant will make no growth. A twelve-hours rain alone will wet this

hard ball. After you have wintered your novelties in the frame, in May plant

them in two rows with their balls on raised banks, such as thorn hedges are

planted on. I planted out this spring sixty-six frame-wintered pot plants, and
forty Roses. Even established Roses have grown and bloomed better. The
banks are about 3 feet wide, with ditches between them ; the banks run
north and south, so that the rising sun heated one side, and the setting

sun heated the other. The top is heated by the sun in the ascendant. After
planting I put on a heavy mulching of black dung battened down, and covered
the manure with 2 inches of burnt field ashes to protect the mulching—these

were also battened down. Water during the torrid weather was poured on
the centre copiously. Thirty-three in equal shares of eleven, were Prince
Camille de Rohan, Due de Cazes, Princesse Mathilde, and one Vulcain—all

dark Roses. I saw, on one occasion, besides continuity of blooming, eighty
good blooms at one time—a very fine sight. Many of these plants are now
from 4 feet high, and strong.

I am induced to send this article from the great number of too flattering

encouragements which I have received from all grades in society, and from all

parts of the kiugdom.
Ruslito?i. W. F. Radclyfee.

CONCERNING NEW HYACINTHS.
In reply to your correspondent " Quo," What constitutes a new Hyacinth ?

&c, allow me first to say that the six new varieties shown by us on the 18th of

March last had never been exhibited in London before, and, I believe, in no
place in the United Kingdom. The sorts were Feruk Khan, Fair Maid of

Denmark, San Francisco, Prince of Orange, Estella, and Rouge Eclatante

;

this last I was aware was not absolutely new, although very scarce ; but from
my notes I could not find that it had ever appeared at a public show. Maria
Theresa, which " Quo " says was one of the six, was merely placed by the side

of the above ; and I understand from my foreman it was marked off by him
before the Judges saw them. At any rate I never intended it as a new one,

having many years ago exhibited it as such ; and my standing rule has been
every season to stage none in this class that have ever been seen before ; and
I hope it will not be considered out of place for me to take little credit to

myself in stating, that nearly every first-class Hyacinth that now occupies

anything like a position has been introduced into England by ourselves. Take
as example Robert Steiger, Grand Lilas, Florence Nightingale (Fabiola),

Madame Van der Hoop, General Havelock, Mont Blanc, &c.
I do not consider that the Dutch information as to dates can in any way

determine what constitutes a new Hyacinth. Your quotation from the third

Dutch correspondent especially leads me to this conclusion, in which he says

Due de Malakoff was raised in 1857, and sold for exportation in 1858, it being
a well-known fact that after such a sort is selected from the seedlings as would
be likely to be worth cultivation, it takes from five to seven years to get bulbs

sufficient for this purpose ; and then it is probable they would retain them for

a year or two longer to test their quality. I always consider a new Hyacinth
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to be known to the raiser at least ten years before I receive it here, and then
I grow them privately for one or two seasons before they are publicly exhibited.
As a proof of this I may state, that when I visited Haarlem in 1862, I selected
amongst the seedlings many that I thought would be grand additions. I
asked the question, " When may I expect'to have some of these? " To which
my friend naively replied, " Possibly in ten years, but more certain in twenty,"
so that the only hope I can ever have in these seedlings is that my children
will have the pleasure of enjoying them.

I consider his question, What constitutes a new Hyacinth ? might be easily
and satisfactorily settled by adopting the well-known rule regarding other
new plants. Take the Royal Horticultural Society for instance, which says,
" Any plant that has been exhibited before this Society at a previous Meeting
cannot be considered new." Would this rule not equally apply to the Hyacinth
as to that beautiful new Japanese Lily, or a Continental Azalea ? One surely
would not write to a Japanese to inquire how long he had known the Lily, or
to the Belgian raiser of the Azalea ; neither would it, I think, be necessary to
inquire of a New Zealander the age of a tree Fern : therefore, what holds good
in one case should in the other ; for when once a plant has been introduced,
even if not distributed, it can be no longer new if once exhibited.

I quite agree with " Quo " that Hyacinths are little known ; and I am quite
confidant, although with due respect to their abilities in other matters, that the
Judges appointed on the 18th of March were very little acquainted with them.
If they had been, they must have known that the collection to which they
awarded the first prize contained many sorts that had appeared several seasons
before. The sorts that received the award were, I believe, 1, Florence Night-
ingale (Fabiola), exhibited by ourselves as long ago, and every season since,

1857; 2, Snowball, in 1860
; 3, Koh-i-noor, in 1860; 4, Due de Malakoff, in

1862
; 5, Macaulay, in 1862 ; and 6, Haydn, by Mr. Turner, in 1860. I have

given the elates when they were exhibited ; and the Judges, if they profess to

be competent, ought to have seen them in the years I quote, although I am
now quite convinced they took no particular notice of the subject, or they
would not knowingly have committed such a blunder.

My own experience teaches me that it takes many years to get well up in

these matters ; and to understand them thoroughly they must be grown.
Neither can I believe any one, however intelligent he may be, is possibly able

to obtain a conscientious knowledge of their qualities by means of the much-
damaged cut blooms sent over from Holland every year. I say " much damaged "

advisedly, for such they really are. New varieties are sometimes sent, but
they differ so essentially from those grown in England, that it is all but impos-

sible to distinguish them afterwards. I hope my friend " Quo " will not con-

sider that I utterly condemn the good people of Holland in sending us their

examples of cut blooms, as I only wish to imply that a man cannot make him-
self thoroughly conversant with them in this annual examination.

There are some few first-class judges of these " lovely harbingers of sunny
times," in whose hands I should be pleased to place my reputation, but it ought

not to be to those who, although excellent judges of Dahlias, Pelargoniums,

Boses, and other popular flowers, really know nothing about the Hyacinth.

Allow me, Mr. Editor, now I have pen in hand, to reply to a correspondent

in one of your contemporaries, who writes that he found the ground of Holland

very hot to his feet. Though I certainly did not carry a thermometer with me
when I went there, and neither did I feel the heat through the soles of my
boots, yet from my observation of the character of the whole country, I am
quite satisfied that there is more water than caloric in the soil.

Highgate Nurseries. James Cutbush.
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THE PREPARATION OF HOME-GROWN TOBACCO.
A cokeespondent having inquired how to prepare home-grown Tobacco

for horticultural purposes, we are favoured with the following valuable com-
munication on the subject by Mr. Barnes, of Bicton :

—

We sow the seed of the true Virginian Tobacco on a gentle heat in the first

week in May, and prick off the young plants into pans, boxes, or pots, as soon
as they can be handled, an inch apart, placing them again in a little heat in
frames or shelves in some of the houses, making use of light, rich, open soil.

By the time the flower-garden plants are turned out, plenty of small 60-pots
are at liberty to pot-off singly the required batch of plants, which are again
placed thick together in a little warmth for a few days ; then placed to harden-
off in some of the temporary structures where the flower-garden plants had
previously been. Hardened-off by the middle of June they will become strong
plants, and fit to plant out of doors on any well-trenched well-prepared ground.
By August the plants will be from 4 to 5 feet high, the bottom tier of leaves
large, and the first three or four tiers in good order to gather. They should be
tied up in bunches of eight or ten, and hung up to dry gradually in the tool-
house, where a gentle smouldering fire is kept, by using any kind of slow-
burning refuse. The door and window being kept shut, in about eight or ten
days the sap is found to be enough evaporated to store the bunches of leaves,
tightly pressed, into boxes or old hampers. They should be very firmly
packed by pressing or treading, and placed away in a dry shed or loft till

wanted for use ; and if put away in good condition, it will be found on being
taken out for use very sweet, oily, and perfect for cutting up, either by a
chaffcutter, billhook, or knife, according to quantity required for use. We
continue collecting a batch of leaves in succession of about a week or
ten days till the middle of October, when the plants have arrived to 7 or
8 feet high, when we make a general clearance of all the leaves, side-shoots,
and 3 or 4 feet of the summit of the stems, blossoms, seed, and all. They are
tied up, bunched, dried, and packed away when dry. Three or four feet of
the large bare part of the stems and roots are then pulled up and dried in open
lofts or sheds, bundled or faggotted up and stored in a dry loft to smoke the
Apple orchards, with other rubbish, in the month of April and May, which
adds wonderfully to the success of a general crop of Apples. The ashes are
stored while dry in old casks, boxes, or dry sheds, to dredge fruit trees of any
kind subject to moss or lichen, which it very soon exterminates when applied
as we do in damp, rainy, or foggy weather, or early morning with heavy deAV.
We always give the Gooseberry and Currant bushes a couple of good dredgings
first as soon as the buds begin to expand ; then again as soon as the Goose-
berries are set, or as large as small Peas. If we do not catch a dew, fog, or
rain, at the right time, we take an engine and damp the bushes. The dredging
is soon done.^ Neither aphis nor caterpillars ever trouble us ; if they do
attempt, we give them notice to quit by another and prompt dredging. It
also agrees wonderfully with the health and vigour of the trees.

Bicton Gardens. James Baenes.

Muscat Hambttkgh Gkapes.—When in Scotland the early part of Octo-
ber, I looked in at Dalkeith to see Mr. Thomson ; and in a house of late Grapes
just ripening, in which are some remarkably fine examples of Lady Downes'
Seedling, I noticed several unusually large bunches of Muscat Hamburgh just
colouring ; and as they are very much larger bunches than I have met with
before, I trouble you with a notice of them. They are from grafted plants, and
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the bunches averaged from 4 to 5 lbs. each. In fact, they looked much more
like Barbarossa bunches than Muscat Hamburghs, but were unquestionably the
last-named kind. Mr. Thomson stated that he had grafted this kind on the Black
Hamburgh

; and if these large bunches be the result of grafting, as it appears
to be, it will induce me to adopt and recommend the plan to all my friends.

W. D.

THE VICTORIA NECTARINE.
WITH AN ILLUSTRATION".

The origin of this distinct and fine variety is as follows:—In 1857, Mr.
Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth, observing that several varieties raised from the
Stanwick Nectarine deviated but slightly from the parent sort, adhering to it

with singular tenacity in their habits, and above all not ripening to any extent
earlier, determined when the blossoming time again came round to try cross-
breeding. Accordingly, in the spring of 1858, he fertilised some flowers of
the Violette Hative Nectarine with the pollen of the Stanwick. The fruit
which these fertilised flowers gave were carefully selected, and their stones,
six in number, sown. In 1859 the young trees made their appearance, were
potted and carefully cultivated. In 1860 two or three of them developed
to a certain extent the character of the Stanwick in their sickle-shaped leaves.
Unfortunately, from the pots standing in an orchard-house not being properly
protected, four of the young trees had their roots killed by the frost of that
severe winter.

Of the two left, one in its leaves had the Stanwick character ; the other
did not differ in that respect from its female parent, the Violette Hative, which
it still retains, and it has borne fruit exactly like it. In 1861 the former bore
its first crop of fruit, three of which were submitted to the Fruit Com-
mittee at their meeting, September 10th, of that year. From the report of
that Meeting, as given in the Journal of Horticulture of September 17th, we
now quote an extract :

—" Mr. Rivers' greatest triumph is the production of a
seedling Nectarine which has all the merits of the Stanwick, and none of its

defects. It was raised from the Violette Hative impregnated by the Stanwick.
The fruit has all the appearance and richness of flavour of its male parent, but
with the deep strain of red in the flesh where it surrounds the stone, like the
female. It is a month earlier than the Stanwick, and a fortnight later than
the Violette Hative. Perhaps the most remarkable feature in the whole is,

that the fruit being altogether that of the Stanwick, the kernel is bitter,

showing how very divided the cross has been." It was named by the Com-
mittee the Victoria Nectarine, and was awarded a First-class Certificate.

We have only to add that by a clerical error its flowers have been described

as large, like those of the Stanwick ; whereas they are small, and exactly like

those of the Violette Hative Nectarine, and in our present plate the artist

has fallen into the same error. In size it is large, having been grown in

pots in the past season 9 inches in circumference. In shape it is more flat-

tened than the Stanwick, and its colour when exposed to the sun nearly as

deep a red as that of the Violette Hative. Its season may be reckoned from
the 10th to the 20th of September, varying in accordance with soil, position,

and season. Seedlings have been raised from it which are likely to bear next

season, so that after a very long period of a sort of stagnation in our varieties

of Nectarines, the Elruge and Violette Hative, our two favourite varieties, having
been in cultivation upwards of a century, we are likely to have a new race,

more rich and saccharine in their flavour than the above-mentioned sorts.
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THE METROPOLITAN EXHIBITIONS.
Royal IIorticultueaij Society, Sept 9th.—In the department for cut flowers

there was a complete " rush," and it was necessary to extemporise tahles to accommodate
the numerous subjects. Dahlias were very much finer than at the Crystal Palace, and it is

said they were even in better condition at Brighton a few days after this date, while an
extensive batch of seedlings were displayed, Fruit was not quite so numerous as at the
Palace, but it was very fine indeed. One old fruit-grower told me he had never before seen
such fine Plums, while Peaches were of surpassing sizo.

With cut blooms of Hollyhocks, Mr. W. Chater, of Saffron Walden, took the first prize
for twelve varieties

;
second, Messrs. Minchin & Son, Hook Norton

;
third, Messrs. Paid

and Son, Cheshunt. A few of the best flowers were Rev. J. Dix, Prince of Wales, Princess,
George Young, Macrantha, Decision, Minerva, Invincible, Warrior, Acme, and Carus.

Mr. R. H. Betteridge, of Abingdon, was first in both Classes of Asters for quilled and
tasselled or flat-petalled flowers, twenty-four blooms being staged in each Class. Mr. C.
Wyatt, gardener to H. Willis, Esq., of Epsom, was second" in both divisions ; and Mr. C.
Sandford, gardener to T. Thomasset, Esq., Walthamstow, was third in each Class.

With twenty-four spikes of Gladiolus, Messrs. Youell & Co., Great Yarmouth, were
first with a collection very similar to those exhibited by them at the Crystal Palace, some
splendid spikes of flowers being among them; second, Mr. J. Standish, with a group of his
fine seedlings

;
and, third, Mr. G. Prince, Market Street, Oxford, with spikes of the leading

French hybrids. In the Class for twelve spikes, exhibited by Amateurs, Mr. J. Sladden, of
Ash-next-Sandwich, was first with fine spikes of Hector, Volunteer, Prospero, and Lord
Clyde (seedlings of 1863, of his own production, all shades of scarlet and crimson), Madame
Priest, Le Poussin, Couranti fulgens (shades of scarlet and carmine), and others. Second,
Mr. C. J . Perry, Castle Bromwich, Birmingham, who had Premices de Montrouge, Achille,
Raphael, Le Poussin, Janire, Mazeppa, Jeanne d'Arc, Sulphureus, Madame Vatry, Marie,
and a seedling. Third, Rev. H. Dombrain, of Deal, with Victor Verdier, Lucifer, Earl of
Carlisle, Lord Warden, Orange Boven, Endymion, Lemonade, Mrs. Reynolds Hole, Mrs.
Dombrain, Mrs. Livingstone, Bridesmaid, and Viola. Besides these a large miscellaneous
group was staged by Messrs. Youell & Co., prominent among which, by its striking colour,
were bunches of G. Brenchleyensis, of which variety immense numbers are grown by this
firm, who seem also to be the largest growers of Gladiolus in the present day.

One collection only of Phloxes, in twenty-four varieties, appeared in Class 6. They
were from Mr. Turner, of Slough, and comprised the best of the herbaceous varieties grown.

With stands of twenty-four cut Verbenas, in bunches of five trusses each, Messrs. S.
Perkins & Son, of Coventry, were first

;
second, Mr. C. J. Perry, of Birmingham

; third,
Messrs. W. Minchin & Sons, Hook Norton, Oxon. The varieties in Messrs. Perkins' stands
were identical with those at the Crystal Palace. The flowers were very fine indeed : no
trace_ of injury or age coidd be detected among any of the trusses. Mr. Perry had some
seedlings in his stand that promised to be valuable acquisitions.

Mr. Turner, of Slough, was first with a splendid collection of Dahlias in forty-eight
varieties. It was composed of the following :—Norfolk Hero, Andrew Dodds, Mr. C. Waters,
Donald Beaton, Hon. Mrs. Trotter, Warrior, Sidney Herbert, Miss Pressly, Mrs. Church,
Mr. Stocken, Criterion, Garibaldi, Princess of Prussia, Midnight, Madge Wildfire, Mrs.
Bush, Grand Master, Triomphe de Pecq, Goldfinder, Pre-eminent, Lord Cardigan, Beauty of
Hilperton, Hugh Miller, Lord Derby, Delicata, Mrs. W. Pigott, General Jackson, Sir George
Douglas, Lady Popham, Bob Ridley, Mrs. Henshaw, Earl of Shaftesbury, Chairman, Juno,
Pioneer, Charlotte Dorling, Lord Clyde, Volunteer, George Elliot, Umpire, Cygnet, Mauve
Queen, Lord Palmerston, and seedlings. Second, Mr. J. Keynes, Salisbury, with Edward
Purchase, Juno, Lord Derby, Disraeli, Willie Austin, George Elliot, John Keynes, Miss
Henshaw, Goldfinder, Harlequin, King of Sweden, Model, Earl Shaftesbury, Golden Drop,
John Wyatt, Annie Keynes, Donald Beaton, Fanny Purchase, Garibaldi,' Jenny Austin,
Pauline, Criterion, Lord Clyde, Miss Herbert, Delicata, Souter Johnny, Lady L. Paulet,
Norfolk Hero, Leopard, Lilac Queen, Regularity, General Jackson, Earl Pembroke, Marquis
of Bowmont, A. Dodds, Hon. Mrs. Trotter, British Triumph, Count Cavour, Hugh Miller,
Bob Ridley, Sir G. Douglas, C. Dorling, Cherub, Baron Taunton, Lord Palmerston, and
seedlings. Third, Mr. J. Cattell, of Westerham. With twenty-four blooms Mr. Turner was
again first, and Mr. Keynes second; Mr. J. Perkins, of Market Square, Northampton, being
third. The flowers in this Class were but a repetition of the varieties just given. With
eighteen Fancies Mr. Keynes was first ; Mr. Turner second ; and Mr. H. Legge, of Edmonton
third. These three stands contained fine blooms of Harlequin, Countess of Bective, Pauline'
Starlight, Elegans, Queen Mab, Confidence, Lady Paxton, Miss Jones, Mrs. Crisp, Norah
Crerna, Madame Sherrington, Summertide, Fairy Queen, Mrs. C. Kean, Countess of
Shelburae, Pluto, Zebra, Garibaldi, Rev. J. Dix, Triomphe de Roubaix, Mrs. Wickham,
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Duchess of Kent, Leopold, Oliver Twist, The Flirt, The Cure, Elizabeth Mary Lander,
Prince of Wales, Gloire de Kain, and Gem.

In the two Classes in which amateur growers exhibited the flowers were very fine, and
the competitors as numerous as ever. With eighteen blooms Mr. H. Thorneycroft, Floore,

near Weedon, was first
;
second, Mr. T. Charlton, Kibworth, near Leicester

;
third, Mr. W.

Corp, Milford, near Salisbury ; and an extra prize to the Rev. C. Fellowes, Shottesham
Rectory, near Norwich. With twelve Fancy kinds, the Rev. 0. Fellowes was first; second,

Mr. W. Corp
;
third, Mr. J. Sladden, of Ash-next-Sandwich ; and an extra prize to Mr. C. J.

Perry, Castle Bromwich, Birmingham.
In the Miscellaneous Class a first prize was awarded to Mr. C. Turner for a collection of

cut Eoses ; a second prize to Messrs. Paul & Son ; and a third prize to Mr. Ge, Clarke, of

Brixton, for the same. Good examples of the following were contained in these collections :

Senateur Vaisse, Souvenir de Leveson Gower, Louis XIV., Madame Furtado, Lord Clyde,

General Washington, Jules Margottin, Souvenir de Malmaison, Comtesse Cecile de Chabril-

lant, Baron Gonella, Gloire de Santenay, General Jaccmeminot, Pourpre d' Orleans, Celine

Foresticr, Catherine Guillot, Marechal Vaillant, Madame Falcot, Gloire do Dijon, Francois
Lacbarme, Madame C. Crapelet, Narcisse, Acidalie, and Victor Verdier. The whole of

these varieties seemed to prove themselves to be valuable late aixtiinm-flowering kinds.

Extra prizes were also awarded to Messsrs. W. Cutbush & Son, of Highgate, for a collection

of very fine Paaony-flowered Asters in pots ; and to Mr. J. Standish, for a collection of cut

Gladiolus. Messrs. James Carter & Co., of Holborn, had specimens of miniature orange and
dwarf striped French Marigolds, the latter a remarkably fine and showy strain; also of

orange and lemon African Marigolds. They also had some splendid blooms of double
Zinnias, Asters, Helichrysums, &c. Mr. J. Salter, of Hammersmith, had a group of hardy
herbaceous and variegated plants ranged as a ribbon-border. Mr. Barker, of Godalming,
had a stand of Tropa>olum blooms, specimens of Cupressus Barkeri, and a Weeping Cypress.

From Mr. Whiting, of the Deepdene, near Dorking, came a collection of Potatoes composed
of round and kidney lands. Of the former were Daintree's Earliest, Golden Prolific, Early
Shaw, Dalrnahoy, Fortyfold, Red Regent, Ormskirk, Napoleon, Wellington, Cheltenham,
and Jersey Blue. Of the latter were Ashleaf, Myatt's Prolific Asbleaf, Jackson's Ashleaf,

Sutton's Early, Racehorse, Eugenie, Webb's Imperial, Brickley, and The Fluke. Messrs.

Veitch and Bull also contributed collections of rare and handsome-foliaged plants, the former
having examples of Lilium auratum in flower, and also L. nilgherriense, from India.

The seedling Dahlias and many other matters came under the cognizance of the Floral

Committee. Of the former a great number were contributed. First-class Certificates were
awarded to Mr. H. Legge, of Edmonton, for White Perfection, a pale cream white flower of

considerable merit; and for The Bride, a tipped variety, having black ground with an edging

of purple ; to Mr. Keynes, Salisbury, for Anna Keynes, also a blush white ground flower

tipped with lilac ; and to Mr. G. Wheeler, of Warminster, for Coronet, violet, with a mixture
of purple : a large, bold, and full flower. Second-class Certificates were awarded to Mr.
G. Wbeeler, for Watty, a large bright crimson flower ; to Mr. Keynes, for Samuel Bartlett,

blush, striped with crimson, and for Magpie, rosy purple ground, tipped with white ; to Mr.
Hopldns, Brentford, for Brunette, bright apricot colour, heavily laced with carmine crimson

;

to Mr. Burgess, of Chelsea, for Chelsea Hero, fawn colour, tinged with peachy lilac ; to Mr.
H. Legge, for Enchantress, pale apricot, tipped with rosy carmine ; and to Roundhead, purple

maroon; to Mr. C. Kimberley, of Coventry, for Messenger, light rosy lilac, heavily striped

with rosy purple ; to Mr. C. J. Perry, of Castle Bromwich, Birmingham, for Sylpb, blush,

suffused with lilac ; to Messrs. Bragg & Co., for Useful, orange crimson, and for Garibaldi,

orange red ; to Mr. C. Turner, for Prince of Wales, pale yellow ; and to Mr. Collier, Bethnal

Green Road, for Annie, shaded, maroon crimson, tipped with white. The other awards com-
prised a First-class Certificate to Mr. William Dean, Bradford Nursery, Shipley, for Cioni-

diuni Moorei, a handsome netted-veined species from Australia ; to Mr. Bull, of Chelsea,

for Pteris pellucida and Adiantum cardiochlaana, two beautiful Ferns ; and to Messrs. E. G.
Henderson & Son, tor Centaurea argentea. Second-class Certificates to Mr. Standish, of

Ascot, for Gladiolus Charles Davis, a rich and showy scarlet; and to Messrs. Veitch & Son,

for Cattleya exoniensis, a cross between C. Mossise and Lselia purpurata. Labels of Com-
mendation were awarded to Mr. Standish for three varieties of Gladioli—viz., Randle
Jackson, a beautifully-marked rose variety

;
Etna, a glowing scarlet ; and Mrs. Dix, a pale

lilac-streaked flower. Messrs. Veitch & Son received a Special Certificate for their group of

ornamental plants, and Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son the same for Pompone Dahlias,

tree Ivies, and variegated Pelargoniums.
The Fruit Show was neither so extensive nor so general as at the Crystal Palace, though

the examples staged in their several classes were unusually fine. With collections of fruit

in eight dishes, Mr. C. Turner, Slough, was first, having Washington Plums, Brown Turkey
Figs, Incomparable and Walburton Admirable Peaches, Warner's Red Grape Currant,

Williams' Bon Chretien Pears
;
Morello Cherries, and Pitmaston Orange Nectarines. Second,
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Mr. A. Henderson, Trentham Gardens : third, Mr. W. Kailo, gardener to Earl Lovelace
Ripley, Surrey. With four dishes of Peaches, Mr. T. Dawson, gardener to Earl Cowper'
Panshanger, was first; second, Mr. A. Henderson, Trentham; third, Mr. T. Penning,
gardener to H. Prandreth, Esq., Houghton HaU, near Dunstable. With a single dish of
Peaches Mr. Eust, gardener to the Eight Hon. R. Sullivan, Fulhara, and Mr. Kaile, gardener
to Earl Lovelace, were equal first, the former having splendid fruit of Walhurton Admirable
the latter Barrington, the size of the fruit being astonishingly largo

; second, Mr. T. Dawson'
Panshanger

;
equal third, Mr. T. Rutland, gardener to Capt. Peploe, Hereford, and Mr. s!

Snow, gardener to Countess Cowper, Silsoe, Peds ; and an extra prize to Mr. J. Westcott
the Gardens, Dulwich House. Very fine fruit of the following were displayed in these two
Classes—viz., Vanguard, Galando, Grosse Mignonne, Noblesse, Royal Charlotte, Improved
Admirable, Chancellor, Late Admirable, Royal George, and Champion. With four dishes of
Nectarines, Mr. T. Dawson was first; second, Mr. A. Henderson; third, Mr. E. Rutland.
Among these were good specimens of Violette Hative, Newington, Pitmaston Orange'
Elruge, Brugnon, Red Roman, and Ealgowan.

With three dishes of Figs Mr. A. Pousie, gardener to Lord Taunton, Stoke Paris,
Slough, was the only competitor. With a single dish Mr. T. Bailev, gardener to T. T.
Drake, Esq., Shardaloes, Amersham, was first; second, Mr. J. Sayers* gardener to E. Ellis,
Esq., Epsom; third, Mr. S. Snow, gardener to Countess Cowper, Silsoe. Brown Turkey!
White Genoa, and Brunswick were the varieties shown.

In the Class for three dishes of Cherries there was no competition. With a single dish
Mr. S. Snow was first; second, Mr. C. Turner, Slough; third, Mr. R. B add, gardener to
Earl Darnley, Gravesend; and an extra prize to Mr. R. H. Betteridge, Milton Hill
Abingdon. These consisted of Morello, Kentish, and Florence.

With a single dish of Plums Mr. S. Snow was first; second, Mr. J. Wright, gardener to
Mrs. Ramsden, Twickenham; third, Mr. A. Alves, Southharrow, Bromley, Kent. With
four dishes the first prize was also taken by Mr. S. Snow

;
second, Mr. Cox, gardener to

W. Wells, Esq., Redleaf, Penshurst
;
third, Mr. T. Bailey, Shardaloes; and extra prizes to Mr

R. Budd, Gravesend, and to Mr. J. Sayers, Epsom. Such a show of Plums was scarcely
ever seen, the fruit being extraordinarily fine. The leading kinds were Magnum Ponum
Diamond, Coe's Golden Drop, Pond's Seedling, Goliath, Jefferson, Green Gage, Washington'
Kirke's, and Peine Claude de Bavay. From one competitor, Mr. Wilson, came fine fruit of
Brady's Green Gage. Waterloo, Golden Drop, and Fulton (a sort in the way of Washington)
aB from trees in pots grown in an orchard-house not artificially heated.

°

With three dishes of dessert Apples Mr. A. Bousie, Stoke Park, was first ; second Mr
J . Mortimore, Carshalton

;
third, Mr. W. Wren, gardener to G. Purser, Esq., Carshalton

Extra prizes to Mr. G. Grover, Hammersmith, and to Mr. J. Wright, Twickenham T he
best varieties were Cox's Orange Pippin, King of Pippins, Downton Pippin, Old Nonnareil
Eibston Pippin, Cellini, Fearn's Pippin, Duchess of Clarence, Kerry Pippin, Nonesuch Col'
Waugh, Devonshire Quarrenden, Esher Pippin, Court of Wick, Ball's Golden Reinette'
Cornish Gilliflower, Blenheim Orange, and Golden Pippin. With three dishes of Apples for
kitchen purposes, Mr. S. Snow was first; second, Mr. H. Anstiss, Chiswick' third Messrs
G. & J. Lane, St. Mary's Cray; and extra prizes to Mr. J. Mortimore, Carshalton' and to
Mr. A. Bousie, Stoke Park. These consisted of Baltimore, Reinette du Canada Dumelow's
Seedling, Waltham Abbey Seedling, Grenadier, Cox's Pomona, Hollandbury Eno-lish
Codlin, Emperor Alexander, Lewis's Incomparable, Lord Suffield, Lord Derby, Hawthornden
Scarlet Admirable, Dutch Codlin, Royal Russet, Duchess of Oldenburgh, Cellini Blenheim
Orange, Alfriston, Chancellor, Golden Noble, Kentish Fillbasket, Clifford's Golden Harvev
Lord Nelson, Cumberlean, London Pippin, and Yorkshire Greenin°\

With three dishes of dessert Pears Mr. W. Wren, Carshalton, and Mr. G Wilson
Gishurst Cottage, Weybridge, were equal first, the latter having Marechal de la Coiir Louise
Ponne, and Beurre d'Anjou (from trees grown in pots)

; second, Mr. H Beaslev The
Gardens, Twyford Abbey, Acton; third, Mr. J. Mortimore, Carshalton; and an extra prize
to Mr. H. Anstiss, Chiswick. Besides the sorts already mentioned were Duchesse d'An°mueme
Beurre Bosc, Marie Louise, Crasanne, Chaumontel, Bon Chretien, Napoleon, Glou Morceau'
Belle et Bonne, Beurre Diel, Beurre Ranee, Comte de Lamy, Van Mons Leon le Were
Gansel's Bergamot, Albertine, Beurre d'Amanlis, and Poire Peche.

'

In the Miscellaneous Class prizes were awarded to Mr. A. Henderson for a box of Moor-
park Apricots, grown at Trentham Gardens; for six dishes of Currants to Mr Tivev
gardener to L. Ames, Esq., Hyde, near St. Alban's—viz., Raby Castle, Old Chamm°ne'
Red and Elack Naples, Red Grape, and White Dutch ; to Mr. J. Leslie for a basket of
Ridge Cucumber

;
and to Messrs. H. Lane & Son, for Grapes and orchard-house trees'in pots

Of seedling fruits, there was a yellow-fleshed Peach from Mr. Rust, °ardener to the
Right Hon. L. Sullivan, which was said to be late and good a Nectarine from Mr T
Bailey, called Shardaloes, which was considered not to be better than the Violette Hative •

a promising black Grape, in the way of Snow's Muscat Hamburgh, from Messrs. Lucombe^
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Pince, & Co., of Exeter ; a large-berried, grizzly, or rather pale amber Grape not in good
condition from Mr. Melville, sweet and fleshy, but considered objectionable in colour; and a
large round-fruited Chinese purple Egg Plant, or Aubergine, was shown by Mr. Standish, of

Bagshot.

A very highly interesting collection of Grapes came from the Society's Garden at

Chiswick. Among Black kinds were the Frankenthal, one bunch of which weighed 2 lbs.

;

Barbarossa, 4 lbs. ; Black Mill Hill and Dutch Haniburghs, one bunch of the last weighing
1 lb. 9 ozs. ; Black Monukka, 3 lbs. 4 ozs. ; Black Prince, Black Morocco, Esperione, Burchardt's
Prince, weighing 2 lbs. a bunch ; Morocco Prince, Muscat Hamburgh, Muscat Noir de Jura,

Oldaker's West's St. Peter's, weighing lib. 8 ozs. a bunch; Violet Frontignan, Strawberry,
Gros Colman, Prune de l'Herault, and Black Corinth. Of White sorts there were Muscat
of Alexandria, Golden Hamburgh, one bunch of which weighed 2 lbs.

;
Boyal Muscadine,

1 lb. 6 ozs. ; Baisin de Calabre, Trebbiano, Eeeve's Muscadine, White Frontignan, White
Nice, Ward's Early, and some Chasselas variety. Among grizzly, or rose-coloured kinds,

were Ahbee, Chasselas Rose de Falloux, De Candolle, and Tokay des Jardins. Among these

the Ahbee and Golden Hamburgh were beautiful bunches, especially the latter, which was
well ripened and without speck or blemish. These were cut from the Vines in the great

conservatory, the crop in which this year has been in noways behind its predecessors either

in size, quantity, or quality. Qvo.

AWARDS OF THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S

FLORAL COMMITTEE.
July 1.

Acpophortjs apfinis. --Messrs. Veitch & Son [S.C.C. and S.B.].—A large-growing
decompound Fern from Borneo, admirably suited by its creeping rhizome and drooping

fronds for large baskets. It is a pale green colour and shining, with finely -cut divisions,

which, however, overlap each other. Its fructification is of a davalleoid character.

Adiantum Ghiesbpeghtit.—Messrs. Backhouse & Son [C. and B.].—A drooping-habited

and very handsome species of Maidenhair Fern, the ample trapezio-oblong pinnules of which
were of a deep green colour, and lobed on the margin. It was a fine fresh-looking species

of very ornamental character.

Asplexittm coxsimile.—Messrs. Veitch & Son [C. and B.].—A sturdy-looking Chilian

Fern with short pinnate fronds, having thick, coriaceous, serrated, auriculate pinnae.

Asplenium elegantulum.—Mr. Standish, Ascot [F.C.C. and S.K.].—A very elegant

dwarf Fern, with the aspect of an enlarged and elongated A. fontanum. The fronds were
lanceolate in form, and bipinnate, with roundish toothed pinnules. It will be a pretty little

hardy evergreen Fern, and just the thing for glass cases kept in cool situations.

Araucapia Potlei.—Mr. Bull [S.C.C. and S.B.].—The plants exhibited were young
just-imported seedlings of this very fine new Caledonian conifer, which is remarkable for

having the broad flat leaves evenly produced all round the branches, and incurved or pretsed

against them, so as to lie imbricated over each other, and thus to give the branches consider-

able bulk.

Bomapea mtjltiflora.—Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter and Chelsea [F.C.C. and S.K.].

—A graceful twining greenhouse perennial, furnished with lance-shaped leaves about 4 inches

long, and I| inch broad, the stems terminating in an umbel of about a dozen flowers, which
were orange red in the sepaline divisions, and yellow dotted internally with crimson in the

longer and broader petaline segments. It had been introduced from Peru.

Cattleya Aclandi-Lodmgesii.—Messrs. Veitch & Son [F.C.C. and S.K.].—A plant of

especial interest, being a further instalment of Messrs. Veitch' s batch of hybrid Orchids. It

was shown as Cattleya hybrida ; but as this name is not stifliciently distinctive from their

other hybrid Cattleyas, it is better to apply to it the joint titles of its parents. It was a very
beautiful plant, of dwarf habit, with short stems, supporting a pair of oblong fleshy leaves,

and two-flowered racemes of large finely-coloured flowers. The rosy-tinted sepals and petals

were spotted over with crimson ; the broad column buried between the erect side lobes of

the lip was of a deep rose, these lateral lobes themselves being more widely separated at the

front than at the back, rosy outwardly and creamy yellow at the tip ; while the middle lobe

was roundish heart-shaped with a sort of claw, and so much recurved at the edge as to give

it a cuneately-flabellate appearance, the colour being creamy yellow at the hinder part and
rosy marked with deeper rose veins in front.

Dictyogpamma japonica.—Messrs. Veitch & Son [F.C.C. and S.K.].—A bold-habited

Fern from Japan, shown under the older names of Gymnogramma japonica. The fronds

were 2 to 3 feet high, bipinnate, and of a bright green colour; the pinnae of a long lanceolate

form, and of considerable size. It had something of the character of G. javanica, but differs

in its netted veins.
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Disa grandiflora superba.—Mr. "Watson, gardener to C. Leach, Esq., Clapham
Park [S.C.C. and S.B.].—This was the fine variety mentioned in vol. ii., page 617. There
were shown in company with it some well-managed plants of the species itself, and of a variety
affording some distinctions of colouring, but on the whole inferior to the variety swperba.

Funkta sp—Mr. Standish [S.C.C. and S.B.],—A pretty herbaceous perennial with
thick glaucous ovate leaves, having long channelled footstalks, and the flowers drooping,
Trench white, several produced on an erect spike.

Gardenia Florida variegata.—Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., Pine Apple Place
[C. and B.].—A well-marked variegated Gardenia obtained from Japan. The leaves are
very boldly margined with cream colour in an irregularly sinuated way, the variegation often
passing inwards as far as the midrib.

Gymnogramma chrysophylla, var.—Rev. J. G. C. Fussell, The Chantry, Frome
[C. and B.].—This was a remarkable specimen of good cultivation, the plant forming an
immense mass some 4 or 5 feet through, and in the most perfect health. It was one of the
larger-growing seedling forms of Gold Fern, of which many exist in gardens.

Hymenophyllum valvatum.—Messrs. Backhouse & Son [F.C.C. and S.K.].—A beau-
tiful narrow-fronded drooping Fern, the bipinnatifid fronds of which were linear-oblong, and
made up of linear obtuse lobes connected by the wing of the primary and secondary rachides.

Ligustrum sp. pol. variegatis.—Messrs. Veitch & Son [C. and B.].—A dwarf shrub
with small ovate leaves irregularly blotched with yellow. "When more fully grown it may
probably become a useful ornamental shrub.

LindstEa crenata.—Messrs. Backhouse & Son [C. and B.].—A very elegant pinnate
Fern, the crowded Maidenhair-like pinna) of which were crenately toothed at the edge.

Linds^a stricta.—Messrs. Backhouse & Son [S.C.C. and S.B.].—A pale green Fern
with bipinnate fronds, having small oblong recurved pinnules thickly placed along each side
of the rachis of the few primary pinna), and having very much the aspect of a stiff pallid
Maidenhair.

Ouvirandra fenestralis.—Mr. Bull, Chelsea [C. and B.].—A well-managed plant of
this curious and rare aquatic, exhibited in a flowering state, the forked spike studded with
little sessile white flowers just appearing above the water surface.

Pelargonium (Variegated) Italia Unita—Messrs. E. G.Henderson & Son [F.C.C.].—
Also noticed in vol. ii., page 676. The best of the Silver-edged tricolor zonale varieties.

Pelargonium (Scarlet) Lady Cowper.—Mr. Francis, Hertford [C.].—A variety of
very dwarf habit, furnished with small bright green foliage, and producing bright scarlet
flowers. It was commended for its dwarf habit, and its useful decorative properties.

Pelargonium (Variegated) Lucy Grieve—Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son [F.C.C.].—
A remarkably handsome variety, more highly-coloured in the zonale marking than Mrs.
Pollock, which it resembles rather than Sunset. It will be found further noticed in vol. ii.

page 676. The best of the Gold-edged tricolor zonale varieties.

Pink, Rev. George Jeans.—Mr. Turner, Slough [F.C.C.].—A remarkably fine Pink,
full-petalled, of extra large size, with the petals well arranged, the white clear, and the
lacing forming a heavjr edge of rosy crimson.

Primula sinensis pol. variegatis.—Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son [C. and B.].—

A

very pretty variegated-leaved Chinese Primrose, in which the variegation was well marked.
The leaves have a deep green disk, which, in the younger ones, is margined by yellowish-
green, which becomes creamy yellow in the mature state.

_
Pteris serrulata cristata.—Messrs. Veitch & Son [F.C.C. and S.K.].—A Japanese

variety of a well-known and most useful hardy greenhouse Fern, in which all the long ribbon-
like divisions of the frond were tipped by a crispy tassel. It will be an excellent Fern for
small glass cases.

Quercus sp.—Mr. Standish [S.C.C. and S.B.].—A fine-looking Oak with broad, obovate
sinuately-lobed leaves.

Quercus sp.—Mr. Standish [C. and B.].—An odd-looking plant, having the pinnatifid
leaves attenuated as if depauperated. If it proves a free-growing hardy tree, this singular
foliage will give it considerable interest.

Selaginella involvens.—Mr. Standish, Ascot [S.C.C. and S B.].—A very elegant
dwarf-habited species of the ciroinate group, and forming another excellent subject for a
Ward's case.

Statice Feostii.—Mr. Frost, gardener to Lady Grenville, Dropmore [S.C.C. and S.B.].
A stout-growing hybrid, of which some account will be found in vol. i., page 693. It'was
raised between 8. Holfordii and 8. imbricata, and formed a mass of lyrately pinnatifid downy
leaves, frorn among which grew up the winged flower-stems, supporting large corymbose
heads of white flowers with deep purple calices. The flowers were richly coloured, and the
habit all that could be desired.

Trichomanes alatum.—Messrs. Backhouse & Son [C. and B.].—A rather large-growing
bipinnatifid Fern, which has the appearance of being pinnate with pinnatifid-toothed pinnaf
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but is really bipinnatifid from the rachis being -winged. It may be compared with
T. scandens.

Thichomanes elobibundijm.—Messrs. Backhouse & Son [C. and B.].—A fine pinnate
species, not, however, shown in a mature or fructified state. Its fronds bear a few broadish
ribbon-shaped pinna?, which, when perfect, are crowded along the margin by the fruit-cups,
from which long hair-like receptacles project.

Tkichomakes Kaulpussii.—Messrs. Backhouse & Son [S.C.C. and S.B.].—An erect-
habited tall Fern, in which the fronds -were pinnatifid with -winged rachides and oblong undu-
lately-toothed lobes.

Thichomanes scandens.—Messrs. Backhouse & Son, York [F.C.C. and S.K.].—

A

beautiful drooping-fronded West-Indian Pern, with remarkably elegant, finely-cut, tripin-
natifid broad fronds, the divisions of which were much drawn out or attenuated.

Woodsia polystichoides Veitchii.—Mr. Standish [S.C.C. and S.B.] —A dwarf-tufted
Japanese Fern with a greyish aspect, the fronds being densely clothed with whitish hair-
scales.

_
They are long, narrow, pinnate, with simple falcate subauriculate pinnaa. This is

very distinct from all the other Woodsias known in cultivation.

REVIEW.
The Gooseberry-Grower's Register : or an Account of the Different Gooseberry Shows Held in

Lancashire, Cheshire, Staffordshire, Yorkshire, Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire, Other Parts
of the Kingdom, and the United States of America, for the Year 1863.

The <* Gooseberry-Grower's Register " boasts of an antiquity which it would puzzle
the most inveterate of Dryasdusts to discover. Ever since we can remember, and possibly
as long as any of our grandfathers could, this most remarkable of Annuals has made its
appearance in the autumn of each succeeding year with a regularity of which more pretentious
publications may justly be proud. What was its beginning or wherever will be its ending
Aye believe there is no man living can tell. This is by far the queerest book in garden
literature. Its tall quaint look, its unique title-page on which is delineated a representation
of the "heaviest berry" of the season, its thoroughly business-like and unmistakeable contents,
must be seen to be judged of. One of these characteristics only can we convey to our
readers, and that we shall endeavour to do by a few extracts.

We must state first of all that this is a sort of "Racing Calendar" among the Goose-
berry Fancy. Every berry that has been exhibited at every Show throughout the midlands
of England, together with the name of the exhibitor and the weight of the berry, are recorded
in a tabular form. The wholesome way in which these shows are managed may be gathered
from the following intimation on the back of the title-page :

—

:

" Notice is hereby given, that no shows will be published in the Register where the
undermentioned persons exhibit until they have paid up their following defalcations:

—

Daniel Bloobe, defaulter to the Cross Keys Show, Hanley, Staffordshire, 1862. William
Hobson, of Pear Croft, Sheffield, defaulter to the publisher for thirty bound Registers,
supplied September 27th, 1861." Yery good and very wholesome.

Towards the end of the book there is some excellent information on seedling Goose-
berries exhibited at the shows and on seedlings " going out," which we shall here transcribe :—

" George Bratherton's Red Seedling, Foreman,—29 dwts. 12 grns. Colour dark red,
with purplish-tinted veins, a very long three-veined, well-formed berry, with a few spines.

Two large berries and a pair of Twins—45 dwts. 15 grns.—were exhibited of this most pro-
mising variety. Distinct.

" Thomas Pilkington's Red Seedling, Farmer—24 dwts. 4 grns. Previously described.
" Joseph Leicester's Red Seedling, Smoker—22 dwts. Colour dark purplish-red, very

rough, a long good-shaped three-veined berry. Distinct.

"Joseph Bayley's Red Seedling, Makeroom—22 dwts. 7 grns. Colour and form of
Wonderful, but rough. Distinct.

" William Jones's Red Seedling, Maccaroni—21 dwts. 22 grns. A fine-formed dark
rough red. Distinct;

" George Wilkinson's Red Seedling, Registrar—20 dwts. 21 grns. Previously described.
"Joseph Walton's Yellow Seedling, Garibaldi—22 dwts. 19 grns. Previously described.
" Edward Eardley's Yellow Seedling, Hannah—22 dwts. 5 grns. A fine-formed three-

veined berry, similar in colour to Leader, and smooth, wdth broad light yellow veins, and
fine supple rind, very promising and distinct.

"George Wilkinson's Yellow Seedling, Oyster Girl—22 dwts. 2 grns. Previously
described.

"David Chippindale's Yellow Seedling, Ringer—21 dwts. 15 grns. A long, smooth,
dark muddled, yellow berry. Very promising and distinct.
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" Francis Soar's Yellow Seedling, Sir Robert—20 dwts. 22 grns. A round-formed light
yellow berry. Distinct.

" Joseph Bratkerton's Green Seedling, Bircben Lane—24 dwts. Described last year as
George Williamson's. This variety was in better condition, and one of the most promising-.
Distinct.

" Joseph Prophet's Green Seedling Diadem— 23 dwts. 8 grns. A smooth bright green,
with broad conspicuous light veins, a fine-formed three-veined berry, very promising and
distinct.

" George Beckett's Green Seedling, Bravo—22 dwts. 19 grns. Previously described.
" Francis Soars's Green Seedling, Radford—21 dwts. 14 grns. A round bright green.

Distinct.

« Wm. Jones's Green Seedling, Spark—19 dwts. 16 grns. Colour and form of Thumper
but very rough. Distinct.

"Joseph Walton's White Seedling, Annie—24 dwts. 12 gms. Previously described.
" Francis Soars's Wbite Seedling, Miss Soars—17 dwts. 5 grns. A long, smooth, dull-

coloured white. Distinct.

" T. Shingler's Wbite Seedling, Edna—16 dwts. 2 grns. A greenish-wbite, a little
rough, with puckered rind ; deficient of seed. Distinct, but evidently a tender variety.

" The following varieties were not successful in obtaining prizes, but were considered
distinct kinds :—Joseph Prophet's red, Lord Audley ; William Maddox's red, Benecia Boy

\Thomas Bennet's red, Honeywall; Henry Maddox's red, Roughcast; AVilliam Holden's
yellow, Lady Popbarn.

" Judges.—Edmund Salsbury, Melbourne; George Wilkinson, Holmeschapel ; John
Henshaw, Handforth

; Francis Oldfield, Hurdsfield; Francis Soars, Nottingham. John
Holland, Bradshaw Garden, Chadderton, Mancbester, Chairman. Cbarles Leicester, Crompton
Road, Macclesfield, Secretary.

"This Show will be continued as usual, weighing to commence at half-past 12 p m.
All subscriptions for the Seedling Show to be forwarded to Mr. Charles Leicester, Florist,
Crompton Road, Macclesfield, on or before the last Saturday in July

;
and, to avoid disap-

pointment, all seedlings from a distance should be sent the day before the Show, directed for
Mr. Charles Leicester, to be left at the Sir John Falstaff Inn, Market Place, Manchester,
prepaid, when due attention will be given, and, if distinct and successful, the prizes obtained
will be forwarded to the successful parties;'"

,

" Notes on Yorkshire Seedlings.—John Firth's Red Seedling, colour and form of
Guido, and rough strong veins.

" George Muscroft's Red Seedling, Prince of Wales, resembles Clayton in form, but
rough and bright in colour. Distinct.

" John Lodge's Red Seedling, in form of Lumper, but very rough. Distinct.
" John Firth's Yellow, colour of Stella, a long strong vein. Berry distinct.

,
" John Stafford's YeUow Seedling, Hedgehog, a pale dappled yellow, very rough, dis-

tinct, and very promising. ° '

" George Muscroft's Yellow Seedling, a smooth yellow, colour betwixt Leveller and
Leader.

"John Lodge's Green Seedling, a muddled green, smooth, very promising. Distinct
" George Muscroft's Green Seedling, a smooth, light green, in form of Turnout
" George Muscroft's White Seedling, must try it another year.

w K
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;

Geor8'e Barrow, Sheffield; Thomas Wingle;
Walter Stott. John Gill, Secretary." s '

While there is much to amuse in looking over this remarkable work, there is vet a touch
of pathos too. Towards the close we have the " Obituary," from which we give an extra of-"At Clifton, on the 10th December, 1862, Samuel Holt departed this life? aged 84 yearsHe had been a good supporter of shows for nearly fifty years. He lived respected and died
regretted by all who knew him." x

t

We strongly recommend our readers to possess themselves of the " Gooseberry Register "
which they may do by sending their address and Is. lOd. in stamps to Mr. Charles Leicester
Nurseryman, Crompton Road Macclesfield

^vowr,

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS.

Conservatory.
Spare no pains to make this house gay and attrac-

tive for the next few months. Attend -well to the
plants in flower. Pick off all decayed leaves and
flowers ; and as soon as they are beginning to fade
remove the plants. Have a good display of Chrysan-

Ai?
mT? ;

ii
ieyTke a fine ahow afc this dull seasonAttend to Camellias coming into flower See thp

plants are liberally supplied with water.
'

Keen the
foliage of all plants clean. Use no more fire heat than
is absolutely necessary. Ventilate freely in the earlv
part of the day when the state of the weather permits
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but guard against cold draughts or -winds. Keep
everything as clean as possible.

Greenhouses.
Hardwooded Plants.—In bad -weather look often

over the tender species that are liable to injury from
damp ; see they are in a light and dry part of the
house. Give abundance of air when the weather is

mild and fair. Water very carefully, and always in

the morning. Unless severe frost renders it necessary,
do not yet use much fire heat at night. Occasionally
during the month a little fire may be lighted in the
morning to dry up the damp. Softwooded Plants.—Pelargoniums.—Shift at once all plants that may
require it into larger pots, taking care to drain pro-
perly. Keep the plants as near the glass as possible

to prevent iheir drawing. Attend carefully to the
watering, and see that no plants are watered but. those

in want of it. The morning is the best time at this

season of the year to water. Do not let the tempera-
ture fall below 45" at night, In cold damp weather a
little fire heat will be necessary. Give all the air

possible when the weather permits. Cinerarias.—
Any plants that may require it shift at once into

larger pots. Give them every attention necessary to

promote free growth. Give air freely in dry weather.
Attend carefully to the watering. Those for early

flowering should be kept in a gentle heat. Those for

late flowering will do well in a cold pit properly pro-
tected from frost. Calceolarias.—Pot-off cuttings

and seedlings, and shiit any plants that require it.

Be very careful in watering at this season. Fuchsias.
—Plants for early flowering next season should be
started this month. With proper attention in potting,

watering, stopping, tying, <fcc., they can be grown to

any form or size by June next. Pot-off cuttings that

are rooted.
Stove.

Look frequently over the plants, and see they are

all clean and neatly tied up. Have the plants in

flower arranged so as to show to the best advantage,

without injuring the other plants. Attend well to the

watering. Maintain a night temperature of from 60°

to 65°, and give air freely when the state of the weather
permits.

Flower Garden.
When the plants in Hie beds have become disfigured

by frost, it is advisable to remove them at once out of

sight, and fill up the beds with bulbs, hardy-flowering
spring plants, or dwarf evergreens. Clean and dig

all bur's and borders, and sweep and roll walks.

Plant Poses in ground that has been trenched and
well enriched with good manure. Chrysanthemums
against walls, protect from frost. Dahlias.— Take
up, dry, and store away it not already done. Tulips.

— Plant about the 9th of the month. Choose a day
for doing this. This is a good time to proceed with
alterations if any are intended. The stock of "bed-
ding" plants should have air on every favourable

occasion. The different kinds of Geraniums, which
now so justly fill so large a space in the flower garden,

require constant attention ; as if kept too close they
are apt to damp off. These should, if possible, be kept
a littlo warm and dry, more especially the variegated

sorts. Pleasure, Grounds.—The planting of trees and
shrubs, and alterations of all kinds, should be prose-

cuted with energy as long as the weather continues

sufficiently mild and open. This should, if possible,

be got over in the autumn, and not left till spring.

Sweep and clean lawn.

Forcing.
Fruit.—Pine Apples.—The plants for starting in

January should now be at rest. Ventilate freely when
the -weather is fine, and keep the house dry. They
will require but little or no water at present. Main-
tain a night temperature of about 60°, and see the
bottom heat does not get below 80°. Plants showing
fruit will require a temperature of from 65° to 70° at

night, and 80° during the day. Water with tepid

water when they require it. Give plants that arc
swelling fruit liberal supplies of water when they
require it, and keep a moist warm atmosphere. Suc-
cession plants will not require much attention beyond
giving air when the weather permits, if they have a
nice steady bottom heat of at least 80°, which is abso-

lutely necessary to insure success. Vines.— Keep a
moist atmosphere in the early house. The night tem-
perature should not exceed 50° until the buds begin to

swell, when it may gradually be raised a few degrees.
If the outside border be not heated by hot water, see

that it is kept sufficiently warm by fermenting mate-
rials. Start a second house, and prune the Vines in

others for starting in succession. Late Grapes.—
Keep the atmosphere of the house as dry as possible

and cool. Cover the outside border with some mate-
rial to throw off the rain and snow. Peaches and Nec-
tarines.—The directions given last month for the trees

in the early houses are applicable this month for those
in late houses. Give the houses all the air possible
when the weather is at all favourable. Figs.—When
the leaves are all off, prune and dress the trees, and
tie-in those on trellises. Give air freely in mild
weather. Cherries.— Procure a stock of young trees
from the nurseries, and pot in turfy loam, and in little

rotten cowdung, and afterwards plunge the pots in an
open situation. Strawoerrics.—Take advantage of

dry weather to get these into winter quarters. Some
people plunge them flat, and then cover them in bad
weather. We prefer ridging as a much better plan,
as the soil can be kept dry, the roots are sate from in-

jury, and the plants are easily protected in frosty

weather. Put a good batch of plants into a cold pit

or vinery to be in readiness for early forcing. Cucum-
iers.— If the plants for winter bearing have been pro-
peily attended to, they will now be in a condition to

do good work during the ensuing months. Give them
some air whenever the weather will permit. Water
when necessary. Never leave too many fruit on the
plants atone time. Keep a moist atmosphere and a
good heat at top and bottom.

Hardy Fruit.
Pay great attention to fruit in fruit-room. Pick

out, all the small fruit, and any that are in the least

decayed, and keep all the best in single layers on
shelves. Winter pruning may at once be commenced.
Go over all the standard trees, and cut away all un-
fruitful, ill-placed branches; also all large spurs.

The proper thinning of the spurs is a matter of great
importance, and is too often altogether neglected.
Proceed with the pruning and nailing of wall fruit

trees of all sorts in favourable weather. Prune Goose-
berry and Currant bushes. Manure and fork over
Strawberry plantations. This is a good time for tlie

making of new, or the renewal of old, fruit-tree bor-
ders. Bear in mind thorough drainage is indispen-
sable to success, more especially wherever a retentive
subsoil has to be dealt with. In this case, also, the
borders should be elevated a little near to the wall to

give a slight slope to the borders ; but where the sub-
soil is of a porous open nature, the borders are better

made level
; as, if elevated, the trees would suffer too

much in dry seasons like the past. In planting fruit

trees of all kind, take care to spread all the roots out
properly, and see the soil is put in properly about
them. It is advisable to spread a little short litter

over the roots. All standards should be properly se-

cured to stakes.

Kitchen Garden.
If not already done, Carrots, Parsnips, Beet, Salsafy,

Scorzonera, &c, should be all taken up in dry weather
and stored away. Dress and earth-up Artichokes for

the. winter. Cut off the stem of Asparagus close to

the ground. Clear off all weeds, and cover the beds
with a good coat of manure. Cauliflowers that are
heading should betaken up, most of the leaves stripped

off and laid in by their heels in dry soil in a pit that

can be kept dry and cool : in this way they will keep
several weeks. Parsley.—Protect by glass or other-

wise. Endive.—Tie-up and blanch. Lettuce.—Pro-
tect. Celery.—Earth-up the late crop when dry. In
frosty weather cover the ridge with dry litter. Peas
and Beans.—Make a sowing of each of early sorts on

warm sheltered borders. Broccoli should be checked
by being lifted a little with a spade, and inclined to

the north. When the ground is dry hoe between the

rows of Spinach, Cabbages, &c. Clear off all decaying

crops. Manure and trench, or ridge all vacant

ground. Sweep and clean walks. Plant Box edgings.

—M. S.
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CLEMATIS FORTUNE!.
WITH AN ILLUSTRATION.

This magnificent hardy climber is one of the most recent introductions of

Mr. Fortune from Japan, and one of the most remarkable. It has been

flowered by Mr. Standish, of the Royal Nursery, Ascot, during the past

summer, and at the exhibitions at that season was one of the " lions" amongst

new plants. It is indeed a very distinct and very handsome plant, and we
owe our obligations to Mr. Standish for the opportunity of figuring it.

As far as can bejudged from the aspect of the imported plants, it has very much
resemblance to the' other Chinese and Japanese species in its habit and general

appearance. The leaves of the stem somewhat resemble those of C. lanuginosa,

and consist of three (occasionally one) coriaceous, cordate, very blunt leaflets ;

while beneath the flowers is placed, in all the blossoms we have seen, a whorl

of six or eight simple (occasionally ternate) stalked leaflets, of similar cha-

racter to those composing the true leaves, and forming a kind of involucre.

The flowers are quite unique. They are about 6 inches across, double,

white, and having a delicious neroli or orange-blossom fragrance. The sepals

are not only remarkable for their number, but also for their form, which is

oblong-lanceolate, with a small thickened point, and a distinct claw or footstalk

an inch long, the broader lamina being about If inch in length. Several

(some six or eight) series of these sepals go to form the flower, and in their

young state these incurve over the silky tails of the ovaries, much as the

florets of the fine varieties of Chrysanthemums are made to do under high

cultivation. Gradually, however, they unfold, and the full-blown flowers

consist of a broad multiserial border of these peculiar sepals, surrounding a

spreading tuft of greenish ovaries, each one terminating in a short caudex or

tail, which is silky, from its covering of fine, soft, tawny hairs. The sepals

have a central and a few evident lateral reticulating veins.
^
They are slightly

downy externally, and the outermost ones are also greenish on the exterior

surface; as indeed they are throughout when quite young, but they gradually

bleach as the parts become fully expanded, white} as they become older, they

acquire a faint roseate tinge. The flowers continue for a considerable time in

perfection.

Such is a description of this fine plant, as flowered on the imported specimen,

and therefore less perfect than, it may be presumed, it will become when it is

brought under the influence of high cultivation, such as English gardeners

know how to practise. As a hardy climbing shrub it will have an especial

value ; but we may also look to see its massive scented blossoms profusely

adorning bushes trained for the exhibition-table, when " some new thing" is

most urgently required to impart variety to what is year by year becoming-

more and more drearily monotonous. Why don't the authorities offer prizes

to bring out plants which are not seen at every show year after year ?

NEW HYACINTHS.
Ik the Florist and Pomologist of last November, Mr. Cutbush pub-

lished an article on new Hyacinths. From the perusal of that article the con-

viction is forced on me that he is not yet resigned to the defeat he sustained

at the Royal Horticultural Society's Hyacinth Show in March last.

Averse as I am to controversy, it appears to me, after duly weighing the
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matter, that his statement denies my right to honours fairly won, and demands
an answer at my hands. The high respectability of Mr. C, and his well-known
skill as a horticulturist, renders the task only more imperative.

Mr. C. states that the Judges were " very little acquainted with them"
(Hyacinths) ; that " he is quite convinced that they took no particular notice
of the subject, or they would not knowingly have committed such a blunder."
Strong words these ; we shall see, presently, how far they can be substantiated.

Seldom have I seen such strong statements sustained by so weak an
argument. The paper reminds me of the anecdote of the barrister, who,
retained in a bad case, found written on his brief, " No case for the defence

;

abuse the plaintiff's attorney." Mr. C. tells us that there are "some few
first-class Judges in whose hands he should be pleased to place his reputation !"

No doubt ; and in the illustration above chosen, had the defendant been allowed
to appoint the judge and jury, he would at least have hoped for a satisfactory
verdict. But, thanks to the wisdom of our forefathers, things are not managed,
in this way in England, neither in the courts of justice nor in the courts of
Flora. Although I did not know who the Judges of these flowers were till

months afterwards, I do not now hesitate to say that they were thoroughly
competent men—men of great horticultural attainments and undoubted probity—men whom those who know them delight to honour. I am surprised again
that Mr. C. does not perceive that, in saying his new Hyacinths should have
received the first prize, he is the sole authority for this statement, in a case in
which he is the interested party

;
whereas, arraigned against him is the opinion

of three disinterested Judges.
But is it on the ground of novelty or quality that Mr. C. sets up his claim ?

I remember when at school a clever form-fellow of mine, who, before he
entered on an argument, would have his premises granted. In like manner
Mr. C. puts his own interpretation on the word new, and proceeds to argue
from it as if it were an interpretation universally admitted. But this, I

apprehend, is not the case. Even the rule which he adopts from the Royal
Horticultural Society is unfortunately chosen because it is applied by them to

single specimens of plants only, and not to collections of florists' flowers.

Every observant visitor to the London flower shows will know that a collection

of neiv Roses, neiv Azaleas, and neiv Pelargoniums will not be disqualified on
the ground that the varieties " had been exhibited before the Society at a

previous meeting." Many reasons might be adduced why a collection of new
Hyacinths should not be tested by such a rule ; but in the face of the Royal
Horticultural Society's practical application of the rule, this appears unnecessary.

As to the novelty of Mr. C.'s six new varieties, a writer in the " Gardeners'

Chronicle" (p. 1012) tells us that among them were "one of nineteen years,

one of fifteen years, one of six years, one of four years old !" These surely

are not neophytes, but veterans; their ages amounting in the aggregate to

forty-four years. On the same authority, the ages of the competing six amount
to thirty-seven years only ! It is true Mr. C. throws a doubt on the accuracy

of this writer's information ; but as he offers nothing definite in its place, the

authority is too high to be disregarded.

Next as to the quality of these six " veterans." Would Mr. C. have placed

any one of them in a collection of 36 or even 50 ? A grower and exhibitor

of Hyacinths stated recently in my nurseries that he believed he would not.

I speak of them now in the state in which they were shown, not doubting that

two out of the six will be heard of hereafter.

But surely the Horticultural Society did not offer a premium for new
Hyacinths wholly withovit reference to quality? Their object, judging from

their antecedents, undoubtedly was to promote the improvement of a flower

—
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to encourage progression, not retrogression. The Hyacinth having been
longer under cultivation than most other florists' flowers, is now improving,
but slowly ; and it is too much to expect that six new Hyacinths will appear
in any single year, surpassing or differing essentially from those already in
existence. Again, this flower is propagated very slowly. It takes at the least

from ten to twenty years from the time a seedling blooms till it is placed in the
market, and it is usually rare for many years afterwards. Thus new and rare
Hyacinths, if the zoord new is to be taken in its most restricted sense, would not
only produce a finer exhibition, but promote more surely the true interests

of floriculture.

Holding these views, it is with regret that I see the alteration in the Royal
Horticultural Society's prize schedule for next spring, wherein the new
Hyacinths are restricted to the productions of a single year. I fear, but the
sequel will prove, that by thus qualifying a term, the Society is placed on the
horns of a delemma. Six Hyacinths of the current year will no doubt be
shown, and the best six the year produces ; but it is barely probable that they
will in the aggregate surpass those already under cultivation. Should the
Judges withhold the prize on the ground of indifferent quality, it will amount
to a censure on the rule ; if they award it, to a premium on retrogression.

I have endeavoured to discuss this question on broad and open grounds,
conceiving that it should not be looked at from the narrow view of personal
interests only. Mr. C, like myself, is a born nurseryman, and I willingly bear
testimony to his zeal and skill in his profession, and heartily wish him God
speed. But questions like these, which involve the reputation of others, should,
if once started, be thoroughly sifted

;
they have a powerful bearing on the

future. A good reputation is too precious a thing to be puffed away by an
inuendo. The Judges should know that there is a moral law equally powerful
to uphold the right as to restrain the wrong-doing. If, in this discussion, I
have used plain language, it is from no want of courtesy, but because I conceive
plain language to be the most proper vehicle for the conveyance of plain
truths. But, with every wish to be truly courteous, I confess that I have no
sympathy with thefalse delicacy and affectation of courtesy, now too prevelant,
of surrounding every question with such a cloud of "ifs" and "buts," as
to^ obscure the broad line existing between right and wrong, producing a
mischievous confusion of ideas, which cannot be unravelled except by those
who are possessed of unusual industry or more than ordinary powers of
discernment.

Waltham Cross, X. William Paul.

REMEDY FOR GRUB IN CARROTS.
In your July Number of the Florist and Pomologist I observed a

remedy for grubs in Carrots ; and having some years since had the misfortune
to have a poor crop of Carrots, I was forced to try something. I hit upon
soot, not only for Carrots, but for Parsley, Sea-kale, and many other things.
But the question will naturally be, How did, or do you apply it ? For Carrots
I use it in this manner—I sow soot pretty thickly on the ground where it is
intended to sow Carrots, just Avhen I turn the ground over for the last time
before sowing, and I turn the soil over as roughly as possible, then sow soot
again, but not so thick as the first time. This I work-in with the hoe before
sowing the Carrot seed, and I have by this plan had for four seasons con-
tinuously splendid crops of Carrots, this season especially.

Parsley I generally sow amongst Onions, and put soot in the ground while
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it is in a rough state. I have two crops from the same land, and find the
Onions are quite big enough for use ; and I could just now mow my Parsley,

though I cut a barrowload in July. I have two beds each 30 feet long by
4 broad of it, which are admired by all who see them. I could not grow
many things here if I did not use soot in one form or another.

Grohy Lodge, Ashton-under-Lyne. John Hague.

BERGAMOTTE ESPEREN PEAR AND OTHER HARDY
KINDS ON QUINCE STOCKS.

This excellent variety of Pear deserves to be more generally cultivated as

a standard, for it is hardy in the midland and northern districts, and a good
bearer. Last year it fruited with me for the first time on some small pyramids
on quince stocks, and produced abundantly, and it has done the same this

year. It is likewise a first-rate Pear as regards flavour. I find the following

varieties do well here on quince stocks, and trained as pyramids—namely,
Louise Bonne of Jersey, Beurre Langelier, Beurre d'Amanlis panache, Marie
Louise, "Williams' Bon Chretien, Citron des Carmes, Susette de Bavay, and
Beurre Diel. The soil here is very stiff and adhesive, but the Pears on quince

stocks grow well in it. The following varieties have been tried as pyramids,

but do not bear well :—Glou Morceau, Forelle, Duchesse d'Angouleme,
Beurre Bosc, Van Mons Leon Le Clerc, and Beurre Bretonneau.

The thermometer denoted 8° of frost here on the morning of the 1st of

May, and the Pears on pyramid bushes were either in flower or had just set

their fruit. Some spruce branches had been placed round them before the

frosty mornings occurred, and saved them from any injury.

Welheck Gardens. Wi. Tileery.

FROGMORE LATE PINE STRAWBERRY.
WITH AN IELTTSTEATION.

It is now nearly forty years since the best of all the late Strawberries was
raised, and for all that period the Elton has held the ground against all comers.
Notwithstanding the merits of this variety, and the. universal popularity it

enjoyed, it had also its demerits, and one of the greatest, perhaps, was its

excessive acidity. However desirable it may be to get a late Strawberry, still

one of its requirements is that it be palateable, and a fruit that has too great a
preponderance of acidity certainly cannot be said to have unqualified merit.

In the Frogmore Late Pine we have what the Elton lacks ; and the richness of

its flavour, coupled with its late and productive bearing, are its great recom-
mendations.

The Frogmore Late Pine was raised by that indefatigable hybridiser of

fruits, Mr. Thomas Ingram, gardener to Her Majesty at Frogmore. It was
first introduced to notice in 1860, by Mr. Charles Turner, of Slough, and since

then it has steadily taken a prominent position in the best gardens.

The fruit is large, varying from conical to cockscomb-shaped, and having
the glossy neck of the old Pine, which shows its parentage. The skin is

glossy, bright red, with a scarlet shade in it, and the seeds are not deeply

imbedded. The flesh is tender, red throughout, and of a fine rich pine flavour.

This variety comes in at the same season as the Elton, but is far superior

to it both in flavour and productiveness.
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AWARDS OF THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
FLORAL COMMITTEE.

July 7th, 1863.

Nemophila discoidalis auricul-Zevlora.—Mr. Melville, gardener, Dalmeny Park [C.].

—A variety of N. discoidalis, with deep mulberry flowers, distinctly and evenly edged with
pure white. It was considered an improvement on the variety called elegans. Mr. Melville
describes it as heing of a dwarf spreading habit of growth, flowering very profusely, and
having a very showy appearance.

Selaginella involvens.—Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter and Chelsea [F.C.C.].—This
had already received a second-class award at the July Show, but was considered worthy a
first-class certificate, which was consequently awarded to it. Mr. Veitch reported that this

plant (as well as the following) had been' known to withstand 15° of frost without the
slightest injury. The plant forms a small flat-spreading tuft, with something the character
of the species commonly called S. lepidophylla, but with the branches more openly branched.

Selaginella involvens variegata.—Messrs. Veitch & Son [F.C.C.].—A variety of the
foregoing, differing in having the branches and leaves slightly variegated with white.

Verbena Mauve Queen.—Mr. C. J. Perry, The Cedars, Castle Bromwich [C.].—

A

distinct and showy variety, with good trusses, the pips of a beautiful mauve lilac, with a
pale eye.

July 21st.

Achimenes Mooiiei.—Mr. A. Parsons, Welwyn [S.C.C.].—A handsome decorative
variety, with moderately-large rosy-crimson flowers, slightly fringed at the edges.

Calceolaria Bijou.—Mr. John Watson, St. Albans [F.C.C.].—This was a dwarf variety
somewhat resembling Prince of Orange in habit. The flowers were of a rich velvety deep
brown-red colour, produced in great abundance. On this account the plant was considered
likely to prove useful for bedding purposes.

Helipterum Sandeordii.—Mr. W. Thompson, Ipswich [F.C.C.].—This was a dwarf
btishy yellow-flowered Everlasting, introduced last year by Mr. Thompson, from Chapman
River, West Australia. As a showy fi'ee-blooming hardy annual it promised to be a great
acquisition. The flower-heads were small, but produced in large masses. Seeds of it were
stated to have been first sent to this country by the late Mr. Drummond. Mr. Thompson
stated that it was constant, easy to grow, hardy, distinct from other annuals, and quite
effective in sunshine.

.
Hollyhock Alexander Shearer.—Messrs. Downie, Land, & Laing, Sydenham and

Edinburgh [F.C.C.].—This was a remarkably fine flower, large and very double, and of a
rich deep red colour.

Picotee Lucy (Taylor).—Mr. Turner, Slough [F.C.C.].—A charming variety, with
finely- formed white petals, delicately pencilled with pale red at the edges.

August Mh.
Clematis Jackmanii.—Messrs. Jackman & Son, Woking [F.C.C.].—This was one of a

batch of seedlings raised by Messrs. Jackman, the result of a cross between C. lanuginosa
and 0. Uendersonii and C. viticella atrorubens, the first being the female parent. They were
lovely hardy climbers, with large flowers, which, in the present variety, were of a deep
bright violet, and consisted of a variable number of from four to six sepals. It was con-
sidered quite an acquisition. The plants flower from July onwards till the autumn.

Clematis rubro-violacea.—Messrs. Jackman & Son [F.C.C.].—This was from the
same batch of seedlings as the foregoing, and differed chiefly in its intense reddish-violet
flowers, which were remarkable for the rich velvety appearance of the surface of the sepals.

Dahlia Alexandra.—Mr. C. J. Perry, Castle Bromwich [S.C.C.].—A veiy pleasing-
flower, both in respect to colouring and form. The colour is white, delicately tipped with
lilac.

Dahlia John Wyatt.—Mr. Keynes [S.C.C.].—A neatly- formed full flower, of a deep
rose purple.

Hollyhock Cherub.—Mr. W. Chater, Saffron Walden [S.C.C.].—A moderate- sized
full flower, of a salmon pink coloiu-.

Hollyhock Mrs. M. Binning.—Messrs. Downie & Co. [F.C.C.].—A fine deep rose, the
flowers large, full, and regularly built.

Hollyhock U. B. Ullet.—Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing, Sydenham and Edinburgh
[F.C.C.].—A fine large crimson, with the flowers full, even, and compact.

Hymenostachys elegans.—Mr. Bull, Chelsea [F.C.C.].—A handsome tropical Film-
Fern, with dimorphous pellucid fronds ; the sterile ones pinnatifid or pinnate, with the veins
anastomosing, and the fertile ones narrow linear-elongate, with the cup-like involucres sunk
side by side along both edges.
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Pelargonium Lady Cowpek.—Mr. Francis, Hertford [S.C'.C.].—A very dwarf compact
scarlet, with green leaves.

Pelargonium (Nosegay) Stella Variegated.—Mr. Or. Smith, Hornsey Eoad [C.].—
A fine variety, having all the qualities of the beautiful variety from which it sported, except
the green foliage, which is replaced by leaves having a green centre, and a broad creamy edge.

Picotee Exhibition.—Mr. B. Elkington, Buckingham [O.j.—A showy heavy-edged
red, pure and without bars, and likely to prove a flower of the useful class.

August llt7i.

Pelargonium Loud op the Isles.—Mr. G-. Smith, Hornsey Eoad [E.C.O.].—A variety
of moderate vigour, with slightly zonate leaves, and rosy scarlet flowers of fine shape, large,

and in good bold trusses.

August 25ih.

Cyetanthus sanguineus.—Messrs. Backhouse & Son, York [E.C.C.].—A beautiful

aniaryllidaceous plant, of which the bidbs that produced the plants exhibited had been
imported from Caffraria in the autumn of 1862. It was, however, originally introduced by
the same eminent nurserymen in 1846, and was presented, by them to the Society, in whose
Journal it was published by Dr. Lindley, under the name of Gastronema sanguineum. It

produces linear spathulate or lanceolate leaves, and short scapes 3 to 4 inches long, bearing a

large solitary funnel-shaped flower, of a bright orange red, with the perianth segments
recurved. Messrs. Backhouse remark that they are led to conclude the plant will prove

hardy, its habitat being closely analogous to that of Gladiolus psittacinus.

Dahlia Anna Keynes.—Mr. Keynes [S.C.C.].—A large, full, high flower, white,

delicately tipped with lilac.

Dahlia Coronet.—Mr. Wheeler, Warminster [S.C.C.].—A full violet purple variety.

Dahlia Crimson Perfection.—Mr. Legge [C.].—A small deep ruby crimson.
Dahlia Earl or Pembroke.—Mr. Keynes [F.C.C.].—A high-built well-formed claret

purple.

Dahlia Fanny Purchase.—Mr. Keynes, Salisbury [F.C.C.].—A neatly-formed sym-
metrical bright yellow, likely to prove a very useful flower.

Dahlia Formidable.—Mr. H. Legge [S.C.C.].—Ked, tipped with white.

Dahlia Nonsuch.—Mr. Legge [C.].—A medium-sized golden amber, rather quilled.
_

Dahlia Regularity.—Mr. Keynes [S.C.C.].—A variable sort, blush white, heavily

striped with crimson, but sometimes much more slightly marked.
Dahlia Surety.'—Mr. Keynes [S.C.C.].—Shaded fawn colour.

Dahlia Symmetry.—Mr. Wheeler [C.].

—

A dark ruby red.

Dahlia The Bride.—Mr. H. Legge, Edmonton [S.C.C.].—A pale French white, tipped

at back with purple.

Hollyhock Acme.—Mr. W. Chater, Saffron Walden [F.C.C.].—Peach-coloured, fine.

Hollyhock The Queen.—Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing, Sydenham and Edinburgh

[S.C.C.].—A handsome variety, with blush white flowers.

Hollyhock Volunteer.—Mr. Bird Porter, Copt Hall, Epping [S.C.C.].—Flowers dark

claret.

Hollyhock Willingham Defiance.—The Bev. E. Hawke, Willingham Eectory,

Gainsborough [S.C.C.].—Flowers bright rose.

Lilium neilgherrense.—Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter and Chelsea [S.C.C.].—An
Indian Lily, with one-flowered stems in the way of L. eximium, producing large, long-tubed,

horizontal "flowers of a yellowish or greenish-white, and very sweetly scented.

Pelargonium (Variegated) Mrs. Benyon.—Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, St. John's

Wood [F.C.C.].—A variety considered to be excellent for bedding purposes. It is in the

style of Mrs. Pollock, of dwarf, free, vigorous growth, with large effective foliage, and

flowering more abundantly than any other variegated variety except Brilliant. The flowers

are scarlet. The plant was accompanied by a group of seedling Pelargoniums.

Vallota purpurea eximia.—Mr. Bull, Chelsea [Special].—A group of three well-

managed plants of a fine variety of this very beautiful bulb, which was equal in merit to

the variety called major, but was said to differ in having a distinct pale centre. It is

remarkable for its dwarf and more compact habit. It is also much more free in flowering,

always throwing two or three spikes where the other throws but one.

September 9th.

Adiantum cardiochljenum.—Mr. Bull, [F.C.C.].—One of the most beautiful of the

tender Maiden-hair Ferns, and tolerably well known in all good collections, but deserving of

universal introduction, and on this account (not having been before the Committee) it

received an award. The stipes are black and polished, and the fronds large, spreading, and

tripinnate, the pinnules being obtusely oblong, almost parallelogramoid, and elegantly

lobato-crenate.
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Anemone japonic! Honorine Jobert.—Messrs. F. & A. Smith, Dulwich [C.].—

A

hardy perennial of stout, robust, dwarfish habit, with bold, ternate, coarsely-toothed leaves,
and pure white flowers, a good deal like those of A. vitijolia. It was considered a good late-
blooming hardy border plant.

Cattleya exoniensis.—Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter and Chelsea [S.C.C.].—One of
the very interesting hybrid Orchids raised at Messrs. Veitchs' Exeter nursery by the skill of
Mr. Downing. The present, a very beautiful flower, was obtained between Cattleya Mossice
and LceMa purpurata. The plant was of dwarf, compact, vigorous-lookino- habit. The
award was made for its interest as a hybrid. The flowers were moderate-sized, blush white
acuminate, somewhat refiexed sepals and petals, and a lip, of which the loAver half the
tube-like portion was yellow, and the upper half rich rose purple, the margin bein°- filled
and with just a wire-edge of white. This promises to be a fine thing.

Centatjrea argentea.—Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, St. John's Wood [P.C.C.].
This very ornamental silvery-leaved perennial had already, in competition with other plants,
received a small award at one of the summer Shows, but was thought to bo so meritorious in
its class as to deserve the higher certificate. It is noticed at page 284.

Cionidium Moorei.—Mr. W. Dean, Bradford Nursery, Shipley [F.C.C.].—This very
interesting Eern is a native of New Caledonia, and is related to Deparia, from which it
differs in its reticulated venation. It is sometimes called Deparia Moorei and Trichiocarpa
Moorei. It is a plant of moderate size, with pedately bipinnate-pinnatifid fronds, springing
from a short decumbent caudex. These fronds are broadish, in three parts, something like
small examples of Aspidium trifoliatum, but they have a very different appearance in con-
sequence of the numerous spore-cases, which are contained in shallow cups, projected from
the margin on little footstalks.

Dahlia Anna Keynes.—Mr. Keynes, Salisbury [P.C.C.].—A very pleasing variety of
full size and good form; the colour blush white, deeper in the outer florets, and very faintly
tipped with lilac.

Dahlia Annie.—Mr. Collier, Bethnal Green Road [S.C.C.].—A shaded maroon crimson
tipped with white.

Dahlia Brunette.—Mr. Hopkins, Brentford [S.C.C.].—A very attractive variety of
good properties, and of a bright apricot colour, very heavily laced with deep carmine crimson.
The most attractive flower, perhaps, of the season.

Dahlia Chelsea Hero.—Mr. Burgess, Chelsea [S.C.C.].—A well-formed variety, the
colour of which may be described as fawn tinged with peachy-lilac.

Dahlia Coronet.—Mr. Wheeler, Warminster [F.C.C.].—A useful purple violet variety
of deep outline and full.

'

Dahlia Enchantress.—Mr. Legge [S.C.C.].—A pleasing variety, of good properties
pale apricot, tipped with rosy carmine.

Dahlia Garibaldi.—Messrs, Bragg & Co., Slough [S.C.C.].—An orange red, of fair
quality.

{To le continued.)

OBITUARY.
MR. DONALD BEATON.

There are few men who have held a higher position in horticulture, or who have done
more to advance that science, than Mr. Donald Beaton, who is now removed from the midst
of us. It is with every feeling of regret that we have to announce that his death took place
at his residence in Surbiton, Kingston-on-Thames, on the evening of Saturday, the 31st of
October last. Some months previous to his last illness Mr. Beaton was seized with what has
proved to be an attack of paralysis ; but it was of such a nature as not to incapacitate him
from attending to his everyday duties, although it so impaired the functions of the brain as
to compel him to desist from all literary pursuits. From the singular way in which this
attack affected Mr. Beaton's memory, his otherwise active and vigorous mind was not allowed,
that scope necessary for him to convey his ideas.

Mr. Beaton was born at Strathconon, in the parish of Urray, Ross-shire, on the 8th of
March, 1802, and was consequently in the 61st year of his age. He was' buried in the
churchyard of Surbiton.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS.

Conservatory. I present season, when there is so little in the wav ofSpare no pains to have this house as gay and in- flowers out of doors. The following plants wiil heir,
vitrng as possible ; it will then be much enjoyed at the to make a display :—Epacrises, Heaths Camellias
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Indian Azaleas (the early varieties of them will now
be coming into flower, if they have been in a little

heat), Primulas, Cinerarias, &c. Add to these Helio-
tropes, Mignonette, Violets, Tulips, Narcissus, &c.

;

also a few variegated and ornamental foliage plants.
See that every plant and pot is clean and neat, and
arrange tlie whole in an effective manner. Attend
carefully to the watering of all plants. Fire heat at

night will be necessary in frosty weather ; but in
open mild weather it is best to light, a little occasionally
by day to expel damp, Ventilate freely on all favour-
able occasions, but guard carefully against coid
draughts.

Greenhouses.

Hardwooded Plants.—Look frequently over the

specimen plants ; turn them around and change then-

situations occasionally. If not already done tie and
tram any plants that may require it. Attend care-

fully to the watering of all plants. Give air freely

whenever the state of the weather permits. Use lire

heat only when necessary. Young plants in pits

should be well protected from frost, but in favourable

weather they should have all the air possible. Soft-
wooded Vlaktis.— Pelargoniums.— Look carefully

into the plants and remove all decaying and super-

fluous shoots and leaves. Keep the plants well tied-

out, so that the sun and light might have free access

to the centre of them. Keep them near the glass, to

prevent their drawing. Great care should be taken in

watering. At this season they should be allowed to

get quite dry before tney are watered. In frosty

weather fires will be necessary at night. In dull

weather light fires occasionally in the daytime, to dry

up the damp whilst the sashes are open. Ventilate

freely at every favourable opportunity, taking care to

guard against cold draughts as much as possible.

Cinerarias.—Attend regularly to the tying-down of

the shoots as they advance, and thin-out all the small

1 eaves. Attend carefully to the watering. Ventilate

freely in fine weather. Calceolarias.—Attend care-

fully to these, Remove all decaying and small leaves

and shoots. Stir the surface of the soil in the pots to

keep it open. Attend well to the watering, never
allowing them to get thoroughly dry before it is

given to them. Fumigate occasionally to prevent the

green fly, and give air freely at every favourable

opportunity. Pot-off seedlings when lit, and shift

those previously potted into larger pots. Fuchsias.—
Those started last month should now have a moist

growing atmosphere, and the temperature at night

should not be below 50°. Tie-up the young plants as

they advance m growth. Give a little air in fine

weather. Water freely when necessary.

Stove.

Examine the plants frequently, and spare no pains

to have them thoroughly clean and free of insects.

Arrange the flowering and fine-foliaged plants, so

that they may make the house gay and cheerfuf . Pick

off all decaying flowers and leaves. Tie and train

plants. Keep the house dry and clean. Water

thoroughly when it is wanted; always give it in the

forenoon. As long as the present mild weather con-

tinues a great amount of fire heat will not b e requirett

;

the night temperature should not, however, be allowed

to get below 60°. Give air freely in line weather,

avoiding cold draughts.

Flower. Garden.

Cover beds containing bulbs to protect from frost.

Protect all choice flowers and shrubs that are likely

to suffer from frost. If not already done, plant

hardy Roses in open weather. This is also a good

time to plant stocks for budding next season. Plant

edgings, lay turf, and push on alterations of all kinds

in open weather. Look frequently over the stock of

» bedding" plants. Those in pits and frames should

be well protected from frosts, but should have all the

ah possible when the weather permits. Pleasure

Groimfa.'-Secure newly-planted trees to stakes, to

prevent their being blown about by the wind : indeed

many of the established trees would be much bene-

ilted'if some of the branches on the side exposed to

the wind were made fast to stakes; it prevents them

from dashing against each other, and saves the buds
from being rubbed out, which often happens when not

staked. Continue to plant in open weather. Proceed
with alterations whilst the weather continues favour-

able.

Forcing.

Fruit,—Pine Apples.—The directions given last

month, for plants to start in Januarjr, are applicable

this. The fruiting-house will require careful manage-
ment at ttiis season. Take advantage of the weather
to give a little air at every favourable opportunity.

Water thoroughly when required. Keep the atmo-
sphere rather dry, and maintain a temperature of

from CO 0 to 65° at night, and S0° to 85° during the day.

Keep the succession plants dry; give air every favour-

able opportunity, and see the bottom heat is not below
80°. Vines.— Gradually raise the temperature of the
early-house to 60° by night, and 70° by day, with ail

increase of 12° or 14° by sun heat* Attend to the

stopping and tying-down of the shoots, and remove
all superfluous ones. Give air freely when the weather
permits. Water thoroughly the inside borders when
they require it, using tepid water. Keep the atmo-

sphere of the succession-houses moist. Give air freely,

and be careful not to keep the night temperature
above -50° until the buds begin to swell. Late Grapes.

—Examine the bunches frequently, and take out all

decaying berries. Give abundance oi air, and keep
the houses as dry as possible. Peaches and J\/eo~

tarines.—li not already done, start the early-house

at once- Cover the outside borders with fermenting

material, and give the inside ones a good soaking of

water. Syringe the trees two or three times daily, and
try to keep a moist atmosphere by all means. Main-
tain a temperature of from 40° to 45° by night, and
55° to 60° by day. Give air freely when the state of

the weather permits. In mild weather the late houses

should have all the air possible ; but in frosty weather
it is bet;er to close the sashe3. Pigs.—It these have
not been pruned and dressed, as recommended last

month, the present is a good time to do it; also to

shift any plants that may require a larger pot or tub.

In mild weather give plenty of air, and in severe

weather use sufficient fire to keep out the frost.

Cherries—The early batch of plants should now be

under glass. Give them all the air possible. Straw-
berries.—Introduce the first batch for forcing. At this

season they cannot have too much light ;
they should

therefore be put close to the glass. They should have

little or no fire heat except in frosty weather. Give

them plenty of air. Take care the plants in winter

quarters do not get frozen on any account. Cucumbers.

—As long as the weather continues mild, be sparing

of fire heat at night. If cold frosty weather should

set in it will be necessary to keep a temperature of

60 to 65° by night, and 70° to S0° by day. Keep the

shoots thin, so that they may get all the light possible.

Keep a moist atmosphere. Give air freely at every

opportunity, and water thoroughly when required.

Hardy Fruit.

Proceed with the pruning and nailing of wall trees

in mild weather, and the pruning and thinning-out of

all kinds of standard and dwarf trees, and endeavour

to get through as much of this work as possible at

this season. Plant fruit trees of all kinds In open

weather, and attend to the instructions on this head in

last month's Calendar. Look the fruit carefully over

in the fruit room.

Kitchen Garden.
See that everything is properly protected that is

likely to suffer from the influence of lrost ; for though

the weather up to the present time has been very

mild, we may have a very sudden change to very-

severe weather. It is prudent, therefore, to take all

precaution at this season against sueh changes.

Parsley, Lettuce, Endive, Cauliflowers, Celery, <&c,

all require protection in case of frost. See there is a

sufficient quantity of Rhubarb and Sea-kale covered

for forcing. Thoroughly clean all parts of the garden.

In frosty weather wheel manure to places where it

will be wanted. In mild weather dig or trench all

vacant ground. Dig all borders. Plant edgings, turn

gravel, and sweep and roll walks.—M. S.
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